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 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 5 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 6 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 25 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 41 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

Unidentified Submerged Objects or Underwater-UFOs or UFOs leaving water or
entering water are an underreported phenomenon. The purpose of this thread is to collect
and discuss and research the the History and Mystery of USOs.
For starters, I will sift through this comprehensive list of more than a thousand
sightings and collect the most noteworthy. The criteria for noteworthy? A verifiable
source. Give me a few weeks to sift through the list. If you want to help cherry picking
the best cases that would be much appreciated!

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 4 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago
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1076-1946
1947-1959
1960-1965
1966 - 1972
1973 - 1979
1980 - 1999
2000 - 2009
Undated
If there is anyone who should know more about this phenomenon then its the Office of

Naval Intelligence.

If anyone here has experience with filing FOIA-Requests you can help out by sending such
a request to ONI. That too would be much appreciated.
[edit on 10-3-2009 by Skyfloating]

Skyfloating
      
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 09:05 AM

 link   

Of the 1000+ accounts and reports that exist I think I should be able to find about 200 that
are noteworthy. I will post post many of them in the course of the next weeks for
research and discussion. I think the accounts from times way before we knew anything of
UFOs are some of the most interesting.
From sifting through the very first 10 accounts of that list here is the most interesting:
In 1492 Christopher Columbus reported flickering lights at night hovering above the
ocean in the Bahamas area and made note of it in his journal.

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

[edit on 25-2-2009 by Skyfloating]
[edit on 25-2-2009 by Skyfloating]
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they may be fleeing Beijing
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Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Skyfloating
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Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

1845 backed by official sources such as the Malta Times and The British Association for
the Advancement of Science. Excerpt:

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 11 hours ago, 13 flags


At this moment three luminous bodies issued from the sea, about half a mile
from the vessel, and remained visible for ten minutes

_________________________________________

1850 Canada

a “large spheroidal mass” that was seen floating by the crew of the Advance in
Wellington Channel

__________________________________________

1861 North Atlantic

Three luminous bodies issue from the sea during a squall. In view 10 minutes.

[edit on 25-2-2009 by Skyfloating]

Skyfloating
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 link   

Lake Erie 1867
What makes this case credible is that it was witnessed by many over the years. Excerpts:

No motion, however, in any direction was to be discovered, and at once
concluded that it was nothing more than the "mysterious light,” which for
many years past, at longer or shorter intervals, has been seen by the
inhabitants at this point on the lake shore.
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The object appeared to be some 200 or more feet in length upon the water and
about as high above the water as an upper cabin steamer, such as was in use
upon the lake twenty years ago

Diseases and Pandemics • 2 • : 99problems99

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area

_________________________________________________

Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

1870 Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

Excerpt:

Religion, Faith, And Theology • 2 • : GBP/JPY

Bubba Smollett
Rant • 74 • : mtnshredder



-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3N-

That, whatever it may have been, it traveled against the wind. "It came up obliquely
against the wind, and finally settled down right in the wind's eye."

Political Conspiracies • 4555 • : EndtheMadnessNow

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .
Predictions & Prophecies • 64 • : TerryMcGuire

[edit on 25-2-2009 by Skyfloating]

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 269 • : Blue Shift

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News • 0 • : SuicideKing33

InfaRedMan
       
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 09:47 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
That's a fantastic picture SF! I've always found USO's interesting and I do believe in their
existence. When my father was young (1950's), his boss came into work one morning white
as a sheet. He used to travel to work along a coastal road called the Nepean Hwy. As he
was traveling down Olivers Hill in Frankston, he peered out into Port Phillip Bay and saw a
classic saucer shaped object breach the surface and fly directly up into the atmosphere
and out of sight.
My dads boss eventually became a very respected business man in Australia and as far as I
know, has never publicly revealed his sighting. He's dead now so it appears he took that
secret to his grave.
Each time I pass that particular part of road, I can't help but look out into the bay and try
to imagine exactly what it was he saw. It kind of haunts my father in the same way too.
My dads boss was an honorable man that could be taken at his word, unlike so many
today.
In respect to the image in the OP, I can also see that as a giant cuttle fish. Who knows
what lurks down there that uses Bioluminescence. I'm sure there are many organisms from
the deep that would simply astound us!
IRM
[edit on 25/2/09 by InfaRedMan]

sh1fty
     
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 09:51 AM
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What do people generally think about these?
Are they coming from space, and living right in our ocean to avoid us detecting them?
Have they always been living underneath the water?
I must say I haven't even thought about USO's until this thread. The thing is, to me, it's
just a plausible as UFOs. In fact, it makes almost more sense than UFOs. We as humans
still cannot truly reach the bottom of the ocean. Who's to say the aliens can't?
Maybe Atlantis was never above water, maybe it's always been an underwater city - for
the visitors.

Kandinsky
    
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 10:08 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
It's a good topic with a lot of incidents to sift through. If we did have intelligent UFOs,
what better place to remain out of the way? In Australia in the 90s there was a series of
sightings involving UFOs apparently drawing water on board. Police and respectable
residents provide similar descriptions of size, sounds, colors etc. I'll add a link later...
Also Karl12 recently posted a thread on the same subject here. Another very good site
can be found at Water UFOs.
There's the persuasive Shag Harbor Incident found at Canada Mufon. It's got the makings
of a damn good movie. Even finishes with one UFO rescuing the other from 'behind enemy
lines' in a sense.

edit for poor English
[edit on 25-2-2009 by Kandinsky]

Skyfloating
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 10:09 AM

 link   


Originally posted by InfaRedMan
As he was traveling down Olivers Hill in Frankston, he peered out into Port Phillip Bay
and saw a classic saucer shaped object breach the surface and fly directly up into the
atmosphere and out of sight.

Me too. Hence this thread. My one and only USO Sighting happened on the Fiji Islands in
2001. There is not much to say about it except that I was walking along a beach when a
silver disc rapidly and diagonally descended out of nowhere and splashed into the water. I
just stood there frozen for a few minutes, unsure of what I had seen, also checking if
something might have fallen down from a plane, but there was no plane. The disc was
about the size of a car and shiny silver. The beach was empty and nobody else seemed to
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have seen it so I did not tell anyone.

Originally posted by shifty
I must say I haven't even thought about USO's until this thread.

Thats why I am making this thread and sifting through that massive list.

[edit on 25-2-2009 by Skyfloating]

Beamish
    
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 10:12 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
It’s a shame that USO cases have virtually been ignored as a subject. And I was astounded
that there are so many! Thank you Skyfloating, for bring these to our attention.
I’ve always found USOs to be fascinating, and, for some reason that I still can’t quite
fathom (excuse the pun), a far more comprehensible phenomena. Perhaps there’s
something about the sheer logic of alien/transdimensional/time-travelling craft secreting
themselves under the oceans that just smacks of credibility. Where else to build your HQ
other than in an almost completely inaccessible region of the planet you are exploring?
Here’s one that includes strange beings (checked your listings and this doesn’t seem to be
on it):

In the summer of 1982, Mark Shteynberg, along with Lt. Colonel Gennady
Zverev, were conducting periodic training of the reconnaissance divers
("frogmen") of the Turkestan and Central Asian military regions. The training
exercises had been taking place at the Issik Kul Lake, a deep water lake in the
Transiliysk Ala Tau area.
Quite unexpectedly the officers were paid a visit by a very important official,
Major-General V. Demyanko, commander of the Military Diver Service of the
Engineer Forces of the Ministry of Defense, USSR. He arrived to inform the
local officers of an extraordinary event the had occurred during similar
training exercises in the Trans-Baikal and West Siberian military regions.
There, during their military training dives, the frogmen had encountered
mysterious underwater swimmers, very human-like, but huge in size (almost
three meters in height!)
The swimmers were clad in tight-fitting silvery suits, despite icy-cold water
temperatures. At the depth of fifty meters, these "swimmers" had neither
scuba diving equipment ("aqualungs"), nor any other equipment, only spherelike helmets concealing their heads.

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg1[24/06/2020 17:41:34]
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www.ufoinfo.com...

Skyfloating
  
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 10:24 AM

 link   

1875 Nature Magazine.
Excerpt:

he had seen a series of swift lines of light. He had dipped up some of the water, finding
in it animalcule, which would, however, not account for phenomena of geometric
formation and high velocity.

___________________________________________________

1879 Persian Gulf, by a Hydographer of the British Navy

noticed luminous waves or pulsations in the water, moving at great speed. This
time we have a definite datum upon origin somewhere below the surface. It is
said that these waves of light passed under the Vulture. "On looking toward
the east, the appearance was that of a revolving wheel with a center on that
bearing, and whose spokes were illuminated, and, looking toward the west, a
similar wheel appeared to be revolving, but in the opposite direction."

__________________________________________

1885 from an Astronomy Magazine, Witnessed by Many
Excerpt:

...an elongated object giving off a strong luminosity. It seemed to float in the
air and its apparent disk was four or five times larger than the full moon. It
traveled slowly and cast light on the whole camp behind the station with a
brightness about ten times greater than a large electric bulb. In the morning of
November 2, at dawn, a very luminous flame, first bluish, then greenish, and
moving at a height of five to six meters, made a series of turns around the
ferryboat pier at Scutari. Its blinding luminosity lighted the street and flooded
the inside of the houses with light. The meteor was visible for one minute and
a half and finally fell into the sea. No noise was heard when the immersion
took place.

Skyfloating
  
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 10:53 AM
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Reply to Beamish:
No doubt the oceans depths are the best places to hide secrets.
Thanks for the add. I appreciate any help I can get sifting through the material.

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 11:14 AM

Note: The Water-UFO Website disappeared for awhile there.
________________________________________________________

1887 New Zealand Herald
Another multiple witness event reported by a credible source.
Excerpts:

a large ball of fire was seen to rush past the vessel at about a cable's length off
and dash into the water. The light from the ball, which was about the size of a
coal basket, was of such brilliancy as to completely dazzle those on the
schooner, and it was not till some time afterwards that they could recover their
sight sufficiently to see their way.

___________________________________________________

1887 Science Magazine
Excerpt:


large ball of fire appeared to rise out of the sea to a height of about fifty feet
and come right against the wind close up to the ship. It then altered its course
and ran along with the ship to a distance of about one and one-half miles. In
about two minutes it again altered its course and went away to the south-east
against the wind. It lasted, in all, not over five minutes. Have noticed the same
phenomenon before off Cape Race, and it seemed to indicate that an easterly
or south-easterly gale was coming on

___________________________________________

1888 St. Louis Post
Multiple Witnesses.
Excerpts:
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a peculiar light is seen at the foot of the island. It has the appearance of a huge
ball of fire and is about the size and shape of an ordinary barrel.


Suddenly the whole point of the island was illumined (sic) as a bright red
object rose apparently from the water and glided up into the air. Ascending
probably to a height of forty yards, the watchers saw the lurid ball fade away.


A peculiar light illumined (sic) the boat and the waters around it, making the
craft and its mysterious occupant perfectly discernible to the party on the
shore, who stood paralyzed with fear, unable to speak or move, their eyes
riveted by some mysterious influence they could not resist on the spectral
object before them.

[edit on 25-2-2009 by Skyfloating]

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 11:31 AM

1892 San Diego

and made a most terrific swoop down on to the surface of the water in the
lagoon and spread out all over the surface, covering it with a most brilliant
halo of light. It only remained there a moment when it rose again and formed
itself in several fantastic shapes in quick succession, and traveling with the
rapidity of lightning almost, first in one direction and then another, changing
its course by abrupt angles. These peculiar antics kept up for fifteen minutes at
least, and it finally disappeared away inland.

_________________________________________________

1893 event referenced by official sources
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I found this part to be the most interesting:

The vessel's compass was visibly affected, and the needle fluctuated without
regard to the cardinal points.

___________________________________________________

1910, The Indianapolis Star
Excerpt:

MISSING HEAVENLY BODY STRIKING SEA NEAR VESSEL,
DEMAGNETIZES INSTRUMENTS AND SETS CREW A-TREMBLING

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 11:40 AM

 link   

1910 The Danish Meteorological Institute

Capt. Breyer of the Dutch steamer Valentijn was in the South China Sea,
midnight, Aug. 12, 1910, he saw a rotation of flashes. "It looked like a
horizontal wheel, turning rapidly." This time it is said that the appearance was
above water. "The phenomenon was observed by the captain, the first and
second mates, and the first engineer, and upon all of them it made a somewhat
uncomfortable

________________________________________________

1913 London Times
Excerpt:

The object descended and headed toward the ship, making an audible whirring
sound. Within 5 minutes it was directly overhead just above the masthead, the
searchlight now dazzling. The trawler was illuminated from stem to stern so
brightly that “the men assert that it was possible to read by it." Two body lights
were visible on the aft of the object about 5 or 6 feet apart. Fearing a collision,
the captain blew the whistle and swung the vessel around to the west. The
unidentified craft then circled the ship twice, keeping its searchlight focused
on the ship the whole time. Then it climbed and departed toward the west.

Skyfloating
   
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 12:00 PM
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1931, Ireland

A Mr. Collins was aboard his yacht when he saw a strange "aero-plane" like
object approaching from the sea. It suddenly ditched into the water near the
shore. Collins then approached the craft, which was now apparently at the
shore. He saw three occupants apparently working on the object. Two were
tall, heavy set, blond haired and light complexioned. Thinking they were or
(sic - of) German origin, he asked if they needed any help in German. One of
the men responded in French, claiming he could not understand, and then, in
no uncertain terms, told the witness to leave the area. Collins quickly left and
did not see the craft depart.

____________________________________________

1927, one of Italys must investigated USO Sightings

One morning, while a 12 year old girl was going to fetch drinking water at the
river Po, she saw a shiny and round object come from the sky. It later crashed
in the water seven meters away from her. After a couple of minutes, the
witness noticed a big bubble in the water and later the object resurfaced and
flew away disappearing in the sky.

________________________________________________

1929 Saucer-Disc
I picked this because I found it interesting that a flying saucer would be seen pre-1946.

about a sponge diver in his home town of Tarpon Springs, Florida. It seems
that an old Greek sponge diver back in 1929 was underwater doing his
sponging in his old-type sponge diver’s suit and helmet, and as he looked up
from what he was doing, he saw a saucer-shaped silver disk fly by him under
water with lights on it, and then it flew by him again, this time in the other
direction

iNTERPLANETARyR.O.M.E.O.

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 12:03 PM

 link   

star and flag for you!
at least i hit a star shaped button...i know i hit the flag (neewwwbers sry)
thank you for taking the initiative! this is one of the topics i was surprised not to see in
my few weeks surfing around ats.
uso's are great because of the sheer volume of reports (of which i am sure you are
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currently well aware) and because so freakin many of them are official!!
and for some reason i feel like someone who dismisses the idea of ufos may be more
inclined to rationally consider usos.
just wanted to sing ur praise sky, ur posts are always great and this is no exception

Reevster
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 12:13 PM

 link   

When we are on the earth's surface, we cannot comprehend the amount of water that is
totally there on the earth. However, take a look at any image of the earth taken from
outer space, and you will be able to appreciate truly the amount of water that is present
on the earth's surface. The bluish color that you see covering the earth in these images is
due to the presence of large amounts of water on the earth. In fact, the earth's surface is
covered mostly with water, with land areas forming a very small percentage. The amount
of water covering the earth's surface is a staggering 70 percent, with the remaining 30
percent being covered by land.
Just think how many UFO, USOs could be moving in and out of the oceans at any given
time unkown to us land dewellers .

spacevisitor
  
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:02 PM

 link   

Hi Skyfloating, great thread of a very important but for many a bit unknown part of the
Ufo phenomenon.
strrd and flggd.
So it’s good to bring it under the attention.
It shows us that those crafts are not only capable of travelling in our skys but also in our
rivers, lakes and oceans.
I hope you didn’t mind that I posted this one, I started reading the list of 1076-1946 and
continued where you where stopped so far.

03-??-1945
One of the most detailed cases.
The most detailed of these cases involved a large UFO seen in 1945 by crew
members of the U.S. Army Transport Delarof which had been hauling
munitions and supplies to Alaska.
The ship, heading back to Seattle, was in the open sea past Adak. It was about
sunset, and Crawford was on the port side near the radio room when he heard
shouts from some of the crew.


He turned and saw a large, round object which had just emerged from the sea.
(Several crewmen saw the UFO actually appear from underwater, an estimated
mile or so from the Delarof.)
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All the observers were convinced it was a large object. Comparing it with the
width of a finger held out at arm's length, Crawford estimated the UFO to be
150 to 250 feet in diameter.
At Seattle, 14 crewmen signed a summary of the sighting.

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:12 PM

1934 Norway
Excerpt:

they heard a whistling sound, like air being released from an air compressor. A
moment later the object ascended 9-18 feet above the water and took off with
an enormous speed, without any sign of acceleration. At last the object had a
deep blue color as it disappeared over Oslofjorden. As soon as it disappeared,
the witnesses (4) investigated the area and discovered a craterlike depression
in the snow about 4.5 feet in diameter and about 3 feet deep. Outside this the
snow had melted1 to a diameter of 54 feet.

_______________________________________________________

1943 Persian Gulf
Im adding this one because it is representative of a number of similar reports.

1943: Persian Gulf—Seaman Matthew Mangle, from the bow of his ship,
sighted a huge disc beneath the surface of the water. The object, glowing with a
soft, greenish light, paced the ship at about 12 knots before speeding up and
moving out of sight.

______________________________________________________

1945, U.S. Military, Multiple Witnesses, Detailed Report
Excerpt:

he heard shouts from some of the crew. He turned and saw a large, round
object which had just emerged from the sea. (Several crewmen saw the UFO
actually appear from underwater, an estimated mile or so from the Delarof.)
The unknown craft, showing darkly against the setting sun, climbed almost
straight up for a few moments, then it arced into level flight, and began to
circle the ship. All the observers were convinced it was a large object.
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The Undertaker

 link   

  
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:13 PM

The subject of USO's was what first got me interested in UFO's and the like. My mother
first told me about her encounter with a USO when I was 13 or 14. Her story isn't that
much different than many out there.
While in High School, she was with some friends boating at night in the Barbee (sp) chain
of lakes in Northern Indiana (1965). All of the sudden a craft emerged in front of them
from below the waters surface spinning with various colored lights making as she calls it a
whirring sound. As it hovered in front of them for a moment it ascended and eventually
disappeared. They frantically made it back to shore where they then B-lined it to the
cabin to tell their parents what had happened. Of course they were met with disbelief
and accusations of lying. What's interesting about this story is that my Father having heard
this story many times finally had the occasion to ask some of these friends at a High
School reunion about this incident. Not one of them recalled it ever happening! Now he's
the type that believes in other life forms in our universe but feels the distances are too
great for travel... Too my knowledge my Mother has never lied or fabricated anything in
her life. A down to earth honest woman I tell ya, that still to this day tells the exact same
story.
BTW, I'm sure no report was ever made about this incident. One of how many that has not
been reported?
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Skyfloating
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InterplanetaryRom: I was surprised to find so little of it too.
Reevster: Good point. Its mostly water so the planet is MOSTLY unexplored....even today.
Spacevisitor: Thanks for helping. Its impossible for me to do all this alone.

 new topics

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:19 PM
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I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 6 minutes ago


Originally posted by The Undertaker
What's interesting about this story is that my Father having heard this story many times

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 7 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

finally had the occasion to ask some of these friends at a High School reunion about this
incident. Not one of them recalled it ever happening!

Diseases and Pandemics : 26 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 42 minutes ago

Im very interested in the amnesia connected to UFO-Sightings. Thanks for mentioning
that.

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)

nicholaswa

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:26 PM



Great thread!!
My only initial concern is, when evaluating human activity on long sea voyages, we'll
always have to keep our minds open to hallucination as a possible explanation.

Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago
link

   

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 4 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
sh1fty
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posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:29 PM

 link   


Originally posted by nicholaswa
Great thread!!
My only initial concern is, when evaluating human activity on long sea voyages, we'll
always have to keep our minds open to hallucination as a possible explanation.

Why is this? Lack of sleep/nutrition?

nicholaswa
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:35 PM

 link   

I think that, historically, sea-voyagers were prone to hallucinations from lack of food,
sickness, or just plain boredom...imagine being on a flat ocean for weeks upon end...your
mind might start to play tricks...hence we have stories of mermaids, sirens, seamonsters,
etc.
That being said, I still think this is an excellent thread, and there's definitely something
out, er, down there...

spacevisitor
    
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:36 PM

 link   

Another interesting case with two witnesses and more important a picture of the object
just below the waterline.
08-17-1947
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Actual photo (from aged copy with leak through of ink from following page)
This strange photograph, snapped on the Crow River in Ontario, is a mystery to
photographers. It is all that was recorded by the camera of a large purple globe, one of a
series seen submerging in the Crow River. Was it a spaceship?

We left at 8:30 and after driving for about ten minutes the car stalled, leaving
us stranded in the middle of a deserted and open stretch of country. We
tinkered with the motor for a half-hour but couldn't get it to start again. So we
started to walk back to camp.

 active topics


"It was then that we both witnessed an unusual sight in the growing darkness
that I still find hard to believe and vaguely know how to describe. It seemed
like a huge globe of purplish light that tore across the eastern sky and
disappeared into the surrounding hills. It was followed by yet another that was
much closer and travelling at a slower speed. I could hardly make out the
details, but it looked like a round object that had a number of large portholes
on its sides. .

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4556 • : RelSciHistItSufi

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 270 • : Stormdancer777

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 3 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County


"The next day was a Sunday [17th] and no work was to be done. So, around
three o'clock that afternoon I went down to Crow River to do some fishing and
brought my camera with me. It was then that I saw those self-same objects
circling about the lake, but travelling at a much lower speed. I don't know how
to express my feelings when I saw them again; it struck me, somehow, as being
weird and uncanny, like something from another world. At any rate, they
circled closer to the lake, emitting a high-pitched whining noise. My senses
came back to me and I pulled out my camera and tried to take shots.

Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 2 • : 99problems99

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476


"I took numerous snaps but later these failed to turn out. Finally the objects
eased their speed and at intervals of about two minutes between them, they hit
the lake and sank about 100 yards from where I was standing. The first snap I
took failed to focus properly, but the second one turned out excellently as the
object hit the water.

Bubba Smollett
Rant • 74 • : mtnshredder

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .
Predictions & Prophecies • 64 • : TerryMcGuire

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News • 0 • : SuicideKing33

[edit on 25/2/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 25/2/09 by spacevisitor]

Lombardy Inn
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:47 PM

 link   

Lets say i have a relative that is a VERY high ranking navy official. How should i go about
asking for information? You've probably heard his name before, but i dont know if i should
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put it out there.
Im pretty sure hes "in the know"
I think ill shoot him a casual Email for now.

network dude
  
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:54 PM

 link   

The fact that so many USO accounts have been filed by credible sources and even UFO
incidents have had a god bit to do with water, I can't help but wonder if Hydrogen really is
a viable fuel source and we just haven't figured out how to use it right yet. If I am not
mistaken, insn't space mostly hydrogen? There was a show on History Chanel about USOs
that was every well done. It talked about the US Navy sightings that were reported. Far to
many people have described the same sort of thing for it to be nonsense. I aggree with an
earlier post that Atlantis may be real but used by these things. Who is to say that they
haven't been here for millions of years and we are the newcomers?
Great post Skyfloating. have a great day brother.

Perfect stranger
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 01:55 PM

 link   

My favorite has to be Shag harbour, I actually visited the small town about 5 yrs ago while
on a camping vacation in the maritimes. I drove about an hour out my my to visit. there is
an old church that has set up a "museum" that details quite a bit of documentation on "
The Event". one things that is so cool is that the Canadian Navy dispatched ships that
stayed on site for a couple of days.
It is also interesting to note that back in those days there was a fear of russian subs
hitting the east coast, so the US Navy has at the time a secret "listening" post at Shelburne
Nova Scotia. I can't remember where I read it but Supossedly Shelburne tracked an
underwater object that moved from Shag harbour closer to the base then left the water
into the sky
hmmmmm sounds like a "Visit" to me

Helmkat
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:00 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Lombardy Inn
Lets say i have a relative that is a VERY high ranking navy official. How should i go about
asking for information? You've probably heard his name before, but i dont know if i
should put it out there.
Im pretty sure hes "in the know"
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I think ill shoot him a casual Email for now.

If he told you anything other then "No" or "I don't know" then he would be violating the
conditions of his Clearance. I had a Secret Clearance in the service (Navy 83-87) and still
can't talk about anything I saw or read.

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:00 PM

 link   

1945 U.S. Navy, Multiple Source Confirmations

a single distinct blip had appeared out of nowhere on the radar scope. A few
seconds later and the blip became visible in the sky... almost directly over the
battleship


Later it was learned that at that time, the object was at an altitude of twenty
thousand feet. Finally, Capt. Christian ordered the guns to cease fire. The
object remained above the ship for a few more seconds, then, to everyone’s
amazement, it climbed up at a fantastic rate of speed until it was out of sight
and off the radar scope

_________________________________________________

1945, St. Petersburg Times, U.S. Navy
Excerpt:

aboard the Salamana (sic – Salamaua) (CVE-96), an escort aircraft carrier,
was interceptor officer. Around 11 o'c1ock in the morning, while south of
Okinawa, he said he and his group were disturbed by the appearance of a
"blip" on the screen that appeared to be traveling toward them at a terrific rate
of speed.

___________________________________________________
Found this UFO over water on my computer, forget the source I have it from though:
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spacevisitor
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:01 PM

 link   

Very interesting case because of seen "little men" running over the deck of the object.
6~8-??-1947

Witnesses: Pawlu Zammit and others
Object: Black submarine
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Sound: None
Notes: Fishermen on a boat 20 miles south of Malta were raising their nets
with a catch of fish when they saw an object floating on the water's surface that
looked like a black submarine. The fishermen were frightened because they
thought it looked more like a monster than a submarine, so they quickly pulled
in their nets and started the boat's engine.
At that moment a bright light from the "submarine" lit up the whole area and
little men began running over the deck of the object. The fishermen couldn't
make out much detail from their boat, but whenever the light illuminated the
"little men," they could see some sort of apparatus around their waist.
When the witness was asked how tall these men were, he replied, "About the
size of a 10 year old boy." After a few minutes, the "little men" entered the
"submarine" which began to glow so brightly that the fishermen couldn't see
the object. It then submerged.

[edit on 25/2/09 by spacevisitor]

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:03 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Lombardy Inn
Lets say i have a relative that is a VERY high ranking navy official. How should i go about
asking for information? You've probably heard his name before, but i dont know if i
should put it out there.
Im pretty sure hes "in the know"
I think ill shoot him a casual Email for now.

Protect his privacy, dont name him, imo. Instead, stay casual and tell him of your
interest. He might just respond as casually about USOs.

dimensionaljumper

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:21 PM

 link   

Perhaps UFO's and USO's are one in the same.
All of these stories seem to share one common characteristic: these "objects" enter the
water and then shortly after they exit it.
Perhaps these objects need to refuel. Perhaps they run off of H20. Hence they dive in for
a fill-up, and then resurface.
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If you don't prefer that idea, here is another one.
Just because humans can sometime see these "objects", doesn't mean that they are
constrained to the 3rd dimension. They could possibly travel in and out of dimensions at
will. Maybe some oceans and lakes are some type of dimensional portal entrance that
they know how to access.
Most things are not as they seem.
[edit on 25-2-2009 by dimensionaljumper]

Allegory of Illumination
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:22 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Reevster
When we are on the earth's surface, we cannot comprehend the amount of water that is
totally there on the earth. However, take a look at any image of the earth taken from
outer space, and you will be able to appreciate truly the amount of water that is present
on the earth's surface. The bluish color that you see covering the earth in these images is
due to the presence of large amounts of water on the earth. In fact, the earth's surface
is covered mostly with water, with land areas forming a very small percentage. The
amount of water covering the earth's surface is a staggering 70 percent, with the
remaining 30 percent being covered by land.
Just think how many UFO, USOs could be moving in and out of the oceans at any given
time unkown to us land dewellers .

Add in the bright blue skys, and you have a lot of area to watch...
Too much space, they could be whizzing around all the time, air and sea.
P.s. Great job by the OP. Like others, I too often look to the skies, even though I'm always
at the beach. Now I'll have a lot more to think about and look for next time I grab some
waves.

seagull

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:28 PM

 link   

Here's a link to my own encounter with a USO some years ago.

My USO encounter
I'm the only one who saw this "thing", though as you'll see in the thread, others have seen
it, or something like it, since...
Really good thread.

Skyfloating
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posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:45 PM

 link   

reply to post by seagull
Just read your post. You are the third experiencer "coming out" in this thread. Lets hope
for many more.
About its speed...how much is 40 to 50 knots? (Excuse my ignorance).

seagull
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:47 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
Right around, just below actually, 60mph. Given the roughness of the bottom there 'bouts
that's hauling it.

qonone
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 02:57 PM

 link   

Great thread. I have been interested in USO's for some time, but then i have been
interested in the ocean more than space itself
This one was back in 2006 with numerous witnesses on Southern African East coast, what
we call the South Coast in South Africa, just to leave out confusion...strangely

Port Shepstone Incident
The thread on ATS on this one

www.abovetopsecret.com...
[edit on 2/25/2009 by qonone]
[edit on 2/25/2009 by qonone]

Helmkat
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:00 PM

 link   


Originally posted by dimensionaljumper
Perhaps UFO's and USO's are one in the same.
All of these stories seem to share one common characteristic: these "objects" enter the
water and then shortly after they exit it.
Perhaps these objects need to refuel. Perhaps they run off of H20. Hence they dive in for
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a fill-up, and then resurface.
If you don't prefer that idea, here is another one.
Just because humans can sometime see these "objects", doesn't mean that they are
constrained to the 3rd dimension. They could possibly travel in and out of dimensions at
will. Maybe some oceans and lakes are some type of dimensional portal entrance that
they know how to access.
Most things are not as they seem.
[edit on 25-2-2009 by dimensionaljumper]

I am also of the opinion they are one in the same.
However what I was thinking is that the masters of said vessels are from liquid water
enviroments. Earth has liquid water oceans and there is lots of speculation that several of
the outer moons in the Solar system also contain water oceans under ice. So if this ratio is
the norm outside of our backyard then odds are on that we would find more then a few
races who evolved in the dark "the ice is the sky" of some moon or planet.
Gee I wonder why Greys are colorless and have big eyes, just like they come from a cave
or some others dark enviroment and I bet those big heads are easier to hold up in water...

[edit on 25-2-2009 by Helmkat]
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avriel
   
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:03 PM

 link   

I'm sure I have recounted this story before on here but I'll tell it again as it is a classic case
of USO activity being tracked by Radar.
For 14 years I was in the Navy, initially serving as a RADAR operator. Around 1995 I was on
board a Navy destroyer operating in the atlantic ocean on live missile firing excerises.
During these events I was working as the surface picture supervisor but due to the nature
of the exercise we had a full compliment closed up in the operations room. This meant
that (unusually for night time watches during peace time) we had a full ops room gunnery
team on watch manning the tracking RADARs that have the capability of giving height
readings (important later on in the story). However the Sonar team was not closed up as it
was not an ASW exercise and at that time no firings were underway.
It was either a middle or a morning watch (00:00 - 04:00, 04:00 - 08:00) I can't remember
which but it is important to note that it was dark outside and there was heavy cloud cover
obscuring the moon. Now when I say dark, I don't mean dark like it gets in the city. I mean
so dark that you can't see your hand in front of your face. On a ship at sea at night, all
lights are turned off except for navigational lights. On the bridge it is dark with only red
lighting being used to light the charts and instrument displays (red light does not destroy
the all important night vision). I am telling you this so that you understand that anything
on the water or in the air that was not lit would be virtually invisible to the bridge crew.
Any way I was on the surface plot when sudenly I get a contact about five miles from the
ship slightly to port. It came out of nowhere and so I quickly scaled down the Radar in
order to get a good look and put a track on it. I called the Bridge and warned the Officer
of the watch of the contact and he immediatly began to turn to port and ordered the
bridge crew onto the bridge wings (outdoors) to look for whatever it is in the water. As
soon as the ship begins to turn the contact begins to move towards the ship and then
begins to circle the vessel at less than one mile. at this point it was still on the surface
radar and the only thing that I can think of is it being a helicopter. I checked for
transponder response but there was nothing. The officer of the watch then calls to say
that the looks out can see or hear nothing but that he has it on his raw radar display. He
straightens the ship up and then the weirdest thing happens. The contact that had been
circling us at less than 60 mph went from less than one mile in to us to thirty miles away
leaving a streak of light across my display and a radar track floating uselessly away. Due
to the computer losing the track I couldn't track its speed but I was fast enough to leave
that trail on the RADAR display. I called the Officer of the watch and was in the process of
reporting this to him when it came racing back in, circled the ship once and then flew
back out again before returning and repeating the pattern a few more times. Whilst I was
discussing the likely hood of it being a helicopter with the bridge team my assistant
managed to keep a manual track of it, reporting its speed as fluctuating between 120 mph
on its circuit of the ship and 500 mph on its outwards and inwards leg. The wierd thing
was that it wasnt gradually slowing down at its furthest point from the ship, it was
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literally coming to a dead stop before reversing direction. Now that spped may not seem
fast but remember that this was a surface RADAR and that what ever this thing was it was
low and it was dark.
The Bridge was still reporting nothing visual or audible but they could see the same as me
on their raw RADAR. I now began transmitting on radio frequencies requesting the aircraft
in position (lat and long) to turn on its navigational lights or squawk (turn on transponder)
and the bridge crew did the same however we got no reply. (continued)

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:03 PM

 link   

1947 Thor Heyerdahl
Heyerdahl, a science celebrity of his days with a reputation to loose.
Excerpt:

We saw the shine of phosphorescent eyes drifting on the surface on dark
nights, and on one single occasion, we saw the sea boil and bubble while
something like a big wheel came up and rotated in the air, while some of our
dolphins tried to escape by hurling themselves desperately through space
___________________________________________________

1947, San Fransisco Chronicle, Police Officer Report

Finally that night State Highway Patrol Sgt. David Menary, of San Francisco's
Golden Gate Bridge detail, reported seeing a dozen bright metal objects “about
the size of a football” whiz overhead and fall into the sea.

_______________________________________________

1947 USS Maury Survey Ship
Excerpt:

 top topics
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Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags
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what they thought was an underwater mountain top or a solid object of some
sort. It was very large2 and they made several passes over it with their sonar.
My father was not in the sonar department. He was used sometimes as a
helmsman and the captain’s driver in port. I am not sure, but he may have
been on watch or on the bridge- I don’t know for sure. He says after several
passes the object accelerated to a fast speed and disappeared into the depths
and they lost it. They searched for some time and never located it again. They
did not know what it was. He did not know speeds or the size of this-only that
it was very big and totally stationary for a lengthy period of time during their
initial sonar mapping.
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Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:12 PM

 link   

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

reply to post by avriel
By all means continue.
And please also share in which way this incident was filed or if any or your superiours
were interested in it or tried to find an explanation of it after it happened.

CASH69
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:13 PM

 link   

Hello everyone, I thought this would be an interesting thing to bring up in this thread,
"The Dragon's Triangle'' off the coast of Japan,has been a hot spot for eons for sightings of
ufos leaving and entering the water in this area. It was also the place where the infamous
Flying Dutchman has been seen. Japanese legend has it that a strange woman once
arrived in a ufo like craft and became well known in a certain area, teaching them things
than returning back later on. I hope this has been helpful.

www.ufoarea.com...

grandnic
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:20 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
Great post Sky, In answer to your question, 1 knot is 1 nautical mile per hour. Since a
nautical mile is 1,852 km, 50-60 knots would make 100 km/hour ... which is very fast on
the water. Ship over 30 knots are considered fast.
As for the post above that talked about hallucination, It's true that they can be caused by
malnutrition and boredom. But I have experienced it often while scuba diving in the
murky waters of rivers and lakes. When your brain see nothing else than the same shade
of brown for over an hour, it tend to create moving shape in your mind ... I wonder if
something similar can account for some observation. I also wonder if bioluminescence can
also account for some observation since for someone who is not familiar with marine
biology it can be strange.
Anyway, thanks for this great post ... I wish i'll see one someday
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S3V3N-

Lombardy Inn
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:23 PM

Political Conspiracies • 4557 • : MetalThunder

 link   

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 270 • : Stormdancer777


Originally posted by Helmkat

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 3 • : GBP/JPY

If he told you anything other then "No" or "I don't know" then he would be violating the
conditions of his Clearance. I had a Secret Clearance in the service (Navy 83-87) and still
can't talk about anything I saw or read.

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Yea, I figured it would be a violation for sure. Maybe i should just keep it to myself. I feel
it could be inappropriate to ask such questions, especially as family.

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

Bubba Smollett
Rant • 74 • : mtnshredder

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:29 PM

 link   

Predictions & Prophecies • 64 • : TerryMcGuire

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News • 0 • : SuicideKing33

reply to post by qonone
Just for completeness sake, here`s the longer thread of the South African Coast
incident. Seems to be more of a crash than a submergence. Interesting.

avriel
     
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:31 PM

 link   

(Continued) After a few more circtuits and fast approaches of the ship the contact
disapeared off the surface RADAR. The bridge now had no way of tracking the contact due
to only having surface RADAR and requested a good watch on all RADARS. I switched to a
meduim range RADAR and found the contact again, circling the vessel at about five miles
out. losing it from the surface RADAR but continuing its tracking on a meduim range
meant that what ever it was had gained altitude.I reported this to the Bridge and then the
missile desk that had been watching events and listening in came on the line asking if they
could have permisson to lock onto the contact with the tracking RADAR (909) in order to
ascertain altitude. The reply was a firm negative as locking up the contact could be seen
as an act of agression and it was not known if this was a foreign military aircraft or
helicopter. A few seconds later I again lost the contact after it became stationary about
six miles ahead of the ship and then disapeared. I ordered my assistant to keep a good eye
on surface RADAR for shipping and I switched up to the air and long range RADAR. Sure
enough there it was, it appeared to be stationary but I had a feeling that it wasn't as it
had left the range of my medium range RADAR and appeared on the air RADAR indicating
that it was gaining in altitude. At this point the petty officer on the missile desk called me
up on my headset privately. He said that he was going to lock up the contact for a few
seconds without anybody knowing in order to see how fast this thing was going and at
what altitude. The result from the quick burst was that it was gaining supersonic speed
and leaving the stratosphere (don't want to talk altitudes as the ceiling of 909 is
classified). At the end of the watch the officer of the watch came in the ops room and
discussed what we thought this thing was. He was adamant that there was nothing visual
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and that even with both bridge doors open he could hear nothing above the sound of the
ships engines.
So basically something appeared in front of the ship from absolutely no where. circled the
ship, began moving away from and towards the ship at fast speeds and then began to gain
altitude before presumably leaving the atmosphere completely (although we can't say that
for sure as we could track it only for a second or two with a height finding RADAR) . I
havent got a clue what it was but I strongly lean towards the USO theory as did a lot of
other people on watch that night.
Edit to say that I peronally was never asked to file a report on the matter. I know that the
officer of the watch reported the incident to the captain but I am not sure if it was taken
any further. I do know that RADAR tapes were made as it was a firing exercise and the
tapes were running throughout the whole period night and day in case of any mis-haps
regarding wayward missiles etc.
[edit on 25-2-2009 by avriel]

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:33 PM

 link   

For researchers finding this thread in google:
Also check out Karls Thread on ATS. Kandinsky already linked to it on page one, I am relinking just to make sure its found.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:38 PM

 link   

reply to post by avriel
Was there any follow up?
How was this event filed?
How are they explained?
Does any procedure or action follow?
What do superiors do or say?
I really wonder how this type of stuff is handled in real life.

spirit_horse
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:45 PM

 link   

I feel that any advanced race of space travelers that may have made a base on this planet
would do so at the deepest parts of the ocean. The reason being they would not have to
contend with the surface storms, lightning, tornadoes, hurricanes, and so on. They would
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also remain hidden from view from space and would not have to worry about curious
humans coming into their base. There has been stories from ancient history about beings
that came out of the sea teaching the local people mathmatics, engineering, art, etc.
There has been many sightings of USO's and considering the vast area of the oceans we
probably see very little of the overall traffic.

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:46 PM

For those having mentioned water as UFO-fuel...

1949, Russian Military Magazine
Excerpts:

Both men then inserted some type of hose into the river. Major Burkov tried to
communicate with


but a shiny metallic hose, the thickness of a human hand (about 10-15 cm
thick) stretched from the craft into the water


At the landing site, the men found a large circle of grass totally dried out and
pressed against the ground. The ground was almost warm. The men did not
find any foreign objects but did find several dead fishes floating in the river
where the hose had plunged into the water. After reporting the event to
authorities, a group of military officers arrived from Leningrad and
investigated the landing site

[edit on 25-2-2009 by Skyfloating]
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Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:51 PM

 link   

1950 Argentinian Newspapers

Suddenly and breaking the nocturnal silence, he heard something similar to a
loud noise of water violently disturbed. Several sheep, who were sleeping in a
field, jumped up alarmed and hurriedly ran away. There was no wind, storm,
or thunderstorm that might have explained the event. Immediately a luminous
object of oval form appeared emerging from the sea about 500 meters from
the shore. It rose up vertically to a certain altitude and then made a turn of
ninety degrees and disappeared towards the northeast in the direction of
Argentine territory. Some 15 days later, also at night and when he was between
Río Gallegos and the city of Santa Cruz (in the neighborhood of Puerto Coyle
in the province of Santa Cruz), a similar phenomenon occurred. This time,
although he could not determine the exact distance from the coast, four small
luminous objects came up out of the waters of the Atlantic. They repeated the
same maneuver as the previous object; that is, they gained altitude vertically
and then in perfect formation approached the coastline and moved off towards
the west in the direction of the Andes Mountains.

avriel

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 03:52 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
There was no follow up required by myself. I know that the captain was informed but I'm
not sure if he took it further or took the view that no harm was done and it was
unnexplained and therefore not worth reporting due to having more important data to
capture.
At the time an engineering officer did wonder if it was a spurious echo that was being
produced by weather system etc affecting the RADAR. However it was quickly pointed out
that if this was the case then it was a spurious echo appearing on 3 different RADARs all
operating on different frequencies. So this was ruled out.
There wasn't an air of urgency about the incident more an air of caution due to
navigational safety and then curiousity.
I know from working with pilots (as a ship born helicopter controller assistant) that they
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see many things and never bother to report them. I would think that a lot of things like
this occur and then never get reported as those involved simply shrug them off once the
incident is over.
Unless a specific threat was implied or a dangerous situation occured then often nobody
bothers to report it.

Anonymous ATS
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 04:12 PM

 link   

This thread of yours Skyfloating seems to be quite a good analysis of what you call an
"underreported phenomenon. I think the sources you have extracted from viewpoints and
experince make this strange phenomenon more widely acceptable.
I feel that we try to delve into the UFO phenomenon quite a bit, and that an examination
into this can help us understand extraterrestial life in a more understanding approach.
I congrat you mate for bringing this subject into the spotlight, as to be honest, I never
knew much about this really.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 05:05 PM

 link   

There is material here worth years of research, questions to be asked, interviews to be
made, data to be sourced.
Ideally we should be more research-minded and collaborate to bring stuff to light.
[edit on 26-2-2009 by Skyfloating]

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 05:18 PM

 link   

1950 Naval Aviation News

USS GARDINERS BAY—While steaming up the channel from Inch’on, Korea,
two mysterious missiles trailing long white smoke trails in the sky struck the
water at great speed off the ship’s bow. Two huge columns of water rose to
about 100 feet in height at the point of contact. No aircraft could be sighted by
radar or visually overhead although the ceiling was unlimited. Identification of
the missiles remains a great mystery.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 05:30 PM
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1951 Non-Ufology-Source, Ethiopia
Non-UFOlogy sources are good because they double the credibility of a Sighting.

were talking in the cockpit when we noticed a light far out to the southeast. As
we watched, it grew more vivid and was seen to be sweeping towards us; it
seemed like the beam of a very powerful lighthouse, pivoted in the south and
sweeping from one horizon to the other--but under the water. It rapidly came
closer, relentless and inexplicable, until it lit up the sails with a greenish light
quite bright enough to read by. I watched the defined beam as it passed under
Sheila, throwing the dark shadow of her hull momentarily over the sails, and
then it fled to the western horizon. It left us speechless, but another great
beam appeared in the east, swung towards us, underneath us, and silently fled
into the western darkness. This happened about five times, always the same, at
the same regular intervals, in complete silence and with no change in the wind
or sea.

_____________________________________________

1951 NICAP Report, Korean Incident
Excerpts:

Suddenly a strange blip appeared on the CIC radarscopes. Some unknown
machine, larger than carrier aircraft, was circling the fleet. In minutes, Navy
interceptors were boring up into the clouds that hid the intruder. At first, the
CIC men had thought it was some new Red aircraft spotting the fleet by radar.
But an hour passed with neither an attack nor message to bring enemy
bombers. .


In less than ten minutes, the radarscopes showed it was two hundred miles away. The
signed report later certified by Board members was given to NICAP by one of the pilots
involved, now a lieutenant commander on duty in this country. The unknown machine,
officially logged as a UFO, was tracked by radar operators on all fourteen ships.

observe50
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 05:34 PM

 link   

Avriel I would say you had a UFO on your hands.
I have written this a few times before and I feel I need to repeat it again if not minded by
skyfloating.
There are many species right here and they are in the "DEEPEST" of our waters. As they
told me when I was on one of the ships under the water watching a submarine pass by far
above was this:
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We are safe and secure, there is nothing made on Earth that can reach us, as you can see
we are in your waters....in the deepest of your waters.
You have to realize that Earth is covered 70% by water and the ships being air and water
ships can go in and come out wherever they choose.
If what happened on the night you spoke of I would even go as far as to tell you they
allowed you to know they were there because they could watch you just sitting there and
you would never know it.
They are in our waters because this is where they can survive, they can not survive up
here on our lands because there is to much oxygen in our air however, they can breathe
thin air.
Have you guys ever attempted to use low frequency wave lengths to pick up anything?
I know I sound like an old broken record but one day people will get it.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 05:39 PM

 link   


Originally posted by The Undertaker
One of how many that has not been reported?

I didnt report mine either. Listening to the elaborations of the posters here one must
assume that thousands if not millions go unreported.
Thanks for sharing.
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avriel

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 05:45 PM

 link   

reply to post by observe50
When you say ultra low frequencies do you mean Infrasound ? As in the frequencies that
elephants use to communicate over very long distances with and physiotherapists use to
assist in the healing of soft tissue injuries ?
How would this help in detecting objects ? or is it the communication frequency that it
would detect ?

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

airforce47
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 05:49 PM

Religion, Faith, And Theology : 7 minutes ago

 link   

Quite interesting. It's suspected by many the Office of Naval Intelligence is the prime
archive for US UFO Research and could be home to MJ-12.

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 8 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 27 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary

The incidents and photos being are very indicative of what's going on.

Political Mud-Pit : 43 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 05:51 PM

 link   

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

1951, NICAP Report
I am including this because the question was raised what the navy might or might not do
with this stuff. Excerpt:

He reported a light coming out of the sea (from Newport) going over the
airfield and being obscured from vision by going behind the overhaul and
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repair building. Now I had two sightings and although about two hours had
elapsed, I awoke the Chief on duty and reported the U.F.O. sightings. The
Chief was incredulous and wouldn’t be a party to such a report. I insisted that I
enter it in the log for that watch, but the Chief and by now the duty officer
were adamant that they weren’t going to be laughed out of the Navy,

_____________________________________

1952 US Air Force Document

At approximately 2030 hours on 10 May, in the city of Paphos, southwest
Cyprus, a group of persons, including a noted British scientist, sighted an
unidentified object which appeared to rise sharply from the level of the sea and
disappeared into the sky. The object appeared to the observers to be of a
circular shape and emitted a luminous light. It appeared to waver back and
forth for a brief interval before fading out of sight directly overhead. At the
time of the incident, the sky was clear and there was no air traffic in the
vicinity of Cyprus.

_____________________________________________

1952, Retired Canadian Navy Officer
Some excerpts from this long report:

Suddenly one of these objects appeared at close range on our port bow at a low
elevation. It was disc-shaped and consisted of a very bright light with black
windows running around the whole side which was visible to us. It maintained
perfect station on us for at least fifteen minutes. I scanned the object with
binoculars attempting to see into the windows but saw nothing. I counted the
windows and recall there were about two dozen. They were very large and
close together and completely black.

 top topics

DrBones666
 
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 06:06 PM

 link   

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Perhaps the Aliens are bypassing humanity as a warlike and primitive plague.

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!

Maybe the UFO's are going to the water to communicate with the actual intelligent
species on this planet, Dolphins...

Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 06:11 PM

1953 Guantanamo Bay
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link

   

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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Thank you members of ATS.


An undated letter was received by Mr. Grusinski from William H. "Boots"
Pierce, Cdr., USN (Ret.), which read in part, "Unfortunately though, I had
debarked from ROOSEVELT by 1958 and was instructing at Pensacola. I did
not make the cruise mentioned in your letter, but I did hear about the sighting
at Gitmo. In fact, FDR's log will show a UFO sighting during 1953 when we
took her to the Med [Mediterranean-CF-], both a visual sighting from the
bridge and on CIC's radars. It was an interesting thing of which I was a part."

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

_________________________________________________

1954 CIA Report

A CIA report on a North African press story read: "According to statements by
several persons, a round, luminous, yellow-orange [object?] appeared in the
sky over Algiers at 1525 hours on 27 January 1954; it was moving in the
direction of Cap Matifou. The object grew larger until it was two or three times
the size of the Sun; then it diminished in size and disappeared on the horizon,
sinking, seemingly, into the sea."

__________________________________________________

1954 UFO Buzz around Nuclear Weapons Carrier

#057 DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY docm# DNA 6035F: Castle Series
Nuclear Weapons Tests. pp. 64+274+341 c/o Daniel Wilson, 15 Parkview Dr.,
Painesville, OH 44077 In this incident an unidentified, luminous object passed
low and fast over the ship from bow to stern.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 06:27 PM

 link   

If anybody wants to help with the list or cite one of the many cases I left out, be my
guest.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 06:45 PM


Originally posted by observe50
I know I sound like an old broken record but one day people will get it.

 link   

 active topics
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Are you referring to stuff you experienced or stuff you read somewhere?
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S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4557 • : MetalThunder

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 06:57 PM

More Water Related UFO Evidence

 link   

Political Mud-Pit • 270 • : Stormdancer777
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Bubba Smollett
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observe50
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 07:16 PM

 link   

Avriel,
I don't know anything about frequencies so I can only use the words given to me and all I
recall is low frequency wave length's so I assume there is such a thing.
Skyfloating,
When you see some of the ship formations I have mentioned a few times that they are star
formations and I also mentioned that all those stars up there are not stars.
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This Planet is monitored 24/7 and they know exactly where everything is.

Mr Headshot
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 07:30 PM

 link   

If anyone is looking to send a FOIA request here's a good little quickstart page for you

www.theblackvault.com...
I went ahead and took the liberty of asking John (BV creator and admin) if he'd already
put in a request because I couldn't find anything about USO's in the site's archives.
Hopefully he'll respond soonish.

Bob Down Under
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 07:38 PM

 link   

Well put together Sky!
I have enjoyed reading this and we need more of these threads.
Thanks.
Star & Flagged

Reevster

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 07:57 PM

 link   

The Gosford UFO incident of 1994 where several upstanding and highly credible townsfolk
including business owners,policemen,retired academics etc.. witnessed an unknown
object taking up water from a lake:
The witnessess describe a brightly lit object hovering over the lake emitting five shafts of
light whilst the water was frothing and bubbling beneath it.

www.youtube.com...
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Reevster

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 08:29 PM

 link   

UFO's - The Secret Government
At 7 mins into this video of Bill Copper , he talks about some UFOs using water for fuel
and somewhere he talks about witnessing a hugh UFO coming out of the water in front of
the ship he was stationed on back when he was in the navy, not sure if its on this one or
not as I just skimed over it tonight and its been awhile since I viewed the whole video.
You can belive what you want about Bill Copper but I thought it was interesting that he
talked about water for fuel in UFOs.

www.youtube.com...

riggs2099
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 10:46 PM

 link   

I find this subject interesting. Not sure what they are though...I am surprised there isn't
much information on this forum about this.

chunder

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 10:46 PM

 link   

Great thread.
I have always been intrigued by the 1993 Maslin Beach case in Australia.
Clear photos and witness description but supposedly debunked because the saucer looks
like it is a model based on an ashtray or plumbing pipe vent cap and that the
photographer couldn't have walked ffrom his house to the spot in question in the time he
supposedly gave.
Shame this one wasn't investigated by serious researchers in detail at the time as in my
view they are some of the clearest UFO pics ever taken.

1993 Maslin Beach
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SoulOrb
posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 11:28 PM

 link   

Why bother under water, they fly over us everyday and we don`t see them now.

Originally posted by sh1fty
Are they coming from space, and living right in our ocean to avoid us detecting them?
Have they always been living underneath the water?

SoulOrb

posted on Feb, 25 2009 @ 11:32 PM

 link   

Don`t forget one of the most famous cases right here in Nova Scotia Canada, Shag

Harbour Incident. That one went international.
[edit on 25-2-2009 by SoulOrb]

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 04:14 AM

 link   

1955 Unidentified Submarine
A different type of case than the ones presented up to now is the unidentified submarine.
Im taking this case as representative of that. Excerpt:

Officers noted a "red glow" in its conning tower and a light in the
superstructure. An officer at the Jacksonville Naval Air Station said the Navy
had sent an anti-submarine squadron into a search for the sub. But he would
not reveal the number of planes engaged. The Navy spokesman also said he
did not believe it was known if the submarine had been identified as friendly
or hostile.

_______________________________________________

1955 Another Weird Submarine

There are no American submarines in the area, the spokesman said. He said
the water at that portion of the coast was shallow far out to sea and the
supposed submarines would have to have been operating in only 50 feet of
water, “which doesn’t make sense.”
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“If they were submarines, they were unmarked,” Drinkwater said. D. A.
Sutton, a telephone construction company employee, said he observed the
strange objects from atop 40-foot telephone poles. “I definitely saw something
and it looked like two subs,” he said. He was unable to identify the objects
definitely as subs because of poor visibility.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 05:11 AM

 link   

We`ve had a few experiencers post here. Thats good.
But whats missing is:
* People to help with the List
* FOIA-Experts
* Whistleblowers
Anybody?

spacevisitor
posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 12:17 PM

01-15-1956 www.waterufo.net...

Just a week later another incident occurred about 1,000 miles west of
Komatsu. This one is unique in U.F.O. sightings for two reasons:
One: It was seen by a large number of witnesses including civilian and
American personnel.
Two: The object was under direct and relatively close observation for about 90
minutes!
The incident began about 8 p.m. at Pusan, Korea, on January 15. The object
was described to military authorities as being "about the size of a large
washtub and emitting a blue-gray glow. It was seen falling into the water about
50 yards off-shore near Heunde.”
It was early enough in the evening to attract the attention of a large number of
Korean townsfolk. They reported that the glow continued for about an hour
and a half before the object "apparently sank into the sea."
By this time Korean National Police arrived at the scene and they, in turn,
alerted U.S. Military Police. Cpl. Ben Elliot, an M.P. on patrol duty that night,
was on the scene quickly enough to observe the object floating in the water for
almost an hour.
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BASSPLYR
posted on Feb, 9 2019 @ 01:36 AM

 link   

reply to: karl 12
Yep catalina channel I believe.

karl 12
  
posted on Mar, 15 2019 @ 02:07 PM

 link   

a reply to: BASSPLYR
Plenty of highly unusual UFO/USO reports from the area in this presentation bud - also a
pretty freaky 1954 CV Lundy Island account below (can't remember if it's been posted on
this thread before).

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 8 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 9 minutes ago



Here is a remarkable story published in the Speyerer
Tagespost [German newspaper - Speyer Daily News–CF-],
dated 8 Nov. 1954, & translated by the A.S.R.

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 28 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 44 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Three British submarines returned to Plymouth after
manoeuvres held off the coast of Bristol. The Commander,
Captain Chelwan, reported to his Admiral that he had seen
‘flying saucers’ floating on the sea approximately 11 nautical
miles south of Lundy Island. He was able to take two
photographs showing the objects. The research organisation
for U.F.O.’s, formed about a year ago in London and attached
to the High Command (Oberkommando), confiscated the
films by the Admiral’s request and decided that they will be
studied, evaluated, and released for publication at a later date.
In the meantime, Captain Chelwan has been ordered
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to treat his encounter with the U.F.O.’s as a military
secret and to instruct his officers and men
accordingly.
Before this order was imposed, however, a
newspaper man obtained a five-minute interview
with Captain Chelwan. Here is the Captain’s story:
‘We surfaced near Lundy Island, and on opening the
hatch, my engineer and I noticed, about a mile
southwest, two silvery discs floating on the sea. As
the sun was shining on the ripples, I thought at first
that it was a light reflection, but presently we both
heard a buzzing sound. We quickly grabbed our
binoculars and examined the objects. They were
shaped like a disc slightly elevated in the middle and
had no windows, portholes, or other apertures. The
elevated middle portion was stationery, but the flat
outside portion, surrounding the middle portion like
a collar, rotated slowly on the water.
‘We thought the objects measured approximately 100 feet
across; the middle portion appeared to be not bigger than
one-tenth of the whole disc. The outer portion, surrounding
the centre piece, appeared not to be attached to it, as there
was a gap between them measuring about two feet.
‘I must say we were very much surprised at the sight of these
objects, and officers and men crowded the deck staring as if
they were hypnotised. As the whole ‘show’ took only about 30
seconds, it was impossible to form a sober judgment. Their
origin seems to be a puzzle; technically they seem far above
anything we know. Obviously we all thought immediately that
they were flying saucers. I intended to give an order to go at
them full steam and if possible get alongside them, but the
buzzing sound became higher and more urgent until the pitch
was so high that it could not be heard any longer. The two
discs mounted horizontally, turned sideways at about 300
feet, and disappeared in twenty seconds at a speed which I
estimate to have been about 2,000 m.p.h., from the vision of
our binoculars. At the same time a reddish glow surrounded
the objects.’
The British Admiralty declared that the sighting is to be
treated seriously, and the evaluation of it will take some time.
link
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posted on Oct, 16 2019 @ 08:11 AM
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Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags
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John Keel on the cheeky agenda of USOs - 1966 letter to APRO's Jim and Coral Lorenzen:
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Erno86
posted on Oct, 16 2019 @ 12:58 PM

 link   


originally posted by: karl 12
a reply to: BASSPLYR

this presentation bud - also a
pretty freaky 1954 CV Lundy Island account below (can't remember if it's been posted on

Plenty of highly unusual UFO/USO reports from the area in
this thread before).

Cheers.

I'm speculating that the "reddish glow surrounded the objects" is a magnetically contained
plasma of some sort.

karl 12
 
posted on Jan, 16 2020 @ 03:06 PM

 link   

a reply to: Erno86
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a reply to: karl 12
1942! That must have been a high speed search!

Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

Bubba Smollett
Rant • 74 • : mtnshredder

wobbs62

posted on Jan, 16 2020 @ 04:14 PM

 link   

wonder where the little island outpost was, my guess would be either the isle of Wight or
maybe one of the forts in the Solent as he had said about an AA battery. a reply to: karl
12

karl 12

posted on Jan, 19 2020 @ 11:43 AM

 link   

Yes indeed
Here's another extremely strange UFO/USO account from October, 1962 during Operation
Dominic.

FAILED RECOVERY of a UAP / USO - Richard Dolan Intelligent D
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posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 12:35 PM

 link   

This is an interesting case because of the fact that the four young witnesses where
hospitalized after seeing a fiery object dive into the Orinoco River.
03-28-1957 www.waterufo.net...

IN SOUTH AMERICA:
Ciudad Bolívar, 28 March. Four young people between the ages of 13 and 16
have been hospitalized as a result of shock and undiagnosed illness after
seeing a fiery object dive into the Orinoco River. When the object touched the
water, it caused great "luminosity," and all of the young people fainted at the
sight. Hospital and medical authorities were concerned about the young
people who had stayed abed for several days. They were found in the
unconscious condition by the mother of one of the girls.
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spacevisitor
  
posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 12:39 PM

04-19-1957 www.waterufo.net...

On April 19, 1957, at 11:52 A.M., two metal disks were seen entering the Pacific
Ocean at 31°15' N. and 143°30’ E. A violent turbulence followed their
immersion. The witnesses were Japanese fishermen on board the Kitsukawara
Maru. The point in question is among the deepest in the Pacific Ocean (more
than ten thousand meters deep).

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary

 link   
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16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Also (For additional information)
The Japanese fishing boat Kitsukawara Maru was sailing south of Yokahama
(sic) with its five man crew on April 19, 1957. All hands saw the sudden
appearance of two silver saucer-shaped metal craft plunge into the water
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nearby. Immediately afterward, the sea where they fell became furiously
disturbed, boiling and churning violently. The crewmen searched for wreckage
but found nothing.

spacevisitor
 
posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 12:44 PM

 link   

04-??-1957 www.waterufo.net...
Witnesses, coastguards and civilians.
I find it interesting that the object in this case was a triangular object.

Then, in April 1957 at Kolobrzeg, coastguards and civilians saw the sea
suddenly become agitated. Then the waves in a particular stretch of water
swelled and out shot a triangular object of 4-5 metres in size. It rose swiftly,
encircling the locality, then finally rushed upwards disappearing into space.
Army units were rushed to the spot and made an exhaustive search of the
brushwood on the seashore. The next day a team of divers did the same in the
water.

karl 12
 
posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 01:55 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating

SkyFloating -good post.
This is a great,comprehensive thread and a truly interesting subject.
The sheer number of US/ Russian/ Canadian/ British/ Argentinian/ Norweigan etc.. Naval
USO incidents is quite surprising but perhaps the one common theme running through
most of them is that the seamen/ sailors/ submariners involved are specificaly ordered by
their superior officers never to discuss their experiences again - in some cases a brand
new ship's log book is present the next day.
Will search for some other accounts and it would be interesting to see if there exists any
other declassified government documents concerning the USO subject - had a look on
Black Vault but couldn't see any.

 top topics
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There is this intriguing photograph taken from a Costa Rican mapping plane of an unknown
flying object entering the water - other than that I don't think there's any other images
dealing with this type of subject.
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Thank you members of ATS.

edit on 26-8-2014 by karl 12 because: (no reason given)

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Skyfloating

 link   


posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 02:51 PM

nice sifting guys. I think we`ve made it abundantly clear that there is something irregular
happening here.

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

I havent seen any book especially on USOs yet, so stuff like this might inspire such a book.

Thill

 link   


posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 05:44 PM

Great thread Sky

I have always been interested in USO but there seems to be a severe

lack in threads and research around this topic

Thank You for this thread

C.H.U.D.
   
posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 05:52 PM

 link   

Nice thread Skyfloating,
You said earlier, most of our ocean is unexplored. I don't think most people grasp how
much so...
As said earlier, over 70% of our planet is covered in ocean. We are in fact an 'ocean
world', and so far we have not even explored 1% of our oceans. Let's not forget, it's not
just 'area' we are talking about here, but a huge 3-dimensional volume of water. The
oceans hide the world's tallest mountain ranges, and canyons that make the Grand Canyon
look like an irrigation ditch in comparison.
We know less about our oceans than we do about space. For once I agree that it's more
likely that we have been living side by side with an advanced civilization without knowing
it, than it is that we are being visited by beings from another world.
Given how little we know about our oceans, it stands to reason that, there may still be
many phenomena that are un-documented by science. Although an advanced society living
side by side with us is a possibility, there may well be other explanations for some of the
reports you have found.
I think at least a few may be due to natural bio-luminescence, which is something that
is very common in the sea. Obviously, not all of the cases presented here could be caused
by this phenomenon, but some could be IMHO.

www.youtube.com...
www.youtube.com...
www.youtube.com...
www.youtube.com...
Above are a few examples I found without looking too hard, but there are many more to
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be found. I did not embed them, but I can if you like Skyfloating?
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Edit to add just one cool vid that I think is worth watching
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Source: wikipedia

Image of bioluminescent red tide event of 2005 at a beach in Carlsbad
California showing brilliantly glowing crashing waves containing billions of
Lingulodinium polyedrum dinoflagellates.

I have seen it myself in real life, and it is amazing to behold. Microscopic bio-luminescent
plankton could explain the 'turning wheel' effect witnessed by some, perhaps.
Others could perhaps be explained by electrical/ball lightning like phenomena, which
could also explain the ships compasses going haywire. Earth-lights and meteors could
explain others, but again, not all.
I look forward to reviewing some of these cases more thoroughly if I get the chance over
the next few days.
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Good work

[edit on 26-2-2009 by C.H.U.D.]

Skyfloating
  
posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 05:59 PM

 link   

reply to post by C.H.U.D.
Im familiar with Bioluminescence. One of the most beautiful things to behold. And also
the reason I skipped several reports from that USO-report list. Many of them can indeed
be explained by that.
Just how unexplored are oceans still are is amazing. Im quite sure there are a lot of
surprises, including archaeological ones, waiting for us somewhere down there. Oceans
would be the ideal place for another race of beings to hide.
Thanks for sharing.

karl 12

posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 07:22 PM

 link   

reply to post by C.H.U.D.
CHUD Interesting angle and I'm sure that many misidents are caused by the eyecatching
and beautiful sight that is bioluminescence but I'm also sure that many highly experienced
Ship's Captains and Sailors are capable of "identifying and attributing" this type of
phenomenon.
When you consider many of these unknown objects are also captured,plotted and tracked
on (sometimes multiple) sonar screens travelling in 'unheard of depths at unheard of
speeds' then the bioluminescence explanation seems a little redundant.

March, 1963 A U.S. Navy submarine exercise was taking place off the coast of
Puerto Rice. Sonar indicated an unidentified submerged object traveling well
below the U.S. subs. The object was traveling at speeds of over 150 knots, and
U.S. personnel were also astonished at the depth at which the USO was
moving. The object was over 20,000 feet under the ocean. A typical "crush"
depth for a submarine is 7,000 feet, but this object was exceeding the technical
capabilities of all subs, even those of today. The USO was tracked for almost
four days by the entire carrier crew. It was reported that the USO would propel
away, but then stop to rest, allowing for continual tracking by the navy.
Nov. 11, 1972 Reported in the International Press, on Nov. 11, 1972, the
Norwegian Navy was tracking a fast moving submarine like object on sonar. A
fleet of surface ships with specially equipped sub hunter helicopters was
assembled to find the object. On Nov. 20, 1972, the USO was seen visually for
the first time. It was described as being a massive silent cigar shaped object.
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One of the ships promptly fired it's guns and torpedoes at the craft. Some of
the other ships who also saw the object fired at it, but the object began to dive.
Then the ships started dropping depth charges. After tracking the object for
two weeks, the Navy decided to blockade the cove and trap the object.
However, after about fourteen or fifteen days, the object disappeared.
Feb. 8, 1960 The Argentinean Navy was tracking two unidentified submerged
objects beneath their waters. Then, on their sonar, they observed the
underwater objects break apart. As soon as the objects broke apart, they flew
out of the water and into the sky. This case caught the attention of the Soviet
Union, who sent officials to investigate the incident.
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

SumnerKagan

posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 10:23 PM

 link   

As Skyfloating stated, on the journey of the Kon-Tiki, Thor Heyerdahl claims to have seen
a large spinning wheel rise from the ocean.
Thor Heyerdahl also claimed to see evidence of enormous, strange, luminous "sea
creatures" and dark shapes rise from the depths. But, it seems that the "wheel" was the
only large oddity that broke the water.
See link:

Thor Heyerdahl and the Sea Beasts.
These sightings never got much attention, and he never tried to get much for it.
It always seemed fairly credible to me.
The luminous entities exhibit the same characteristics as a USO.

[edit on 26-2-2009 by SumnerKagan]

C.H.U.D.
posted on Feb, 26 2009 @ 11:57 PM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
CHUD Interesting angle and I'm sure that many misidents are caused by the eyecatching
and beautiful sight that is bioluminescence but I'm also sure that many highly
experienced Ship's Captains and Sailors are capable of "identifying and attributing" this
type of phenomenon.

Thanks karl, and yes, I agree to a certain extent that many ships captains are
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experienced, and know their 'habitat' well, but no one can know it all, and I'm sure many
are not too concerned about what creatures lie beneath the waves - not all captains are
fishermen or amateur biologists (not to mention meteorologists or astronomers for that
matter), and even if they were, it might not make a difference.
What I'm trying to say is, we don't know for sure what lurks deep down in the ocean
depths, and perhaps there are some creatures (or even some non biological phenomenon),
that appear from time to time at the surface (or close to it), that account for some (not
all) of these sightings. As I said in my post above, 99% + of our ocean is unexplored, but
what we do know of it so far, is that there is heck of a lot of bio-luminescence, and who
knows what freaky combinations.
Also, and not wanting to sound like a broken record, observers of objects seeming to crash
into water may be accounted for (in some cases at least) by other phenomena like
meteors/ball lightning, earth-lights or some similar luminous phenomena that we may not
know about, but just as with uFos, it's impossible to gauge accurately the size or distance
of an object, especially at night, in the open ocean, without many of the usual visual
cues.
If you've read my previous posts relating to meteors, you'll know what I'm talking about,
but just in case you didn't here is a link that explains the concepts involved.
I think that with the ocean, if anything, we need to be even more careful about witness
reports, since the sea also has many of it's own tricks to add to the confusion, not
only because it's a highly reflective surface, and because, quite frankly, it's an 'alien
environment' for most of us (ie. you and me, as well as observers).
Do we have any experienced sea-fares amongst us that could share some wisdom with us?


Originally posted by karl 12
When you consider many of these unknown objects are also captured,plotted and
tracked on (sometimes multiple) sonar screens travelling in 'unheard of depths at
unheard of speeds' then the
bioluminescence explanation seems a little redundant.

It's not just small organisms that bio-luminescence, and perhaps it may not account for all
occurrences, but I'm just throwing it out there as one possibility for ATSers to mull over,
while I dig a little deeper. You'll forgive me I hope, if I reply again in a couple of days
time, as I have only just looked at the info in this thread, so I have some catching up to
do, and not much time to do it over the next 24 hours at least.
I have to admit I am not too trusting of radar 'evidence' as radar is not infallible, and I'd
imagine sonar is much the same in this respect, but if if there are cases where multiple
independent sonars picked something up, and it was traveling at a rapid rate, and if it was
confirmed visually, then perhaps there could be something worth investigating further.
Did you have any particular incidents in mind? Edit: Scrap that. Just saw you included
some info. Have you got a source for that? Thanks.
[edit on 27-2-2009 by C.H.U.D.]

C.H.U.D.
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posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 12:32 AM

 link   

reply to post by SumnerKagan
Sounds interesting. I'll have to check out that link, but it sounds like that might be
possible due to a mirage/reflection/change in apparent horizon as I suggested above with

this link, unless perhaps it took of at high speed?

spacevisitor
  
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 04:15 AM


Originally posted by Skyfloating
I havent seen any book especially on USOs yet, so stuff like this might inspire such a
book.

Hi Skyfloating,
After some searching I find these.
Timothy Good tells about two important USO cases in his book
'Need to know -UFOs military and intelligence':
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You can read about it here in chapter 19 called “Encounters at Sea” at page 279.

books.google.co.uk...
30 July 1967 the case of the Argentine steamer Naviero.
4 October 1967 possible start of the Shag Harbour case.

Another book about the subject of Underwater UFOs as named by Ivan T. Sanderson is
“Invisible Residents: The Reality of Underwater UFOs “
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[edit on 27/2/09 by spacevisitor]

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 04:33 AM

 link   

reply to post by C.H.U.D.
There are certainly accounts that can be explained by natural underwater
phenomena...even natural phenomena we dont even know about yet.
Probably Excluding (previously quoted) cases such as:
* Aircraft and Machinery witnessed flying into water
* Aircraft Disappearances over Oceans (Bermuda Triangle, Dragons Triangle)
* Radar/Sonar detection of extreme speeds underwater
* Abductions & Encounters with other Beings
Of course...even the Disapperances could be a natural phenomena. But even then, we`d
like to know what kind of phenomena that is.
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Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 04:34 AM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
Very cool. Thanks.
And yet...one underwater book written 50 years ago tells me its time for another book
soon.

spacevisitor
 
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 04:45 AM

Interesting case of the carrier U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
05-15-1957 – U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt

www.waterufo.net...

The carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt was cruising about 40 miles off the coast of
Florida on May 15 in an area where the water is shallow—only around 100 feet
deep. The carrier draws 25 feet of water so it had about 75 feet clearance. Then
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occurred one of those mysteries that confounds students of the ocean. The
Navy itself has been extremely evasive regarding the incident.


The Franklin D. Roosevelt hit something.
What it hit remains unknown. The skipper, Capt. T. W. Hopkins, said the
Roosevelt "shuddered" on impact with the object. The Navy reported that
damage "apparently was not too extreme."
"I don't know what happened," Hopkins said. "I made my report to Admiral
Cornwell and I can't say much other than that there were no submarines or
anything like that ... not at all."
There was an oil slick from whatever the huge ship hit. "I don't ascribe it to
anything of a foreign nature or source," Captain Hopkins declared, whatever
that means.


Capt. S. S. Search, Chief of Staff to the Commander of Fleet Air, Jacksonville,
also explained nothing when he said: "We are limited as to what we can tell
people at certain times, and I can't say what we've heard. But I think I would
be inclined to discount such a report about submarines."
Thus two captains went to the trouble to deny that whatever the Franklin D.
Roosevelt hit was an unidentified (Russian) sub.
But it must have been something mighty strange to damage the gigantic
carrier and send a huge oil slick bubbling to the surface.


SOMETHING DOWN THERE
Now this may be only coincidence, but it is a very strange coincidence. Two
days later, Captain J. H. Hanson of the Danish freighter Mary North radioed
that he had sighted a lighted, distress signal buoy in the North Sea off the
Netherlands. A message from him the following day said that the Mary North
had stopped its engines, and the crewmen were able to hear clearly from the
engine room a strange, knocking noise underwater.
"We were unable to understand the signals," Hansen reported.
Upon notification of this radio message, the Dutch destroyer Utrecht was
dispatched to search the scene.
It radioed that at (sic – it) had made "contact with a subject underwater."
Then it continued its observations by radioing that it "discovered nothing
further."
The British also dispatched a destroyer to the scene. Nothing further was
reported, but the British Admiralty announced sourly that "there is no
submarine belonging to any country missing."

TheGreensGoblin
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 06:30 AM

 link   

I still love listening to bill cooper's introduction to the world of alternative history and
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science.... His story of the USO shooting out while he was on deck is incredible and
started me on the USO trip!
And I second that Invisible Residents: The Reality of Underwater UFOs is a brilliant book
that is also really fun because it's pretty ancient now!
TGG

karl 12
 
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 06:53 AM

 link   

Some realy interesting reading in this thread,particularly the older USO reports -good stuff

Others:
Russian Naval USO account involving professional submariners -interview conducted by
well respected researcher Jaques Vallee:

"Many officers were skeptical, but the reports were hard to deny. They were
carefully recorded. On October 7, 1977, a submarine repair ship called the
Volga was at sea when nine disk-shaped objects circled it. This lasted eighteen
minutes. And all the time the radio, the on‑board communications systems, all
the electronic equipment went berserk. The commander, Captain Tarantin,
ordered his men: 'I want you to observe this carefully and to remember it! I
want you to take pictures and to draw it, so that when we return to the Soviet
Union no one will be able to say that your captain was drunk or crazy!'"
"Were such reports made public?"
Azhazha shook his head no. "At the time, naturally, they were classified top
secret. Now we have a more open attitude in this country. We are able to talk
about such things. On a few rare occasions I did publish some UFO
information, but I paid for it under Leonid Brezhnev. The official reaction was
very harsh, very negative. My career suffered as a result, and the directorship
of a scientific group was taken away from me."

www.waterufo.net...

Intruiging report of an unknown object being plotted on radar (and sonar) travelling
hundreds of miles per hour as it plunged into the ocean...and the subsequent military
orders for witnessess never to discuss it again.
Spanking new log book:

"As the target descended, the two sonar operators aimed their pulses in the
general direction of the dropping object. Almost immediately (in a matter of
seconds) following loss of radar contact, both sonar operators received audible
"pings," indicating a strong echo from a fast-moving submerged target at a
range of probably 20,000 yards (roughly 10 miles).
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The underwater target appeared to be traveling in the same general azimuth
and at the same descent angle (at least initially) as the airborne object,
implying that the two unknowns were one and the same! The target's speed
was considerably reduced, "down to hundreds of miles per hour" but "still
moving damn fast," remarked Preston, and it was now moving along a zigzag
path away from the ship. Sonar first picked up the target at its upward
horizon, perhaps 50 feet below the ocean surface, and continued to register an
echo from the object as it dropped rapidly into deep water
...they were to remain silent about what they had seen. "Gentlemen," the
officer said, "we will remember that we have all signed the Official Secrets Act
(or words to that effect)."
Although there were no threats, the implication was clear that to divulge
anything to anyone concerning the tracking of the UFO would be considered a
breach of security.
When Preston came on duty once again at 2400 hours, he said he was
surprised to discover that a "spanking new book" had replaced the radar log
used the previous morning."

www.waterufo.net...

Unexplained incident where a plane's crew (and passengers) witnessed an brightly lit
unidentified object emerging from the Atlantic ocean:

"Suddenly, the lights went out. There appeared a yellow halo on the water. It
turned to an orange, to a fiery red, and then started movement toward us at a
fantastic speed, turning to a bluish red around the perimeter. Due to its high
speed, its direction of travel, and its size, it looked as though we were going to
be engulfed.
It stopped its movement toward us and began moving along with us about 45
degrees off the bow to the right, about 100 feet or so below us and about 200
to 300 feet in front of us. It was not in a level position; it was tilted about 25
degrees.
It stayed in this position for a minute or so. It appeared to be from 200 to 300
feet in diameter, translucent or metallic, shaped like a saucer, a purple-red
fiery ring around the perimeter and a frosted white glow around the entire
object. The purple-red glow around the perimeter was the same type of glow
you get around the commutator of an auto generator when you observe it at
night.
When we landed at Argentia (Newfoundland), we were met by intelligence
officers. The types of questions they asked us were like Henry Ford asking
about the Model T.
You got the feeling that they were putting words in your mouth.
It was obvious that there had been many sightings in the same area, and most
of the observers did not let the cat out of the bag openly. When we arrived in
the United States, we had to make a full report to Navy Intelligence.
I found out a few months later that Gander radar did track the object in excess
of 1800 mph".
Captain of Navy R5D aircraft,February 8,1951.

www.waterufo.net...
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Incident from late 1969 during operation Deepfreeze in Antartica,in which crew aboard
the USS Calcaterra witnessed a 100 ft long submarine shaped object breaking through the
ice and fly into the air.

In 1969, sailors aboard the USS Calcaterra witnessed a USO that displayed
remarkable properties in the frozen waters of Antarctica. They reported a
huge, submarine-shaped object burst from beneath the thick ice and rocket
into the sky.
Operation Deepfreeze incident featured in this Documentary:

uk.youtube.com...

Other USO Incidents:

www.zuko.com...
More electronicaly/visualy confirmed USO incidents from the U.S. Warships the USS John F
Kennedy; the USS Midway; the USS Constellation and the USS Lexington.
Some of the reports involve unknown objects being captured and plotted on sonar screens
"performing 90 degree angle turns and travelling in 'triangular formations" :

www.zuko.com...

Link for Argentinian,Norweigan and American Naval USO incidents quoted in last post:

comingglobalwarwithufos.com...
Cheers

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

observe50
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 07:33 AM

 link   

Skyfloating, I would like to tell you and all of what I saw when I was taken down there. I
hope this in some way will give you some insight into what is going on down there.
I am on one of the ships, when we get to where we were going our ship (which was a small
circular ship) came around to an open ramp area and we went up into an area where
there were several ships already parked and being taken care of. The legs went down and
we parked in our spot and got out.
(We are in another very large ship now)
We go over to a ramp and go up into another area. This area is quite large and we walk
straight forward. I can see activity up ahead and when we get close by I can see to the
left and right of me that there are large areas. On the right side I see lots of activity being
done by humans running machines and loading huge containers. I see men and women but
no children here.
One of the machines carrying a load of containers is coming across the area in front of me
and going to the left side. I now see it going up onto a slight ramp and I can tell it is being
loaded into another ship, this being much longer and squared sort of. I don't know what is
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being loaded but I know it is going someplace in space.
Later we are in a ship different then the one we came in and at one point this is where I
wrote before where we came to a stop and he pointed up for me to look and we saw a
submarine up above going by from right to left and it never knew we were there and this
is when he said, We are safe and secure there is no equipment made on Earth that can
reach us, as you can see we are in your waters....in the "DEEPEST" of your waters.
I did notice that over in another area there were other beings some young which I hadn't
seen earlier and from what I understood is they take the young out maybe like we do for
our kids for field trips to see and learn this way at night they can see all the pretty lights
and how the human race lives up here.
I often wonder what was in the containers, I have been on ships that collect plants, I know
they are terraforming the Universe one step at a time, I believe they collect water also.
It wouldn't surprise me if they collect just about anything and everything we have on/in
this Planet, it is plentiful.
One last thing is this. When I was young I would chuckle when Seti was looking up when I
felt they should be looking down. It seems we are doing everything opposite then what it
is.
As they said, use logic and common sense the answers are the simplest the ones you
always overlook.
I hope you don't mind me writing this here but it does deal with what you call USO's

[edit on 27-2-2009 by observe50]

karl 12
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 08:13 AM

 link   


Originally posted by network dude
The fact that so many USO accounts have been filed by credible sources and even UFO
incidents have had a god bit to do with water, I can't help but wonder if Hydrogen really
is a viable fuel source and we just haven't figured out how to use it right yet.

Theres some very interesting water related UFO cases on this thread including a truly
mysterious object 'sucking up' water from a lake in Australia -the object was witnessed by
a great many highly credible,upstanding (and separately located) townsfolk including
policemen,nurses,academics and business owners.

www.abovetopsecret.com...
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 09:02 AM

 link   

reply to post by observe50
I always enjoy reading accounts of abuctees, experiencers and channellers...while
remaining aware that most of it is completely unverifiable. If you had a physical object or
a photo or a coordinate or a location or a cosmology to along with that it would go up the
scale from completely unverifiable (level 1) to hardly verifiable (level 2), if you know
what I mean. So if there are any hints you can share, feel free to.

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

Skyfloating
 
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 09:08 AM

 link   

Religion, Faith, And Theology : 8 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 9 minutes ago

By the way...you guys, all of you, are making this one hell of a beautiful thread to browse
through.

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 28 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 44 minutes ago

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 09:40 AM

 link   

Do Flying Triangles have Underwater Bases?
This is a case about the east coast of UK (around Lowestoft and Rendleham Forest) and
warrants more research, imo. Some excerpts from the article:

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago


since 1995, there have been reports of FT craft being seen entering and leaving
the sea off the East coast near Lowestoft. There have also been 25 reports of
lights seen moving under the surface of the sea in the same area. Could FTs
have an undersea base somewhere along this coastline? Certainly, similar
underwater activity has been reported from various parts of the world.
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Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 4 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago
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One startling coincidence has recently come to light and that is the number of
references made to the subject of underwater bases by Larry Warren in his
book Left At East Gate. The book deals primarily with the UFO incident in
Rendlesham Forest, which took place in late December 1980, but then Larry
Warren then goes on to reveal a further event. It appears that after the
Rendlesham Forest incident, he got himself into trouble with the authorities
by telephoning his mother about the UFO landing. He was subsequently
ordered to go to a certain parking lot on the base where he would be met by a
dark blue sedan car. When Larry arrived at the parking lot, he saw the car. As
he entered into the vehicle, he remembered a greenish glow and then by all
account, lost consciousness. He later recovered to find himself in an
underground complex under the Woodbridge base, where he learnt from a
black uniformed guard that it was part of a tunnel complex that led to the
North Sea

And from Wikipedia:

The Rendlesham Forest Incident
[edit on 27-2-2009 by Skyfloating]

Skyfloating

 link   


posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 09:46 AM

Continued from last post.
A Lowestoft UFO:

UFO over Lowestoft
Watch later

Share

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

observe50
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posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 10:00 AM

 link   

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

I hear what you say but until one deals with how this works it won't be understood.
What I wrote happened like 50 years ago and I was a young one. I just share so it's out and
when or even if the time comes people will get past just the USO thing, is it true or not
and onto I wonder, what they are doing.

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

1.) This is where they can survive and work
2.) They collect, package and ship off Planet
I'm going to leave your thread now because I don't want to disrupt your thread anymore
just wanted to maybe open up everyone's thoughts a little and let you know what is going
on down there with them.
My best always to you.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 10:09 AM

 link   

reply to post by observe50
Do you have a thread where we can read up on a more complete version of your
experience?

spacevisitor
 
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 10:18 AM

 link   

This time two police officers saw a blood-red UFO rise from sea.
Interesting is to see the possible explanation of an Air Ministry spokesman, he said that
one possible explanation of the phenomenon was that it was "a planet playing tricks.".
Venus, where did I heard that before?
But if so, how could it be posseble then that Venus suddenly took off at a fantastic speed
towards the Atlantic then?
09-01-1957 www.waterufo.net...

Two policemen patrolling the seafront at midnight on Sunday, September 1, at
Porthcawl, Glamorgan, Wales, saw a blood-red object with a jagged black
streak across its centre rise out of the water on the horizon.
Chief-Inspector Reginald Jones, of "D" Division, Glamorgan Police, told Flying
Saucer Review that the two policemen thought at first that they were seeing a
ship on fire on the horizon towards Ilfracombe. But then it rose out of the
water like a blood-red sun, a good deal larger than a full-sized harvest moon.
While the two police officers watched, two more streaks appeared above and
below. It remained at sea level, then suddenly took off at a fantastic speed
towards the Atlantic.
Chief-Inspector Jones said the report had gone to top level.
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More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX


An Air Ministry spokesman said that one possible explanation of the
phenomenon was that it was "a planet playing tricks."
"Venus does at certain times of the year play all kinds of tricks--often due to
climatic conditions.

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4557 • : MetalThunder

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 3 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County

Skyfloating

Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

 link   

 
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 10:27 AM

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

reply to post by spacevisitor

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area

When I had my own sighting of a silver disc splashing into the water nobody could

Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

convince me that I saw venus or plankton or a chinese latern
still some sane people left.

Bubba Smollett

. Dont worry, there are

Rant • 74 • : mtnshredder

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .
Predictions & Prophecies • 64 • : TerryMcGuire

spacevisitor
  
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 11:16 AM

 link   

A Brazilian Sighting by Gordon W. Creighton of an object that seems to suck up water.

04-??-1958 www.waterufo.net...
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They said that it was a flying saucer. He could see nothing at first, but soon he
heard a humming noise, which grew rapidly louder, and perceived something
which seemed to be falling out of the sky towards him from the direction of the
sea.


When the machine was at a distance of some 40 metres from him and the
group of fishermen and about 15 metres above the water, it began to rock
sideways and then stopped and hung there. It was from 15 to 20 metres in
height, "and its width was approximately that of a travelling circus." It seemed
to have three distinguishable parts: the upper half was the colour of
aluminium, like an inverted bowl, and on the top of it was a small
protuberance or dome, with a light as bright as that of an electric welding arc.
The lower part was also a bowl, of the same size as the top, but dark in colour,
and around the widest part, where the two bowls met, was a band with a
number of square portholes from which came a reddish light. The portholes
nearest to the party of onlookers were darkened as though there were people
looking out through them.


Beneath the machine, the water seemed to be boiling, or being sucked up, but
without actually touching the under part of it, and a faint humming could be
heard at brief intervals. From the under part of the machine, a number of
things like leather thongs were hanging, motionless. During the hour that they
stood there and watched it, it rose again several times into the sky and then
descended as if crashing, "with a noise to shatter the eardrums."
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ALSO

Here is yet another case in which the field of a flying saucer was seen to have
an effect on the surface beneath it, in this case, water. It occurred at 6 a.m. one
day in April 1958 on the Atlantic seaboard of northeastern Brazil. Senhor
Wilson Lustosa, a Brazilian jeweller, was travelling along the beach from the
port of Maceió to a place called Parapueira. At a spot called Saude, the witness
stopped to ask some fishermen what they were looking at. They said that it was
a flying saucer. He could see nothing at first, but soon he heard a humming
noise which grew rapidly louder and perceived something which seemed to be
falling out of the sky towards him from the direction of the sea.


When the machine was at a distance of some 40 metres from him and the
group of fishermen and about 15 metres above the water, it began to rock
sideways and then stopped and hung there. It was from 15 to 20 metres in
height, and “its width was approximately that of a travelling circus.” It seemed
to have three distinguishable parts: the upper half was the colour of
aluminium, like an inverted bowl, and on top of it was a small protuberance or
dome, with a light as bright as that of an electric welding arc. The lower part
was also a bowl, of the same size as the top, but dark in colour, and around the
widest part where the two bowls met, was a band with a number of square
portholes from which came a reddish light. The portholes nearest to the
onlookers were darkened “as though there were people looking out through
them.”
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(Apparent course of gravitational lines in relation to the course of the water's surface)

[edit on 27/2/09 by spacevisitor]

karl 12
 
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 11:55 AM

reply to post by spacevisitor

Very interesting account
British Diplomat Gordon Creighton was a very well respected chap -heres a great
interview with him from 1967:

British Ambassador Gordon Creighton was possibly one of the first prominent
people ever to collate evidence for the UFO/OVNI subject -he was well known
to have connections with many high ranking military
officials,politicians,Lords,Earls and UK Royalty
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Watch later

Share

Cheers.

Skyfloating
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 12:19 PM

 link   

Just noticed this possibly related ATS thread:

AUTEC - The Naval Area51?

karl 12
  
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 12:42 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating

Do Flying Triangles have Underwater Bases?

Thats an interesting question - a lot of well respected researchers including Gordon
Creighton,Timothy Good,John Greenewald Junior (and even astronaut Edgar Mitchell)
have all speculated UFOs may have an underground or undersea origin -at least that would
rule out the FTL /distance problem.
After reading the sheer number of credible military/civilian reports citing fast
moving,unknown objects either submerged,entering or emerging from the sea,the idea
does not seem too outlandish - its also interesting that many ships and submarines also
report electrical equipment
'going haywire' when encountering these objects like in so many earth/air bound UFO
incidents.
Theres been an almost unprecedented amount of USO sightings and UFO activity around
the North East edge of the island of Puerto Rico over the years -Timothy Good makes
some good points in his book
'Unearthly Disclosure':
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Puerto Rico, the Caribbean's so called Island of Enchantment, lies in one
corner of the area that has become known as the Bermuda Triangle, renowned
for the disappearances of ships and boats, and for sightings of 'flying saucers'.
It is here, in this former US. colony, whose politics and defence are still
inextricably bound up with America, that much of my research into the USO
phenomenon has focused.
A great deal of the strange activity around the island has centred on the
28,000 acres of mountainous rainforest known as El Yunque, on the northeastern coast.
Jose Orlando Golis, who works for the Puerto Rican government, lives close to
El Yunque. 'Many people have seen UFOs flying over the water close to the
surface,' he told me. 'Once, at 1am, we saw one with many coloured lights
flying next to the sea just over the surface.
'At first we thought it was a boat. It seemed to be dark underneath and had
lights - mostly red and blue at another, upper level. Then it angled and moved
upwards. It made a humming sound, and seemed to head in the direction of El
Yunque.'
Felix Rivera is a diver with an underwater salvage company based near the
American Naval Air Station which adjoins El Yunque, one of many U.S. bases
on the island. He confirmed to me that UFOs and USOs have frequently been
observed often by American military personnel.
'Navy Seals - America's elite special forces - have seen USOs here,' he revealed.
'Some have told me that these things will often come up close to boats, then
shoot off. They move too fast underwater to be ours.'
Timothy Good,Unearthly Disclosure

Video:

www.liveleak.com...
Puerto Rico USO incident involving fleet of US Submarines:

In March 1963,American submarines were involved in exercises with a fleet of
surface ships one hundred miles off Puerto Rico.
One of the submarines broke off from its assigned course and began pursuing
an unidentified object which their instruments told them was travelling in
excess of 150 knots at a depth of 20,000 feet.
Optical physicist and ufologist Bruce Maccabee had investigated the incident
and stated that such speeds and depths were, and still are, impossible for
today’s submersibles (with the crush depth for submarines being about 7,000
feet).
The USO was tracked for four days by the carrier group, with the object
moving at impossible speeds before stopping - reports were sent to CINCLANT
(Commander-in-Chief Atlantic Command), but no determination was made as
to the nature of the unidentified craft.

Other USO incidents:

www.waterufo.net...
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Other areas mentioned are the Catalina Channel of the coast of California in the United
States:

There is much evidence to suggest that there is an underwater UFO base in the
Santa Catalina channel off the Southern California coast. Hundreds of UFO
sightings have been reported in the area, with a significant amount of these
involving the crafts going into and out of the water. The exact location and size
of the base are conjecture, but with the large amounts of crafts being seen at
one time, and the geographic spread of the sightings, the base is probably
extremely large (perhaps more than several city blocks), and very deep, so as
to avoid detection.
The sightings in the area have been reported regularly from as far back as
1947; the year of the Kenneth Arnold sighting and the Roswell crash. On July 7
of that year, two teenagers were walking along the San Raphael beach. At
3:10pm, they witnessed a ?flat, glistening object? emerge from the ocean, fly
for a short distance, and then dive back into the sea about 400 yards from the
shore. The next month, in August 1947, the Coast Guard received reports of a ?
strange flaming object? that fell into the ocean. After this, steamers going into
and out of San Francisco Bay would encounter an underground ?mountain?
that would appear and reappear in different locations around the Bay.
The underwater ?mass? was investigated by the naval survey ship Maury and
other various craft after hearing reports of a phantom reef. This reef had
appeared 400 miles off the coast of Southern California, where no reef was
known to exist on any charts. When Captain Hambling of the Maury arrived,
the mass was gone. He and his crew found to their shock that the mass had
moved. As they moved their ship towards it, it disappeared off of their sonar
echoes completely. Had it found its way back its hidden underwater base
closer to shore?
The sightings of UFOs in this area have continued regularly since 1947. Several
people have claimed to have missing time while being in the area, and some
report actually being inside the underwater base. In the 1960?s and ?70?s,
families would go down to the beach with the express purpose to watch a UFO
go by. They would witness multi-colored UFOs that would sink under the
water. Even police officers and Air Force airmen have reported seeing these
objects streaking through the sky over Long Beach and Los Alamitos Naval Air
Station. Even actors have had these sightings; in the 1960?s, Chad Everett and
a couple of friends observed a lighted object moving back and forth at high
speeds over the beach from his home in Beverly Hills.

Video:

Watch later

Share
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Witness testimony from 1971:

On March 22, 1971, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Baldwin of Marina reported seeing a
"mysterious smoking object" plummet into Monterey Bay trailing smoke or
exhaust at 5:50 P.M. No planes were missing in the area. Two boats and a
plane searched the bay during the night using flares but found no debris of any
kind or any indication of anything unusual. This seems to be one of the cases
which suggest some connection between UFOs and USOs. Fort noted that
there seem to be more cases of objects entering the water than leaving it--an
observation which still holds true
.

www.waterufo.net...

Also:

In 1989, a large object was seen by multiple witnesses (and picked up on
sonar) resting on the surface of the water in the Pacific Ocean. It released
several, smaller objects before submerging. It was tracked on sonar heading
south towards the Santa Catalina Channel before disappearing.

And this incident from 1992 which had many (separately located) independant witnessess:

The Santa Catalina Channel separates mainland California from the island of
Catalina, this particular stretch of water is as deep as Mount Everest is high
and UFO?s/USO?s have been seen both entering the water and emerging from
its murky depths. But on June 14th 1992 , there were reportedly hundreds of
USO?s observed rising from the water.
Independent witnesses claim that there were in excess of two hundred USO?s
that emerged from the water, hovering momentarily before accelerating off
into the sky at blistering speeds, all the while in complete silence.
There were many witnesses, many of whom filed reports with their respective
local police forces, some of which were as far away as Malibu.
These reports quickly filtered through to the US coast guard who subsequently
refused all requests to search the area of the sightings.
Recording of witness phone call to police:
"I'm ashamed to tell you cause you're gonna think I'm crazy -I have never been
more frightened in my life".

www.ufo-blog.com...
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The Top Twenty California UFO Encounters
(posted by Internos)

home.pacbell.net...

The first California underwater UFO was on July 7, 1947 when two San
Raphael teen-agers saw a ?flat glistening object? emerge from the water, fly
around and then dive back into the water 400 yards from shore. Throughout
this same year, numerous steamers reported a mysterious ?undersea
mountain? or a ?large mass underwater? which kept appearing and
disappearing in various locations in the San Francisco Bay and down the coast.
Following this, the sightings came regularly, in 1951, 1954, 1955, 1957, 1962,
1964, 1970, 1980, 1990, 1991, 1993, 2004?the list goes on, most from the Santa
Catalina channel. The sightings involve many highly credible witnesses
including lifeguards, security guards, law enforcement officials, military
officers and countless citizens.

Video:

A look at the underwater world of USOs (Unidentified Submerged Objects).
Reports have poured in from all over the world of this elusive class of UFOs.
One of the hotspots of USOs, the Santa Catalina Channel off the coast of
California is explored for signs of the spaceships, or perhaps even alien USO
bases.

Watch later

Share

Cheers.

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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SumnerKagan
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 12:51 PM

 link   


Originally posted by C.H.U.D.
reply to

post by SumnerKagan

Sounds interesting. I'll have to check out that link, but it sounds like that might be
possible due to a mirage/reflection/change in apparent horizon as I suggested above
with

this link, unless perhaps it took of at high speed?

Could be.
It's just so strange that his stories never went anywhere. I mean, he is a fairly credible
source. After reading his statements, I would have thought somebody would have jumped
on it.

spacevisitor

posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 12:57 PM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
reply to

post by spacevisitor

Very interesting account
British Diplomat Gordon Creighton was a very well respected chap -heres a great
interview with him from 1967:

You are absolute right karl 12, Gordon Creighton was indeed a very well respected man.
Thanks for the interview, :UP: I sorely go watch it because I didn’t see it before.

Skyfloating
 
posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 02:50 PM

reply to post by karl 12
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I´ve made a mental note to dig deep into that part of Puerto Rico and that East Coast part
of the UK when I have some extra time.
_____________________________________
spacevisitor: As a thank you for your efforts here, some English lessons as well: Its "You
are absolutely right". I know in Dutch its "absolute". More to come.
[edit on 27-2-2009 by Skyfloating]

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 27 2009 @ 02:58 PM

 link   

Going through that water-ufo list one thing is noticeable:
At some point in the 50s reports from respectable newspapers and official sources
receded. Many after that come from UFO-Organizations themselves. Not that those are
not respectable - they are. But from a certain point on the ridicule-campaign seems to
have started working.

Skyfloating
 
posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 03:06 AM

Some stuff from the 2000-2009 List, Pt. 1

Finland, 2001, multiple witnesses, navy search

Finland's coastal border guard stopped on Wednesday [8th] the 2-day
searches of an "unidentified underwater object" conducted jointly with the
country's navy units.

_____________________________________________________

2001 Puerto Rico Multiple Witnesses

saw a black disk come out the water with pulsating red and orange lights. It
flashed it lights heading north and strait up and out of site in about15 seconds.
Some other persons like the Puerto Rico Police Department also viewed the
incident, and reported to his headquarters

___________________________________________________

2002 Lights Fly, Lights Dive
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POINT MUAGU -- The witness was by a campsite at 4:30 AM near the naval
base on January 11, 2002, when he saw two lights moving in the water with a
light about 100 feet above. The one in the air started to move side to side in a
strange way. The two in the water began to move with it. The way they moved
was like no plane. The one in the air started south towards Malibu, that's when
others that looked like stars began to follow, and scan the waters as if it was a
group project. The objects were airborne for thirty minutes and were gone.
The lights in the water never took off they seem to dive.

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 03:29 AM

Some Stuff from the 2000-2009 List Pt 2

2003, Multiple Witnesses, Police Reports
Police gets no reply from Australian Intelligence and Air Defense.

The UFOs seen in daylight have been described as silver spheres and discs.
Those seen at night are reported to be "luminous" and "glowing." The USOs
sighted by fishermen at the mouth of the Fly River south of Balimo are
described as "fast-moving submarines without conning towers." "The report
stated that Police Commander John Marru declared that he had received
numerous reports, principally from the Fly River area, without even obtaining
a satisfactory answer despite intensive on-site investigations of each and every
case." "Marru said he had passed on all of the reports to the Australian Federal
Police and to (Australia's) National Intelligence Organization and Defense
Intelligence Organization without receiving any reply from these agencies."

__________________________________________________

2004, Filmed

Object seen leaving the sea at 30 degrees leaving a contrail of water

__________________________________________________

2004, Puerto Rico Multiple Witnesses

A report has been received that on May 5, 2004, Mr. Aguirre, a fisherman and
local resident of Cabo Rojo, a town in the southwestern corner of Puerto Rico,
reported seeing "strange lights" entering and leaving the sea and the cliffs near
the famous Cabo Rojo light house late at night. An on-site inspection revealed
that many tourists who visit the site have experienced odd sensations and
certain types of "paranormal energy" as thought there were something else at
the location. It is well known that UFO sky watches have taken place in the
area and some of them have yielded positive results.
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_______________________________________________

2004 New Zealand, Multiple Witnesses

I was down on the beach having a smoke, looking out across the bay towards
the Nelson Harbour. I saw a tear drop shaped craft with spinning red lights
beaming light into the water. I sprinted to my friends’ caravan and got him to
see. Other residents of the camping ground also had seen it. It moved closer
towards the beach sending beams of light across the bay. It made an electrical
humming noise and a thundering sound that could easily be heard by myself
and the residents of McKees Domain, Ruby Bay. The craft moved at a
phenomenal speed and disappeared and reappeared in different places, it
moved up into the sky

Skyfloating

posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 04:04 AM

 link   

Some Stuff from the 2000-2009 List Pt 3

2007, Italian Newspaper

a round object moving fast on a surface of the sea at a distance of about 1 km
from the beach.


the object was visible for other 5 minutes then it disappeared underwater.

_____________________________________________________

2007 Latvia, Multiple Witnesses, Scientists Admit Anomaly
This is one of many cases that promise some kind of follow-up (in this case "water samples
were taken and are now being tested") you then never hear of again.


A hole in a frozen pond in northern Latvia achieved unexpected notoriety on
Wednesday as rumours began circulating that it was created by an object
falling from outer space.
"We've been collecting information on the story all day, and we'll definitely
report it in the morning," Inguna Plume, editor of local newspaper
Ziemellatvija, told reporters.
The "unusually large hole" appeared in the ice of a frozen pond near the
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northern Latvian village of Karki in early February, the Leta news agency
wrote. Despite sub-zero temperatures, the hole reportedly did not freeze over
for two days.
Locals initially reported seeing "strange things" in the area.
One girl said that she had seen "a small bright object with a silver ring around
it", while other witnesses reported seeing up to six symmetrical beams of light
emerging from the pond.
When the existence of the mysterious hole became known, the theory that it
could have been created by an object falling from outer space began to gain
credence, Karki spokesperson Sandra Pilskalne told Leta.
Scientific experts admit that the hole could have been created by a falling piece
of interstellar debris, the news wire added.
The mysterious hole has now frozen over, but water samples have been taken
for testing, Pilskalne said. Representatives of Karki council were not available
for comment when approached by reporters. - Sapa-dpa

________________________________________________

2007, Multiple Witnesses of UFO some Land, some Water

This started out as a one witness water case, but has now grown to three
sightings. The non water cases follows the first and adds to the validity of the
first case.

_______________________________________________

2007, Object rises out of water and emits other objects
If true this is a unique case. Follow the Link for the report and drawings.
_______________________________________________

2008, Cloud Punching UFO, Video
Another pretty unique case which can be followed up on by using the link.
_______________________________________________

2009 Argentina, Photo, Multiple Witnesses
Excerpt:

One of the most recent sightings occurred on January 2, 2009 starting at
around 11pm. Witnesses are reported to have seen at least three UFOs. The
first emerged from the body of water known as Laguna Del Pescado and then
sped towards the fields surrounding the regional city of Victoria. A second
large white light then appeared in the sky, parallel to the moon, before turning
west and speeding upwards away from earth. Finally another light then
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appeared and did the same-the lights ranged in color from white, blue, red
orange and yellow. The UFOs were seen by multiple witnesses from a number
of viewpoints and police were contacted. One witness noted that they did not
behave like Chinese lanterns, flares or fireworks but rather like controlled
craft. A photograph taken of one of the objects appears above.


There is a UFO Museum in Victoria which contains a unique metallic
substance supposedly taken from the crash site that turns translucent when
photographed

This case could use some follow-up research.

karl 12
 
posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 05:58 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
Going through that water-ufo list one thing is noticeable:
At some point in the 50s reports from respectable newspapers and official sources
receded. Many after that come from UFO-Organizations themselves. Not that those are
not respectable - they are. But from a certain point on the ridicule-campaign seems to
have started working.

You may have a point there Perhaps the corporate media was subtly informed to 'phase out' objective new coverage of
the UFO/OVNI/USO subject after the
Washington merry-go-round incident of 1952 which caused the the biggest military press
conference to be convened since the end of World War 2
(and a near riot to break out in the lobby of the Roger Smith Hotel).

www.nicap.org...
Terry Hansen also makes some mighty fine points about
government/media collusion,suppression,misinformation,precision propaganda and
editorial censorship in this presentation:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Other:
---Witness report by two geologists from British Columbia in 1965:

On the sunny July morning in 1965 that John Hembling, geologist and
exploration manager for a mining company, and a companion geologist
stepped from a helicopter atop a mountain ridge in north-central British
Columbia they expected it would be another routine day of reconnaissance and
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survey.
"It was about 10 o'clock and we had just set up our equipment after the
helicopter left," Hembllng told us, "when we saw a silvery object, shining in
the sun, appear over a small ridge below us. It had a flattened-out look and our
first reaction was that it was some kind of delta-wing aircraft. We soon
realized it was not."
Facing west away from the sun, with the object below them about half a mile
away, they had a clear view of what was happening.
"The object was about 50 ft. in diameter," he said. "On top of its dome there
was a little knob, and around the base of the dome there were circular
markings. They might have been some kind of riveting, or even windows. They
were a bit too small to tell.
"Below these, on the face of the disc itself, there were larger rectangular
markings which could have been glass or metallic. Our impression was that
they were windows. As far as we could see, there were three of them."
As the two men watched in astonishment, the object moved slowly across the
ridge until it was above a small glacial lake, barely more than a pond. Hovering
there an instant, it then descended to less than 50ft. above the water. Again it
hovered and, to the men's further amazement, lowered a pipe-like instrument
from its underside into the water. "At first we thought it was something like a
rope-ladder," Hembling said, "but it didn't just drop down. It came out
smoothly and steadily as if under mechanical control."
During this procedure the observers were conscious of a humming sound from
the object "like a quiet electric motor." With its appendage in the lake, the disc
then rotated slowly like a water-borne top until its "windows" faced the two
men. “We had a distinct feeling It knew we were there," Hembling said.
After remaining in that position for about eight minutes---as the men judged
it--the object withdrew its "pipe" as carefully as it had lowered it.
"It climbed slowly, then all of a sudden it was off," Hembling said. "It shot over
the ridge, made a sharp turn without skidding and was out of sight in about 20
seconds. We figured it had gone 20 or 25 miles by the time it disappeared."
That would give it a speed of at least 3,600 m.p.h.

www.ufocasebook.com...
--Fascinating US Coastguard incident from 1988 -Lake Eirie, East Lake, Ohio
(similar to the Virgin Islands incident you posted):
Cannot paste-right hand article:

www.zuko.com...
--Maritime UFO files:

www3.ns.sympatico.ca...
__
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Quackers:

en.wikipedia.org...(sound)
--Observations of Unidentified Submarine Objects in Norway:

www.ufoevidence.org...
Cheers.

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 08:22 AM

 link   

I continuing posting the older cases if it’s alright.
Here is a pretty scary experience of three fishermen with a big shining ball of light .
06-12-1958 www.waterufo.net...

The informant, also a fisherman, stated:
"Three of us, myself and two companions, had gone out to sea to drop our
nets. It was 12 years ago, June 12, 1958. It was a very clear night, with a starry
sky and the sea was calm. We saw a big shining dot of light in the sky, orangecoloured, with a touch of red to it. It grew bigger, and then it began to descend
very fast towards the sea, and soon it was a great big globe which was lying on
the surface of the water. (Fig.)
"Just lightly touching the waves it remained there stationary for several
minutes, but we had the impression that it was revolving, like a wheel turning
round and round on the same place.

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 9 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 10 minutes ago
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Diseases and Pandemics : 29 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 45 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 4 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago
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It caused a strong air displacement, for we could see the water being whipped
up all around it. After that, the ball came rolling towards us, just gently
brushing the water. We weren't a bit happy at the sight of this 'globular wheel'
bearing down on our boat. Terrified, one of our party shouted 'It's going over
us!'


"The fantastic wheel didn't in fact go over us, but it passed very close by,
making such big waves that we nearly capsized. When it was close to us, we
now felt very powerful heat from the thing and a strong blast of air. As it went
by, we heard a faint humming from it, like the hum of a swarm of cockchafers.
Comparing it with our boat, its diameter seemed to have possibly been about 4
metres. Stupefied, we just watched it vanish at great speed. It moved along by
leaps, now half disappearing among the waves, now skimming along on top of
them. Then it did a right-hand turn and disappeared on the horizon.
"It did not give out any flash or beam of light; it was simply a revolving ball or
wheel, with no change of colour.
"We lost no time in getting back to land, returning sooner than we had meant
to. One of my mates said: ‘Perhaps it's a flying saucer that has dropped down
from the sky.'
"We didn't dare to tell anybody what we had seen. They would simply have
laughed at us. It was some time before we took our nets out again, so afraid
were we of seeing that fantastic ball again, but we never did see it again. We
have no idea what it could have been."
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 top topics
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Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

This is an in my opinion remarkable case because there was just as in the Shag Harbour
case some sort of foam involved.

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing

07-20-1958 www.waterufo.net...

World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...


BRIEF SUMMARY OF SIGHTING.
An object hit water, made a circle 10ft across with foam on edge of circle 2-3 ft
high. Object sizzled as if hot, sizzling lasted 1-½ minutes. The loud sound as it
hit was heard two yards away. Object took zig-zagging course across lake
surface for 200 ft, making violent movement in the water. Object sank into
50ft of water as circling died out.

Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags


ALLEGED OBJECT SEEN BENEATH SURFACE OF WATER, SIZZLING AND
LEAVING FOAM IN WAKE THREE FEET HIGH OBSERVED BY THREE
WIDELY SEPARATED OBSERVERS. REPORT IMPLIES LARGE
EXPLOSION OR THUD HEARD JUST BEFORE OBJECT HIT WATER AND
ZIG-ZAGGED ACROSS LAKE SURFACE FOR 200 FEET.

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags


NOWHERE IN THE REPORT IS THERE ANY INDICATION THAT THE
OBJECT WAS ACTUALLY SEEN IN THE AIR OR APPROACHING FROM
THE AIR BEFORE IT HIT THE WATER.

spacevisitor
   
posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 09:14 AM

10-??-1958 www.waterufo.net...
Sightings at the USS Franklin D. Roosevelt, the first Navy carrier carrying nuclear
weapons.
During one sighting they saw figures that weren’t human beings.

UFO sightings are common around military installations where nuclear
devices are stored. This is especially true of NATO installations

U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt – Chester Grusinski
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A MOMENT IN (RECENT) HISTORY UFOs shadowed US Aircraft Carrier.

In the year 1958, we were on a shakedown cruise when there was a small light
that was following our ship. Then the light came right at us; it came in close
enough to us so you could see the shape of the object and also see that there
were figures inside of it. The impression that I got was that those figures were
not human beings.” -- •Chester Grusinski of Clinton Twp., Michigan.

 active topics
-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

16 years after ...
Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 3 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

Bubba Smollett

Inset: Chester Grusinski. Bottom: USS Franklin D. Roosevelt, first Navy carrier to carry
nuclear weapons.

Aboard Carrier
The year was 1958. Grusinski was only 18, a crew member on the USS Aircraft
Carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt, cruising the Carribean (sic) near Cuba.
Notes Grusinski, "I was down below when I was told to go topside to see
something strange," says Chester, now 56. "So I went up and couldn’t believe
my eyes."
“I saw a bright white ball of light. [Note: Chester had hand written “cigar
shape” in the margin.-CF-] It headed straight for us, getting bigger and
brighter. It was spherical, approximately 75 to 100 feet long. It turned red
orange and I could feel the heat on my face."
As this was going on, the man on watch was yelling into the intercom for an
officer to get up on deck.
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Sketch by William Scott inserted here for illustration.

Grusinski continues, “I could see silhouettes of figures looking at us. They had
no features and you could tell they weren’t human. Then the bottom turned
cherry red and it vanished in a flash.”


Soon after the incident crew members who talked about it were transferred.
Then the CIA came on board to investigate a so-called "gambling problem."
"It was a massive coverup," notes Grusinski. "There was no gambling."


The reunion revealed that 8 to 10 separate UFO sightings were connected with
this ship. He located several witnesses.
One incident took place off Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on July 26, 1956. Grusinski
says, "Two disk objects were suspended in mid-air. They were over one
another; they had two rows of counter-rotating lights. The upper disk released
a fireball object that dropped into the top of the lower.
Within seconds they both vanished with tremendous speed. These were seen
by Leon Treadwell, Petty Officer Third Class. All involved witnesses were told
to keep a tight lip. Treadwell had to sign papers that he would tell no one for
20 years.
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Another one for the same time period, the 25th or 27th of July, 1956, a cigarshaped object was seen and tracked on radar. And the CIC radars said it went
off the scope in two or three sweeps. That was witnessed by John C. Hau, Chief
Warrant Officer."


Why were so many sightings attached to the FDR? Grusinski has his own
reasons for this. He said the FDR was the first US carrier to carry nuclear
weapons and, at the time, the only one th (sic – to) carry the hydrogen bomb.
UFO sightings are common around military installations where nuclear
devices are stored. This is especially true of NATO installations.

[edit on 28/2/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 28/2/09 by spacevisitor]

Skyfloating
 
posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 09:39 AM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
I will continue posting the older cases if thats alright.

Yes, its great. I´ll do the 80s later on. Then, once we`ve been through the whole list I am
going to try to find back-up on some of the most interesting stuff...such as the Puerto
Rico stuff.
ATS Collaboration at its finest.

karl 12
  
posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 12:01 PM

More USO incidents including possible footage of one in Chile.


June 21 1965 - An unidentified submarine object (USO) was sighted by a pilot
flying east of Fraser Island, off Maryborough, Queensland, Australia at 11:30
a.m. It was long, thin, and metallic looking and just under the surface of the
ocean. It submerged out of sight when the plane flew over. (Source: APRO
Bulletin, January-February 1966, p. 8).
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www.ufoinfo.com...
---


On June 30 1967 a group of people on board of the Argentinian ship "Naviero"
recognized a cylindrical-shaped object in the sea.
The object emited a blue-white light and was approximately 33 metres long.
The most surprising fact: there came no noise from the object and - although it
was moving with moderate speed trough the water - there were no waves.
While the people were watching the strange submarine it changed its course in
direction of the "Naviero", accelerated and dived - short before a collision with
the ship - and disappeared fast in the deeper sea.

 

On July 26 1980 the sailors on board of the brazilian ship "Caioba-Seahorse"
saw a grey round object with a diameter of approximately 10 metres drifting in
the water. At the same time a bright light appeared on the horizon and came
nearer to the ship. All technical equipment on the ship stopped working as the
light was approaching the grey object in the sea which was illuminated from
green, red, blue and yellow lights (see image above). The light - appearing now
as a very bright disc shaped object - sank down to the metalish USO in the
water and connect with it. Both objects rose from the water, hovered some
minutes over the sea and accelerated then with very high speed up to the sky
and disappeared.


On April 30 1976 an unidentified object broke with great power trough the ice
of the frozen lake Siljan in Sweden. The ice was over 20 cm thick, but
witnesses report about a grey object which was approximately 9 metres long.
This USO came from the ground of the sea and caused an over 800 metres
long and 4 metres wide "channel" in the ice while it was moving and cracking
with a speed of nearly 100 km/h trough the frozen surface of the sea before it
was flying up to the sky without any damage.

www.ufoinfo.com...
---

Russian and Arab ships witness UFO at sea:

June 15,1984 - On a partially cloudy day, at 4:12 p.m., 20 nautical miles east of
the Straits of Gibraltar in the Mediteranean Sea the crew of the tanker Gori
watched a disc-shaped object maneuver and pace their ship. The 25 meter in
diameter disc had a rotating red dome, and a rosy neon glow from what looked
like a cylindrical "tailpipe". The UFO was gleaming with a grayish metallic
shine. The lower portion of the craft had a precise round shape, its diameter
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no more than twenty meters. Around the lower portion of it they also observed
"waves" of protuberances on the outside plating.
The base of the object's body consisted of two semi-discs, the smaller being on
top; they slowly revolved in opposing directions. At the circumference of the
lower disc Globa saw numerous shining, bright bead-like lights. The seaman's
attention was centered on the bottom portion of the UFO. It looked as if it was
completely even and smooth, its color yellow like that of an egg yolk, with
three pie-shaped spots, and in the middle of it they discerned a round,
nucleus-like stain. At the edge of the UFO's bottom, which was easily visible,
was something that looked like a pipe. It glowed with an unnaturally bright
rosy color, like a neon lamp. The top of the middle disc was crowned by a
triangular-shaped something. It seemed that it moved in the same direction as
the lower disc, but at a much slower pace. Suddenly the UFO jumped up
several times, as if moved by an invisible wave. Many lights illuminated its
bottom portion. The crew of GORI tried to attract the object's attention using a
signal projector. By this time Captain Sokolovky was on the deck with his men.
He and his Second-in-Command watched the object intensely. However, the
UFO appeared to be distracted by another ship, approaching at the port side.
It was an Arab dry cargo ship, on its way to Greece. The Arabs confirmed that
the object hovered over their ship. A minute and a half later the object
changed its flight's trajectory, listed to the right, gained speed and ascended
rapidly. The Soviet seamen observed that when it rose through the clouds,
appearing and disappearing again, it would occasional shine in the sun's rays.
The craft then flared up, like a spark, and was gone instantly.
Sources: Sergey Romanov, International UFO Reporter, May 1993, p. 17;
Dennis Stacy, Field Guide to UFOs, p. 50; Paul Stonehill, The Soviet UFO
Files.

www.ufoinfo.com...
---

USO VIDEOTAPED OFFSHORE IN SOUTHERN CHILE:
On Saturday, March 2, 2002, Television Nacional de Chile (TNC) aired on its 24 Horas news
show a videotape of a rectangular Unidentified Submarine Object (USO) floating just
offshore in the Strait of Magellan.
The videotape was shot by a couple, Nora Beytia and Francisco Correa, who were on the
beach at San Gregorio on Sunday, February 17, 2002. While walking along, Nora and
Francisco spotted a strange object floating in the water 150 meters (500 feet) from shore.
Immediately they lifted their videocamera and began shooting footage.
The video shows a dark rectangular object 70 meters (232 feet) long with a faint
luminosity above the deck. There is no conning tower or other protuberance, and "the
object appeared to be an elongated metal container. It had two lights at either end of the
ship. It appeared to be about the size of a cargo ship. At the moment the strange object
submerged itself in the sea, a slight change in the luminosity was also observed."
The beach at San Gregorio is about 120 kilometers (72 miles) north of Punta Arenas, the
southernmost city in Chile.
"According to Jaime Tamayo, a researcher at Omnivision Chile, this is a strange video that
deserves further study. 'I think it is essential to analyze the unedited video and interview
the witnesses. Given what we saw on television, it appears to be a most interesting
observation,' he said."
"The Chilean Navy has not issued an opinion on the video image, according to their Public
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Relations Office."
This isn't the first USO case in Chile. On September 23, 1971, a fishing boat spotted a USO
32 kilometers off the shores of Tocopilla, north of Antofagasta. Interestingly, Tocopilla is
50 kilometers (30 miles) due west of Calama, the site of Chile's current UFO flap.
Report:

PUNTA ARENAS -- Rodrigo Fuenzalida, president of AION group (the most
important research UFO group of Chile) and Director of Chilean MUFON
writes:
"On February 17, 2002, a family made one very interesting video of the UFO
over the sea in the Straights of Magellan. The video shows one cigar shape very
clear to 150 meters from the witness. It had two lights on each end of the
object and it disappeared into the sea. The lights changed color and appeared
to change the structure in a strange way. The Chilean Navy does not have an
explanation for the sighting. Thanks to Rodrigo Fuenzalida. The object
appears as a large elongated metal cylinder. It is difficult to estimate size but,
it appears about the size and shape of a cargo ship".

www.ufoinfo.com...
www.ufoinfo.com...
Images are said to be at this site but couldn't find them.
(anyone fluent in Spanish?)

www.aion.cl...
Cheers

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 01:32 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor

SV Thats a great post
Theres certainly is a lot of very intruiging witness testimony coming from people who have
served aboard the
USS Franklin D. Roosevelt over the years.
This video documents a few of the USO incidents associated with the ship (around 2:30) .

www.youtube.com...
As you mention,it was the first Air Craft carrier to actualy carry nuclear weapons and
there may be some kind of corellation as it appears many land based nuclear missile
installations also experience an unusualy high
degree of UFO activity in their airspace (Barry Greenwood's book 'Clear Intent' lists a great
many credible incidents).
Cheers
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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Reevster

posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 03:49 PM

 link   

Soooo..... where are all the debunkers at? I would say they are going to have a hard time
debunking all these eye witnesses stories, but I guess maybe these people are all
lieing.....
At what point do we say enoughs enough to ours goverments and to put pressure on them
to come clean and release "ALL" informantion concerning UFOs/ USOs not just a few "
selected and blacked out reports.

[edit on 28-2-2009 by Reevster]

karl 12
  
posted on Feb, 28 2009 @ 08:46 PM

The Disappearance of flight N3808H, Puerto Rico, 1980

Location. Mona Channel, Caribbean Ocean near Puerto Rico
Date: June 28 1980 Time: 2003
At 1810 Jose Antonio Maldonado Torres and his friend, Jose Pagan Santos,
took off from Las Americas International Airport in Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic in an Ercoupe aircraft marked N3808H.
The Ercoupe was owned by Santo’s father Jose Pagan Jimenez, an Aero
Police officer in Puerto Rico. They were bound for home in Puerto Rico. At
2003 the Las Mesas radar site and several aircraft picked up radio
transmissions from N3808H: “Mayday, Mayday, Ercoupe ocho cero, eight
zero, zero, Hotel. We can see a strange object in our course, we are lost,
Mayday, Mayday.”
An Iberia Airlines flight IB-976 en route from Santo Domingo to Spain
responded to the Mayday and received a reply:
“Ah we are going from Santo Domingo to ah San Juan International but we
found ah a weird object in our course that made us change course about three
different times we got it right in front of us now at one o’clock, our heading is
zero seven zero degrees…our altitude one thousand six hundred a zero seven
zero degrees…our VORs got lost off frequency…”
Iberia Flight IB-976 then relayed a message from San Juan Center asking
N3808H to turn on their transponder.
N3808H replied that the Ercoupe was not equipped with a transponder. At
2006 Iberia IB-976 asked for their call sing and estimated position and
received this reply:
“Right now we are supposed to be a about thirty five miles from the coast of
Puerto Rico but we have something weird in front of us that make us lose
course all the time I changed our course a second (unintelligible) our present
heading right now is three hundred we are right again in the same stuff sir.”
They were not heard from again. At 2012 the Atlantic Fleet Weapons Range
verified the last radar position of N3808H as thirty five miles west of Puerto
Rico. A search that included Santos’s father was then mounted which centered
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on this last radar position. It was discontinued after two days when no trace
had been found. No trace was ever found.

www.abovetopsecret.com...
The timbre/tone inflection of the pilot's voice in the recording indicates he was rather
frightened and confused - yet another unexplained (and very strange) case to come out of
the Puerto Rico area.

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 04:19 AM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
reply to

post by spacevisitor

Very interesting account
British Diplomat Gordon Creighton was a very well respected chap -heres a great
interview with him from 1967:

Hi Karl 12, I watched that video and wanted let you know that I found it very interesting
indeed.
It’s obvious that [and what I knew already] that man knew very much about the
phenomenon.
My personal views about the things I believe in now regarding that phenomenon matched
with all his views about it.
Do you know perhaps about which case he talks in his second example, about those
creatures in that factory that where seen by so many witnesses?
Thanks.
[edit on 1/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 06:55 AM

 link   

In this very interesting case there was not only a radiant object seen falling into the
harbour basin.
There was during an investigation by divers also an extraordinary piece of metal found
and more important, there was an encounter and examination of a very strange creature
dressed in a "sort of uniform".
02-21-1959 www.waterufo.net...

On 21st February 1959, dockworkers in the Polish port of Gdynia see a radiant
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object fall into the harbour basin, and their account of the matter is so
accurate that the spot where it fell could be ascertained exactly. The port
authorities send three divers to the scene who, after going down into the icecold water and reporting that their investigations are hindered by a thick layer
of mud, nonetheless come back to the surface with a piece of metal. The
newspapers then report that the metal bears not the slightest trace of rust-which might well suggest that it may indeed be a fragment of the object
concerned.


After being examined by the Polish navy, it is sent to Gdynia's Polytechnic
University. The final results of these two examinations are not known, and
neither do we know as yet what the object is and what happened to it. It did,
however, come to light that certain "misfortunes" occurred during the
investigations, as a result of which some of the material was lost. This story
bears some striking likenesses to the one about a piece of magnesium which
people said derived from a UFO picked up in the Brazilian Ubatuba (see
Bibliography 4 and 7).

The loss of important evidence, where here I that before?

But what is really "mysterious," in fact very much so, is the outcome of the
story as it was told in Gdynia: several days after the "object" had plunged into
the harbour, men guarding the beaches met a strange figure which was clearly
male dragging himself exhausted along the sand. This creature spoke no
known language and was dressed in a "sort of uniform"; a part of his face and
hair appeared to be burnt. The man was taken to the university hospital,
isolated, and examined. But it was at once apparent that it was impossible to
unclothe the creature, as the "uniform" had no means of opening. It was not of
ordinary material such as wool or leather but of a metal which could only be
cut open by means of special tools and after a great deal of effort. The doctors
noted that their "patient's" organs were quite different from ours: the blood
system was new to them and the number of fingers and toes was not the
normal one. The creature remained alive until a kind of armband was taken off
and the "mortal remains" were sent for further examination to the Soviet
Union. Polish ufologists readily link up the metal object and the living being
with unidentified flying objects and everything associated with the latter.

[edit on 1/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor
 
posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 07:51 AM

 link   

This case is experienced by five witnesses, a 28 year old textile technician, a young
couple and two other men.
It’s about from out a lake emerging relative small elongated triangle looking glowing
object.
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09-24-1961 www.waterufo.net...


On a Sunday, September 24, 1961, Czaslaw Kawecki, a 28 year old textile
technician, was enjoying the last evening hours of his summer vacation.
"A sudden noise of rushing waters made me turn toward the sea again. And
right in front of me, about 1000 feet from the shore, the surface was rising in
one spot. It looked like a round hill--pushed up from beneath. Then, splashes
of water gushed from the top and, like fountain jets, fell around the 'hole' in
the waves. From this opening in the water emerged an object which at first I
thought to be an elongated triangle.... "
Kawecki admitted mixed feelings of excitement and uneasiness at this point,
but he resolved to hold his ground and watch further developments.
"The object rose a few yards," Kawecki continued, "and hovered above this
same spot, but there was now a whirlpool of water rushing inward with a loud
sucking and gurgling noise. The object itself was black and silent.


"Suddenly there appeared a belt of steady white light (1) [see Figure 1]
segmented by a number of convex dark streaks. This light made glowing
reflections (2) on the lower rim of the object. It also lighted considerably the
upper rim (3) and all the rest. Now it became apparent that 'the thing' had the
shape of a huge inverted funnel with two rims, separated by a belt of
segmented light. About halfway up the upper part was a thin strip (4) of
something whiter than the rest on a rather dark body. The slits end of this
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'funnel' had a rounded top from which protruded a stump (5), thinning
upward and bent in the middle on one side.


"The stillness of the object lasted about a minute, then there appeared the
glow of a second light under the object. (6) It was also a white one, but much
stronger and sharper than that emitted by the segmented belt. Almost
immediately the 'funnel' tilted slowly northwards--revealing the bottom. After
remaining in this position for about half a minute without changing, it glided
about 50 yards eastward, stopped, but soon glided back and stopped again. All
this time the bottom of the object was visible to me."


Kawecki took sharp notice of the unusual underside of the hovering body. He
described its perimeter as dark and circular, like the wide rim of a funnel (7).
[Figure 2] Toward the center of the underside was a wide ring of strong white
light with many hook-shaped streaks upon it (8). Next was a dark ring with
three evenly spaced triangular spikes (9). They extended over more than half
the width of the lighted, streaked ring. Finally, in the very center was a disc
that appeared to be made of highly polished silver or crystal (10). It reflected
the light brilliantly.
Kawecki felt certain there was some rotation involved with the underside. He
could not be sure whether the spikes were moving or the dark streaks turned
under them, but one or the other rotated.
"Next, the light became bluish and more intense. Then the object moved
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toward the north and upward at about a 45 degree angle, at a speed not any
faster than a jet airplane. It became a diminishing spot of light until it finally
disappeared. There was no sound at all, and my entire observation lasted not
more than four or five minutes.
"I estimated the width of the object at about 16 feet and its length, without the
antenna, at about 20 feet.
"When the object disappeared, I realized that a young couple was standing a
few paces from me, gasping in amazement. They, too, were returning to their
hotel. As I talked with them, two men in their 50s came up to us from opposite
directions. They were local people--probably fishermen--and rather shaken by
the sighting. They went to inform the coast guard."

karl 12

posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 08:38 AM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor

SV Those are some truly great posts
The incident at the Polish port of Gdynia is certainly a fascinating one -theres also
reference in this book where it states there may have been two individuals recovered:

Jan 21-In Gdynia,Poland a bright ,shining body crashed into the harbour
basin.
Divers recovered pieces of shiny metal which were examined by the
Polytechnic Institute and the Polish Navy.
Some material was reportedly lost.
One (and possibly two) EBEs were found on a nearby beach and recovered by
soldiers of the Border Guard or Navy.
These were next transported under tight security to the Soviet Union where
they remain to this day
About two thirds down:

www.scribd.com...
Interview with an actual eyewitness to the Gdynia Port UFO incident.....but I don't speak
Polish
Interview:

www.youtube.com...
Info:

www.ufoinfo.pl...
Main Polish UFO Website:

www.nautilus.org.pl...
Cheers.

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 09:00 AM

 link   

A fantastic read guys. And the more Im reading the more Im wondering why 98% of UFOLiterature doesnt even mention USOs.

karl 12

posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 09:30 AM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
Hi Karl 12, I watched that video and wanted let you know that I found it very interesting
indeed.
It’s obvious that [and what I knew already] that man knew very much about the
phenomenon.
My personal views about the things I believe in now regarding that phenomenon matched
with all his views about it.

SV thanks for the reply,Gordon was certainly a fine chap and had a comprehensive
knowledge of the UFO subject-he died not long ago but does make an appearance in the
two hour long UFO Disclosure interviews:
Around 49:08 on video;
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Google Video Link


Do you know perhaps about which case he talks in his second example, about those
creatures in that factory that where seen by so many witnesses.
Thanks.

Unfortunately not,it does sound like a truly remarkable case but I've never seen any
mention of it elsewhere -perhaps other ATS members may know more about the incident

Strange Creatures encountered in Renault Factory,Cordova,Northern Argentina,1972.
Creatures were said to cause electrical disturbances and were witnessed by several
(separately located) employees and bystanders both inside and outside the factory.
(Case featured at 1:51)

Watch later

Share

Cheers.

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 11:15 AM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
Ive been googling around Puerto Rico and the case is bigger than I expected from such a
small island/country. That in and of itself would make for many year of research.
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DeltaNine

posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 11:32 AM

 link   

Thread flagged.
I hadn't even heard of USOs before I clicked on this thread- initially I thought it was a typo
on the part of the thread creator.
Very interesting and thank you guys for both bringing it to my attention and providing so
much info to go over!

karl 12

posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 12:03 PM


Originally posted by SkyfloatingIve been googling around Puerto Rico and the case is
bigger than I expected from such a small island/country. That in and of itself would
make for many years of research.

Indeedy-theres a great many credible and unexplained sightings
(not to mention some very bizarre reports)
coming from the island -especialy from around the mountain area of El Yunque:
Newspaper clipping:

 

Photos:



















Photograph taken in Levittown, Puerto Rico,1980:

 

inexplicata.blogspot.com...
uforc.com...
www.ufocasebook.com...
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www.ufoevidence.org...
---MUFON Report Censored:

We were invited to participate as lecturer in the MUFON UFO Symposium
held on the days 2, 3 and 4 of July of 1993, in Richmond, Virginia, USA In our
lecture we informed on the UFO / alien situation in Puerto Rico, but we also
lectured, on certain facts pertaining to the UFO situation in El Yunque, a series
of encounters with alien beings and our suspicion, due to certain facts, of the
possibility that the U.S. Government kept flying saucer type crafts there, we
also expressed ourselves on the possibility of there being official U.S. / alien
contact in a site close to the rain forest: Roosevelt Roads U.S. Naval Station.
Right after we sent our paper on all this to Mr. Walt Andrus, general director
of MUFON, for it to be published in the Symposium's Proceedings Book ,a
strange set of events started happening. Apparently, the content of the paper
touched a sensitive nerve somewhere and "someone" seemed to be very
alarmed by it.

--Crash:

In the night of February 19, 1984, a UFO allegedly crashed in a slope in one of
the mountains of the National Caribbean Rain Forest, also known to our
people as 'El Yunque' [after the name of the best known mountain there].
According to many sources we have interviewed on the issue, a flying saucer
type craft DID CRASH there that night, and the whole situation was covered
up by the U.S. Government. The craft and several alien corpses were allegedly
taken to the U.S. by military personnel working out from Roosevelt Roads
Naval Station, as well as intelligence / security personnel from several federal
agencies in Puerto Rico.

www.iraap.org...
--Incident:

"At about 1:00 A.M." - he said -, "a group of the soldiers went down in a jeep to
Palmer [a sector at the foothills of El Yunque, in 65th. Infantry road] to get
some cigarettes and other things in a gas station, said the officer. When they
arrived to ‘La Coca’ waterfall sector, down in road 191, the men heard some
strange noises in the brush which sounded like heavy footsteps on the dry
leaves and branches in the forest. They stopped their jeep, got off it and
checked the area in order to see who was there. Remember, they were there in
a secret mission and no one was supposed to know about our presence in the
forest. When they stopped, the jeep went dead. The lights, the jeep’s engine,
the radio communicator... everything went dead. Their watches wouldn’t work
anymore, even quartz watches."
"....in about half an hour El Yunque was full with military personnel. They
were everywhere, and the area was declared off limits and under U.S. military
control. At about 2:00 to 3:00 A.M. a lot of people from Roosevelt Roads
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Naval Station arrived, and with them came an unknown group of men in U.S.
Navy marked vehicles. They all were dressed up in white one piece anticontamination suits with masks. Only their eyes could be seen, through crystal
openings . The type of clothing you use to prevent radiation or bacterial
contamination. This people with the suits entered the forest with what seemed
to be detectors of some sort , doing a extensive search in the perimeter, that
was extended to the slope that descends to the west from the antennas sector
in the summit of El Yunque and towards El Verde. I heard these men had
found a trail of a strange green luminescent liquid substance on the ground
and leaves, following it to an undisclosed place, where they found something."
"Later on, the soldiers involved with the incident were ordered to board one of
the trucks and go immediately to Roosevelt Roads Naval Station, in Ceiba.
Once there they all were submitted to psychological tests, a rigorous medical
exam and an intense debriefing session about the incident in El Yunque. Their
weapons, equipment and all their clothing were analyzed and then destroyed,
burned. In the morning they received new orders and classified instructions
and they all were told that from that moment on they were out of active duty
and of any military service, that they should continue with their civilian lives
as if nothing had ever happened and that they could not talk to anyone ever,
under no circumstances, about what happened that night in the forest."
"I was informed on this due to my involvement with the work being done in
the forest when this happened and because of my rank and security clearance",
and added: "...it would be impossible at this moment to obtain any verification
of this incident from the soldiers military records through the Freedom of
Information Act because their records were placed under a high security
classification and there’s no possible access to them. What’s more" - he said "at this moment there’s no mention in their records of their ever having been
involved with any special forces unit. Their records were altered so this
wouldn’t show up either."
"Finally, and to my surprise, with a grim and worried look he said: "Look, I
know you are going to ask me...and I’m telling you... Yes, there’s official
contact between aliens and the U.S. government. in Puerto Rico. Everything is
controlled to the highest level by a military and security elite group related to
the CIA The U.S. Army, the Air Force, the Navy and several security and
intelligence agencies are involved in this, specially elite corps from the CIA"

www.iraap.org...

---Another incident on El Yunque:

Suddenly, they noticed a glow to their backs, over the brush and turned
around to see where the glow was coming from. They all were surprised to see
that a flying saucer type craft was coming down from El Yunque mountain.
The craft landed in front of them,it had three powerful and blinding lights in
front of it which prevented them from observing the craft's details clearly. At
the moment the craft landed they all felt unable to move, they are not sure if
this was due to some effect imposed on them or due to their fear, not knowing
what might happen next.

www.iraap.org...
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----Other incidents:

There have also been numerous important UFO sightings in the rain forest. In
Feb. 14, 1994, Mr. Víctor Delgado, who resides in Cubuy sector, close to El
Yunque, saw, at 5:30 A.M., as he was driving down the road to go to his work
in the town of Carolina, a huge flying saucer type craft with three levels and
many colored lights circling on its underside, suspended over the edge of a
slope next to the top of El Yunque mountain. According to Delgado,"... it was
about 1,500 ft. in diameter and had many colored lights around it, as well as a
huge yellow-green light on top of it that looked like a bright dome. " The same
type of craft has been observed in that same area on many occasions by many
people. The residents in the communities around the rain forest call it the
"carrousel", as it resembles a fairy wheel circling around horizontally, with its
many lights.
Another example of the many such sightings there is the following one. On
January 14, 1995, Mr. Orlando Morales, a well known radio broadcaster in
Puerto Rico, who works in WSKN, a news network based in San Juan, was,
together with four other friends, camping in the Mount Briton watchtower, up
in the summit. At 10:30 P.M. they were all surprised to see a huge flying
saucer type craft that came down from the sky and over-flew the watchtower at
low altitude. The craft, emitting a low humming sound, flew downwards and
was lost from sight as it entered the mist and clouds in the area, going down
between the mountains. Morales and the others left the place at once. One of
the campers had to receive medical assistance, as he suffered a nervous
breakdown due to the experience.
The craft was described as huge, about 600 ft. or more in diameter, with the
shape of a classical flying saucer with many colored lights all around its
underside [blue, red, purple, yellow, orange]. It also had many squared
window like openings on its underside of about five ft. in size each, through
which a bright white light was issuing out. The surface of the craft was
described as metallic, dull grey in color.
Interestingly, whenever some of the residents have tried to reach the site by
foot after the sightings, U.S. soldiers in both black uniforms or camouflaged
fatigue uniforms without any IDs stop them and order them in a gross manner
to get out of the area, this at gun point. This area of road 191 is not a military
restricted zone, as the Navy radar site in Pico del Este is. So, what is happening
there?

--...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
  
posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 12:21 PM
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.....
Huge Triangle shaped UFO in Cabo Rojo makes two U.S. Jet fighters disappear:

The situation continued going on and " in crescendo" until the night in which
two U. S. Navy jet fighters were apparently abducted in mid air by a huge
triangular shaped UFO and disappeared in front of more than 115 witnesses
that have surfaced up to this moment. This event happened in the night of
Dec. 28, 1988, at 7:45 P.M.
According to most witnesses, there seemed to be three jet fighters involved
with the incident, two of them disappeared in mid air as they intercepted and
closed in on the huge triangular UFO, and the third one fled the area flying to
the north, being chased by several big red balls of light that came out from the
UFO. After this, the UFO split into two separate triangular objects in a silent
flash of light, after which one of the objects or sections flew off very fast to the
north and the other one flew to the east, disappearing. As readers must realize,
this incident has profound implications to all of us, and is one of the most
important UFO incidents reported in the recent years in Puerto Rico and
abroad.

www.iraap.org...
Also:

From Puerto Rico comes an astounding account of two Navy F-14 ‘Tomcat’
fighters that engaged a gigantic triangular shaped UFO in the Cabo Rojo area.
This encounter took place December 28, 1988. Eyewitnesses alleged the
‘Tomcats’ intercepted the object and then were somehow ‘trapped’ or taken
aboard this huge craft.
Quoting Timothy Good from his book Alien Liaison:
“Although the FAA denied this incident had occurred, investigator Jorge
Martin subsequently obtained confirmation from a U.S. Navy source who said
there were radar-tapes showing what had happened which were immediately
classified and sent to Washington D. C.”

www.jimnicholsufo.com...

--US 'Leases' UFO hotspots in Puerto Rico:

The area is now under U.S. control by this agreement for 50 years, and
possibly for other 50 years after this. Later on, the federal authorities took
control of another UFO hot spot in the Sierra Bermeja, a field next to the
Pitahaya-Olivares sector, in the coast-line, next to the mangroves channels
between La Parguera and the Cabo Rojo lighthouse or beacon, another area in
which many UFOs are seen regularly going into the water or flying out from it,
an area that has been closely watched upon by U.S. Navy vessels and planes,
and by those days was restricted and placed under the control of numerous
U.S. military troops for 2 months, with no explanations to anyone [the
lighthouse area]
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www.iraap.org...
---Witness Report:

"I was driving on this road in Olivares sector at about 2:00 A.M. after leaving
the home of some friends in Las Palmas sector to go home...when suddenly I
got here and saw a very weird thing there in front in the mountain, and
stopped my car and got off it to have a better look. What I saw was something
very strange that was suspended in mid air over that mountain that divides
this sector from La Parguera sector, just in the farm Freddie Guindín
administers. Look, it was something like one of those so called flying saucers,
but it had something on top... You know the conical upper part of the witches
hats? It was something like that, conical on top and a circular base around it.
It was big and it had many lights around it. It was metallic, like silvery. But the
strangest thing was there was something coming out from underneath it, like a
swirling mist that went directly down to the mountain, to the ground, in a
column, but swirling, in a spiraling column. That column was semi-luminous.
It was a column of light and clouds or mist coming down from that object...I
believe that thing was an OVNI [UFO]."

www.iraap.org...
--Local Disinformation Campaign and Offical US 'acknowledgment of
interest' in the Puerto Rico/UFO subject:

In the last months of the year 1992 a strong disinformation program was set
forth by Mr. Aníbal Roman, the director of the Mayaguez area Civil Defense
Agency office and police Lieutenant Rodríguez, from the Lajas police
headquarters, using all the Puerto Rican TV, radio and press media in order to
show as lies and fabrications the reports by the witnesses and investigators
about the UFOs and aliens seen in the area and ridicule the situation, this
together with officers from the U.S. Wildlife and Fishing Service, such as Mr.
Fred Schaffner.
As this was being done by Román, his supervisor, Colonel José A. M. Nolla,
Director of the Puerto Rico Civil Defense State Agency, sent an internal
directive order to all the regional offices in P.R. stating the guidelines for a
secret investigation on the UFO situation in the island by the Civil Defense
Agency and stating in the memo that the situation pertaining to the UFOs and
USOs sightings in Puerto Rico was real and important. Copy of that directive
was given to us by a source within the Civil Defense Agency. The source
explained the findings, even after stating they were the responsibility of the
agency, were really for analysis by the U.S. Defense Department. and the U.S.
Air Force. In that way, this military agencies would not be seen as officially
involved with the UFO investigation.
Also, recently, Colonel Nolla, who used to be the liaison officer of the Puerto
Rican U.S. Army Reserve and National Guard with the Defense Intelligence
Agency [DIA], similar to the CIA in U.S. military, stated under oath in a
hearing at the Senate of P.R. that the military and the Civil Defense Agency
had been investigating the many UFO sightings and cattle mutilations that had
been happening in Puerto Rico since year 1975.

www.iraap.org...
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--Scientific Report Confirms an Alien Presence in Puerto Rico - UFOs above Puerto Rico seen
in Space Shuttle footage:

Many of the unidentified objects and luminous anomalous phenomena
originate in a zone south of the island of Vieques, coming out from or entering
the sea.
The object was sucking water from the sea, and the water was swirling like in a
blender. A column of bright green light, similar to that of a powerful spotlight,
was coming out from under the object.
Dr. Mark Carlotto recently made public an excellent report and scientific
analysis on the several anomalies that appear in the videos of space shuttle
STS-48 and STS-80 missions. (See Anomalous Phenomena In Space Shuttle
Mission Sts-80 Video in Dr. Carlotto's 'New Frontiers in Science' web page newfrontiersinscience.com).
Something that called our attention more specifically in that report was the
event he identifies as F-1 in the STS-80 mission video, that originates,
according to Dr. Carlotto's findings, in an area located to the east of Puerto
Rico, specifically in a zone south of the island of Vieques.
The 'anomaly' consists of a large luminous object that seemed to come out
from the sea at a point located in the south of the island of Vieques, and
ascends to space, all the while being registered by the shuttle's camera. As it
approaches the space shuttle, the object veers to its left and disappears from
sight.
In our latest book in the English language, Vieques: Caribbean UFO Cover-Up
of the Third Kind, I report on many UFO/ alien related incidents that have
occurred in that same area. We believe Dr. Carlotto's findings pertaining to
event F-1 are very important because it CONFIRMS the situation we have been
reporting for five years now: Many of the unidentified objects and luminous
anomalous phenomena described in the book originate precisely in that same
zone, coming out from or entering the sea.
There have been many such important incidents reported by both Puerto Rico
State policemen as well as Vieques Municipal policemen, US Navy security
personnel, Vieques Municipal government employees and officials, fishermen,
pilots, civilian pacifist protestors and many residents.

www.redicecreations.com...

--Triangular UFO - Multiple witnessess

The first sighting took place during the summer of 1997 (around 9 p.m.) when
Feliciano was driving his car on Route 997, which runs from Esperanza sector
to Isabel II. At the intersection of a place known as Marta's Alley, he became
aware of an intense yellow light hanging motionless in the sky some distance
away. Intrigued, he parked the car at the left edge of the road to observe the
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light more carefully
"It was a real big triangular object," he stated, "completely engulfed in a bright
yellow light ... It seemed to be at an altitude of about 500 feet above the
ground, over property belonging to Camp Garc’a. I figured the altitude based
on the height of some trees in the area. What intrigued me the most was that
the thing was suspended right over the area where the US Navy has an airstrip
or runway for their planes to land and take off ... And that it was an
unidentified flying object.
"There were no military exercises at the time, so what was that object, that
triangle of light, doing there over the runway? Thinking that I was observing
something I shouldn't be seeing, I left the site at once. But from that moment
on, I realized something very strange is taking place on the lands controlled by
the US Navy.
"Some days later, my wife told me that she saw a similar object, also at night,
suspended over the exact same place I had seen the object, over Camp Garc’a's
runway. The next weekend, as we were driving to her mother's home, we saw
another one of those triangles. This time our sons were with us in the car; they
saw it too."

---....

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
  
posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 12:42 PM

Large Saucer Craft Absorbs Water from the Sea around Puerto Rico:

I was fishing with some other fishermen out at sea. We were a couple of miles
south of La Esperanza. It was about 9:00 PM when we suddenly saw
something unexpected. We saw several very bright spheres of light come out
from the top of Cerro Ventana (mountain located in the south of Vieques).
"These globes of light were of a blue-white hue and seemed to come right out
from the top of the hill. They circled the hill and flew out to sea to the south,
flying right over us. They made several quick circles and angle turns. You
could hear a slight hissing or whistling sound, almost inaudible, which seemed
to come from them.
"After that, they returned to Playa Grande and Cerro Ventana, areas controlled
by the US Navy, and disappeared inside the mountain. It was as if they had
merged with the side of the mountain.
"The most impressive event was when we encountered a huge object at night
while out at sea fishing. I was with An’bal Corcino and his father, and we had
just come out from La Esperanza.
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"I wasn't aware of the object at first because I was the captain and in charge of
the rudder at the time. An’bal and his father saw it and yelled, 'Carlos, look at
that!' I looked back and saw this huge ... a sort of craft. It came out from the
sea near the Playa Grande lagoon, in the south, where the Navy's (Raytheon)
ROTHR radar system is installed. It rose from its position and started moving
closer to us.
"It was an extraordinary huge craft, immense, with many lights all around it. It
was a flying saucer, a round disc-like craft, but really huge in size. It was at
some distance from us, but clearly visible due to its size and the lights it had all
over it, yellow, blue, and red lights.
"The peculiar thing about all this was that the object, that saucer, was taking in
water from the sea. The water at the sea's surface was swirling in a circle, and
jumping, as if boiling. It was like a whirlpool. It seemed to be going up into the
saucer in a column of water.
"We were all very impressed. It was the first time in my life that I have seen
anything like this craft. From where we were, it looked to be about 40 to 50
feet in diameter, and we were about a mile and a half away from it. That can
give you some idea of the size.
"But what impressed me the most was that it was sucking water from the sea,
and the water was swirling like in a blender. A column of bright green light,
similar to that of a powerful spotlight, was coming out from under the object.
There was a hole there and the beam came out downwards, vertically. The
water went up into the saucer through the beam of light. After that, the object
flew away to the west at a fantastic speed and disappeared in a matter of
seconds.

www.redicecreations.com...

---USOs off the Puerto Rico coast

March 1963-100s of USOs sited off the coast of Puerto Rico. Naval ships and
submarines were conducting exercises when one US sub began chasing a USO
that they identified as traveling above 150 knots, deepth was 20000 feet. Most
submarines have a crush limit of 7000 feet. This object was tracked for 4 days,
at times reaching tremendous speeds.

www.ufo-reports.com...

---Quote:

".. the weight of testimony emerging from Puerto Rico is breathtaking.."
Timothy Good
Daily Mail Article November 11th,2000.

www.isgp.eu...
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--Roadsign in Puerto Rico:

 
--USOs:

www.usofiles.com...
paranormal-insight.ipbhost.com...
Cheers.

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 1 2009 @ 02:40 PM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
The loss of important evidence, where here I that before?

Mind-boggling how elusive the physical evidence remains. Either there is an international
conspiracy at work or we somehow metaphysically sabotage ourselves before we can hold
that piece of evidence in our hands.
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posted on Apr, 3 2011 @ 07:20 PM


Originally posted by Immortalgemini527
i share the foundation over the internet and i am very proud to say that i was the first
one on alot of other forums within the last 13 years to bring to light about the uso,i am
probaly the only human on earth that has seen the uso and ufo up close and
personnel,most likly the only human that will only tell the world the truth that the
triangle space ship has only and will ever be the ufo in the sky,and the uso is the pcture
below.

ts3.mm.bing.net...
Rg7Qc1s%2fTMdOza09lkI%2fAAAAAAAABUY%2fbuOaGONXSuk%2fs400%2fAncient%252BAirplane
target='_blank' class='tabOff'/>

 

The uso reptillien aliens only came out when the oceans rumbled to much,when the
vibrations was felt within the sea.
OUT OF ALL ACCOUNTS IN THE WORLD ON THE USO.
Hard cor conclusive evidence starts in world war 1 and 2.those are the best out of all the
evidence in the world.
there are others ,but thats when they came out in droves,thats when the world would of
noticed them,they was not playing...they was ready!!!

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 9 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 10 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 29 minutes ago

edit on 3-4-2011 by Immortalgemini527 because: (no reason given)

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 45 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!

by the way,the usos came out just about in every war .

Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook

thetiler
posted on Apr, 15 2011 @ 08:12 AM

Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

 link   

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Great thread !

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep

Here is something to give an audio feeling of a uso. So much text information we have but
too little for the other senses such as hearing . . . at least from an artists point of view.

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
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Amphibian

www.macjams.com...

karl 12
posted on Apr, 22 2011 @ 02:16 PM

 link   

Recent multiple witness case from North Carolina:

A new witness came forward April 13, 2011, from a North Carolina case with
multiple witnesses involving lights seen over Wrightsville Beach on June 22,
2010, according to testimony from the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON)
witness reporting database.
The new witness discovered two MUFON reports from the same location and
date/time and decided to file a report - MUFON Case # 28655.
The witness refers to MUFON Case # 23924 and MUFON Case # 24031.
This witness reports being closer to the lights.

"In both cases, the yacht club members and the couple, they were both further
away then I was," the witness stated. "The yacht club is about a mile from the pier,
and the pier is a few hundred yards away from where I was."
While the original witnesses saw lights in a triangle formation, this witness at a
closer location saw something different.
"I was out for a run on the beach and I saw a triangular object rise out
of the ocean maybe 150-200 feet away from my spot on the beach. I
was scared so I did not approach. It was a pretty dark night, but some
stars were out. I could tell it was a solid object because when they
orange/red lights in a triangular pattern rose from the water, the
space in between the lights blocked out the stars behind it, indicating
to me it was a solid object."

 top topics

The witness described the object's movements.
"The object hovered about 50 feet above the water for maybe 10-15
seconds, and then shot off horizontally, then upwards from a deadstand-still to incredible speeds with no sounds of engine thrust."

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

Further down the beach, the witness saw the lights a second time. Then 10
minutes later, "fighter jets began to fly overhead and I could hear at least one
helicopter."
In the first report of this case made on June 24, 2010, in MUFON Case # 23924,
the witnesses include nine guests at a beach house where they first saw a ball of
"reddish orange light blinking erratically, silently in the distance over the ocean."
"A small white light appeared out of nowhere, close to the object, then they
disappeared," the reporting witness stated. "Then about 2 minutes later, it

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

Thank you members of ATS.
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reappeared and we saw it divide instantaneously into nine orbs, assembled into a

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

horizontal V formation, after which it disappeared in a couple of seconds."

Out of The Shadows Released

The group members all agreed the objects were not manmade.

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

"The movement was too fluid, and the speed at which it divided was extremely fast

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

and yet controlled. The sighting was at 9:35 p.m., and then at 9:37 p.m."

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe

This group also reported a military presence afterwards.

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

"Shortly afterwards, we saw helicopters descending on the area over the ocean
where we witnessed it. At around 11:45 p.m., two fighter jets flew by, parallel to
the coast. Why were they flying so close to a residential beach town?"
In the second report of this case made on June 29, 2010, in MUFON Case #
24031, a couple walking along the beach also report strange lights.

link

Lowneck

posted on Apr, 22 2011 @ 04:07 PM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
Karl12,
Wrightsville Beach is a most interesting case, new to me, many thanks.
In view of the military exercises, perhaps the sequence was:
1) ET spied on T.
2) T investigated ET.

Cheers.

newcovenant
posted on Apr, 26 2011 @ 12:42 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
Sure you have heard of this report of Columbus USO sighting. I find it incredible myself so
hope you don't object to its inclusion here

 active topics
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Share
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16 years after ...
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Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
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Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 3 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities

karl 12

Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

 
posted on Oct, 15 2011 @ 01:48 PM

 link   

reply to post by Lowneck

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

Bubba Smollett
Rant • 74 • : mtnshredder

Hey bud, it certainly is (yet another) interesting one- although it's just a first hand
account, there's another 'triangle emerging from the sea' report below from NUFORC
which sounds pretty similar.


Fishermen Report Triangle USO - Tampa Florida
Occurred : 1/19/2011 02:00 (Entered as : 1 -19-2011 2:00)
Reported: 2/3/2011 10:51:59 AM 10:51
Location: Tampa, FL
Shape: Triangle
Duration:2 hrs


Something came out of the ocean and flew up with a boom, out of sight in seconds
3 buddies and I went fishing on a 42 ft.boat about 80 miles s.w. mcdill a.f.b. we
fished all day and around midnight we saw a lil storm north west of us going
south, lightning was realy cool, flashed greenish color on the ocean and some wind
but nothing we havent seen before.but we was on gaurd in case the storm got
worse.now around 2:00 am the storm got a lil closer and we where all watching it.
a lil later evey thing on the boat went dead,radio,fish finder ,sonar ,lights,even our
battery powered flash lights whitch was weird cause they where battery
powered.cell phones where also dead.we noticed the ocean started to rummble a
lil bit, but it was not thunder the water began to vibrate a lil,flash of lighning
showed up greenish on the ocean, we didnt know what to think we was talking
about going in to shore rather than stay till day break.a lil later may be 30 mins.
we saw a greenish glow in the ocean it was pretty big ,a buddy joked it was a
sub.well then s! omething came out of the ocean with a greenish glow,rippleing
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the water,then hovering over the ocean about a mile or two away from our boat for
about 10 mins.it must have been 3-4 times the size of our boat or bigger.it was
glowing greenish.then it went west out to sea and then straight up, a flash , and
gone. then a boom. it seemed to turn to check us out before leaving the area.when
the event was over we started the boat and everything came back on. so we headed
back to shore.half way back the sun started to rise.we looked at the time and we
lost about 4-5 hours out on the ocean.it should not have been sun up yet.we didnt
know what to think but we was alright and we had our fish we caught that day still
on ice. we talked about what we saw and came to say ,that it was a ufo. not a sub,
plane, ship ,boat, ect. not millitary, that i know of.

link

Cheers.

jcAlienX
posted on Oct, 19 2011 @ 10:30 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
Hello. I will be conduction research in Puerto Rico about this.
Am looking for a team to make contact too. I saw something interesting the other night,
don't know if it was alien, but will keep my eye open.

karl 12
posted on Nov, 14 2011 @ 11:57 AM

 link   


Originally posted by jcAlienX
reply to

post by Skyfloating

Hello. I will be conduction research in Puerto Rico about this.
Am looking for a team to make contact too.

JcAlienX, good luck with the research work in Puerto Rico -there´s a thread here which
makes mention of OVNI organisations and UFO/USO hotspots on the island and it appears
that there´s quite a few freaky reports coming from the Mona channel and the areas of
Lake Cartagena and the El Yunque rainforest.
Also found this other strange report from declassified Spanish military files from on board
the ship ´Manuel Soto´:
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23 December 1985: a UFO in the Log Book

The merchant vessel Manuel Soto, owned by Transmediterránea Co., was sailing
on December 23, 1985 from Las Palmas (Grand Canary island) to Arrecife
(Lanzarote Island). At 03.10 hours, the third officer on duty observed in the
horizon by the bow what seemed to be the rising of a heavenly body. He identified
it as the star Antares. Checked ten minutes later, however, the light's position did
not correspond either with Antares or any other star or planet. The officer took
measurements of the altitude and azimuth of the light, which remained stationary
until 03.25 when it suddenly began to move quickly. Other members of the crew
came to see what was happening.
The light approached the ship, passing directly over the vessel two
minutes later. As it did, all the witnesses could perceive the object's
profile, which did not resemble that of a typical aeroplane or
helicopter. The object had a very intense white light on its central part,
a weaker red light near it, and another white light - not as strong - set
apart. The separation between the lights made the witnesses think the
object was flying low, but they could hear no sound.
The shipping company passed the log book entry to the Spanish Navy. The Navy
Staff submitted it to the Air Force, but Canary Islands Air Command reported that
their investigations showed no UFO observed on that date. No further
investigation was made.
And so this second sighting from the Canary Islands also remains unidentified.
Sadly, nothing was reported about how the object was lost out of sight. In
prinaple, the behaviour of the object - approaching from the horizon, flying at a
constant altitude and speed - is consistent with that of an aircraft. Nevertheless,
lack of additional detail - including the actual silhouette of the craft - prevents us
from developing any specific hypothesis.

Declassification -Military UFO Records Released: The Spanish
Experience

Cheers.

karl 12
posted on Dec, 2 2011 @ 03:24 AM

UFO sighting from a beach described by McKinlay Kantor, Pulitzer Prize-winner and
assistant to General Curtis LeMay:


"Objects" Common In Nation's Skies
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Mr. Kantor sighted the object on a beach about five miles from Sarasota, Fla.
Jan 4, 1954.
He describes the UFO thusly.

"It looked like the top third of an apricot. The sun had fallen below the horizon a
few minutes before, and earth and Gulf (of Mexico) were now in shadow. But that
object in the sky still gleamed brightly. I assumed that the orange coloration came
from the sun's reflection on a curved surface of metal or some similar substance,
rather than from any light radiating from the critter's interior. Also, there seemed
to be some sort of rim around the bottom.
"It was too great a distance: I couldn't tell whether there were any windows or
ports. And, both on the right and left sides of the curved body, dark shadows came
up to claim the surface and accentuate a brilliant sheen on that portion of the
curve nearest me."

link

Erno86
posted on Dec, 7 2011 @ 10:26 AM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
This time two police officers saw a blood-red UFO rise from sea.
Interesting is to see the possible explanation of an Air Ministry spokesman, he said that
one possible explanation of the phenomenon was that it was "a planet playing tricks.".
Venus, where did I heard that before?
But if so, how could it be posseble then that Venus suddenly took off at a fantastic speed
towards the Atlantic then?
09-01-1957

www.waterufo.net...
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Ditto's - On this being the most interesting thread on ATS.
spacevisitor - Thank's for your exciting posts, as well as the OP, Karl12 and the rest of the
posters on this thread.
This quoted post by spacevisitor, reveals yet another witnessed incident of a typical redorange fiery balled Foofighter, of immense size, in its landing/takeoff; or offensive and
defensive color phase.
I witnessed the same type of object which had two color phases. The immense [approx.
700 to 1,000 feet in diameter of fiery red-orange fusion plasma phase] object was in it's
landing phase less than one mile away from us; about 40 miles west of Washington D.C.
one night back in 1976.
These USO sightings imply the need for ET to require the access to water sources-- For
stealth, as in underwater star bases, drinking water, food supply, and common seawater
for the generation of a magnetically contained fusion plasma shield surrounding the
starship.
I've read on another website that the USO's can go much faster than 120 knots; more like
220 knots recorded on radar.
I don't have a source on the speed of 220 knot USO's.
Cheers,
Erno86
edit on 7-12-2011 by Erno86 because: typo
edit on 7-12-2011 by Erno86 because: added a few words
edit on 7-12-2011 by Erno86 because: spelling

karl 12
posted on Dec, 9 2011 @ 03:31 AM

 link   

reply to post by Erno86
Erno86, indeed it is a fascinating subject my friend and, according to many of these
reports, it appears a great many of the landbased UFO sightings also occur near large
bodies of water -here's a great post from StevesResearch over on Jkrog's Yukon UFO
incident thread concerning incidents over Canadian lakes in 1996 - who knows maybe
some of these objects are living under them.


1996 was one hell of a year for UFO sightings over lakes in Canada.
Other reports, in chronological order:
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Beaulieu Videotape of UFO Over Frozen Lake - January 5 1996

West Channel of the Hay River - January 17 1996

Trout Lake - February 24 - 25 1996

Great Slave Lake in the Northwest Territories of Canada - March 3 to 17 1996

UFOs ROAM UP AND DOWN THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER - October 6 1996 and
October 19 1996
(seeing as we're covering large bodies of water I found this to be relevant).

Lake St. Martin, Gypsumville - October 25 and 27 1996

Gypsumville, Manitoba "a hexagon-shaped object" heading for Lake

Winnipeg. Gypsumville - November 5 1996
GLOWING UFO FLIES OVER SUDBURY, ONTARIO - "...ing for Georgian Bay
and Lake Huron." - November 23 1996

LONE UFO PROWLS SKIES OF NORTHERN ONTARIO - "...the object "flew off
to the west, apparently heading for Lake Huron." - November 29 1996

Source - UFO Roundup Volume 1 1996

Cheers.

karl 12
posted on Jan, 2 2012 @ 06:58 AM

Great post from Armap concerning UFO ship sightings over Colares, Brazil, 1977:
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link

PhilipMarquis89104
posted on Jan, 2 2012 @ 07:49 PM

 link   

Especially the Bimini area in the Bermuda triangle is famous for hundreds of sightings of
unidentified and strange submarines and unexplainable lights beneath the sea (some
people claim that Atlantis was located in this area and there are in fact some very unusual
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and maybe artifical structures on the ground of the sea there.) But appear USOs only in
the ocean? No, there are also sighting reports about such objects in rivers and even in
lakes.

SplitInfinity
posted on Jan, 2 2012 @ 08:43 PM

 link   

reply to post by PhilipMarquis89104
Phil...this area is home to a test bed of USN advanced undrwater craft using principles of
Dr. T. Townsend Brown...of the Philly Experiment Fame....the one where they attempted
to make a USN ship invisable and many Sailors died as they were found stuck
rematerialized within the ships deck and walls.
These craft are Super Secret Fighter Jets of the Sea...using a form of propultion that is far
beyond the simplistic CRAWLER described in the book...The Hunt for Red October.
It is also an area that has many mysteries and many USO's being sighted. The water depth
drops from 25 ft to 10,000 right off the coast of the land in this area....and knowing what
little I do about advanced Ultra High Speed underwater military craft....I would not
suggest boating around this area. Very strange things happen here and this is the Naval
equivelent of Area 51. Split Infinity

karl 12
posted on Jan, 9 2012 @ 09:14 AM

 link   

Argentine sailors at two Antartic outposts witness multi-coloured UFO:



"The object was discus shaped and predominantly red and green in
colour, with occasional flashes of yellow, blue, orange and white" the
Navy announcement said..

Newspaper Article

karl 12

posted on Jan, 10 2012 @ 08:27 AM

Mystery Object Seen In Pacific, 10th November, 1950:
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The Lewiston Morning Tribune reports that the U.S. Navy destroyer, U.S.S. Blue
had contacted an unidentified object (USO) off the Pacific coast on 9 November
1950

Newspaper Article

karl 12
posted on Feb, 19 2012 @ 05:26 AM

 link   

Police officers witness (and fire at) a UFO/USO near the port of Tocopilla in the
Antofagasta region of Chile, September 23rd/24th, 1971.

Bizarre Police UFO/USO Case from Tocopilla, Chile, 1971

bakup725
posted on Mar, 5 2012 @ 01:38 AM

 link   

To skyfloating: Hi, where exactly in Fiji did you witness your USO?

karl 12
posted on Apr, 29 2012 @ 04:02 PM

 link   

British Ambassador Gordon Creighton reports on a brightly lit unidentified object
emerging from (and submerging into) the waters of Lake Poso in Indonesia:

PDF File

BASSPLYR
posted on May, 2 2012 @ 03:58 PM

 link   

Split infinity.
Could you tell us more about these navy planes that are launched from underwater. Also
you said they use electrogravitics for propulsion. I wanna hear more about you post!
Alos the "crawler" in the Hunt For Red October was magneto hydrodynamic propulsion
drive. it works like a magnetically actuated pump jet. We have it on a few of our subs
supposedly.
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karl 12
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posted on May, 8 2012 @ 12:28 AM

Underwater UFO Sightings discussed with Preston Dennett:


Watch later

Share

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 10 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 11 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 30 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary


Researcher, MUFON investigator, and author of 15 books on UFOs, ghosts and the
paranormal, Preston Dennett discussed underwater UFO activity off the coast of
Southern California and other locations, as well as evidence for UFO healings of
illnesses. There've been numerous sightings of UFOs or USOs (unidentified
submersible objects) in which craft hit water at a high rate of speed and then
appear to be swallowed up. One location in particular, a deep channel/trench near
Catalina Island, has been a hotbed of USO activity, he reported. A witness on a

Political Mud-Pit : 46 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

Navy ship saw glowing objects hovering, and breaking in pattern a couple miles

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook

out to sea, he detailed.

Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...
edit on 23-2-2013 by karl 12 because: Fix video link

Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago
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panrebeca
posted on May, 8 2012 @ 03:08 AM

 link   

post removed for serious violation of ATS Terms &
Conditions

karl 12
posted on May, 9 2012 @ 05:37 PM

 link   

Two astronomers witness luminescent, ovoid object which changed colours on the waters
of the Adriatic Sea -June 6th, 1987:


June 16, 1987; Adriatic Sea off the shore of Riccione, Italy

Two amateur astronomers, after having heard a strong hiss, saw on the mirrored
water of the Adriatic Sea off the shore of Riccione, Italy a luminescent object of
ovoid shape. During the few minutes of the sighting, the object changed coloration
several times.
(Source: Marco Bianchini, USOCAT by Italian Center for UFO Studies
(CISU). citing La Gazzetta, June 17, 1987)

link

 top topics

karl 12

posted on May, 16 2012 @ 03:45 PM

 link   

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Paul Richard Hill, leading research and development engineer for NASA, describes UFO
sighting of strange object over the waters of Lower Chesapeake Bay -he also mentions two
USAF personnel where ordered to keep quiet about the incident by their superiors.

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags


Within seconds of the circling maneuver, an identical sphere came in from the
Atlantic Ocean on an ascending course over Lower Chesapeake Bay and joined
the others, falling in below. For a few seconds they seemed to float along, then
began accelerating slowly toward the south as a fourth amber sphere came in
from the James River to build the group up to a formation of four as they
headed south. I thought, "A-ha, the circling maneuver was a rendezvous
signal."
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Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

The sphere that came in from the Atlantic had evidently cruised northward,
just offshore. This was learned in a visit to Norfolk, Virginia, looking for
additional data. One of the Norfolk papers carried an article about it. A
Virginia Beach bus driver was going north along the coast when a lone
passenger had come forward a few minutes before 8.00 p.m. and tapped him
on the shoulder, calling his attention to a strange, orange or amber fierylooking sphere out over the water. The driver was sufficiently impressed to
stop the bus, and together they watched the fiery sphere cruising northward
parallel to the shore, just above the water's surface. This was obviously the first
object that answered the rendezvous signal. My instant impression was that
these vehicles were surveying the East Coast. If they had good resolving power,
perhaps I was in their survey.

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

It was subsequently learned that a ferryboat load of passengers, docked at Old
Point and waiting to make the overnight trip to Washington, had witnessed
the entire event, among them the President of the Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Corporation. The next morning the Newport News DAILY
PRESS carried a two-inch banner headline, FLYING SAUCERS OVER
HAMPTON ROADS. The detailed report had been made to the Press by an Air
Force captain, a fighter pilot. Our observations agreed even to the estimated
500 mph speed. However, one thing puzzled me. The PRESS article said
that aircraft spotters who had been on duty reported nothing.
Determined to check this out, I got a list of spotters on duty the
night in question and visited them individually in their homes.
They all said they saw the UFOs and knew they were not aircraft.
The head spotter said that he had been instructed by the Richmond
Filter Center, operated by the Air Force, to report aircraft, and no
nonsense, and so had said nothing. However, they gave me the data
needed for triangulation to obtain altitude..

link

karl 12

posted on Jul, 9 2012 @ 05:22 AM

 link   

U.S. Navy sailor Frank Hicks talks about the UFO incidents he witnessed around New
Guinea during World War II:

Testimonies of WWII Veterans and Civilians from Western North
Carolina

..Yeah. And you talk about UFO's - down around New Guinea. There were a lot of
objects you'd see at night that you couldn't explain. A lot of them would be moving
slow a lot of them would be moving fast., a lot of them wouldn't be moving at all.
The Navy called them weather Phantoms. But they were just objects that couldn't
be explained. The radar would pick them up and we'd go to investigate and
nothing would be there. As a matter of fact, you can read in that action report that
morning April the 6th. Around daylight there were three ships picked up on radar,
not only us but other ships picked them up - they were unidentified. They were
about 15, 20 miles from us and they were traveling NEI believe at 15 or 20 knots.
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And we were sent to investigate. When we got within 4 or 5 miles they just
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Erno86

posted on Jul, 9 2012 @ 12:29 PM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
Paul Richard Hill, leading research and development engineer for NASA, describes UFO
sighting of strange object over the waters of Lower Chesapeake Bay -he also mentions
two USAF personnel where ordered to keep quiet about the incident by their superiors.

Interesting link from Paul Hill...Karl. I tend to get very excited over any UFO reports from
the Chesapeake Bay area, since I live near Baltimore Maryland. But I would tend to
disagree over Hill's assumption --- that the alien starships still have almost invisible
glowing ionized air surrounding the foofighter during daytime. I also disagree that the
glow from the starship during nighttime is ionized air.
Unless the foofighter is in a defensive, offensive, submerged or landing mode, their is no
need for the starship too be glowing like a red-orange fiery ball, or be in its bluish-white
high power phase during daytime as well. Since the starship has plenty of daylight photons
to feed the photon engine --- their is no need to waste precious fuel, such as duterium
atoms from seawater; for the fusion process. Yes...I said fusion plasma --- not ionized air -- that is my speculation, with my respectfull disagreement with Mr. Hill.
Since alien starships lack photons in the darkness of night, or submerged in the dark ocean
depths --- the need for photons, created by magnetic field fusion plasma generation --would probably be the utmost requirement for high velocity thrust factor's for alien
starships.

Cheers,
Erno86
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karl 12
posted on Oct, 7 2012 @ 09:15 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Erno86
Interesting link from Paul Hill...Karl. I tend to get very excited over any UFO reports
from the Chesapeake Bay area, since I live near Baltimore Maryland..

Hola Erno, thanks for the reply and here's an interesting one from the Chesapeake bridge
involving a blue/red diamond shaped USO and dead pelicans.


Possible USO seen in water near Chesapeake Bay Bridge.


On Nov. 12, 2010 around 11:15 pm, my fiancee and I were on our way to New
Jersey and decided to take Route 13 up. On the way she had noticed while driving
across the Chesapeake bridge, an unusual amount of dead pelicans on the bridge.
Yes, pelicans.
I assumed maybe they were hit by cars or something else, that was until I began to
notice something very strange. All of the dead pelicans were exactly about a
quarter from each other, all lined up on the left side of the bridge with other birds
around the body. Scary thing was... The bodies were not mangled at all. Almost
like they just fell from the sky and were strategically placed like that.
This went on for a while but before we exited the bridge when we saw
lights in the water shaped like a diamond. The colors were blue, then
red and then seemed to rotate and move around, then disappeared. I
was freaked out because while off the bridge, you still have a good
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visual of the water and the lights were still there.

link


Originally posted by Erno86
Unless the foofighter is in a defensive, offensive, submerged or landing mode, their is no
need for the starship too be glowing like a red-orange fiery ball, or be in its bluish-white
high power phase during daytime as well. Since the starship has plenty of daylight
photons to feed the photon engine --- their is no need to waste precious fuel, such as
duterium atoms from seawater; for the fusion process. Yes...I said fusion plasma --- not
ionized air --- that is my speculation, with my respectfull disagreement with Mr. Hill.

Interesting speculation there my friend (although it all does get a bit too technical for me
at times) - thought he made a good point below about UFOs changing colour during
acceleration as the phenomenon has been reported quite a few times now - below is a
good example from the Palmar Dam in Peru where military aircraft attempted to
intercept an object which accelerated at a 'dizzying speed''.


All UFO colors stem from energetic, ionizing radiation or radiations, generated
by the UFO, which ionize the air. Of all the visible colors, red and orange
correspond to the least energy. They are also the two most common colors
associated with UFO low-power operation, such as hovering or low-power
maneuvers. The electrons have been given the ionization energy, but not much
more, and cascade down in small energy drops corresponding to red or
orange. This is statistically probable, as there are more small drops available
than big ones

Military Fighter Aircraft pursue UFO over Palmar Dam

Cheers.

karl 12
posted on Oct, 7 2012 @ 03:53 PM

 link   

Royal Australian Air Force document describes UFO/USO witnessed by crew aboard the
naval ship HMAS Adroit - 11th April, 1978.


Pages 3-12 of this file describe observations by crew of the naval ship HMAS
Adroit.
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At 112317IK in position 1205 south 12954 east an object bearing 285 was observed
by several personnel to rise and hover and sink to the horizon several times before
finally disappearing beyond the horizon. This object appeared very large and
bathed with bright red lights and at one stage appeared to close the ship. Again the
range could be estimated at 10 miles and bearing width was 4 degrees. The light
also appeared at one stage to flicker on and off. The phenomenon lasted several
minutes..

link

karl 12

posted on Nov, 4 2012 @ 01:16 PM

Interesting radar/visual UFO incident at sea as described by Dr Hynek in a letter to
Colonel Sleeper:


Second, many reports of potentially high intelligence value go unheeded by
Blue Book.

Examples: (a) [Extract from a classified document of reported sighting of 5 May,
1965, contents unclassified, classification refers to name, and location and mission
of vessel.] " . . . leading signal man reported what he believed to be an aircraft. . . .
When viewed through binoculars, three objects were sighted in close proximity to
each other; one object was first magnitude, the other two were second magnitude.
Objects were traveling at extremely high speeds, moving toward ship
at undetermined altitude. At . . . . four moving targets were detected on
the . . . . air search radar at ranges up to twenty two miles and held up
to six minutes. When over the ship the objects spread to circular
formation directly overhead and remained there for approximately
three minutes. This maneuver was observed both visually and by
radar. The bright object which hovered off the starboard quarter made
the larger presentation on the radar scope. The objects made several
course changes during the sighting, confirmed visually and by radar,
and were tracked at speeds in excess of 3000 (three thousand) knots.
Challenges were made by IFF but not answered.
After the three minute hovering maneuver, the objects moved in a southeasterly
direction at an extremely high rate of speed. Above evolution observed by CO, all
bridge personnel and numerous hands topside."
This report was summarily evaluated by Blue Book as "Aircraft," and to the best of
my knowledge was never further investigated. By what stretch of the imagination
can we say that the sighting did not represent a "possible threat" to the United
States?

link
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karl 12

posted on Jan, 2 2013 @ 10:34 AM

 link   

Metallic, cigar shaped object witnessed over the ocean by fisherman in 1949:


A STRANGE AERIAL CONSTRUCTION

In October, 1949, two men observed a UFO near Townsville, Queensland. One of
them, Mr. J. Baxter, recalled the event in a 1967 letter to the UFO Investigation
Centre:
"I was a commercial fisherman, fishing at the time for spanish mackerel, with a
chap named John Campbell ... It was a bad season, and we were fishing
desperately to get out of the red, (and) not to be easily distracted by any thing
unusual.
"Well! We were fishing off North Palm Island ... on a clear, bright, sunny day, with
perfect visibility, when we saw this object - a bright, shining, metallic cigar shaped
construction, (over 100 feet long) poised about 70 to 80 feet above the sea, and
about 500 or 600 yards distant.
"There was no sign of wings, propellers, or portholes ....
"At the time we were making circles in the boat, to try and excite the mackerel ...
We would lose sight of it (as they turned) for a minute or maybe two. But we kept
watching it, mainly because we were intrigued by the fact that it was motionless,
just poised there, between sea and sky.... "We had a noisy engine ... so we did not
hear any noise from it.... We watched it, as we made our tight circles, for maybe,
half an hour, and while I was intently watching, the bow swung between us and it,
and it was gone - without any fuss, or even a contrail. This was incredible, and
really rocked us, that anything could get out of sight on a clear day, almost
instantaneously. Not even the modern planes of today could equal such a
performance."

EARLY AUSTRALIAN HISTORICAL ENCOUNTERS

Erno86
posted on Jan, 2 2013 @ 02:36 PM

 link   

My speculation on the vulnerabilities of flying saucers [that are not from this
earth]...suggest to me ---- that the saucerians are most vulnerable [without any magnetic
shield surrounding the starship], to and from entry or exit portals of water refuges; such
as oceans, bays and large lakes and rivers.
High speed sea entry and exit vector's....would need a edge on disc plunge that would cut
thru the water surface, like a submarine does when it crash dives. The magnetic shield [if
the starship has one], will have to be negated or removed for such a high speed
maneuver. Underwater submersion propulsion [for an alien starship] might just rely on
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pure anti-grav impulse power; with possible additions of magnetic shields while
submerged.
Just my .02
Cheers,
Erno86

karl 12
posted on Feb, 23 2013 @ 03:04 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Erno86
My speculation on the vulnerabilities of flying saucers [that are not from this
earth]...suggest to me ---- that the saucerians are most vulnerable [without any
magnetic shield surrounding the starship], to and from entry or exit portals of water
refuges; such as oceans, bays and large lakes and rivers.

Erno, interesting speculation there mate and the colour change may well have something
to do with plasmas or magnetic fields as you mention -also the idea that these objects are
using underwater caverns as passageways is an incredibly intriguing one.
Here's another UFO submerging report from Tybee Island witnessed by police and it also
mentions the object changed colours.



Kelly, 23, said he and police recruit Jim Brown were traveling east on U.S. 80 just
about to round the bend onto Butler Avenue “when all of a sudden we saw this big
light in the sky.”
He said the sight was so startling he brought the patrol car to “a screeching halt”
and just watched the object.
“When I first saw it, it had a reddish tint,” he said, “but it changed almost
immediately to a bright green.”
Kelly said it made no sound, but he noted the car windows were up, the air
conditioner was on and “we heard [a] thunderbolt” at the same time the object
was sighted.
He said the object apparently crashed into the sea almost directly off 16th Street
and that it appeared to land about a mile offshore. “Just before it hit it, turned a
bright white.”
Three witnesses at the 16th Street parking lot reported the object had landed “at
the most” a quarter of a mile off the beach.
They reported the object made a “whooshing noise” as it passed overhead. It was
bigger than a breadbox anyway,” he said, and was bright enough to cast shadows.
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Kelly said he planned to call the U.S. Coast Guard as soon as he was through
talking to newsmen and request they send a boat to the area to probe for the
strange object.
The Coast Guard station on Tybee Island received five or six calls on unidentified
flying objects, a Coast Guard spokesman reported.
We will check them [unreadable] contacting air stations in the vicinity,” he said.
“We saw some lights up here ourselves.”
Source: Savannah Morning News, Savannah, GA.

link

Cheers.
edit on 23-2-2013 by karl 12 because: (no reason given)

pag999
posted on Feb, 24 2013 @ 09:54 AM

 link   

off-topic post removed to prevent thread-drift

karl 12
posted on Mar, 31 2013 @ 05:27 PM

USO link to videos and information about specific cases:

www.visioninconsciousness.org...
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karl 12
posted on Apr, 23 2013 @ 06:58 PM

 link   

USO account reported to the U.S. Coastguard describing an unidentified submerged object
that followed a boat on the Pascagoula river on the same evening as the Pascagoula
abduction case (link).

UFO Takes To Swimming

karl 12
posted on Aug, 14 2013 @ 12:39 AM

 link   

Object witnessed by crew emerging from ocean aboard the U.S. attack transport 'Delarof':


Summer of 1945; Aleutian Islands

A large UFO was seen by crew members of the U.S. Army Transport Delarof which
had been hauling munitions and supplies to Alaska. Robert S. Crawford was
serving as one of the Army radiomen aboard. The attack transport ship, heading
back to Seattle, was in the open sea past Adak. Crawford was on the port side near
the radio room when he heard shouts from some of the crew. He turned and saw a
large, round object which had just emerged from the sea..

Large Object Emerges From Sea Near The Delarof

Caver78
posted on Aug, 14 2013 @ 11:23 PM

 link   

Excellent thread!

karl 12
posted on Sep, 8 2013 @ 06:01 PM

 link   

More accounts reported over the years to researcher Robert Gribble describing UFOs
entering large bodies of water.

link
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karl 12

 link   


posted on Sep, 14 2013 @ 04:19 PM

Article from Billy Booth over at About.com looking at USO accounts from the U.S., Puerto
Rico, Norway, Malta, Italy and Canada.

Unidentified Submersible Objects
USOs - Underwater UFOs

lambros56

 link   

posted on Dec, 14 2013 @ 05:46 PM

This looks like a really good thread.
I love this subject but haven't really bothered looking into the USO phenomenon for a few
years.
I think I'm gonna enjoy reading some of the links a few members have posted !
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karl 12
  
posted on Mar, 12 2014 @ 06:01 PM

 link   

reply to post by lambros56
Plenty of reading in this thread mate, below is another recent(ish) MUFON report from a
multi-national naval exercise near Hawaii:



Former Navy serviceman reports UFO monitoring ship

"I saw a medium-sized ball of light about 10 or 20 feet above water
approximately 3 kyds away almost as soon as I got there. Initially I
thought it was another ship that was also in transit and continued to
observe it because, to my knowledge, we were alone in transit on our
Pim. (Strike group commander set course and speed). It was
mirroring our course and speed almost exactly with no discernible
difference to our own for a period of about 15 minutes."
The witness watched the light move.

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 10 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 11 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 30 minutes ago

"The ball then traveled very rapidly from a forward position relative
to my ship to aft and then changed elevation and rose vertically
nearly instantly to an elevation of about 200 feet or so from my
perspective. It then appeared to mirror our course and speed from
that elevation and follow us."

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary

link

Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

Political Mud-Pit : 46 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

Cheers.

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg38[24/06/2020 17:45:50]
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karl 12

posted on Aug, 26 2014 @ 04:39 PM

 link   

USO/UFO account from Puerto Rico related by Nick Redfern:


UFOs and the Oceans

Although many people look to the skies for answers concerning the
UFO puzzle, there are more than a few reports on file demonstrating
that UFOs have a deep connection to the oceans of our world. Indeed,
I have many such cases in my files, and here’s just a few of them.
Puerto Rico, or to give it its correct title, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, is what is known as an unincorporated territory of the
United States, located in the Caribbean Sea. And according to some,
it may very well be the one place – possibly more than any other on
the planet – that is home to not just one secret base, but to an
overwhelming plethora of classified locations, certainly of a
governmental nature, and maybe even of an alien nature, too..
I was told of the account of a former civil-defense
employee, who had seen a gigantic, unknown craft rise
silently out of the coastal waters of the island, while he was
on an early-morning jog in the spring of 1999. In this case,
the vast device, which was viewed at a distance of around
half-a-mile off the coast, or perhaps slightly more, wobbled
slightly – rather like a falling-leaf – as it took to the skies,
and then streaked vertically at a fantastic speed, before
finally vanishing from view as it grew ever smaller, and was
finally lost due to the effects of the bright, rising sun.

Also USO Report from near Bimini / Miami:



One particularly significant case involving a craft of distinctly
unknown origin occurred in April 1973 when a Captain Dan
Delmonico, a calm and collected character with a fine reputation for
being grounded and logical, had an encounter that could be
considered anything but grounded and logical.

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

It was around 4.00 p.m., while negotiating the waters of the
Gulf Stream, specifically between Great Isaac Light, north
of Bimini, and Miami, when Delmonico was amazed by the
sight of a large cigar-shaped object – nearly two hundred
feet in length, grey in color, and with rounded ends – which
shot through the water, not surprisingly amazing and
astounding Delmonico in the process. Who, or what,
piloted the strange submersible on that April 1973

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg38[24/06/2020 17:45:50]

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

Thank you members of ATS.

USO Research, page 38

afternoon remains unknown.

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released

Link

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe

nadopat
 
posted on Oct, 4 2014 @ 03:25 PM

 link   

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

watchthis Russian documentary! www.youtube.com/watch?v=2591r20LYDY

karl 12

posted on Feb, 18 2015 @ 10:09 PM

 link   

Bizarre UFO/USO/radar report from Spain, 1979:



..Astonishingly – and possibly a “first” in maritime history
– the watch officer at the lighthouse wondered openly if
Captain González might be seeing a UFO. Given the
strangeness of the situation he found himself in, the captain
suggested that any explanation would do at this point. In all his years
at sea, he had never faced a similar predicament. The lighthouse
officer explained that only a few days later, a foreign ship had
reported the presence of a UFO not far from the Tamames’ present
coordinates..
Ships and Saucers: UFOs at Sea

 active topics
-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

karl 12
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posted on Aug, 20 2015 @ 11:59 PM

 link   

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”

Good presentation from Carl Feindt (new to Youtube)

Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us



Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 3 • : GBP/JPY

CARL FEINDT - Physical Influences of a UFO on Wate

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

Bubba Smollett
Rant • 74 • : mtnshredder

UFOs have demonstrated physical effects on bodies of water. This
paper proposes a possible explanation for the observed interaction
between unidentified flying objects and water. Wrested from
seemingly divergent eyewitness accounts, it posits that the reaction
of the water around an emerging craft implies the existence of a
displacement field, one that exhibits electromagnetic tendencies.
What at first seems like a series of unrelated accounts is shown to
illustrate consistent behavior when the distance between the object
and the body of water is considered.

Erno86

posted on Aug, 21 2015 @ 04:08 PM

 link   

a reply to: karl 12
Enlightening vid from Feindt, Karl. Yet I question about the displacement field being flat
on the top and bottom during the USO's travel underwater --- since such a shape might
make the starship more vulnerable to attack from hostile forces, besides making it harder
to maneuver while submerged.
I also question Feindt's speculation, about his assertion that the water being sucked-up
goes to another dimension.
btw - I believe I p.m.'ed you over at UFO Casebook about six months ago, concerning your
thread about what aliens look like. If you haven't already... feel free to check out my
purported alien pictures (on your thread); that I photographed in 1972.
Cheers,
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Erno

edit on 21-8-2015 by Erno86 because: added a few words
edit on 21-8-2015 by Erno86 because: ditto

karl 12
posted on Nov, 2 2015 @ 09:56 PM

 link   

a reply to: Erno86
It's all pretty far out there mate but he speculates more about the water sucking up
aspect of UFOs in his book here -don't really have any ideas about dispacement fields
personally but will certainly try to track down that photograph.

Here's yet another account of a strange object rising from the ocean, this time in front of
crewmen on the USS Independence in June, 1973.



The Need to Know Episode 4 - USS Independence 197

The primary witness served on the USS Independence CV-62 as a
refueling technician on the deck of the ship. Within the month of
June in 1973 The crew of the ship according to the primary witness
saw a very bright light in the night hours 01:00 hours under the
aircraft carrier. The primary witness judge the size of the light/object
under the USS Independence was compared to a paper clip being
held in your hand the your hand is the object.
According to the primary witness the object emitting the light
moved in front of the carrier and lifted out of the water blinding
everyone on the deck. The light then was described to instantly
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shoot out of sight. The movement of the object according to the
witness was disorienting due to the size of the object. The incident
occurred off the coast of Florida within the area known as the
Bermuda triangle.

Cheers.

SheilaSmith
posted on Nov, 5 2015 @ 10:34 AM

 link   

Just read your post. You are the third experiencer "coming out" in this thread. Lets hope
for many more.

Tulpa

posted on Jun, 8 2016 @ 05:10 PM

 link   

a reply to: Skyfloating
Posting here to bookmark.
Ive just ordered the Carl Feindt book UFOs and water.
I know the Ivan Sanderson one but haven't got that yet.
It'll take me some time to work through this thread but I also like a real book to read
when I'm not on-line.
If there's any good books about this subject that you think I should try and get, that would
be much appreciated.
Waiting for the postman!
Cheers.

karl 12

posted on Sep, 3 2016 @ 06:57 AM

USO witnessed emerging from water - Canada, 1999:


Time: approximately 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Date: April 17th, 1999
Location: Akiskanook condominiums, Invermere, BC - Windermere Lake
Lookout
Weather: Sunny and clear, little to no wind, water calm - you could see the
reflections of the mountains in the water

"Three of us were looking out into the water, it was a quiet peaceful afternoon,
when we all noticed a bright white light emerging from the water. The object
was breaking the water surface from the lake, yet wasn't leaving any ripples in
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the water! - like a piece of wood would or a log could."
"It showed itself as a sequence of digitized light. -[The kind that looks like the
Knight Rider "kit" car has on the front of the car.] Instead this computerized
light was a bright white colouring. It appeared and disappeared, breaking the
water surface, three times after finally disappearing into the lake. This lasted
for approximately 5 minutes. We had binoculars so we were able to see the
light up close and to our amazement it confirmed what we saw."

www.ufobc.com...

karl 12

posted on Nov, 5 2016 @ 02:52 PM

 link   

UFO witnessed submerging into water - Italy, 2007:


Workman sees mysterious object above the sea near Cicerata

'I was returning from Milazzo at around 4:45 am, when about a kilometre
away from the shore I saw a huge white ball that turned flame red.’ The
motorist from Barcellona added: ‘It looked like a truck engine; it was round, a
fiery red color and gave off an intensely bright light. There was another driver
who was there and saw it too. We watched, intrigued and amazed, and as we
were watching and talking the strange object lowered and disappeared into the
sea. The sea was calm and remained calm. The sighting lasted around four or
five minutes, then the huge white ball disappeared into the sea. I had never
seen anything like it. The thing that amazed me was that a vast area of sea was
illuminated by the red light that the object was giving off. Initially it seemed
like an optical illusion. But then the other motorist and I realized it was all
really happening. I don’t know, maybe it was a submarine, even if it was a
strange shape and size and gave off a bright red light.’ ”

link

monsieur
posted on Nov, 12 2016 @ 09:55 AM

a reply to: Skyfloating
Nice picture.
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antar
posted on Mar, 27 2017 @ 11:59 AM

 link   

Saved to come back to when I have more time... Love it!
OPs avatar is beautiful

karl 12

posted on Mar, 27 2017 @ 12:14 PM

 link   

Relevant thread:

UFO reported by workers on Off Shore Rigs in the Gulf of Mexico 21 March,
2017

gunshooter
posted on Dec, 23 2018 @ 06:39 PM


originally posted by: Skyfloating
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Unidentified Submerged Objects or Underwater-UFOs or UFOs leaving water or
entering water are an underreported phenomenon. The purpose of this thread is to
collect and discuss and research the the History and Mystery of USOs.
For starters, I will sift through this comprehensive list of more than a thousand
sightings and collect the most noteworthy. The criteria for noteworthy? A verifiable
source. Give me a few weeks to sift through the list. If you want to help cherry picking
the best cases that would be much appreciated!

1076-1946
1947-1959
1960-1965
1966 - 1972
1973 - 1979
1980 - 1999
2000 - 2009
Undated
If there is anyone who should know more about this phenomenon then its the

Naval Intelligence.
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If anyone here has experience with filing FOIA-Requests you can help out by sending such
a request to ONI. That too would be much appreciated.
[edit on 10-3-2009 by Skyfloating]

That photo, where did that come from? that has to be one of the best pics I've seen of a
USO/UFO. IMO that has to be what the Navy pilot saw, and reffered to as the tic-tac. just
wondering where the pic is from.....

karl 12
posted on Dec, 24 2018 @ 12:37 AM


originally posted by: gunshooter
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That photo, where did that come from? that has to be one of the best pics I've seen of a
USO/UFO. IMO that has to be what the Navy pilot saw, and reffered to as the tic-tac.
just wondering where the pic is from.....

Gunshooter, think that image is a CGI rendition taken from the Deep Sea UFO programme
aired by the History channel in 2006 - don't know which case (if any) they were referring
to though.


'Deep Sea UFOs' Aired on Monday, January 23, 2006 at 8:00pm ET, Detailed
examination of the little-known phenomenon of USOs, or Unidentified
Submerged Objects, an advanced type of UFO that can operate just as
efficiently in water as in the atmosphere. These supposed otherworldly vessels
have been reported, some believe, as far back as ancient Egypt. Others believe
that USOs were reported by Alexander the Great and Christopher Columbus,
[who allegedly was caught up in the Bermuda Triangle] and might have been
seen in Atlantis.
Highlights of the show included the 1967 Shag Harbour Incident, a
government-documented USO crash off the coast of Nova Scotia, Canada, and
a trip to the area around Laguna Cartegena in Puerto Rico, a reported hotbed
of USO activity. Interviewees included the US Navy's Bruce Maccabee, UCLA's
Kathryn Morgan, as well as USO and UFO experts Stanton Friedman, Bill
Birnes, and Preston Dennett.

There's more info here on the U.S. Coastguard Cutter Acushnet incident where a domed,
saucer shaped object was witnessed by the crew on maneuvers between Miami and Cuba
in 1977 - also more testimony about other water UFO/USO cases below.

Naval orders 'never to discuss' and censorship of Naval log books:

UFO over USS Roosevelt - Harry Allen Jordan
Watch later
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UFO testimony involving the USS John F Kennedy where the commanding officer actually
appeared via the onboard video system screens throughout the ship and ordered crewmen
'do not discuss'.

Glowing Sphere Over the J.F.K.
Watch later

Share

Claims that Naval Command Centre received a "spanking new log book' after a very
strange UFO initiated a Condition Zebra Alert:

Condition Zebra: UFOs Overhead
Watch later
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Astronomer Marc D"Antonio and submarine sonar operator track underwater object
travelling at several hundred knots - the order then came down from the commanding
officer to "Log it and dog it".
See 49:00

Watch later

Share

karl 12
posted on Jan, 21 2019 @ 07:07 AM

New DE VOID USO article by Billy Cox - Jan, 2019



USOs - The New Frontier

While waiting for the History Channel to produce a line of J. Allen
Hynek action-figure toys …
On May 23, 1968, the USS Monrovia detected a large unidentified
submerged object (USO) as the transport vessel cruised near the
Azores. Described as orange, ovoid and translucent, the thing
matched the Monrovia’s speed and course corrections, and at one
point rendered its compass, radar and radio equipment inoperable
until the mystery moved on.
The crew of the USS Forrestal were amazed when, in July 1974, they
spotted an apparently internally lit USO in the Mediterranean. The
object spent 20 minutes crisscrossing the carrier’s bow, at speeds
estimated as fast as 60 mph. Then it vanished into the deep as if it
never existed.
Also in the Med, in May of ’68, the USS Zellers was participating in a
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NATO exercise when its crew was alerted to half a dozen or so lights
rising from the water, dropping to the deck, climbing once more, and
flying in synchronized formation before vanishing. The encounter
was officially logged as distress-signal flares, although the source of
that distress was never identified.
These are just a few incidents on file with Project 1947, which has
combed through Blue Book archives and other public records to give
nerds like me the long view on a topic that’s suddenly beginning to
get a lot of traction..
link

karl 12
posted on Feb, 7 2019 @ 02:19 PM

 link   

Some pretty wild accounts of UFO/USO activity:

Watch later

Share

edit on 7-2-2019 by karl 12 because: (no reason given)

BASSPLYR
  
posted on Feb, 7 2019 @ 03:21 PM

 link   

a reply to: karl 12

I look forward to watching the latest video you posted.
I believe ive relayed the story before (I think in this thread actually) my mother had a USO
experience in te late 70s. She was on a 32 foot sailboat in the channel islands near
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catlina. It was 4am and she was topide having a smoke while everyone else was below still
sleeping. It was very foggy and visibily was limited. She noticed off the bow maybe 100
feet or more away the ocean glowing greenish yellow. the glow grew in size and
intensified as if something was coming to the surface. Then a bright yellowish white orb
shot out of the ocean on an angle and flew out of sight rapidly.

karl 12

 link   


posted on Feb, 8 2019 @ 12:39 AM

a reply to: BASSPLYR
Was that the Catalina Channel mate - if so then there's been lots of UFO/USO activity
reported there over the years.

www.abovetopsecret.com...
Cheers.
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spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 3 2009 @ 05:55 AM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
Indeedy-theres a great many credible and unexplained sightings
(not to mention some very bizarre reports)
coming from the island -especialy from around the mountain area of El Yunque:

Thanks for your very interesting last posts karl 12,
I really enjoyed them.
Besides all the other interesting things in there, I find these always very intriguing.

 new topics


When they stopped, the jeep went dead. The lights, the jeep’s engine, the radio
communicator... everything went dead. Their watches wouldn’t work anymore,
even quartz watches."

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 10 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 11 minutes ago


At the moment the craft landed they all felt unable to move, they are not sure
if this was due to some effect imposed on them or due to their fear, not
knowing what might happen next.

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 30 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 46 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 3 2009 @ 06:02 AM

 link   

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

For researchers finding this thread through google:

16 years after ...

Karls Puerto Rico-Focussed Thread

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep

Funny that it hardly got any replies while obvious hoaxes and deflections get hundreds and
hundreds and hundreds of replies.

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
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Thats one way to keep relevant information away from the broader public.

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 3 2009 @ 06:54 AM

 link   

Supposing that it was only some foreign submarine that was sailing towards them, those
three men get the biggest surprise of their lives.
It was not a very close encounter with just a foreign submarine, it was a very close
encounter with an unknown sailing object that also could fly, and they all saw what looks
on some frogmen coming out of the sea and who climbing up onto the craft.
08-01-1962 www.waterufo.net...

"There were three of us, out in two boats. I was alone in my boat and my two
companions were in theirs. It was eight years ago, on the night of August 1,
1962, and between 11:00 and 11:30 p.m. It was a very fine night, with a starry
sky, a slight wind, and the sea quite calm. Suddenly, at about 300 metres from
me, I saw a large metallic body, elongated in shape, and with a sort of chimney
or turret in the middle. It seemed to be moving along slowly on the surface of
the sea. Then finally it stopped. I said to my companions in the other boat: ‘A
submarine has surfaced over there quite close to us. It doesn't seem to worry
them!'

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags
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Out of The Shadows Released


"One of the others replied: 'It must be a foreign sub. It's a model that I don't
know.' Then there was some disturbance and waves around the submarine,
and I was able to make out some frogmen coming out of the sea and climbing
up onto the craft. We shouted to them. But at first they didn't even turn round
to look at us. My two companions, who had also seen them and had heard me
hailing them, also called to them with their loud-speaker: 'Hi there, mates!
Snooty today, eh? Are you from here? Foreigners, eh maybe? But anyway, give
us an answer!'
"The result was nil. There was no reply from their side. I had a good view of
them. I counted about a dozen of them getting up onto the submarine. Then
three or four of them did look round and hesitated for a few instants before
vanishing into the ship.
"Finally, before rejoining the rest, the last man turned towards us and raised
his right arm above his head and waved it for a few instants in greeting, to say
he had seen us, and then he disappeared into the craft like the rest.
"Then we saw the machine rise right up out of the water and hang there just
above the waves. Then we saw lights go on, red and green, and a beam of white
light shot out and reached as far as our boats. This beam was from a
searchlight and gave off no heat or anything unpleasant.
"Then the beam of light went out. Then the craft was lit up with an orange-sort
of glow, and the red and green lights went out. The machine started to rotate
very slowly, from left to right, and rose to about 20 metres above the sea.
"Its appearance was, as we now saw, like an oval or almost round dish and of
the dimensions of a medium-sized submarine. It hung there stationary for a
few minutes. Then it began to rotate faster, its light grew brighter, and
suddenly it shot off horizontally at high speed over the sea, amid a vast silence.
Its light now took on the colour of red flame and it flattened out and came
back right round over us in a beautiful curve while climbing all the while and
increasing speed, and then it vanished as a tiny red dot among the stars.
Within just a few moments while we watched it, it had become totally invisible
to sight.
"We remained there quite a while, flabbergasted, straining our eyes at the spot
in the sky where that fantastic machine had disappeared.
"Apart from the noise of the waves, we had heard no sound from it, and you
can well imagine that we asked ourselves what it could possibly have been. It
was not a submarine, nor a helicopter nor a seaplane; we would have certainly
seen if it was any one of those.
"Very much aware and sensitive as we were about ridicule and mockery, we
have never talked to anybody about that fantastic and mysterious encounter
out at sea, and we have kept silent about it right up until now, with the
intention of telling you, and only you, about it."
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karl 12

posted on Mar, 3 2009 @ 08:17 AM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
SV thanks to you and SF for some fascinating posts -this is one of the best threads on the
UFO board in a long time.
The subject of USOs is a very interesting (and real) one and certainly warrants more
attention-hopefuly it will get some.
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Removed from the statue debate

---Humanoids emerging for the sea:

Another case--mired controversy over the past ten years-- took place at the
coastal community of Conil in the south of Spain, and involving the
materialization of two large, brilliant figures that turned into human beings
before the eyes of frightened teenage witnesses. According to their testimony,
the pseudo-humans were a male and female, dressed in street clothes
appropriate for the time and place. They calmly walked along the beach and
vanished into a crowd, while a UFO display filled the heavens above. The
witnesses stuck around to see them return hours later, capturing their curious
manner of walking with on Super-8 film. The trail of footprints left by the male
and female led straight into the water. This incident, dubbed "the infiltrators"
or "the Conil humanoids" has been re-opened several times since it occured in
1989, and a number of researchers have interviewed the witnesses over the
years as well as police officers and government functionaries. This highstrangeness event does not stand all alone: researcher Manuel Carballal has
uncovered a similar case involving "humanoids emerging from the sea" at the
northern Spanish beach of Sada. During this incident, a married couple
walking along the beach at night was startled by the emergence of two "strange
humanoids" emerging from the sea. "As in the Conil case," Carballal explains,
" they were clad in long tunics and carried bags into which something was
being poured."

inexplicata.blogspot.com...

---Rescued by USO?

On May 5, 1959, a boat sailed out of the Dominican Republic carrying 45 year
old television producer and director Freddy Miller and his passengers (two
women and two children) and disappeared without a trace. Thirteen years
later, on September 22, 1973, insurance salesman Virgilio Gómez was driving
along the highway to service a new account when he saw a person waving him
down by the roadside. According to Gómez, a man in a green outfit informed
him that he was Freddy Miller, adding that he had "supposedly" drowned
along with some other people, but that he had in fact been rescued by a
modern device, "a module known to people as a UFO".
The witness remarked that his alien interlocutor had a disgusting grayishyellow skin tone that he found repulsive, spoke in a thick, deliberate voice and
was virtually hairless. The entity's body was covered by a form-fitting green
coverall without zippers or pockets. Gómez was shown a strange, halfconcealed vehicle in the woods by the roadside, causing him to realize that the
situation was no joke.
Upon returning home that evening, Gómez told his wife and relatives about
"Freddy Miller" and his experience that morning. Santo Domingo's major
newspapers and periodicals would soon feature the case.
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inexplicata.blogspot.com...

--More USO accounts from Brazil and England:

...an incredible incident took place on the Araguari River in Brazil. Over 70
people waiting for a ferry watched in astonishment as a 15 foot metallic object
rose from the river to hover above them before disappearing from sight.

And

The most unusual British encounter was said to have involved the driver and
passengers of a London bus. The year was 1964 and driver Bob Fall on a route
near Tottenham was amazed to a see a silver cigar shaped object dive into the
nearby waters of the River Lea. Police later explained the incident as a flight of
ducks, but severed overhead telephone wires and a large gouge on the
embankment told a different story.

www.space-2001.net...

---USO/UFO filmed over lake Cartagena in Puerto Rico:

Laguna Cartagena, a lake near Puerto Rico's UFO hotspot of Lajas, is itself
connected to a similar phenomenon dubbed "Unidentified Submerged
Objects" by the late, great investigator Ivan T. Sanderson. These USO's have
been seen countless times over the years both at the lake as well as in the deep
ocean waters surround the island. Some who study this phenomenon believe it
indicates the presence of a secret underwater base from which extraterrestrials
launch their craft.
Among those who study USO's and UFO's in Puerto Rico are the members of
"Project Argus", and it is primarily through them that much of this is known.
On the 8th of October 2002, a police officer and Project Argus member, Carlos
Torres, claimed to spot a red USO fly out of Laguna Cartagena and then hover.
Torres said it then flew away, returned a short while later, and hovered once
more before it dove again into the water.
On November 20, two years later, Jusepe Quiñonez shot video [click here] of
what he believes is either the same USO or a similar one. It, too, was hovering
in the vicinity of Laguna Cartagena.

theislandpr.blogspot.com...
Footage at 2:30
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Watch later

Share

Cheers

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

spacevisitor
 
posted on Mar, 3 2009 @ 12:43 PM

 link   

Very interesting UFO/USO encounter because of the combined radar-sonar contact of a
UFO. With perhaps a single exception, it is also the first known sonar-tracking of a USO.
02-28?-1963 www.waterufo.net...
RADAR/SONAR CONTACT by WALTER N. WEBB

THE SIGHTING
It was late February (possibly the 28th), 1963, and a contingent of the Royal
Navy's North Atlantic Fleet had been participating in exercises off Norway for
about three days. Part of this contingent of approximately ten ships included
Tim Preston's frigate (a destroyer escort).
Preston, a 20-year-old lieutenant trained in navigation and radar-sonar
operations (over 12 months of radar experience), was on the early morning
watch (2400 to 0750 hours) in the darkened radar-sonar room. Second in
command of this facility, Tom happened to be in charge of the shift at the time
of the UFO incident. Besides himself, other personnel in the room comprised
three radarscope operators and two sonar operators. The senior officer was
not present.
The witness believes his frigate was cruising approximately northeast between
Spitsbergen and Norway, some 30 to 50 miles off the northern Norwegian
coast. On a map he placed his position at roughly 71° north latitude and 20°
east longitude in the Norwegian Sea. Thinking back to that morning, the
observer recalled that the sky was clear except for scattered clouds; the seas
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were probably running three to five feet; and winds were probably blowing at
Beaufort Force 2 (3.5 to 6 knots, or 4 to 7 miles per hour, a slight breeze).
Each of the three radarscopes in the room displayed a different height level in
the atmosphere. At approximately 0315 hours, Preston recalled, a stationary
"bleep" appeared abruptly on the highest-level scope. The target's vertical
height was approximately 35,000 feet, and it was located somewhat west of
the zenith (overhead point) at perhaps 70° elevation. The bleep indicated a
seemingly hard, solid object giving off a strong reflection; the size of the target
on the screen, according to the witness's best recollection, implied an actual
diameter or length for the object of between that of a jet fighter and a 707-- in
other words, said Preston, roughly 100 to 120 feet across.


SUDDEN APPEARANCE
One of the strange things about this unknown target was the suddenness of its
appearance: One moment the screen was empty; the next moment the target
was there. If it in fact represented a genuine reflection from a real object at the
indicated altitude, the object would have had to have entered the radar field at
unbelievable speed, either horizontally or vertically, and then stopped
instantly without any deceleration.
Tom stated that he went out on deck a number of times during the observation
and peered upward through binoculars in attempts to spot the UFO against
the night sky. He was unsuccessful, however, in spotting the object visually. (A
visual confirmation also eluded others in the fleet so far as Preston was able to
determine later.)
After a few minutes, Tom notified his senior officer who came into the radar
room, looked at the target on the scope, and then withdrew. The officer
proceeded to radio the nearest ship to learn if it also "painted" the same target.
It did. Thus, a radar set malfunction was ruled out. (Tom's conversations with
radar operators aboard other ships following the episode determined that they
had the unknown on their screens as well.)
When an attempted radio contact with the unexplained source failed to elicit
any response, the fleet's flagship was contacted and an order subsequently
issued to all ships to execute an evasive maneuver, basically a "Z" pattern.
Preston said the UFO appeared to follow the maneuver, remaining overhead at
its original altitude and holding the same relative position on the radarscope.


JET SCRAMBLE
At this juncture, according to the witness, a call went out for fighter assistance
in making an identification intercept. Within minutes, Tom heard the sound of
jets through the open door, and he could see the bleeps of two aircraft on the
scope racing from the southwest toward the unidentified image. (He believes
the aircraft must have been English Electric Lightnings, the RAF's fastest
fighters in the early 1960s.)
The observer recalled that when the jets came within about 10 to 15 miles of
the unknown, the UFO suddenly performed a steep angular descent at
incredible speed, crossing all three radar screens as it descended and passing
completely below the radar horizon all within about two or three seconds! The
object's path crossed the ship's bow from port to starboard.
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SONAR CONTACT
As the target descended, the two sonar operators aimed their pulses in the
general direction of the dropping object. Almost immediately in a matter of
seconds following loss of radar contact, both sonar operators received audible
pings, indicating a strong echo from a fast-moving submerged target at a range
of probably 20,000 yards roughly 10 miles.
(Sonar is the underwater counterpart of radar, only the former employs sound
waves rather than radio waves. The distance to the submerged object can be
found from the time taken for the waves to travel to the object and back to the
ship, knowing the velocity of acoustical sound waves through sea water. Tom
explained that sonar's usually limited range was extended in this case by
means of a classified procedure.)
The underwater target appeared to be traveling in the same general azimuth
and at the same descent angle (at least initially) as the airborne object,
implying that the two unknowns were one and the same! The target's speed
was considerably reduced, "down to hundreds of miles per hour" but "still
moving damn fast," remarked Preston, and it was now moving along a zigzag
path away from the ship. Sonar first picked up the target at its upward
horizon, perhaps 50 feet below the ocean surface, and continued to register an
echo from the object as it dropped rapidly into deep water. (The witness claims
that the depth in this area should have been "no more than 2,000 feet.") Sonar
contact with the unidentified object suddenly ceased after an indeterminate
period of no more than two or three minutes. The abrupt cessation of the echo
might have simply indicated that the object dropped behind a rise in the
uneven sea bottom.
Tom's frigate had begun steaming toward the target's entry point at flank
speed and probably arrived at the spot in about 20 minutes. A visual and sonar
search over the entry point, however, yielded nothing. No further contact of
any kind was made with the submerged object.
When asked to estimate the total duration of the entire radar-sonar
observation, the witness said he was uncertain owing to the length of time that
had elapsed since the event. But he came up with "five or six minutes although
it could have been a lot longer." In fact, if one considers all the elements of
time involved throughout the episode -- the initial radar observation prior to
notification of the senior officer, the subsequent ship-to-ship communications,
the attempted radio contact with the target, the evasive maneuver of the fleet,
the arrival of the jets, and the sonar contact -- it would appear that a duration
on the order of at least 15 to 20 minutes would have been more reasonable.


SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
After Tom witnessed the senior officer enter the UFO observations in the radar
log book, their shift ended. Radar room personnel on the early morning watch
ate breakfast and then turned in. Probably sometime between 1200 and 1300,
Tom said he was awakened and ordered to report to the ward room, along with
the five radar and sonar operators on his shift that morning. There was a little
grumbling at having their "sack time" interrupted. Awaiting the men in the
ward room were their senior officer and the commander of the ship. All sat
down around a table over coffee.
The senior officer proceeded to go over the events of that morning, asking
questions about the radar-sonar observations. He told the six men that their
conversations were being taped and explained that until more was known
about the unknown target, they were to remain silent about what they had
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seen. "Gentlemen," the officer said, "we will remember that we have all signed
the Official Secrets Act (or words to that effect)." Although there were no
threats, the implication was clear that to divulge anything to anyone
concerning the tracking of the UFO would be considered a breach of security.
I asked Tom if the meeting might have been part of a general order carried out
on other ships in the fleet as well in connection with the UFO incident. He
responded that he didn't know if it was or not.
The witness recollected that he was in the ward room about 10 minutes. He
said he never heard anything further about the unknown target.
When Preston came on duty once again at 2400 hours, he said he was
surprised to discover that a "spanking new book" had replaced the radar log
used the previous morning.


EVALUATION
As far as I am personally aware, this case is totally unique in the history of
UFO reports. It is the first known combined radar-sonar contact of a UFO.
With perhaps a single exception, it is also the first known sonar-tracking of a
USO (Unidentified Submarine Object),

[edit on 3/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 3/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 3/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 3/3/09 by spacevisitor]

Majorion
   
posted on Mar, 3 2009 @ 01:24 PM

 link   

My personal sighting four years ago was out in the sea, at a pitch black deserted beach
area. The people with me were telling me that the 9 or so objects out in the distance
were called 'Jinn'. They had a strange illumination, the orange light appeared almost like
trapped in the objects like a bubble. Very hard to explain.
One of my buddies flashed at the lights, they flashed back per say and approached us
closer and closer. These objects would seemingly interact with each other. I can assure all
of you that these orb looking things were not human or secret military craft or anything
conventional.
USOs is a fascinating subject. I would imagine that some of these case may have been
secret craft.. but in most of these 'unexplained' cases.. I think that the only explanation
can be ET or inter-dimensional beings and so on..
Star and Flag Skyfloating, you really hit the nail on the coffin this time.
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Peace all,,
Majorion

Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 3 2009 @ 02:25 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
Btw, I agree with your assessment that UFOs and USOs relate to the same phenomena.
Thats become quite obvious in reading these hundreds of reports.

Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 3 2009 @ 02:26 PM

 link   

reply to post by Majorion

Thanks for "coming out" and revealing yourself to be an experiencer

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 4 2009 @ 03:07 AM

 link   

For those who are interested in some Russian underwater encounters I post some cases.
They are from an arcticle of Paul Stonehill.
Russian Underwater Encounters: What Lurks Beneath The Surface.

www.ufoinfo.com...

The files of the Russian Ufology Research Center contain much more
information about Russian underwater sightings, including statements of
Naval officers and intelligence operatives. While the most interesting
information will be published in the new book, co-authored by Paul Stonehill
and Philip Mantle, it is safe to conclude that the Soviets (before), and the
Russians (now) are preoccupied with the strange and sinister creatures lurking
in their waters.


The Russian Ufology Research Center has a collection of "hydrosphere aspect"
sightings. The secret files of the Soviet Navy contain much valuable
information on UFO sightings. Soviet military researchers are quite thorough.
The files have been largely inaccessible, even after the fall of the USSR. But I
was able to collect some interesting information.
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In the summer of 1982, Mark Shteynberg, along with Lt. Colonel Gennady
Zverev, were conducting periodic training of the reconnaissance divers
("frogmen") of the Turkestan and Central Asian military regions. The training
exercises had been taking place at the Issik Kul Lake, a deep water lake in the
Transiliysk Ala Tau area.
Quite unexpectedly the officers were paid a visit by a very important official,
Major-General V. Demyanko, commander of the Military Diver Service of the
Engineer Forces of the Ministry of Defense, USSR. He arrived to inform the
local officers of an extraordinary event the had occurred during similar
training exercises in the Trans-Baikal and West Siberian military regions.
There, during their military training dives, the frogmen had encountered
mysterious underwater swimmers, very human-like, but huge in size (almost
three meters in height!)


The swimmers were clad in tight-fitting silvery suits, despite icy-cold water
temperatures. At the depth of fifty meters, these "swimmers" had neither
scuba diving equipment ("aqualungs"), nor any other equipment, only spherelike helmets concealing their heads.
Well, the local military commander (quite alarmed by such encounters)
decided to capture one of the creatures. With that purpose in mind, a special
group of seven divers, under the command of an officer, had been dispatched.
As the frogman tried to cover the creature with a net, the entire group was
thrown out of the deep waters to the surface by some powerful force. Now,
because autonomous equipment of the frogmen does not allow surfacing from
such depths without strict adherence to the process of decompression stops,
all of the members of the ill-gated expedition were stricken by aeroembolism,
of the Caisson disease. The only remedial treatment available consisted of an
immediate confinement under decompression conditions in a pressure
chamber. They had several such pressure chambers in the military region, but
only one in working condition. It could contain no more than two persons.


Hence, local CO had forced four frogmen into the chamber. As a result, three
of them (including the leader of the group) perished, and the rest became
invalids - terrible consequences caused by the usual Soviet military bungling.
The major-general rushed to the Issik Kul to warn the local military against
similar "devil-may-care" actions. Although the Issik Kul Lake is more shallow
than the Baikal Lake, the depth of the former was sufficient to contain similar
mysterious creatures. Did the major-general know something that Officer
Shteynberg did not?
A short time later, the staff headquarters of the Turkmenistan military region
had received an order from the Commander-in-Chief of the Land Forces. The
order consisted of detailed analysis of the Baikal Lake events and reprimands.
It was supplemented by an information bulletin from the headquarters of the
Engineer Forces of the Ministry of Defense, USSR. the bulletin listed
numerous deepwater lakes where there had been registered sightings of
anomalous phenomena: appearances of underwater creatures analogous to the
Baikal type, descent and surfacing of giant discs and spheres, powerful
luminescence emanating from the deep, etc.
Such documents, without exception, were highly classified and "for the eyes"
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of a very limited circle of military officers. The purpose fo such documents was
"to prevent unnecessary encounters...."

[edit on 4/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 4/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 4/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 4/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 4/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor
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 link   

For those who are interested in some Russian underwater encounters I post some cases.
They are from an arcticle of Paul Stonehill.
Russian Underwater Encounters: What Lurks Beneath The Surface.

www.ufoinfo.com...

The Russian Ufology Research Center has a collection of "hydrosphere aspect"
sightings. The secret files of the Soviet Navy contain much valuable
information on UFO sightings. Soviet military researchers are quite thorough.
The files have been largely inaccessible, even after the fall of the USSR. But I
was able to collect some interesting information.


Submarines
Mr. Krapiva, who resides in Ukraine, attended numerous lectures presented
by veteran officers of Soviet nuclear-powered submarines. They had served in
the Soviet North, aboard secret naval installations and bases. The lectures
sometimes veered off the planned presentations, and many spellbinding tales
were told. For instance, episodes when Soviet sonar-operators (military
hydroacoustics technicians) were "hearing" (at great depths) strange "targets".
Their submarines were actually being chased by other "submarines". The
pursuers changed their speed at will -- speeds that were much faster than any
other similar vessel in the world at that time Lieutenant-Commander Oleg
Sokolov confidentially informed the students that while he was on duty during
his submarine's navigation, he had observed through a periscope an ascent of
some strange object through the water. He was not able to identify it, because
he viewed it through the optical system of the periscope. This underwater
"take off" took place in the early 1960's.
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Sevastopol
A few years ago V.V. Krapiva met with Professor Korsakov of the Odessa
University. Professor Korsakov told him of a conversation he had with a friend
of his, a Soviet Navy officer who had served at the Sevastopol Naval base. Back
in the 1950's this officer personally sighted a UFO. The object ascended from
behind a battle cruiser. The officer was under the impression that the object
surfaced from the depths of the Black Sea. Professor Korsakov has a
photograph of the object.


Eyewitness Reports
In August 1965, a crew of the steamship RADUGA, while navigating in the Red
Sea, observed an unusual phenomenon. At about two miles away, a fiery
sphere dashed out from under the water and hovered over the surface of the
sea, illuminating it. The sphere was sixty meters in diameter, and it hovered
above the sea at an altitude of 150 meters. A gigantic pillar of water ascended
upwards, as the sphere emerged from the sea and collapsed some moments
later.


In December 1977, not far from the Novy Georgy Island, the crew of the fishing
trawler VASILY KISELEV also observed something quite extraordinary. Rising
vertically from under the water was a doughnut-shaped object. Its diameter
was between 300 and 500 meters. It hovered at the altitude of four to five
kilometers. The trawler's radar station was immediately rendered inoperative.
The object hovered over the area for three hours, and then disappeared
instantly. The testimony of Alexander G. Globa, a seaman from GORI, a Soviet
tanker, was published in Zagadki Sfinksa magazine (Issue # 3, 1992) Odessa,.


In June of 1984, GORI was in the Mediterranean, twenty nautical miles from
the Straight of Gibraltar. At 16:00, Globa was on duty. With him was Secondin-Command S. Bolotov. They were standing watch at the left bridge extension
wing when both men observed a strange polychromatic object. When the
object was astern, it stopped suddenly. S. Bolotov was agog, shaking his
binoculars and shouting: "It is a flying saucer, a real saucer, my God, hurry,
hurry, look!" Globa looked through his own binoculars and saw, at a distance
over the stern, a flattened out looking object (it did remind him of an upsidedown frying pan). The UFO was gleaming with a grayish metallic shine. The
lower portion of the craft had a precise round shape, its diameter no more
than twenty meters. Around the lower portion of it Globa also observed
"waves" of protuberances on the outside plating. The base of the object's body
consisted of two semi-discs, the smaller being on top; they slowly revolved in
opposing directions. At the circumference of the lower disc Globa saw
numerous shining, bright, bead-like lights. The seaman's attention was
centered on the bottom portion of the UFO. It looked as if it was completely
even and smooth, its color that of a yolk, and in the middle of it Globa
discerned a round, nucleus-like stain. At the edge of the UFO's bottom, which
was easily visible, was something that looked like a pipe. It glowed with an
unnaturally bright rosy color, like a neon lamp. The top of the middle disc was
crowned by a triangular-shaped something. It seemed that it moved in the
same direction as the lower disc, but at a much slower pace. Suddenly the UFO
jumped up several times, as if moved by an invisible wave. Many lights
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illuminated its bottom portion. The crew of GORI tried to attract the object's
attention using a signal projector. By that time Captain Sokolovky was on the
desk with his men. He and his Second-in-Command were watching the object
intensely. However, the UFO's attention was distracted by another ship,
approaching at the port side. It was an Arab dry cargo ship, on its way to
Greece. The Arabs confirmed that the object hovered over their ship. A minute
and a half later the object changed its flight's trajectory, listed to the right,
gained speed and ascended rapidly. The Soviet seamen observed that when it
rose through the clouds, appearing and disappearing again, it would
occasional shine in the sun's rays. The craft then flared up, like a spark, and
was gone instantly.

spacevisitor
   
posted on Mar, 4 2009 @ 03:21 AM

 link   

For those who are interested in some Russian underwater encounters I post some cases.
They are form an arcticle of Paul Stonehill.
Russian Underwater Encounters: What Lurks Beneath The Surface.

www.ufoinfo.com...

History
The earliest mention of giant beings (resembling Shteynberg's "swimmers")
goes back to early 1900's. Several boys in Georgia (Russian Empire)
discovered a cave inside a mountain, full of human-like skeletons. Each
skeleton was three meters in height. To get to the cave, the boys had to dive
into a lake. George Papashvili and his wife recall the incident in a book,
Anything Can Happen published in New York in 1925, St. Martin's Press.


Vladimir Georgiyevich Ajaja, nowadays is a prominent personality in the
Russian Ufological Association. But he was not always a ufologist, and when
he became one, he earned the ire of the Communist Party's dislike of those
who study forbidden topics. With the help of his highly placed Navy buddies,
he was able to write a piece about the Bermuda Triangle for Nauka I Zhizhn, a
respected Soviet scientific magazine. After all, he was a marine researcher,
who, on numerous occasions, studied the depths of the Atlantic Ocean from
aboard a Soviet submarine (with many features designed by him). Other
mainstream Soviet marine researchers would not touch such a "questionable"
subject. In his search for the information, two sources helped him: Charles
Berlitz's The Bermuda Triangle book that mentioned UFOs (he could find no
other books in the libraries), and Vice-Admiral Y.V. Ivanov, head of the Naval
Intelligence Directorate. Ajaja found out that the Naval Intelligence had long
considered UFOs to be a subject of serious investigation. But his newly found
conviction put him on thin ice. Ajaja's efforts to study and promote ufology
made him a target of the science officialdom, and the Party functionaries. His
name was smeared in the Soviet media. Ajaja's works were blacklisted. His
lectures were outlawed. He was fired from several jobs, and prevented from
speaking publicly. Again, his Navy buddies helped him land a job, and write
about UFOs for their practical use. In his brochure ATTENTION: UFOS he
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stated that the UFO wave of 1989, still in progress in 1991 when it was
published, had swept away ideological and censorship barriers which were
placed against ufology in the USSR. But because of the years of silence, the
country has been rendered totally unprepared for UFO phenomena. So he
helped organize the SOYUZUFOTSENTR to promote scientific study of UFO
phenomena. It broke away from its cradle, the Soviet Academy of Sciences,
because as were numerous other people, Ajaja was convinced that those
responsible for the UFO research within the Academy actually prevented true
and unbiased research. A.Gorbovsky, a Soviet historian and noted writer, now
residing in the United Kingdom, published a book titled Enigmas of Ancient
History in the early 1970's. For many people in the Soviet Union this book was
an introduction to the forbidden world of ufology, of paleocontact (a Russian
term for the ancient astronaut hypothesis), and mysteries of our ancient
history. Gorbovsky mentions an incident that took place in the ancient
Mediterranean where people observed a strange underwater vehicle surfacing
at high speed. The object ejected itself from the water, and shortly thereafter
disappeared.


B. Borovikov hunted Black Sea sharks for many years. Then something
happened that put an end to his hobby. Diving in the Anapa area, he
descended to the depth of eight meters. He saw giant beings rising up from
below. They were milky-white, but with humanoid faces, and something like
fish tails. The being ahead of its companions noticed Borovikov, and stopped.
It had giant bulging eyes, as if in some vague glasses. The other two joined it.
The first one waved her hand-it was definitely a hand with membranestowards the diver. All of them approached the diver, and stopped at a short
distance. Then they turned around, and swam away. Borovikov's experience
was published in XX vek: khronika neobjasnimogo (Moscow, 1996).


D. Povaliyayev was handgliding over Kavgolov (Leningrad area) in the early
1990's. There are lakes, and in one of them the skydiver noticed three giant
"fish". He descended, and was able to discern "swimmers" in silvery costumes.
He mentioned the episode in his book Letuchi Gollandets (1995). There have
been many UFO sightings in the area.


Paul Stonehill
Russian Ufology Research Center
P.O. Box 571951
Tarzana, CA. 91357-1951
To those of you interested in the current UFO research, remember the names
of present-day Russian and Ukrainian ufologists who doggedly pursue the
study of the phenomenon, in spite of the great difficulties experienced by their
countries. I have nothing but respect for people like Aleksandr Rempel, Yuri
Smirnov, Nikolay Subbotin, Gherman Kolchin, Mikhail Gershtein, Vadim
Chernobrov, Dr. Rubtsov, and others like them. I hope that I and Philip
Mantle will be able to tell you about them and their research in our new book.
And if any of you are truly interested in Russian/CIS ufology, let the
information I have provided here be your first step on a road of discovery.
Paul Stonehill
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karl 12
posted on Mar, 4 2009 @ 05:39 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
For researchers finding this thread through google:

Karls Puerto Rico-Focussed Thread
Funny that it hardly got any replies while obvious hoaxes and deflections get hundreds
and hundreds and hundreds of replies.
Thats one way to keep relevant information away from the broader public.

SF Thanks for posting the link - appreciate your comments
Researcher Tim Good just about sums it up:

".. the weight of testimony emerging from Puerto Rico is breathtaking.."
Timothy Good

karl 12

posted on Mar, 4 2009 @ 05:50 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
SV -they're some truly fascinating accounts of underwater goings on with
the Russians
I seem to remember a story (might be by Bob Dean) of hardened Navy divers going deep
under the ice in Antartica and coming to the surface hysterical and claiming that they'd
witnessed something similar -had a search around but couldn't find it.
Whatever the case they're some great posts on this thread
Cheers.
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grandnic

posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 09:04 AM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
"The swimmers were clad in tight-fitting silvery suits, despite icy-cold water
temperatures. At the depth of fifty meters, these "swimmers" had neither scuba diving
equipment ("aqualungs"), nor any other equipment, only sphere-like helmets concealing
their heads.
Well, the local military commander (quite alarmed by such encounters) decided to
capture one of the creatures. With that purpose in mind, a special group of seven divers,
under the command of an officer, had been dispatched.
As the frogman tried to cover the creature with a net, the entire group was thrown out of
the deep waters to the surface by some powerful force. Now, because autonomous
equipment of the frogmen does not allow surfacing from such depths without strict
adherence to the process of decompression stops, all of the members of the ill-gated
expedition were stricken by aeroembolism, of the Caisson disease. The only remedial
treatment available consisted of an immediate confinement under decompression
conditions in a pressure chamber. They had several such pressure chambers in the military
region, but only one in working condition. It could contain no more than two persons."
As a commercial diver working in lakes and river in northern Canada, I'd like to add a few
things to this. While most of this looks real, I'd like to point out that in a lake, the
visibility should not be more than 10 feet. At a maximum, I dive often in lakes and river
where I cannot see my hand in front of my face. It is also true that if they where using
mixed-gaz rebreather (the type the military use for dives over 30 feet deep) a explosive
decompression that would happen if they were thrown out of the water would put their
gear in failsafe mode. However, the problem they had where not due to the equipment,
but to human physiology. (en.wikipedia.org...)
Nice pictures here of russian navy using oxygen rebreather (no bubbles, but a limit of 30
feet deep).

www.therebreathersite.nl...
I wonder if the number of people trying to debunk this is a indication of the veracity of
the information ... you could be unto something.
Anyway, great thread, it's been a very nice read for this calm week at work.

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 09:35 AM

 link   


Originally posted by grandnic
reply to

post by spacevisitor

As a commercial diver working in lakes and river in northern Canada, I'd like to add a few
things to this. While most of this looks real, I'd like to point out that in a lake, the
visibility should not be more than 10 feet. At a maximum, I dive often in lakes and river
where I cannot see my hand in front of my face. It is also true that if they where using
mixed-gaz rebreather (the type the military use for dives over 30 feet deep) a explosive
decompression that would happen if they were thrown out of the water would put their
gear in failsafe mode. However, the problem they had where not due to the equipment,
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but to human physiology. (en.wikipedia.org...)
Nice pictures here of russian navy using oxygen rebreather (no bubbles, but a limit of 30
feet deep).

www.therebreathersite.nl...
I wonder if the number of people trying to debunk this is a indication of the veracity of
the information ... you could be unto something.
Anyway, great thread, it's been a very nice read for this calm week at work.

Thanks for your input and links grandnic,
of the lake and find this.

I did some research regarding the qualities


Lake Issyk-Kul (Ozero Issyk-Kyl in Russian), a drainless lake in the northern
Tien Shan (mountains) of Kyrgyzstan, is one of the largest mountain lakes in
the world, and is famous for its magnificent scenery and unique scientific
interest. It has length of 113 miles (182 kilometres), a width of up to 38 miles,
and a surface area of 2,445 square miles (6,332 square kilometres). It reaches
2,303 feet in depth and has a volume of 416 cubic miles. The lake's name,
which derives from a word for "hot lake", alludes to the fact that it does not
freeze over during the winter, even though the lake is situated at an altitude of
5,278 feet. The first scientific investigations of Issyk-Kul took place in 1856
and were published by Russian geographer, P. P. Semyonov Tyan-Shansky,
who studied the lake's bed and its connection with the Chu River. The
evidence suggests that Issyk-Kul has existed at least since the Neocene
(beginning 7,000,000 years ago) and that it has periodically drained. The
climate is warm, dry, and temperate. Air temparatures in July on the shore
average 61° or 63° F (16° or 17° C), while in January , on the western edge of
the basin, the temperatures average 28° or 27° F (-2° or -3° C). More than 50
rivers can be counted in the basin. The Issyk-Kul shores open out gently, with
coves on the eastern and southeastern sides. Total length of the shoreline is
about 370 miles. Sandy, silt-phytogene solis predominate. Lake terraces
stretch alnong the shores, indicating a higher water level in the past, and the
presence of underwater ruins of buildings at depths of up to 23 feet testifies to
the past that in the Middle Ages the level of the lake was lower that it now is.
In the 20th century the lake has dropped more than three meters. Seasonal
fluctuations of the level, caused by summer floods in the rivers of the Issyk-Kul
Basin, range from 12 to 20 inches. Surface curents, which flow
counterclockwise, have been recorded. The water temperature in July on the
surface is 68° to 73° F (20° to 23° C), and in January it is 36° to 37° F (2° to 3°
C). Ice forms only in the shallow coves. The water of the Issyk-Kul is sky blue
in colour, very clear (visibility up to 65 feet), and salty (5.8 parts per
thousand). Unsuitable for drinking and irrigation because of its high mineral
content, it is used at times without freshening for watering cattle. Rocky
deserts with sparse, saline, semibushi vegetation lie the western part of the
basin..

[edit on 5/3/09 by spacevisitor]
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grandnic
 
posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 10:18 AM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
The info about this lake is fascinating. A visibility of 65feet is exceptionnal for a lake.
Mountain lakes sometimes have better visibility because of the absence of silt deposit on
the bottom. Those are usualy "young" lake, this is not the case here.
As for the water staying liquid during the winter, it is strange, but if the lake is as salty as
they say it is, it should not freeze. Salt water freezes at around -4°C. The depth of the
lake is astounding, normal scuba diving is considered deep at 140 feet. Deeper than that
and you need mixed-gaz, a support team and a lot of preparation (to be safe). My
personnal depth record is 240 feet, I was young and stupid at that time, I would not do it
again except for a very good reason (like finding aliens) since it could be pretty dangerous
and expensive. To go at those depth, the gazes alone can cost up to 250$.
While dives at the depth of the lake (2300feet) are not unheard of, you would need a
saturation complex, a support ship and good trained personnel. This would make any
investigation very very costly (the only ones that use saturation diving are the petroleum
companies and the miliary).

en.wikipedia.org...
It would be more effective to use those side-scan sonar and bottom profiler. You could
grid the lake for interresting spots, get a composite image and send a ROV (remote
submarine) after.
Here is some info about sonar equipment I use for inspecting civil engineering work.
Would probably be the best chance of spotting something. However, this gear is pretty
expensive. I dont think that anyone except the military and treasure hunters can spend
that kind of money.

www.codaoctopus.com...
Sorry about the spelling mistakes, english is a second language, and my computer at work
only correct mistakes in french.

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 10:38 AM

 link   

Very interesting IMO, it happened on the afternoon of October 31, 1963 and the object
was seen by a few witnesses, the case was mentioned in some newspapers. Some scuba
divers started their explorations early in the afternoon on November 11. Then later, on
December 31, the matter was communicated to the Brazilian Air Force, which sent out
planes and started further investigations.
And what I again find pretty remarkable about it is, that when the object had dived into
the water, some sort of foam appeared on the surface of the water. [as in the Shag
Harbour case].
10-31-1963 www.waterufo.net...

A SUBMERGED UFO?
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On the afternoon of October 31, 1963, at approximately 2 p.m., a most strange
object dropped from out of nowhere and submerged in the muddy waters of
the Peropava River, near the Capivari, approximately eight kilometers to the
right of BR-2 (highway) in the neighborhood of the Ribeira do Iguape — a
region between the Serrado Paranapiacaba mountain range and the Atlantic
Ocean — causing, at the time, real panic in the region, which later during the
following days turned into the most intense curiosity. What was this strange —
and apparently — most astonishing event, causing bewilderment, wonder, and
even panic, and then later amazement and great curiosity?


On the small boat-landing directly in front of her house, an eight-year-old
child, Rute de Souza, a quiet, intelligent and lively girl, living with her parents
in a humble and very poor hovel on the left bank of the Peropava River,
suddenly heard a great noise coming from what she seemed to think was a
miniature jet plane flying low over her head. As Rute lifted her eyes, she saw a
strange, luminous object, light and brilliant, in the form of an enormous,
polished aluminum bowl, slowly, yet noisily, descending from the sky in her
direction from the south.


The girl continued watching in fascination; in a fraction of a few seconds, the
thing slightly scraping the rooftop of her parent's poor hovel, collided with the
large stump of an Igarape1 a few meters from where she was sitting. At first,
Rute paid little attention to the strange object, but "when that thing" hit the
Igarape and gave three bouncing leaps, crossing the stream and quickly
changing its course finally to dive into the water on the opposite side, she
became fearful and afraid because she saw the water boil as if one were cooling
a hot iron in it. She told her parents that foam appeared on the surface of the
water, foam which took some moments to subside. The ripples continued for
some time.


Her parents, and others to whom she had related the strange event, reported
the occurrence to the local reporters, and at their request, two divers were
brought to the site — Caetabo Germano Iovvane and Peter Runge e Manoel
Batista de Andrade, both of the "Associação Cristã de Moços [Christian
Association of Young Men. –H J-]”— to search the heart of the Peropava River
and the place where the object had submerged, to make an effort to locate it.
The scuba divers started their explorations early in the afternoon on
November 11; however, due to the bad light and approaching evening, they
suspended their operations around 5 p.m., without any success2.


Rute de Souza herself had the best oppurtunity (sic) to note the strange object;
a few others also saw it in fractions of seconds due to its sudden appearance
and speed. The girl, however, wasn't able to give the exact size of the object,
though she said it was "like a basin for bathing, only much bigger." A Japanese
peasant, residing close by, also noted the strange object, but wasn't able to
describe its exact size either; he believed it wasn't more than two meters in
diameter3. Another witness, Paul Nunes, saw it when it dived into the river,
but was also unable to evaluate its dimensions. Rute's mother had noted "the
thing" while it was still in the air "buzzing loudly as if it were a small jet plane."
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She, Mrs. Julia Elidia, told the reporters that she had listened to Rádio
Difusora4 the first day — the 31st — to find out if there had been some airplane
accident in that vicinity; she had continued to listen the following day, too. But
as nothing had been mentioned on the radio, she asked a nearby farmer to
communicate the fact immediately to the authorities in Iguape, who later
arrived and made a careful investigation. Then later, on December 31, the
matter was communicated to the Brazilian Air Force, which sent out planes
and started further investigations.


On arrival, Mrs. Elidia informed them that she was behind the house when she
saw the strange object descend swiftly in its direction toward the river, that
she remembered her daughter was sitting on the little dock, and she had run
out to see if anything had happened to her. At this moment she had
encountered the child running in her direction, trying to speak, but unable to
say a word in fear, pointing with her hands to the opposite side of the river.
Too, she said, Issuo Oikiti, and the girl's uncle, Raul Soares de Souza, were
about ten meters from the scene when they had heard the shock of the object
smash against the surface water; both had time to see it submerge, then the
place became surrounded by a great quantity of foam.


On November 13, the Diário do Paraná, the local newspaper, had reported the
matter and memtioned (sic) the failure of investigation. The account had
added that "in communication maintained by the reporters with the various
sectors of public adminstration (sic) or with elements who run sections which
should be interested by the strange object, we have come to the conclusion
that there is a complete apathy in the untangling of the mystery that the waters
of the Peropava River hold."


Then, on November 14, the same newspaper gave further publicity to the case,
adding that "Rute Nunes de Souza, her mother, D. Elidia Nunes de Souza and
her uncle Raul Soares de Souza had never heard of flying saucers; nonetheless,
Mrs. Elidia de Souza affirmed that ‘the thing’ she had seen did have the
appearance of a flying saucer. Raul de Souza had affirmed the same, that even
though he had only seen the object when it had submerged, he assured it to be
round and bright... after more than four hours of continuous work (the divers)
were convinced that they should await a better opportunity, since the waters of
the Peropava River were dirty and it had a muddy, slimy bottom, more than a
meter deep ... Later, to endeavor to see the object, the divers, aided by local
canoe owners, started to search with bamboo poles. Peter Runge, a new diver,
went down to investigate and hit something metallic on the river's bottom, but
divers Caetano and Batista weren't able to get the exact place because of the
slime and mud."


Then, once again, on December 7, the subject was brought to light by the same
newspaper. It added that the object was seen by more than ten persons and
that "from the bank in the river, mother and daughter, frightened, watched the
water boil and become dirtier than ever before." And after further descriptions
and witnesses’ reports, it added that, also, in the search for the object were
Gigi del Mashio, a well-known diver from São Paulo, togther (sic) with
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Vincentino, a technician, and Luis Arenas Blasques, diver."


Then, finally, on February 28, 1964, news was received from São Paulo,
through Miss Rute P. Castro, given by Mr. Nelson Gato, chief-reporter for the
Diario de São Paulo, according to which the search for the supposed flying
saucer had been abandoned due to the mud and the lack of conditions, leaving,
in this manner, the unanswerable and exceptional case to be forgotten . . .


Thus, today, the mystery of the satellite, rocket — or flying saucer — still rests
on the mud-coasted (sic), slime and ooze bottom of the Peropava River, in São
Paulo Province of Brizal (sic) —waiting for some scuba enthusiast to uncover
its secret!

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 10:51 AM

 link   


Originally posted by grandnic
Sorry about the spelling mistakes, english is a second language, and my computer at
work only correct mistakes in french.

Don’t worry about some spelling mistakes grandnic, you doing great.
And you know what, English is also my second language.
But thanks to the existence of Microsoft word, translation books, computer translation
programs, and the great assistance of Skyfloating, I minimize the damage.

karl 12
 
posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 03:04 PM

 link   

Utsoru Encounter of ancient Japan -possibly one of the first ever stories or reports of a
USO.
Some fascinating pictures and a realy strange story:
Starts at 0:55

Watch later

Share
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Cheers
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 03:16 PM

 link   

Two witness accounts of crew members who where on board on the U.S.S Monrovia APA-31
during a USO encounter.
They both speak of many, although different, numbers of crew members who witnessed
the sighting then.

05-23-1968 www.waterufo.net...
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Attack Transport (APA-31), Monrovia
SHIPS HISTORY
See: www.navsource.org...

USO sighting near Azores following USS Scorpion sinking
This [is] to possibly confirm a report of the UFO/USO sighting of 05/??/68 in
the vicinity of the Azores following the reported sinking of the U.S.S. Scorpion
and subsequent search operation.
I was aboard the U.S.S Monrovia APA-31, which was in route to Norfolk, Va.,
from a six month deployment in the Mediterranean. At approximately 9 PM a
large submerged object was sighted on the starboard side, just aft of the stern.
The object was an elongated ovoid in shape, luminescent orange in color, and
appeared to have a translucent quality.
The USO matched several course and speed changes, and rendered compass,
radar, and radio equipment inoperable.
As quickly as the object seemed to have appeared, it disappeared.
The length of the sighting was approximately 90 minutes and was witnessed
by 1100 members of the crew and a contingent of US Marines.


ALSO
Submerged Object: In May 1968, the witness was aboard the USS Monrovia
(APA31) and saw a large submerged luminescent object. It was nearby on the
starboard side and clearly unidentified. It was approximately 50 yards in
length and 30 yards at the widest point. It was an elongated ovoid shape. The
color was a luminescent orange and was intermittently semi-transparent. He
saw possible movement inside the object. It matched their course and speed
for about 90 minutes during which time radio communication and radar
would not function.
He estimates that there were around 600 witnesses.


Note regarding the number of the 1100 witnesses:
Complement
55 Officers, 500. Enlisted.
Troop Accommodations 103 Officers, 1,352 Enlisted.
This would put just about everyone on deck?

[edit on 5/3/09 by spacevisitor]
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posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 03:36 PM

 link   

Certainly makes you scratch your head doesn't it...
If you think about it...Space and Underwater are quite similar. I see no reason why a ship
couldn't go from outer space to the depths of the ocean. USO's have been long
documented and frankly they are studied much less than UFO's. Alot of people know
nothing of USO's.
If they're here and I certainly believe they are...They have been here for quite some time
and clearly want privacy/secrecy.
Fantastic picture and I wonder honestly if satellites have picked up images of UFO's
becoming USO's or likewise.

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 11 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 12 minutes ago

TeslaandLyne
posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 03:38 PM

 link   

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 31 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary

A saucer from the sea, I suppose its possible.
Mostly because I suspect the electrified saucer making the air rigid
and mobile at the same time due to some ether magic might
well work in the water.
Tesla was always forcing coils to generate a high amount of
reactive or radiant or ether energy in a voltage ratio he called
the magnifying factor consisting of the coil inductance product
with a generated frequency over the coil wire resistance which
is always low. Actually using a clock with break points to pop
the voltage with.
If people think that led to the flying saucer, I suppose the Navy
got their Intel crew together to make the sub and air machine.
They by now have the Tesla generator used in the final Nazi era
Electro-U-boats. So finally getting a piece of the Tesla zero point
pie they must have gotten the go ahead.
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And the History Channel is saying what, whatever.

Majorion

posted on Mar, 5 2009 @ 03:45 PM

 link   

Not sure if someone has already posted this vid in here, but this is part 1 of the UFO
hunters episode on USOs;

Watch later

Share

History Channel UFO Hunters 102 USO's 2008-1.avi

Skyfloating
posted on Mar, 6 2009 @ 08:48 AM

 link   

reply to post by grandnic

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

As a commercial diver have you ever seen anything odd underwater?

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook

grandnic
posted on Mar, 6 2009 @ 09:55 AM

Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags



link

   

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags


Originally posted by Skyfloating
reply to post by grandnic

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

Thank you members of ATS.
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As a commercial diver have you ever seen anything odd underwater?

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Unfortunatly, nothing out of this world. This is not to say that I haven't seen some pretty
wild stuff. I usually work inland to inspect bridges and dams so I've seen very secluded
places up north in James bay and northern Quebec. The natives there are pretty strange
compared to what we are used to. It is like travelling to a foreign country. It can be so
dark at night (i've been in place that are more than 1000km from any city) the sky is
breathtaking. But even if I try, I can't find any UFO or things I can't explain.

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

The oddest things I've seen underwater where some pretty wild fish (but nothing a haven't
seen in books), a few animal corpses in various stage of decomposition and various things
people throw in the water (bike, car, snowmobile, shotgun!) Once, in the middle of a lake
I found a old fridge from the 50's ... while that seemed strange at the time, after a little
bit of talking with the people living around the lake, I learned that it fell down from a
barge they used to move before the road was built around the lake.
So I cross my finger and I'll continue to look for anything usual. I'll talk to a few friends of
mine who worked offshore to see if they have seen something.

grandnic

posted on Mar, 6 2009 @ 10:00 AM

 link   

While looking at my post, I just remarked that the picture of me I use as a avatar ... a
triangle ... with my helmet in the center and the three lights and camera on it .... am I
the only one who see the symbol of the illuminati in there .... makes you think about how
we can find symbols everywhere.
I've spent to much time reading the conspiracy forums

karl 12
posted on Mar, 6 2009 @ 11:45 AM

 link   

UFOs/USOs witnessed (and radar corellated) aboard the
USS Waldron,1968-Near Puerto Rico:

If you don't believe they exist and that we are not alone in this universe, you
can ask two bridge watch sections on USS Waldron, the destroyer that I served
aboard from 1967 to 1970. One night in 1968 while on an operation in the
Caribbean, I went up to the open bridge to relieve the watch. At 23:45, the
other watch section wouldn't leave – this is really unusual because typically
they want to get what’s left of the mid-rats (sandwiches and soup served on the
mess deck) and hit the rack However, they stayed to observe two UFO’s that
were being tracked on radar by CIC.
They were tracking two bright lights, that didn't answer up to IFF – they
weren't enemy, friend, foe or commercial aircraft. And were flying at speeds in
excess of 400 knots and making turns at right angles. Nothing we knew of
could do this but they did.
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The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen
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Political Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

We saw them hover over the water within eyesight at about a few thousand
yards, one submerging and the other as if standing guard above, waiting for
the other to resurface. When it emerged, they buzzed off in formation at about
a 45-degree angle to exit our planet. As they became distant, turned color from
a bright white to a burning amber, and disappearing within about 10 seconds.
I presume the colour change was due to the craft heating up as it whizzed
through our atmosphere.

16 years after ...
Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

All this happened in the Bermuda Triangle! We were on an operation called
Racer Run near Puerto Rico. Ship officials supposedly logged a report to
Washington but we never heard anymore about it.

Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 3 • : GBP/JPY

I've told several people about this and many acted as if I had 3 heads, but I
have witnesses and evidence: there were about 20 in the 2 bridge watch
sections, the combat watch sections (CIC), the ships log and the report sent to
Washington.

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities

Please, don't tell me it was swamp gas or that I was hallucinating. When I
mentioned this to someone years later while working in Puerto Rico, he told
me that UFO sightings are not unusual and he’s seen them himself.

Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area

My questions are what do they want and why are there so many sightings in
this area? Why did they go into the water? Does the water have some
component they need? Who are they and where do they come from?

Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

G M Brinkman
Report at bottom of page:

www.mufon.com...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating
posted on Mar, 6 2009 @ 12:22 PM

 link   


Originally posted by grandnic
While looking at my post, I just remarked that the picture of me I use as a avatar ... a
triangle ... with my helmet in the center and the three lights and camera on it .... am I
the only one who see the symbol of the illuminati in there .... makes you think about
how we can find symbols everywhere.

I thought that was intentional.
Glad to hear you have a fairly adventurous job.
Should you ever witness a USO I´d be happy to hear about it.

Heike
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posted on Mar, 6 2009 @ 10:09 PM

 link   

Hello Sky!
I have an unreported incident to share. I did not witness an object myself, but I think you
will find my tale interesting.
In the late 1970's I was stationed at Treasure Island while it was still a naval base.
I worked in the large half-circle building seen in this picture:

 
At the time, this building contained a Navy communications facility as well as the
Treasure Island museum. The communications facility was also used as "San Francisco Port
Harbor Control" for Naval ships in the SF area. In addition to being "Harbor Control" and
conducting radio checks with Naval ships, we also handled their non-verbal ship to shore
communications with entities such as other Naval bases and higher authorities via our
brand spanking new computer (which was roughly the size of 3 or 4 refrigerators and
could ONLY receive messages and print them out.)
Part of my duties including "pulling" messages off of the computer, making copies (on a
monster Xerox machine), and distributing the copies to various mailboxes, and/or routing
the messages for re-transmission to other destinations. Messages were sent and received
over encrypted circuits, but once printed out by the computer they were no longer
encrypted. Thus, I had to (and did) have a Top Secret clearance.
In early 1978, before leaving on its April 1978 WestPac cruise, the USS Enterprise
(CVN-65) was in the San Francisco area. During some off-shore exercises, the Enterprise
began tracking a "live" (non-exercise) target which was speculated to be a foreign
(possibly Russian) submarine in California coastal waters.
For over 48 hours and possibly closer to 72 hours, the Enterprise hauled butt up and down
the Northern and Central California coast tracking this "target" while top secret Flash (top
speed priority) messages flew hot and heavy between the ship and the highest ranking
Navy officials.
Then, very suddenly, all communications ceased and a special encrypted circuit was set
up between the Enterprise and .. somebody .. I have my suspicions who it was but I didn't
have the "need to know" that information.
After about an hour or so, the special circuit was dropped and the Enterprise headed back
to port in San Francisco. A very understated message was sent to all of the usual suspects
stating that the Enterprise had accidentally been tracking a "whale."
We were asked not to talk about it due to the embarrassment factor, and that was the
end of that.
If you want to believe that our nuclear aircraft carrier was following a whale around for 2
- 3 days, be my guest. If you try to dig, that's what the Navy will tell you. I, however,
don't believe it, and several of the Enterprise's crew - the few who would say anything at
all even when poopy-faced drunk - told me that it wasn't - couldn't have been - a whale.
Had it been a foreign submarine, the information would have been no more than Top
Secret and would have come through the same channels as all the other messages relating
to the incident. If it was just a whale, why did the Enterprise need a special encrypted
circuit for an hour - to shamefacedly admit their mistake and be chewed on by some
Naval bigwigs? I don't think so.
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So, I'm left with the question - as I hope you are - what did one of the Navy's finest stateof-the-art ships chase ( and ultimately either "lose" or "catch" ? ) in the waters off of
California for over 2 days?

seagull
 
posted on Mar, 7 2009 @ 12:14 AM

 link   

reply to post by Heike
During the same timeframe at least according to the story my ex-brother-in-law told me
several years ago, much the same thing happened aboard his nuclear submarine.
Being a closeknit community aboard a submarine there are no real secrets, everyone
knows when something untoward is happening. According to him, they tracked a "soviet
submarine" for about 4 days near the Phillipeans. They had been on exercises of some
sort, and were called off to track this "submarine", then apparently the signal, or however
they phrase it, just disappeared. They never reaquired, and two days later were ordered
back to base, which at the time was Bremerton, Washington, I think.
He never said anything specific, but I got the impression, and it was just reinforced by
your account, that it wasn't a "submarine" they had tracked for so many days. Now I know
that attack submarines during this time tracked Soviet submarines as a matter of course,
that was after all, their primary task. It always struck me odd that they would be called
off a planned exersize to track a "soviet submarine" for 4 days, then when it slips away to
make no real effort to reaqire, and to get called back to base clear across the Pacific.
Odd. No proof of anything untoward. Just odd. Your account brought it back to me, I'd
completely forgotten.

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 7 2009 @ 05:00 AM

 link   

This isn’t a real USO case but a nonetheless very important UFO sighting at Sea.
It happened on the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy which was carrying nuclear
weapons.
It seems very obvious that "they" keeping a watchful eye on our nuclear weaponarsenal, as
well at Sea as well at Land.
UFO sightings are common around military installations where nuclear devices are stored.
This is especially true of NATO installations.
And it shows so clearly to me, that they play with there really superior technology “a cat
and mouse game so to speak” with our what we think we have “superior technology”.

This was another case with nuclear weapons on warships.
UFO Sightings at the USS Franklin D. Roosevelt, the first Navy carrier carrying nuclear
weapons
reply to post by spacevisitor
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Here is an interview of Mr. James Kopf, US Navy with Dr. Steven Greer.

Testimony of Mr. James Kopf, US Navy/
National Security Agency
October 2000
Mr. Kopf joined the Navy in 1969 and worked in communications part of the
time on the USS JFK which was carrying nuclear weapons. He worked for the
NSA from 1980 till 1997. In his testimony he tells how in the summer of 1979
all the electronics and communications on board the USS JFK stopped
functioning when a huge glowing orange-yellow UFO hovered above. He
personally saw this pulsating UFO, as did a number of others.

Art made picture of the incident.

All eight teletype machines were printing randomly and the ship went to
battle-station alert for two hours. A radar operator friend of his told him that
the radar screens were glowing and then went black - they couldn’t detect
anything. A few days after this incident the Commanding Officer and
Executive Officer came on the ship-wide closed circuit TV system and
reminded the crew that certain events that take place on board the ship are
considered classified and should not be discussed with anyone. When the ship
finally returned to Norfolk, VA, men in suits arrived to interview various
crewmembers.
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JK: Mr. James Koph SG: Dr. Steven Greer
JK: …All eight teletypes were just typing complete garbage. Totally incoherent.
I had seen one or two mistakes in the messages but never anything this
extensive. So I immediately called the facilities control on the intercom to
inform them that my broadcast was out and they informed me that they were
busy because all communications had just gone out, ship-wide. This had never
occurred before.
We had an intercom and a pneumatic tube system that went between the
communications room to the signal bridge, which is located at the very top of
the island structure of the carrier. And we heard a very excited voice come on
yelling that "God was here. It was the end of the world." And we looked at each
other and thought that that was strange. What was going on there? Another
few seconds went by and another voice came on, more controlled. This person
said that there was something over the ship. Well, I looked at a friend of mine,
a shipmate, and he looked at me and we decided to go have a look…
So we exited the Communications Center and went to the catwalk on the port
side of the ship on the edge of the flight deck and we observed a large glowing
sphere over the ship. It was hard to decide what size this thing was because
there was no perspective. It was late in the evening. The sun had gone down, it
was twilight, but it looked huge…
After that, I talked to a few shipmate friends that I had on the ship. One in
particular worked in the radar department and he was on watch during the
incident. He told me that all the radar screens were glowing- and then nothing.
They couldn’t detect anything on radar. We stayed up most of the night talking
about it.
We heard that the compasses were not working on the bridge and that the
radar navigational system had gone offline…
A few days later the Commanding Officer and the Executive Officer came on
the closed circuit television system that we had on board. It was the only way
that they could address the crew of 5,000. He [the Commanding Officer]
looked at the camera - and I will never forget this - and he said, "I would like
to remind the crew that certain events that take place on board a major naval
combative vessel are considered classified and should not be discussed with
anyone without a need to know." And that was all he said…
The UFO was only over the ship for maybe five minutes or less however the
ramifications of the disruptions lasted for at least an hour. That is why we
stayed at battle stations for two hours. I guess they were waiting to see if it
came back. And they were still trying to restart systems and get things back to
fully operational. It took them probably at least an hour.
There were no aircraft in the air. They were all on board when the incident
started. They kept two F-4 Phantoms, which were called a Ready CAP, Combat
Air Patrol. From what I heard, they would not operate. They were trying to
start those jets and from what I heard, they wouldn’t start. They were out of
commission…
We had an organization on this ship called IOIC, Integrated Operations
Intelligence Communications, something to that effect. I heard that they were
out there taking pictures of this thing during the event.
I am convinced that somebody in the government knows a lot more than we
know. I have my own theories as to why it is being hidden. I think that there
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are many reasons that the information is being kept from the public.
SG: What would those be?
JK: They probably feel that the general public couldn’t handle the knowledge
of extraterrestrials visiting. I think that they have information that would
seriously undermine the economy of the country. I think there are devices that
could produce energy at very low cost and with no pollution but corporate
greed would prohibit that.
That would be the part that would bother me the most about the cover-up. I
think of all the pollution that there is and all that could have been saved…

[edit on 7/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 7/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 7 2009 @ 05:24 AM

 link   

Here is an interesting USO case because during the sighting even a diesel engine was
affected by the influence of the object.
12-15/16-1968 www.waterufo.net...

Strange Object Sighted In Alaska.
A well-written and detailed feature article appearing in the Juneau, Alaska
DAILY EMPIRE for the 4th of January 1969 included some very Interesting
sightings which took place in the vicinity of Hawk Inlet on the 15th and 16th of
December 1968. The following is a condensation of that information:
Ken Marlowe, owner of the cargo-boat Teel and Ralph Kern reported seeing a
"pure white light"--ball shaped and about 20 feet in diameter with two brightly
glowing 4-foot diameter globes above it---while at Hawk Inlet at 3:30 p.m. on
the 15th. When first seen, Marlowe passed it off as a reflection from an icy
bluff or an aluminum boat but was soon observing it more closely when he
noticed that it had begun to move slowly toward his boat. Using binoculars,
Marlowe watched it but could not identify it. By 7 p.m., the ball was floating on
the water within a quarter mile from the Teel, then suddenly rose out of the
water and slowly flew out of sight over a nearby mountain ridge.
At 6 p.m. on the following evening (the 16th) Marlowe and Kern were docking
the Teel at the cannery at Hawk Inlet, and it was snowing. As Marlowe was
preparing the evening meal he looked out into the snowstorm and saw the
same mysterious light again, this time moving slowly in the direction of the
cannery from about a half mile distance. When the ball had hovered within a
few yards of the dock, Marlowe Called the marine radio operator in Juneau. It
took about 30 seconds to reach the operator and by the time he did, the object
was directly above the Teel's mast at a height of about 70 feet above the deck,
the mast being 40 feet tall. Both men were apprehensive, the object made no
sound, and Just as Marlowe flipped the switch to contact the operator the
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object dipped in the air. Meanwhile, the marine operator had connected the
line with Elmendorf Air Force and the Coast Guard so that they could hear
Marlowe's description of the sighting.
After approximately five minutes from the time that Marlowe had connected
with the marine operator, the boat's power went dead and the connection was
cut off. Marlowe did not realize that the power was entirely off at first because
the object gave off such a bright light. When he went forward to flip on the
auxiliary batteries, he realized that all the power was off. He then ran to the
cannery to make another call, noting that the light from the object over his
boat which was 200 feet away, was bright enough to illuminate the inside of
the building. Finding no radio or other means of calling, Marlowe went back
outside and stopped to turn off an auxiliary diesel power generator which was
Just barely running. As he reached to turn it off, the object over his boat
moved away and the diesel engine began to function normally. It finally
disappeared from sight after 15 minutes of observation by Marlowe and Kern.
After it left the batteries of the Teel were still dead but when the power was
restored with an auxiliary gasoline engine, everything returned to normal and
Marlowe checked the engine over and could find nothing wrong with it.


This sighting is of particular interest because a diesel engine was affected. In
the past diesel engines have not been affected by the presence of UFOs.


***** SUPPLEMENTAL *****
New Info on Alaskan Sighting
On page 6 of the May-June issue, the details of a sighting of a UFO in Alaska
and the subsequent interference of a diesel engine were reported. Dr. Harder,
APRO's Research Director forwarded the following: "I was interested in the
item.... For the explanation is that the engine was connected to a generator,
and if the output of the generator was short-circuited, it would be a heavy load
to the engine, slowing it down until the voltage plus the shorting resistance
was of such magnitude to equal the power output of the engine. If it was "Just
barely running" as reported, the resistance shorting the output would be very
low, and might even be calculated from the speed of the engine. The power
output from the diesel would be about proportional to its speed. The normal
load resistance for the diesel can be calculated from the generator power and
voltage, etc., so all is in hand to calculate the shorting resistance.”
This reference: The A.P.R.O. Bulletin, July-August, 1969, p. 7
Original reference: Newspaper - DAILY EMPIRE, Juneau, Alaska, January 4,
1969.

Note: This event DID occur over a two-day period.-CF-

[edit on 7/3/09 by spacevisitor]
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Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 7 2009 @ 07:38 AM

 link   

reply to post by Heike
To think that the navy cant tell a whale from a submarine is indeed silly.
Thank you for going to such a length to reveal some "inside" information. This also shows
how navy employees themselves - even those with top secret clearance - are cut-off from
vital information (which confirms my belief that most intelligence and government
officials are not directly involved in any cover-up at all).

Skyfloating
  
posted on Mar, 7 2009 @ 01:14 PM

 link   

For those who havent read the book "Underwater Bases" by Richard Sauder this is part one
of an interview on the subject. You can listen to the other parts on Youtube.
There is certainly more happening underwater than the general public knows.

Watch later

Share
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______________________________________
spacevisitor and karl: Thanks for the excellent reads!

[edit on 7-3-2009 by Skyfloating]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 8 2009 @ 05:21 AM

 link   

I find this an intersting case because there where windows visible on the object so it
obvious wasn’t a Sub.
??-??-1968 www.waterufo.net...

Bulk carrier Grischuna

Sea Captain Recalls 1968 USO Sighting
I am captain of foreign going vessels since 1970. In 1968 I was second officer
on Panamax bulk carrier Swiss flag named GRICHUNA1. We departed full
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loaded with coal from Norfolk or Charleston bound for Japan through Panama
channel2.
I was on the night watch from 0000 -0400 and we were sailing south off coast
of Florida. The sea was calm and our speed was 15-16 knots. The weather was
fine and the visibility very good.
I was on the command bridge outside on the port side and looking to the lights
of Palm Beach in distance just abeam3 and then I saw the lights under the
surface some 30-40 meters away just abeam in the depth of some 10-15
meters. It looked like a big airplane without wings, tail with all the windows lit
on it. ]There were some 10-15 windows, but I did not count them.
The object was moving with us but some 30 degrees, crossing our course. The
speed was about double of ours and it went under the bow of our ship and I
could see just a gloom when it came on the other side in front of port bow. Our
ship was 250 meters long and her draft was some 9 meters.
There was AB4 seaman with me on the bridge but standing by on the wheel
even if we were on automatic and I did not call him outside earlier but ask him
later if he could see something in the sea left of the port bow. He confirmed he
see (sic-saw) a gloom under water. Now what was it?
I excluded a submarine as they have no windows-they would not risk to pass
so close under our ship and finally some 30 knots was too great of speed for a
submarine in 1968.
A sight seeing submarine has windows, but what would she be doing in plain
night on open seas (10 NM off coast) and again risking collision and too big
speed and even the size (about 40 meters) for her.
Is there someone who could explain this sighting?

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 8 2009 @ 05:23 AM

 link   

Sighting of six witnesses of a from beneath the sea rising huge brilliantly lit object.
The local people knew of this object and called it a "floating reef" They said it appeared
quite frequently all over Goodenough Bay
04-??-1970-a www.waterufo.net...

UNIDENTIFED SUBMARINE OBJECT OFF PAPUA
The Revd. Norman E. G. Cruttwell
On a night in the month of April 1970 a remarkable submarine object was seen
by Mr. Albert Robins, Store Manager, of Rabaraba, Milne Bay District. He was
travelling in a small coastal motor boat from Rabaraba to Cape Vogel, about
one hour north of Rabaraba on the waters of Goodenough Bay; The time was
about 2.00 a.m. and the night was clear. The sea was reasonably calm. There
were five Papuan crew on board who also witnessed the object.
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A brilliant light appeared beneath the sea on the starboard side and a huge
brilliantly lit object rose slowly from below the water: even so it seemed that
about three-quarters remained submerged Mr. Robins estimates its size to be
about 80ft. in length. Its width and thickness were difficult to estimate
because of the submersion, but it would have been at least four times as long
as high (and wide). It was cigar-shaped, with both ends pointed; the top was
somewhat flattened. He saw no detail of surface, or any irregularities or
protrusions. The object was self-luminous, dazzlingly bright so that it hurt the
eyes to look at it.
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Diagram showing object partly submerged, as observed by Mr. Albert Robins.
It was travelling at exactly the same speed as the boat, i.e. 7 knots, and paced it
for four minutes. Mr. Robins and all the Papuan crew were, needless to say,
terrified, and tried to take evasive action by turning to port, but the object did
likewise and followed them relentlessly, keeping about 20ft. away from the
boat on the starboard beam. They turned two complete circles before shaking
it off. The crew were shouting with amazement and fear, but apart from this
and the sound of the sea, they heard no sound from the object, which seemed
to be completely silent.
The object then suddenly started to descend into the depths until its light
faded and it was gone. The sailors immediately turned back and made with all
speed back to Rabaraba, and did not set out again till after daylight.
The people knew of this object and called it a "floating reef" They said it
appeared quite frequently all over Goodenough Bay, It has apparently been
seen off Cape Vogel and also, from Dogura, in Bartle Bay. It was witnessed
before off Rabaraba by Mr. Otto Alder, then A.D.C. in 1968.
I shall make further investigations into this object and report again if I find
anything else significant.
I have personally interview Mr. Robins and he has filed a sighting form from
which I have taken this information, l have known Mr. Robins for five years
and can vouch for his reliability.
As readers will see,. this is right in the middle of the area of the l959,New
Guinea wave.*
Explanations given by non-observers for the unidentified submarine object
are:
(i) bioluminescence in the sea
(ii) a school of porpoises stirring up phosphorescence
(iii) a whale or whale shark, with luminous sea streaming off him.
Hardly adequate to account for what the Robins party saw Mr. Robins and his
crew are accustomed to normal sea phenomena. Furthermore, the question
has to be asked: can bioluminescence be blindingly bright?

[edit on 8/3/09 by spacevisitor]

karl 12
 
posted on Mar, 9 2009 @ 12:25 PM

reply to post by spacevisitor

Great stuff
Theres some more very strange humanoid encounters listed here:
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www.ufoinfo.com...
Water related:

Location. River Setomi, near present day modern Kiev, Ukraine
Date: 1065
Time: daytime
Local residents observed a strange sign in the sky---a huge star with blood red
beams of light. This phenomenon lasted for 7 straight days. It was seen only
during the evening. Around the same time a child-like dwarf type entity was
found by fishermen in the river Setomi (this river does not exist at present).
The dwarf was pulled out of the river in a net. The fishermen kept watch over
the strange entity until late afternoon and then threw back into the river out of
fear and repugnancy. The dwarf like entity was very strange with a much
wrinkled face and other “shameless” details on his face and body (not
specified).
HC addendum
Source: “Povest Vremennyh Let” (Ancient Manuscript) and Dmitriy Lavrov
(All-Ukrainian News) February 18 1998

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Kolomenskoye, south of Moscow, Russia
Date: August 29 1566
Time: unknown
Local peasants in this village located south of Moscow encountered a tall hairy
humanoid entity (so-called wood goblin) in this legendary place near the
banks of the River Moskva. The frightened locals quickly fled in terror. Other
reports indicated that these giant hairy entities have been seen in this area on
several occasions and for centuries and reputedly are able to slip into our
realm from another dimension. Rumors indicated that there was a gateway or
portal into another dimension in the area where large dolmens where located
at the bottom of the Golosovyi gully. Decades later on there were reports of
mysterious disappearances of residents in the nearby villages of Dyakovo and
Sadovniki between 1825 and 1917.
HC addendum
Source: Vadim A Chernobrov, “Encyclopedia of Mysterious Places in Russia”
First World Guidebook of Anomalous Zones and Mysterious and Wonderful
Places Moscow 2004

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Baie des Anges, Nice, France
Date: August 5 1608
Time: evening
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Three luminous craft visited the sky over the location much to the dismay of
its citizens. They watched the objects race errantly about for some time, when
they suddenly stopped and hovered a few feet above the water. The craft were
long, oval in shape and flattened along their lengths, each with a “strange
mast” sitting on top of them. The bay waters began to froth underneath them,
giving off a dense orange vapor, accompanied by a loud, unpleasant noise.
From one of the craft two vaguely human looking beings appeared. They were
described as being dressed in red clothes covered with silvery scales, with huge
heads and luminous eyes. The two creatures, holding cables or tubes attached
to the craft, jumped into the water and moved about their ship for around two
hours. When they returned inside the object, all three left at a high rate of
speed, leaving the terrified residents of Nice wondering at what this omen
from God could possibly mean.
HC addendum
Source: www.subversiveelement.com/UfoNiceFrance.html

 

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Genoa, Italy
Date: August 22 1608
Time: unknown
Locals reportedly saw a bizarre creature emerging from sea right off the coast.
It was described as a human shaped figure covered in scales and with what
appeared to be “snakes” protruding from its hands. Canon fire was directed
towards the creature without any apparent effect. Around the same time off
the coast of Nice in France fishermen saw an object that descended towards
the sea, a blood-like substance was seen to drop from the object. Others saw
three “vessels” moving at high speed above the city. The three vessels then
approach the local fortress and descend to the water causing a great boiling of
the sea and emitting ochre-red vapor. To the great stupor of those present, two
humanoid beings, with large heads and large luminous eyes dressed in red
scaly combination outfits emerge from the vessels. These humanoids appeared
to be connected to their vessels by long tubes. The humanoids spent several
hours involved in “strange” work around their vessels. Meanwhile soldiers in
the fortress shot cannon at the intruders without any apparent effect.
HC addendum
Source: CUN Genoa, Also Jean Pierre Petit France

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Muddy River, Boston Massachusetts
Date: March 1639
Time: night
James Everell and two companions boarded a little boat and set out for a trip
on the Muddy River. They had been moving downstream for about a mile
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when the night’s mysterious events began. The three men were suddenly
confronted with the appearance of a huge bright light hovering in the sky. The
light “flamed up” as it hovered and appeared to be about “three yards square”.
As they watched, the light “contracted into the figure of a swine” and moved
swift as an arrow in the direction of Charlton. For two or three hours the
unidentified light moved back and forth in the sky between Everell’s location
and Charlton. When the light finally disappeared, the men noticed to their
dismay that they had somehow been carried against the tide back to the place
where they had started their trip. Other credible persons saw the same light,
after about the same place. Some witnesses said the light was occasionally seen
shooting out flames and sparks and indeed two UFOs matching that
description were again seen in Boston in 1644.
HC addendum
Source: Paul Deveraux, Earth Lights

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Boston Massachusetts
Date: April 11 1643
Time: night
A group of men saw two lights arise from the water in the form of a man. Then
more people witnessed the event. The lights shot out flame and sparkled. The
form moved from its location to a distance and back again on several
occasions. The same or similar phenomenon was again seen on the 18th.
HC addendum
Source: Paul Deveraux, Earth Lights

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. River Seavern, near Bristol England
Date: October 1661
Time: afternoon
Several persons (to the number of 15 or 16) having been at a wedding, did after
dinner walked abroad by the riverside, some of them walked upon the bank
close by the water, others of them at a greater distance, but they all, as they
have since reported, saw a cloud rise up out of the water, much resembling the
kites flown by local boys. It rose higher and higher until it became a direct
cloud in the proper region, and as they stood looking up and gazing upon it,
they plainly saw the cloud open, and therein beheld the form and proportion
of a tall black man, with a thin meager countenance, who seemed to move to
and fro very swiftly, and then suddenly vanished. After this the cloud closed
again and within a very little while they saw it open the second time, and then
there appeared a man on horseback, who moved to and fro with great
swiftness for a very short space of time, and soon disappeared, upon which the
cloud immediately (as before) was shut up, but presently opening again the
third time, there appeared the form of a very comely and beautiful lady, who
after she had for a while moved backwards and forwards (as the other two had
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done before) suddenly vanished also, and then the whole cloud dispersed.
None of the spectators are in the lest suspected to have any inclination to
fanaticism therefore we doubt not but upon that account the relation will gain
credit amongst those, who otherwise are too slow of hear to believe these
things.
Source: Water UFO quoting “Mirabilis Annus Secundus” year 1662 And Chris
Aubeck from the Magonia group

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Noirmontier Island, France
Date: 1762
Time: morning
Two girls on the island while searching for shells in rock crevices, encountered
“an animal of a human form, leaning on its hands,” One girl promptly stabbed
it with a knife. It moaned and died. Afterwards a physician went to the site and
examined the body, finding it “as big as the largest man” with the white skin of
a drowned person and “the breast of a full chested woman” a flat nose, a large
nose, a large mouth; the chin adorned with a kind of beard, formed of fine
shells, and over the whole body, tufts of similar white shells. It had the tail of a
fish, and at the extremity of it a kind of feet.
Source: Jerome Clark, Unexplained

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Harayadori Japan
Date: February 22 1803
Time: unknown
Several villagers and anglers gathered on the beach to see an object, which had
appeared on the shore. The object was about 20 feet in diameter, having a
Saturn like shape with the upper dome apparently made out of glass, and
appeared to have transparent sliding doors. The villagers looked inside the
dome and saw some strange lettering and a bottle that appeared to have water
inside. A very beautiful young woman was also seen inside the craft. She had
pale features and had long shoulder length hair. She stepped out of the object
and spoke in an unknown language; she also carried a small box, which she
would not let anyone touch. Eventually she went back inside the craft and the
villagers pushed it out to see where it drifted out of sight.
Jenny Randles, Abduction

www.ufoinfo.com...

---[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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Majorion

 link   

 
posted on Mar, 9 2009 @ 02:32 PM

Thanks karl 12, Skyfloating, spacevisitor, and everyone for the amazing and ongoing
presentation of an overwhelming amount of cases relating to USOs alone!
BTW, great last post karl 12! Humanoid sighting cases are always the most fascinating.
They also strongly lend credence to the ETH in particular.
I still don't know why or how so many people can just come out and blabber; there's no
evidence whatsoever!, especially after enjoying a good reading of just this one thread
about USOs.
Fantastic contributions everyone, please keep it up.

karl 12

 link   

   
posted on Mar, 9 2009 @ 03:43 PM

reply to post by Majorion

Majorion
Its certainly a fascinating thread and you're right that the 'actual amount' of
credible USO reports is quite startling-especialy the incidents where objects are visualy
corellated by sonar/radar confirmation.
As SF lists in the first few posts,the reports go right back through history and some of the
accounts are truly interesting (especialy the freaky humanoid ones
Cheers.

)

Other:

Location. Killary Harbor Ireland
Date: late February 1913
Time: unknown
A Mr. Collins was aboard his yacht when he saw a strange "aero-plane" like
object approaching from the sea. It suddenly ditched into the water near the
shore. Collins then approached the craft, which was now apparently at the
shore. He saw three occupants apparently working on the object. Two were
tall, heavy set, blond haired and light complexioned. Thinking they were or
German origin he asked if they needed any help in German. One of the men
responded in French, claiming he could not understand, and then in no
uncertain terms told the witness to leave the area. Collins quickly left and did
not see the craft depart.
HC addition # 3425
Source: Nigel Watson.

www.ufoinfo.com...

----
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Location. Chanco, Maule Region, Chile
Date: February 15 1914
Time: 1800
Published newspaper reports describe a "bolide" like object that crossed the
firmament from west to east leaving behind a white smoky trail that took
about 15 minutes to dissipate. The event was also observed from Argentina in
which witnesses reported a "celestial object" that emitted a large plume of
white smoke from its rear, which remained visible for a long time, witnesses
thought that whatever it was had crashed into the Pacific Ocean or Chile. A
local witness, 104-year old Juana Anduar, only 14-years old at the time
remembers that the classes were dismissed early and everyone stopped what
they were doing to watch the strange spectacle. Anduar remembers seeing an
object approaching from the west that the shape of a modern "airplane
fuselage", it flew diagonally emitting a tremendous noise. The frightened
witnesses could see what appeared to be flames behind the object.

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Georgian Bay Ontario Canada
Date: Late August 1914
Time: 1700
William J Kiehl, 18, with 7 other people and a deer, watched a strange machine
floating in a cove, with 5 little men in light brown clothes & square helmets
taking a hose out of the water. When one of these went into the craft, Kiehl
could see inside "a light green cone" with "some kind of net in the center &
some pipe in front." The vessel was gray, looking like dented lead, perhaps 15
ft high, with a silver band around it. It emitted multi-colored flashes, then
(although one little man was still hanging on outside) it rose about 12 ft. After
pausing while water drained from its "square looking" bottom, it took off
silently, trailing white vapor.
Humcat 1914-2
Source: J A Hynek

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Aldeburgh England
Date: 1916
Time: 1155A
Looking out a 2nd story window, Mrs Whitehead saw, a little above the house
(about 20 ft up), a round platform with 8-12 men, who were staring straight
ahead & tightly gripping a brass handrail. They wore blue uniforms & "little
hats like sailors." The object approached slowly from nearby marshes, made a
turn, & disappeared behind nearby houses. The platform was about a foot
thick. The center was "hollow," like a doughnut. No means of propulsion was
evident. Duration, less than 5 minutes.
Humcat 1916-1
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Source: Gordon Creighton, FSR 15 # 1

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Lake Superior area, Wisconsin
Date: February 29 1916
Time: 0430A
Dock workers observed what one called a "big machine 50 feet wide and 100
feet long," pass rapidly overhead. It had three lights, one on each end, and one
in the middle and carried a long rope or cable trailing below. Three men were
visible inside of it.
HC addition # 3247
Source: Jerome Clark, The Unexplained

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Tromso Norway
Date: January 23 1934
Time: unknown
The captain and crew of the freighter “Tordenskiold” observed a large gray
colored object resembling an aeroplane maneuvering low over the area. It
projected a blinding beam of light towards the freighter. A man wearing an
“anorak” and goggles was seen in the cabin of the object.
HC addition # 1755
Source: Peter Rogerson, Mufob Vol. 6 # 1

www.ufoinfo.com...

---
Location. Pacific Ocean
Date: 1936 (approximate date)
Time: daytime
A Russian civilian transport steam vessel the “Maria” from Leningrad was
crossing the Pacific Ocean. Suddenly one day the officer of the watch noticed a
strange apparatus ahead on the water, remotely looking like a vessel that
ascended out from the ocean.
No signs of life could be seen on it and the strange vessel did not respond to
the Maria’s radio signals. After a period of observation the Captain of the
Maria ordered the launch of a small boat to find out what the object was. Five
sailors approached the object in the rowboat and the rest of the crew watched
the boat approach the object and the sailors board the strange object.
In a short period of time the strange vessel began moving away at very high
speed and soon disappeared into a cloud or fog.
An attempt to follow it and intercept the vessel was futile and after several
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hours of searching and waiting the Captain of the Maria ordered its vessel to
continue on its original route. As the ship returned to the area several days
later the Captain order its crew to follow the same previous route. Coming
close to the location of the previous unexpected meeting the officer of the
watch caught a glance of a strange boat, unlike any normal boat he had ever
seen.
This boat was made of a transparent material. Inside the boat there were 3
sailors of the original 5 that original set out to investigate the anomalous
object.
When the Maria approached the boat one of the sailors screamed and jumped
into the water. Despite an immediate search his body was never sound,
apparently submerging into the abyss. The other two were taken onboard, they
seemed happy to meet their comrades again.
After that they told an amazing story.
When they were taken onboard the strange craft, they were surrounded by
strange entities, dressed in dark shiny suits, look frogmen. Their extremities
were only similar to humans, having small webbed membranes between the
fingers.
The aliens exchanged glances between them (obviously communicating by
telepathy) not verbally. Sometimes they exchanged gestures. The aliens then
told the humans that there was no way back, and requested that they stay with
them. Two of the sailors immediately agreed, they were then separated from
the rest and were never seen again.
The other three were imprisoned in an isolated room where they spent about 2
days according to their estimation. Soon and by unknown means, the three
men found themselves onboard the strange boat, with a stock of strange food
resembling tablets in transparent pockets, that the aliens had also offered
them onboard the strange vessel.
It was enough to eat 1 or 2 such tablets to feel no hunger. One of the men (the
one that jumped in the water later) refused to eat the tablets and while the rest
slept became tired with fruitless observations of the ocean and grabbed the
alien provisions discarding them into the water. They remained without food
for 1 day, but felt no hunger.
Subsequently they noticed the Maria approaching their location. When the
“survivors” were taken onboard and the Maria began moving away from the
area the strange boat was suddenly surrounded by waves and sank into the
ocean.
The crew onboard had not been able to take the strange boat onboard since it
had nothing to hook on to. After arriving back to Leningrad the Captain of the
Maria sent a report to the Ministry.
The Captain and the two remaining sailors were called to the Ministry and
interrogated. One of the sailors was labeled a psychotic, the second refused to
cooperate any further.
The Captain was very persistent in his testimony, referring to the watch
journal and stating that everything was accurately documented. But
subsequently he was forced to back off and admit that nothing had occurred.
Soon the Captain was transferred to another ship.
HC addendum
Source: Engineer Lev A Popov, quoting the Files of Felix U Zigel and Anton
Anfalov

www.ufoinfo.com...

----
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Location. 20 miles south of Malta, Mediterranean Sea
Date: Summer 1947
Time: unknown
Anglers were raising their nets with a catch of fish when they saw an object
floating on the water's surface that looked like a black submarine. The men
were frightened at the object's appearance, saying that it looked like a
monster. They quickly started the boat's engine. Suddenly a bright light from
the "submarine" lit up the whole area and "little men" began running over the
deck of the object. The men could make out that the little men carried some
sort of apparatus around their waists. They were about the size of a 10-year old
boy. After a few minutes the little men entered the "submarine" which began
to glow so brightly that the anglers could not see it anymore. It then
apparently submerged.
HC addition # 3232
Source: David Pace, UFOs over the Maltese Islands

www.ufoinfo.com...

----

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating
 
posted on Mar, 9 2009 @ 04:43 PM

 link   

Im really, really grateful that I dont have to dig all of this stuff up alone. You guys are
awesome.
Im currently looking through FOIA requests to see what I can bring to this thread.
[edit on 9-3-2009 by Skyfloating]
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USO/UFO Water Reports from 2008:

Location. Pavlodar region, Kazakhstan
Date: January 5 2008
An unidentified flying object might have fallen in the Belaya River in the May
district in the Pavlodar region, northern Kazakhstan.
A source with the regional emergency situations department told Interfax
referring to an eye witness.
The chief of the local police department saw a shining flying object falling in
the river in the early hours, the source said, adding that the policeman
“reported about it to higher authorities.” According to the emergency
situations department, divers examined a 15 meter air hole in the ice and
officers of the local sanitary and epidemic office took water samples. “Divers
plunged four times, but no objects were found.
Water samples are normal,” the department said. A local Ufologist, Lyubov
Rybalko stated that it was possible that a UFO had splashed down in the
Belaya River and then left.
Source: www.interfax.ru...
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Location. Near Orellana, Peru
Date: March 7 2008
Crewmembers onboard two fishing vessels fishing on the waters of the
Amazon near Iquitos reported seeing what they thought or appeared to be a
huge and lighted phantom vessel.
The men stopped what they were doing and thought they could hear laughing
and singing, like in a party, coming from inside the enigmatic vessel. The
language appeared to be foreign. The witness who were onboard the vessels,
“El Veloz” and “El Solterito” reported that the craft (whatever it was) suddenly
disappeared amidst a meter and a half wave.
Source: www.trome.com...
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Location. Near Needles, California
Date: May 14 2008
On the Colorado River near Topock Arizona a long time houseboat resident
was stunned to see a large, bright “fiery object” hurtling from the sky toward
him.
From the upper deck on his houseboat, R. B. was puzzled by the vivid
turquoise blue with touches of green he was seeing instead of reds, yellows and
oranges in more normal fire.
Despite the strange blue green color, the witness thought perhaps he was
watching a plane about to crash. R. B. did not know there was another
eyewitness---Frank Costigan, retired former Superintendent of Operations
and Police Chief at Los Angeles International Airport from 1978 to 1985 and
Superintendent of Operations at Ontario International Airport in California
from 1985 to 1986.
Frank had gotten up to let his Siamese cat out and went outside to look at the
clear night sky. His home is about three miles east of the Colorado River.
To his surprise a large, bright object of many colors dominated by turquoise
blue with some green was streaking through the sky toward the Colorado River
area. Frank could also see some red and yellow colors like flames and expected
to hear the huge boom of a crash impact.
“I thought I might hear something when it hit the ground because if it was as
close as I thought it was and as big as it was, I thought I would hear
something. But I did not hear anything. And it went out of my view before it
hit the ground.”
But over on the Colorado River, R.B. was only about 400 yards from where the
fiery turquoise blue object hit the ground on the west side of the river. He was
outside fishing at 3am when he saw the brilliant turquoise blue flaming object.
When it hit the ground about 100 yards west of the river he saw the whole
thing bounce back up in the air with even more glowing red yellow pieces
around the big center object. And yet, he did not hear the crash sound he
expected.
“There was only a thump sound,” he told the source. But he was afraid that
some kind of plane had crashed and urgently went down to the lower deck of
his houseboat to get his cell phone and climbed back up to the top deck to get a
satellite signal for his phone.
When he had a signal he kept dialing 911, but only got a busy signal. All of this
took about seven minutes after the crash.
Then to his complete amazement the witness heard the loud sound of a skyhook or skycrane helicopter coming fast in the night sky.
The next thing he knew the still glowing object was hooked underneath the
skycrane and carried away rapidly. He thought that the object as big as a
10,000 gallon tank truck and oval shaped. After the sun came up, David Hayes
the owner and general manager of KTOX AM 1340 was driving to work along
I-40 in Needles when he saw very unusual vehicles traveling together with
black and white U.S. government license plates.
Source: www.earthfiles.com...
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Location. Lake Sherando, Virginia
Date: May 16 2008
A couple were parked at the lake just talking and before the boyfriend was
driving the girl home she stepped out of the car to smoke a cigarette and heard
strange sounds coming from all directions around the lake. It was an eerie
metallic sound, almost musical. She could hear it on one bank of the lake and
then it was if there was a “response” from the other side of the lake, the sounds
were different tones but all about the same loudness. The girl screamed for her
boyfriend to get out of the car, he did and was immediately terrified. In
addition to the strange sounds, there were no other usual “night noises.” In
this part of the country they often hear insects and other animals at night. This
night was completely silent. Both became scared and jumped back in the car to
get out of there fast. As they were driving down the road from the lake a huge
disc-shaped object cleared the treetops and hovered above the car for a few
moments. At this point the girl became terrified and began crying and
screaming. The disc then took off at a speed she had never imagined. They
have not returned to the lake since.
Source: mufoncms.com...
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---2007:

Location. Near Taganrog, Rostov region, Russia
Date: March 8-9 2007
According to Victor Rogozhkin numerous citizens living on the shores of the
Sea of Azov woke up in the middle of the night to a powerful roaring sound of
the engine of a huge flat bed truck apparently transporting a UFO that had
crashed the night before into the Sea of Azov.
Armed troops had surrounded the area and had not allowed anybody access to
the area. However there had been enough accidental spectators to the event.
The UFO crash had reportedly occurred on March 8, probably at night. Several
witnesses saw how a UFO had smashed into the waters, creating a huge splash
disappearing under the waves.
Military personnel were soon involved, numerous vessels and patrol boats
from the Taganrog area presumably equipped with divers were sent to the
area.
The object had fallen not to far from the shore, so this enabled an easy
recovery which was done at night.
When the disabled object was detected under the water and a special quick
reaction team was sent by aircraft from Ramenskoye airbase in Moscow to the
Taganrog or Rostov aerodrome within hours.
Fully armed military men immediately arrived in the area securing a perimeter
around crash area and also guarded the road on which the object was
transported.
Source: Victor Rogozhkin from the group “ENIO” Rostov-on-Don in Rostov
newspaper May 2007
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Location. Off Anse de Miquelon, Saint Pierre & Miquelon Islands
Date: March 10 2006
Two brothers had anchored their small vessel in Saint Pierre Harbor and while
one of them went ashore for some food and drink the other remained behind
observing the ocean. When the other one returned to the vessel at 2210 he
found his brother in a terrible frightened state. After calming him down, his
brother told him that he had seen strange lights flying low over the ocean. He
then saw the lights emerging from the ocean and flying near the water,
minutes later the lights, which flew in a triangular formation approached the
vessel as he watched stunned. Suddenly a bright light shone on him and he felt
being held down by a great force. He remembered seeing several humanoid
creatures standing around him, he couldn’t see their faces, but remembers
being in a circular room very brightly illuminated by white light and filled with
what appeared to be a gaseous mist. The creatures held his hand and
examined his body with metallic chrome plated objects..
Source: ufocasebook.conforums.com...

---
Location. Greenwater Lake Provincial Park, Saskatchewan, Canada
Date: May 18 2006
Two witnesses reportedly experienced a 6-hour encounter with a disk, two
other white “things” (on the lake) and approximately four camouflaged
humanoid beings. The beings appeared not to be breathing. One witness
recalled hearing “clicking” sounds coming from the beings themselves. The
disk spent most of the time over the lake and then landed on the lake, creating
a vortex, or fog formation around itself. The beings were seeing on the water
and on the land. The beings would not move until the witnesses left, which
they did but then they returned again. Additional details indicate that the
beings in the water were wearing something that looked like “hip waders”. The
beings on land blended in really well with their surroundings. A witness said
one being stood 50 yards off in the willows and was almost impossible to see.
The beings saw the witnesses and the witnesses felt they were being stalked.
The disk came close to the shore at one time and then back to the lake again.
The lights on the disk were in the shape of a a peace sign “V”. The lights
flashed red and green. It followed the witnesses at times and then took off
again.
Source: Barb Campbell “Saskatchewan Paranormal Research Center”

www.ufoinfo.com...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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Majorion
posted on Mar, 9 2009 @ 04:50 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
Im currently looking through FOIA requests to see what I can bring to this thread.

There's also the FOIA forum on ATS, which unfortunately is rather unpopular with the
crowd here.
Could there be any documents in there relating to USOs?..anyone?
Is this what you meant Sky?..Or are you talking about making actual FOIA requests
yourself?
Edit to add: That forum is now restricted?..Why is that, has it been closed down
completely?
[edit on 9/3/09 by Majorion]

Skyfloating
posted on Mar, 9 2009 @ 04:54 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Majorion
Is this what you meant Sky?..Or are you talking about making actual FOIA requests
yourself?

Im looking for FOIA Files that relate to USOs and Underwater Projects and Naval stuff on
the Internet.

karl 12

posted on Mar, 9 2009 @ 06:02 PM


Originally posted by spacevisitor

Some interesting reports from Iran citing an underwater human-like creature:

Location. Caspian Sea, Astara & Lenkoran Azerbaijan
Date: March 2005
Time: afternoon
Residents of a few towns on the Caspian shores in Iran and Azerbaijan say
they have seen an amphibious man, he was reported to be swimming amidst
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huge shoals of fish. Rumor has it that the waters where he swam were
becoming sparkling clear. Recently eyewitnesses onboard the Azeri trawler,
“Baku” reported seeing the creature. According to Gafar Gasanof the captain of
the trawler, the creature was swimming in a parallel course near the boat for a
long time. At first they thought it was a large fish, but then they spotted hair
on its head and his fins looked very unusual. And incredibly the front part of
his body was equipped with arms. Shortly after this report was published in an
Iranian newspaper, numerous readers came forward describing their own
sightings. The readers pointed out that numerous fishermen had repeatedly
seen the strange creature at sea and on the shore after seabed volcanoes in the
area of Babolsera became active in February and offshore oil production
operations intensified in the Caspian. All the eyewitness accounts provide a
similar description of the marine humanoid. His height is about 165cm to
168cm, it has a protruding stomach, his feet are pinniped and he has four
webbed fingers on either of his hands. His skin is pale white in color. The hair
on his head looks black and green. His arms and legs are shorter and heavier
than those of a medium-build person. Apart from his fingernails, he has nails
growing on the tip of his aquiline nose that resembles a dolphin’s beak. There
is no information as to his ears. His eyes are large and orbicular. The mouth of
the creature is fairly large, his upper jaw is protruding and his lower lip flows
smoothly into the neck, his chin is missing. Iranians have dubbed the creature,
“Runan-shah” or “Master of the seas and rivers”.

www.ufoinfo.com...

 
And

Location. Caspian Sea territorial waters of Azerbaijan
Date: end of March 2005
Time: unknown
Azerbaijani fishermen from the trawler “Baky” (Baku) were stunned to see a
weird entity in the water. The entity swam for a long period of time near the
trawler, parallel to it, reported Gafar Gasanov Captain of the ship to the local
newspaper “Zindagi” when he arrived at the Iranian port of Enzeli. At first the
crew thought that the entity was some type of unknown large fish, but soon
they noticed that the entity’s head had distinct hairs on it and the front fins
were not fins at all but webbed hands. They acknowledged that the entity
looked more like a humanoid than any kind of known fish. They all concluded
that they had never seen something like it in the waters.
The amphibian entity then plunged deep into the waters and disappeared from
sight. When Captain Gasanov returned to Azerbaijan people there refused to
talk to him about the incident alleging that he and his crew had all been drunk.
But the Iranians took the report seriously because of numerous rumors about
“a man from the sea” were circulating in Iran long before this report. After
publication in the local newspaper “Zindagi” local Iranian residents wrote
numerous letters to the newspaper reporting their own encounters with a
similar entity. The common opinion was that underwater volcanic activity in
the area of Babolser and the intensification of oil extraction in the Caspian Sea
has somehow caused unknown deep water dwellers to venture up to the
surface.
Other witnesses reported seeing the same or similar entity in May between the
small fishing villages of Astara and Lenkoran.
HC addendum
Source: Rafik Garifdzhanov, Azerbaijan “BBS” Newspaper Kiev Ukraine # 28
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www.ufoinfo.com...

---Other reports:

Location. Port Shepstone, Cape Town, South Africa
Date: May 20 2006
Time: afternoon
Port Shepstone rescuers are monitoring a mysterious situation in which
“numerous” eye-witnesses reported an unidentified object crashing into the
sea, the National Sea Rescue Institute (NSRI) said on Sunday. Eddie Noyons,
NSRI Shelley Beach Station Commander, said eye-witnesses reported that an
unidentified object, possibly an aircraft, had crashed into the sea behind the
breaker line off-shore of the Port Shepstone High School. Police, rescue craft
and a fixed wing aircraft were alerted to the scene to investigate. “Following a
full scale search of the area covering 12 square nautical miles nothing has been
found.” “There are no reports of activity in the area that may be related to this
incident and there are no aircraft reported to be overdue or missing,” said
Noyons.
He said numerous eye witnesses---including teachers and pupils attending a
sports event at the high school and other by-standers including local
fishermen---were convinced they had seen an aircraft go into the water,
including seeing smoke and water exploding. Interviews with the witnesses
revealed that some also reported seeing flames. “Some reported seeing
something, an unidentified object, splash into the sea causing a ripple effect of
waves,” Noyons said. Due to the number of eye-witnesses with similar reports,
it was presumed that weather activity in the area at the time might have given
the impression of something falling into the sea. “We will continue to monitor
the situation which remains a mystery,” he said.
HC addendum
Source: iafrica.com...

---
Location. Ballina, New South Wales, Australia
Date: May 20 2005
Time: 1236
Dr. Garry Korigan and a friend were driving up to Brisbane from Sydney when
without any warning a large dark and featureless cigar-shaped object passed
behind trees not far away from the car. Korigan did not say anything at first;
however he then decided to question his friend. He had seen the same thing,
and did not want to say anything either. After questioning what they saw for
half a minute, another of these objects passed in front of them. They decided
to see what was on the other side of the trees and stopped the car. Behind the
trees, they could not find the objects; however, there was a small dark figure
near the shoreline. When they saw it, it began to move away very fast, faster
than anyone can run and fled out of site down the beach.
HC addendum
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Source: www.etcontact.net...

---[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

spacevisitor
 
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 04:20 AM

 link   

Karl 12, thanks for posting those absolutely very interesting and important cases so far,
especially the ones with those freaky humanoids.

Skyfloating, thanks again for creating this thread
because it really boosted my
interest in the USO phenomenon again.
I wish I could stop time now and then, because despite I am retired, I still have too less
time for keeping track on all the UFO/USO discussions and ongoing flood of information
about it.

Majorion, thanks for your reply,
reply to post by Majorion
I have the same thoughts of what you said here.

Originally posted by Majorion
I still don't know why or how so many people can just come out and blabber; there's no
evidence whatsoever!, especially after enjoying a good reading of just this one thread
about USOs.

And thanks for posting the link to part 1 of the UFO hunters episode on USOs.

Heike and seagull, thanks for sharing your posts,

Originally posted by Heike
Hello Sky!
I have an unreported incident to share. I did not witness an object myself, but I think you
will find my tale interesting.


Originally posted by Heike
After about an hour or so, the special circuit was dropped and the Enterprise headed
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back to port in San Francisco. A very understated message was sent to all of the usual
suspects stating that the Enterprise had accidentally been tracking a "whale."
We were asked not to talk about it due to the embarrassment factor, and that was the
end of that.
If you want to believe that our nuclear aircraft carrier was following a whale around for
2 - 3 days, be my guest. If you try to dig, that's what the Navy will tell you. I, however,
don't believe it, and several of the Enterprise's crew - the few who would say anything at
all even when poopy-faced drunk - told me that it wasn't - couldn't have been - a whale.

Very unlikely of course, but if a nuclear aircraft carrier has nothing else to do, then
following a whale around for 2 - 3 days, it must have bin an exceptional and very
important perhaps even a threatening whale for them then.


Originally posted by Heike
what did one of the Navy's finest state-of-the-art ships chase ( and ultimately either
"lose" or "catch" ? ) in the waters off of California for over 2 days?

Thats the big question indeed.
My first guess, a finest unearthly unhuman state-of-the-art ET ship.

Originally posted by seagull
During the same timeframe at least according to the story my ex-brother-in-law told me
several years ago, much the same thing happened aboard his nuclear submarine.

As you said it is, Odd. No proof of anything untoward. Just odd.

[edit on 10/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 10/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 10/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 10/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 06:15 AM

 link   

Here is part one of a very interesting USO/UFO sighting of an object what started as
looking like "a motor-boat striking the water," for, as the object descended, it threw up
spray on all sides around it, but after that appeared to be a UFO with occupants.
But there happened more interesting things, because after the disc took off, it left behind
a sort of ring or “hoop” on the sea which had apparently served some function, perhaps as
a float or stabilizer on which it had rested. But even that’s not all.
06-27-1970 www.waterufo.net...
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UFO ON THE SEA NEAR RIO by Dr. W. Buhler.
When in London last year, Dr. J. Allen Hynek spoke of the obvious importance
of multi-witness cases. This Interesting Brazilian episode, which certainly falls
within that category, was reported to us by Dr. Buhler when in England soon
after its occurrence. Gordon Creighton prepared the material for publication;
but this was delayed as we needed clarification on a few points. We are now
able to present, with a few addenda to the concluding section on previous
occurrences in the Tijuca area, a much more detailed version after perusal of
the original Portuguese text by the author which appears in SBEDV Bulletin
No. 74/79 for May 1970-February 1971.
This incident, which took place in broad daylight, at 11:40 a.m. on June 27,
1970, is notable because it was certainly observed by, at least eight witnesses,
and because it illustrates graphically how, the UFOs, are approaching ever
closer to our densely populated urban centres. A great metallic disc came
down on the surface of the South Atlantic Ocean, not much more than 500
metres or so from the Avenida Niemeyer, a famous coastal road, cut out of the
cliffs, which affords a beautiful view over the, sea and runs in a south-westerly
direction from the Rio de Janeiro suburb of Leblon.

KEY: (1) Leblon. (2) Copacabana Fort. (4) Avenida Niemeyer. (5) Gávea Beach.
(7) Barra da Tijuca. (9) Island Group


The disc remained on the surface of the water for half an hour, and two
crewmen were seen inside it, wearing helmets and bright grayish aluminumcolored garments resembling the garb of our astronauts. When the disc took
off, it left behind it on the sea a sort of ring or hoop which had apparently
served some function, perhaps as a float or stabilizer on which it had rested.
The Avenida Niemeyer is at a height of some 30-40 metres above the sea along
the section in question, and the particular house from which the witnesses
made their sighting is located even higher up, above the road. It was a Sunday,
and in fine weather no less than 1,800 cars, so we estimate, would have been
passing there hourly. Earlier on the morning in question I had been in that
area myself, and I recall that at 7.00 a.m. the sky was still fairly clouded over.
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( it should be borne in mind that in the southern hemisphere June is in the
less sunny part of the year ).
Three of the adult witnesses, whom I have interviewed, are Senhor Aristeu
Machado and his wife Dona Maria Nazaré Machado, who live at No. 318,
Avenida Niemeyer, and their neighbour and visitor, Sr. João Aguiar, who is an
official of the Brazilian Federal Police and resides nearby at No. 210 on the
same Avenue. The fourth adult witness is the Machado's eldest daughter,
Creuza, aged 23. The remaining four witnesses were the rest of the Machado
girls, Consuelo, aged 14; Rosemary, aged 10; Margarida, aged 8; and Cátìa,
aged 5 (I did not interview any of the five girls, but only their parents and Sr.
João Aguiar). It was in fact Dr. Carlos Netto, of the Rio newspaper “Diário de
Notícias”, who notified me immediately of the occurrence, with the result that
I was able to accompany him to the spot and talk to the witnesses at four
o'clock on the afternoon of the same day. (Incidentally, it may be noted that
the “Diário de Notícias” was the first Rio de Janeiro newspaper to treat the
UFO Problem seriously and with a certain degree of consistency.)
The episode begins, and occupants seen
The Machados’ account is as follows:
Dona Maria Nazaré Machado was in the kitchen, preparing the lunch. From
time to time she would step out on to the veranda, where the rest of the family,
with Sr. Aguiar, were amusing themselves with a party game. At one point she
enquired what the time was. It was 11:38. About two minutes after that, Sr.
Aguiar happened to glance out over the sea, and quickly called the attention of
the others to what he thought was "a motor-boat striking the water," for, as the
object descended, it threw up spray on all sides around it.
At once they all abandoned their game and began a vigorous discussion as to
what to do about it, and as to whether or not the "motorboat" was in need of
assistance, for they could see two "bathers" inside the craft who seemed to be
signaling with their arms. Sr. Aguiar was positive that there were two persons
in the craft, wearing shining clothing and "something on their heads." They
seemed to be "thickish set and quite small."
The two persons in question appeared to be working on the deck of the craft,
which was of a grayish metallic colour, and looked as though it might have
been between 4 and 6 metres in length. It was covered with a transparent
cupola (Fig. 1).
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It was decided that Sr. Aguiar should run to the nearby Mar Hotel to telephone
to the rescue authorities, while the rest of the party continued to watch the
object closely. It had come down on the sea just where the water always looks
darker, at the dividing line between the darker in-shore water and the clearer
water of the open ocean.
The newspaper report in “Diário de Notícias” of June 28, 1970, states that the
area of the sea where the disc came down was about 500 metres from the
shore, although later examination of the case suggests that it could well have
been rather more than that, perhaps 700, or even 1,000 metres. In any case,
remarkably close to the shore!
In my subsequent enquiries I learnt that the disc at one time moved in about
100 metres nearer to the shore. No sound was heard from it at any time, nor
did it display the characteristic type of "bobbing" movement to have been
expected from a boat.

[edit on 10/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 06:16 AM

 link   

Here is part two of a very interesting USO/UFO sighting of an object what started as
looking like "a motor-boat striking the water," for, as the object descended, it threw up
spray on all sides around it, but after that appeared to be a UFO with occupants.
But there happened more interesting things, because after the disc took off, it left behind
a sort of ring or “hoop” on the sea which had apparently served some function, perhaps as
a float or stabilizer on which it had rested. But even that’s not all.
06-27-1970 www.waterufo.net...

Disc takes off
The time spent by Sr. Aguiar in going to and from the Mar Hotel (1 kilometre
distant, towards Leblon) was, at the outside, 23 to 35 minutes. When he
returned to the Machedos', apartment, the disc was still on the sea, and he was
one of those who saw it take off again. We may say therefore that the duration
of its stay on the water was about 40 minutes.
Sr. Aguiar informed us that when the disc took off, it did not rise straight up,
but skimmed along for about 300 metres on the surface of the sea, throwing
out the usual sort of bow-wave such as we see with our own fast motor-boats.
In fact, it was only when the machine had become airborne and was moving
away in a low arc out to sea towards the south-east that the witnesses realised
that it was not an ordinary boat, but a flying saucer...
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Dona Maria Nazaré showed herself to be an excellent observer for, as the disc
took off, she noted that, on its under-side (Fig. 3), it had a hexagonal-shaped
object which she said looked like the Brazilian fruit known as the carambola.*
* Translator's Note: The carambola, also known as the pitanga, or the Surinam
Cherry (Averrhoa Carambola, L.). A juicy, quince-flavoured fruit. Its segments,
I recall, are most strangely shaped, very angular, like nothing I have ever seen
elsewhere. But although we had carambola trees in our Brazilian garden,
neither my wife nor I can now (at this distance in years) make a sketch of these
segments from memory, and I have discovered no handy source in England
where an illustration may be found—G. CREIGHTON.


This object seemed as though retracted up into the craft, and there were a
number of coloured lights on the carambola-like object, flashing always in the
same sequence, viz.: green, pale yellow, and red. (Other reports have suggested
one rotating light changing colours through this sequence.)
Occupants seen again
As stated, the disc appeared to be made of aluminum when resting on the sea,
but once airborne, it looked transparent. At this point Dona Maria Nazaré
could clearly see the two occupants sitting inside the craft.
There was little traffic along the Avenue at that hour, and consequently not
much traffic noise. Nevertheless, as indicated above, none of the witnesses
heard any sound that they thought came from the disc. Once airborne, the disc
was speedily out of sight.
The "hoop" appears
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On the area of sea where it had rested there was a "white, hooped-shaped
object, of the size of a trunk or a chest" (Dona Maria Nazaré’s own
description). After a short while this "hoop" sank. Then it reappeared, and
from it there separated off a yellow, oval-shaped object the diameter of which,
across its widest point, was approximately 40 centimetres, and which was
floating with about 20 centimetres projecting above the surface of the water.
After remaining stationary for about three minutes, this oval, yellow object
began to move slowly towards the beach, with its longer axis pointed in the
direction of the witnesses' house. At the further end of the object there was a
greenish flange which later separated off from the main (yellow) body and
continued to follow it "at a distance of about 80 centimetres."
After a lapse of time which Dona Maria Nazaré estimated at about 15 minutes,
the yellow object had come to a distance of about 120 metres from the shore. It
then performed a right-angled turn left-wards, and headed off towards the
beach at Gávea, still keeping always at more or less the same distance out from
the rocks of the shore. This movement (westwards) was in fact contrary to the
maritime current prevailing in the area at the time.
Dona Maria Nazaré then went down on to the road in front of her house and
tried to observe the further movements of the yellow object. With her there
were some boys who happened to come along at the time, and she pointed out
the object to them. The boys tried to hit it by throwing stones at it, but without
success. This phase lasted a further ten minutes or so, after which time it
vanished from their view around the rocky promontory, some 500 metres
from where they were standing.
Meanwhile the "white hoop" was still in view, after having disappeared
temporarily several times, and it was steadily approaching the Gávea beach as
though it were going to join up again there with the yellow object. They
watched the white hoop for a total period of 20 minutes or so as it kept
vanishing and then reappearing, until it too was finally lost to sight.
The family, who had been interrupted in their parlour game when they first
saw the disc just before noon, only returned to the veranda to finish the game
at 3.00 p.m., when the sighting was all over, and they did not get their lunch
until 5.00 p.m.
As for the phone call made by Sr. João Aguiar, it was to the Harbour Police,
whose headquarters are near the Calabouço Airport, in the central part of Rio
de Janeiro. So it would have been at least an hour before, normally, one would
have expected a Harbour Police patrol boat to have got to the scene. When he
called them, the Harbour Police checked up on Sr. Aguiar's own telephone
number (he of course being a Federal agent himself) and they promised to
send help to the parties involved in the presumed mishap off-shore. Sr. Aguiar
was consequently quite surprised when, after only about 20 minutes, he saw a
fast motor-launch heading out towards the islands (Ilha das Palmas and Ilha
Comprida).
This motor-launch was no doubt one normally stationed at the Fort de
Copacabana. We do not know whether its crew saw the UFO take off, but it
may be assumed that they did, for they would have had the UFO in view long
before they reached the area from which it took off and where the "white
hoop" remained floating.
When they got there, the motor-launch stopped at a distance of about 1
kilometre from the shore. Then the witnesses saw the crew of the launch hoist
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aboard, with great difficulty, a cylindrical red object (the difficulty being due
no doubt to the great weight of this object). Having done this, the motorlaunch returned at high speed to its point of origin.
Commits and theories
We cannot, a priori, guess the purpose of such a descent on the sea by
Extraterrestrials. Could it be that they aimed to investigate certain local
conditions by means of some sondes (the objects floating in the sea which they
released?) or were these latter perhaps spare parts, destined for one of the
Extraterrestrials' submarine bases, and which would have floated off, under
automatic control, towards that base? Or could they perhaps have been
automatic devices which, either afloat or submerged, could transmit
information about the psychological reactions of the witnesses, say, in the
house at No. 318, Avenida Niemeyer and, later, also of the folk bathing on the
beaches at Gávea and Barra da Tijuca? Would these sondes perhaps have been
recovered later, or would they have gone floating off to be lost in the sea ?
Or could they be some sort of devices which might have a long-term effect on
human (i.e. terrestrial human psychology ?

[edit on 10/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor
 
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 07:17 AM

 link   

This is a remarkable and unusual USO experience of a 24-year-old aqualung diver, he
could even touch the object and try if it where magnetic and to scratch the surface of the
object with his knife, but neither it was magnetic and knife nor cylinder showed any mark
from the scratching.
No scratching marks, hey, where did I here that before, think hereby on the material from
Roswell.
At about 3.00 a.m. on the following morning, at about the same area he was together
with a lady friend of him and she noticed something leaving the water.
When checking where he found the object the first time, it was gone.
07-27-1970 www.waterufo.net...

UNUSUAL UNDERWATER OBJECT by Vicente-Juan Ballester Olmos.
This is a report compiled for CEONI (Circulo de Estudios Sobre Objetos No
Identificados) of Valencia, Spain, by its President, our contributor. Translation
from the Spanish by Gordon Creighton.
At about 1.00 p.m. on Sunday, July 26, 1970, a 24-year-old aqualung diver was
engaged in hunting fish off Alcocebre (Castellón) at a spot (40° 14' 45" North
Latitude, 3° 58' 40" East Longitude) just off the urban settlement of "Las
Fuentes". The water was some 8 to 10 metres deep and the spot was some 60
or 70 metres from the shore-line.
Discovery of the object.
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The sea-bed at this particular region is of very fine sand with softly eroded
rock outcroppings. As is the usual practice in underwater fishing in Spain, the
man was using aqualung containers of compressed air.


The underwater object in detail.
Suddenly, at some distance from him, he noticed, on the sea-bed, a strange
metallic object. It was sticking up over the top of a rocky outcropping. So he
went nearer to observe it, and he found that, lying between two of the outcrops
which were about 9 metres apart, there was a metallic object sunk about 8
inches or so into the sand. Its length was about 7 metres, its width about 3
metres, and one of its ends was slightly conical. The other end, which was
slightly convex, was pointed out to sea. Near the conical end, and on the upper
part of the object, there was a break in the continuity, about 1 centimetre wide
and 2 centimetres deep, running right round the cylinder, enclosing a circular
area about 1 metre in diameter. There was a similar groove running round the
convex end.
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The submarine capsule between two fingers of rock
(sectional view)
The surface of the cylinder was metallic, polished, of a colour resembling the
colour of dull stainless steel. It had no rivets or anything resembling rivets and
it did not look as though it had been under the water very long, for there were
no calcareous deposits on it, no uneven nesses, nor was it rusted at all. He
estimated that, since it was so absolutely clean and lacking incrustations, it
could not have been there even as much as a week.
He tested and found that it was not magnetic, for when he put his knife
(magnetised, as is the usual practice) against it, there was no magnetic effect.
Then he tried to scratch the surface of the object with the knife, but neither
knife nor cylinder showed any mark from the scratching.
He used his underwater gun to measure the cylinder.
When we were talking to the diver about the affair we discussed the question
of whether it could have been a container of dumped industrial or radioactive
waste.
He replied that he was unable to say yes or no to the idea since he had no
knowledge of such matters, but nevertheless he repeated, emphatically, that it
would have needed "a tremendous storm" to have shifted it from the particular
place where it was on the sea-bed, and there had been a total absence of any
such storm over the period in question. Furthermore the gradient of the seabed at that particular place is minimal or indeed to all intents and purposes
nil, which suggests precisely how difficult it would have been for the thing to
have shifted by itself.
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Location of object on sea bed in relation to coast (lateral view)
The young diver attempted in vain to move the object and he dwelt on the fact
that in water it is almost impossible to exert force or pressure, even with a
point of support. In fact he used as his support a rock (on the nearer of the two
outcroppings) but it had no effect on the object.
He drew our attention also to the fact that no sound was given off by the object
and that, apart from what has been recorded above, it had no other notable
features.
The witness was quite unable to say how long he had remained under water
examining the object. He reminded us that "down below" one completely loses
the notion of "time" and he regrets that he cannot furnish us with this piece of
information.
A strange "something" seen from boat.
At about 3.00 a.m. on the following morning, the witness was out in a small
rowing-boat in the same area, just off-shore opposite the "Las Fuentes" urban
settlement, with a lady friend a German girl aged about 20, who was on a
camping holiday in Spain with another girl. Suddenly the German girl noticed
something leaving the water.
When we questioned the witness about this incident in the boat with the
German girl, he told us that the course of events was more or less as follows:
She (in broken Spanish, but quite comprehensible):
"Something came out over there!"
He: "It must have been a fish." She: "No! No!"
He (again): "It was a fish."
She: "No! No! It wasn't a fish. It was bigger than that."
He then looks to where she was pointing (on the surface of the water), and she
says: "Up, above." But he sees nothing. He estimates that it would have been
about a little more than 10 seconds between her first words and the time when
he looked over to where she was pointing. Besides seeing nothing, he heard no
sound and saw no luminosity. And, although the direction in which she was
pointing (to a distance of some 200 or 300 metres from the boat) was
precisely the area where, on the morning of the previous day, he had found the
strange cylindrical object, he attributed no importance to this fact at the time.
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Location of object on sea bed in relation to coast (plan view)
Discussing this point with us, the witness remarked that, at the time, whatever
it was the girl had seen seemed to him to have been of little interest, for she
said nothing more about it afterwards, had not continued to watch for a long
time, and had not been alarmed at all. He, for his part, had not asked her for
any further details, inasmuch as he did not think that what she had seen was
anything remarkable.
The many questions which arise in our minds now about this episode cannot
be answered because it is not possible to contact the girl. Her name is not
known, nor the name of her home town in Germany, nor anything else about
her. So the manner in which she saw the (presumed) object vanishing from
sight, and the details of the object will probably remain only in the memory of
the girl. Let us remember, however, that whatever it was that she saw, she too
did not attribute overmuch importance to the incident; indeed practically
none.
Object gone.
At 9.00 that same morning (Monday) the young diver went down again, out of
pure curiosity, to take another look at the strange object, and it will be
appreciated that his surprise was enormous when, arriving at the precise spot
where it had been, he perceived that it was no longer there.
The witness, who has been skin-diving for six years, has known the whole area
thoroughly for even more years than that, since it is the place where his family
have traditionally spent their summer holidays. But, in order to make
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absolutely sure that he was not mistaken, he explored all the rocky outcrops
along that part of the coast for a further hour, with no results. Then, and only
then, did he begin to link the cylinder and its disappearance with what his
friend the German girl had seen.
Since that date he has dived again at the same place several times and always
without finding any trace of the object, and he again emphasises that the area
is one very well known to him, so there can be no possibility of his being
mistaken as to where it was, or being at fault in his bearings. We for our part
would emphasise the fact that he is a very experienced diver.
When we asked him about the time of the day when, after his night trip in the
boat he was back in the sea and diving again, we expressed our astonishment
that he must have slept so few hours that night. He smiled broadly and replied
that this is very common with under-water divers. Very often these young
fellows spend a whole night dancing in some town near the coast and then, at
six in the morning, without having slept at all, or perhaps having merely lain
down for a couple of hours, they take their gear and go off down to the sea
again. Such is their passion for this marine sport, we repeat, that a sleepless
night is something very, very normal for them.
The witness, who at the present time is employed as a car salesman, is a
draughtsman, unmarried, and of the Roman Catholic faith. Never before had
he seen any strange object or strange phenomenon, either aerial or aquatic. He
has no particular interest in such matters as UFOs, science fiction, or suchlike,
and has never read any book about them.

[edit on 10/3/09 by spacevisitor]

Skyfloating
  
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 08:08 AM

 link   

spacevisitor
   
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 08:19 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Majorion
Not sure if someone has already posted this vid in here, but this is part 1 of the UFO
hunters episode on USOs;

History Channel UFO Hunters 102 USO's 2008-1.avi

Hi Majorion, because of your post of that really very interesting vid, I did a search for the
other parts.
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Here they are.
History Channel UFO Hunters 102 USO's 2008-2.avi

Watch later

History Channel UFO Hunters 102 USO's 2008-3.avi

Watch later

History Channel UFO Hunters 102 USO's 2008-4.avi

Watch later
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History Channel UFO Hunters 102 USO's 2008-5.avi

Watch later

Majorion
 
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 10:26 AM

Just thought I should post some interesting pictures relating to USOs;
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More coming
[edit on 10/3/09 by Majorion]

Majorion
 
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 10:28 AM

Here's some more
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Cheers!
[edit on 10/3/09 by Majorion]
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karl 12

posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 02:32 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Majorion

Cheers!

M Some good pics there
This ones pretty bizarre,does anyone know the background to it?
Cheers.

---Testimony:
Disclosure witness Harry Allen Jordan discusses a major UFO incident aboard the USS
Franklin D Roosevelt and the link between UFO sightings and nuclear weapons:

www.youtube.com...
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Merle Shane McDow describes how an Atlantic Command Facility was put on the highest
(Zebra) alert due to UFO outrunning fighter jets over the Atlantic ocean.
Interview at 3:34:

www.youtube.com...

Navy transport plane witnesses huge yellow USO/UFO in ocean near Newfoundland:

www.youtube.com...

Underwater UFOs:

www.youtube.com...

Pic?

www.youtube.com...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Majorion
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 04:46 PM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
If it's any help, I got that particular picture from here;

centroufologicotaranto.wordpress.com...
Can't understand a word, it's not in English.

grandnic
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 05:15 PM

 link   

reply to post by Majorion
i went to that site, my italian is far from perfect but I have a few notion.
With the help of Google translate, it goes like this :
''This picture that we propose below was taken on 07 May 2008 at Barrow (Alaska). Seems
like car headlights on. The weather conditions at that time were twenty north / east with
speeds of around 20/25 knots, clear, Sun positioned at 25 ° from the visual, iceberg floats
positioned to the East were no other vessels, aircraft or helicopters when 'sighting. The
photo was taken about a mile and a half by Open Lead (outlets opened by sea ice). The
image was taken at about 11:00 pm when the Sun was fixed in the night. Currently
dell'avvistamento there was a lot of wind, the sea was choppy and there were no boats in
the water. What was that? Was it really a USO (Unidentified Submerged Object)?
Questa foto che vi proponiamo sotto è stata scattata il giorno 07 Maggio 2008 a Barrow
(Alaska). Sembrano fari di automobili ma sull’acqua. Le condizioni meteo in quel periodo
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erano di venti a Nord/Est con velocità di circa 20/25 nodi, chiaro, Sole posizionato a 25°
dalla visuale, iceberg galleggianti posizionati ad Est. Non erano presenti altri natanti,
aerei o elicotteri al momento dell’avvistamento. La foto è stata scattata all’incirca ad un
miglio e mezzo da Open Lead (sbocchi di mare aperti dal ghiaccio). L’immagine è stata
presa alle ore 11:00 circa p.m. quando il Sole era fisso nella notte. Al momento
dell’avvistamento c’era parecchio vento, il mare era increspato e non erano presenti
barche in acqua. Cosa era? Era davvero un USO (Unidentified Submerged Object)?

[edit on 10-3-2009 by grandnic]

Skyfloating
  
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 05:21 PM

 link   

By the way guys...
...this thread is now on top positions in various related Google-Searches. And we didnt
have to meddle with Google for that. That means anyone looking for info on it will see
your excellent work.

WitnessFromAfar

posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 05:33 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
Sky your work never ceases to amaze me!
Fantastic thread! S&F!!!
I'm going to read this one again later tonight. Wow. I wish I could award Applause!
-WFA

Majorion
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 05:41 PM

 link   


Originally posted by grandnic
Was it really a USO (Unidentified Submerged Object)?

Well the below data does seem to suggest that this was, by definition, an UnidentifiedSubmerged-Object.
The weather conditions at that time were twenty north / east with speeds of around
20/25 knots, clear, Sun positioned at 25 ° from the visual, iceberg floats positioned to
the East were no other vessels, aircraft or helicopters when 'sighting.
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Thanks for helping out grandnic, forgot about the Google translation feature.

Originally posted by Skyfloating
this thread is now on top positions in various related Google-Searches

Well that's good to know, it's true, I actually have encountered this thread in numerous
searches relating to the keyword 'USOs' etc...

karl 12

posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 06:07 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Majorion
Can't understand a word, it's not in English.

Majorion/Grandnic -its certainly a strange one,good find (and nice translation skills)
Thought these images were a bit odd -especialy with the object in the sky near the end:

www.youtube.com...

---Another Puerto Rico USO Report:

UFO in the Atlantic Ocean, Dec. 1995
by
MR1 Jonathan Beaston, US Navy, Retired
I am a retired Machinist Repairman First Class U. S. Navy. I never really
believed in UFO's to much until December 1995 when I saw one from the ship
I was on, the USS Comte De Grasse DD-974, in route to Norfolk, Virginia from
Puerto Rico. The sighting occurred about 250 to 300 miles Northwest of
Puerto Rico in the Atlantic Ocean.
I was standing the mid watch sounding security watch and always went to the
fantail on my rounds to talk to the seaman who stood watch there. It was
around midnight and we were just talking, looking up at the stars when this
UFO just lite up in the sky about 1000 feet high and a quarter a mile away aft
of the ship so the bridge could not see it. It did not come from anywhere that
we could see.
We don't know if it came out of the ocean or what but all we saw was it just
turned on it lights and was just sitting there. It did not make one sound and it
had a few different color lights on it, red, blue and white I believe. I said to the
seaman on watch, "do you see what I see" and he said yes so I told him to call
up to the bridge and see if they can see anything on their radar.
They replied that nothing was showing up on the screen and as soon as they
told us that, this UFO took off like nothing I have ever seen. It looked like it
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traveled a 1000 miles in just a split second in a zig zag motion not making any
noise or even a sight of smoke. We looked at each other and said " I didn't see
anything if you didn't. Their was only two of us that saw it because it didn't lite
up until our ship was forward of them.

www.geohanover.com...

---Sighting Report of UFOs Emerging from Ocean -Puerto Rico:

I am a 53 year old Social Worker that grew up in Puerto Rico. Since the age of
13,I have been surfing in the west coast of PR, and on many times UFO have
been sighted by me and other surfers! At that time, we did not make much of it
because we thought people would make fun of us, or say that we were high on
drugs.
Later in my life after realizing that other people came out to tell their stories, I
have decided to come forward.
On one occasion, around 6.30. A.M. that is the best time to surf by the way,
several silver colored objects came out of the water about half a mile from
were we where waiting to catch a wave.
These objects were round and hovered in one position, then they took off
straight up at a speed that I can not explain, but they disappeared so fast it was
incredible. About a half hour later, the objects came back, I think it was
around 6 or 7 of them, and went into the ocean.
We never reported it to anybody, we just thought it was a military practice or
other things that we did not know about. This all happened in the year of 1971,
January, I do not remember the exact date. I am only reporting this one event
but we had many more sightings of this kind since we surfed in the west coast
of Puerto Rco. By the way, this event happened in Rincon in a beach known to
surfers as Tres Palmas, and there were about 8 to 10 surfers that day.

www.ufocasebook.com...

---1988: Coast Guard Encounter with Giant Ellipse:

Events from the Lake Erie, March 4, 1988 in the USA.
Sheila and Henry Baker were driving home with their three children about
8:35 p.m., after going out to dinner. As they neared the waterfront, Sheila
noticed something hovering over the lake and they drove down to the beach to
investigate and got out of the car. The moon was bright and there was ice on
the lake; Sheila could hear it cracking like claps of thunder.
Plainly visible was a huge, gunmetal gray football-shaped object that was
rocking back and forth, blinding white light emanating from both ends, but it
was silent. Then the object began moving, swinging one end toward the shore
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and descending. The Bakers became frightened, ran back to their car and fled.
When they got home, the object was still visible from a window that faced the
lake.
The object moved out over the ice and continued to descend, with red and blue
lights now flashing in sequence along its lower edge. Sheila then called the
Eastlake police to report a UFO, and was finally referred to the Coast Guard.
Suddenly 5 or 6 bright yellow triangular objects shot out of the center of the
large object and began darting around independently. Once they stopped and
hovered, point up, around the parent object, then sped away to the north,
turned east, then inland toward the Perry nuclear power plant.
At this point Sheila called the Coast Guard, which sent a team to their house to
investigate. Seaman James Power and Petty Officer John Knaub arrived
towing a Boston Whaler, a seaworthy boat. When Sheila pointed to the main
craft and some of the triangular objects still zipping around it, the men drove
closer to the lake to investigate, accompanied by the Bakers.
At the lakefront they could hear the ice rumbling and roaring.
In their incident report later sent by teletype to the Coast Guard headquarters
in Detroit, Michigan, the men were quoted as saying that "the ice was cracking
and moving abnormal amounts as the object came closer to it."
Power and Knaub gave a running report to their base via the two-way radio in
their Chevy Suburban on what they were seeing. The window was down, and
the Bakers overheard them saying words to the effect, "Be advised the object
appears to be landing on the lake... There are other objects moving around it.
Be advised these smaller objects are going at high rates of speed. There are no
engine noises and they are very, very low."
One of the triangles zoomed straight toward the Coast Guard vehicle, a blur of
light, then veered east, straight up, and came down beside the parent object.
Two witnesses in separate locations also reported seeing the triangles.
Suddenly the triangles returned and one by one entered the side of the parent
object as it seemed to land on the ice.
The ellipse flashed a series of red, blue, and yellow lights, the light emanating
from the end of the object turned from white to red, and the triangles reemerged and hovered above it. The noise from the ice abruptly ceased, and the
lights and triangles disappeared.

www.ufocasebook.com...

---UFOs & Water Case, Guaiuba, Brazil, 03-23-1978. (V Strange)

67-year old Joao Inacio Ribeiro was walking along the oceanfront when he saw
a circular object about 10 meters in diameter approach from the sea. It had
brilliant blue, yellow, green, and lilac colored lights. On its upper section it had
a sort of cabin or cupola with 3 circular windows.
The craft approached, stopped, and hovered above the waters, causing the area
directly below the object to become agitated and choppy. Ribeiro then saw two
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short humanoids appear on top of the craft.
The figures were about 1 meter in height, and wore gray colored tight fitting
outfits.
The beings were baldheaded, with small noses and mouths and huge black
eyes. One carried something resembling a walking cane; the other had what
appeared to be a vacuum cleaner like object.
Both beings then began operating the vacuum like object seemingly extracting
water from the ocean. After 10 minutes they re-entered the object.
Moments later the object descended to 10 meters above the waters causing
them to become even more turbulent, creating large waves and foam.
Afraid Ribeiro ran home.
Source: Revista Brasileira de Ufologia
home.nycap.rr.com... for finding this case

www.ufocasebook.com...

---Sea Captain Recalls 1968 USO Sighting

I am captain of foreign going vessels since 1970. In 1968 I was second officer
on Panamax bulk carrier Swiss flag named GRICHUNA. We departed full
loaded with coal from Norfolk or Charleston bound for Japan through Panama
channel.
I was on the night watch from 0000 -0400 and we were sailing south off coast
of Florida.The sea was calm and our speed was 15-16 knots. The weather was
fine and the visibility very good.
I was on the command bridge outside on the port side and looking to the lights
of Palm Beach in distance just abeam and then I saw the lights under the
surface some 30-40 meters away just abeam in the depth of some 10-15
meters. It looked like a big airplane without wings, tail with all the windows lit
on it. There were some 10-15 windows, but I did not count them.
The object was moving with us but some 30 degrees. crossing our course. The
speed was about double of ours and it went under the bow of our ship and I
could see just a gloom when it came on the other side in front of port bow. Our
ship was 250 meters long and her draft was some 9 meters.
There was AB seaman with me on the bridge but standing by on the wheel
even if we were on automatic and I did not call him outside earlier but ask him
later if he could see something in the sea left of the port bow. He confirmed he
see a gloom under water. Now what was it?
I excluded a submarine as they have no windows-they would not risk to pass
so close under our ship and finally some 30 knots was too great of speed for a
submarine in 1968.
A sight seeing submarine has windows, but what would she be doing in plain
night on open seas (10 NM off coast) and again risking collision and too big
speed and even the size (about 40 meters) for her.
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www.ufocasebook.com...

....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 06:28 PM

The Canary Island Alien Sphere

One of the most bizarre reports of unusual phenomena occurred in 1976 in the
Spanish Canary Islands. Although the case features a most extraordinary
description of aliens and their craft, the occurrence is extremely reliable in
that it includes multiple witness reports which agreed in all aspects of the case.
The phenomenon began on the night of June 22, 1976, as residents of Tenerife,
La Palma, and La Gomera began reporting the sighting of unusual lights in the
sky.
These lights and their maneuvers were different from anything residents of the
area had seen before. Newspaper headlines the next morning proclaimed that
"thousands of people" had witnessed a "spectacular phenomena" which lasted
"twenty minutes." The most sensational aspect was the sighting of the
aforementioned "sphere" occupied by strange alien beings.
Three days later, the Commanding General of the Canary Island Air Zone
named an "Investigative Adjutant" to make sense of the events. His findings
were forwarded by a Spanish Air Force General to journalist J. J. Benitez in
1976, and the details of the case quickly reached beyond the scope of the
Islands to the outside world. Benitez's investigation would be the basis of his
book, "UFOs: Official Documents of the Spanish Government."
The case would regain momentum in 1994, when files of the investigation were
released as part of the unveiling of Spanish records, a type of "Freedom of
Information" act. The 1976 report was massive, containing over one hundred
pages of testimony, evaluations, drawings, and more.
The official Air Force report of the incident was headlined by depositions of
fourteen witnesses...
....The initial report of the Canary Island UFO came from the Navy's armed
escort ship, the "Atrevida." The ship was located off the coast of Fuerteventura
Island. The ship's captain gave a detailed report of what he and his crew
observed at 9:27 P.M. on June 22.
The entire crew saw an extremely bright yellow-blue light moving from the
shore in the direction of the ship, located three and a half miles at sea. Several
of the crewmen at first thought they were seeing a conventional aircraft with
its landing lights on. The lights soon faded, and a type of beam began to rotate,
similar to a lighthouse effect.
Afterwards, an intense halo of yellow and blue could be seen from the fantastic
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craft. Amazingly, the crew watched the craft for a full forty minutes. The craft
seemed to be playing tricks with its lights, as they constantly changed from
one form to another. Even though the light show was observed for a long
period of time, no signature was evident on the ship's radar of any flying craft.
Actual transcript-Captain of Atrevida.
"At 21:27 (Z) hrs. on 22 June, we saw an intense yellowish-bluish light moving
out from the shore towards our position. At first we thought it was an aircraft
with its landing lights on. Then, when the light had attained a certain elevation
(15 - 18 degrees), it became stationary.
The original light went out and a luminous beam from it began to rotate. It
remained like this for approximately two minutes. Then an intense great halo
of yellowish and bluish light developed, and remained in the same position for
40 minutes, even though the original phenomenon was no longer visible.
"Two minutes after the great halo, the light split into two parts, the smaller
part being beneath, in the center of the luminous halo, where a blue cloud
appeared and the part from which the bluish nucleus had come, vanished. The
upper part began to climb in a spiral, rapid and irregular, and finally vanished.

None of these movements affected the initial circular halo in any way, which
remained just the same the whole time, its glow lighting up parts of the land
and the ocean, from which we could deduce that the phenomenon was not very
far away from us, but was close."
Only a few minutes later, this same object was seen by residents of Canary
Island proper. The bulk of the sightings were by citizens of three villages;
Galdar, Las Rosas, and Agaete. A cross section of professions were involved;
medical doctor, schoolteacher, farmer, taxi driver, and housewife, among
others.
A thorough search of records by the Investigator Adjutant determined that
there were no reports of "aerial traffic or military exercises at the time of the
reports" that could possibly account for the sightings of the unknown object .
The Adjutant, for the sake of clarity, divided the investigation into two
different categories.
One was the larger craft observed by ship crewmen and others, and the second
the smaller globe with the aliens aboard. By his own admission, and consistent
with human nature, the Adjutant had no problem believing the reports of the
larger craft, but had reservations accepting the orb since occupants were
observed which were not consistent with human beings.
The Investigator General's last word on the subject was: "The fact that a very
strange and peculiar aerial phenomena occurred on the night of 22 June is a
true and proven fact, as incredible as its behavior and conditions may seem."

www.ufocasebook.com...

---Submarine USS Tiru -USO Encounter 1966:
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The question is often asked, why don't more military UFO witnesses come
forward publicly, and provide names, dates and places? Surely they aren't
REALLY intimidated by such empty threats as JANAP 146-E, which provides
for hefty fines and jail sentences for breaking silence on a military UFO
sighting.
ParaNet is deeply indebted to Bill Cooper of Fullerton, California, for this, the
first known report of a multiple military witness sighting that occurred
onboard the submarine USS Tiru in 1966:

In 1966 during the month of the Rose Festival in the Pacific Northwest United
States, the USS Tiru SS-416 left Pearl Harbor bound for Seattle Washington.
The sub moored to a civilian pier near the downtown Seattle area and
thousands of people toured the sub during its stay in Seattle.
After its duty as "showboat" it proceeded to a back bay area where it
underwent torpedo trials. I believe the area was called Dabob bay [pronounced
day-bob] but I am not sure of the spelling.
I include the above information because it should be easy to research. During
the cruise from Pearl to Seattle five of the crew had a very unusual experience.
During one late afternoon the sub was cruising on the surface at approx. 10
knots when the port lookout reported a strange contact at a range of 2 miles
bearing 315 degrees relative.
The lookout refused to tell the OOD what it was that he had seen and instead
insisted that the starboard lookout and the OOD both look at that area.
The three men looked through their binoculars toward the area reported and
were astounded to see a metal craft larger than a football field tumble from the
clouds into the ocean.
It actually tumbled end over end and when it hit the water and sank beneath
the ocean huge geysers of water rose into the air. When the port lookout was
sure that the others had seen it he then told the OOD that he had seen it
tumble from the ocean up into the clouds.
The OOD and the starboard lookout were speechless. Within a few minutes,
however, they all became excited when it again rose from the water and
tumbled up into the cloud layer.
At about the same time a crew member below queried the bridge about a radar
contact at the same range and bearing. Sonar also reported strange echos. The
OOD called for the Captain to come to the bridge at that time.
He also called for the camera to be sent to the bridge. The Captain arrived on
the bridge within 2 minutes and the Chief Quartermaster was right behind him
with the camera.
At about the same time the object emerged from the clouds and fell down into
the ocean. All five men witnessed this. The QMC took pictures as it rose up
into the clouds and then back down into the ocean once again.
The five men watched for quite a while longer but nothing else happened.
Soon the sub had moved out of visual range and the Captain told all witnesses
that they were never to discuss what they had seen with anyone under any
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circumstances.
He stated that the incident was classified information. The Captain then went
below and sent a radio msg. There was no doubt as to what we had seen.
It was a metal craft with machinery on and around the outside of it. It
appeared to have windows or lenses placed around its perimeter. It made no
noise that we could hear. It did not disturb the subs electrical systems nor did
it affect the gyro compass. It looked very much like a round flying "ship" as in
sea going ship.
It had the shape and form of a saucer with a bowl inverted in the saucer and it
was huge. I will never forget it as long as I live.
When I first saw this craft I believe that my heart literally stopped beating and
I was terrified. The name of the OOD was Ensign Ball. The starboard lookout
was an American Indian seaman that the crew called Geronimo.
The port lookout was a new man who left the sub soon after the return to Pearl
Harbor and his name was Cooper. I do not remember the Captain's name nor
the Chief Quartermaster's name.
This is the first time I have ever mentioned it since the moment that the
Captain told me that it was classified. As far as I know it has never been
reported to the public before this instant.
It should be easy to verify the facts if you can get a copy of the log and/or
contact the other witnesses.
The names should not be too hard to find in the ship's records/logs. I was the
port lookout. I must say that I feel a great uneasiness in posting this, much like
the way I felt in Vietnam when my life was in great danger.

www.ufocasebook.com...

....
Apologies if any of the accounts are reposts-this thread is getting too big to check
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karl 12
  
posted on Nov, 11 2009 @ 04:35 PM

 link   

Interesting Radar UFO report from aboard the Navy Destroyer U.S.S. Dyess, March 1951.


One instance occurred in March 1951 and involved the U.S.S. Dyess, a Navy
destroyer on picket duty about one hundred twenty five miles southeast of Cape
May, New Jersey.
"We were afraid the Russians were going to bomb Washington at that time
because we had gone into Korea," Dr. Robert Wood, a former lieutenant
commander who tracked a UFO, told me.

 new topics

"We were plotting all the aircraft going north and south along the coast and inland
as far as the Appalachians, and any objects that were coming in from the
northeast, the east and the southeast."
At that time, Dr. Wood was the ship's operations officer and an air controller,
manning one of the ship's radars.
"On this particular night – it was about eleven thirty – this object came in from
the east and got within about thirty miles of us when it just stopped dead.
"It had been moving rather slowly, about eighty-five to ninety knots. We didn't
have the altitude-determining radar on at the time and we had to get one of the
operators to come up. When he did, we found the object to be somewhere in the
neighborhood of three thousand to four thousand feet.

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 11 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 12 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 31 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 47 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

"This object gave us a blip on the radar screen about the size of a large aircraft... I

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)

phoned the bridge and they informed the captain, who ordered the ship to head

Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

out in the direction of the object. We'd been loafing along, steaming in circles, and

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook

we didn't have all our boiler power on. We did about as much as we could, about
twenty-two knots, out in that direction.

Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...
"We got within about fifteen miles of that object when it suddenly took off in a

Members : 4 hours ago

northerly direction at a very high rate of speed. It was going so rapidly that as the

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep

radar turned we could see the blip just jumping across the screen. We estimated it
was going five thousand kilometers an hour, or roughly three thousand miles an
hour.
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AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago
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"Then, when it got within thirty five or forty miles of Nantucket, it
suddenly just took off and went straight up!"
"I called the bridge and said, 'We're losing contact, the object is fading,' And the
operator on the altitude-determining radar in the other end of the room said, 'NO!
I've got it! It's a hundred miles high and it's going straight up!’”
The object then faded from the second radar.
"We reported it to the Pentagon, but we never heard anything more about it," said
Dr. Wood, who at the time I talked to him was a professor of astronomy and
director of the observatory at Brevard Community College in Cocoa, Florida.
"That was in 1951," Dr. Wood said. "I knew radar and I knew what it could
do. We didn't have any aircraft that could go that fast, especially after
it came and hovered. And then when it got up near Nantucket, it just
went straight up and disappeared."

www.mufon.com...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on Nov, 11 2009 @ 05:44 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
Note to U.S. Government officials:
We`d appreciate your participation in this thread to help figure out what is happening.

Skyfloating -according to this report the US Navy may have established ET contact in 1924:

 top topics

www.abovetopsecret.com...

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Cheers.

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook

spacevisitor

posted on Nov, 12 2009 @ 03:29 AM

Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

 link   

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags


Originally posted by karl 12

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

Skyfloating -according to this report the US Navy may have established ET contact in
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1924:

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released

www.abovetopsecret.com...

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines

Cheers.

US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe

Thanks for the link karl 12,
Looks very interesting, I go check it out.

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

[edit on 12/11/09 by spacevisitor]

karl 12

posted on Nov, 17 2009 @ 06:28 AM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor

SpaceVisitor -it certainly is an interesting one.
Theres also this strange incident covered in this interview with Cals Svahn from UFO
Sweden.


"There was a great interest," said Clas Svahn at UFO Sweden.
A Swedish pilot in a Draken plane was flying over Småland in a
training exercise in the 1970s. He received the order to break the
exercise and fly towards an unidentified object lying still on the
water.
As he approached the object suddenly shoots straight up - and the
pilot takes up the chase. Despite full speed the pilot soon loses the object
and it is never identified.
The event which confounded the pilot, is just one of the reports recorded in
the world's largest UFO archive in Norrköping in eastern Sweden.

Thread:

www.abovetopsecret.com...
Cheers.
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karl 12

posted on Nov, 17 2009 @ 10:43 AM

Fishermen awakened by 'electric monster'
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16 years after ...


Headlines From July 3, 1893 Tacoma News Ledger Newspaper
Article

Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 3 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

On July 3, 1893 several fishermen were awakened in the middle of the night by
the presence of a strange craft that they described as an "electric monster."
Their watches stopped and the craft/monster emitted electricity and light. The
craft also made a loud sound. Two men were knocked unconscious in the
encounter. The rest of the party fled in terror. They returned and found their
two unconscious friends who were revived. Apparently the two men suffered
no permanent injuries. This is the first known documented encounter with a
UFO in the Pacific Northwest.

www.ufosnw.com...

Newspaper Article (pdf)

www.ufosnw.com...

karl 12

posted on Nov, 17 2009 @ 03:47 PM

Pre-1950's Reports:

1906
Oct 30 16:30hrs -- Deck of the ship 'St Andrew' sailing in the North Atlantic,
some 600 miles NE of Newfoundland, Canada ...... "I saw three meteors fall
into the water dead ahead of the ship one after another at a distance of about
five miles. Although it was daylight, they left a red streak in the air from zenith
to the horizon. Simultaneously the third engineer shouted to me. I then saw a
huge meteor on the port beam falling in a zig-zag manner less than a mile
away to the southward. We could distinctly hear the hissing of water as it
touched. It fell with a rocking motion leaving a broad red streak in its wake.
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The meteor must have weighed several tons, and appeared to be 10 to 15 feet
in diameter. It was saucer shaped which probably accounted for the peculiar
rocking motion. When the mass of metal struck the water the spray and steam
rose to a height of at least 40 feet, and for a few moments looked like the
mouth of a crater. If it had been night, the meteor would have illuminated the
sea for 50 or 60 miles." [Source: NY Times Nov 5 1906]

1909
June 16 - Fishermen located at the port city of Dong Hui, Vietnam saw an
elongated brightly lit object flying over the community for nearly ten minutes.
It then disappeared after plunging into the sea of the cost. [See Modern
Mysteries of the World, p. 168]

1910
July - The crew of a French fishing boat operating off the Normandy coast saw
'a large, black, bird-like object' fall from the sky into the sea, then bounded
back before it fell once more and disappeared under the waves.

1942
Feb 26 - When in the Timor Sea, the cruiser Tromp was approached by a large
aluminum disc that flew at tremendous speed. It then circled the Dutch vessel
for about three to four hours. Finally, it flew off at an estimated speed of
3,000-3,5000mph.

1945
March - Fourteen men on the USAT Delarof in the area of the Aleutian Islands
saw a dark spherical object rise out of the water, circle their ship and fly off to
the south. (Source: UFO Investigator, Vol 4 No 5)

www.miqel.com...

karl 12
posted on Nov, 21 2009 @ 05:34 PM

Operation Mainbrace -UFOs and USOs -1952:

www.abovetopsecret.com...
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karl 12
posted on Nov, 22 2009 @ 04:24 PM

 link   

Bahamas USO:

Saturday, November 7, 2009 - On A Cruise Ship Returning From
The Bahamas Shadow Surrounded By Green Light.
I was on a Cruise returning from Bahamas. It was a clear day. At 5 o'clock I
decided to sit on the deck to wait for the sun to set. It was Halloween on the
ship, so most were dressed in costumes. I started to take pictures of the sun as
it was going down. At about 5:15 I saw this shadow moving across the water. I
looked around to see if anyone else saw it, but there was no one around.
This shadow was surrounded by a green light. I knew no one would believe me
so I took a picture of it. To my amazement the picture came out clear. I was
showing it to others on board, right on the camera. Everyone thought it was
strange. I went to the ships director to make sure there was no hologram sent
out by the ship, since it was Halloween and the ship director said there was no
hologram from this ship and he has never seen anything like it. I truly believe
that I have captured some kind of entity on the water.

the-v-factor-paranormal.blogspot.com...
(Have emailed Brian for the image)
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on Nov, 24 2009 @ 04:01 PM

 link   

U.S Navy MERINT UFO/USO Reporting procedure - documents (pdf):

www.theblackvault.com...

UFOs and the Coast Guard (pdf):

www.theblackvault.com...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on Dec, 6 2009 @ 07:00 AM
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Interesting reading about the USS Geiger:


Date Time - 16-Sep-60 10:00 GMT; Nearest Island/Country Location - Close to
Puerto Rico 19°20'N 75°3'W;
Ship Type of Vessel - USS Geiger USN;
Number of Objects Object Shape Object Size Object Lights/Color - 1 Disk Shape
Large Brightly illuminated;
Motion/ Behavior - 200 mph/ appeared hovering at times and changing direction

freepages.rootsweb.ancestry.com...

rusethorcain
posted on Dec, 12 2009 @ 01:56 PM

 link   

www.ufodata.co.uk...
www.irishufology.net...
More than 50 percent of the UFO sightings have occurred over/coming from/or plunging
into and-or coming out of water. This includes not just oceans…but seas, lakes, and
reservoirs. Of the oceanic USOs…or Unidentified Submersible Objects…which are really
UFOs which also navigate well in Water…one was tracked by the U.S. Navy near Puerto
Rico in 1963.
Many of these objects have been tracked around Puerto Rican ‘Waters’ for years now. On
one training maneuver…a sonar operator detected a sub aqueous object traveling at over
150 knots.
The technicians tracked this object for four days and it also was able to maneuver down
to an incredible depth of 27,000 feet. Submarines circa 1963 were not capable of diving
further than a fraction of a mile into the ocean
The USS Franklin Delanore Roosevelt aircraft carrier was the first naval ship to carry
nuclear weapons . For this reason, many say the USS FDR was also a magnet for USO
sightings. With multiple sightings and multiple reliable eye witnesses…these cases become
hard to debunk. So they are not.
Sept 20 1952 ‘Operation Mainbrace’
A multinational force made up of US & British naval ships. USO approach the FDR and are
witnessed by many people. Apparently a British ship had a close encounter as well.
Sept 20 1952 7:30pm
3 Danish officers participating in the multinational exercises observe a USO approach their
ship. It hovers awhile then disappears. 24hrs later 6 British officers see them emerge from
the water and head towards their ship
1963
An oceanic UFO (some term them USOs or Unidentified Submersible Objects) was tracked
by the U.S. Navy near Puerto Rico. On a training maneuver, a sonar operator detected a
sub aqueous object traveling at over 150 knots. The technicians tracked this object for
four days and it maneuvered down to the incredible depth of 27,000 feet. Submarines of
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1963 could not dive further than a fraction over a mile into the ocean deeps.
Oct 2 1963 - Radar Operator on the FDR
Off the coast of Sardinia, radar operator Jordan noticed a blip on his radar screen. It
moved across his screen at altitudes and faster then anything he had seen before. It
approached the FDR slowed, then just disappeared. He was never able to tell if the craft
went into the water or not.
Rumor has it…’Conclusively’ according to Dr. Steven Greer of The Disclosure Project…that
President Dwight David Eisenhower may have even been present on the FDR during one of
these USO events.
USOs--Underwater Submerged Objects--UFOs that have reportedly been witnessed going
into and out of Earth's oceans.
There is a 'HISTORY CHANNEL' show which features a dive into the Santa Catalina Channel
near Los Angeles to search for trace evidence of a 1992 USO event--a detailed account of
the USS FDR, a magnet for USO and UFOs from the early 1950s until its decommissioning in
the 1970s, with at least eight major sightings.
Australia's famous Tully Water-Crop Circle Case is explored, as well as many other
astounding and recent USO cases from the US and the world. Interviews include USS FDR
veterans Chet Gruisinsky and Harry Jordan, USO researcher Dr. Stephen Greer, and
Australian UFO expert Bill Chaulker.
...edit, these are not my material but taken off the web page included in the post -links
from a UFOlogist who uses the name skylark.

firehazard89
posted on Dec, 13 2009 @ 05:04 AM

 link   

I watched a documentary about these. Something about underground tunnels connecting
to islands in remote areas around the globe. Let's find some answers! (But how?)

karl 12

posted on Dec, 14 2009 @ 02:34 PM
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Jun. 11, 1881:
Between Melbourne and Sydney at sea (Australia).
The two sons of the Prince of Wales, one of them the future king of England, were
cruising aboard "La Bacchante" when an object resembling a fully lighted ship was
seen ("a phantom vessel all aglow").

Nov. 02, 1885:
Scutari (Turkey).
A luminous object circled the harbor. Altitude: 5-6 m. Illuminated the whole
town.Duration: 1 1/2 min, as a bluish-green flame. Then plunged into the sea.
Made several circles above the ferry-boat pier.

Nov. 12, 1887:
Cape Race (Atlantic Ocean).
A huge sphere of fire was observed rising out of the ocean by witnesses aboard the
"Siberian." It rose to an altitude of 16 m, flew against the wind, and came close to
the ship, then "dashed oft" toward the southeast.

Apr. 14, 1897:
Cleveland (Ohio).
Joseph Singler, captain of the "Sea Wing," was fishing with S. H. Davis, of
Detroit,when they saw on the lake what they thought was a ship, about 13 m long,
with a canopy. A man, about 25 years old, wearing a hunting jacket and a cap, was
fishing from the deck of the object. Near him were a
woman and a 10-year old child. When the "Sea Wing" came close to the craft, a
large, colored balloon rose from the object, which flew up with it to an altitude of
about 150 m and circled "like a hawk" before flying away.

Mar. 1945:
Aleutian Islands.
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Aboard the US attack transport "Delarof," 14 sailors saw a dark sphere rise out of
the ocean, follow a curved trajectory, and fly away after
circling their ship.

Sep. 17, 1966:
Cranes Beach (Massachusetts).
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald MacGilvary saw a golden-white, luminous object resting on
the beach, with two bright lights flying in and out of the craft. It went away after
one hour.

Jan. 19, 1966:
Horseshoe Lagoon, near Tully (Australia).
George Pedley, 27, was driving his tractor when he heard a high-pitched sound
and saw a strange gray-blue craft,8 m in diameter, 3 m high, rise from the lagoon
25 m away. It was spinning like a top, rose to 20 m, and
flew to the southwest on a fast, oblique course. Flattened reeds were found in
several places.

The Magonia Database

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

expat2368
posted on Dec, 14 2009 @ 02:46 PM

 link   

reply to post by Lombardy Inn
Far as I know the Navy uses the facility at Indianhead Maryland for analyzing "objects" that
are found and brought in. You might ask about that facility and UFO's

karl 12

posted on Dec, 25 2009 @ 07:25 AM


Originally posted by karl 12
Fishermen awakened by 'electric monster'
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Headlines From July 3, 1893 Tacoma News Ledger Newspaper Article

More on the 'electric monster' sighted of the shores off Tacoma,1893:



"This monster fish, or whatever you may call it, was fully 150 feet long, and at its
thickest part I should judge about thirty feet in circumference. Its shape was
somewhat out of the ordinary in so far that the body was neither round nor flat
but oval, and from what we could see, the upper part of the body was covered with
a very coarse hair. The head was shaped very much like the head of a walrus,
though, of course, very much larger. Its eyes, of which it apparently had six, were
as large around as a dinner plate and were exceedingly dull, and it was about the
only spot on the monster that at one time or another was not illuminated. At
intervals of about every eight feet from its head to its tail, a substance that had the
appearance of a copper band encircled its body, and it was from these many bands
that the powerful electric current appeared to come. The bands nearest the head
seemed to have the strongest electric force, and it was from the first six bands that
the most brilliant lights were emitted. Near the center of its head were two large
horn-like substances, though they could not have been horns for it was through
them that the electrically charged water was thrown (or appeared to be
thrown)."Its tail, from what I could see of it, was shaped like a propeller and
seemed to revolve, and it may be possible that the strange monster pushes himself
through the water by means of this propeller like tail.

cryptozoo-oscity.blogspot.com...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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karl 12

posted on Dec, 27 2009 @ 07:45 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
A fantastic read guys. And the more Im reading the more Im wondering why 98% of UFOLiterature doesnt even mention USOs.

Sky,thats a very,very good question to ponder -after reading all these reports I'd say there
certainly is a connection.
It appears the Russian Navy thinks so to

"I think about underwater bases and say: why not? Nothing should be discarded,” says
Vladimir Azhazha. “Skepticism is the easiest way: believe nothing, do nothing. People
rarely visit great depths. So it’s very important to analyze what they encounter there.”

www.theufostories.com...
Cheers.

rusethorcain
posted on Dec, 27 2009 @ 08:39 AM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
What an idea! Aliens under the sea! You just might have something there Karl.

karl 12

posted on Jan, 4 2010 @ 04:25 PM

 link   


Originally posted by rusethorcain
What an idea! Aliens under the sea! You just might have something there Karl.

Rusethorcain -you never know mate.

U.S. Coast Guard report of March 4, 1988, describing a very interesting UFO over Lake
Erie.

U.S. Coast Guard Encounter with a UFO, 1988
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Full image
keyholepublishing.com...
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[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
 
posted on Jan, 11 2010 @ 05:12 PM

Object Photographed/Videotaped over Vermont Lake:



First let me say I did not witness this directly. Only noticed photographic evidence
upon returning home from vacationing in northern Vermont.
Staying at a camp ground on the north end of Harvey's Lake in the town of West
Barnett, I woke up around 5:30 AM. I grabbed my smokes and camera and
stepped out to the deck of the trailer we were using. There was a fog rising off the
lake and most of Roy Mountain directly south was already 90% covered in fog.
Also a couple of men were in a small boat already on the lake. Very picturesque, so
I took one photo, stepped a few paces forward and took two more photos. It was
the first photo DSCN0402 that the object appears. The other two photos taken
moments later [perhaps 15-25 secs] did not have this bell shaped object.
I then decided to capture some video with this camera because it was so quiet and
still on the lake. Because the camera is new and had only tried the video feature
once before, I did a test of the camera in video mode. This test only lasted 2
seconds, but captured something moving at incredible speed across the sky and
out of sight in only 12 frames or less than a half second.

Footage
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 link   

posted on Jan, 12 2010 @ 03:42 AM

Interesting footage karl 12, seeing the shape in the image it is in my opinion not a bird or
insect or such.
I suppose that when it is projected in its original speed [100%] you don’t even see it.
Thanks for keeping also this marvelous thread ongoing buddy.
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karl 12

 link   


posted on Jan, 13 2010 @ 06:20 PM

reply to post by spacevisitor

Hey bud -don't know what that object was but it was quite a fast one.
Your not wrong about this being a marvellous thread - have sent this to a few colleagues
and they were absolutely gobsmacked with it.
This other Coastguard report from England is a realy interesting one -the report is from
the National Enquirer but it does detail some very intriguing witness testimony.

Eight Coastguards witness flying disc - Officials ordered them to keep quiet

 new topics

Cheers.
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 12 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 13 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

spacevisitor

Diseases and Pandemics : 32 minutes ago

 link   


posted on Jan, 14 2010 @ 01:39 PM

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 48 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!


Originally posted by karl 12

Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago

This other Coastguard report from England is a realy interesting one -the report is from
the National Enquirer but it does detail some very intriguing witness testimony.

Eight Coastguards witness flying disc - Officials ordered them to keep
quiet

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Very interesting case karl 12,

especially due all those witnesses.

Regarding the absence of radar proof I did a search and found this information.

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago
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In the last page of the article of your link

Eight Coastguards witness flying disc - Officials ordered them to keep quiet
is stated.

" Flight Lieutenant David Smith, RAF controller at Plymouth, who was on duty
on the day of the sighting, said.
There was no tracking of a UFO on our radar screen.
None of my men saw anything on the radarscope."

But in this article

www.project1947.com...
about the same case is stated.

” The object was also reported tracked on radar, according to a senior RAF
controller at Plymouth.
“

Interesting is it not?

karl 12

posted on Jan, 27 2010 @ 03:11 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
Spacevisitor, thanks for the reply, thats certainly an interesting contradiction -had a look
around for information on that case everywhere but couldn't find it.
The print is a bit small but this old newspaper article states Kevin Arnold also believed
UFOs and USOs to be one in the same -even back then.

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe

Link

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Cheers.

axcdfj
posted on Feb, 15 2010 @ 05:35 PM

 link   

Hi to all on this thread. This is my first post and I'll just briefly introduce myself here,
since USO particularly interest me in the vast field of UFOs (they feel closer to home..lol)
and I certainly don't mean to hijack this thread.
I am from Fiji and have been interested in this for say, 16yrs now. I have my own theories
some of which relevant I'll try to spill here.
Firstly, I have read this thread sometime back briefly and I am familiar with the historical
cases and seen just about 3 documentaries or so ever made regarding USOs.
Recently I also read the book Invisible residents by Ivan T. Sandersan. It too has a lot of
case histories and is well suited to someone starting out in this field.
One of my theories that I believe so to fit right in is as follows. Since alien abduction
related implants are a reality and they are devices so small but yet transmit a frequency
on the lower range (as proven by Dr. Roger Lier's studies), I believe that these devices
cannot transmit to the farthest reaches of outer space but could well be propagating their
way down to undersea through the earth and offcourse water where these beings may be
basing themselves, some either temporary or more longterm. Long wave frequencies and
the like are known to propagate through earth.
This has made sense to me so far. Another thing that has also made a bit of sense is what
Maximillian had put forward in UFO Hunters doc regarding the way USOs enter the water
without making a splash. They seem to be opening up a tunnel in the water in front of the
craft in which they travel in.
Clearly, these vehicles are anti-gravity machines as everyone know, no doubt but it is my
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belief that the so called "flying saucers" or UFOs-USOs don't fly at all but rather SKIP but
the skips are so close between skips that when observed gives the illusion of continuous
flight or flying.
They definitely must be having a controlled anti-gravity field around them keeps them
hovering and make funny angle turns. This with some other electromagnetic technology is
aiding them in underwater propulsion without "shifting" or waving water.
Off course, there have been numerous reports of USOs splashing down into water and
creating loud noises. But these can safely be said as malfunctions in their craft due
decent. They and their tech is also not perfect just a lot advanced than ours.

 active topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 4 • : DISRAELI

The Matrix as real

A question for Skyfloating:

The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen

Hi, could you please elaborate as to where you had your USO sighting in Fiji and probably
at what time?

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3N-

Many thanks.

16 years after ...

Political Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

[edit on 15-2-2010 by axcdfj]

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

axcdfj
posted on Feb, 15 2010 @ 08:25 PM

 link   

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

Also check this article:

www.indiadaily.com...
The underground UFO bases in the world
India daily Technology Team
Oct. 22, 2006

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

There are approximately 2000 sites all over the world that is suspected to be underground
UFO bases. These bases are deep in the tectonic plates in the continental crust. Some
times they are more than 30 miles deep almost at the end of the earth’s crust. The
thicker the crust, there is more probabilities of UFO bases.
India-China Himalayan border areas are very active because of thickest crust there. At the
same time where tectonic plates do not fold but slide against each other there is little
UFO activities there.
For example in yellow Stone National Park there are no UFO bases because of lava
reservoir so close to the crust.
Underwater UFO bases are countless. They unidentified objects under ocean are called
USO – Unidentified submerged objects. These are some of the fastest submarines that
operate deep under the oceans with all the characteristics of speed, propulsion and
stealth of UFOs.
According to some of the geophysicists, the underwater UFO bases in the region caused
the last major Tsunami in Sumatra. Many also believe, this extraterrestrial civilization can
cause artificial volcanoes and very strong earthquakes, mudslides and Tsunamis.
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Recent North Korean nuke tests show how deep infrastructures can be put underground.
The deepest UFO bases near the India-China Himalayan border are very active. Neither
security from Indian side or Chinese side will allow you to go near those sites.

Thundr

posted on Mar, 7 2010 @ 07:01 PM

 link   

I am new here but have several questions that I wonder if they can be answered? First,
what if the supposed aliens are not from another planet but from our blue world. Life
began in the sea, what if there is another species that evolved and stayed in the ocean,
they would be millions of years more advanced than us. Another question that I have is a
physics one. What if the so called ships that we are seeing are filled a liquid other than a
gas to breathe, how would that react on bodies suspended in that said fluid? Could that
explain how a body could withstand the massive G forces that are pulled when the crafts
make the drastic changes in direction that have been witnessed? If these beings are from
our oceans then they would reside in the lower depths of our oceans far from our prying
eyes where the pressure is extreme, could that also have a effect on bodies in the ship?
Moving through water is alot harder than moving through air and if they have mastered
that then moving through our atmosphere would a breeze (No pun intended) for them.
These questions probably have been posed before but I have a very curious mind and need
answers.
Thanks

baddmove

posted on Mar, 9 2010 @ 05:59 PM

 link   

Well, this is a great thread, i have been reading it for the past 2 hours and i must say that
there is quite a bit going on in our worlds waters that make it hard to be an un-believer in
such things as USO's or even UFO's for that matter
so much info in here that i think i have a headache now..

karl 12
posted on Apr, 7 2010 @ 03:33 PM

 link   

reply to post by baddmove
Baddmove, this thread certainly is a bit of an addictive one and I agree that the USO
subject is a very difficult one to dismiss (perhaps thats why debunkers never address it in
the first place

).

Heres a great presentation by WaterUFO's Carl Feindt where he goes into pretty
comprehensive detail about some of the accounts.
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Watch later

Share

Watch later

Share

Watch later

Share
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Cheers.

anon72
posted on Apr, 7 2010 @ 03:44 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
I see there are reports from 1800 about Lake Erie. And, there was a recent thread about
mysterious lights over a 10 day period-recently. I wonder it they all had seen the same
type of thing-maybe specific to the Lake Erie area?


CLEVELAND -- A photo taken on March 11, 2010, for the sixth consecutive
night, Eugene Erlikh said a bizarre series of lights flickered outside his
apartment building window. Erich, 20 said, “It gets bright, brighter, different
colors and then it gets dim and as soon as it gets dim, it starts moving.”
Source: www.nationalufocenter.com...

judge360
 
posted on Apr, 7 2010 @ 09:08 PM

This is an awesome thread you guy's have done a fantastic job of presenting all the
information.
Ive been reading it for few hours now and i'm only on page 15 lol.
Excellent work
p.s how do i star and flag i havnt been here long so please ignore my ignorance.
Thanks
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[edit on 7-4-2010 by judge360]

anon72
posted on Apr, 7 2010 @ 09:18 PM

 link   

reply to post by judge360
You can Flag the thread at the top of each page,on left side. You'll see the Flag box. To
star, go to page 1 of the thread-to the original post. At the end of his long list of blue
stars, you'll see an uncolored star-click that one.

judge360
posted on Apr, 7 2010 @ 09:32 PM

 link   


Originally posted by anon72
reply to post by judge360

You can Flag the thread at the top of each page,on left side. You'll see the Flag box. To
star, go to page 1 of the thread-to the original post. At the end of his long list of blue
stars, you'll see an uncolored star-click that one.

Thank you, very much appreciated
Now starred and Flagged

grandnic

posted on Apr, 8 2010 @ 12:37 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Thundr
I am new here but have several questions that I wonder if they can be answered? First,
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what if the supposed aliens are not from another planet but from our blue world. Life
began in the sea, what if there is another species that evolved and stayed in the ocean,
they would be millions of years more advanced than us. Another question that I have is a
physics one. What if the so called ships that we are seeing are filled a liquid other than a
gas to breathe, how would that react on bodies suspended in that said fluid? Could that
explain how a body could withstand the massive G forces that are pulled when the crafts
make the drastic changes in direction that have been witnessed? If these beings are from
our oceans then they would reside in the lower depths of our oceans far from our prying
eyes where the pressure is extreme, could that also have a effect on bodies in the ship?
Moving through water is alot harder than moving through air and if they have mastered
that then moving through our atmosphere would a breeze (No pun intended) for them.
These questions probably have been posed before but I have a very curious mind and
need answers.
Thanks

I'm no physicist but I know the underwater environnement pretty well.
Since water (like all liquids) is incompressible (for all pratical purpose) having a craft
filled with water instead of air would permit this craft to go to the deepest parts of the
oceans without the problems associated with our submarines and crafts. I'd think that a
craft filled with water would suffer less from G forces associated with acceleration
because the pressure waves would not affect the liquid but I may be wrong here. There
are members here who are way more knowledgeable than I about physics.
By the same logic, a creature living in the depths of the oceans would have less problem
with pressure if they don't have cavities filled with gases like the humans have. It is those
cavities that cause the problems associated with diving since all gases are compressible.
Cheers

karl 12
posted on Apr, 13 2010 @ 07:17 AM

Interesting reading about the Office of Naval Intelligence:



Air Intelligence Division Study No. 203 with the help of the Office of Naval
Intelligence presents the first important clue that the Pentagon was well aware of
the phenomenon's marine nature.[
This document is one of the rarest documents in the national archives
linking the Office of Naval Intelligence to any association with the
investigation of the phenomenon and offers an early clue that the
study of the UFO phenomenon did not fall totally within the realm of
the Air Force. Could the naval UFO experience be more involved than
the air force? Is there a possibility that the Navy had years ago created
a special secret group to investigate the strange aerial and marine
manifestations? These questions are unequaled in importance in
understanding the UFO phenomenon and the evolution of the modern
UFO cover-up. Air Intelligence Division Study No. 203 represents the
tip of an iceberg, of naval involvement with the phenomenon that has
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gone unrecognized for over a hundred years.
A considerable collection of data indicates Naval experience with the phenomenon
dated back to the turn of the century and the Navy had accumulated more
knowledge and experience with the phenomenon than was previously known. The
first journal to routinely publish reports about the phenomenon as early as the
1900's was the U.S. Naval Hydrographic Office's "Notice To Mariners". And the
first name given to the enigmatic phenomenon by that same office was "Celestial
Phenomenon" seen at sea. Almost fifty years later the air force would call these
same enigmatic objects "Unidentified Flying Objects".
One account published in "Notice to Mariners" provides insight into an early
serious naval interest in the enigmatic phenomenon. As curious sightings of
strange flying objects seen at sea are nothing new in marine history. This one case
in particular had the potential to affect and shape naval interest in the
phenomenon early in the century more than any other UFO sighting.

Link

karl 12

posted on Apr, 23 2010 @ 08:52 AM

 link   


Originally posted by grandnic
Since water (like all liquids) is incompressible (for all pratical purpose) having a craft
filled with water instead of air would permit this craft to go to the deepest parts of the
oceans without the problems associated with our submarines and crafts. I'd think that a
craft filled with water would suffer less from G forces associated with acceleration
because the pressure waves would not affect the liquid but I may be wrong here. There
are members here who are way more knowledgeable than I about physics.

Grandnic, that's certainly some very interesting speculation - there's a few other related
theories on this thread about flight charateristics and it appears many of these objects
are witnessed performing strange manoeuvres both in and out of the water - here's a very
interesting report from two pilots of a passenger jet over the Atlantic ocean in 1977:


Pilots Witness Two UFOs separate and One USO Submerge

December 22, 1977.
"We were out about six hundred miles over the Atlantic at 21,000 feet heading in
to Logan. The weather was clear except for some widely scattered clouds beneath
us. It was 11:40 p.m. and I had a guy by the name of Slim Dickson as co-pilot. We
had just been having a cup of coffee and Slim had set his cup on the panel next to
his right elbow. As he put the cup down, he glanced out to what would be between
one and two o'clock, and suddenly he grabs me by the arm.
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"Reflexively I swiveled my head to look at him and caught this dazzle of twinkling
lights coming at us from the starboard side, just ahead, and appearing maybe
about fifty feet below. Instantly Slim and I realized that whatever the thing was, it
was moving in a hurry, that it was entirely too close, and appeared to be about to
cross in front of, or about to collide with us. And it was huge!
"I slammed on some power, hauled the nose up and prayed we'd go
over top of that thing. Just as we started to climb, this thing swept
straight up, did an impossible right angle turn and begins to pace us. I
don't see how ANYTHING could have executed a maneuver like that -- I
mean almost a simultaneous two-directional turn -- up and to the
right, not to mention coming to damned near a dead stop"
"We couldn't detect any sound, see any prop or jet wash, nor see any exhaust. It
just kept flashing a lot of lights around the middle. Once we leveled off again, the
thing stayed just ahead of us off to our right and we had a chance to observe it.We
couldn't see any hard outline or shape to it but, you could tell it was circular
because of the lights...
"I don't mind telling you I was nervous as hell, and Slim, he was chalk white and
scared stiff. It suddenly occurred to me...what if the passengers are watching that
thing? What am I going to tell them? I didn’t want panic back there, so I buzzed
the stewardess. When she came on the phone I asked her how things were back
there? She answered, "Okay, why?" l said, “Oh, nothing, Just checking.” l figured
as long as she hadn’t made any mention of the thing out there, then evidently none
of the passengers had spotted it. The object may just have been far enough
forward to be out of their sight line.
"Now comes, the wacky part of the whole thing. While we were
watching the UFO, suddenly this other glowing thing drops out from
underneath it. The damned thing drops out from underneath it. The
damned thing looked a neon-green smoke ring. It dropped away from
the larger UFO down toward the water … and submerged! We saw the
glowing green circle of water where it went in, and then the glow
disappeared!
“Seconds later, two more green rings dropped out. The second one
dropped away and submerged like the first one, but the third one
dropped down and then shot straight ahead to disappear toward the
coast".

Full report

Cheers.

karl 12

posted on May, 2 2010 @ 09:54 AM

MUFON report - Canadian Frigate Encounter
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NOVA SCOTIA -- My father was on a frigate heading back to port in 1951.
Sometime during a calm and sunny afternoon, the area in which they were
traveling became very dark and the electrical power on board the ship shorted out
and caused total blackness. My dad was hailed to the bridge noticed along with
other shipmate’s six glowing lights in the water on the port side of the ship.

He stated. “The lights were about seven fathoms down, and too cylindrical in
shape to be coral.” The story gets more interesting as the men seemed to have
amnesia during this experience. Now the strangest of all by the time they were
contacted by their Canadian military port they were 100 miles off course. They
were also two days late in returning to port and did not even realize the two-day
difference. They were told never to speak of the incident by their captain and some
officials. Dad is turning 80, and this day is embedded in his mind and probably to
the rest of the crew. Photo is the Frigate HMCS Winnipeg. Thanks to MUFON

Link

cagliostro

posted on May, 3 2010 @ 03:30 PM

 link   

Just an amazing thread with so much information here--I thought I knew more than most
"normal people" given my having read a handful of books on the topic of ufo's, but now I
see I have a LOT to learn.
The cases from the 19th century and earlier are really interesting, as obviously these
witnesses would not be confusing what they saw with terrestrial aircraft.

karl 12
posted on May, 9 2010 @ 07:06 PM

 link   


Originally posted by cagliostro
Just an amazing thread with so much information here--I thought I knew more than most
"normal people" given my having read a handful of books on the topic of ufo's, but now I
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see I have a LOT to learn.

Cagliostro, we're all in the same boat mate.
Don't know if you've read this book but it's a very good one about the USO subject:


Invisible Residents -Ivan T Sanderson.


Description:
A unique contribution to the study of the UFOs, originally published over 30 years
ago, this updated edition includes new photographs and illustrations, and an
extensive Foreword by David Hatcher Childress discussing more recent
Underwater UFOs--now called USOs--Unidentified Submersible Objects. In the
last 30 years, new sightings have occurred and new information on old sightings
has come forth through the Freedom of Information Acts in the USA, Britain and
Australia. These curious incidents during official military maneuvers raise many
questions:

•do the British and Americans have underwater military bases capable of
launching UFOs?
•could the ultimate docking stations for some of the UFOs seen constantly around
the world be deep in our oceans?
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•could these still-operational underwater docking bases have been built in our
distant past by extraterrestrials?
Sanderson chronicles hundreds of curious unidentified underwater object
incidents, many which emerge from the water to fly through the air, and draws
some startling conclusions.

Author:
Ivan T. Sanderson was born in the UK and was a British Military Intelligence
Officer during WWII. Friends with Ian Fleming, he moved to the USA in the
1950s, settled in New Jersey and formed the Society for the Investigation of the
Unexplained (SITU). He has appeared numerous times on TV, including The
Tonight Show; his numerous books include Ivan T. Sanderson’s Book of Jungles;
Abominable Snowmen: Legend Come to Life; Things; The Unexplained; and
others.

Link

Cheers.

Software_Pyrate
posted on May, 17 2010 @ 01:46 PM

 link   

Excellent thread s+f
Best thread I have read yet

the404man
posted on May, 17 2010 @ 02:12 PM

 link   

i think aliens are fallen angels
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karl 12

 link   

posted on May, 19 2010 @ 02:55 PM

Dan Willis from the U.S. Navy discussing a priority message concerning a 70 foot glowing
elliptical object emerging from the Alaskan ocean:

Disclosure Project - Dan Willis
Watch later

Share
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Software_Pyrate
posted on May, 26 2010 @ 09:11 AM

Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

 link   

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

reply to post by karl 12
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Members : 4 hours ago
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Dang...bet he knew about some stuff...huh..
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Is there any levels higher than his? President...4 star General....

Skyfloating

posted on Jun, 17 2010 @ 01:38 PM

 link   

Related USO Thread

karl 12
posted on Sep, 8 2010 @ 09:43 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Software_Pyrate
reply to

post by karl 12

TOP SECRET CRYPTO LEVEL 14 EXTRA SENSITIVE MATERIAL CLEARANCE.
Is there any levels higher than his? President...4 star General....

SP, have no idea mate - could you shed any more light on the matter?
Cheers.

calumet
posted on Oct, 28 2010 @ 04:11 PM

 link   

yeah i know bumbing old threads is not cool but i can not create new threads.
i don´t know if it was posted before here (i used the search but haven´t found it)
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FlyInTheOintment

posted on Nov, 18 2010 @ 02:10 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating


Sir W.S. Harris characterized this Catalogue as the commencement of a store
of valuable facts. The account of the brig Victoria was to him most interesting.
He had no doubt it was an electrical phenomenon, exemplifying what Prof.
Faraday had described under the name of the glow discharge. Indeed, he had
himself imitated the phenomenon artificially; and had recorded a similar fact
which had occurred to a vessel when sailing close on a wind under reefed
topsails. They saw bearing down from windward, straight on the ship, two
wheels of fire, which the men described as rolling mill-stones of fire. When
they came near, an awful crash took place, the topmasts were shivered to
pieces, and the crew experienced the same overpowering sulphurous stench.
The phenomena were thus accounted for: - a highly-charged thunder-cloud
was brought down by the wind on the ship; its distance from the sea, though
beyond the striking distance, admitted of the "glow discharge," which
produced the appearance of the balls or wheels of fire that so alarmed the
men. When the cloud came near the ship, its masts brought it within striking
distance, - when a discharge or thunder-clap took place. The sulphurous
stench was a concomitant of such discharges.
"Eighteenth Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science.” Athenæum.
With thanks to researcher Chris Aubeck for finding and contributing the text
to this site.
Original source: The Malta Times (newspaper), 18 August 1845.
Secondary source: “Report on Observations of Luminous Meteors, 1860-62”,
Report of
the British Association for the Advancement of Science 31 (1861):30-31.

I find this to be even more fascinating than the account of three luminous bodies that rose
out of the water, which preceded the above extract in the article.

'two wheels of fire, which the men described as rolling mill-stones
of fire. When they came near, an awful crash took place, the
topmasts were shivered to pieces...'

 active topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 4 • : DISRAELI

Sounds like classic flying saucer territory to me?! I would posit that any UFO capable of
flight at 18000mph (or similar amazing properties of flight/ OOP in timeline) would be
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The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen
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capable of being a USO as well. Saucer shape might be quite handy underwater as well as
in the air.

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

Great thread - one of the ATS classics.

16 years after ...
Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

Removed from the statue debate

karl 12

Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

posted on Nov, 19 2010 @ 04:34 AM

 link   

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

reply to post by FlyInTheOintment

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

FlyInTheOintment, that is indeed a very interesting incident and it´s quite suprising just
how many UFO/USO witnesses report a ´sulphurous stench´ - fascinating stuff.

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 89 • : jidnum

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities


Originally posted by FlyInTheOintment

Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area

Great thread - one of the ATS classics.

Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 389 • : SammyB0476

It sure is.

karl 12
posted on Nov, 24 2010 @ 08:33 AM

 link   


Originally posted by calumet

Fishermen capture military jets chasing UFO into Sea in Spa

what do u think?
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Hi Calumet, I think that video was exposed as a CGI hoax.
Cheers.

karl 12
posted on Dec, 21 2010 @ 01:54 PM

 link   

Account from New Hampsire - 1800s:

Ossipee

In the central, eastern part of the state is Ossipee Lake, an area sacred to the
Indians. In 1800, an Indian burial ground was discovered, an area that contained
ten thousand bodies arranged in concentric circles. There are numerous
‘kettle’ lakes in the area that were carved out of glaciers during the ice
ages, and ancient volcanoes ring the area. Some of the ponds are
considered bottomless and may be connected to each other by volcanic
vents. It is said that UFO’s have been seen plunging into these deep
ponds.”

New Hampshire UFO

karl 12

posted on Jan, 9 2011 @ 01:04 PM

 link   

USO report from aboard the British Steamer 'Patna' from May, 1880 - taken from the 1965
book 'Anatomy of a Phenomenon' by Jaques Vallee:
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JoseChung
posted on Jan, 9 2011 @ 01:28 PM

 link   


Originally posted by calumet
yeah i know bumbing old threads is not cool but i can not create new threads.
i don´t know if it was posted before here (i used the search but haven´t found it)

Fishermen capture military jets chasing UFO into Sea in Spa

www.youtube.com...
what do u think?
edit on 28-10-2010 by calumet because: (no reason given)

Just watch the jets closely. They disappear at certain points, so it has to be CGI.
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spacevisitor

posted on Jan, 9 2011 @ 01:29 PM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
USO report from aboard the British Steamer 'Patna' from May, 1880 - taken from the 1965
book 'Anatomy of a Phenomenon' by Jaques Vallee:

Hi buddy, always good to see you around, very interesting sighting/story, thanks for
posting.
This case was also reported in Carl Feindt's site.

www.waterufo.net...

karl 12

posted on Jan, 10 2011 @ 04:09 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
Hey my friend, good call and I must have missed that one - Carl Feindt is certainly a
knowlegeable chap when it comes to USO research.
There was a very interesting video presentation by him over on this thread but it appears
to have been removed from Youtube - what a bummer - the radio interview is quite good
though.
Cheers!

karl 12

posted on Jan, 11 2011 @ 05:12 PM

Undersea UFO Activity in Bajo Molle, Chile:
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Source: NOUFA (Noticiero Ufológico Autonomo)
Chile: More Reports from Bajo Molle

According to Alejandro Dávalos, [NOUFA] correspondent in Iquique, sightings are
ongoing and increasing in Bajo Molle, Iquique – UFO activity that NOUFA has
been reporting on for quite some time.
On this occasion it was night watchman Ricardo González Monrroy
who saw a shining white light emerge from the sea on the night of
Tuesday the 14th at 12:50 p.m.. The light blinked a few times,
suspended in the air for a few moments, and then began moving
horizontally toward the south before vanishing in the horizon. These
strange lights do not make any sound whatsoever and are very bright.
Moreover, on Friday the 17th of this month [December 2010], Mr.
Edison Coronado, a draftsman for a company, left his office late at
10:00 p.m and became aware of a very bright light approaching land
from the sea’s horizon. Given that it wasn’t a commercial airline route,
he was startled by the light and stayed behind to look at it. As it grew
closer, he was able to describe the light as a large moving star. When it
was overhead, it stopped for a few seconds before accelerating,
vanishing in a matter of seconds. Next, three luminous spots appeared
in the place where it had disappeared, forming a triangle that blinked
for a few moments before fading away.

more

daveyboy1991
posted on Jan, 20 2011 @ 11:13 PM

 link   


Originally posted by calumet
yeah i know bumbing old threads is not cool but i can not create new threads.
i don´t know if it was posted before here (i used the search but haven´t found it)

Fishermen capture military jets chasing UFO into Sea in Spa
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www.youtube.com...
what do u think?
edit on 28-10-2010 by calumet because: (no reason given)

Its a film being made called "EL OVNI GALLEGO"

karl 12
posted on Feb, 2 2011 @ 03:14 AM

 link   

More USO testimony from Colares:


"Sometimes the UFOs go into the water. I’ve seen blue lights moving around
under the water, and I’ve seen them come out. It just goes up and away in a
northern direction, up and down in a wavy motion toward the ocean…It began
with lights all over Colares… sometimes in the shape of a hat, round, discs, like an
umbrella… They seemed to come from way high up from many places, one from
the sky, one from the bay… They put out a strong light, too bright to see a shape.
The light was blinding. One time we saw three or four objects come together into
one big one. They seemed to come from different directions and then joined
together. Many times we could see them going across the island toward Belém.
They didn’t make any noise. Very silent. “One time we saw many UFOs coming out
of the water at the same time, one, two, three, four… Many lights came out of the
water. Huge objects went into the water, came down and went into the water."
Rosio Oliveira - Colares, Brazil, 1977

Hostile UFO Encounters: Colares, 1977

Skyfloating
  
posted on Mar, 5 2011 @ 03:15 AM

 link   

We found so much stuff when fishing for USOs that maybe we can assume that their bases,
in order to hide from humans, are not mainly on earths surface but more frequently
underwater. If they have bases here they would probably be remote.

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 5 2011 @ 04:21 AM
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Originally posted by Skyfloating
We found so much stuff when fishing for USOs that maybe we can assume that their
bases, in order to hide from humans, are not mainly on earths surface but more
frequently underwater.
If they have bases here they would probably be remote.

It seems that they are not all that remote Skyfloating, it looks very clear that one of them
is near Puerto Rico.
karl 12 did made this interesting thread about that hotspot.

Originally posted by karl 12
...it looks like there exists an almost unprecedented number of USO/UFO reports,
accounts and testimonies coming from the island of Puerto Rico - it seems the place is a
veritable hotbed for bizarre reports, strange sightings and freaky incidents.

www.abovetopsecret.com...

This is one interesting case I posted in this tread,

THE UNDERWATER BASE.
Cardenas describes being taken to a beach and flown into the ocean, beneath
the surface and into what appears to be a tunnel. The walls of the tunnel are
translucent and like solidified water. The water does not appear to touch the
surface of the craft, but is separated from the craft by an airspace.
Panoramic scenes of earth are shown to him on a wall on television-like
screens. He sees images of a ship, an airplane, a mountain. The scenes include
some from Communist China where, he is told, something good for the world
is going to happen soon. That the aliens are in control of the Chinese people.
He is shown an obelisk with a “tomb” beneath it containing “controls.”

reply to post by spacevisitor
Then is here another interesting article, because of copyright I cannot post more.
Title: ALIENS UNDER THE SEA; Forget UFOs, something fishy is going on in the Caribbean.
Are Unidentified Submergible Objects the latest space menace? Judge the facts for
yourself.
Source: The Daily Mail (London, England) (Nov 11, 2000)

'If you look at the evidence and still do not believe something very odd is going
on in Puerto Rico, you've brought scepticism to an art form.
Anyone who does not believe in alien activity should be required to prove why
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they don't, rather than the other way round.' So just what are these claims that
so challenge conventional wisdom?
In short, the U.S. Naval officer claims that Puerto Rico is the site of a huge
subterranean alien base - a secret complex extending deep below the ocean,
constructed by aliens and visited frequently by their craft.
The officer said: 'We know that in the subsoil of the south-west of Puerto Rico
there is an enormous subterranean facility, which extends under the sea as far
as Mona Island.
'It is a base of "something" or "someone" that is not from here, that appears to
be "extraterrestrial". We have been following and watching the situation for
many years - and we know that they are down there.'

wikispooks.com...

edit on 5/3/11 by spacevisitor because: Made a correction

karl 12
posted on Apr, 3 2011 @ 07:08 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
We found so much stuff when fishing for USOs that maybe we can assume that their
bases, in order to hide from humans, are not mainly on earths surface but more
frequently underwater. If they have bases here they would probably be remote.

Sky, it certainly is quite a shocker just how many reports are out there and, after reading
through this entire thread again, I realy don't think it's that outlandish to speculate there
may well be underwater bases out there - I started another thread about the Office of
Naval Intelligence's involvement in the UFO subject and it seems they also could be up
there in terms of investigation and collation of reports.

Thread
Anyhoo - here's another very interesting UFO/USO incident for the collection sourced by
Easynow over on another board, I couldn't see it already posted but then I was nearly
crosseyed after going through 35 pages of USO reports.


UFO-USO with "Fins" paces Aircraft then Dives into Ocean - Bass Strait,
Australia
RAF Supermarine Spitfire

In mid-February 1942–five years before Roswell–Lt. William Brennan of the
Royal Australian Air ForceÂ was on patrol over the Bass Strait south of
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Melbourne, Australia, on the lookout for Japanese submarines or long-range
German U-boats. Fishermen in the area had reported mysterious lights bobbing
on the sea at night, and after the Japanese attack on Darwin on February 19, the
Allied High Command was urging the strictest vigilance.
The air patrol was flying a few miles east of the Tasman Peninsula about 5:50 P.M.
on a sunny evening when a strange aircraft of a glistening bronze color suddenly
emerged from a cloud bank near them. The object was about 150 feet long and
approximately 50 feet in diameter. Lt. Brennan saw that the peculiar craft had a
dome or cupola on its upper surface and he thought that he might have seen
someone inside wearing a helmet.
The unidentified aerial craft flew parallel to the RAAF patrol for
several minutes, then it abruptly turned away and dived straight down
into the Pacific. Lt. Brennan emphasized that the USO made a dive, not
a crash, into the ocean; and he added that before the craft left them, he
noticed what appeared to be four finlike appendages on its underside.

link

Cheers.

Immortalgemini527

 link   

posted on Apr, 3 2011 @ 07:14 PM

i share the foundation over the internet and i am very proud to say that i was the first one
on alot of other forums within the last 13 years to bring to light about the uso,i am
probaly the only human on earth that has seen the uso and ufo up close and
personnel,most likly the only human that will only tell the world the truth that the
triangle space ship has only and will ever be the ufo in the sky,and the uso is the pcture
below.

ts3.mm.bing.net...
Rg7Qc1s%2fTMdOza09lkI%2fAAAAAAAABUY%2fbuOaGONXSuk%2fs400%2fAncient%252BAirplane%2
target='_blank' class='tabOff'/>

 

The uso reptillien aliens only came out when the oceans rumbled to much,when the
vibrations was felt within the sea.
OUT OF ALL ACCOUNTS IN THE WORLD ON THE USO.
Hard cor conclusive evidence starts in world war 1 and 2.those are the best out of all the
evidence in the world.
there are others ,but thats when they came out in droves,thats when the world would of
noticed them,they was not playing...they was ready!!!
edit on 3-4-2011 by Immortalgemini527 because: (no reason given)
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karl 12
  
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 06:46 PM

 link   

Amazing incident from Puerto Rico (again)
1977, Mayaquez, Puerto Rico Two Large Glowing UFOs Enter & Emerge from Ocean

Two large glowing UFOs drifted slowly over a Puerto Rican city, settled down
in the Atlantic Ocean about a mile off shore and appeared to go into and out of
the ocean a number of times as about two thousand people watched.
Two fishermen in a boat nearby were so frightened they could hardly get their
motor started, and some people on shore thought the world had come to an
end. The incident occurred in Mayagüez, Puerto Rico’s third largest city,
located on the western end of the island.

 new topics

The objects were first seen around nine to nine thirty in the evening on
September 13, 1977. The first object vanished after half an hour or so but the
second was seen moving about Mayagüez Bay for hours, finally disappearing
around three in the morning.

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

“A lot of people were afraid,” said Mayagüez Police Sergeant Ramon Ramirez.

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

He watched the objects for a while but then devoted the rest of the night to
keeping an eye on the crowds and the traffic. “It was a strange object to them
and they didn't know what it was.”
One of the witnesses was Juan Perez Rodriguez, then twenty six, who operated
a hamburger stand on the beach where the biggest crowd gathered.
“Some people were frightened, especially old people,” he said. “They were
afraid. They didn't know what it was. Some people thought these were things
of God and thought it was the end of the world.”
Rafael Lopez and his half brother, Arturo Rivera, were in a boat out in the bay
fishing when one of the objects came down near them. Both were frightened
and they went into shore.
He and Rivera, then thirty six, had been fishing since four in the afternoon
about half a mile from shore. They were due west of Columbus Landing, a
housing development along the bay. Lopez said they saw only one of the
objects. That was at about nine thirty in the evening.
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Cricket Sound

“It just appeared close to us. We didn't see where it came from. We just all of a
sudden noticed it close to us in the water, and when we first saw it, it looked
small, and then it seemed to grow very large.
“We were hearing a sound like a cricket screeching. I had the impression it was
a cricket inside the boat. I've had crickets in the boat before and all you have to
do is pound on the sides of the boat and they usually shut up. But as much as
we pounded, it didn't quiet. It kept on making sounds.
“As long as we didn't move, the object stayed steady in the water and seemed
to get smaller and then larger. And when it got larger, it got much brighter and
then it would change colors. When it would grow brighter, it would get from
like yellow to an orange color.
“I've been a fisherman for a long time and I've been out on that water for a
long time and I've never seen anything like what I saw that night.” Asked what
he thought the object was, Lopez said: “In my opinion, it was a UFO, a flying
saucer."

Police Lieutenant corellates sighting from shore:

Mayagüez Police Lieutenant Cesar Grácia watched the objects most of the
night. Other fishermen were on the shore that night, he said, but the police
wouldn’t let them go out in boats to investigate because of possible danger.
“But the fishermen said very clearly they had no intention of going out there
for any reason."
Grácia, who was in charge of the police shift that night, said he watched the
objects off and on from about nine o'clock until one in the morning. He was in
a patrol car by himself when he first noticed one of the lights.
“I saw something in the sky that I didn't know what it was,” Grácia said. “It
was over Highway Two about fifteen hundred feet, a large, lighted ball about
six feet in diameter. It was going toward the beach very slowly.”
He was headed for the Mayagüez Hilton Hotel in the hills on the north side of
the city at the time and he continued on to the hotel.
“I was in the parking lot of the Hilton when they called me from the police
department,” Grácia said. “They told me to go to the beach because a great
many people were watching this object.

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

“When I got there, the object was already hovering over the water
about two or three miles off the beach. There were about five
hundred people watching. There are about four public housing areas right
there and all the people from the housing areas were there.

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing

“I saw one light coming down but when I got to the beach I noticed there were
two objects in the water, not together but about a mile away from each other.

Bubba Smollett

World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags
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Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

Thank you members of ATS.
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They were hovering over the water, right about at the water level.
“Because of the distance I couldn’t tell if it was a few feet over the water or if
they were actually touching the water. The first object stayed about an hour
but the second one lasted at least four hours.

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Police flooded with calls:

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
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Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags


"People came out of their houses to see the view and people came in cars,
parked on the side of the street and went to the beach to see what was
happening. I stayed until midnight, mostly keeping an eye on the group so
there wouldn’t be any problems.”
Ramirez said he stayed until about midnight directing traffic. In describing the
object as he first saw it, he said: "It was pretty high, like an orange-yellow
light. I don't know exactly the size. As it came down it got larger. It was pretty
good sized.
“The police got many, many phone calls, all night. We called the Coast Guard
but they didn’t come. They said it wasn't an emergency.”
Asked what he thought the objects were, Ramirez said, “I think they were
mystery objects. I was impressed by what I saw."
Mayagüez Police Lieutenant Luis Comacho didn't see the objects but said:
"There were many other officers who saw this."
Juan Perez, who owns the hamburger stand on the beach, said: “A friend got
worried and called me at home because there were too many cars in our
parking lot. I came over about ten o'clock and I saw one of the objects.
“It was about the size of a basketball, very bright, yellowish-orange.
It was about two hundred feet high and then it went down and
stayed close to the water and disappeared into the water. It hit the
water and the light just faded away.
“The second one came up and went down again, sometimes like it turned on
and off. It just came up and down again and it was steady. It went in and out of
the water about ten times. It took about four or five minutes each way. It
would go about twenty feet above the water and come back down.”
He said a hundred to a hundred fifty cars were parked in the lot next to his
hamburger stand “and about seven or eight hundred people. I sold plenty that
night. I sold four hundred dollars more than what I usually make!

Object submerges:

Luis Baez, who also lived at Columbus Landing, said: “I was playing pool and
someone said, 'Look!' I came outside with my pool stick and I see this thing. It
was something nice to see. It was round looking, like an apple. Nice, round,
beautiful. It went toward the beach.

 active topics
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"I put my pool stick away and went down to the beach and looked. A friend
said, ‘That thing that's waiting over there is not a fishing boat.’ I said, ‘Sure it's
a boat’ and he said, ‘It’s not!’ So then the one that came by overhead was
coming down near the other one. They stayed like that for three or four
minutes maybe a thousand yards apart.
“The bigger one, the one that was waiting, tipped on its side and BLOOM! Into
the water! The small one stayed for a while. After half an hour or so I went up
to the roof of this garage and laid down and watched. I wanted to make sure if
it moved or not.
“And I could see this thing goes up… down… this way to the right, back again
and a few times it went this way into the water. You could see the water
flashing. It never went all the way down in the water.
“It did that a few times, it goes up, comes down, moved toward the beach but
not too close and it goes back.At one o'clock in the morning I went home to
sleep. I have to be up early in the morning.
“So I slept, went to work and when I come back I asked a few friends of mine
what happened to the one that was up there. Well at three o'clock in the
morning it disappeared. There were about a thousand people at the
beach where he was.”
Asked if he thought what he had seen was a boat, plane or helicopter, Baez
said: “We might have no schools but we are not dumb."

Other witnessess:

Another witness was Mrs. Auria Andujar, who lived on the beach less than a
mile south of the hamburger stand. She knew nothing about the objects until
her husband came home from work about ten thirty that night and told her
about the crowds of people he had seen.
"I went out to the beach to see what I could see,” Mrs. Andujar said. “As soon
as I realized this was something out of the ordinary, I stayed to see what it
would do. And it started to move down into the water and then it would rise up
again above the water and go back down into the water again. By then, I
realized it wasn't something from this world.
“It was a large, very brilliant light between yellow and tangerine color, like the
color of flames. It seemed to have a greenish light on the top of it. My
daughter, Ida Luz, who lives close by, came to watch also.
“On two occasions it rose up off the water and came close to the house. When
it was halfway from where it began, it seemed to be shining a light toward the
house as though it were a beacon. Then it would go back down in the water
and when it was under the water it would go back out to where it had been and
then rise up again.
"I was frightened because I was convinced it wasn’t anything from this earth."

www.ufocasebook.com...

....
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[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating
 
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 06:46 PM

 link   

I´ll credit this thread for making me aware of this:

Unidentified Underwater Sound: "The Bloop"

The Bloop is the name given to an ultra-low frequency underwater sound
detected by the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
several times during the summer of 1997. The source of the sound remains
unknown.

Unidentified Underwater Sound: "The Quacker":

Quackers (from Russian: "квакер" -- onomatopoetic word based on a Russian
rendition of frog's sound) are mysterious sounds, similar to a frog noise,
widely reported by the crews of Soviet Navy submarines from various parts of
the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans during the peak of the Cold War, as well
as their assumed sources. They are an example of Unidentified Submerged
Objects.[1]

Also, our work is starting to rub off on other posters it seems.

karl 12
  
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 07:10 PM

1986-UFO Seen from Bridge of USS Edenton

While in the US Navy in the summer of 1986, I was standing lookout aboard
the USS Edenton ATS 1 (currently decommissioned). The lookout watch, stood
outside on top the bridge of the ship, and was responsible for reporting all
contacts seen both in the water and sky. It was around eleven p.m. one clear
night at sea, located about fifty miles off the coast of Cape Hatteras, NC.
During one of my scans of the night sky, out of know where, four
red circular lights appeared. The lights where hundreds of yards
apart from each other and formed a square. At first, I thought it was
four separate air craft, such as, military helicopters because the lights were
stationary; however, due to the distance from the ship, the lights where too
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large to be aircraft running lights.
There were also no other normal running lights like green and white, which
make-up the normal outline of an aircraft seen at night. The lights where
located about twenty degrees above the horizon and about a mile away from
the ship. Again, these four red lights were each about the size of a small plane,
which were very bright and visible in the night sky. The night sky was also
clear, moon lit, and a moderate amount of stars were visible, which also aided
in calculating the distance and size of these lights.
As stated, when I first saw these lights they were all stationary in the sky and
appeared out of know where. Once I noticed that these were not normal lights,
grouped in a square and not moving, I called down to the bridge over a salt
and pepper line informing the conning officer of a possible UFO sighting. This
brought laughter across the wire at first, but I relayed the contact again in a
stern but excited voice, which succeeded in getting the bridge officers
attention. After relaying the contact information a second time, the
four lights, in a flash, darted towards the horizon amazingly fast.
The lower two lights in the square went first, with the top two lights
following directly behind them in a curved swooshing motion and
there was no sound.
Then all four shot straight up into outer-space and out of sight, all within a
split second. At this point, I felt very excited and shocked, and was personally
praying someone on the bridge had seen what I just saw. Having been an avid
watcher of the night sky, seen shooting stars and a believer in that life has to
exist somewhere out there, I become even more excited because I knew, I just
saw my first unidentified flying object(s).
To my amazement, when I returned to the bridge after my watch, I was very
pleased to learn that the conning officer and everyone else on the bridge had
seen this sighting and logged it into the ship’s log as a UFO sighting.
Next, after a half hour had passed since the sighting, the radiation
detection system (gamma roentgen meter) on the bridge started
making a loud clicking sound. At first, no one seemed to know what
was making this sound then a very loud bell went off notifying us as
to what was going on, we were being radiated.
When the instrument stopped clicking, it indicated we had taken a hit of 385
roentgens in the period of about one minute. At this point, the captain of the
ship was awoken and called to the bridge, as well as the chief in charge of the
radiation metering equipment onboard ship.
The captain was not impressed with an entry of a UFO sighting being placed in
the ship’s log, and at first, took the roentgen meter as being defective.
However, the chief informed the captain that the meter had been serviced and
calibrated the day before and that other like meters throughout the ship had
just gone off indicating the same amount of roentgens received as the bridge.
The captain stated not to log the instance concerning the radiation
exposure and left the bridge. During the rest of my watch duty that
night, no officer or enlisted person spoke of what happened, and
also acted liked nothing happened. This experience, however, was etched
into my memory as if it happened yesterday and I have told this story to only a
few people, people who I thought would believe me. This is also the first time I
have documented the events of this night.
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In conclusion, as an indication of the strength of gamma radiation, I and
others received that night; all the personnel during the Project Trinity
experiments conducted in 1945 at ground zero, only received between 1 and 6
total roentgens of gamma radiation. This leads me to believe, we traveled
through the wake of radiation produced by the UFOs seen thirty minutes
earlier.
Source & References:
www.mufoncms.com

www.ufocasebook.com...

---UFO Witnessed taking on water , Japan, 1973

The incident took place in July 1973 and at the time, the witness, whom we
shall call Masaki Kudou, does not recall the exact date.
Kudou, who was a sophomore at a University in the Kanto District, was
employed during the summer as a night watchman at a lumber yard in a small
industrial town on the south coast of Hokkaido.
After making his rounds of the lumberyard, he returned in his car to his
parking place, switched on the car radio, lit a cigarette and was looking up at
the clear night sky through the driver's window, when a streak of light ran
across the sky.
It looked to be the "size of a baseball" and orange in color. Kudou admits that
he was quite frightened, but he did watch the light which moved to and fro in
all directions.
Suddenly, Kudou said, the light began a spiraling descent and when it was
down to an altitude just above the dome of a cement factory in the distance, it
began to send out what appeared to be intermittent green light rays in one
direction which he calculated to be north.
At this point, Kudou noted, the whole episode seemed to be "science-fictionlike" and he was hoping that what he was watching would prove to be a dream
or his imagination.
After it had stopped its' "signaling", the object or light began to descend over
the waters of the bay; describing a large arc which was executed with startling
speed. Because the bay waters were within his range of vision, Kudou was able
to observe what transpired from that time on. He said the light descended to
an altitude of about 20 meters (75 feet) above the surface, of the water and
stopped,and then from the underside of the light came what
appeared to be a glass-like transparent tube and when the leading
edge of the tube touched the surface of the water, that part of the
tube began to glow and appeared to be sucking up the bay water.
Accompanying the projection of the tube to the water, was a sound which
Kudou described to be like the sound of a cicada (insect) which emits sound
like "min-min-min-min", but the sound accompanying the tube was not so
monotonous and appeared to be lower in pitch.
Kudou at this point was very puzzled and quite frightened, and dropped his
head down, and when he lifted his head again the object appeared to have
finished its sucking action and was maintaining its position in the same place.
The next maneuver by the light was to head toward Kudou who became more
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frightened, and sat there glued to his seat watching it approach at about 50
meters altitude, becoming larger until it was "as large as a volleyball".
The intensity of the light had diminished as compared to its light at a distance
and was white instead of the original orange.
He could now make out more detail and noted that it was as smooth and
round as a ping-pong ball, and he could now see what appeared to be small
windows around the center of the object. In the central one and in another
window two windows to the right, he saw two "eerie, shadow-like figures"
which he said were “too small and deformed to be called the shadows of men".
Kudou said that at this point he bowed his head until it rested on the steering
wheel between his hands which had been clutching the wheel all the time. But
he was fascinated also and continued to look at the object and had the feeling
that he was bound hand and foot.
As he watched he spotted what appeared to be three gasoline drums connected
together lengthwise, hovering noiselessly in a blackish-dark-brown silhouette
to the left of the lighted object. The lighted object with the windows began to
move toward the elongated object, and then Kudou spotted three or four more
round, white lighted objects, located to his left and to the right, of the long
object. Then the four or five round white objects appeared to be "sucked" into
the long object which then began to move into the north, at tremendous speed.

Kudou recalls that Is the object moved away he began to realize his whole body
was numb, “just as after we sit for a long time for a yogi practice," and his car
radio was emitting "meaningless sounds". His head was aching severely also.
Kudou thought that the experience lasted from 11 to 12 minutes although it felt
as if it was much longer. He also said that he could not sleep that night after
finishing his tour of duty on watch.

www.ufocasebook.com...

----

Isn't this 1973 Japanese witness testimony eerily similar to that of the two geologists in
British Columbia,1965?

www.ufocasebook.com...
Cheers

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Majorion
 
posted on Mar, 10 2009 @ 07:17 PM

 link   

Okay guys, I'm rather interested in something common I've been reading on multiple sites,
but there is no detailed information on this that I can find, tried searching for hours with
no luck;

Ancient phenomenon
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Just like UFO's, sightings of the underwater equivalent go back to the dawn of
civilisation Indeed the cultures of ancient Mesopotamia believed they
derived all their learning from such beings who emerged from the
sea. In more recent times the phenomenon has produced a steady stream of
sightings. Perhaps not so many incidents as sky sightings, but since the oceans
are so broad and unpeopled, this is not to be wondered at.

www.space-2001.net...
www.ufoevidence.org...
www.bluealien.net...
Any help finding more detailed information about this would be much appreciated.

Skyfloating
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 02:49 AM

 link   

reply to post by Majorion
Just look up "Oannes" to find one of the oldest USO reports. They say Oannes came up
from out of the sea and started teaching stuff.

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 04:14 AM

 link   

An interesting USO/UFO case of an object that produced some sort of god awful sound, it
was almost...it was so eerie, that we thought that maybe it was a fog horn. But... it
wasn’t a fog horn... it sounded like a dying animal of some sort.
??-??-1970 www.waterufo.net...

AO-97 USS ALLAGASH and the UFO.
WT = Witness Testimony
CF = Carl Feindt
CF - OK
WT – And before we got to the triangle1, I was standing a bridge watch, ah,
and we in kind of real rough seas at the time. I would say, ah, 10 to 15 foot
waves. And a... then all of a sudden we came upon some seas that were just
clear as glass, and a... I mean we just came upon it. I mean it was like glass
CF – Good Gravy, yeah
WT – Which we thought was really strange. As we were standing... as I was
standing the bridge watch...I was noticing that... the sky was kind of changing
colors... it was almost like fireworks, or like signal flares, or something like
that. And ah... so immediately the bridge officers came out and was looking to
see if there was a... you know, a ship in distress or something of that kind. And
we couldn’t figure out what these strange light things were going on. It almost
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looked like fireworks but they weren’t fireworks.
And ah... so as we continued on, we hit a fog bank. It was just so encased that I
couldn’t see... I couldn’t see 10 to 15 feet in front of me. And so at that time we
went to... basically General Quarters. And ah... secured all bulkhead doors, and
set the fog horn.
CF – That’s wise.
WT – And they started to...you know...to do the fog thing.

The AO-97 USS ALLAGASH

The Allagash was in the yards for oh...a couple of months, previous to this
cruise. They had all the radar...ah....
CF – Updated?
WT – Updated and repaired. Ah...so at this time I was switched from the
bridge watch to ah...I was put into the bridge and was handling the helm at the
time. And the radar man kept on coming in and giving reports that 20 some
odd miles ahead of us there was an object that was spotted, and ah ...what was
odd about the object... it was 20 miles away, but was like about 20 feet off the
water. (Laughter)
CF – Ohhh. Strange ship! Yeah!
WT – So we weren’t too sure what it was. We might have... the bridge officer
thought maybe it was like a sailboat and had a radar dome on top of it or
something that... that we were only picking up that signal
CF – Just picking up the dome. OK
WT – And so we brought up extra watches at the time. The Allagash, as an AO,
an oiler, she was 800 and some odd feet almost 900 feet long. Not the fastest
ship in the world or the most ah...
CF – Beautiful?
WT – Beautiful (Laughter) or maneuverable, we really had to watch what we
were doing, because we took almost 50 miles to turn around. It was not a very
maneuverable ship.
CF – Oh god...
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WT – So standing the watch there we...like I said we took in extra watches, set
a fo’c’s’le [Nautical term meaning Forecastle –CF-] watch, and we still had our
stern... stern watch, but we doubled up on the wings, and up in the crows nest
and the fo’c’s’le. Because we weren’t too sure what this thing was that was in
front of us, because the only thing we were reading was something about 20
miles ahead of us and 20 feet off the water.
CF – Did it maintain that same distance all the time or did it...
WT – Yes, it maintained it for quite a while. We were pulling oh... about 12
knots I think the Allagash was capable of 17 I think. But anyway, we continued
on, and ah... we have...the Allagash had these giant spotlights, arc spotlights,
so we started manning those because the object refused to get out of our path,
I mean even with our fog horn going and everything, it refused to yield. So we
fired up the big spotlights, of course with the fog being as dense as it was, we
couldn’t hardly see anything. It was really spooky, and then...I swear to you
there was this god awful sound, it was almost...it was so eerie, that we thought
that maybe it was a fog horn. But... it wasn’t a fog horn... it sounded like a
dying animal of some sort. It was...it was just a screech-like sound. So we....we
put our spotlights in the general direction the sound was coming from,
although at times it sounded like it was coming from all around us. But this
object... we were starting to gain on it at this time, so we... we even brought up
more bridge crew to... to examine the area to see if we could spot this sail boat
or whatever it might be.
And ah...what... [Following text, missing from audiotape, was added by the
witness himself in an e-mail to me –CF-] what happen next is the honest to
god truth. The spot lights hit this object. It looked like a shinny giant globe
hovering above the water. It was directly in our path at our radar bridge
height. Before we could sound collision, the thing moved at incredible speed.
Like I said, the USS Allagash is almost 900 feet long. This thing went from our
bow to our stern in a matter of seconds. The fantail watch was literally running
for his life with his head set still about his head with a broken cord dangling.
He was white as a ghost. This thing was so close to us that we could see it
plainly with our running lights. Within seconds, the thing left our radar scope.
The fog cleared and we were running in a moon light night.
During the course of these events, over a hundred crew and officers including
the captain witness these evens. The yeoman asked what he should to put into
the log book. The captain said, UFO.
Not much was said after this mystery night which was strange in itself. Sailors
love to tell their sea stories but this was too much to grasp or understand. I
believe that we were all too scared to tell the truth. What would people think
about us?
For years, I told this story to my close friends not fully understanding what a
hundred crew and officers saw on that foggy night. After seeing the special on
underwater UFO’s [History Channel’s “Deep Sea UFOs” which I was in –CF-],
it all makes sense now. What I couldn’t understand and also the crew, the
object did not fly off the radar screen, it just vanished.
Note 1: Refers to the Bermuda Triangle
The following testimony was done by e-mail, in relation to narrowing down
the date.-CFI can’t remember the date and time or the precise location of the sighting. Only
the memories of the event remain vivid in my mind.
The picture of the refuelling of the Mc Cloy took place in the Med. If memory
serves me, we cross the Atlantic Ocean, through the triangle some time before.
We also sailed through some other strange areas in the Med. There is more
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than one triangle in the vastness of our oceans. You have to understand that
this happen almost 40 years ago. Not knowing the exact location, the story
remains true. I would stake my life on it and would summit to hypnosis to
prove the validity of the claim.
I share this story with you not to become famous but to show that there are
things happening in the oceans that are beyond definition or logic. This is my
first time to share this story with someone other than a friend. I never spoke
publicly about this event in my life time. I don’t ask for money, credit or any
reward for my testimony. I just want to share the facts about that night, and to
put to rest these haunting memories from my past. I am looking for answers
and peace knowing that the truth will set us all free.
I served on the “Gash” from October 1968 – 1970. Two long hard years on
deck gang until I got my sub school in New London. I wanted to serve on
submarines after my eight weeks of boot camp but the Navy already had their
quota. Oilier duty is not fun and is dirty and dangerous work. I almost was
killed several times during refuelling by exploding span wires. Thanks to a
boatman mate tackling me to the deck. I am still walking around without a
split personality. . This is kind of funny because I got hazardous duty pay on
the USS Pargo SSN 650 and not on the Allagash. I was safer on Nuclear Subs.
I am still trying to put time and places together during this tour of service.
During those years, I was refuelling days and nights, scraping paint and
standing bridge watch. Then, I would sleep for 10 to 12 hours straight. Time
seemed to pass slowly because I was away from home and family for the first
time. Plus, my soon to be bride waited for me 6000 miles away. I think you get
the picture.
Carl:
I have been thinking about this UFO all afternoon trying to make sense of it.
What is stranger than the UFO itself is the fact that I don’t remember sharing
this story with anyone until the past 20 years. My shipmates on the Allagash
only talked about it briefly the next day and then it was forgotten quickly. I
was very close to my shipmates on the USS Pargo and I never told them about
this. Why? This was big! It is like I was suppose to forget?
Thinking back, I remember a red headed Lieutenant on the bridge of the
Allagash speaking these exact words “Things happen like this in the triangle all
the time”. Was he making reference to the triangle while sailing in the Med or
were we really in the triangle. That is the reason why I say that it happen in the
triangle. I could be wrong because time events don’t line up. This has been
bugging me all week. Why do I remember the event in such detail and not
place? Carl, this is weird beyond words. I hope my old ship mates read this
article and help clarify this story.


NOTE: If any other member of the crew of this ship remembers this event,
please contact me through this website’s “Contact Us” click box, using – AO-97
ALLAGASH – in capital letters, as the subject line. Additional details will be
welcomed. Thanks –CF-

[edit on 1
[edit on 11/3/09 by spacevisitor]
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spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 05:38 AM

 link   

Another USO/UFO case with also some fog around the object what seems to produce a
sound like a metallic sounding "beep".
07-03-1971 www.waterufo.net...

Lake Rotorua 1971.
In July 1971, on lake Rotorua, Leah and Robert saw a Saucer. Below is the
event recorded a year later by the New Zealand, CAPR organization. Also the
pair were interviewed by Dr J Alien Hynek, when he visited New Zealand
around that time, around 1971/1972. The interview was conducted at a private
residence in Miramar, Wellington.
Dr Hynek was the Worlds leading authority on Aerial Phenomena, UFO's and
related paranormal activity. He was hired as an advisor on the film, "Close
Encounters Of The Third Kind." He also founded the Centre for UFO studies.
(CUFOS) and was a integral part of the US Government top secret 'Project
Bluebook' which studied the UFO phenomena.
UFO 'LANDS' ON LAKE ROTORUA.
Although this sighting was made on 3 July 1971, the witnesses did not report it
until April this year, when they learnt of CAPR's existence. The witnesses,
Leah and Robert, her boyfriend, do not want their names released for fear of
ridicule. Both witnesses impressed us as being sincere and emotionally stable.
Perhaps the most significant factor in the evaluation of the witnesses reliability
is the fact that the witnesses do not claim to have seen an alien spacecraft. In
fact, Robert is still sceptical about the spaceship hypothesis. The question
which both would like answered is simply "What was it?"
Robert's Report:
We had been to the Saturday night pictures which finished at about 10:30 to
11:00, and as Leah, was fairly new to Rotorua, we went for a drive around the
town, and then out to the airport at Rotokawa, we got back to town by about
mid-night by the town clock, and stopped for some food to eat at the Lake
Front. We drove to the lake-front and parked on memorial drive facing the
Queen Elizabeth hospital, i.e. on the lake side of the road, adjacent to the
wharf.
The weather was fine, with little wind, but cold, as it is normally at that time of
the year. The moon was out and the stars were shining. There was no
noticeable cloud. The lake was calm, and could be heard lapping against the
water-front wall. About 25 yards out from the wharf the float plane was
moored, (the float-plane's a Cessna 172, I think). About 10 yards from the
float-plane, a small launch was anchored. The tourist launch "Ngaroto" was
berthed at the wharf as usual. At approximately quarter to 2, the last of the
cars parked nearby left, leaving us the only car on Memorial drive, or in the
area for that matter. We were slumped down in the cars seats talking, when
Leah asked me what the noise was?
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I hardly had time to reply when we both stared out of the window facing the
lake, which I wound down and saw what appeared to be an inverted plate with
a small dome on the top. The dome was dark grey, and the base of the saucer
appeared to be light-grey to white in colour. There was a fog around the base
of the object, therefore I could not tell if it was floating or hovering. Set offcentre on the dome there was a bright red light which rotated clockwise, and
seemed most intense when pointed towards the car, at the same time as the
light pointed towards the car, a metallic sounding beep rang out, the frequency
of both the light and the beep was about once per second.
We sat and looked at it for about 4 minutes while deciding what to do. Then I
started the car (a Hillman Minx) and took off at fairly high speed, when we got
to the corner, some 25 yards from where we were parked, I could still see the
object in my rear vision mirror, but because I had lost my exhaust pipe earlier
in the day, we couldn't tell if it was still beeping. The light seemed to be
beamed at us all along the Drive. We drove through town past the post office.
The clock showed 2:15. We then drove into Tutanekai St. and saw 3 people
walking along the road towards the lake. L. asked me to go and have another
look at the object, we continued down Tutanekai St. towards the lake, but on
arriving where we were originally parked, there was nothing to be seen.
The sighting seemed to be around about 3 to 5 minutes duration. I estimate
the size of the object to be about 30 to 40 feet across, at the base, as compared
with the wingspan of the plane and about 10 to 15 feet high at its highest point.
The dome seemed to be about 2 feet high.
I think that the dome rotated, and the red light was off-centre, as it (the light)
seemed to come around from the right to the left, as stated previously in this
report, and seemed to disappear behind the craft.
Apart from the dome there were no other irregularities, and the object in my
opinion was metallic and solid. During the entire sighting there was no change
in colour to the object itself. The object was slightly behind the float plane, and
the launch, but in between them. Between 25 and 30 yards out, as compared
with the main wharf.
Leah's Report:
The date of the sighting was about the first Sunday in July 1971 [Note: The
first Sunday in July of 1971 is the 4th-CF-] and the time, approximately 2:00 2:10 am. I was parked by the lakefront on Memorial Drive in Rotorua with my
boyfriend. And as we were slouched in our seats, we didn't see the object land
or surface from the lake.
I was quite startled to hear a shrill beeping sound and asked Robert what it
was. He was just about to reply and I sat up and looked out of my side of the
window which Robert had wound down and was facing the lake.
To my surprise I saw a huge dome or half of a saucer shaped object which
appeared to be sitting of hovering in between the float plane and a small boat
anchored on the lake. I couldn't judge what size it was but it was very large and
seemed to be a whitish colour. There was a fog around the base of the object.
There was also a red or orange light in top (just like a traffic cops car) and it
was flashing in a clockwise direction as far as I can make out and beeping at
one second intervals as the light turned towards the car. This sounds quite
strange I realise. According to the reports I've heard no-one has ever heard
beeping sounds.
However, Robert then tried to start the car and I slid down below the window
level. It wouldn't go at first (mainly because he hadn't turned the key on) and
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then we took off as fast as possible. When we reached the bend about 25 yards
away I looked back and the object was still there and I don't know if the
beeping sound was still going as the exhaust pipe had fallen off the car that day
and it was very noisy.
We then drove quickly into town and it was quite strange because the only
other people we could see were two girls and a guy walking along Tuanekai
Street. The town was just dead by that time. It was then I told Robert to go
back by the lake just out of curiosity and see if it was still there. We mustn't
have been more than about three minutes and when we arrived back at the
scene there wasn't a thing to be seen. Only the float plane and the boat. The
water was very calm and there were absolutely no noises. So we motored back
to the nurses home which is in Haupapa Street and sat there for about ¼ hr.
Robert was a bit shaken and so was I for that matter.

Robert's April 1972, sketch of the object.

Notes: Leah recently said that the object was as big as a house. She said that
when they met Dr Hynek, he asked them was it a handspan in size to them.
She said yes but found it hard to gauge accurately the size. Very big and close.
Leah was 19 at the time and Robert was 18.
(Robert in his youth had also chased a metallic disc on his bicycle)

[edit on 11/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 11/3/09 by spacevisitor]

Skyfloating
  
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 06:53 AM

Thread Index of USO-Experiencers who shared in this thread
for Researchers
Infaredman (page 1)
The Undertaker (1)
seagull (2)
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avriel (3)
Majorion (8)
Heike (9)

Majorion
   
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 07:17 AM

reply to post by Skyfloating
Maybe you're referring to this?

The Story of Oannes


"At first they led a somewhat wretched existence and lived without rule after
the manner of beasts. But, in the first year after the flood appeared an animal
endowed with human reason, named Oannes, who rose from out of the
Erythian Sea, at the point where it borders Babylonia. He had the whole
body of a fish, but above his fish's head he had another head which was that of
a man, and human feet emerged from beneath his fish's tail. He had a human
voice, and an image of him is preserved unto this day. He passed the day in the
midst of men without taking food; he taught them the use of letters,
sciences and arts of all kinds. He taught them to construct cities, to
found temples, to compile laws, and explained to them the
principles of geometrical knowledge. He made them distinguish the
seeds of the earth, and showed them how to collect the fruits; in short he
instructed them in everything which could tend to soften human manners and
humanize their laws. From that time nothing material has been added by way
of improvement to his instructions. And when the sun set, this being
Oannes, retired again into the sea, for he was amphibious. After this
there appeared other animals like Oannes."

oannes.home.mindspring.com...
reply to post by karl 12
I found another interesting picture karl, check this out;
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Cheers!

Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 07:46 AM

 link   

reply to post by Majorion
yes, Oannes, the first USOnaut. And, like in many ancient tales, a culture-bearer.

karl 12
  
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 08:21 AM

 link   

reply to post by Majorion
V interesting stuff -I've read that the Sumerian culture was the very first 'invent' such
subjects as language,writing,mathematics,law,agriculture,music,art,beer making etc..
yet evidence of these attributes are said to have appeared in the archeological record
almost 'fully formed overnight' instead of the gradual,incremental development we see in
other cultures.

Language:
The Sumerian language is the oldest sophisticated form of writing in existence,
and dates from at least 3400 B.C.E.
These early writings, however, are neither crude nor primitive, and
no other source as been identified as to where it might have been
developed. As Laurence Gardner has said in Genesis of the Grail Kings:
"It appeared in a complete and composite form, as if from another world, in
the style known as cuneiform (wedge-shaped).”
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“There are now tens of thousands of clay tablets and cylinder-seals containing
Sumerian texts describing everything from taxation and administrative
records to essays and literature. It is a unique phenomena.”
The most intriguing aspect of the Sumerians is their arrival on the
scene with all of the attributes of civilization already formulated in
what they termed The Me. These attributes included everything from
kingship and priesthood to the arts of love making, kindness, and song, to the
crafts of scribes, builders, leather makers, wood and copper workers, to the
perceptive ear, giving of judgments, and the making of beer.
The Sumerian culture also included Sumerian Ethics which were a quantum
leap above anything known before, and in many ways, definitively superior to
modern day morality. An ORME History adds yet more intriguing aspects to
this fascinating culture.

www.halexandria.org...
And

The Sumerians were a highly developed culture in terms of agricultural,
architectural and artistic production; they created the oldest form of written
language and the first formal education system.The civilization of Sumeria
sprang up approximately 5,000 years ago located in what is currently known
as Iraq.
The Sumerians were a highly developed culture in terms of agricultural,
architectural and artistic production; they created the oldest form of written
language and the first formal education system.
Occult author Boyd Rice writes, “Sumeria is the oldest civilization known to
man. Long before Greece and Rome had attained their golden age, Sumeria
was already ancient.
Those in search of the roots of early history often go back to the glory days of
the pharaohs of Egypt, yet Egypt too was in its infancy at a time when Sumeria
had long been the center of the world.For all intents and purposes,
Sumeria seems to have entered the world stage as a high
civilization. It wasn’t there, and then suddenly it was – complete
with arts, sciences, astronomy, navigation, agriculture and all the
complexities of a highly-evolved culture. All of which leaves the
modern observer to ponder exactly how such a society could appear
out of nowhere and nothing into such a fully realized entity,
seemingly instantaneously".
Rice adds, “…ancient Sumeria seems to have leap-frogged over and
beyond the baby steps of civilization; a feat never since repeated in
the annals of mankind. How did they do it?”

www.rosenoire.org...

--Further info:
Images of the Oanne:

www.geocities.com...
www.geocities.com...
www.geocities.com...
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The idea of half fish-half man image is not uncommon in Mesopotamia. This
image has passed onto us today in the form of mermen and mermaids. The
figure is that of head arms and torso of a man or woman with the lower
extremities of that of a fish.
This image existed in the art from Old Babylonian period and continued on for
centuries. In the Middle Assyrian periods it does appear that the fish-man was
replace temporarily with the lion –centaur. But this was a short-lived
downfall, for by the Neo-Assyrian period the fish/man was back popular as
ever. This image continued into the Achaemenid and Seleucid Periods.
The Assyrian referred to these creatures as kulullu (fish men) or kuliltu (fishwoman). The fish-men, along with other images such as the scorpion-man or
lion-man, form a group of animal human hybrids. These hybrids appear to
have some magical purposes in the area of protection. The fish-men have a
special relationship with the water god Ea and are know to be one of the
creatures of the apsu (abzu).

www.geocities.com...
Cheers
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Circle
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 08:30 AM

 link   

Have there been any reports of submarines detecting USOs? They should appear on sonar.
Also destroyers in search of subs would pick up radar signals as well.
Most interesting Thread.

Skyfloating
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 10:14 AM
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Originally posted by Circle
Have there been any reports of submarines detecting USOs? They should appear on sonar.
Also destroyers in search of subs would pick up radar signals as well.
Most interesting Thread.

Useful question. Many of the witness reports or people willing to speak up are from
civilians though and civilians are often not submarine owners. As the popularity of minisubs and private-subs increases I hope we`ll hear more from them.

grandnic
    
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 10:23 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
Yesterdays I talked to the young brother of a old friend. He is now doing is military
training in the Canadian Navy (don't laugh :lol
as a sonar operator. He never heard of
the USO phenomenon, I send him a link to this thread, told him to share with us if he has
any insight about this.
Great research everybody, I've look into this thread every morning for the past week
before reading the papers.

Majorion
 
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 12:25 PM

I'll credit this thread for the below case;

Around mid-day on April 27, 1961, Bruno Ghibaudi, a scientific journalist,
was driving the highway paralleling the beach at Montesilvano (Pescara), felt a
flat tire and pulled his car over and stopped. As he began changing the bad
tire, and as he was working at that task, he noticed an unusual metalliclooking disc- shaped flying objectcoming in at a low level over the ocean. It
passed overhead, slowed, made a sharp turn towards the north and flew away.
(Case 16, Project Blue Book)
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Above is the only known photo of the strange, almost organic multi-winged
craft Bruno photographed, as depicted in the artwork below from La
Domenica del Corriere, April 15 1962. (artist unknown)

www.rense.com...
Looks more like a life-form than an actual craft, and considering this was in 1962..
honestly, some of these cases are crazier than the movie "The Abyss", which BTW.. is one
of the best films of all time.
Peace
[edit on 11/3/09 by Majorion]
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karl 12

posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 12:41 PM

 link   

reply to post by Majorion
Hey bud -Internos makes some interesting comments about the Ghibaudi photograph in
this thread:

www.abovetopsecret.com...
Cheers

grandnic
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 02:15 PM

 link   

In the interrest of serious research, I'll talk to you a little bit about AUV. Those are in no
way out of the ordinary, it may be an explanation for some of the more recent sightings.
AUV stand for autonomous underwater vehicule. Those are basically underwater drones.
There is a few ''out of this world'' models that could account for some sighting. In fact,
considering those can be bought, I wonder how far ahead the military is on that. Contrary
to ROV, which need a support ship (or could be a support submarine) those are
autonomous. There are some models for scientific research, pipeline inspection and
harbour security.
General info about AUV:

en.wikipedia.org...
Pictures of specific models:

auvac.org...
On a related subject, there is some pretty strange models of civilian subs also used in the
industry.
General history of the Submarine

www.absoluteastronomy.com...
pictures of early subs

inventors.about.com...
pictures of civilian subs

www.photovault.com...
www.seamagine.com...
Even the drug smuglers are using some ... and they would talk much about it I think.

www.absoluteastronomy.com...
This is a great thread, and, while I am always a bit skeptic about the subject, if only one
of those event cannot be properly explained it merit more research into the subject.
I've yet to find a working model that can get out of the water and fly ! Maybe the military
has those.

[edit on 11-3-2009 by grandnic]
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grandnic
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 03:46 PM

 link   

Info on Flying submarine :
‘’The Soviet Union tried to develop a flying submarine during World War II. The design
could have operated at 150 knots in the air and 3 knots in the water. Metal plates sealed
the engines shut. The design never got off the drawing board.[1]’’
From : en.wikipedia.org...
Picture of the flying Russian submarine and others

commons.wikimedia.org...:Search?search=flying+submarine
History channel recently broadcast a show about the Russian subs, I wish I had cable TV

www.youtube.com...
On the same video channel on YT there looks to be more models of flying subs
Prototype of flying drone currently devellopped by Lockheed Martin's Skunk Works for
DARPA

www.darpa.mil...
An another article about DARPA’s bid to build a flying submarine

ezinearticles.com...

[edit on 11-3-2009 by grandnic]

karl 12
 
posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 05:50 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Circle
Have there been any reports of submarines detecting USOs?

There are quite a few submarine USO reports to be found on this thread but I've always
found this interview taken by Jaques Vallee very interesting:

"Many officers were skeptical, but the reports were hard to deny. They were
carefully recorded. On October 7, 1977, a submarine repair ship called the
Volga was at sea when nine disk-shaped objects circled it. This lasted eighteen
minutes. And all the time the radio, the on‑board communications systems, all
the electronic equipment went berserk. The commander, Captain Tarantin,
ordered his men: 'I want you to observe this carefully and to remember it! I
want you to take pictures and to draw it, so that when we return to the Soviet
Union no one will be able to say that your captain was drunk or crazy!'"
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"Were such reports made public?"
Azhazha shook his head no. "At the time, naturally, they were classified top
secret. Now we have a more open attitude in this country. We are able to talk
about such things. On a few rare occasions I did publish some UFO
information, but I paid for it under Leonid Brezhnev. The official reaction was
very harsh, very negative. My career suffered as a result, and the directorship
of a scientific group was taken away from me."

www.waterufo.net...

---Humanoid USO Report - Puerto Rico:

On the 30th of November of 1979, around 8 PM, Mr. Radames Torres was
watching television with his wife in his beach house in EL COMBATE in the
coastal sector of the town of CABO ROJO, when his wife observed towards the
ocean a bright light a little smaller than the full moon, more or less the size of
a street light. This light was, according to her statement about 100 feet above
sea level and approximately 300 yards from their location.
After approximately 15 minutes the light diminished its brilliance, until it
extinguished completely. Soon after it regained its brilliance and was lit for a
few minutes. When the light returned it seemed to have many
different colors and they noticed cloud like formations or smoke
surrounding it.
The light remained in this manner, suspended in space for about 20 minutes
and then dropped slowly towards the ocean surface. When it reached the
ocean surface it began to blink on and off.
About 15 minutes later, according to Mr. Torres, ”a very bright light appeared
and it filled the house interior, and it was the reason why my wife covered her
face. Something peculiar that was noticed by the witness was the gases or
clouds that they saw when the light hovered over the ocean surface, were also
surrounding it, when the light invaded the beach house.
At this point the witness’ wife rose from the place that she was seated and ran
outside to see the source of this light.
Once outside she saw a shinning center that originated from a platform that
was approaching the beach house. This platform was approximately 8 feet by 5
feet and was of solid construction. It was about 150 feet from the beach house.
Of greater astonishment for Mr. Torres was to see on the surface of
this platform a small man, about four feet tall, he was dressed in a
very tight suit silvery white in color and covered his body
completely.
It wore a helmet, so the witness could not see clearly any details of
his features. According to Mr. Torres wife the “humanoid” wore
boots and gloves. One detail that we do not want to forget is the fact that the
witnesses used binoculars to observe the light as well as the creature on the
platform.
This “ship” kept approaching the beach but at no given time there was any
noise from motors or oars that could be used for its propulsion. Its speed was
of approximately 5 or 10 miles per hour. Seeing all this, Mr. Torres exclaimed
“look Rita, it is one of those flying saucers that everyone speaks about”
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It appears, according to the opinion of the witnesses, that this demonstration
of emotion caused the humanoid to turn, changing direction and return. Also
at this time the light that was next to the ship, extinguished itself. The
witnesses noted that at the same time that this light turned itself off, the other
light that hovered over the sea at 300 yards began to blink on and off again.
When the platform or ship was going back, it turned on the light again and
illuminated a shed that the local fishermen used for scaling fish and also
shined on the water surface. Finally, the platform went towards the object that
was about 300 yards from the beach.
At this point the witnesses returned to their beach house without noticing how
long the unknown object remained in the water.
OBSERVATIONS
1. When interviewing Mr. Torres we understood that he was a serious person,
not capable of inventing such tale. In addition to that, his neighbors affirmed
to know him well and gave testimony as per the manner in which this family
conducted them selves.
2. We could note that part of the object’s description is similar to that of an
object investigated by C.R.E.O. Inc. This object appeared in the bay of
Mayaguez on September 13th, 1977.
3. The versions of the individuals (Mr. and Mrs. Torres were taken separately,
and all the data coincide with the exception of small, insignificant details.
4. We visited the area and established the fact that this is a region where the
presence of the UFO phenomenon is greater than the rest of the island. Also
we interrogated witnesses of other incidents similar to this one.

www.waterufo.net...

---Unknown object emerges from the sea - Puerto Rico:

Sighting Description: One night in May of 1978, around 10:00 P.M., Manuel
Cancel, his two children and a friend, residents of Mayagüez, observed an
enigmatic object of large dimensions and elongated form, leaving the sea in
the area of Punta Arenas, between Mayagüez and Cabo Rojo.
The object emerged about one half of a mile from the shore. Two smaller oval
objects emerged from this object and left at great velocity in direction to
Hormigueros.

www.waterufo.net...

---Actor Pedro Juan Figueroa witnessess UFOs entering the sea - Puerto Rico:

"We all were serious people and truly impressed with what we saw... We went
up to the forested area and way up top we found a plateau in one of the
mountains of El Yunque where we had enough visibility, mainly to the east.
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About one or one fifteen in the morning our attention was called to five
luminous objects that were standing next to each other in a formation that
seemed to be organized in a very intelligent fashion.
Standing... Suspended in the air. And there they were… therefore I would tell
you that they were not so far from the coast, but one could see that they were
on the sea and they were stationary.
Those 5 objects stayed there for some 20 to 25 minutes, without movement…
and they neither enlarged nor diminished in size, which means that they were
in the same position, at the same distance.
They were like 5 lights put there in a quite fixed form. They were there some
20 minutes approximately, and after those 20 minutes each one of them was
entering towards… what it seemed to us... the sea.
It gave us the impression that they entered the sea.
It was as if they were diving at an angle of 45 degrees, and in that
same position they entered the sea one by one.

www.waterufo.net...

---UFO in sea? - Puerto Rico:

Two days later, in Aguadilla, Puerto Rico, various witnesses observed on the
bay a “fire ball” and notified the authorities thinking it was an airplane crash.
The coast guard services dispatched, that same evening, two airplanes and a
reconnaissance helicopter, but the search
did not discover anything unusual.
A lost airplane was never reported in the area.

www.waterufo.net...

---More unknowns go into sea - Puerto Rico.

On September 20, the farmer Rafael Monje Solís, proprietor of the farm Juan
Martín, in Luquillo, reported to the Police that same afternoon, that at 3:30,
he saw an "airplane that was traveling in the direction of north to south and
that was flying at low height, that suddenly crashed into the sea in flames, at
about three miles between Luquillo and the lighthouse of Fajardo".
During two days, the Coast Guard searched all the area for the remains of the
accident reported without obtaining positive results. In turn, the Federal
Agency of Aviation (FAA) reported on the 21st that "it had not received
notification of any missing or lost airplane ". The case finally was filed without
explanation.
The reader will remember that other similar cases have been reported in
Puerto Rico through the years. It may be recalled, for example, "the airplane
wrapped in flames" fallen in the bay of Aguadilla the 14 of November of 1970.
That these cases are airplanes is a very remote possibility, since in none of
them, missing airplanes were reported. It forces us to think about the
possibility of meteors or bolides, although the behavior of the objects seen, do
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not necessarily agree with that of these natural phenomena. Therefore, we
should not rule out that perhaps we are up against UFOs entering the sea, a
type of case reported in several latitudes.

www.waterufo.net...

---I think I know where I'm going on my holidays this year
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating

 link   

posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 05:51 PM


Originally posted by grandnic
He is now doing is military training in the Canadian Navy as a sonar operator

Thanks for letting him in on it.. That way we`ll have someone "on location" to be aware of
the possibility.
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posted on Mar, 11 2009 @ 08:53 PM

 link   

UFO takes on water -Lima, Peru, 02-13-1979

At about 17:45 in the afternoon on this clear day, their attention was urgently
drawn to a strange phenomenon taking place. A huge circular disc-shaped
flying object of some 30 meters (nearly 100 feet) diameter approached and
flew over the group at only some 300 meters above them.
Following that, the tremendous aerial object took up a position very near and
hovered there, suspended in the sky right over the river where they were
fishing. At this point it was only some 700 meters away. The crew watched in
amazement.

 new topics

All the observers could clearly see that the base of the flying disc was circular
and flat with a small circular depression in the central part. The area around
this concavity, at its periphery, was divided by radiating lines or segments,
similar to the spokes of a cartwheel.

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

In each of these segmented parts they could see an opening "like a ventilator".
The superstructure on top looked like a large low cupola above the disc rim,
flattened on top, with a second smaller cupola above that, and in the same way
still, a third smaller, higher domed cupola on top of all. On the sides of the
large rim, at the base, they could see dual recessed openings illuminated by
some kind of fluorescent light.

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

The huge flying disc executed gentle, silent movements in all directions and
occasionally discharged some fumes or gas from vents. About one hour later
the huge ship was still there hovering stationary, a little to the south as the
whole rim rotated slowly when suddenly, from the base, near the
center, three luminous "tubes" of "blue neon light" were projected,
like cylinders extended straight down from the ship to the surface
of the river.
They seemed to be transparent and were rotating, and looked like they were
either discharging something into, or were drawing something from, the
water. After several minutes the "cylinders" were withdrawn from the water
into the object, one at a time.
A moment later the recessed opening at the left, on the rim, suddenly
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discharged a luminous beam, like electrical sparks, in the direction of the
water. When the beam of sparks touched the water it became violently agitated
in that local area. A few seconds later this ray of light disappeared and the
recessed opening on the right side discharged another ray, similar to the one
on the left, and repeated the same phenomenon of disturbing the water.
The second ray was stopped and the two recessed openings closed and
disappeared completely, as though they had never existed.
The huge object began to take on a blue luminescence, changing gradually to
red and becoming more intense offering the observers a fabulous spectacular
of light and color. In an instant the huge 100-foot disc-shaped craft projected
itself straight up at incredible velocity and with little or no sound! The whole
episode lasted one hour and twenty minutes. As he narrated this
account to Professor Ney, Engineer Valdemir displayed
considerable emotion. His story was confirmed by the other four
men.
Now this is truly (sic) a remarkable account and should never be
overlooked. Here were five expert observers, trained in the use of
size, distance and elevation calculations, all engineers, all familiar
with the need for technical accuracy, working on their job in full
daylight, in full awareness and alertness of all their faculties, and
least subject to delusion by darkness, clouds, haze or any other atmospheric
phenomena because none of those existed at the time.
Their vision of the phenomenon was clear and unobstructed by anything for
the whole time, and they were afforded ample time for detailed examination of
the mammoth aerial craft, at close range, for one hour and twenty minutes!
There were many other witnesses.
Source and references:
UFO Abduction at Mirassol, by Dr. Walter K. Bühler, Guilherme Pereira and
Prof. Ney Matiel Pires.
Translated from the Portuguese by Wendelle C. Stevens. © 1985.

www.fallingrain.com...
www.ufocasebook.com...

---Noweigan USO incident:

Beetween November 12 and 22, 1972, an extensive search was conducted in
the 1300-meter-deep Sogne fjord. Thirty Navy vessels, plus NATO forces,
participated. The excitement began when the military received a report of a Uboat.
The next day, the thirteenth, two witnesses watched an "aircraftlike object"
maneuver along the fjord. The same night four other witnesses observed a
"bright object" on the water.
On November 20, at 1 p.m., a U-boat was seen near Kyrkjebø just as it headed
away from Mårenlandet toward the fjord's southern end. Fifteen minutes later
it was seen by five police officers at Kvamsøy, a small island about 50
kilometers north of Kyrkjebø.
Here frigates dropped mines on the object. If these were two observations of
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the same object, we have a speed of 200 kph - a speed of which no known
submarine is capable.

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released

On the night of November 21, four witnesses sighted four "rockets" shooting
up from the water at Hermansverk. The rockets were silent and resembled
small red xxxxx of light. On the afternoon of the next day, an antisubmarine
missile was fired at the intruders. The water's depth at the site was only 25
meters, and the shock waves of the explosion were so powerful as to throw
small boats onto land 10 kilometers away. Any conventional submarine would
have been severely damaged and forced to surface; yet this vessel escaped
apparently unscatched.

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

At the same time other odd events were occurring. Aircraft experienced
unexplained electronic problems. Yellow and green objects were seen flying
along a mountainside. Navy vessels registered sonar contact with something in
deep water. Surveillance craft encountered unidentified "helicopters" which
executed breakneck maneuvers in fierce storms..

www.ufoevidence.org...
Project Bluebook Ship USO database:

www.waterufo.net...

---1941 Newspaper Headline:
Strange Submarine Bobs Up In Mississippi River Saturday and Takes aboard a Farmer before
Disappearing!

Charleston, MO (April 5, 1941) The call came at noon Saturday. Officers of this
county, augmented by members of the State Highway Patrol responded. The
man, who prefers to remain anonymous, was questioned at length. And this is
his story:
He was plowing near the river bank Saturday morning about 10 o’clock.
Without any previous warning, a submarine poked its grey nose out of the
murky depths of the Mississippi (which is about 40 feet deep at that particular
place) and eases up on the sloping rip-rapped bank. A man on the deck waved
to our friend to come aboard. He went.
There he found one man and five little brown men who escorted him through
the ship or tin fish or submersible or whatever it might have been.
Although questioned at length, the man stuck to his story, describing the
interior of the locking device on the water tight door, the deck gun and a
myriad of other things on the mysterious craft.
After a pleasant half hour or maybe longer on board, so goes the story, the
man heard the automobile of his boss approaching and said he had to be
going. “Well, we have to go too,” replied his hosts, so he went ashore.

 active topics

With a great churning of waters the grey craft slipped silently beneath the
waves and disappeared. So endeth this chapter.

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County

The strange visit aboard an even stranger craft was duly reported when the
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landlord visited the farm at noon Saturday. He in turn reported to Sheriff
Scott. Other officers were assembled.

US Political Madness • 18 • : 111DPKING111

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

He could not be, and was not shaken in his story. Finally he was released, and
a report of the matter was transmitted to FBI agents and to the Coast Guard,
which incidentally has charge of patrolling inland as well as coastal waters.

Religion, Faith, And Theology • 4 • : DISRAELI

The Matrix as real
The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3N-

searchlight.anomalyresponse.org...

Political Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow
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16 years after ...

UFO/USO Sighting While Aboard The Carrier USS Kearsarge-May 16th 1963

Removed from the statue debate

Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”


My father had an awesome story about a UFO sighting he and other crewmen
experienced when he was aboard the carrier USS Kearsarge awaiting
splashdown of Faith 7, the capsule from the last Mercury mission.

Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

My dad said he was on the midnight shift and this was about two, two thirty in
the morning. As the three of them talked and smoked they all saw a formation
of three UFO's with red, blue and white lights on it.
I don't remember if he said anything about strobing or flashing, but I do
remember he said the thing he remembered most, besides their speed, was
there was absolutely no sound coming from the crafts, which he described as
being closer to a child's top shape than saucers.
They estimated the UFO's were half a mile or so when they first spotted them,
coming from behind their position as they had all been facing the sea and the
ships came from the other side of the ship.

UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12

I can't recall starboard or port but he did say they were able to watch them as
they approached, swung around the rear of the ship and hovered over the
water a hundred yards or so away from where they were on deck.
The cameraman was able to get some photos, not sure how many, before they
all took off almost straight up and out of sight.
The cameraman turned the film into to his superior officer and was
told to not ever mention it. My dad said he and his friend were asked
about the incident by their NCO and also told not to ever talk about it.

www.ufoinfo.com...

----
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As already said many times before, it’s quite obvious that those entities who navigate
those USO’s/UFO’s are really keeping a watchful eye at those Navy’s nuclear ships?
And that is not without a good reason if you ask me.
11-06-1973 www.waterufo.net...

Strange Object’s Maneuvers Near Nuclear Shipbuilding Disturb Navy. By
Robert B Klinn and David Branch.
Excusive To The Register
PASCAGOULA, Miss. --- As a first step in an apparently highly serious
operation to determine the cause and nature of a submerged, metallic, beamemitting, disappearing-reappearing, course-changing object seen maneuvering
Tuesday evening, Nov. 6, in the Pascagoula River, the U.S. Navy Friday
dispatched to the site of the mystery Lt. Cmdr. Craig Dorman of the Naval
Coastal Systems Laboratory at Panama City, Florida. These columnists learned
Monday that this Navy’s concern stems from the proximity of the observations
to the Navy’s nuclear shipbuilding activities—approximately 200 yards away.
In a comprehensive report being written by Dorman and to be released next
week, the Navy is expected to disclose that it has absolutely no idea what the
object is (or was) in the Pascagoula River.
Dorman is part of the Navy’s Seal Team, an underwater demolition, combattrained, airborne killer unit. His trip to Mississippi was especially for this
mission. Early Friday morning at the Coast Guard base at Mobile, Ala.,
Dorman met with Coast Guard Lt. (j.g.) Michael Donohoe. They proceeded to
Pascagoula, where together they debriefed the witnesses---seven civilians and
two military personnel.
According to Donohoe, with whom we spoke Monday, “The Navy was basically
caught off guard. The Navy believes the observed object is something totally
new and different—totally unknown. We were caught unaware and want to
prevent it from happening again.” Donohoe said the Navy intends to be ready
scientifically for another such sighting and is presently preparing capability in
the Pascagoula River Area.
“The basic purpose is to document this story from start to finish,” said
Donohoe, referring to Lt. Cmdr. Dorman’s mission. “
Something in the water is causing that illumination. It remains an unidentified
object, and we want to maintain a file as a reference for any future sighting,
” The Navy, he said, is engaged in an objective and scientific approach toward
bringing its full facilities to bear on the river area.
We note that such an approach represents a totally different attitude from that
which has been displayed since 1949 by Air Force personnel in their UFO
investigations.
The Navy’s complete report is expected to show where the Navy’s nuclear
shipbuilding activities—a function of Ingalls Shipbuilding, a subdivision of
Litton Industries—takes place with relation to the location of the sightings.
Friday, United Press International, in a story based on an early Coast Guard
press report, told of the first Tuesday-night (Nov. 6), river-object sightings by
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twin brothers Raymond and Rayme Ryan, who were fishing on the Pascagoula
River. An illuminated object was following their boat, and repeated efforts to
beat the object away with an oar made the light grow dimmer. The UPI story
noted that Pascagoula Coast Guard officers in a 16-foot boat had subsequently
located the object in four to six feet of water and moving at four to six knots,
but that they were unable to retrieve it because it would seem to go out and
move away and then reappear. The story quoted the Coast Guard press report
description of the object as “an amber beam, four to six inches in diameter,
attached to a bright metal object.”
Neither the Coast Guard press report nor the UPI story named the officers of
the Coast Guard vessel who had witnessed and pursued the object. Neither the
Coast Guard press report nor the UPI story was based on a direct interview
with the Coast Guard witnesses. Monday, we tracked down and by telephone
interviewed these witnesses—PO Charles Crews and PO Alan Nations.
Officer Nations stated that at 9:20 p.m., he and Officer Crews were in the
Coast Guard vessel and were approaching the Ryan brothers in their boat.
“One fisherman was there beside the boat. From 50 yards I saw the light
lighting up the boat.
It was a dim light, moving in a straight line in a northwesterly direction at four
to six knots.
When we got directly over it, I could see that there was a light amber light
source about four inches long which cast an oval-shaped beam straight ahead
for four, five, or six feet.
Beneath the four-inch light source and attached to it was a metallic rod a
couple of feet long and about four inches wide.
” Nations and Crews tried beating the object with boat oars and hooks, but it
went out and reappeared 20 yards away. “The Ryan brothers chased it around
in their boat and reached it again before we did. They beat it with their oars,”
said Nations.
Crews also described observing the light coming up from the water and onto
the Ryans’ boat as the Coast Guard vessel approached. “Three boats started
chasing it,” Crews explained. “Each boat tried to get on top of it. Then it was
under all three boats.
I looked down and saw a metallic object three feet long, three or four inches
wide, and shiny like stainless steel
. It went 20 or 30 yards, then went out. Then it lit up again on the same course
and we tried to hit it with oars. The light went out and then it relocated again.”
At 10 p.m. they lost it.
At 8 p.m., Oct. 11, as you are probably aware, shipyard workers Charles
Hickson and Calvin Parker were also fishing at the Pascagoula River,
when three humanoid entities with pointed ears, wrinkled skin, and crab-like
claws reportedly abducted them into an egg-shaped spaceship in which they
were scanned by a huge glass eye and then released.
Even before Hickson had passed a lie detector test
, University of California engineering professor Dr. James Harder had
concluded that the entities are cosmic anthropologists.
Is it possible that these Pascagoula entities are studying our Navy’s nuclear
ships?
This reference: Newspaper article from “The REGISTER”, Pascagoula, Miss.,
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Nov. 14, 1973,
P.1-2. From George Fawcett’s file on UFO’s at sea. With thanks to CUFOS.
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Continuation.
11-06-1973 www.waterufo.net...

ALSO

Far from the waters of the mythical Bermuda Triangle, where fact and fiction
often mix to produce a spine-tingling air and sea tale, the waters near the city
of Pascagoula, Mississippi, had their own "other world" mystery, which made
national headlines twice within three weeks. On October 11, two on-shore
fishermen (Hickson and Parker) were allegedly abducted by an interloper
descending on them from the air, and on November 6, four offshore
fishermen, later joined by the Coast Guard, encountered a
strange submerged object
. Concerned, the Navy made a thorough investigation.
Not depending on the press story for all the facts, I called Raymond Ryan, one
of the fishermen who chose to do battle with the submerged craft, and the
Coast Guard in Pascagoula, who were called to investigate and also got into the
action. Chief Bob Pace, on duty at the Coast Guard office, was cooperative and
permitted me to talk with the two crewmen who, like Ryan, challenged the
evasive USO with an oar.
Raymond Ryan, a fisherman in the Pascagoula waters all his life, said he made
his living netting mullet and trout. Ryan related that he and his brother,
Rayme, each accompanied by a son, had gone out to the brackish waters every
night in the past week, and, encouraged by their big catch on the night of
November 5, looked forward to a bigger haul on the sixth.
Instead of mullet and trout, the Ryans found a submerged metallic monster. In
dark, shallow waters, said Raymond, he and his son, Earl, were in one boat,
and his brother, Rayme, and his son, Rayme, Jr., were in another, all
preparing to net. Suddenly he heard his brother, Rayme, shouting from his
boat beckoning him to "come quick." Near Rayme's boat they all witnessed an
underwater bright light in less than ten feet of water. .


Raymond and his son gained quickly on the submerged light in their fast boat,
using a high-powered outboard motor. As they approached, the light dimmed.
Curious, Raymond first poked his long oar into the water. No response. Then
he heftily swung his oar from overhead into the water. To his dismay, the light
went out.
For a while the Ryans played a cat-and-mouse game, the light dimming when
they were close, blacking out when poked at, only to reappear in superbrilliance elsewhere in the shallow waters. In the next close encounter, Ryan
had a good look at the submerged craft. It was large, he said, maybe more than
nine feet in diameter, and it was round and metallic,
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Ryan said there was no question in his mind about the craft's metallic
structure. "It looked like the rounded top of a parachute, with lines like ribs
running from a dark hump in the center," he said, "and the lines went down as
far as I could see to the outer rim."
Ryan added, "The whole object glowed a milkish white, and, when the light
was on, it glowed above the water." When the Coast Guard boat came, he said
the light headed for the channel, which goes into the gulf. "It's ninety feet deep
there," said Ryan, "and whoever controlled it knew where the deep water was,
to get away."
With so few close-encounter cases on record of man versus "USO," I was
especially interested in questioning Ryan for his awareness of any
electromagnetic or physiological effects occurring either during or after the
incident. He assured me that he and others in the Ryan family suffered no ill
effects, that the object made no audible sound, that his boat did not pitch or
roll or vibrate, or have its engine stop or falter, and that he saw no wake or
eddying on the water's surface during all the maneuvers.
Ryan, however, did have two disappointments: one, during the close
encounter with the USO, he had the urge to strip off his clothes and jump into
the water to get a good eyeball-to-eyeball look, but, upon seeing a young lady
aboard a boat near shore, changed his mind, letting his modesty prevail; the
other, when he resumed fishing after the object and the Coast Guard boat left
the area, he found that the mullet and trout had also disappeared. I caught no
fish that night or the next, he said. The thing scared all the fish away!
When the Coast Guard's 16-foot Fiberglas runabout arrived on the scene with
Boatswain's Mates Nations and Crews aboard, the "USO" was again pursued.
During this stage of action, according to Ryan, the submerged object was in
about ninety feet of channel water that led into the gulf. Luckily, I was able to
reach BM3 Charles Crews, on duty at the Coast Guard headquarters following
the incident, for a firsthand account of his experience.
Crews told me that on the night of November 6, he was asked by Boatswain's
Mate 2/C Nations to check out a possible submerged UFO. He reported to the
radio room, where he met Ryan and his son, who related their sighting of a
strange underwater object.
At 9:45 P.M. Crews and Nations were aboard their sixteen-foot Fiberglas Coast
Guard runabout on the way to the site where the submerged object was last
seen.
About fifty yards away, Crews said, he could see another boat with a man
gesturing, trying to attract his attention. As the runabout approached, he could
see what appeared to be the man shining a large light into the water. However,
as Crews and Nations got closer they were surprised to see that the light was
coming up from the water. The light, he said, reflected off the front portion of
the boat and the lower half of the man. The light was motionless at first, said
Crews, but when two other fishing boats approached the area, it began to move
in a straight course at about four to six knots.
Crews said that he tried to run up on the light from behind but could not
because of the interference from the other boats. When he did manage to get
closer, he got a good look. The light was about three feet by four feet and ovalshaped. As it passed under the fishing boats, he said he could see that the light
was reflecting off a metallic object! Then all the boats followed the object,
which Crews observed was still moving at the same speed and on the same
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course.
Said Crews: "We tried to make contact with it by using oars. One thing of
interest here; when we put the oar into the beam of light, it appeared that the
light penetrated the oars.. The oar didn't cast any shadow. I could not block
out any of the light. I would compare it with an X ray.
Crews then observed that the light traveled several yards farther and blinked
out. The boats, he said, sat still for about two minutes; then suddenly the light
reappeared about thirty yards away, still on the same course and traveling at
the same rate of speed. They again gave chase in the runabout, but the light
dimmed and went out. Crews said he and Nations returned to their station at
11:00 p.m. Crews confirmed Ryan's testimony about no fish being caught that
night after the object was sighted.
Boatswain's Mate Crews sent me two drawings of the submerged object
[NOTE: sketches were not included in the book-CF-]. Figure 1 shows the
object as it appeared passing beneath the Coast Guard boat. Figure 2 shows a
brief, 2-second sighting of the USO.1 Crews comments, "This observation
occurred at the time we first came upon the light from behind. In the drawing
of a fin-like protrusion, the light seemed to be coming from beneath the object.
The edges of the object seemed to be blacked out by a shadow running
completely around it. However, the rest of the object appeared to be reflecting
the light. I reported this description to the Navy debriefing team who
interviewed me."
Shortly after the encounter with the USO, fisherman Ryan disclosed that he
was told instead of asked to appear before three Naval Intelligence officers
who arrived at the Coast Guard headquarters from Panama City Naval Base. .
One was a high-ranking officer, he said; another was in plain clothes. Said
Ryan, I was being taped while the man in plain clothes took notes of
everything I said.
The USO incident in Pascagoula waters remains unexplained. The two
investigating Naval officers from Panama City offered no clues; nor the plainclothes man, reportedly from "some" government agency. Certainly if these
emissaries from Intelligence had some notion that the USO was a secret U.S.
naval device they would not have made the trip to involve Ryan. Ryan's
testimony would have been redundant. Also, it seems foolish to entertain the
notion that a secret submarine device, manually or remotely controlled, would
dare to enter shallow, heavily trafficked fishing waters, risking entrapment on
sand bars or causing potential hazards to fishermen.
Not far from Ryan's underwater encounter and the nearby shoreline where
Charles Hickman and Calvin Parker were abducted, the Navy was reportedly
preparing to launch the U.S.S. Spruance, the first of a new fleet of
multimission destroyers with highly sophisticated electronics. The Spruance
was being built at the Ingalls Shipyard, and there are other shipbuilding
facilities in the Pascagoula area, including a large nuclear facility operated by
Litton Industries for the U. S. Navy. Perhaps USOs, like their aerial
counterpart, the UFO, may have more than a casual interest in nuclear
installations. As far back as 1952, a Project Bluebook report and map with
indicator pins were released that showed that UFOs were seen preponderantly
in the critical areas of nuclear development in the U.S.A.
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reply to post by spacevisitor

SV - another very interesting account
It seems a lot of strange incidents have occurred on the
Pascagoula River.

www.abovetopsecret.com...
Cheers.
----

USO Incidents from the Atlantic:

Atlantic Alien Base
Source: Tony Dodd
Here's a summary of events outlined by UK researcher Tony Dodd in his
recent work, 'Alien Investigator' (Headline Books, highly recommended) as
regards activity in the North Atlantic, including unreported ('suppressed'
would perhaps be a more accurate term) sightings in Iceland.
Iceland, rich in folklore, has its own history of UFO incidents.
Small creatures have been reported on the Snaefellsjokull glacier,
where residents leave food out for the 'little grey people' who 'live
under the glacier'
Winter 1992 was a very active year for sightings in North Scotland, with
hundreds of witnesses reporting unidentified lightforms and strange shapes.
During this period one incident was reported in the National Press, that on 20
December a UFO was tracked on radar near the Orkney Islands, and a fighter
scrambled to intercept it. It was reported from Dodd's source that the plane
and the UFO merged on the radar screen and radio contact was lost, a repeat
of a Foxtrot 94 event.
A search and rescue plane took off and eventually identified the missing
aircraft in an isolated spot in the Orkneys. The plane was in one piece, with the
pilot missing, yet a controlled landing in this area was deemed impossible.
During the course of Dodd's inquiries, information was received from a Naval
source to the effect that three large UFOs had been tracked coming down into
the Sea off the east coast of Iceland near Langeness. This sighting was also
tracked on radar and confirmed by other witnesses.
Subsequently, fast-moving underwater craft with flashing coloured
lights were reported, apparently tracked by a glowing object in the
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sky which was travelling South towards Scotland. These submarine
objects caused extensive damage to the trawl nets of fishing boats;
patrol boats from the National Icelandic Coast Guard were
dispatched to the area.
23rd December: two gun boats from the Icelandic Navy plus a coastguard
vessel showed up, ostensibly for 'observation'. The crew were not told why.
They were joined by a fleet of Navy warships (including British) officially on an
'exercise' around Christmas. Newspapers reported that large underwater craft
were being tracked - speculation abounded that it might be Russian.
According to Dodd's source, four more UFOs were tracked coming
down into the sea in the same quadrant, and the fast-moving
underwater craft were again reported. At this time an American
ship was reported missing. During the NATO search, one of the British
submarines unaccountably lost power and hit the sea-bed; power subsequently
came back on and the sub resumed operations.
At this time Icelandic radio broadcasted reports of large UFOs over the
mountains in the east, while residents reported seeing small figures around
the ice of the Fjord, during the appalling weather conditions.
25th February: An American Flotilla of three destroyers within the Arctic circle
warned all other vessels not to approach within three nautical miles. Outside
the exclusion zone, radar picked up sixteen airborne contacts with the
American fleet. These were seen as bright amber lights descending from the
sky, in conditions too bad to permit helicopters. The lights hovered above the
U.S. vessels then sped away, fast.
In March, an Icelandic Airlines plane en route to Reykjavik from London was
tailed by two balls of white light from North Scotland, according to passengers
and crew.
In April, two Icelandic fishing boats went missing.Search crews reported
white tubular-shaped lights hovering over their boats. Radios went
dead, resumed when the lights moved off. All the seamen involved
were warned not to report what they had seen.
Mid-April: Russian naval vessels joined the remaining ships in the North
Atlantic; these appeared with the NATO ships, covering the mouth of the
Barents Sea. A message between two Russian vessels was intercepted, and
reportedly said: 'We are engaging unknown underwater craft'.
Meanwhile, British newspapers reported 'Joint American and Russian Military
Exercises About To Take Place'.
After further inquiries, Dodd established direct contact with several
fishermen, who have been reporting large black triangles as big as
football pitches speeding underwater, surrounded by coloured
lights. These are seasoned sailors, familiar with Russian and UN submarine
patrols.
A source inside Icelandic Airlines has reported that, since 1993 there have
been incidents where circular objects attached themselves to planes. One pilot
nearly ditched into the sea trying to shake of two of them, one on each wing.
A report from a member of the Royal Norwegian Air Force was received about
an incident which occurred at 7:15 am on 9 December in North Norway. A
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large horizontal flame appeared in the sky above Bardufoss, determined not to
be caused by normal atmospheric phenomena or meteor activity. No sound
was present during this event, nothing picked up on radar, and no official
explanation.
Sightings in the North Atlantic continued to proliferate in clusters, usually of
large black triangular objects, with several uneventful weeks in between
sightings.
7:30 pm, Monday 12 February 1996: A ship-to-shore call from a fishing vessel
in the Denmark Strait, off the West Coast of Iceland.The caller stated that a
huge triangular craft had appeared and was hovering low in the sky
close to his boat. During the call the transmission was cut off, and
after resuming, the caller said that all the electronics on the boat
had suddenly failed. He and his crew had seen the object move
away from the boat and descend into the sea. Power resumed after
the object had gone.
Six days later at 9 pm, another call came from a fishing vessel. The terrified
caller reported that three large triangular black objects,
accompanied by three independant balls of red light, had emerged
from the sea and were hovering silently close to their boats. Asked if
they were being tracked on radar, the crewman said no, but radar was
irrelevant, since the whole crew was on deck watching them. They were black,
with small lights visible on the outline... Again, the phone cut out, and later it
was ascertained that the objects had vanished into the sea.
Next day,another fishing boat crew observed a gigantic sphere
hovering in the air not far from the boat, which slowly moved away
and dived into the sea.An hour later, another phone call from the same
boat:
There are now six large flourescent-tube-like objects hovering in
the air close to our position. They are a blue colour and not making
a sound. All these strange things are making the crew very
frightened, we don't like this at all.'
Reports continued to trickle in through the summer of 1996, mainly strange
lights and objects not trackable on radar; airwaves picked up by one
researcher from RAF and commercial planes determined that something
persistently unusual was going on.

www.geocities.com...

----
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It seems a lot of strange incidents have occurred on the
Pascagoula River.

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Hi karl 12, thanks for your great posts and the interesting link to your thread “The 1973
Pascagoula,Mississippi Abduction” .
That’s a great coincidence isn’t it?
There seems to be indeed happening a lot of strange incidents on that Pascagoula River.
I reed a few days ago a very interesting interview from Robert O Dean on

www.projectcamelot.net...
and perhaps you will find it interesting to.
He spoke in that interview about many interesting things where under.

Bob: I’ve learned from my connections with intelligence, and the Navy people
primarily, that there is a major ET facility on a mountain in Puerto Rico. And
there is a massive undersea location off Puerto Rico in a place called the
Puerto Rican Trench.
Bill: Yes, which is very deep.
Kerry: Yes, they’re actually filming – I don’t know if it’s Jaime or someone else
– there’s a film-maker who films UFOs, the evidence of the UFOs going in and
out of the water. Right?
Bob: Well, apparently they come in in a lake. They come out of a lake in Puerto
Rico.

Timothy Good has exactly said the same thing.
And related to the USO threads.

Bob: Like Denny Blair said one time, he said to a Chinese admiral... He says: I
own the water and I own the air above the water. So don’t talk threateningly to
me. And Denny Blair at that time was a 4-star admiral who was PAC COM, or
CINC COM, Pacific commander-in-chief. CINCPAC, I think he called it.
Anyhow, getting on with the story, let me finish this. He says: The one thing
that interests us the most that we cannot figure out, he says, are the
underwater objects that are the size of aircraft carriers that are traveling over
200 miles an hour.
And he says: That is our primary concern at the moment. He says: We don’t
know who they are, what they are, and what they’re doing down there, but, he
says, they’re traveling at enormous rates of speed under water and they’re the
size of aircraft carriers.

Can you imagine, unknown submergible objects with the size of an aircraft carrier
traveling over 200 miles an hour?
Isn’t that not very, very interesting indeed?
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Regards.

[edit on 12/3/09 by spacevisitor]
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reply to post by spacevisitor

SV thats an amazing post
I think the lake they're referring to is Laguna Cartagena :

Laguna Cartagena,a lake near Puerto Rico's UFO hotspot of Lajas, is itself
connected to a similar phenomenon dubbed "Unidentified Submerged
Objects" by the late, great investigator Ivan T. Sanderson. These USO's have
been seen countless times over the years both at the lake as well as in the deep
ocean waters surround the island. Some who study this phenomenon believe it
indicates the presence of a secret underwater base from which extraterrestrials
launch their craft.

theislandpr.blogspot.com...
As for the statement made by the Chinese Admiral..

"The one thing that interests us the most that we cannot figure out,
he says, are the underwater objects that are the size of aircraft
carriers that are traveling over 200 miles an hour".
..well its just mindboggling.
Thanks for a great read
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Majorion
 
posted on Mar, 12 2009 @ 06:48 PM

 link   

Nothing short of quality posts in this thread.. the next time someone asks for proof, I'm
gonna refer them to here, among other currently active threads.
IMO, here are the current top threads in the UFO forum;

USO Research
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NASA STS-114 UFO Footage - Can it be debunked?
Definitive Back Engineered Alien Technology Research thread
The Varginha Case (Brazilian Roswell) Revisited
Roswell Fireman Confesses- It was a UFO!
In no specific order

[edit on 12/3/09 by Majorion]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 13 2009 @ 03:56 AM

 link   

A military sighting both by the crew of the ship and by the base on the island of a really
very fast moving USO.
9~10-??-1974 www.waterufo.net...
In conjunction with this report, I am requesting that anyone who was stationed on the
Guam base and has knowledge of sighting of the UFO mentioned, to please contact me
(See “Contact Me” page). -CF-

www.navsource.org...
[ex]E-Mail #1
Please note – All names have been removed for confidentiality –CFDear Sir: While aboard the USS Reclaimer ARS-42 while off Guam, I was [a] witness to an
underwater event that I have remembered for years. Oddly, it wasn’t till this last Xmas
season1 that I saw, heard, or paid much attention to underwater UFOs. Here is the
account of the event as best as I can recall: It was the mid watch. The OOD2 was a
warrant [officer], Boatswain3 Mr. Xxxxx. I was a GMG/DV SN4 standing the petty officer of
the watch aboard the oceangoing tug/salvage ship USS Reclaimer. We were steaming off
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Guam, waiting till first light to enter and dock. The starboard lookout, SA5 Xxxxx Xxxxxxx,
called me to report a contact. What we saw was a single red flashing light. We remarked
we were being pulled over by Barney Fife (Andy of the Mayberry show) (The Reclaimer
had a top speed of maybe 18 knots6.) for speeding. It was just like the red light on a 60's
model police car, constant flashing. The water was clear. There was something... a
shape, craft … supporting the light. Nothing really we could make out. I called the OOD,
reported the contact. It was late, maybe 2 a.m. We watched it change course a little. It
continued to parallel us. Boatswain Xxxxx contacted Guam control since there were
Russian trawlers operating in the area. Guam control acknowledged that they too were
tracking something and were sending a wild weasel F-14 to investigate. I thought this odd
to send a fast mover to inspect a slow underwater vessel. The jet came out of the sky like
a greasy snowball and dropped to the deck. This F-14 keyed on that USO and accelerated.
The F-14 went to full afterburner right off the deck, pulling a rooster-tail7 behind it. It
rattled the ship severely as it went by. This USO thing pulled easily ahead of the jet,
crossed the horizon in seconds while underwater... no visible wake. It just... I mean this
thing was FAST. Well, we just stood there. Wow, you know... what do ya say. We
speculated about what it was. Guam told us it was a classified matter not to be reported
or discussed. The Capt., LT8 CDR9 Xxxxxxxx, came on deck... took the log book... end of
story. If you have any further questions, feel free to contact me at:
Deleted here for anonymity.-CFThis reference: E-mail to me (Carl Feindt) dated January 21, 2008
In response:
Hello Xxxxxx,
This is a VERY interesting report. I would like to continue this as several points you make
are very familiar to me. Do you have any documentation that you were a crew member on
the ship? If so, I would appreciate a photocopy for my records.
I will try to get back to you later with some questions, for instance, some of the
abbreviations you used are not familiar to me (I was Air Force in '59-'60). In the meantime,
anything and everything you can remember about this event could be important. So I
recommend that you store it on your computer or 3.5 floppy so that it's not forgotten in
the meantime.
Many thanks,
Carl Feindt
ALSO
Hello again Xxxxxx,
An important thing to me is the date. I realize this was a while back, but the year is the
most important. Month next and day. If this is still out of reach in your memory, perhaps
the season would give us a limit.
Thanks,
Carl
E-Mail #2
Thank you for your reply to my account. As I recall, I graduated diving school class 7407
[class of 1974 – 7th graduating class]. Mom died in April of that year, and I took an
emergency leave from school so about early May or June of 74, I was assigned to
Reclaimer, Pearl Harbor, HI. I do recall Xmas in Manila and standing a deck watch on New
Years [eve] of 74, so Reclaimer sailed for WestPac around Sept. of 74. We steamed for 2
weeks to reach Guam. I only was in Guam once. We made port the day after the event, so
I would put the date in late Sept. early Oct. of 74. I hope that helps. As to the crew at the
time, here are some names that might help you narrow down if you can access military
records. The CO10 was Capt. Xxx? Xxxxxxx, Xxxxxxxxx? The XO11 was Lt. Xxxx. My division
officer was Ens.12 Xxxxxxxx. The diving officer was Lt.(jg)13 Xxxxxx. CWO14 Xxxxx, later
Lt.(jg) Xxxxx, was one of the engineers. CPO15 Xxxxxxx was the master diver. I ran the
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armory under GMG1 Xxxx Xxxxxx. The quartermasters at the time were QM16 SA Xxxx
[and] QMSN Xxxxxx Xxxxxxx. I believe QMSA Xxxx was on watch that night keeping the log.
My son has researched the Reclaimer. It was during the time the ship still had a 40 mm
cannon on the gun deck. I can’t seem to find any pics [pictures] of that period. The 40mm
was later removed after WestPac and 2-20mm cannons installed port an[d] starboard. As
this event occurred in the waning days of the Vietnam War, there was still a significant
military presence in the western Pacific, and of course, the Russian trawlers roamed the
seas off Guam - darn commies.
Things I remember about the night Mr. Xxxxx queried me since I was a diver and familiar
with ships as to [whether or not] it might be a sub, I told him, A) subs didn’t have that
type of lights, B) subs go to great lengths to stay unseen; they don’t announce themselves
like that, C) even with the classified bubble systems17, no sub can outrun a jet in full
ab18. We discussed if it was some type of marine life. The flashing red light was definitely
mechanical; it was exactly like a police light on an early model cop car, hence the Barney
Fife comment. As to its speed, the Reclaimer was probably doing 14 knots. Watching a
tomcat with its wings tucked back go past us in full ab is something truly to see. It went
by about 75 yards off our starboard side. Time sort of slows down as this aircraft just
blows past us; you [only] see [it] clearly for a second. The sound and shock wave was
IMPRESSIVE. The other USO craft was leaving the jet faster than the jet that went past us.
I remember the QM and [he] guesstimated its time to horizon and came up with the
impossible number of like mach 5...somewhere around 4,000 mph. Given the speed of the
jet at mach 2.2, this thing was about twice as fast as the jet. The fact that Guam was also
tracking this thing and scrambled a plane that fast indicates they could "see" it somehow,
radar/sonar/etc. The Reclaimer was an old oceangoing tug so it had no sonar and rather
primitive radar, so visual lookouts were still required. Also, since the Reclaimer was a tug,
I can't see how it would be [of] any interest to the Russians. As to its movements, this USO
was capable of course movements. We changed course a couple of times to avoid it, [and]
it just sat off our starboard side 15 or 20 yards the whole time. The water was clear, [and
it was a] warm night so you could see "it" fairly well, and we did try to estimate how big it
was, without success. The other odd thing was no wake at all even as it picked up speed,
and the way it just sped away, it was able to go to... say mach 5 right now, no slowly
picking up speed, just blink 100 yards, 1000 yards, a mile... going, going, gone, if that
makes sense. The informal atmosphere on the bridge that night led to much speculation
between myself and the OOD and the lookouts, the QM, etc.; we were all young sailors,
first time into the briny deep as it were. The OOD was a veteran sailor, and none of us
could come up with a good answer. As a diver I had done repairs, security swims, etc. on
many vessels of the 7th fleet while in Pearl, had been aboard and around subs, so I was
somewhat familiar with a lot of ships, but nothing like this. And again the Navy said it’s
classified, forget it. Quote the navy “what you saw was just a light and nothing more.”
I minored in astrophysics at UNM [University of New Mexico] years later. I wouldn’t say I’m
a true believer, but I have witnessed enough odd things in my life to make me think
humans don’t have all the answers. I know the Navy experimented with a forward bubble
jet system. I have heard sea stories of subs reaching 90 knots. I have about 10,000 hours
underwater and am familiar with what it would take to move at those speeds underwater,
however, 90 knots is still a long way from mach 5 underwater. The pressure on a hull at
that speed would be off the chart unless the craft had a way to disperse or atomize the
water and create an airspace in front of it, kind of run between the raindrops.
[I would recommend reading my paper, which is on my homepage, entitled “Physical
Influences of a UFO on Water,” which shows how easily this is accomplished. –CF]
Although my knowledge of space and travel is rather limited, to me an interstellar craft
would have to be the size of Texas, multigenerational, and once it got here, it would have
to land. Return to home world would be rather out of the question. All of the UFOs/USOs
seem too small to cover the vastness of space. Personally, while I acknowledge there are
more than enough eyewitness accounts since Ezekiel in the days of the Bible to give
credence to these crafts, I think they must come from somewhere closer than the next
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star, or to assume they are time travelers is not unreasonable.
[edit on 13/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 13 2009 @ 04:20 AM

 link   

Here is my first USO/UFO rapport of a picked up Sonar blip from an object about the size
between a carrier and a cruiser.
Take hereby in notion what Robert O Dean said in his interview on Project Camelot.

Bob: Like Denny Blair said one time, he said to a Chinese admiral... He says: I
own the water and I own the air above the water. So don’t talk threateningly to
me. And Denny Blair at that time was a 4-star admiral who was PAC COM, or
CINC COM, Pacific commander-in-chief. CINCPAC, I think he called it.
Anyhow, getting on with the story, let me finish this. He says: The one thing
that interests us the most that we cannot figure out, he says, are the
underwater objects that are the size of aircraft carriers that are traveling over
200 miles an hour.
And he says: That is our primary concern at the moment. He says: We don’t
know who they are, what they are, and what they’re doing down there, but, he
says, they’re traveling at enormous rates of speed under water and they’re the
size of aircraft carriers.

LL-??-1974 www.waterufo.net...

To anyone who remembers this incident, I would sure like
to hear from you for any further details you can add,
and to make this a multiple witness case.-CF-


The following case is in response to a previously published case dated EE-??
-1974 and is very important for multiple reasons. It is republished here with
the permission of the author Mr. Norman Burns and the websites caretaker,
David Slone:
Bill says:
I was stationed on USS Reeves (CG24) at the same place1 in late 1974. I had
the 0000-0400 Sonar Watch.

THE USS REEVES (DLG/CG-24)
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Thanks to: www.navsource.org...

USS REEVES was the last ship in the LEAHY-class of guided missile cruisers
and the second ship in the Navy named after Vice Admiral J. M. Reeves.
Commissioned as a guided missile frigate, REEVES was reclassified as guided
missile cruiser on June 30, 1975.
Thanks to: navysite.de...
At about 0130, I picked up a rather large blip (about the size between a carrier
and a cruiser) off our port side beam about 140 degrees relative at 2000 yards
and drifting towards our baffles. I could only pick up the contact with Active
Sonar, nothing showed up with the passive sonar. I reported the bearing and
range to the Bridge and to CIC. The Bridge Lookout saw a large glow in the
water and the Officer of the deck brought the ship around so I could maintain
contact. CIC could not pick it up initially on our Radar, but as we got within
1,000 yard they had a blip, then another, and another. All of a sudden I lost
Sonar Contact like it was never there, but CIC still had it at last bearing with
an abrupt positive altitude change. The chatter was look at the size of that
thing. I went outside through the sonar door on the Port Side and visually saw
a large moonlike shape that flew upward over the ship at a 60 degree angle
and disappeared into the sky in seconds. I heard no noise from the object
when it went over us. I saw a full moon that night on the other side of the ship,
but it remained fairly constant give or take a few ship rolls.
When we pulled into port a few weeks later, all records in the Bridge, CIC, and
Sonar logs about that time were torn out. Whoever tore them out made one
error, the pen imprint on the next page was still there. No one spoke of the
incident again

[edit on 13/3/09 by spacevisitor]
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[edit on 13/3/09 by spacevisitor]

karl 12
posted on Mar, 13 2009 @ 06:33 AM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor

SV (Yet another) very interesting report.
There seems to be a common theme running through all these
Naval USO incidents-namely
the removal of log books and subsequent orders never to discuss the incidents again:

Brand New Log Books / Do not Discuss:

Feb 1963 Royal Navy North Atlantic Fleet:

After Tom witnessed the senior officer enter the UFO observations in the radar
log book, their shift ended. Radar room personnel on the early morning watch
ate breakfast and then turned in. Probably sometime between 1200 and 1300,
Tom said he was awakened and ordered to report to the ward room, along with
the five radar and sonar operators on his shift that morning.
The senior officer proceeded to go over the events of that morning, asking
questions about the radar-sonar observations.He told the six men that
their conversations were being taped and explained that until more
was known about the unknown target, they were to remain silent
about what they had seen. "Gentlemen," the officer said, "we will
remember that we have all signed the Official Secrets Act (or words
to that effect)." Although there were no threats, the implication was
clear that to divulge anything to anyone concerning the tracking of
the UFO would be considered a breach of security.
I asked Tom if the meeting might have been part of a general order carried out
on other ships in the fleet as well in connection with the UFO incident. He
responded that he didn't know if it was or not.
The witness recollected that he was in the ward room about 10 minutes. He
said he never heard anything further about the unknown target.
When Preston came on duty once again at 2400 hours, he said he
was surprised to discover that a "spanking new book" had replaced
the radar log used the previous morning.

---USS Reeves:

All of a sudden I lost Sonar Contact like it was never there, but CIC still had it
at last bearing with an abrupt positive altitude change. The chatter was look at
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the size of that thing. I went outside through the sonar door on the Port Side
and visually saw a large moonlike shape that flew upward over the ship at a 60
degree angle and disappeared into the sky in seconds. I heard no noise from
the object when it went over us. I saw a full moon that night on the other side
of the ship, but it remained fairly constant give or take a few ship rolls.
When we pulled into port a few weeks later, all records in the
Bridge, CIC, and Sonar logs about that time were torn out. Whoever
tore them out made one error, the pen imprint on the next page
was still there. No one spoke of the incident again

---USS Reclaimer:

The F-14 went to full afterburner right off the deck, pulling a rooster-tail7
behind it. It rattled the ship severely as it went by. This USO thing pulled
easily ahead of the jet, crossed the horizon in seconds while underwater... no
visible wake. It just... I mean this thing was FAST. Well, we just stood there.
Wow, you know... what do ya say. We speculated about what it was. Guam
told us it was a classified matter not to be reported or discussed.

---Carrier USS Kearsarge:

The cameraman was able to get some photos, not sure how many, before they
all took off almost straight up and out of sight.
The cameraman turned the film into to his superior officer and was
told to not ever mention it. My dad said he and his friend were
asked about the incident by their NCO and also told not to ever talk
about it.

---Sonar operator Account -British Destroyer Warship:

One of Sanderson's sources stated that no less than 13 craft recorded in
their logs that their sonars had tracked this object. Allegedly, the
unknown target continued to be tracked for four days as it maneuvered down
to depths of 27,000 feet! (This must have been in the vicinity of the Atlantic's
deepest point -- 28,374 feet below sea level -- in the Puerto Rico Trench.)
If the above story is true, nothing of known earthly origin can travel
underwater at such speeds or maneuver at such depths. The fastest nuclear
subs can attain 45 knots (52 miles per hour) and dive to around 3,000 feet.
The bathyscaphe Trieste, with a specially constructed pressure-resistant hull,
descended to a record 35,820 feet in 1960. However, it was incapable of
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maneuvering about.
It is unfortunate that more than 21 years elapsed before the Preston case
reached the attention of a UFO investigator. We have here yet another
example of government UFO secrecy at work--this time a foreign nation, Great
Britain. Largely due to his apprehension over potential repercussions if he
revealed his experience,Tom felt compelled to keep his knowledge of
the event to himself. Since it hadn't occurred to him at the time that
the radar log notes would be removed,he had only his memory to rely
upon during our interviews.

---USS John F. Kennedy

So we exited the Communications Center and went to the catwalk on the port
side of the ship on the edge of the flight deck and we observed a large glowing
sphere over the ship. It was hard to decide what size this thing was because
there was no perspective. It was late in the evening. The sun had gone down, it
was twilight, but it looked huge…
After that, I talked to a few shipmate friends that I had on the ship. One in
particular worked in the radar department and he was on watch during the
incident. He told me that all the radar screens were glowing- and then nothing.
They couldn’t detect anything on radar. We stayed up most of the night talking
about it.
We heard that the compasses were not working on the bridge and that the
radar navigational system had gone offline…
A few days later the Commanding Officer and the Executive Officer
came on the closed circuit television system that we had on board.
It was the only way that they could address the crew of 5,000. He
[the Commanding Officer] looked at the camera - and I will never
forget this - and he said, "I would like to remind the crew that
certain events that take place on board a major naval combative
vessel are considered classified and should not be discussed with
anyone without a need to know." And that was all he said.

---USS Edenton

During one of my scans of the night sky, out of know where, four red circular
lights appeared. The lights where hundreds of yards apart from each other and
formed a square.
After relaying the contact information a second time, the four lights, in a flash,
darted towards the horizon amazingly fast. The lower two lights in the square
went first, with the top two lights following directly behind them in a curved
swooshing motion and there was no sound.
Next, after a half hour had passed since the sighting, the radiation detection
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system (gamma roentgen meter) on the bridge started making a loud clicking
sound. At first, no one seemed to know what was making this sound then a
very loud bell went off notifying us as to what was going on, we were being
radiated.
The captain stated not to log the instance concerning the radiation
exposure and left the bridge. During the rest of my watch duty that
night, no officer or enlisted person spoke of what happened, and
also acted liked nothing happened.

---Submarine repair ship 'The Volga' ,October 7, 1977.

"Were such reports made public?"
Azhazha shook his head no. "At the time, naturally, they were classified top
secret. Now we have a more open attitude in this country. We are able to talk
about such things. On a few rare occasions I did publish some UFO
information, but I paid for it under Leonid Brezhnev.The official reaction
was very harsh, very negative. My career suffered as a result, and
the directorship of a scientific group was taken away from me."

---Captain of Navy R5D aircraft,February 8,1951:
Crew members and passengers witnessed UFO emerging from the Atlantic ocean:

When we landed at Argentia (Newfoundland), we were met by intelligence
officers. The types of questions they asked us were like Henry Ford asking
about the Model T.
You got the feeling that they were putting words in your mouth.
It was obvious that there had been many sightings in the same area,
and most of the observers did not let the cat out of the bag openly.
When we arrived in the United States, we had to make a full report
to Navy Intelligence..
I found out a few months later that Gander radar did track the object in excess
of 1800 mph".

---Washington sent reports:
USS Waldron,1968-Near Puerto Rico:

They were tracking two bright lights, that didn't answer up to IFF – they
weren't enemy, friend, foe or commercial aircraft. And were flying at speeds in
excess of 400 knots and making turns at right angles. Nothing we knew of
could do this but they did.
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We were on an operation called Racer Run near Puerto Rico. Ship officials
supposedly logged a report to Washington but we never heard anymore about
it.
I've told several people about this and many acted as if I had 3 heads, but I
have witnesses and evidence: there were about 20 in the 2 bridge
watch sections, the combat watch sections (CIC), the ships log and
the report sent to Washington.

....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Mar, 13 2009 @ 07:31 AM

USS Franklin D Roosevelt:

“I saw a bright white ball of light. It headed straight for us, getting bigger and
brighter. It was spherical, approximately 75 to 100 feet long. It turned red
orange and I could feel the heat on my face."
As this was going on, the man on watch was yelling into the intercom for an
officer to get up on deck.
Grusinski continues, “I could see silhouettes of figures looking at us. They had
no features and you could tell they weren’t human. Then the bottom turned
cherry red and it vanished in a flash.”
Soon after the incident crew members who talked about it were
transferred.Then the CIA came on board to investigate a so-called
"gambling problem."
"It was a massive coverup," notes Grusinski. "There was no
gambling."

---USS Franklin D Roosevelt:

The reunion revealed that 8 to 10 separate UFO sightings were connected with
this ship. He located several witnesses.
One incident took place off Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on July 26, 1956. Grusinski
says, "Two disk objects were suspended in mid-air. They were over one
another; they had two rows of counter-rotating lights. The upper disk released
a fireball object that dropped into the top of the lower.
Within seconds they both vanished with tremendous speed. These were seen
by Leon Treadwell, Petty Officer Third Class.All involved witnesses were
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told to keep a tight lip. Treadwell had to sign papers that he would
tell no one for 20 years.

---Pascagoula USO Witnessess Interviewed:

Shortly after the encounter with the USO, fisherman Ryan disclosed thathe
was told instead of asked to appear before three Naval Intelligence
officers who arrived at the Coast Guard headquarters from Panama
City Naval Base. . One was a high-ranking officer, he said; another
was in plain clothes. Said Ryan, I was being taped while the man in
plain clothes took notes of everything I said.
The USO incident in Pascagoula waters remains unexplained. The two
investigating Naval officers from Panama City offered no clues; nor the plainclothes man, reportedly from "some" government agency.

---MUFON Report on USOs/UFOs in Puerto Rico:

We were invited to participate as lecturer in the MUFON UFO Symposium
held on the days 2, 3 and 4 of July of 1993, in Richmond, Virginia, USA In our
lecture we informed on the UFO /USO situation in Puerto Rico, but we also
lectured, on certain facts pertaining to the UFO situation in El Yunque, a series
of encounters with alien beings and our suspicion, due to certain facts, of the
possibility that the U.S. Government kept flying saucer type crafts there, we
also expressed ourselves on the possibility of there being official U.S. / alien
contact in a site close to the rain forest: Roosevelt Roads U.S. Naval Station.
Right after we sent our paper on all this to Mr. Walt Andrus,
general director of MUFON, for it to be published in the
Symposium's Proceedings Book ,a strange set of events started
happening. Apparently, the content of the paper touched a sensitive
nerve somewhere and "someone" seemed to be very alarmed by it.

---Puerto Rico Classified:

"Later on, the soldiers involved with the incident were ordered to board one of
the trucks and go immediately to Roosevelt Roads Naval Station, in Ceiba.
Once there they all were submitted to psychological tests, a rigorous medical
exam and an intense debriefing session about the incident in El Yunque. Their
weapons, equipment and all their clothing were analyzed and then destroyed,
burned. In the morning they received new orders and classified
instructions and they all were told that from that moment on they
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were out of active duty and of any military service, that they should
continue with their civilian lives as if nothing had ever happened
and that they could not talk to anyone ever, under no
circumstances, about what happened that night in the forest."

---Classified:

From Puerto Rico comes an astounding account of two Navy F-14 ‘Tomcat’
fighters that engaged a gigantic triangular shaped UFO in the Cabo Rojo area.
This encounter took place December 28, 1988. Eyewitnesses alleged the
‘Tomcats’ intercepted the object and then were somehow ‘trapped’ or taken
aboard this huge craft.
Quoting Timothy Good from his book Alien Liaison:
“Although the FAA denied this incident had occurred, investigator
Jorge Martin subsequently obtained confirmation from a U.S. Navy
source who said there were radar-tapes showing what had
happened which were immediately classified and sent to
Washington D. C.”

---Hefty Fines /Inprisonment:

The question is often asked, why don't more military UFO witnesses come
forward publicly, and provide names, dates and places? Surely they aren't
REALLY intimidated by such empty threats as JANAP 146-E, which
provides for hefty fines and jail sentences for breaking silence on a
military UFO sighting.

----

Testimony:

Disclosure witness Harry Allen Jordan discusses a major UFO incident aboard
the USS Franklin D Roosevelt:
Interview at 0:18

www.youtube.com...

Merle Shane McDow describes how an Atlantic Command Facility was put on
the highest (Zebra) alert due to UFO outrunning fighter jets over the Atlantic
ocean:
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Interview at 3:34:

www.youtube.com...

----

There seems to be an unwritten rule when it comes to Naval/Military
personnel reporting or discussing USO/UFO encounters - 'don't'.
It also appears the subject of USOs is taken extremely seriously by the US Office of Naval
Intelligence and there's an active,ongoing investigation programme with sonar corellated
USO reports sent immediatley to Washington.
I realise the Pentagon has made itself immune from certain FOIA requests but you'd think
more would be forthcoming in the form of official government documentation - perhaps
this is why they destroy all the log books.
Cheers
BTW - do we have any Polish speaking members on ATS that can help with a translation?

Gdynia Port UFO incident Eyewitness testimony:

www.youtube.com...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Mar, 13 2009 @ 02:08 PM

USO AND BLACK HELICOPTER SEEN IN GULF BREEZE

A possible USO (Unidentified Submerged Object) was seen by four ufologists
in Gulf Breeze, Florida (population 5,530) on Saturday night, August 22, 1998.

At 11 p.m., researchers Ray and Elise Pollock, Beverly Pilcher and Gelena
Salyars were skywatching at the pier in Shoreline Park South. According to
Ray Pollock, what drew their attention was "the odd behavior of sound and
light reflections" offshore "to the right of the pier heading south" towards the
Bob Sikes Bridge.
"Beverly Pilcher was standing just under the covered picnic table area to the
right of the pier when she experienced a powerful wave of ringing in her ears,"
Ray reported, "She described it as being so strong that her ears hurt--like
being poked with a stick or something."
The others joined her under the awning "but they could not hear it."
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Just then, a black helicopter "came in low over Deer Point" and flew a short
distance out to sea. "It was fairly well lit with a steady white light and a
blinking red light. It was also projecting a steady searchlight-type beam on the
water as if searching for something. It moved slowly down" the shore "until it
reached the new condominium towers and then made a circle around the area.
Then it returned to the island and flew towards Fort Pickens. At no time was
any sound heard from this craft."
Then the quartet noticed "a dense black area in the water that did not reflect
the lights from the beach" even though the sea's surface was smooth.
Beverly Pilcher and Gelena Salyars walked out to the end of the pier to
investigate, while Ray and Elise Pollock remained on the beach. All four
reported strange audio phenomena associated with the "black water area."
Although nearly a quarter of a mile away, the Pollocks reported that they
"could clearly hear both women. They could also hear conversations coming
from (more distant) boats coming up the waterway from Pensacola Bay."
By 2 a.m., the "black water" area "slowly began to show (light) reflections
again," and the unusual audio clarity abruptly ended. The investigators left the
beach at 2:15 a.m.

www.ufoinfo.com...

---RED UFO PLUNGES INTO LAKE ERIE NEAR CLEVELAND:

"It was first thought to be a downed helicopter, then a meteor shower or
Northern Lights (Aurora Borealis--J.T.) but whichever it was caused the U.S.
Coast Guard to launch a rescue boat last night (Wednesday, February 13,
2002) and search Lake Erie off the mouth of the Black River."
"Sightings of red lights or flashes thought to be two miles (3 kilometers
offshore) from the Elyria Water Works started being reported on Lorain
(Ohio) police radio transmissions around 8 p.m."
"'We're out there doing search patterns,' said a dispatcher for the Lorain Coast
Guard station, but nothing was reported being found late last night."
"Lorain police dispatchers said they had nothing to report."
"Lights from helicopters or possibly commercial planes were later seen in the
air above where the Coast Guard boat combed the waters."
"Also traveling the airways were reports of unusual lights being seen from Bay
Village (population 16,087) to Toledo (population 313,619), and Coast Guard
radio traffic indicated a helicopter had been dispatched to take a look along
the (lake) shore." (See The Morning Journal of Lorain, Ohio for February 14,
2002, "Unidentified red lights seen in night sky." Copyright 2002 by The
Morning Journal, all rights reserved.)
Eyewitness T.S. reported, "I did not see it, but I may have 'heard' it. Over the
late evening, there were several concussion-like sounds like sonic booms. They
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shook and rattled the windows of my cottage in Bay Village near the shorefront
of Lake Erie."

---1957 -Two Policemen report witnessing object rise out of Bristol Channel.
PRUFOS Police UFO Reporting Database:

www.ufoinfo.com...

---1893: STRANGE CRUISE OF THE MINNIE H.

The Minnie H. was built and launched in 1883. The boat used to ferry
passengers from the old Chautaqua grounds on the north shore to Fort Totten,
N.D. on the south shore.
On July 17, 1893, the Minnie H. set out from her dock, bound for Fort Totten.
Standing at the rail, enjoying the lake breeze, was J. Morley Wyard.
"'Along the shore, the trees in summer beauty reproduced upon the crystal
surface,' he wrote in the Park River Gazette Witness."
"When the Minnie H. was in the center of the lake, Wyard said
there appeared near the northern shore, west of Fort Totten, what
looked like the hull of a large vessel, without mast or spar or sail,
the color of new timber. The great ship was motionless, about a
dozen miles away from Wyard's vantage point. An outcropping of
shore called the Point of Rocks eventually cut off Wyard's view."
Note that this USO (Unidentified Submerged Object) was large enough to be
seen by Wyard's naked eye on a clear sunny day at a distance of over 10 miles
(16 kilometers). It could not have been a local ship. Fort Totten and Devil's
Lake, N.D. are the only places where a ship that large could have been built.
And such a project would have had people talking all the way from Bismarck to
Fargo.
""Wyard's return trip across the lake a few hours later provided an even more
amazing sight."
"'Far down the strait,' he wrote in the Gazette Witness, 'there appeared the
glint of a sail, that, emerging from the distant outlet, came more clearly into
sight. Though the air was breathless, (no wind--J.T.) the fairy craft swept
along with wonderful rapidity until it might have covered ten miles in about as
many minutes. Its rapid flight could be definitely measured. Upon the shore
the taller trees were outlined against the sky, and the mystic yacht sped past
them close under the hand, until it, too, like the sail-less and motionless hu;;
of the earlier trip, disappeared at the boulder point near Fort Totten.'"
"An 1893 sailboat moving at sixty miles per hour? (100 kilometers per hour) It
hardly seems possible, yet Wyard was q definite in his account."

www.ufoinfo.com...
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---Argentina USO Incidents:

OCCURRENCES: On separate occasions in 1958, 1959 and 1960 an
unidentified submarine was detected inside a body of water known as Golfo
Nuevo on the coast of Argentina. The apparent purpose of the intrusion seems
to have been to prove the invulnerability of the submarine. The Argentine
Navy handled the first two intrusions, the US Navy was called in for the 1960
event which is considered 'The greatest submarine hunt in history'.

FIRST OCCURRENCE, 1958: On 23 May 1958 Argentine President Arturo
Frondizi announced: "On Wednesday 21st May 1958, destroyers engaged in a
routine exercise detected electronically a subaquatic noise north west of the
small port of Cracker in the Golfo Nuevo. The noise was identified as a
submarine travelling at high speed. As is the procedure in such cases in waters
of Argentine jurisdiction, the destroyers carried out depth charge attacks.
During the operation a periscope was seen. After the attack patches of oil were
found on the surface. The Navy carried out a search until Thursday afternoon
but this was unsuccessful."
The periscope sighted from various points of the destroyer "Buenos Aires" was
brown in colour. A schnorchel was also seen. An Argentine naval force
consisting of three cruisers, four destroyers, two support ships and a tug, three
Catalina aircraft, a DC-4, five NA bombers and twelve Corsairs was assembled
and began to comb the waters of Golfo Nuevo. All ships expended their full
inventory of depth charges repeatedly. Military sources calculated that the
submarine had an average speed of 8 to 10 knots. There were a number of
reports suggesting "that the submarine was of a type used by Germany in the
Second World War" but the impression existed amongst the naval chiefs "that
it must be much more advanced".
On 10 June 1958, more than two weeks after the operation began, the hunt
was abandoned, naval observers at Puerto Madryn reporting that "the intruder
had left the gulf at a fast speed, certainly faster than at any time during the 17
days when it was bottled up in Golfo Nuevo."
SECOND OCCURRENCE: It was reported in the magazine "Blanco y Negro",
Madrid, issue 2494, 20 February 1960, that an unidentified submarine had
been detected in Golfo Nuevo in October 1959, and had remained there for five
days. Despite an intensive air-sea search by units of the Argentine Navy, the
intruder "had escaped easily".
THIRD OCCURRENCE: At 0930 on 31 January 1960 the torpedo boat
"Cervantes" obtained a sonar contact of an object moving slowly at 90 feet,
identified as a submerged submarine. A depth charge attack was carried out.

Further reading -extensive link:

ufocasebook.conforums.com...
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grandnic

 link   

posted on Mar, 13 2009 @ 02:47 PM

I don't know if this has already been discussed in this thread. If it has, feel free to
move/remove this post.

On November 23, 1953, a US Air Force F-89C jet fighter interceptor was dispatched from
Kinross Air Force Base near Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, to identify an intruder that had
appeared on radar. For thirty minutes, the jet raced out over Lake Superior under
guidance from radar operators at a remote station on the Keweenaw Peninsula.
Suddenly, the return from the jet merged with that of the bogie it was chasing. The IFF
(Identification Friend or Foe) signal from the jet was lost. The radar blip from the F-89
never reappeared.Radar blips of the aircraft and the UFO "merged" on the screen and the
F-89 and its two-man crew were never found.

from: www.abovetopsecret.com...
Sonar image of something that was found near the wreckage of the plane

files.abovetopsecret.com... " target='_blank' class='tabOff'/>

 

from: www.abovetopsecret.com...
and

www.unexplained-mysteries.com...
Anybody who has a few hundred thousands dollar to spare, and I propose to organise a
expedition to bring that up
[edit on 13-3-2009 by grandnic]

spacevisitor
posted on Mar, 14 2009 @ 05:52 AM

 link   

This really is an amazing UFO/USO encounter witnessed by two pilots.
First they see a really huge UFO, a hundred feet across, or maybe even more approaching
there plane pretty fast, appearing to be about to cross in front of, or about to collide with
them.
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Then later, some glowing things drops out from underneath and moved away from it down
toward the water … and submerged.
12-22-1977 www.waterufo.net...

UNDERWATER UFO WITH "MOTHER SHIP"
By Donald E. Todd
Walt Hammel (pseudonym) age 48, is a TWA pilot. After a previous encounter
reported to the FAA and upon ensuing company and other authoritative
harassment, has sworn never to report another UFO encounter. Fortunately he
has confidence in APRO's and my confidentiality and discretion.
Thursday December 22, 1977, 11:40 p.m. Captain Walt Hammel and Lt. Slim
Dickson flew out of Boston's Logan International Airport. (Both names are
pseudonyms)
At 4:45 p.m. Friday December 23, 1977, Captain Hammel called me to report a
UFO close encounter and that he wanted to talk it out. At 5:30 p.m. Capt.
Hammel and I met at the Pagoda Chinese Restaurant in North Kingtown,
Rhode Island and Capt. Hammel narrated the following:
"We were out about six hundred miles over the Atlantic at 21,000 feet heading
in to Logan. The weather was clear except for some widely scattered clouds
beneath us. It was 11:40 p.m. and I had a guy by the name of Slim Dickson as
co-pilot. We had just been having a cup of coffee and Slim had set his cup on
the panel next to his right elbow. As he put the cup down, he glanced out to
what would be between one and two o'clock, and suddenly he grabs me by the
arm.
"Reflexively I swiveled my head to look at him and caught this dazzle of
twinkling lights coming at us from the starboard side, just ahead, and
appearing maybe about fifty feet below. Instantly Slim and I realized that
whatever the thing was, it was moving in a hurry, that it was entirely too close,
and appeared to be about to cross in front of, or about to collide with us. And it
was huge!
"I slammed on some power, hauled the nose up and prayed we'd go over top of
that thing. Just as we started to climb, this thing swept straight up, did an
impossible right angle turn and begins to pace us. I don't see how ANYTHING
could have executed a maneuver like that -- I mean almost a simultaneous
two-directional turn -- up and to the right, not to mention coming to damned
near a dead stop!
"We couldn't detect any sound, see any prop or jet wash, nor see any exhaust.
It just kept flashing a lot of lights around the middle. Once we leveled off
again, the thing stayed just ahead of us off to our right and we had a chance to
observe it. We couldn't see any hard outline or shape to it but, you could tell it
was circular because of the lights.
“The lights were mostly white." Here Walt Hammel grinned. "This is going to
make you laugh and sound nutty as hell. But do you know what it reminded
me of? It reminded me of an Oreo cookie.” Hammel put his hands together in
a circle. “There was a red blinking light on top of the thing with all of those
twinkling, silvery-white lights on around the middle. In other words, there was
darkness between the red light on top and the white lights around the middle,
and then darkness below the lights again.
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A little later the thing rose up and there was another red blinking light on the
bottom of it. So with the dark on top and the bottom, and the silvery-white
lights in the middle, it just reminded me of an Oreo cookie.
"It looked as if about every dozen or so lights around the middle, there was a
reddish-purple one and in between THEM, there was a blue one. But they
were all blinking off and on intermittently.
"I don't mind telling you I was nervous as hell, and Slim, he was chalk white
and scared stiff. It suddenly occurred to me...what if the passengers are
watching that thing? What am I going to tell them? I didn’t want panic back
there, so I buzzed the stewardess. When she came on the phone I asked her
how things were back there? She answered, "Okay, why?" l said, “Oh, nothing,
Just checking.” l figured as long as she hadn’t made any mention of the thing
out there, then evidently none of the passengers had spotted it. The object may
just have been far enough forward to be out of their sight line.
"Now comes, the wacky part of the whole thing. While we were watching the
UFO, suddenly this other glowing thing drops out from underneath it. The
damned thing drops out from underneath it. The damned thing looked a neongreen smoke ring. It dropped away from the larger UFO down toward the
water … and submerged! We saw the glowing green circle of water where it
went in, and then the glow disappeared!
“Seconds later, two more green rings dropped out. The second one dropped
away and submerged like the first one, but the third one dropped down and
then shot straight ahead to disappear toward the coast.
"It was hard to tell sizes but, afterward over a couple of beers, Slim and I
finally came to the conclusion that the BIG one must have been all of a
hundred feet across, or maybe even more. By comparison, the smaller ones
looked like they might have been twenty feet across.
“If I guess the big UFO paced us for about twenty minutes, then all of a sudden
the lights around the middle began going out in clusters -- not in banks of say,
six or eight in a row, but six or eight separate individual lights at the same time
like someone inside was throwing switches. The top and bottom blinking red
lights went out too with only scattered blue lights around the middle still
blinking.
"As our eyes became accustomed to the dark again, we could faintly see the
silhouette of … like two inverted shallow soup bowls put together. Then very
faintly just above the mid-lateral line, we could see soft subdued green flow
emanating from what appeared to be trapezoidal shaped windows...you
know… wider at the bottom than at the top.
"Just about the time our eyes got focused on the windows, the thing assumed
an overall bluish corona. Then it took off straight ahead like a cut cat, leaving
nothing in front of us but a blue Streak in the sky. It was positively the
damnedest thing I've ever seen. When we finally came into Logan, we must
have hit the runway half a dozen times I was so damned nervous."

[edit on 14/3/09 by spacevisitor]
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[edit on 14/3/09 by spacevisitor]

KembaraLangit

posted on Mar, 14 2009 @ 09:51 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
I've been reading about local USO cases from Indonesia in the waterufo files, and
currently tracking more data on the subject. It's nice to know there is now a special
thread dedicated to this phenomena...
Anyway, a new water related sighting case has just been filed by BETA UFO, in Indonesia.
The sighting was witnessed and photographed by Mr. Hedy Sirait, who was on a ferry
crossing in the Sunda strait, from Bakaehuni port, Sumatra to Merak port, West Java. The
photo was taken with a digital Olympus E-300 SLR photo & Mr. Sirait testified that he
didn't even notice the strange object in the photo until he downloaded the photos into his
computer 2 weeks later.
Hope I could support this GREAT thread by submitting this local case. Maybe some fellow
ATSer with better knowledge of photography and/or water related sightings could help
analyze this photo.
And of course, S & F for another great thread Skyfloating
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[edit on 14/3/09 by KembaraLangit]

karl 12

posted on Mar, 14 2009 @ 11:37 AM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
This really is an amazing UFO/USO encounter witnessed by two pilots.
First they see a really huge UFO, a hundred feet across, or maybe even more
approaching there plane pretty fast, appearing to be about to cross in front of, or about
to collide with them.
Then later, some glowing things drops out from underneath and moved away from it
down toward the water … and submerged.

SV thats an amazing report - great find
Theres some interesting footage at this thread which appears to show unknown objects
separating and/or merging together.
The second video down is a very strange one:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Two other USO Reports:

100 Date: May 1968
110 Time: 23:00
120 Duration: 10 minutes
140 Sighting State: .
165 Sighting Country: Mediterranean Sea
170 Witnesses: 160
172 Shape: Fireball
168 Number of Craft: 5
180 Description: May 1968 Mediterranean Sea bright lights appeared over the
sea performed a number of manuevers and then disappeared.
190 Description: While serving on board the USS Zellars DD777, while on
NATO task force operations, a number of lights that looked like flares rose out
of the water off of our port beam.
These lights appeared coming up from the sea, (distance indeterminate), rising
up and disappearing into the sky. There were five of these objects. A few
seconds later they dropped back into the sea. We thought perhaps they were
distress flares from a ship. A few minutes later they rose out of the sea
and performed synchronized manuevers moving up and laterally in
perfect formation. They then rose up into the sky and disappeared.
I think the whole episode lasted perhaps two to three minutes.
The USS Gearing one of our sister ships was initially dispatched when the
objects were first sighted to see if they were flares from a ship in distress.
However they were no reports of may day calls or missing ships and our
combat information center, (CIC), could not get a radar fix on the objects.
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The whole incident, (as was par for the course), was never recorded as a UFO
sighting but rather as an unsubstantiated ship distress signal.
NUFORC REPORT

www.rense.com...

---
100 Date: 1943
105 Approximate: Yes
110 Time: 23:00
120 Duration: 1 hour
130 Sighting City: Bering Sea
140 Sighting State: ca
160 Sighting County: USA
170 Witnesses: 8-12
172 Shape: Other
168 Number of Craft: 1
1943 sighting of four linearly arranged red lights in Bering Sea
I was aboard the USS Williamson (Destroyer) in early 1943 during WWII. The
weather was clear with calm seas. The night was very black. At the time of the
sighting, we were patrolling the Bearing Seanorth of the Alaskan Peninsula,
bearing north at about 20 knots.
I was on watch at the starboard 20mm gun, second deck (galley deck). It was
around 2300. My gun turret was above the deck house and there were no
obstructions hindering my field of vision, allowing me to have a clear 360
degree view of the sea around the ship. There were four of us together at the
starboard gun (I can get crew names and captain's name).
The attention of both port and starboard gun crews was drawn to a row of red
lights off the port side, traveling parallel to and slightly forward of the bow. I
did not see the lights when they first approached so do not know the direction
from which they came, or if they came out of the sea. There were at least eight
lights in a row, evenly spaced, canted at about 15 degrees to horizontal. I
would estimate the lights were no more than 100 yards from the ship. The
lights held their relative position to one another throughout the sighting, and
appeared to be about 10 feet apart. I would say that the light closest to the
water (the lights were canted diagonal to horizontal at approximately 15
degrees) appeared to be about 30 feet above the water.
I estimate that it would require a cantaloupe held at arms length to cover a
single light. I could not see a structure associated with the lights as there was
nothing but blackness between the lights. The lights were a very deep red and
did not cast a beam. The lights moved parallel to our ship, holding their
position relative to the ship throughout the entire sighting.
The lights continued to pace the ship as I watched. This continued for at least
one hour. I was relieved from watch at 2400. When I went below the lights
were still visible. I was too tired to stay on deck and went below to sleep. The
next day, the midnight gun crew said that the captain turned the ship and
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"tried" to chase the lights. I don't know the outcome of this maneuver. I don't
know what the circumstances were when the lights disappeared. But I do know
that I have not seen anything like this before or since.
NUFORC REPORT

www.rense.com...
Cheers.

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Mar, 15 2009 @ 10:54 AM

Former Chilean Naval Chief Says UFOs Are Real

Summary:
The former Chilean Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Jorge Martinez
declared that "UFOs are real". The ex-CNO made the shocking statement
during an interview with a Chilean television network. The interview was
conducted by journalist Rodrigo Ugarte from Teletrece, in Chile. The retired
admiral admitted that he personally witnessed the sighting of two UFOs at sea.

Two former Naval officers tell a televised audience about strange phenomena
on the seas of Chile
(Santiago de Chile) The former Chilean Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral
Jorge Martinez declared that "UFOs are real". The ex-CNO made the shocking
statement during an interview with a Chilean television network. The
interview was conducted by journalist Rodrigo Ugarte from Teletrece, in
Chile.The retired admiral admitted that he personally witnessed the
sighting of two UFOs at sea.
According to Admiral Martinez, when he was a young lieutenant, he
personally saw a very luminous white object in front of his patrol
boat. When he took command of his first destroyer, then Captain
Martinez saw another similar object emerging from the water,
creating a strong interference with the navigation system and the
ship's radar.
Guillermo Jimenez, another former Chilean officer claimed that the sonar
system onboard his ship detected two submarine-like objects that caused
similar malfunctions with shipboard electronics. "They displayed the same size
and metallic resonant characteristics that ordinary subs typically show;
however, these objects were too fast to be submarines", said Jimenez.
Both Jimenez and Martinez described how the gyrocompass systems were out
of control. "The radar displays went completely blank and the gyro was
spinning very rapidly, as if a strong magnetic force was present", said Admiral
Martinez.
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Some UFO investigators call this phenomenon "UUO" or unidentified
underwater objects. Upon learning about this special report, we contacted the
Chilean journalist that conducted the interviews. Rodrigo Ugarte, the Teletrece
interviewer told us that there were many other officers that described similar
events but did not want to go on the air with their accounts. Nevertheless, this
is the first time a former Chief of Naval Operations reveals that these
phenomena are real.

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Pilot And Co Pilot Witness UFO Over The Atlantic Ocean

Location: One hours flying time into the Atlantic Ocean after taking off from
Isle de Sol.
Witnesses : Pilot and Co Pilot. (South African)
Date: +- 1984.
Description of sighting: I am a retired Airline pilot having flown passengers all
over the world. I have seen many UFO's or strange things whilst in the air both
during the day and night. This one stands out in my mind. We were one hours
flying time over the Atlantic Ocean flying from east to west on our way to the
USA. We saw through the Flight cabin window a large Blimp/Zeppelin type
craft. It was very large and looked just like the German Zeppelin passenger
craft of the 1930/40's. It had no wings or passenger basket hanging below it
and no windows. We fly at 30000 feet and that type of craft isn't flying
anymore. The UFO just continued on its way and we on ours. We did not
report it as we had strict silence rules and if one reported that type of thing we
could be in big trouble and it could ruin our careers.
Now I am retired I can talk about these things.
After flying to America we always had three or four days off for R&R. During
these occasions I met and became very friendly with the Astronaut John
Glenn. He said that when they left Earth on their journey to the moon they
were accompanied along the way by three UFO's. They took photos and
radioed to NASA control reporting the sightings. The public radio broadcast
was cut at that time so that viewers/listeners could not hear these details,
which were kept secret.
last year he went to Bermuda and visited a centre were they saw a video of the
earth from space. It showed Three large points of light emitting from under
the sea in the Pacific ocean. These lights have never been explained.

worldufos.blogspot.com...

---Falcon Lake, Manitoba, May 20, 1967 - Man witnessess UFOs next to Lake:

Stephen Michalak set out on a prospecting trip to Falcon Lake, Manitoba, on
Friday, May 19, 1967, just as he would have for any other trip. He packed his
equipment, and his wife packed him a lunch for the next day's work. He
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arrived in Falcon Lake at approximately 9:30 p.m. and checked into a motel.
Michalak awoke early in the morning and began prospecting in an area he
later attempted to keep secret. After a morning of work in the bushes around
Falcon Lake, he came across a flock of geese, a typical scene for rural
Manitoba, and sat down at 11:00 a.m. to have his lunch.
It was the ruckus caused by the geese that first caught Michalak's attention.
When he looked up, there were two flying saucers directly in front of him.
According to his statement to the RCMP, he knelt in amazement before the
two objects.
One of the objects landed about 100 feet in front of him, while the other
hovered about 10 feet off of the ground. Michalak estimated the size of the
hovering object to be about 30 feet in diameter.
The first object remained on the ground for 45 minutes. It made a whirling
sound and gradually changed in colour from grey to silver. Then a hatch
opened and the object emitted a bright violet light. Michalak claimed that he
heard voices from within. He called out to the voices in English, German,
Italian, Polish, Ukrainian and Russian. There was no response; instead the
hatch closed quickly as if the inhabitants were spooked. Michalak reached out
and touched the object as it began to revolve and take off, and he was instantly
pushed back by a force of hot air. The blast burned his clothing and left marks
on his chest. After he ripped off his clothing, Michalak felt ill. He began to
vomit and noticed a metallic smell coming from inside his body, like the
burning smell of an electric wire or an electric motor.
Feeling worse by the minute, Michalak headed towards the highway, where he
managed to flag down an RCMP car. Michalak refused medical treatment from
the officer at the time, but later went back to the RCMP detachment office and
asked for a doctor. Upon learning that there were no doctors in the area, he
caught a bus back to Winnipeg.
When Michalak returned home, his son took him to the hospital. He did not
tell the doctor the burns were caused by an unidentified flying object (UFO),
but rather by airplane exhaust. Michalak also consulted his family doctor
about his loss of appetite; since the ordeal, he had experienced rapid weight
loss.
On May 26, 1967, Michalak was interviewed by C.J. Davis of the RCMP. His
report describes the burn marks visible on Michalak's chest: "...a large burn
that covers an area approximately 1 foot in diameter. The burn was... blotchy
and with unburned areas inside the burned perimeter area."

digg.com...

---OHIO RED UFO PLUNGES INTO LAKE ERIE

CLEVELAND -- "It was first thought to be a downed helicopter, then a meteor
shower, but whichever it was caused the U.S. Coast Guard to launch a rescue
boat Wednesday, February 13, 2002, and search Lake Erie off the mouth of the
Black River."
Sightings of red lights or flashes thought to be two miles (3 kilometers
offshore) from the Elyria Water Work started being reported on Lorain (Ohio)
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police radio transmissions around 8 p.m.
"'We're out there doing search patterns,' said a dispatcher for the Lorain Coast
Guard station, but nothing was reported being found late last night."
" Lights from helicopters or possibly commercial planes were later seen in the
air above where the Coast Guard boat combed the waters." "
Also traveling the airways were reports of unusual lights being seen from Bay
Village to Toledo, and Coast Guard radio traffic indicated a
helicopter had been dispatched to take a look along the (lake) shore."
Eyewitness T.S. reported, "I did not see it, but I may have 'heard' it. Over the
late evening, there were several concussion-like sounds like sonic booms. They
shook and rattled the windows of my cottage in Bay Village near the shorefront
of Lake Erie."
This isn't the first time we've had an unidentified submerged object
(USO) on the bottom of Lake Erie. A similar case occurred in
Ashtabula, Ohio a year ago.
UFO ROUNDUP, Vol. 7, #9, February 26, 2002, Editor: Joseph Trainor

www.rense.com...

---USO/UFO Evidence Evaluator:

www.zuko.com...
---Water Related UFO Casebook files:

www.ufocasebook.com...

---Project BlueBook Database
UFO Reports at sea by ships:

www.waterufo.net...

....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Mar, 15 2009 @ 11:14 AM

USS Kilauea USO Encounter:

During my stint in the Navy I was on an ammunition ship (USS Kilauea) in the
Indian Ocean somewhere near Vietnam around early 1974.
Myself and two friends were out on the Foxhull (bow of the ship), it was dark,
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around 9 pm probably. There was little or no moon but millions of stars like
always out there. We were in a group with a destroyer and a carrier, I think the
USS Mason DD, and maybe the Oriskany.
We were watching the Mason in front of us and the glowing trail of ocean it
was kicking up from the phosphorus algae in the water when the ocean in
front of us lit up, started glowing. It got brighter and brighter and then
this really bright orange/yellow ball came out of the water on the
right-starboard side of the destroyer. It flew over the top of the
destroyer and went back in the ocean on the port side, with the
same glowing ocean water and then disappeared.
We all just stared at each other with our mouths open. We could not believe
what we saw, but I asked friends of mine who were on watch on the bridge if
they saw it and they all did. There was nothing ever reported that I know of
though and we just quit talking about it. I bet the destroyer got a good look at
it. It went right over the bridge of that ship and it was big. Maybe 150 to 200
feet in diameter. That was my big encounter.
Norman Burns,2008

www.trueghosttales.com...

---1954: BOAC Airliner Encounters Huge UFOs over Atlantic Ocean:

I recently gained new interest in an old UFO case, when a lady sent me an
email telling me that her father, who is still alive today, was a passenger on a
Boening Stratocruiser on June 29, 1954 when crew members and
passengers saw seven UFOs over the Atlantic Ocean. One of the
UFOs was larger, or a mother ship, flanked by six other similar, yet
smaller, unknown objects.
The plane was England bound from Queens, New York. The eyewitness of this
tantalizing account worked for British Airways in a managerial position for
over twenty five years and is currently retired and living in Miami. One of the
very interesting aspects of this case is that eyewitnesses state that the objects
morphed, or changed shapes as they paced the BOAC airliner on June 29,
1954. The plane had left Idlewild Airport, now JFK, in Queens, New York at
4:55 PM with Captain James Howard at the helm. He was an experienced
pilot.
The planes route took it along the south shore of Long Island, and then north
over Connecticut and Rhode Island. Dinner had passed, with some of the
passengers asleep, when at 9:05 PM, Captain Howard first observed the UFOs.
He saw one large object, with six smaller UFOs. He immediately pointed out
the unusual sight to his co-pilot, First Officer Lee Boyd, known for flying with
the RAF Pathfinder Force during World War ll. Lee, however, had already seen
the UFOs.
The objects, flying as a group, were about 5 miles from, and traveling parallel
to the BOAC's flight path. The mother ship maintained the center position in
the group, while the six smaller UFOs preceded and followed it, like escort and
guard. The UFO group followed the airliner for about 80 miles. From time to
time, the mother ship appeared to change its shape; the six smaller UFOs
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changed positions as it did.
The crew contacted Goose Bay in Labrador, Canada to see if anything else was
flying in their area. They received a negative response. Goose Bay sent a Royal
Canadian Air Force fighter jet to investigate the BOAC sighting. During this
time, the mother ship had changed shape from its original pear shape to that
of a phone receiver. Reports state that the object was the size of an ocean liner.
Our eyewitness agrees with this description.
The list of witnesses grew rapidly; George Allen, navigating officer; Douglas
Cox, radio officer; Dan Godfrey, engineering officer; and Bill Stewart, the other
engineering officer who was also a veteran flyer with many flight hours logged
aboard four-engine AVRO Lancaster bombers in World War II. Stewardess
Daphne Webster saw the UFOs, and later stated,"I have been flying for two
years and have never seen anything like it before."
Objects Begin to Disappear
Shortly before the investigating jet arrived, the UFOs began to disappear.
Captain Howard wondered what had happened to the unknown objects.
According to George Allen, who had been watching them the whole time, "It
looked to me as though they went inside the big one." Howard told the jet pilot
that the objects had disappeared, with the mother ship moving at great speed.
The crew of 8, plus fourteen passengers had seen the UFOs for eighteen
minutes, the time it took to cover the 80 miles.
Captain Howard wrote in the December 11, 1954 issue of Everybody's Weekly,
"It was a solid thing. I'm sure of that, maneuverable and controlled
intelligently--a sort of base ship linked somehow with those smaller attendant
satellites. There is no rational explanation--except on the basis of space ships
and flying saucers. On that basis, it must have been some weird form of space
ship from another world."
The compelling account of crew and passengers of the BOAC airliner on June
29, 1954 gives us a look into the unknown...the unknown world of UFOs. This
case has never been debunked by any conventional explanation. Only one
conclusion remains. Intelligently controlled vehicles of unknown origin paced
and observed the BOAC airliner for eighteen minutes for reasons unknown
over the Atlantic Ocean.
Eyewitness A. C. Recalls Encounter
He was sitting on the Port side of the airplane, which would have been the
same side as the Captain. There was nobody sitting in the seat next to him. He
remembers seeing the strange objects out of the window. He saw one large
object with a number of small objects around it. He said he thought the
description by the Captain in his article in "Everybody's" of an old fashioned
telephone receiver with the hearing and speaking knobs facing up was an
accurate depiction of what he saw.

www.theblackvault.com...(6-29-1954)

---UFOs Over Ship in the Pacific Ocean:

It was April, 1967. I was a soldier in the U.S.Army on board the troop ship
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U.S.S.Geiger.
We were enroute to The Republic of Viet Nam. Our position was somewhere
between the Hawaiian Islands and the Philippines in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean. The time was approx. 2300 HRS. and a very clear night. We could see
every star in the sky
Up until this point in time, I always believed what the Government said about
UFO's. This however, was about to change. My eyes locked onto two
luminous disc shaped objects about ten degrees above the horizon.
Due north, heading directly toward our ship. They were flying in
formation next to each other and appeared to be about twenty
miles away. From the apparent distance, these objects were huge!
With my finger still pointing into the sky, I couldn't cover them both with it.
My friend suddenly asked me what happened, what was I looking at? I told
him to look and tell me if he could see what I was seeing. He exclaimed, "Holly
S---!" "What the hell is that?" Since the guards were posted and standing near
us, I called him over to suggest he contact the Officer of the Guard and let him
know we have two airborne objects approaching from the North, and they
don't look like ours.
I yelled to the guys on deck to pass me those binoculars. Word began to spread
and everyone on deck was watching the objects. They now appeared about ten
miles away and closing. Altitude at night is difficult to judge but they seemed
to be about 3000FT. Looking through the binoculars I observed the glowing
under side of the object. I saw a round convex surface, glowing a white light
over the entire surface. With traces of silver. The best way to describe it would
be like looking at a pearl that was glowing from inside. The silvery substance
appeared to be moving randomly, like flickering fire. Above the glowing disc
was a large dark structure, round and the height was about one quarter the
diameter of the glowing disc. The object was so close now I could no longer see
the hole (sic-whole) thing through the binoculars.
What happened next convinced me these were intelligently controlled vehicles.
As they approached the starboard side of the ship, the object on the left turned
to the West at a 45 degree angle and reduced speed. The right one continued
flying south directly over the ship. After passing over the ship it made a
sudden 90 degree turn to the West without loosing speed. Both objects were
getting closer to each other again. The one on the left made another 45 degree
angle turn to the West and they were again flying parallel heading west.
This was a very slick and precise maneuver that seemed automated or
programed.
I've attached a link to a diagram of this maneuver and an image of the objects.
USS Geiger:

members.aol.com...

We continued to observe these objects until they disappeared in the Western
horizon.

www.waterufo.net...
....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Mar, 15 2009 @ 11:31 AM
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Crew witness UFOs over Baltic Sea:

"It was while I was in the Air Force as crew chief of an airborne intelligence
crew flying a mission in the Baltic Sea during the month of November 1970,"
Guthrie said as we sat at his dining room table. "We had been airborne for
perhaps seven or eight hours and the time of the sighting was approximately
eleven or eleven thirty p.m. in the evening.
‘DAMN, LOOK AT THAT THING GO!’:
"We were at the far southerly end of our mission orbit leg. We had made a turn
off the coast of Gotland Island, which is a Swedish possession in the upper
Baltic Sea, and were turning in an easterly direction heading generally towards
Copenhagen, Denmark."
Guthrie was in an RC-135 reconnaissance plane with a three-man flight crew
in the cockpit and a team of specialists in the back under his command.
"Perhaps fifteen or twenty minutes after mission termination, I called the front
end crew, the aircraft commander, and as I pressed the intercom button, I
heard a conversation between the navigator, pilot and co-pilot. They were
obviously seeing something out of the front cockpit window of the aircraft, and
I think the remark at the time was, 'God damn, look at that thing go!'

"I asked what was up and they said they really didn't know but they saw
another similar object on the horizon to the south of us over East Germany
and that perhaps I could see it in the back of the aircraft out of one of the
porthole windows.

"So, without telling the rest of the members of my crew, because I did not want
them to leave station, I put my assistant in charge and stepped out into the
corridor and looked out the window towards the front of the aircraft, which at
this time was beginning its mission turn from almost due south to a westerly
course off the southern tip of Gotland Island and turning on a heading more or
less towards Copenhagen.

"And at that time I saw three bright glowing objects flying in a
triangular formation. Our mission aircraft at the time was doing
approximately four hundred fifty or five hundred knots, and these
appeared to be closing extremely rapidly on a parallel course to the
aircraft.
“We were going at that point in our turn from a southerly to a westerly
direction and they were proceeding from the south-southwesterly direction to
a northeasterly direction.
"The night was extremely clear. We had good visibility clear to the ground. It
was a bright night. The objects I saw were three in number. They were flying in
a triangular formation, with a lead man and two point men on either side of
the lead man.
COLOSSAL SPEED:
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“They appeared as round, glowing red fireballs. The nearest thing I
can describe to it is an old fashioned cook stove lid that's been
overheated and is just glowing red, or like something you'd see on
an anvil in a blacksmith's shop, the glowing red of metal.
"I cannot state with any degree of accuracy whether these were relatively small
objects seen fairly close to the aircraft or whether they were quite large objects
seen at some distance away.
"The one thing that astounded me was the colossal speed. Even
after compensating for our forward direction and they were
moving in the opposite direction paralleling the aircraft, they
would appear on the horizon and had swept across my complete
range of vision from the front of the aircraft to the rear and going
over the horizon towards the Arctic regions, it was just a matter of
two or three seconds.
"I imagine my field of vision at thirty five thousand feet, at a guess, would have
been two hundred miles, a hundred miles in each direction, and they were
covering that distance at an incredible speed.
"And just as I was sitting there open-mouthed astonished watching
this phenomenon flash by, there on the horizon appeared three
more identical objects, and I watched no less than five or six groups
of these things appear suddenly on the horizon at great speed, pass
the aircraft and disappear in the Arctic regions to the rear of the
aircraft.
"After five or six of these groups had passed, that seemed to be the end of
them. We saw no more of them. They did not return.
“They did not make any maneuvers or deviate left or right or alter course or
speed or altitude. They just went in a straight line from one horizon out of
sight to the rear of the aircraft over the horizon.
"I would say the time it took them to appear and disappear couldn't have been
more than seconds, perhaps three or four seconds we would have each group
in sight.
"It was just incredible. I have never seen anything move like that in my life.
INTELLIGENTLY CONTROLLED?
“I've been on aircraft as senior airborne crew member for twelve, fifteen years,
and I've been around all types of aircraft, flown on aircraft, logged thousands
of hours on old World War II B-50s, B-29s, C-47s, B-47s, C-130 A and B
models, RC-135Hs.
“I'm familiar with most of the aircraft in the Air Force inventory and I've
worked on flight lines of aircraft all my life, helicopters and various types of
aircraft, and yet these fit into no known aircraft configuration that I have ever
seen in my life.
"They were completely circular. They appeared to be under intelligent control
because of the fact they were in formation, an intelligently guided formation.
"As far as the external characteristics, all I can say is to repeat what I said, they
reminded me of a round glowing fireball, something like a stove lid that is red
hot."
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Guthrie saw at least eighteen and perhaps twenty one of these objects, and the
flight crew in the front end had seen at least one or two groups before Guthrie
became aware of what was happening.
"Everybody was rather stunned,” Guthrie added. “We sat speechless for a little
bit because we knew they were not terrestrial aircraft off of this planet, of any
nation.
"This was quite obvious to anybody that's flown as many hours as we have,
that those craft could possibly exist or belong to any country on this planet.
There's nothing that travels that fast that's man-made.
"They were not meteors. Meteors do not fly in formation. Meteors don't fly in a
straight line from one horizon to the other.
"They were, I feel, intelligently guided, if not controlled internally, then
controlled externally perhaps, as a remote vehicle from some other craft. But
even that stupefies the imagination that anything could be controlled at those
colossal speeds from a remote viewpoint."
Such speeds are indeed unbelievable. He had no way of knowing how far away
the objects were or over what distances he had them in sight. But, if they came
and went in four seconds – he had actually started counting, "one thousand
and one, one thousand and two…” – they had to have been clipping along at
several tens of thousands of miles an hour. That's pretty zippy.
Naturally, that seems impossible, even to those of us living in the fast lane.
But, given the present state of acceleration of our own technology, what speeds
will we be capable of in a couple of hundred years?

www.mufon.com...

---Australian Air Force Pilot Witnesses UFO diving into Ocean:

In mid-February 1942,Lt. William Brennan of the Royal Australian Air Force
was on patrol over the Bass Strait south of Melbourne, Australia, on the
lookout for Japanese submarines or long-range German U-boats. Fishermen
in the area had reported mysterious lights bobbing on the sea at night, and
after the Japanese attack on Darwin on February 19, the Allied High
Command was urging the strictest vigilance.
The air patrol was flying a few miles east of the Tasman Peninsula about 5:50
P.M. on a sunny evening when a strange aircraft of a glistening bronze color
suddenly emerged from a cloud bank near them. The object was about 150 feet
long and approximately 50 feet in diameter. Lt. Brennan saw that the peculiar
craft had a dome or cupola on its upper surface and he thought that he might
have seen someone inside wearing a helmet.
The unidentified aerial craft flew parallel to the RAAF patrol for
several minutes, then it abruptly turned away and dived straight
down into the Pacific. Lt. Brennan emphasized that the USO made a
dive, not a crash, into the ocean; and he added that before the craft
left them, he noticed what appeared to be four finlike appendages
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on its underside.

www.rense.com...

---Airline Pilot Witnessess Metallic USO:

On January 12, 1965, Captain K, an airline pilot on a flight between
Whenuapai and Kaitaia, New Zealand, spotted a USO when he was about onethird of the way across Kaipara Harbor. As he veered his DC-3 for a
closer look at what he had at first guessed to be a stranded graywhite whale in an estuary, it became evident to him that he was
now observing a metallic structure of some sort.
Captain K saw that the object was perfectly streamlined and
symmetrical in shape. He could detect no external control surfaces
or protrusions, but there did appear to be a hatch on top. Harbored
in no more than thirty feet of water, the USO was not shaped like an
ordinary submarine. He estimated its length to be approximately
100 feet with a diameter of 15 feet at its widest part.
Later, the Navy stated that it would have been impossible for any known
model of submarine to have been in that particular area due to the
configuration of harbor and coastline. The surrounding mud flats and
mangrove swamps would make the spot in which Captain K saw his USO
inaccessible to conventional undersea craft.

www.rense.com...

....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Mar, 15 2009 @ 11:59 AM

250 Oil Rig Workers witness huge USO.

In December, 1997, a massive craft was seen emerging from the sea next to an
oil platform in the Gulf of Mexico. According to engineer Jeremy Packer, the
sighting was witnessed by 250 oil rig workers.
At about 7:58 A.M., Packer said that everyone got frightened when they heard
a rumbling noise that they knew couldn't be the engines that ran the platform
bore. Looking toward the west, they sighted twenty-five to thirty helicopters
on maneuvers. This was not unusual, Packer said, except that the rig
commander said that he had not received the usual alert regarding Coast
Guard maneuvers.
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Then, according to Packer, they all saw something that totally
changed their lives. All of the helicopters stopped in midair and a
huge metal cigar-shaped object about the size of the oil platform
surfaced beneath them. The massive craft, about as long as two
football fields, soared straight out of the water and into the air,
where it hovered above the helicopters for about two minutes.
Packer described the object as concave on its underside with four
large domes on its bottom. The topside of the cigar-shaped craft
was encircled by beautiful lights of every color that one could
imagine.
And then, as if someone had turned off a light switch, the giant craft had
disappeared. One second everyone was studying the object through binoculars
or telescopes, then, in the literal blink of an eye, it was gone.
As an interesting sidenote, Packer said that the crew noticed that their watches
were 30 minutes later than the actual time when they got back to the
mainland.

www.rense.com...

---Brazil UFO enters Lake:

Date: July 2, 1974; Time: around 03:30 PM; Place: Nearby Navegantes Beach,
Santa Catarina, Brazil; Witnesses: At least 17 persons: - Mr. Ubelino Severino;
Mr. Francisco Severino; Mr. Francisco Filho; Mr. Alfredo Leopoldo da Costa;
Mr. Jose Custodio; Mr. Alfredo Claudino; Mrs. Nilda Vieira; Mrs. Carmelia
Severino and her nine children; Field research by: Carlos Alberto Machado.
On that afternoon, fishermen were working on the beach when they
spotted a disc-shaped object with small lateral protrusions
approaching very fast but silently. The object fell on the ocean, 100
meters distant from the Navegantes Beach coast line.
The fishermen thought that the object could be some sort of foreign
experimental aircraft in trouble, so they drove their fishing boats to the very
spot where the object dove to try to rescue any survivors. The water was sort of
dark, and they couldn't see anything below! There were good divers among
them, but they were afraid to enter the ocean water under such low visibility.
The fishermen soon became aware of a curious fact: Itajai Airport is only 1 km
far from the watery crash site. If the object was an airplane - they supposed the airport managers should have sent a rescue team. But no team ever
arrived.
In a short time, the news media discovered what had happened and started to
investigate the incident. Such a stir made the local police start an investigation
and the police soon concluded that the witnesses had indeed seen something
unusual.
Mr. Ubelino Severino guided divers of the Brazilian Navy to the precise area of
the crash. Despite claiming to have seen any object, one of the divers did
9/19/99 a second dive to mark the spot with a signaling buoy which was fixed
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in place with a rope tied underwater.
The Navy's commander required that Ubelino call him immediately if anyone,
not authorized, ever tried to go near the buoy. The following morning Ubelino
verified that the buoy was gone! He called the commander's office and
reported that the buoy was gone, but they didn't seem concerned about it .
Two days after the crash, two fishermen who were the best divers in the area,
were found dead and naked on the nearby rocks. They were the only two who
had enough courage to dive where the buoy was.They reported to their
colleagues that they had seen a disc-shaped object half buried
underwater. The ocean water around the disc was terribly hot, so
they could not touch it.
The object "disappeared" with the buoy.
For two weeks, all fish seemed to have vanished from the area.
Brazilian Army officers, stationed at Florianopolis, Santa Catarina's Capital,
interviewed the witnesses and local inhabitants.
UFOlogists suspects that the disk was retrieved by the Navy late at
night.
Days later, another disc-shaped object was seen diving slowly in the
exact place were the first object crashed. We also have all the
details of this second observation (a CEIII) and the names of the
witnesses.

www.waterufo.net...

---Peru UFOs emerge from lake:

In 1990, on a dark night somewhere in the Andes near the ancient site of the
sacred Incan city of Ollantaytambo, Peru, my wife Sherry and I watched
numerous illuminated UFOs emerge from the surface of a lake,
soar into the night sky in a peculiar zigzag flight pattern, then
descend once again beneath the water.
Obviously quite accustomed to the sight, the Peruvian villagers went about
their tasks of carrying grain and water to their families in jars atop their heads,
paying little attention to the USO phenomenon. In answer to our queries
regarding the glowing objects, the villagers' answers were consistent:
"Angelsthe Old Onesthe grandfathers, who have never left us."

www.rense.com...

---Dominican Republic
10. June 24, 1977 La Caleta, near Boca Chica:

While returning to Santo Domingo at about one in the morning, Senor A.S.
Cruz saw a light over the sea, which descended to water level, and a
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tube came out of the bottom and took up water. The witness stopped to
watch the unusual spectacle. The UFO stopped its auction action and headed
toward him. As it approached, the witness saw two beings in the windows who
seemed to be looking at him. Sr. Cruz tried to drive away, but his car would not
start. Then he noticed the presence of another identical UFO. Behind the two
objects was "a pair of thick black tubes or cylinders that were joined together."
Suddenly, and in complete silence, the UFOs were sucked up by the tubes,
which immediately started moving, and then disappeared before the witness's
eyes.
The UFOs were also seen by a fisherman.

---Other:
Iceland:

Commander Graham Bethune, U.S. Navy (retired) was flying his military
plane from Iceland to Newfoundland on February 10, 1951 when he saw a UFO
coming out of the water. He was about 300 miles from his destination, when
he and his crew saw a glow on the water like approaching a city at night. "As
we approached this glow it turned to a monstrous circle of white
lights on the water. Then we saw a yellow halo, small, much smaller
than whatever it was launched from, about 15 miles away. As the
UFO approached my plane and flew alongside it, we could see the
domed craft which had a corona discharge."

Alaska:

A witness for the Disclosure Project, presented at the National Press Club on
May 9, 2001 in Washington DC, was Dan Willis, U.S. Navy. He worked in the
code room of the communication station in San Francisco. He received a
priority message, classified as Secret, from a military ship near Alaska. The
ship reported, emerging out of the ocean, near port bow, a brightly
glowing, reddish-orange elliptical object approximately 70 feet in
diameter. It shot out of the water traveling at about 700 mph. This
event was tracked on the ships radar and substantiated.

---Aliens Under the sea -Timothy Good:

www.ufoarea.com...

---[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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Interesting posts karl 12,
This is a small but nonetheless important report about a sighting aboard the U.S. Coast
Guard Cutter Acushnet of a prototypical Saucer with lights hovering at 190 degrees to
port, and at 1000 yards elevated with two Phantoms sped toward it.
??-??-1977-d www.waterufo.net...

UFO Hovering At 190 Degrees to Port Plays Havoc Aboard Cutter Acushnet In
1977
Date: Thursday, July 13 @ 12:13:01 MST
Topic: UFO Reports from Military Men & Women
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HBCC UFO Research Note: Here is another example of what I believe to be a
cover up as the witnesses mentions in his letter/report. I know I have
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personally heard many stories from servicemen and woman who along with
their shipmates have been witness to some unusual crafts which were
maneuvering in ways that are not known here on earth.


Message: I saw a UFO in 1977 while serving on the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter
Acushnet. It messed with our communications and compasses, and was
redirected by 2 Phantoms which appeared suddenly. The Log Book was
removed. Can you say cover up?
Additional Information:
Well, Sir, I was a (removed by HBCC due to it giving away who this person
was/is). I was coming on watch when the General Quarters alarm went off. We
lost steering while towing a Giant new "Meteorological" buoy toward Cuba.
(Get it?) As I entered the Bridge I was also informed that the electronics and
auxiliary were malfunctioning. It was an old ship, so I wasn't overly freaked
until I saw what everyone was staring up at. Prototypical Saucer with lights
hovering at 190 degrees to port, and at 1000 yards elevated. The tow line was
limp, and the buoy shrouded in a bizarre fog. Two Phantoms sped toward it at
an angle above/abeam and it moved at incredible speed vertical zig-zag until
out of sight about 4 seconds . After a brief meeting in the C/O's cabin, the log I
was keeping was replaced, and I was told by a 1st class P.O. who moments
before sounded like he was crapping bricks from his bow station ("Get me
someone else down here!"). That it never happened, and if I know what's good
for me I won't say anything more about it. Detailed enough?
1. They know all about what's going on, and may have been told to cover it up
by these invaders, and 2. Considering how these things seem to have the
brains to know what to observe and how to travel like they do, I'm afraid there
isn't a damn thing we can do about it. Except pray that they're friendly. [.ex]

Note 1: This “bizarre fog”, is possibly created by the UFO due to the
heat of its field causing “steam” thus giving the impression of fog –CF-

Another case with a fog bank around the object.
reply to post by spacevisitor

 top topics
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Oregon County

[edit on 17/3/09 by spacevisitor]

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

[edit on 17/3/09 by spacevisitor]

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 1 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

karl 12
 
posted on Mar, 17 2009 @ 10:02 AM

16 years after ...

 link   

Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

reply to post by spacevisitor
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Thank you members of ATS.
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Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

SV,that reports got a bit of everything -visual corellation; objects outrunning fighter jets;
radio/electronic disruption effects;
strange fog phenomenon (again); vertical zig zag flight
characteristics; subsequent orders/threats never to discuss incident again....
and of course missing log books (how many is that now?)

Out of The Shadows Released

Great find

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

---Some other great ATS threads concerning USOs/UFOs over the Ocean:

Bethune/Gander UFO Incident, Feb.10,1951 Newfoundland, Canada
(300 ft. Diameter UFO Spotted!).
Thread posted by Easynow:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Caught on film by TV crew: The 1978 Kaikoura UFO sightings.
Thread posted by Ziggystar60:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

NATO chases USO (unident. underwater obj.) near Iceland, 1992.
Thread posted by Spooky Vince:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Australian Secrets/Conspiracies.
Thread posted by Jezza
Page 2:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

At Sea, Underwater Sighting (Indian Ocean).
Thread posted by Journey:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

UFOs in Iceland during the Cold War.
Thread posted by Kacen:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

Possible UFO crash off NJ coast.
Thread posted by XFoxMulderX:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg13[24/06/2020 17:49:21]
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US Political Madness • 18 • : 111DPKING111

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

Odd occurance in Myrtle Beach.
Thread posted by Xstealth:

Religion, Faith, And Theology • 4 • : DISRAELI

www.abovetopsecret.com...

The Matrix as real
The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen
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posted on Mar, 17 2009 @ 11:34 AM

Is There an Underwater UFO Base off
the Southern California Coast?
By Preston Dennett

 link   

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 271 • : Stormdancer777

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX


FATE :: February 2006
Shortly after I began investigating UFOs in the late 1980s, I started to receive
reports of unidentified ocean-going craft. Most of these reports came from a
certain stretch of California coastline, from about Santa Barbara south to Long
Beach. This particular body of water, I soon learned, had a widespread
reputation as a UFO hotspot. After several witnesses told me they believed
there was an underwater UFO base there, I decided to conduct a more indepth investigation to determine the truth.
My first step was to survey the research of other prominent investigators. To
my surprise, most of the local researchers were already aware of the sightings.
Writes Ann Druffel, “This body of water lies between the coastlines of
Southern California and Santa Catalina Island, 20 miles offshore to the
southwest.The area has for at least thirty years been the scene of
UFO reports of all kinds: surface sightings of hazy craft which
cruise leisurely in full view of military installations, aerial spheres
bobbing in oscillating flight, gigantic cloud-cigars, and at least one
report of an underwater UFO with uniformed occupants.”
Another researcher, Robert Stanley, editor of the now defunct magazine
Unicus, writes, “Even in the sixties, families were going down to the
beach and waiting for a UFO to pass by…. By the 1970s, whole
families were going down to the beach at Point Dume at night to
watch the multi-colored UFOs [that] would sink under the water at
times.”
MUFON field investigator Bill Hamilton writes, “For years witnesses have
seen many types of UFO cruising off the Palos Verdes Peninsula in
Southern California. UFOs have actually been seen to come out of
the water in the San Pedro Channel.”

www.fatemag.com...

----
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UFO projects, the potential end of ATS and
priorities
Aliens and UFOs • 50 • : karl 12
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Footage of UFO going into lake?

video.google.com...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 19 2009 @ 03:29 AM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
Is There an Underwater UFO Base off
the Southern California Coast?
By Preston Dennett

Hi karl 12, perhaps you find this interesting and is it in a way connected with your post.
I am not shore of course but maybe you can figure that out?
It was an interesting post from John Lear.
reply to post by johnlear


Originally posted by johnlear
Over the past 20 years I have heard stories of a huge U.S. Navy submarine base under the
desert in Hawthorne Nevada.
There are stories that California and Nevada sit on a shelf underneath which lies an
eastern portion of the Pacific Ocean. Maybe the Pacific Ocean extends under that shelf
to Hawthorne Nevada (and even further?).
Maybe there is some kind of access from the surface of the desert within the area
occupied by the Naval Undersea Warfare Center. And maybe if you go deep enough there
is a huge part of the Pacific Ocean in which the Navy conducts Undersea Warfare
training.

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 19 2009 @ 08:17 AM

Uppppppppppppppppppppp
Here is the URL address of a possible USO case off Catalina in 1982:

video.aol.com...
Keep up with the good work. Thanks.
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MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 19 2009 @ 08:26 AM

 link   

More to come..
And another recent URL which is just about the USO cases from Catalina Island:
USOs Update at Catalina Island

www.alienseekernews.com...
By the way, if there is any other USO witness on here, it is betta to write his or her own
sighting down to this thread. Cos, we use ATS Forum as the info source.
See ya later.

echodogene
posted on Mar, 19 2009 @ 09:07 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
the Bible say's that during the fload of Noah's time that all souls above land and below in
the sea's were destroyed. i don't know the exact words off hand but it does refer to souls
in the sea, which leads me to believe that there was something living down there at that
time. Noah and his family survived and multiplied and i believe that more of what was
down there then.. have have come and multiplied also. does this tie in with uso's? i think
it does

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 20 2009 @ 05:58 AM

 link   

Up Up
Here is another novel but Spanish-written article about the possible Underwater UFO
Bases in Cadiz Bay, Spain as follows:
Base de OVNIS en la Bahía de Cádiz (UFO Base in Cadiz Bay)

www.angulo13.com...
There is an alleged USO pic there which shows that two strange balls of light are coming
out of the sea.

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 20 2009 @ 06:41 AM
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As we all know that the USO phenomenon is a global thing, cos the mankind has always
observed daa enigma in all types of world waters. So when we do a research about USOs,
we must recover all different kinds of continuously flowing info from all distinct sources.
Plus we must get the most recent USO-related information.
Imma giving ya the recent USO essays from the web. Soooooooooooooo..
Another Spanish-written article about the Underwater UFOs in Peru is here:
OVNIS Submarinos en el Perú (Submarine UFOs in Peru)

cronicasmundosocultos.blogspot.com...
In this article, there is an amazing graphic of ecosonda which shows the presence of USOs
at the bottom of the ocean.
Keep in touch plizz.

karl 12

posted on Mar, 20 2009 @ 06:56 AM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
SV -Some interesting speculation about underground secrecy by the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center
Theres a good link below about submarine sonar mapping stating how about 90% of the
ocean floor is still completely unknown.

An Unexplored Territory
More than 70 percent of the Earth's surface is covered by ocean, but to date,
we've explored less than 5 percent of it.
Geophysicist Walter Smith, with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's Laboratory for Satellite Altimetry clarified the situation that
90% of the ocean floor is unmapped;
"If you make an estimate using all the historical data in a place like South
Pacific, and compare it to the United States at the same scale, it looks a bit like
the interstate highway system," he explained.
"It's like sending surveyors out and saying that every few miles they
can measure the height of the ground, but [they can] never leave
the interstate highway system—then asking them to come back and
make a map showing all the geographic features of the United
States."

paradigmprobe.blogspot.com...
---The Unknown Sounds of NOAA

The USS San Francisco came upon this fact when it collided with an uncharted
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sea mount, at least that was the conclusion offered in the official investigation.
"The findings of fact show that San Francisco, while transiting at
flank (maximum) speed and submerged to 525 feet, hit a seamount
that did not appear on the chart being used for navigation,"the 124page report said of the incident in the vicinity of the Caroline Islands.

Unidentified sounds stream through the darkness of the ocean depths.
According to NOAA, one sound was heard only once, never to be captured
again. The University of Washington used to post the Mystery Sonogram of the
Month-the anomalous sounds recorded by NOAA are nicknamed Bloop, Slow
Down, Julia, Train, Whistle and Upsweep. You can sample these using the
NOAA link below:

paradigmprobe.blogspot.com...
Unknown recordings:

www.pmel.noaa.gov...

---Radar/Sonar Contact:

"A Longtime friend and coworker of mine at Boston's Museum of Science is
Valerie Wilcox of Aubarndale, Massachusetts. During a telephone
conversation with me on July 27, 1984, Val commented that an English
acquaintance recently mentioned a UFO experience that he had while he was
in the Royal Navy.
He told her he was present when an unidentified target was picked up
on his ship's radar and then tracked by sonar after it entered the
water! Part of the log referring to this event was alleged to have
been confiscated. Val offered to have us both come to dinner some evening
in late August or early September so that I could question the individual about
his experience..."

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Huge UFO Absorbs Water from the Ocean-Puerto Rico:

During our recent investigation of Vieques, resident Mr. Angel Encarnación
reported the following:

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg13[24/06/2020 17:49:21]
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"One night fishing out at sea, to the south of the shooting range, in the east of
Vieques, we saw a really big and shining light in the distance. Getting closer we
saw that it was suspended in the air.It was ... a huge object, ... a round
and huge flying saucer with lots of lights turning on and off
intermittently all around the object. There were yellow, green and
red lights.
"On the bottom, right in the middle of the saucer, there was only
one really big green light, focused at the ocean's surface. It wasn't
more than 100 feet above the ocean. But that thing wasn't from this
world. What shocked us the most was seeing that the object was
absorbing seawater from the ocean. You could actually see the
water rising and entering the object through the area where the
green light was coming from. It was a really big column of water
going up. You could not see any fish or anything else ... just the
water going up ... and all of that without a single sound. Nothing.
"As we got closer to the saucer,” continued Encarnación, “it stayed still for a
while and then it immediately left, flew away very fast in the direction of El
Yunque [a forested area in eastern Puerto Rico where there has been a lot of
UFO alien activity] or Ceiba [where the US Roosevelt Roads Naval Station is
located], on land, in the island of Puerto Rico. It was really fast. It was gone in
seconds ... Incredible.
“We looked at each other and said,'We have seen something extraordinary that
has never been seen before. Let\'s not say anything on land, because they
won't believe us.' I only told my family about what happened."
On another occasion while they were fishing at night, the witness
and his partners saw a shining green light rising from the bottom of
the ocean. They thought it could be a US Navy submarine surfacing in the
area, but just when the submarine’s light should have surfaced, the green light
disappeared and everything was dark again. They immediately heard the
sound of water falling to the ocean near them. Whatever it was that
emerged, it rose and took to the skies in the middle of the darkness
of night and disappeared in total silence, and a subtle humid sprinkling
fell over the group of fishermen. After the incident Encarnación and the others
left the scene as soon as possible, returning to Vieques.
"Besides that,” said Encarnación, “we have seen shining objects coming out
from the lagoons, after which they leave at high speed, and get lost in the sky.
They are shining lights, orbs or balls of light of a blue-white color. Of course,
they could be something from the Navy ... since they have done lots of things
of which we don't know yet.
“But what we saw in the ocean,” he continued explaining, “was similar to what
some people call a flying saucer. I have no doubts about it. And I don't think it
is from the Navy, because nobody on Earth can manufacture, I believe,
something like that, an artifact like the one we saw, because that object
disappeared in the sky in seconds, in the direction of El Yunque.”

www.iraap.org...

---‘Triangle-shaped’ UFOs Suspended Over US Navy Airstrip,
UFOs Come out from the Sea -Puerto Rico:
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We interviewed the Director of the Vieques Municipal Police, Officer Wilfredo
Feliciano, who informed us of a series of important observations he had
experienced.
His first sighting took place during the summer of 1997, at around 9 P.M.
Feliciano was driving his car on Route 997, which runs from the Esperanza
sector to Isabel II. At the intersection of a place known as Marta’s Alley, he
became aware of an intense yellow light hanging motionless in the sky some
distance away. Intrigued, he parked the car at the left edge of the road to
observe the light more carefully.
“It was a real big triangular object,” he stated, “completely engulfed
in a bright yellow light ... It seemed to be at an altitude of about 500
feet above the ground, over property belonging to Camp García. I
calculated the altitude based on the height of some trees in the
area. What intrigued me the most was that the thing was suspended
right over the area where the US Navy has an airstrip or runway for
their planes to land and take off ... And that it was an unidentified
flying object.
“There were no military exercises at the time, so what was that
object, that triangle of light, doing there over the runway? Thinking
that I was observing something I shouldn’t be seeing, I left the site
at once. But from that moment on, I realized something very
strange is taking place on the land controlled by the US Navy.
“Some days later, my wife told me that she saw a similar object, also at night,
suspended over the exact same place where I had seen the object — over Camp
García’s runway. The next weekend, as we were driving to her mother’s home,
we saw another triangle. This time our sons were with us in the car; they saw it
too.”
Feliciano and his family observed the object from a distance of two miles, and
even from that distance, they described its size to be three to four feet in
length, which indicates the object was very large.
He also told us that, as part of his duties with the municipal police, he had to
patrol the land west of Vieques, at the time still under US Navy control. On
many occasions he witnessed brightly lit UFOs emerging from the sea in the
Punta Arenas area, flying away at great speed into the night sky. Often the
objects would make several fast turns before leaving the area.
“This has happened on many occasions, sometimes between 9 and 11 PM, and
sometimes around 2 or 3 in the morning.They come out from the sea at a
spot right in the middle of Punta Arenas and Roosevelt Roads Naval
Station in Ceiba.”

www.iraap.org...

....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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posted on Mar, 20 2009 @ 07:19 AM

Australian Police Report USO:

On Saturday evening December 30 1995, all phones rang hot at Gosford Police
Station as motorists called on their mobile phones to report a large craft
hovering above Mooney-Mooney Bridge.
Later, dozens of calls flooded in from distressed locals at home. Station
Sergeant Bob Wenning states,“People were woken by an intense
humming noise. They were genuinely frightened when they saw a
huge cylindrical object hovering over the water. It had a polished,
ball-like bottom, and as it hovered over the lake, its lights shone
down into the water, apparently turning it in to steam”. Callers also
reported a brilliant light which “turned night into day”, shining
through their bedroom windows.
Patrol cars were sent out to investigate, but whenever police officers
came to within 50 meters of it, or car headlights got close, the craft
would turn off its own lights and shoot up skywards, out of sight.
One police officer reported that it flew away “as if you had a torch
beam and whipped it around.”
Seasonal parties, previously well behaved, suddenly erupted into antisocial
behaviour. Residents reported their animals cowered and hid, and many dogs
howled for no apparent reason.
Car patrols were dispatched from one spot to another as the object moved
back and forth over the area.
All callers gave the same account of a saucer-shaped craft, 20 to 30
meters across, surrounded by bright white light, and with intense
shafts of light that penetrated the foaming water below, or when
away from the water, once the shafts of white light were off,
underneath was a red glow or flashing red-orange lights.
The event largely died out around dawn at 5am, after Police units had been
dispatched on over 35 calls, one officer relating that the evening reminded him
of a night of “Moon Madness”, that phenomenon known to police whereby
civil unrest increases during the full moon.


“Callers were genuinely frightened.”
- Sergeant Bob Wenning of the Gosford Police

Australian Police UFO reporting website:

www.policeufo.com...
Video timeline of events:

www.youtube.com...
Police link posted by Kandinsky:

www.abovetopsecret.com...

---Naval Cadets witness 'Little Dark men' -multiple witness report.
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Puerto Rico:

In another interview with several young men in Vieques who were members of
the local "Cadetes de la Marina" group
(a Sea Cadets organization of the US Navy), we were informed about a series of
enigmatic encounters they had experienced in some of the lagoons in the
eastern part of Vieques, specifically in the area of the Navy’s shooting range
near Camp García.
On several occasions during drills and exercises conducted in the area
of “El Tapón” lagoon, they had encountered some “... very strange
... little dark men, gray or black in color ... who were very fast, and
ran speedily from one place to the other, sometimes in a zigzagging
motion and at other times in jumps. They would stand suddenly in front
of us ... so that we could see them, and then they would leave, running really
fast,” explained one of the young men while the others approved.
"They were 3 or 4 feet high, and were skinny, with long arms...and
their heads were kind of big and egg-shaped ... They were weird,”
he added. Due to the darkness of the night and the speed of the
movements of the strange figures, the boys couldn't see details such
as eyes, mouth, nostrils, etc.
The ex-cadets added that occasionally the little dark men would
jump into the lagoon, disappearing underwater.They also revealed
having observed, "...various shining blue-white spheres that vary in size, from
4 to 8 inches in diameter, that enter the water of the lagoons in the area,”
something similar to the ones observed by witness Encarnación and his fellow
fishermen. Due to these incidents and their degree of high strangeness, the
young men decided not to perform any more exercises or drills at night in
these areas.
At the time of wrapping up the interview, one of their instructors joined us and
corroborated what they had said, and assured us of having been a witness
himself to such encounters in the area.

www.iraap.org...

---UFOs & Water Case, Voronov, Russia, 1969

September 21-27, 1989 Voronezh, Russia 6:30 P.M.
Heinrich Ivanovich was driving his motorcycle along the Kama River near a
wooded area. On the side of the road he noticed a man who suddenly raised
his hand as if saluting.
Ivanovich slowed his motorbike and approached the stranger. As he
approached he noticed a strange disc-shaped object on the ground close to the
stranger. The stranger wore a grayish-metallic overall with thick-soled boots.
The man did not wear a hat and had a short haircut. On his left hand he
held a hose-like implement, which was apparently extracting water
from the Kama River.
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He approached the stranger and both conversed in the Russian language
mostly about the propulsion of the object. They also spoke about space
constellations.
At the end of the encounter the stranger asked Ivanovich to stay back from the
object and to just observe it take off. The object had a semi-transparent green
colored globular dome on top.
As the stranger approached the object a door appeared on the dome and he
entered it, the door the shut. The external disc immediately began to revolve
and its outer rim became invisible. The object then rose into the sky and
instantly disappeared into thin air.

www.virtuallystrange.net...

---UFO Filmed Over Elliott Bay (Seattle):

The UFO appears about three quarters of the way through this video. It's very
brief but you can even see the light reflect off the water somewhat.
More information is present on the Wicked Aliens website

www.eskimo.com...
Footage:

www.youtube.com...
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 20 2009 @ 04:13 PM

This is another but also very interesting UFO abduction and then USO underwater
excursion of Filiberto Cardenas.
01-03-1979 www.waterufo.net...
Abduction case by Dr. Virgilio Sanchez-Ocejo
Condensed summary by Richard H. Hall


Filiberto Cardenas of Hialeah, Florida, was a gift shop owner, and later owned
an automobile service center. He was married with children. After his
abduction experience, he sold his business to devote full time to what he
concluded was the mission assigned to him by alien beings to communicate
important truths to the world.
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.......His UFO-related experiences began on January 3, 1979, investigated by
Dr. Virgilio Sanchez-Ocejo, an attorney, and other professional people starting
the next day (January 4).

CASE SUMMARY.
About 6:00 p.m. On January 3, 1979, Cardenas (then 46 years old), was
driving along U.S. Route 27 with three members of another family (the Martis)
in his 1970 Chevrolet station wagon when his car developed electrical
problems. The lights went out and the engine stalled. The starter did not
induce any electric current. When they raised the hood of the car to inspect the
engine, they were enveloped in multi-colored lights and heard a strong
buzzing sound like “thousands of bees.” Cardenas felt paralyzed, and could
hear the women in the car screaming. He found himself suspended in the air
and rising. When he was about 10 feet above the car, everything went dark and
he had no memory of what happened next.


When consciousness returned he was on his hands and knees and saw bright
lights rushing toward him, then the screech of brakes. He was helped off the
road, which proved to be 16 miles away from where his car had stalled. Police
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were called and picked him up at about 8:15 p.m. His friends had observed
him being lifted up a bluish-white beam of light and disappearing.
Fernando Marti, a friend who had been driving the car when it stalled, had
seen the multi-colored lights reflecting off the engine and Cardenas' feet as he
ascended into the air. He felt weightless, and grabbed onto the engine to avoid
being lifted. After the bright lights dimmed and the weightless effect
diminished, Marti looked up and saw Cardenas rising higher into the air and
shouting, “Let me go! Let me go!” He then disappeared into a dark elliptical
object which flew away to the west.
Marti got back into the car and tried the starter again; this time the engine
started but ran very roughly. Gradually the engine smoothed out and they
drove to the nearest facility, where they called the police and reported
Cardenas' disappearance.
When Cardenas finally was found the police notified Mrs. Cardenas, who
immediately took Filiberto to a clinic for treatment of lesions, skin abrasions,
and systemic dysfunctions. Someone suggested that he be examined for effects
of radiation, and he was taken to Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami early
on the morning of January 4. He complained of pain in both knees and out-offocus vision and was medically examined, including X-rays. The hospital
lacked facilities for radiation testing, so an Air Force technician from
Homestead Air Force Base was called in to examine him for radiation effects.
The test results were negative and he was released from the hospital.
Later Cardenas had a variety of odd symptoms primarily including eye
irritation and sensitivity, excessive thirst, profuse sweating, a sulfurous body
odor, hot and cold flashes, and memory lapses. At one point his urine was a
dark yellow-brown color.
A local hypnotherapist who had no personal opinion on UFOs was retained to
regress him and help restore his lost memory. Cardenas was not fluent in
English, so the regressions were conducted in Spanish, the first on January 27.
Under hypnosis an elaborate story emerged of his being captured by three
human-like alien entities who wore tight-fitting bluish-white one-piece
clothing. One of the beings appeared robot-like. Another being placed a
helmet-like device on Cardenas' head, and experimented with various
languages to communicate with him.

Left photo: Sanchez-Ocejo, Cardenas standing, and Dr. Hynek seating. Right photo:
Cardenas, Fernando, Mirta, Isabel with Dr. Hynek

After a while he was taken to another place and met another being wearing a
cape and seated on a high throne-like chair. This being appeared to be the
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chief, and he communicated with Cardenas both vocally in perfect Spanish and
telepathically. Eventually he was taken to an unfamiliar beach, narrow and
sandy, and saw gray ocean water and red-brown-purple rocks rising steeply
away from the beach. As the alien craft hovered at ground level, the beings
opened a concealed entryway into the rocks, revealing a tunnel or cavern.
More craft emerged and they all flew out over the ocean, abruptly tilting down
and descending into the water. Cardenas remembered seeing ocean water
rushing past a window, but it didn't seem to be touching the window itself.
One of the beings communicated with Cardenas in Spanish, giving him a
confusing array of neoreligious and sociopolitical “messages,” including
predictions of future catastrophes, predicted deaths of famous people, a cancer
cure, and future political developments and wars. When questioned closely
about details, Cardenas often refused to answer, saying that he had been
forbidden to say more.
Afterwards Cardenas could hear the aliens' voices in his head and continued to
receive “messages” remotely. He later received permission to bring his wife,
Iris, along to a new meeting at the same location as the first encounter. About
3:00 p.m. On February 21, 1979, he and his wife were both taken aboard a
mushroom-shaped craft, and returned early the following morning. Both
remained fully conscious and alert throughout, and were able to remember the
whole experience without hypnotic regression. He described 4-foot-tall alien
beings with blue-white one piece suits that had a serpent-like emblem on the
right chest and details of the onboard equipment and environment.


The beings spoke telepathically to the Cardenas, giving contactee-like
messages of universal love. During the original abduction they had implanted
two very small devices in Cardenas' head, one behind each ear, that allowed
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them to transmit 3-D images and messages.


THE UNDERWATER BASE.
Cardenas describes being taken to a beach and flown into the ocean, beneath
the surface and into what appears to be a tunnel. The walls of the tunnel are
translucent and like solidified water. The water does not appear to touch the
surface of the craft, but is separated from the craft by an airspace.
Panoramic scenes of earth are shown to him on a wall on television-like
screens. He sees images of a ship, an airplane, a mountain. The scenes include
some from Communist China where, he is told, something good for the world
is going to happen soon. That the aliens are in control of the Chinese people.
He is shown an obelisk with a “tomb” beneath it containing “controls.”
Various tests or experiments are conducted on him, and he is moved from
place to place in a sequence that is not clear because of fragmentary memory
recall. Part of the time he is held in place in a “chair.” At times Cardenas feels
that he is “not on earth” but apparently somewhere in space. He is led to
believe that he is being tested as a messenger, one of many others being
groomed by the aliens to communicate important information to the populace
about events that are going to happen in the future. As an example, he is told
that great portions of land and complete cities are going to disappear within a
short period of time, becoming oceans or lakes. The aliens hope to prevent
some of these disasters and save millions of people.
At one point he is taken to a new location and seated on a rock or slab. He is
welcomed by a being who identifies himself as an earth person who has been
working with the aliens for a long time. He is taken to another city-like place
and forced onto a table where he is immobilized, nude. At this point he
becomes highly agitated during hypnosis, and says his current escort is going
to explain to him all the things they are doing to him. He is shown some
technical devices in a somewhat threatening way, as if intended to induce fear.
Another being appears and passes an apparatus over him as if conducting
tests. The beings give the impression of being disguised; they have hair that
looks fake and other doll-like features. Mechanical devices emerge from the
walls and perform tests on him. Lights are shone into his eyes, ears, and along
his body. Then they extract a semen sample. He displays anger and impatience
to know when all this is going to end.
Visual images are then shown to him on TV-like monitors on the wall. One of
the images is of three pyramids connected by light, described as “controls that
we have here in the Earth.” He is told that they currently are in the pyramid in
the Pacific Ocean; the others are in the Atlantic Ocean and one “deep in the
earth.” Various other confusing encounters and events are reported, until he is
returned to earth.
When asked by the hypnotist to identify the most important thing that he has
been told, he talks about a failed conference of three parties that is interpreted
as the U.S.-mediated talks between Israel and the Arabs, which he is told will
lead to a great war.
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[edit on 20/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 20 2009 @ 04:20 PM

Continuation of the abduction case by Dr. Virgilio Sanchez-Ocejo

Note 1 - :EDITOR'S NOTE [From the book-CF-]:
In an attempt to further establish the underwater "tunnel" mentioned by the
witness, it was learned that this "tunnel" was not of solid rock as we think of a
tunnel, and it did not have any projecting stalactites or stalagmites as already
mentioned by the witness. He could not describe its entrance opening in any
frame of reference known to him2, and he had difficulty describing the walls.
They were not of solid finished material like brick or stone, but were
translucent and flowing LIKE FIRMED WATER. The ships flew in an
"airspace" that opened in front of the craft as they proceeded, and may have
closed again behind it, and no water or anything else actually touched the
surfaces of the vehicle itself. The swiftly flowing "water" was close but did not
touch the crystal (windshield) in front of the witness' face.
It appears to us that the witness is describing a ship-generated force-field of
some kind which separated the mass of the material ahead of it and produced
a capsule of “space" around it in which the craft flew. The curve in the tunnel
mentioned may have been • simply a re-directing of the force-field for a
change of vector that was controlled by the extraterrestrial pilot sitting to the
right of the witness in this small vehicle. This rush of water not touching the
ship has been described by another UFO abductee who was taken in a
spacecraft to an underwater base.

(See: www.waterufo.net...).


Note 2 – The reason he could not “describe its entrance opening” is because he
could NOT see the rotating field in front of the craft! He is thinking in those
last moments that he had seconds before impact with the water –BUT- the
field had already hit the water, causing water to flow past him immediately,
and giving the impression of being in a “tunnel” because of its rounded sides.-
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CF-


This is the sketch of the small craft that the extraterrestrials put Cardenas in
for the trip underwater. The crystal mentioned is nothing more than the
windshield of the ship, called crystal in Spanish. Cardenas was completely
immobilized by some unseen force the whole time he was in this craft. [p. 103]
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www.geocities.com...
www.ufoevidence.org...
www.ufoevidence.org...
Wendelle C. Stevens, 1982
Detailed overview of the Cardenas case. As Stevens writes, "the UFO abduction of
Filiberto Cardenas... is an important contribution to the body of UFO literature because
this may be the first case on record where the original abductee was able to successfully
introduce another person into the contact events and to actually take them aboard an
alien spacecraft with him." R

mugen1005
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posted on Mar, 20 2009 @ 10:55 PM

 link   

Yeah iv`e heard of these they say some even exist in the bermuda triangle someone was
already a victim of it i saw it in the National Geographic Channel My friend told me they
dont exist buy he lacks brains to think

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 21 2009 @ 11:46 AM

 link   

Some other Spanish-written articles about USOs are as follows:
¿Avistamiento de OVNIs en el Mar Menor de Murcia? (Sighting of UFOs at the Small Sea of
Murcia)

www.enigmasymisterios.net...
OSNIs (USOs)

mpfiles.com.ar...
Enjoy.
More to come....
(p.s: u could make use of some online translators from Spanish to English in order to see
wot these articles are all about?)

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 21 2009 @ 12:09 PM

 link   

Here are some other examples of USO-related essays as follows:
BASES SUBMARINAS EM IBIZA (Submarine Bases in Ibiza) - in Portuguese language

www.ufospired.hpg.ig.com.br...
Triángulo de las Bermudas en España: Triángulo del Silencio (Bermuda Triangle in Spain:
Triangle of Silence)

evolucionando.wordpress.com...
See ya

[edit on 3/21/2009 by MidEastGui]
[edit on 3/21/2009 by MidEastGui]
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MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 21 2009 @ 12:30 PM

 link   

By the way, lemme add some Portuguese-written USO articles to this thread too.
OSNI EM OUTÃO (USO in Outao)

www.apovni.org...
OSNIS NO SADO (USOs in Sado)

dererummundi.blogspot.com...

[edit on 3/21/2009 by MidEastGui]
[edit on 3/21/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 21 2009 @ 12:58 PM

 link   

And some more Spanish USO articles from the net are for yall as follows:
LA REALIDAD OSNI EN EL LITORAL ANDALUZ (USO Reality in the Andalusian Coast)

www.ignaciodarnaude.galeon.com...
OSNIS: ENIGMA BAJO LOS MARES (USOs: Enigma Under the Seas)

caravaca.blogspot.com...

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 21 2009 @ 01:04 PM

 link   

An interesting case of a hovering huge flying disc which projected from the base, near the
center, for whatever reason, three luminous "tubes" of "blue neon light", like cylinders
extended straight down from the ship to the surface of the river.
02-13-1979 www.waterufo.net...

Bridge to Mendonca Lima, 13 February 1979
During the investigation of the well known Bebedouro UFO abduction, the
team of Prof. Ney Matiel Pires encountered in that city, not too far from
Mirassol, another UFO account related by Sr. Valdemir Menussi which
occurred in February 1979. At that time Sr. Valdimir was working on
topographical elevations for the region surrounding the approach to the bridge
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to Mendonca Lima and the bank of the Rio Grande in the Territory of Minas
Gerais just to the north of Mirassol. On the 13th of February, Valdemir and
four companions decided to fish the river as they waited for some kind of
delivery service. At about 17:45 in the afternoon on this clear day, their
attention was urgently drawn to a strange phenomenon taking place. A huge
circular disc-shaped flying object of some 30 meters nearly 100 feet diameter
approached and flew over the group at only some 300 meters above them.
Following that, the tremendous aerial object took up a position very near and
hovered there, suspended in the sky right over the river where they were
fishing. At this point it was only some 700 meters away. The crew watched in
amazement.

13 February 1979, Bridge to Mendonça Lima, Drawing of
100-foot diameter ship observed for over an hour daytime.


All the observers could clearly see that the base of the flying disc was circular
and flat with a small circular depression in the central part. The area around
this concavity, at its periphery, was divided by radiating lines or segments,
similar to the spokes of a cartwheel. In each of these segmented parts they
could see an opening "like a ventilator". The superstructure on top looked like
a large low cupola above the disc rim, flattened on top, with a second smaller
cupola above that, and in the same way still, a third smaller, higher domed
cupola on top of all. On the sides of the large rim, at the base, they could see
dual recessed openings illuminated by some kind of fluorescent light.
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The huge flying disc executed gentle, silent movements in all directions and
occasionally discharged some fumes or gas from vents. About one hour later
the huge ship was still there hovering stationary, a little to the south as the
whole rim rotated slowly when suddenly, from the base, near the center, three
luminous "tubes" of "blue neon light" were projected, like cylinders extended
straight down from the ship to the surface of the river. They seemed to be
transparent and were rotating, and looked like they were either discharging
something into, or were drawing something from, the water. After several
minutes the "cylinders" were withdrawn from the water into the object, one at
a time.
A moment later the recessed opening at the left, on the rim, suddenly
discharged a luminous beam, like electrical sparks, in the direction of the
water. When the beam of sparks touched the water it became violently agitated
in that local area. A few seconds later this ray of light disappeared and the
recessed opening on the right side discharged another ray, similar to the one
on the left, and repeated the same phenomenon of disturbing the water.
Stunned by this remarkable spectacle, the five observers, each of them
simultaneously, "received" the following telepathic message saying: "Do not be
afraid, nothing unpleasant will happen to you. Remain calm. We are working
here. In the future Earth will know ". The second ray was stopped and the two
recessed openings closed and disappeared completely, as though they had
never existed.
The huge object began to take on a blue luminescence, changing gradually to
red and becoming more intense offering the observers a fabulous spectacular
of light and color. In an instant the huge 100-foot disc-shaped craft projected
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itself straight up at incredible velocity and with little or no sound! The whole
episode lasted one hour and twenty minutes. As he narrated this account to
Professor Ney, Engineer Valdemir displayed considerable emotion. His story
was confirmed by the other four men.
Now this is truly a remarkable account and should never be overlooked. Here
were five expert observers, trained in the use of size, distance and elevation
calculations, all engineers, all familiar with the need for technical accuracy,
working on their job in full daylight, in full awareness and alertness of all their
faculties, and least subject to delusion by darkness, clouds, haze or any other
atmospheric phenomena because none of those existed at the time. Their
vision of the phenomenon was clear and unobstructed by anything for the
whole time, and they were afforded ample time for detailed examination of the
mammoth aerial craft, at close range, for one hour and twenty minutes! There
were many other witnesses. How can this case be doubted?

[edit on 21/3/09 by spacevisitor]

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 22 2009 @ 05:42 AM

 link   

Here is another USO article in Spanish with some amazing graphics:
IMPLICACIONES MARINAS DEL FENOMENO OVNI (Marine Implications of the UFO
Phenomenon)

mitosdelmilenio.com.ar...
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MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 05:33 PM

 link   

Plus I av to add that this is the true URL of ma previous webpage which is just below:

www.geocities.com...
But I dont think that u would understand it, cos this page is in my language. And the URL u
gave on here was that of a broken link.
By the way, plizz drop me out of ur friends listing, because I no more want to be a
colleague of ya.
U can continue to open the new threads about unimportant things such as hoax USO
videos and poor religious issues on ATS. As I believe, the threads must be informative and
educational on the other hand some topics are very time consuming and temporary which
entails another pitfall of the western culture.

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 14 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 15 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 34 minutes ago

spacevisitor

posted on Apr, 30 2009 @ 03:20 AM

 link   

reply to post by MidEastGui


Originally posted by MidEastGui
That is what ya think! Please talk for urself only. So, dont make nonsense
generalizations.

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 50 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

I av more than 8000 USO reports from various parts of the world. But I never said that I
had all the USO cases in the world (for instance, I dont get all the top secret reports of
the navies but only some). I know it well.
U western guys have the same problem. Cos, u always think that you got the whole
world. This is too comic, because you all are unaware of the simple fact that u dont
know much about the whole planet at all. That is, Earth is greater than wot ya think.
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16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago
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I would talk for myself If I have to do. Dont need the useless help of any other crude
person. Thanks.
(p.s.: I try to give only the rare, novel and non-English USO cases on here for the
research and educational purposes. However, u always try to repeat the already-known
reports, for instance, Colares 1977 incident; we av some details about, therefore nothing
is new and u can find some other similar info in ATS Forum if you look at the other
threads on here)

MidEastGui, this feels really bad here, because you sorely misunderstood my saying there.
Perhaps it comes because of the manner of my writing but it was meant as compliments
to karl 12 and yourself, nothing more.
Again, I really did not realised, that there where that much USO rapports.
That becomes clear to me thru this amazing thread.
Thanks for your reply below on this one karl 12,

I hope MidEastGui understand it now.


Originally posted by karl 12

Isn't that a 'nonsense generalization'?
You must have misunderstood the posts above because they were meant as
complimentary but now we're on the subject - do you have any links at all for your report
archives?
A more cynical person than I would just say you could be making them all up.

Skyfloating

posted on Apr, 30 2009 @ 04:36 AM

 link   

I´ll just ignore the cultural debates here and go for your USO-Research spacevisitor,

 top topics

MidEastGui and karl12.

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 30 2009 @ 06:06 AM

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

 link   

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

off-topic post removed to prevent thread-drift

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

karl 12
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posted on Apr, 30 2009 @ 10:46 AM

 link   

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

reply to post by MidEastGui

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

MidEastGui - Thanks for the emotional response.
Sorry you feel that way.

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Feel free to start another thread about 'the pitfalls of Western culture' and we can discuss
your opinions there.

--reply to post by spacevisitor

No probs mate - this is quite a legendary thread

--reply to post by Skyfloating

Sound advice.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating

posted on Apr, 30 2009 @ 11:31 AM

 link   

reply to post by MidEastGui
Sorry you feel offended by us dumb westerners. Even though you no longer want to post
here I´d like to thank you for the great work you've done. See you maybe some day in
some other thread.

spacevisitor
posted on Apr, 30 2009 @ 11:53 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
reply to post by MidEastGui

Sorry you feel offended by us dumb westerners. Even though you no longer want to post
here I´d like to thank you for the great work you've done. See you maybe some day in
some other thread.
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 active topics
Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 273 • : ketsuko

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
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Religion, Faith, And Theology • 5 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County

Despite the things said earlier, I absolutely agree with what you have said here
Skyfloating.
MidEastGui, for what it is worth to you, you really have done a great job here,
is a pity, that it has come to this.

Political Mud-Pit • 90 • : jidnum

but it

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness • 18 • : 111DPKING111

The Matrix as real
The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3N-

karl 12

posted on Apr, 30 2009 @ 05:23 PM

 link   

Political Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

16 years after ...
Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

Humanoids wearing 'hip waders' seen near disc on lake:

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Location. Greenwater Lake Provincial Park, Saskatchewan, Canada

Date: May 18 2006 Time: 0100A-0700A
Two witnesses reportedly experienced a 6-hour encounter with a disk, two
other white “things” (on the lake) and approximately four camouflaged
humanoid beings. The beings appeared not to be breathing. One witness
recalled hearing “clicking” sounds coming from the beings themselves. The
disk spent most of the time over the lake and then landed on the lake, creating
a vortex, or fog formation around itself. The beings were seeing on the water
and on the land. The beings would not move until the witnesses left, which
they did but then they returned again.
Additional details indicate that the beings in the water were wearing
something that looked like “hip waders”.
The beings on land blended in really well with their surroundings. A witness
said one being stood 50 yards off in the willows and was almost impossible to
see. The beings saw the witnesses and the witnesses felt they were being
stalked.
The disk came close to the shore at one time and then back to the lake again.
The lights on the disk were in the shape of a peace sign “V”. The lights flashed
red and green. It followed the witnesses at times and then took off again.
HC addendum
Source: Barb Campbell “Saskatchewan Paranormal Research Center

www.iraap.org...

Saskatchewan seems to be quite a UFO hotspot -theres are two other National Archived
RCMP UFO reports at this thread
(11th post down):
www.abovetopsecret.com...'

----

Nothing more on Port Shepstone incident
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Location. Port Shepstone, Cape Town, South Africa
Date: May 20 2006 Time: afternoon
Port Shepstone rescuers are monitoring a mysterious situation in which
“numerous” eye-witnesses reported an unidentified object crashing into the
sea, the National Sea Rescue Institute (NSRI) said on Sunday. Eddie Noyons,
NSRI Shelley Beach Station Commander, said eye-witnesses reported that an
unidentified object, possibly an aircraft, had crashed into the sea behind the
breaker line off-shore of the Port Shepstone High School. Police, rescue craft
and a fixed wing aircraft were alerted to the scene to investigate. “Following a
full scale search of the area covering 12 square nautical miles nothing has been
found.” “There are no reports of activity in the area that may be related to this
incident and there are no aircraft reported to be overdue or missing,” said
Noyons.
He said numerous eye witnesses---including teachers and pupils
attending a sports event at the high school and other by-standers
including local fishermen---were convinced they had seen an
aircraft go into the water, including seeing smoke and water
exploding. Interviews with the witnesses revealed that some also
reported seeing flames. “Some reported seeing something, an
unidentified object, splash into the sea causing a ripple effect of
waves,” Noyons said. Due to the number of eye-witnesses with similar
reports, it was presumed that weather activity in the area at the time might
have given the impression of something falling into the sea. “We will continue
to monitor the situation which remains a mystery,”

www.iraap.org...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on May, 4 2009 @ 10:05 AM

Interesting reading about unknown objects witnessed over Atlantic ocean:

"UNCONVENTIONAL FLYING OBJECTS,
a Scientific Analysis,"
by Paul R. Hill.
HAMPTON ROADS Publishing Co.Inc. 1995.
ISBN- 1-57174-027-9
SECTION II - PERFORMANCE.
C. ACCELERATION
DATA
In the early 1950's, I studied the UFO pattern and noticed their propensity for
visiting defense installations, flight over water, evening visits, and return
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appearances. Within a 20-mile radius of Langley Research Center in
Hampton, Virginia, where I was employed, were located over a dozen defense
installations, and we were almost surrounded by water.
On July 16, 1952, after the Pan American pilots made headlines in the local
paper by reporting disks passing below their airliner near Hampton, I thought,
"This is the night. They may be back."
Accordingly, expecting conformance to the pattern, at 5 minutes to 8p.m., just
at twilight, a companion and I arrived at the Hampton Roads waterfront,
parked, and started to watch the skies for UFOs. At 8.00, I said to my
companion, "I'd give a thousand dollars for a good look at a UFO." No sooner
were the words spoken than here they came, up over the southern horizon,
slightly east of a collision course with the observers.
We kept an eye on them as they approached, getting out of the car to do so.
They came in side by side at about 500 mph, at what was learned later by
triangulation to be 15,000 to 18,000 feet altitude. From all angles they looked
like amber traffic lights a couple of blocks away, which would make them
spheres about 13 to 20 feet in diameter.
They slowed into a left turn to pass directly over our heads toward the west.
They practically came to a stop as they approached. It was then that they
started their strange jitter, a surprising phenomenon.
First one leaped a little way ahead of the other as fast or faster than the eye
could follow - you couldn't be sure. Then the other seemed to jump ahead.
They kept up these odd mincing steps for a few seconds as they passed
overhead, while we craned our necks.
Then, after passing zenith, they made an astounding maneuver. Maintaining
their spacing of about 200 feet, they revolved in a horizontal circle, about a
common center, at a rate of at least once per second. After a few revolutions,
and without a pause, they switched their revolutions into a vertical plane,
keeping up the same amazing rate. Awe-stricken, I reached my hand out to the
car for support saying, "Nothing can do that. Those are really saucers."
That was halfway into a 3-minute sighting. Up to that point I had just been a
fascinated spectator. Now they had convinced me. At that moment, I realized
that here were visitors from another world. There is a lot of truth in the old
saying, "It's different when it happens to you." It was within my line of
business to know that no Earthcraft could remotely approach those
maneuvers.
Within seconds of the circling maneuver, an identical sphere came in from the
Atlantic Ocean on an ascending course over Lower Chesapeake Bay and joined
the others, falling in below. For a few seconds they seemed to float along, then
began accelerating slowly toward the south as a fourth amber sphere came in
from the James River to build the group up to a formation of four as they
headed south. I thought, "A-ha, the circling maneuver was a rendezvous
signal."
The sphere that came in from the Atlantic had evidently cruised northward,
just offshore. This was learned in a visit to Norfolk, Virginia, looking for
additional data. One of the Norfolk papers carried an article about it.
A Virginia Beach bus driver was going north along the coast when a lone
passenger had come forward a few minutes before 8.00 p.m. and tapped him
on the shoulder, calling his attention to a strange, orange or amber fierylooking sphere out over the water.
The driver was sufficiently impressed to stop the bus, and together they
watched the fiery sphere cruising northward parallel to the shore, just above
the water's surface. This was obviously the first object that answered the
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rendezvous signal. My instant impression was that these vehicles were
surveying the East Coast. If they had good resolving power, perhaps I was in
their survey.
It was subsequently learned that a ferryboat load of passengers, docked at Old
Point and waiting to make the overnight trip to Washington, had witnessed
the entire event, among them the President of the Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Corporation. The next morning the Newport News DAILY
PRESS carried a two-inch banner headline, FLYING SAUCERS OVER
HAMPTON ROADS.
The detailed report had been made to the Press by an Air Force captain, a
fighter pilot. Our observations agreed even to the estimated 500 mph speed.
However, one thing puzzled me. The PRESS article said that aircraft spotters
who had been on duty reported nothing. Determined to check this out, I got a
list of spotters on duty the night in question and visited them individually in
their homes. They all said they saw the UFOs and knew they were not aircraft.
The head spotter said that he had been instructed by the Richmond Filter
Center, operated by the Air Force, to report aircraft, and no nonsense, and so
had said nothing. However, they gave me the data needed for triangulation to
obtain altitude.
Reporting the incident to my NACA boss next morning was a mistake. "What
had you been drinking?" were his first, and almost his last, words. Knowing
my duty was to report to Air Force Intelligence, I went to the local ATIC Office.
The desk officer and his secretary listened to my story, then he reported to his
chief. I caught the gist of their conversation:
"Are you sure he saw the saucers?" asked the chief. "Yes, I know he saw them.
Do you want to interview him?" "No, you go ahead."
I signed a statement written by the secretary. The intelligence officer
complained that I should have run to a phone and called Tactical Air
Command Headquarters so that they could have tried an intercept. With a few
Yes Sirs, I left. At the time, I already had a growing aversion to the Air Force's
attempted intercepts, but why discuss policy at the bottom of the totem pole."

www.iprimus.ca...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on May, 4 2009 @ 10:29 AM

More on photograph of unknown submerging object taken from a Costa
Rican Mapping plane,September 1971:
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www.ufocasebook.com...
Comprehensive and thorough investigation of the photograph by professional image
analysts (pdf):

www.scientificexploration.org...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on May, 7 2009 @ 04:37 PM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
In this very interesting case there was not only a radiant object seen falling into the
harbour basin.
There was during an investigation by divers also an extraordinary piece of metal found
and more important, there was an encounter and examination of a very strange creature
dressed in a "sort of uniform".

www.waterufo.net...

SV truly interesting case - kudos to SurferXXX who was kind enough to translate this
interview with two eyewitnessess to the incident:
Video:

www.youtube.com...
Translation:

First guy (crane operator). I saw a bright object falling down, it was in the
water in a matter of seconds. Suddenly a bright flash lit up my cabin. The
object looked like a piece of rock with flames coming from above and a red
discharge like a molten steel underneath. I saw the object from about 100
meters above me slamming into the water. Divers went in to check it, don't
know what they found. Police showed up and questioned me about what I saw.
Told me to keep quiet. Supposedly some Russians arrived and cordoned off
the whole area. A shipping contained was brought in, fenced off and guarded
by either the army or police.
Second guy (seaman in the navy). I saw the object flying 2000 meters above
me completely silently. I have been involved with all kinds of aircraft for over
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40 years and have never seen anything like this before or since.

Full report:

x-gumis.klub.chip.pl...
English translation - First link:

www.google.co.uk...
Cheers.

karl 12

posted on May, 9 2009 @ 01:50 PM

 link   

PERU -large anomalous light emerges from ocean:

LIMA -- On February 9, 1999, just before midnight, witnesses from the port of
Pisco, 300 kilometers south of Lima, watched a large anomalous light emerge
from the Pacific Ocean. The UFO was described by witnesses as a supply ship
or mothership rose into the air, banked sharply to the right and flew east
heading for the shore. The following evening February 10, residents of
Chorrillos, a suburb of Lima reported seeing luminous discs "flying at a low
altitude." In Jesus Maria, another Lima suburb, residents poured into the
plaza to watch the overflight that was again videotaped. Within the hour,
another squadron of luminous UFOs flew over the seaport city of Callao, 13
kilometers west of Lima. By now, the word had spread, and a crowd of about
2,000 people witnessed the overflight of Callao. "Neighbors in the zone went
outside of their homes in the hope of seeing the OVNIs (Spanish acronym for
UFOs) again." At 11:00 PM both Channel 2 and 5 Television Panamericana
stunned all two million residents of Lima with a special 40-minute broadcast
on the UFO flap. The show aired video footage of the objects flying over Jesus
Maria and Callao. Two luminous UFOs flying eastward towards the Andes
from Ica, 400 kilometers south of Lima. Rumors spread about the presence of
an undersea base a dozen kilometers offshore. On February 12, more UFO
reports came from the desert northeast of Lima as residents watched the UFOs
pass overhead. According to Dr. Virgilio Sanchez Ocedo the next day a
startling videotape was shown on Channel 5 of a saucer skimming low over the
rooftops and palm trees of Callao. (See the newspapers El Comercio and El
Expresso for Feb. 13, 1999. Thanks to Pilar Valencia, Guillermo Alarcon,
Henry Farias, Rose Marie Paz y Dr. Virgilio Sanchez and Joseph Trainor UFO
Roundup Vol. 4 #8, 2/22/99.

www.rense.com...
Channel 2 's footage has now been removed from the web -if anyone has a copy please
post.

--Other,older USO reports:

May. 15, 1879 Persian Gulf. Two very large "wheels" were seen spinning in the
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air and slowly coming to the surface of the sea. Estimated diameter: 40 m.
Distance between the objects: 150 m. Speed: 80 km/h/ Duration: 35 min.
Witnesses aboard the ship "Vultur"

www.rense.com...


Nov. 02, 1885 Scutari (Turkey). A luminous object circled the har- bor.
Altitude: 5-6 m. Illuminated the whole town. Duration: 1 1/2 min, as a bluishgreen flame. Then plunged into the sea. Made several circles above the ferryboat pier.

www.rense.com...


Nov. 12, 1887 Cape Race (Atlantic Ocean). A huge sphere of fire was observed
rising out of the ocean by witnesses aboard the "Siberian." It rose to an
altitude of 16 m, flew against the wind, and came close to the ship, then
"dashed oft" toward the southeast. Duration: 5 min.

www.rense.com...

karl 12
posted on May, 11 2009 @ 03:19 PM

Sweden opens up its UFO files:

A Swedish pilot in a Draken plane was flying over Småland in a training
exercise in the 1970s. He received the order to break the exercise and fly
towards an unidentified object lying still on the water.
As he approached the object suddenly shoots straight up - and the pilot takes
up the chase. Despite full speed the pilot soon loses the object and it is never
identified.
The event which confounded the pilot, is just one of the reports recorded in
the world's largest UFO archive in Norrköping in southern Sweden. It is one of
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up to 1,000 reports worth taking a closer look at, according to Clas Svahn

www.thelocal.se...

BASSPLYR

posted on May, 11 2009 @ 04:22 PM

 link   

Great Thread!
Back before I was born my mom saw a USO a few miles out to sea in the channel island
area off Los Angeles.
She's told me the story before and has never changed a detail once, and she's not prone to
lying.
She was sitting on deck of my dads old sailboat (about 32 feet) having a cigarette around
4AM. She was stressed out and needed a smoke break I guess, my dads sorta a jerk and
they weren't doing very well at the time-fighting a lot. Anyways it was just her up on deck
and my dad was down below asleep. The boat was anchored (I think) about halfway
between Catalina Island and Santa Barbara Island-basically 25 Miles off the Los Angeles
coast line. A little north west of catalina it's self. It was a calm night, no chop or waves.
the wind was not blowing, there was clear weather, not overcast, could see the stars
easily. Only a little bit of morning fog rolling in intermittently in patches like fingers of
fog, but the sky was very clear.
So she was sitting on deck for a minute or so when she noticed a light about 500 feet away
in the water. a mild yellowish glow maybe 60 feet across under the water. It was subtly
getting brighter as if something was close to surfacing. Then a glow- she couldn't make
out an exact shape but said it was basically lenticular- broke the surface where it was
much brighter- maybe 30-100 feet across (she said it's size was hard to estimate at that
distance. She said the light appeared to be about 500 feet away. but that it was possible
to be smaller and closer, or larger and farther away, the water was jet black and glass
like there were poor references anywhere to judge the size accurately) and like a streak
shot off in a 45 degree-ish angle and went straight into the sky and disappeared out of
sight (ie... it went up so high that one lost sight of it)
She said that the object made no noise and didn't seem to disturb the water in any way
including from her recollection when it broke the surface. No water dripping off of italthough that would have been hard to see at night and at a distance. No splash, no
obvious water displacement etc...
She also said that while it was under water it took a good 45 seconds or so to either reach
the surface or for the glow to intensify to it's maximum luminosity before it broke the
surface.
Said that there was no wind or anything before, during or after the event.
That area of water (the channel islands) are heavily trafficked by everything from military
boats, subs (Seal Beach-west coast nuclear armory is to the south a few miles and point
Huenume Naval station a few miles to the North), military aircraft, likely civilian aircraft
(from Los Angeles International_LAX) and plenty of commercial and civilian vessels. The
area north of the spot has been used before to test navy equipment including SF operators
and black project stuff.
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The area is also well known (all the channel islands really) for USO sightings for decades.
So what did my mom see? A alien craft exiting it's hiding spot in the ocean? A black
project? A submarine firing some sort of communication laser up to a satellite (not likely)?

I dunno-whats your take guys?

karl 12
posted on May, 12 2009 @ 04:29 PM

 link   

reply to post by BASSPLYR

BASSPLYR -very interesting account
Don't know if you've seen it before but theres a good documentary about USO sightings in
the Catalina channel here (around 2:30):

www.youtube.com...
This link also has some interesting info:

The first California underwater UFO was on July 7, 1947 when two San
Raphael teen-agers saw a “flat glistening object” emerge from the water, fly
around and then dive back into the water 400 yards from shore. Throughout
this same year, numerous steamers reported a mysterious “undersea
mountain” or a “large mass underwater” which kept appearing and
disappearing in various locations in the San Francisco Bay and down the coast.

Following this, the sightings came regularly, in 1951, 1954, 1955, 1957, 1962,
1964, 1970, 1980, 1990, 1991, 1993, 2004…the list goes on, most from the
Santa Catalina channel.
The sightings involve many highly credible witnesses including lifeguards,
security guards, law enforcement officials, military officers and countless
citizens.
Writes Ann Druffel, “The area has for at least thirty years been the scene of
UFO reports of all kinds – surface sightings of hazy craft which cruise leisurely
in full view of military installations, aerial spheres bobbing in oscillating flight,
gigantic cloud-cigars, and at least one report of an underwater UFO with
uniformed occupants.”

home.pacbell.net...
Cheers.

--Other USO report:

UFO/USO IN AFRICA, 1952.
The article below was published in the daily newspaper Le Méridional, France, page 1, on
June 21, 1952:
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A ship commander and his crew saw a mysterious machine in the sky of Black
Africa
Dakar. -- A mysterious craft was seen in the sky of Black Africa, above PortGentil, last June 1st, by a commander of a merchant ship and several members
of his crew.
The commander, who arrived yesterday in Dakar, specified that the
object in question was seen at 2 o'clock in the morning and that it
described a double loop before diving towards the ocean at high
speed.
Still according to the commander of the boat, it was a great and extremely
luminous and phosphorescent orange gleam, moving at a vertiginous speed,
following an appreciably rectilinear trajectory. The gleam was followed with
the binocular during three minutes. The craft did not make any noise, it was to
be at three or four kilometers altitude and its visible diameter was that of a
planet.
The second of the ship has as for him seen the object whereas it came from the
interior of the land above Port-Gentil. He could note that it stopped, then that
he veered on its right taking again his initial path, and it did this twice.
The commander believes that it was neither a known celestial phenomenon,
nor a flying machine of the current type, and he added that he had obtained
confirmation that during the same night, June 1st, no plane had been
announced above Port-Gentil.

www.ufologie.net...

BASSPLYR
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posted on May, 12 2009 @ 05:07 PM

 link   

Actually I've not seen that you tube doc. Matches up a lot with what I've been lead to
believe about those channel islands.
Thanks. Again excellent thread.

karl 12

posted on May, 13 2009 @ 03:59 PM

 link   

More strange USO/UFO Water reports:

Feb. 19, 1976 - Chesapeake Bay, MD:

About 8:10 p.m. "...went on deck for another check and saw two balls of light
moving very rapidly toward the eastern shore ..., altitude approximately 2000
feet heading due east. The starboard one went straight ahead, the one to port
was bouncing around like a ball, moving directly up and down and to either
side, estimated speed above Mach 1. It did not make turns but moved directly.
Within seconds there were several military jets after them. [Apparently, he
suggests, from Patuxent River Naval Air Station]. I followed them through
binoculars until they were out of sight over the Choptank River. I was lying off
Point No Point, the seeing was perfect.
(Letter to CUFOS from Warren Ballard, Mar. 4, 1981, from ship's log. )

www.nicap.org...

--June 24, 1977 -La Caleta, Dominican Republic:

1:00 AM. A UFO was sighted hovering over the sea from the coastal town of La
Caleta. Sr. Cruz watched as the object extended a tube from its bottom, and
then sucked up water. Two occupants could be seen inside the object, viewed
through windows in the craft. Sr. Cruz's car engine failed, and he felt a
numbing sensation in his arms and legs.
(Sources: Leonte Objio, APRO Bulletin, January 1982, p. 6; Stendek, September 1978, p.
5).

www.nicap.org...

--Dec. 25, 1978 - San Martin department, Peru:

Evening. A fleet of six UFOs was seen by Peruvian fishermen over the
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Caynarachi River. They first noticed a brightly illuminated rhomboid object
that passed over from south to north. It was followed by five more objects in
formation. The UFOs had yellow, amber, and violet lights. The men fled in
fright.
(Source: Jane Thomas, UFO News clipping Service, April 1979, p. 13, citing
Cronica, December 26, 1978).

www.nicap.org...

--Dec. 16, 1978 - Francavilla, Italy:

2:30 AM. A college coed saw an ovoid UFO surrounded by a white mist. She
was standing in her living room by a balcony overlooking the sea when she
noticed a gaseous form, white in color with two pulsating lights, a red one at
one end, a green one at the other end. It descended onto the surface of the sea
and became a very bright fluorescent white light that reflected off the surface
of the water. She attempted to wake her parents but they continued to sleep.
She next noticed two short figures standing in the garden at the adjacent
apartment. They were very thin with large squarish heads and large feet. Both
were wearing dark gray tight-fitting uniforms. They turned a corner moving as
if in slow motion and in a limping manner, disappearing down an alleyway.
Moments later the bright white light, now very near the breakwater, vanished.
(Sources: Lumieres dans la Nuit, issue # 218; Maurizio Verga, ITACAT Italian UFO Catalogue).

www.nicap.org...

--Nov. 25, 1978 - Atlantic Ocean:

While participating in a trans-Atlantic crossing during a yacht race, the
skipper of the yacht "Salamandre" watched a very shiny white disc come down
to right above the boat. The greenish-blue color surrounding the object was so
brilliant that it was blinding. The UFO shot off at astonishing speed.
(Source: UFO Newspaper Clipping Service, May 1979, p. 15).

www.nicap.org...

--Dec. 10, 1979 - Grays Harbor, WA:

Evening. A fireball or missile flew in over the Grays Harbor area from the sea,
executed a 180-degree turn, and headed west. It crashed in a clear-cut forest
near Elk River, on the south side of the bay. Many witnesses told of a military
roadblock in the area over the next two days, including what looked like
National Guard or Army trucks. One former Navy SEAL reported
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encountering active Navy SEALs at a lunch counter in town during this same
time period.
(Sources: APRO Bulletin, March 1980, p. 7; Donald A. Johnson, 1988 on-site
investigation).

www.nicap.org...

--July 16, 1979 - Great Bear Lake, Northwest Territory, Canada:

11:00 AM. A flat metallic disc with rivets visible was seen by two men fishing
on Great Bear Lake. They were able to take 12 photographs of the object as it
passed over their boat. Reportedly a wristwatch being worn by one of the men
malfunctioned.
(Source: Coral E. Lorenzen, APRO Bulletin, May 1981, p. 3).

www.nicap.org...

--June 22, 1979 - offshore of Gorgona, Italy:

3:45 PM. On this afternoon offshore of Gorgona during a beautiful summer
day, the yacht Rainbow II was heading for Corsica, after leaving Viareggio. On
board was the owner of the boat, who was a businessman in Milano, his wife
and children and a crew of 11 people. At about 6:30 p.m. the beautiful and
tranquil day was interrupted by a bewildering and disturbing event. About
three miles ahead of the prow of the boat they saw a black cylindrical shape.
This object was coming out from the surface of the sea like a tower and rose 30
meters into the air. The yacht approached and they noticed the dimensions
and shape of the object. When they were within 1.5 miles from the object, it
disappeared below the surface with a loud rumble in less than three seconds.
This sighting was also observed from the harbormaster's office on Livorno.
The harbor captain remained in continuous radio contact with the crew and in
particular with its wireless operator, Mr. Guzzi. But this phenomenon did not
end with the disappearance of the object. Although the compass showed the
yacht as headed in the right direction, the yacht instead drifted about 12 miles
south and ended up in Bastia. This change of course was unexplainable
because the sea was calm, there were no currents, and the compass was
working perfectly. Another strange occurrence was that the dog on board
started barking and appeared scared and terrified. (Source: Marco Bianchini,
USOCAT by Italian Center for UFO Studies (CISU), Carl Feindt).

www.nicap.org...

--May 26, 1979 - Colusa, CA:
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12:15 AM Two fishermen observed a hemispherical object with blinding white
headlights and a row of body lights. It hovered in one spot for 2-3 minutes,
then flew overhead emitting a humming sound like an electric generator.
(Colusa Sun-Herald, May 29, 1979)

www.nicap.org...

--Oct. 5, 1980 - near Ta Kang, China:

On this night near Ta Kang, several sailors off the coast in a ship on the Yellow
Sea, including a witness named Hung, saw a reddish cone-shaped object with
an intense bluish-green electric-arc glow fly overhead. It was close enough that
they were able to feel heat from the object. (Source: FSR, March 1983, p. 24).

www.nicap.org...

--July 5, 1980 - Lake Navsjon north of Naveksvarn, Sweden:

11:50 PM. A large silent sphere dropped to the surface of Lake Navsjon north
of Naveksvarn, Sweden. It changed colors while on the surface of the lake.
(Source: AFU Sweden).

www.nicap.org...

--July 5, 1997 - Hubbards, Halifax Co. Nova Scotia:

9:00 PM. Mrs. Shirley Fader and her mother Helen Aitkens were standing on
the public wharf about 45 minutes before sundown. They were watching
Shirley's two sons as they fished for mackerel from the dock and the stern of a
small fishing boat tied up along side. Shirley's mother, Helen, was the first to
spot the object and drew it to her daughters attention. The object was 35
degrees above the horizon to the southeast as was determined later by
compass reading taken by this investigator from the reported position of the
object to their position on the dock. It was not possible, however, to determine
the object's distance from them. Mrs. Fader stated that the object was
stationary and described it as a brilliant white object and likened it to a
searchlight type colour and brilliance but with no rays emmited from the
source. Further questioning on this detail illicited that the light though
brilliant and pure white, it did not seem to hurt the eyes. She again stated that
if you looked straight at a searchlight it would have that kind of coloration. The
object remained in their view for 15 -20 seconds then abruptly, vanished. One
of Mrs. Faders sons-Robert (9) said that he was closest to the two women
when they sighted the object but had had a bite on his fishing line just at that
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moment, so he was distracted. Something however made him look to see what
they were talking about just as the object vanished. Though he did not see the
object he noticed something peculiar on the water between himself and the
shore about 300 metres away which was in the direction of the object. The
water which was flat calm had kicked up into tiny wavelets like little pyramids
in a line towards the opposite shore, but he noticed no hint of a breeze. He
offered that the water did not look like it normally would if there had been a
breeze with little wavelets coming toward you but choppy with little pyramids
on it. Mrs. Fader said that the object did not fade out but simply vanished in
the blink of an eye. There was no sound, or exhaust or vapor noted near the
object. Neither Mrs. Fader or her mother could believe what they had seen.
Mrs. Fader commented that she was excited by the sighting and believed that
she had seen something extraordinary. (Don Ledger files)

www.nicap.org...

...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on May, 13 2009 @ 04:05 PM

June 25, 1997 - Iran:

Night. Its from a husband and wife who were at the Caspian Sea [Rostamrud]
when they saw a light-yellow colored light far out in the sea and moving very
rapidly, apparently underwater. The light then turned and seemed to come
directly at them, now obviously underwater and still very fast. The couple was
scared and ran away stopping a "safe" distance [they hoped] about 100 meters
from water's edge. As the object came on shore it revealed itself as a nowdully-glowing object [like fog] shaped like a rectangular form, 4 feet or so in
height and hovering 2 feet above the ground. As such it did not pursue the
witnesses, but instead moved slowly away, paralleling the shoreline, and
seems to have just gradually moved off until it could no longer be seen.All of
this took place without the thing making any noise. (Mike Swords)

www.nicap.org...

--May 18, 1991 - just offshore of St. Osyth, Essex, England:

11:40 PM. Just offshore, three fishermen saw a saucer-shaped object on edge,
hovering low over the water. The object had six windows along its rim and
several man-like figures could be seen moving about inside and looking out.
The UFO vanished in the sky.
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(Source: Timothy Good, UFO Report 1992, p. 151).

www.nicap.org...

--June 12, 1986 - Lake Trasimeno, Italy:

Two persons observed three deep blue colored objects flying in a triangular
formation. When they over flew Lake Trasimeno they descended vertically into
the lake.
(Source: Marco Bianchini, USOCAT by IItalian Center for UFO Studies
(CISU).

www.nicap.org...

--Jan. 30, 1984 - 40 miles west of Miami, FL:

9:00 PM. Mine men working on an oil platform observed a bright orange
object descending from the sky at a high rate of speed. When at an estimated
altitude of 10,000 feet and about five miles distant, the object came to an
instant stop. The bright orange glow faded and the crew observed an object
with a bright chrome dome-shaped top and dozens of flashing lights on the
underside. All witnesses agreed that the object was huge: no less than 200 feet
in diameter. After remaining stationary for about ten seconds the object
turned a bright orange and instantly moved away to the east at a high rate of
speed. The total observation time was about one minute. (A witness at Jensen
Beach, about 100 miles northeast of the oil platform, observed the object
dropping from the sky in a high speed vertical descent. Two witnesses in the
Miami area also saw the object; one while the object was stationary west of
Miami and the other while the object was moving to the east.) (Bob Gribble)

www.nicap.org...

--Nov. 9, 1981 - Esengul, Karasu Region, Kazakhstan:

A large boat shaped, green colored UFO with an open cab or hatch fell into
Lake Zaysan. Four humanoid wearing the same color green coveralls were
apparently inside. Apparently the craft and its occupants were damaged upon
impact. Local residents found fragments and called the local militia.
Inspectors from the KGB arrived from Alma Alta. Fragments of the UFO and
body parts of the humanoids were taken to Moscow and hidden on an
underground bunker-laboratory. The remaining bodies were concealed and
buried in the area. Local residents were told that a foreign spy aircraft had
crashed and ordered to forget everything.
(HC addendum, Source: Anton "Cade" Belousov, Soviet X Files list, High
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Strangeness Index: 8, Reliability of Source: 8)

www.nicap.org...

--Jan. 8, 1981 - near Flinders Island, Tasmania:

11:00 PM. On a boat near Flinders Island two men saw two nocturnal lights
exchange light beams. The sea was illuminated by the UFO display, and the
batteries on board the boat were found to be dead.
(Source: UFO Research Australia Newsletter, May 1982, p. 7 citing Tasmania
UFO Investigation Centre, report dated March 6, 1982).

www.nicap.org...

--July 11, 1981 - Port Byron, IL:

10:30 PM. 5-1/2 mins duration. Girl Scout supervisor at camp headquarters
suddenly hears his dog barking in a warning manner. Through the trees that
screen the camp swimming pool, he sees the bright lights. Unusual. Someone
slipping in for a late night swim would hardly turn on the pool floodlights. The
witness moves to an unobstructed view of the pool and notices the pool lights
are not on. Instead, directly above the pool, and higher than the regular lights,
is a brilliant light. Suddenly the lights go out. He hears a whirring noise that
rises in pitch as it apparently rises into the sky. When he turns on the lights he
noticed the pump is not running and the water level is down three feet.

www.nicap.org...

--May 5, 1984 - Over Indian Ocean & in Space:

At 1400 hours GMT a ultra-sensitive orbiting US DSP (Defense Support
Program) spy satellite detected the entry of an unknown object that passes 15
miles in front of it, and then flew below it over the Indian Ocean. An alert was
triggered at the North America Air Defense Command. Object moving at
22,000 miles per hour., changed course, and flew back out into outer space.
(Source: Michael D. Hall, UFOs: A Century of Sightings, p. 324).

www.nicap.org...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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karl 12

 link   


posted on May, 16 2009 @ 05:08 PM

Fascinating interview with Timothy Good
(undersea bases at 35:00)

www.dailymotion.com...
Cheers.

spacevisitor

 link   


posted on May, 17 2009 @ 11:36 AM


Originally posted by karl 12
Fascinating interview with Timothy Good
(undersea bases at 35:00)

www.dailymotion.com...
Cheers.

Thanks for this one karl 12,
Timothy Good is one of those important and in my opinion
very sincere Ufo investigators of whom I have great respect.
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karl 12

posted on May, 18 2009 @ 09:07 AM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor

Thanks for this one karl 12,

Timothy Good is one of those important and in my
opinion very sincere Ufo investigators of whom I have great respect.

SV,thanks for the reply-he certainly is a knowledgable chap
If you've not seen it before,theres another great interview with him here in which he
discusses the history of the UFO/OVNI subject and a possible UK Disclosure programme:

video.google.com...
Also found this interesting UFO/USO article from Captain Edward J. Ruppelt's book "The
Report on the Unidentified Flying Object" in 1956:
Excerpt:

"Why Don't The Damn Things Swim so we can turn them over to
the Navy!"
by
Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt USAFR
This is how an Air force investigator summed up his exasperation in trying to
sift UFO facts from fancy. From 1951-53, the author headed up Project Blue
Book, the now-famous official investigation into UFO's.

 new topics
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Nazis with traditional parade on Red
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Air Force officers in 1952 set up a battery of 200 cameras
across country in response to many sightings.
From left are:
Capt. R. L. James, radar expert; Maj. Gen. Roger Ramey, deputy chief for
operations;
author, Capt. Edward Ruppelt; Maj. Gen. John A. Samford, air intelligence
chief;
Col. Donald L. Bowan, and civilian expert B. L. Griffing.

More at link under 'documents' section - Serious UFO articles in the respectable press:

www.ufologie.net...
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on May, 20 2009 @ 10:03 AM

 link   

Disclosure Project witness testifies to U.S. Navy reports of unknown objects emerging
from the ocean:

A witness for the Disclosure Project, presented at the National Press Club on
May 9, 2001 in Washington DC, was Dan Willis, U.S. Navy. He worked in the
code room of the communication station in San Francisco. He received a
priority message, classified as Secret, from a military ship near Alaska. The
ship reported, emerging out of the ocean, near port bow, a brightly glowing,
reddish-orange elliptical object approximately 70 feet in diameter. It shot out
of the water traveling at about 700 mph. This event was tracked on the ships
radar and substantiated."

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County

Interview at 0:27

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

www.youtube.com...

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 26 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook

karl 12

posted on May, 28 2009 @ 05:01 PM

Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

 link   

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

Great Interview with Carl Feindt from the WaterUFO website

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags


After appearing on BoA:Audio for a brief interview that generated a lot of buzz

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

Thank you members of ATS.
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last Fall, Carl Feindt returns to the program for an in-depth discussion on the
water-UFO connection.
We'll be exploring why Carl decided to investigate this aspect of Ufology,
interesting trends and fascinating insights that he has gained from his
research, cases that he does not think are related to UFOs, the international
aspects of the phenomenon, sea monsters, radar and sonar cases, UFOs. v.
USOs, "Water Wheels", the Eltanin, Shag Harbour, and a ton more aquaticthemed esoteric material.

Members : 6 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

We plumb the depths of the UFO-water connection as BoA:Audio returns with
a must-hear episode for any serious student of Ufology.
Link:

www.binnallofamerica.com...

karl 12

posted on Jun, 2 2009 @ 06:42 AM

 link   

Multiple witness report - Victoria Canada,1970:


www.ufobc.ca...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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USO Report -Canada,1952.

"We were living at Summerland on Lake Okanagan at the time," Stewart said,
" and Dorothy and Gordon had just arrived from Vancouver to visit us for a
while. As it was her first trip to the Okanagan since leaving her home in
England, we had set out on a motor trip for the day to see some of the country.

Religion, Faith, And Theology • 5 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 90 • : jidnum

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness • 18 • : 111DPKING111

The Matrix as real
The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen

" It was a clear bright morning in September, and when we reached the ferry
slip to cross over to Kelowna we realized we would have to wait a bit because
we could see the ferry still on the other side. And then about half a mile north
of the ferry we noticed this other thing."

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

16 years after ...

" I remember pointing it out and saying what a beautiful white boat it was,"
Dorothy S. added. " It was moving around so gracefully, and though we still
couldn't make it out very well at that distance, it seemed to have a smooth
round design we had never seen before."

Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

As the three watched from their car in admiring curiosity, they noticed the
strange craft had started to move across the lake in their direction. By that
time cars for the ferry were beginning to line up behind them, so they were
also in a position to observe what happened next.

Diseases and Pandemics • 3 • : SaturnFX

"We could see the wash coming out from either side, yet somehow the boat, as
we thought it was, didn't seem to be moving very fast," Stewart said. (Dorothy
compared it to a line from Dante, "Hasten slowly.")
"As it came closer we still thought it must be some unusual kind of
modern boat. It looked like a round hard hat sitting on a platter.
But there was something about that wash that looked different and
that started us wondering."
Although neither could explain precisely what the difference was,
possibly it was caused by the circular shape of the craft moving
lightly on the surface, like a flatly thrown stone.
"Then suddenly it really surprised us," Stewart continued. "It was a
few hundred yards away when all at once the wake disappeared and
we realized the thing was in the air. It changed direction to the
right so that it came straight toward the ferry dock and then it
stopped dead, less than 100 feet in front of us and about 50 feet
above the water."
Despite the 17 years that had since elapsed, Stewart's memory of that
experience was obviously still very much with him. He shook his head in
amazement as he spoke of it and seemed to live the whole experience over
again.
His cousin, on the other hand, said she had not thought of it for a long while,
though she was sufficiently impressed at the time to make a note of it in her
diary.
"We sat in the car spellbound," she said. "We couldn't believe what was
happening and afterwards, for some reason, we had no desire to talk about it.
It was as if we had been told not to."
The witnesses described the object as about 30 feet in diameter and having a
haziness which made the outline indistinct. Also it had a translucent quality
which gave them the impression that anyone inside could have seen them

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg31[24/06/2020 17:50:12]
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without being seen in return. (A description of translucence often occurs in
sighting reports in which the UFO is dome shaped, such as this one.)
"It stayed there, absolutely silent, for a minute or so," Stewart said. "and we
definitely had a feeling it was watching us. Then it started back across the lake.
By this time I was out of the car to get a better look and I told the others I
wished I had a pair of binoculars. An American tourist in the car behind heard
me and said, 'Here take mine. I've seen enough.' He looked as if it had scared
him."
Through the binoculars Stewart watched the object reach the opposite shore,
just over two miles away, in five or six minutes, giving it a leisurely speed of
about 20 mph. Then it seemed to fly parallel to a trail bordering the lake
before it shot up and disappeared.

www.ufobc.ca...

--British Columbia USO Report,April 1999

Time: approximately 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Date: April 17th, 1999
Location: Akiskanook condominiums, Invermere, BC - Windermere Lake
Lookout
Weather: Sunny and clear, little to no wind, water calm - you could see the
reflections of the mountains in the water
"Three of us were looking out into the water, it was a quiet peaceful afternoon,
when we all noticed a bright white light emerging from the water. The object
was breaking the water surface from the lake, yet wasn't leaving any ripples in
the water! - like a piece of wood would or a log could."
"It showed itself as a sequence of digitized light.Instead this computerized
light was a bright white colouring. It appeared and disappeared, breaking the
water surface, three times after finally disappearing into the lake. This lasted
for approximately 5 minutes. We had binoculars so we were able to see the
light up close and to our amazement it confirmed what we saw."

www.ufobc.ca...

--Water UFO Incident at Jacko Lake
Kamloops, BC May-2000:

www.ufobc.ca...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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spacevisitor

 link   


posted on Jun, 2 2009 @ 01:19 PM

Thanks for your ongoing posts of such very interested USO/UFO cases karl 12.
I sorely appreciate it.

:up;

prplurkl
posted on Jun, 2 2009 @ 08:22 PM

 link   

this just proves the theory I made up one day while rambling with my sister; which was
that maybe just like "outer-space" there's "inner-space"..i mean imagine how deep it is
under water..past the point where light can reach, whats after that? i was thinking
something like a vacuum sending everything to outerspace.. just a thought

karl 12

posted on Jun, 9 2009 @ 04:22 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor

SV -I'd wager theres still plenty more USO reports out there
This is a very interesting interview here with a coastguard who states that he had a sonar
reading 'three mile across'
Interview at 3:50.

www.youtube.com...
AUTEC Thread:

www.abovetopsecret.com...
Cheers.

Skyfloating

posted on Jun, 10 2009 @ 04:48 AM

 link   

Another reference for researchers visiting this thread:

AUTEC - The underwater area 51

jblue1978
posted on Jun, 10 2009 @ 07:41 AM


Originally posted by Skyfloating
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From sifting through the very first 10 accounts of that list here is the most interesting:
In 1492 Christopher Columbus reported flickering lights at night hovering above the
ocean in the Bahamas area and made note of it in his journal.

And now you know about my AUTEC thread stating this secret base in on the cusp of the
"Bremuda Triangle"!!!!! Alittle strange, huh?

spacevisitor

posted on Jun, 16 2009 @ 04:53 AM

 link   

Hi karl 12, I have listened to that interview of Carl Feindt you provided me and must say
that I found it very interesting indeed.

www.binnallofamerica.com...
Especially his view of the by witnesses seeing and reported visible effects of the crafts
“energy field”, at people, the water [liquid or frozen], fish and as said in many cases on
the electric and electronic systems of nearby ships, even on diesel engines.
Then the possible connection with some of the classic sea monster reports and his
example of one of them.
I sorely can recommend this interview to all who take the USO/UFO phenomenon serious.
Thanks again.

spacevisitor

posted on Jun, 16 2009 @ 07:17 AM


Originally posted by karl 12
Fascinating interview with Timothy Good
(undersea bases at 35:00)

www.dailymotion.com...
Cheers.

I have listened to this one now and you are rights karl 12, it is indeed a fascinating
interview,
especially interesting is what Timothy said after 34:57.
And I am convinced that he is right.
Thanks again.
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jkrog08
 
posted on Jul, 24 2009 @ 05:02 PM

 link   

I would like to contribute the research from my newest thread, it is quite lengthy so I will
just post the link. It is about Shag Harbor, but it is quite detailed.

www.abovetopsecret.com...

GI_WOLVES
 
posted on Aug, 4 2009 @ 04:50 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
Did you know that the FDR had to be towed in after a USO hit it's fantail coming out of the
water around the Devils Triangle.
USS FDR CV-42 is a Midway class carrier; Others include USS Midway CV-41 herself, and the
USS Coral Sea CV-43. The FDR and Coral Sea are no longer in service, scrapped mental.
Midway is a sight seeing tour on the West coast.
Weird things happen on the high seas, I should know I sailed them all. Good thread to
read. Many sailors can not tell anyone what they have seen by order of the brass, or
others think you were nuts! But not all sighting are real. I liked the rainbow across the sky
at times.
[edit on 4-8-2009 by GI_WOLVES]

GI_WOLVES
posted on Aug, 4 2009 @ 05:31 PM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
Good luck on a hearing to come up on uso and ufo by government officals as they have
lawyers who can find loop hole in the laws to keep it out of court for many years.
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karl 12

posted on Aug, 6 2009 @ 12:50 PM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
Hi karl 12, I have listened to that interview of Carl Feindt you provided me and must say
that I found it very interesting indeed.

www.binnallofamerica.com...

SV Thanks for the reply matey,you´re not wrong about that interview
Very Interesting stuff

spacevisitor

posted on Aug, 9 2009 @ 03:03 PM

 link   


Originally posted by GI_WOLVES
reply to post by spacevisitor

Did you know that the FDR had to be towed in after a USO hit it's fantail coming out of
the water around the Devils Triangle.
USS FDR CV-42 is a Midway class carrier; Others include USS Midway CV-41 herself, and
the USS Coral Sea CV-43. The FDR and Coral Sea are no longer in service, scrapped
mental. Midway is a sight seeing tour on the West coast.
Weird things happen on the high seas, I should know I sailed them all. Good thread to
read. Many sailors can not tell anyone what they have seen by order of the brass, or
others think you were nuts! But not all sighting are real. I liked the rainbow across the
sky at times.
[edit on 4-8-2009 by GI_WOLVES]

Thanks for your interesting reply GI_WOLVES.
You said;
"Many sailors can not tell anyone what they have seen by order of the brass, or others
think you were nuts!"
That's Too bad right, because, who knows what for amazing stories they could share with
us all.

karl 12
posted on Aug, 31 2009 @ 08:11 AM
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Excerpt from National UFO Reporting Centre:


Paul Stonehill writes, in Filer's Files #32 -2009 you mentioned Soviet
submarines pursued by UFOs. I have been writing about
Russian/Soviet/Eurasian USOs and UFOs for years. “Mysterious Sky: Soviet
UFO Phenomenon,” has a chapter concerning Naval officers reports,
declassified intelligence files, and my book “The Soviet UFO Files” (1998) is a
part of the U.S. Naval Archives library.
In August 1965, a crew of the steamship RADUGA, while navigating
in the Red Sea, observed a fiery sphere dashed out from under the
water two miles away and hovered over the surface of the sea,
illuminating it. The sphere was sixty meters in diameter, and it
hovered at an altitude of 150 meters. A gigantic pillar of water rose
as the sphere emerged from the sea and collapsed some moments
later.
In December 1977, not far from the Novy Georgy Island, the crew of
the fishing trawler VASILY KISELEV also observed a doughnutshaped object rising vertically from under the water was. Its
diameter was between 300 and 500 meters and it hovered at the
altitude of four kilometers. The trawler's radar station was
immediately rendered inoperative. The object hovered over the
area for three hours, and then disappeared instantly. Soviet fishing
trawlers were outfitted with intelligence gathering equipment and
radio intercept equipment.

Also:

The testimony of Alexander G. Globa, a seaman from GORI, a Soviet tanker,
was published in Zagadki Sfinksa Magazine. In June 1984, GORI was in the
Mediterranean, twenty miles from the Straight of Gibraltar.
At 16:00, Globa was on duty with Second-in-Command S. Bolotov
standing watch when they observed a strange polychromatic object
astern. S. Bolotov was agog, shaking his binoculars and shouting:
"It is a flying saucer, a real saucer, my God, hurry, hurry, look!"
Globa through his own binoculars saw a flattened out looking
object that reminded him of an upside-down frying pan. The UFO
was gleaming with a grayish metallic shine. The lower portion of
the craft had a precise round shape, its diameter no more than
twenty meters. Around the lower portion of it Globa also observed
"waves" of protuberances on the outside plating.
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The base of the object's body consisted of two semi-discs, the
smaller being on top; they slowly revolved in opposing directions.
At the circumference of the lower disc Globa saw numerous
shining, bright, bead-like lights. The bottom portion of the UFO
looked completely even and smooth, its color that of a yolk, and in
the middle of it Globa discerned a round, nucleus-like stain. At the
edge of the UFO's bottom, was a pipe that glowed with an
unnaturally bright rosy color, like a neon lamp. The top of the
middle disc was crowned by a triangular-shaped something. It
seemed that it moved in the same direction as the lower disc, but at
a much slower pace.
Suddenly, the UFO jumped up several times, as if moved by an invisible wave.
Many lights illuminated its bottom portion. The crew of GORI tried to attract
the object's attention using a signal projector. By that time Captain Sokolovky
was on the desk with his men. He and his Second-in-Command were watching
the object intensely. However, the UFO's attention was distracted by an Arab
dry cargo ship, on its way to Greece. The Arabs confirmed that the object
hovered over their ship. A minute and a half later the object changed its flight's
trajectory, listed to the right, gained speed and ascended rapidly. The Soviet
seamen observed that when it rose through the clouds, appearing and
disappearing again, it would occasional shine in the sun's rays. The craft then
flared up, like a spark, and was gone instantly.

www.nationalufocenter.com...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Aug, 31 2009 @ 08:14 AM

 link   


Originally posted by GI_WOLVES
reply to post by karl 12

Good luck on a hearing to come up on uso and ufo by government officals as they have
lawyers who can find loop hole in the laws to keep it out of court for many years.

GI_WOLVES -thanks for the reply,I think you're probably right about that one.

karl 12
posted on Sep, 21 2009 @ 07:37 AM

Some intriguing USO accounts from Richard M Dolan´s excellent book ´UFOs and the
National Security State´.

On April 29th, 1961, near Newport,Rhode Island, a man on a beach saw a
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spherical object bobbing on the waves two hundred yards out.
It then rose about sixty feet and took off in a straight line out to sea at an
estimated 100 mph.
Another water related incident occured in Savona,Italy early on June 3rd.
Four people in a boat were shaken by growing waves at some distance they
saw the sea swell up and a cone shaped object emerge.
It hovered briefly over the water,showed a glowing underside,then left at high
speed.

and

On September 18th,Fourth Officer G. Gendall of the vessel ´Queensland Star
´,in the Indian Ocean reported seeing a white coloured UFO through a cloud
formation. It vanished into the clouds,reappeared then descended into the
sea.The surrounding water then grew bright,and white particles fell into the
sea for some time.
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karl 12
posted on Sep, 21 2009 @ 11:45 AM

 link   

Contd..

Many cases involved unknown craft at sea.One of the more widely reported
occured about fifteen miles north of the Venezuelan town of Recife on the
morning of August 4th.
Dr Hugo Sierra Yepez,an engineer,was fishing on a beach when he felt a
vibration and saw bubbles in the water.A grayish-blue,metallic,flat disc,about
twenty feet in diameter,emerged from the water.
It briefly hovered just above the surface,dripping water,then rose slowly
towards the east,ascended in a curve and shot upward and away.
Yepez discerned a "revolving section with triangular windows" on the craft.
The entire sighting lasted less than one minute.
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On July 20,1967,an underwater "UFO" was reported by the ´Naviero´,a ship
with the Argentine Shipping Lines Company.The crew saw a shining,self
luminous object in the sea that paced the ship at an extremely close range-no
more than fifty feet away starboard.It was cigar shaped and estimated at 105 to
110 feet in length,emitted a powerful blue and white glow,was completely
silent and did not disturb the water.
..The captain told the Argentine Press that he had never seen the like of it.
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Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep

reply to post by karl 12
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Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere



USO Research, page 32
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

A ship sighting but no water immersion.
Based on theories of flight in air for a offshoot of wireless power
and all, any water vehicle would have to be a new development
or tested and found to be workable.
Being stable in wind and storm is not indicative of seaworthiness.
If high speed and invisible air travel isn't good enough why go
into the sea.
The Navy is just making a play into the high technology world
of unknown flight and don't realize their ships will short out
any electrostatic pulsed propulsion system.
No stable craft that can go 300mps for them.

Jesus H Christ

posted on Sep, 21 2009 @ 01:56 PM

 link   


Originally posted by TeslaandLyne
A saucer from the sea, I suppose its possible.
Mostly because I suspect the electrified saucer making the air rigid
and mobile at the same time due to some ether magic might
well work in the water.
Tesla was always forcing coils to generate a high amount of
reactive or radiant or ether energy in a voltage ratio he called
the magnifying factor consisting of the coil inductance product
with a generated frequency over the coil wire resistance which
is always low. Actually using a clock with break points to pop
the voltage with.
If people think that led to the flying saucer, I suppose the Navy
got their Intel crew together to make the sub and air machine.
They by now have the Tesla generator used in the final Nazi era
Electro-U-boats. So finally getting a piece of the Tesla zero point
pie they must have gotten the go ahead.

 top topics

And the History Channel is saying what, whatever.

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Imagine that, another referece to Tesla.

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 26 flags

Not sure what Tesla has to do with any of this but these are probably the same craft as
ufo's. They have the ability to travel underwater as well as through atmosphere as well as
through space. An All terrain vehicle.

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

TeslaandLyne
posted on Sep, 21 2009 @ 02:20 PM
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 link   

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

You missed the non Tesla one.

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines

nightmare_david
posted on Sep, 21 2009 @ 09:43 PM

 link   

US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags


Originally posted by Jesus H Christ

Imagine that, another referece to Tesla.

Not sure what Tesla has to do with any of this but these are probably the same craft as
ufo's. They have the ability to travel underwater as well as through atmosphere as well
as through space. An All terrain vehicle.

The only difference in his posts now is that you don't see Tesla or Illuminati mentioned.
Just mass references to both

TeslaandLyne

posted on Sep, 22 2009 @ 03:53 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
That is a very informative report.
So there are physical effects from the craft.
Heat, the wind and water motion.
Means something to me or any one that understands the underlying
forces involved.
Got to check through more of these UFO by the sea incidents.
ED: Already written up as a Tesla event but perhaps physical
effects of the UFO, a backfire of sorts:

 

[edit on 9/22/2009 by TeslaandLyne]

spacevisitor
posted on Sep, 23 2009 @ 01:51 AM

 link   

Thanks for your reply and interesting story TeslaandLyne.
That are indeed strange happenings over there, because of the quote below it looks like
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military testing with some sort of beaming weaponry of which I am convinced they have
for many years now.[my guess would be, Tesla technology and/or ET technology]

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit • 7 • : TerryMcGuire

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”


And within 24 hours, two military attaches from the US Defense
Research Center in Los Alamos, N.M. showed up, taking care not to attract the
attention of the news media. They surveyed the scene, bought the five dead
chickens from Mr. Bickford's and then left without saying a word.

Political Mud-Pit • 274 • : ketsuko

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 5 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 90 • : jidnum

Source; www.rumormillnews.com...

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness • 18 • : 111DPKING111

The Matrix as real

[edit on 23/9/09 by spacevisitor]

The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

karl 12
posted on Sep, 29 2009 @ 11:19 AM

 link   

16 years after ...
Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

Possible USO footage (or CGI) from Spain :

www.abovetopsecret.com...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

TeslaandLyne
posted on Sep, 29 2009 @ 11:25 AM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
Possible USO footage (or CGI) from Spain :

www.abovetopsecret.com...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Do people actually say what is wrong or they just say cgi.
Lets give a clue cause cgi terms might be given but can
the fault be identified to bring the offense into focus and
easily identified.

fishspeaker
posted on Sep, 30 2009 @ 12:26 AM

 link   

USOs are not real, they were invented by the History Channel to market their new hit
programes
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nightmare_david

posted on Sep, 30 2009 @ 01:53 AM

 link   


Originally posted by fishspeaker
USOs are not real, they were invented by the History Channel to market their new hit
programes

USO's were talked about long before The History Channel existed

Were you actually being serious or trying to be sarcastic?

karl 12
posted on Sep, 30 2009 @ 03:17 AM

 link   

reply to post by nightmare_david

Realy hope it was sarcasm.

karl 12
  
posted on Oct, 3 2009 @ 04:29 PM

Image posted by Haunebu in this thread:

www.abovetopsecret.com...
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[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on Oct, 11 2009 @ 08:34 AM

NICAP report from 1956:

1956. A Navy R7V-2 Super Constellation, approaching Gander, Newfoundland,
on its way from the other side of the Atlantic, carried its regular crew, the relief
crew and two other crews being returned home from foreign duty - - almost 30
airmen in all.
The senior pilot, a Commander, spotted a cluster of lights below and an
estimated 25 miles ahead; this was confirmed by the co-pilot, navigator,
radioman, and several others called to the cockpit for the purpose. As the pilot
banked to give them a better look, the lights dimmed and several colored rings
appeared and began to spread out. At this point, the Commander realized the
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lights were not on the ocean surface, but climbing toward him.
He leveled out and began a full-power climb, in an effort to avoid
what by this time looked like a giant disc. Just before the impact
was due, the disc tilted, slowed and went by the transport's wing. As
the Navy pilot began a bank, he saw the disc was flying alongside,
about 100 yards away. He estimated its diameter as 3-4 times his
plane's wingspan (370-500 feet) and thickness as at least 30 feet at
the center. It looked like one dish atop another...
(Report acquired by Rear Adm. Delmer S, Fahrney, USN, Ret.)

www.nicap.org...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
 
posted on Oct, 18 2009 @ 02:23 PM

USAF Document describing unknown object 'making crater' in Swedish lake:
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files.abovetopsecret.com...
maverixcharm.wordpress.com...
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spacevisitor
  
posted on Oct, 23 2009 @ 05:32 AM

 link   

Hi Skyfloating, after seeing your last posted marvelous threads about "Of Emperors and
Sky Gods" and the two other related ones, I started some digging in order to can
contribute something to them. Then I stumbled on this one here on ATS

www.abovetopsecret.com...
and found it interesting enough to post it here.
By William Cooper.

I volunteered for submarines, and while on the submarine U.S.S. Tyroot, SS416, on a transit between the Portland/Seattle area and Pearl Harbor, which
was our home port; the Pearl Harbor sub base, as the port lookout I saw a
craft, saucer-shaped, the size of a Midway class carrier, aircraft carrier, for
those of you who don't know how big that is; it's huge, come up out of the
water approximately 2 1/2 nautical miles off the port bow, which is about 45
degrees to the left of the pointy end of the submarine. It tumbled slowly on its
own axis, and went up into the clouds. It appeared to be moving slowly to me
at a distance of 2 1/2 nautical miles, but in reality it was moving pretty fast
because it came up out of the water, did a few tumbles and it was gone!"

"I then reported it to the officer of the deck. I didn't tell him what it was that I
saw because my Daddy didn't raise no fools and in case nobody else saw it I
didn't want to be the only loony onboard the ship. So I asked the officer of the
deck to help me cover that area, and he did, which is common for officers and
lookouts to help each other while on bridge watch because they all hang
together if something bad happens.
After a few seconds of watching, the same craft, or another craft exactly like it,
came down out of the clouds, tumbled again on its own axis, and went into the
water. Ensign Ball, who was the officer of the deck, was literally shocked!
What could I say? Seaman Dejeralimo, who was the starboard lookout, had
also witnessed this, and ensign Ball called the captain to the bridge who was
followed by the chief quartermaster who brought a 35MM camera, and we
watched for between 7 and 10 minutes the same craft, or different craft that
looked exactly alike, enter and leave the water.
It was an incredible show. I don't know if they knew we were there, or if they
even cared, but the craft did not glow, they were metal, they were machines
without a doubt, they were obviously intelligently guided, they were HUGE,
and having been in the Air Force and the Navy and knowing what it takes, I
knew without a doubt, and know it today, that that machine was not made on
the face of this Earth. Because there's nothing that man can make, that can fly
through the air at a speed like that, tumble on its own axis, and enter the water
and effectively fly beneath the sea."
"If you've ever been aboard an airplane and then gone aboard a submarine, I
know there's probably some of you in this room who have visited a submarine
at one time or another, you can readily see just without even any of the
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technicalities involved how difficult such a thing would be to do. Where would
it be built, that size? It was absolutely incredible. It changed my life because
then all the stories that I'd heard all my life I knew were true, and I began
seeing the world in a different light."

karl 12
  
posted on Oct, 28 2009 @ 08:28 AM

Interesting document from the archives of the Naval Security Group Command
(COMNAVSECGRU):
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COMNAVSECGRU
APRIL 30, 1979
AT 220032 AUG 15 OBSVD BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT APPEARING AT BEARING
02E (TRUE NORTH), ELEVATION APPROX 15 DEGREES POSIT 6F MULLER
23 17 82 19[?]. DURING THE FIRST MIN OF OBSERVATION THE LIGHT WAS
PULSATING OR FLUCTUATING IN BRIGHTNESS AT APPROX ONE SECOND
INTERVALS. FOR THE NEXT TWO MINS OF OBSERVATION THE LIGHT
BEGAN PULSATING CONCENTRIC RINGS OF LIGHT WHICH FLOWED FROM
THE CENTRAL (S) SOURCE IN A RIPPLING, SHIMMERING FASHION
DIMINISHING IN BRIGHTNESS AS THEY DREW FURTHER AND FURTHER
AWAY FROM THE ORIGINATING SOURCE. DURING THE FOURTH MINS
OF OBSERVATION A BLUISH GREEN BEAM OF LIGHT APPEARED
FROM THE CENTRAL CORE OF THE CONFIGURATION, EXTENDING
OUTWARD AND DOWNWARD TO THE LEFT AT AN ANGLE OF
APPROX 45 DEGREES, AND REACHING TO THE FADE OUT POINT
OF THE RADIATING RINGS OF LIGHT. APPROX FIVE MINUTES
AFTER THE APPEARANCE OF THE BLUISH-GREEN BEAM (SIMILAR
IN APPEARANCE TO A SEARCHLIGHT BEAM), THE RADIATIVE
CIRCLES OF LIGHT DISAPPEARED, LEAVING ONLY THE CORE OF
LIGHT AND THE COLORED BEAM. FOLLOWING THE
DISAPEARANCE OF THE CIRCLES, THE BEAM SEEMED TO
RETRACT TOWARDS THE CENTRAL CORE, GROWING BROADER
AND STOUTER AS IT RETRACTED. FINALLY, THE BEAM AND CORE
SEEMED TO FORM INTO A NEBULOUS CLOUD-SHAPED MASS, WHICH
DRIFTED SOUTH ON THE WIND, FADING FROM VIEW AFTER APPROX 14
MINS. DURING THE EVENT, THE FOLLOWING ATMOSPHERIC DATA WAS
ACCUMULATED: BAROMETER 29.95, TEMPERATURE - 83 DEGREES DRY
178 DEGREES WET. VISIBILITY EXCELLENT, FOUR TENTHS CLOUD COVER
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(STRATUS AND CUMULUS) WIND E X N.S. AT 12 KTS, ELECTRICAL STORM
FORMING OVER IMMEDIATE AREA OF CITY OF HAVA

www.ufologie.net...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating

posted on Oct, 31 2009 @ 05:40 AM

 link   

Note to U.S. Government officials:
We`d appreciate your participation in this thread to help figure out what is happening.

karl 12
posted on Nov, 4 2009 @ 10:57 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
Note to U.S. Government officials:
We`d appreciate your participation in this thread to help figure out what is happening.

Skyfloating -I wouldn't hold your breath mate.
Heres what U.S. Navy Admiral S. Fahrney had to say about the subject in 1957 though:

US Navy Admiral has a word about UFOs in 1957:
01.16.1957, Admiral S. Fahrney, head missile testing of the American Navy has
declared:
"According to worthy information of faith, in our atmosphere objects arrive at
high speed. No aircraft, neither in the United States, either in the Soviet Union
is currently able to achieve the speed attributed to these objects from the
radars and from the observatories. These objects appear to be driven by an
intelligence the way in which they fly. According to reports from scientists and
technical personnel, these objects fly in formation and finish manoeuvres that
seem to point out that are not completely driven from an automatic
equipment. These objects are in incontestable mode the result of long
investigations and highly technological and exceptional knowledge."

www.ufologie.net...
Cheers.
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seagull

 link   


posted on Nov, 4 2009 @ 11:32 AM

reply to post by fishspeaker
Really? ...and they had a fake one off the coast of the Alaskan Penninsula a few years
back, just for little ole me to see? Really!?
Here's the link to the story...

USO sighted by me.
USO's have been seen and recorded for centuries. Columbus recorded a sighting in his logs
during the voyage to the Americas in 1492. Many, many other mariners have seen and
recorded them, too. Hardly an invention of the History Channel...
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MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 22 2009 @ 05:58 AM

 link   

Another one is on the way as follows:
EXTRAÑO FENOMENO MARINO EN GOLFO SAN JORGE (Strange Marine Phenomenon in the
Gulf of St. Jorge) - Spanish Language

mitosdelmilenio.com.ar...
(p.s.: please use the online translator services to see what it means)

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 23 2009 @ 12:17 PM

 link   

Religion, Faith, And Theology : 15 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 16 minutes ago

Another article about the Project USOCAT which involves the national USO cases from the
territorial waters of Italy is as follows:

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 35 minutes ago

USOCAT (Project USOCAT)

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary

www.ufodatanet.org... - Italian Language

Political Mud-Pit : 51 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!

USOCAT is an amazing catalogue of USOs.

Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 23 2009 @ 12:25 PM

Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

 link   

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

Another USO-related article in Italian is coming this way;

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

USO (USO)

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 5 hours ago

digilander.libero.it...
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Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

More to come....

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 23 2009 @ 03:14 PM

 link   

An interesting USO sighting of five 100 feet long and 40 feet across vitamin shaped objects
aboard the tank landing ship LST-1187 Tuscaloosa.
When the front portion of the first object was below the bridge, the ship lost power,
steerage, the gyro and compass went wacky AND the chronometers and wristwatches
stopped!
When the last one had just gone past, the power came up, compass and gyro spun back to
true and watches and clocks were running again.
WW-??-1979 www.waterufo.net...

Winter of 1979
Tuscaloosa is the ninth ship of the twenty ship Newport tank landing ship
class, which replaced the traditional bow door design LST. Two derrick arms
support a thirty-ton, 112-foot bow ramp for the unloading of tanks and other
vehicles ashore, additionally, amphibious vehicles can be launched from the
tank deck via the ship's stern gate and the ship's flight deck can accommodate
most Navy helicopter types.

 top topics
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Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
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Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 26 flags
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With thanks to: www.navsource.org...
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Hello Carl,
I recently saw a program about USOs in which you were interviewed [Deep
Sea UFOs - History Channel.-CF-]. This is the first time I'd ever seen mention
of the phenomenon in the media and it showed me I'm not so alone in my
experiences.

Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags


Here's my story,
I served as a Seaman and later Boatswain's Mate aboard USS Tuscaloosa LST
1187 for 4 years, from 1976-1980. If memory serves correctly it was winter of
1979 and the ship was cruising solo in the South China Sea at about 17 knots,
our typical cruising speed.

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

I was the Boatswain's Mate of the Watch and it was the mid-watch about 2:30
AM. The sea was like a sheet of glass and there was only starlight. The lookout
stationed up on the signal bridge called down and said he saw something
glowing in the water ahead of the ship. It being the time it was and nothing
else going on, the OOD [Officer of the Deck.], JOD [Junior Officer of the Deck]
and myself all put on the binos [Binoculars-CF-] for a look.
We all saw it and kind of looked at each other in amazement. There was what
turned out to be five, large, long, vitamin shaped objects [dimensions given
below would make them vitamin “capsules”.-CF-], lined up in a directly
opposing course which would take them straight under the length of our keel.
They were approximately 100 feet long and 40 feet across with about 20 yards
between them. They glowed the typical bright, bioluminescent green and at
first we thought it was some kind of marine life but as the first one passed
beneath the stern of the ship we lost power, steerage, the gyro and compass
went wacky AND the chronometers and wristwatches stopped! This prompted
the OOD to have the messenger fetch the Captain whose cabin was steps away.

By the time the skipper got on the bridge the front portion of the first object
was below the bridge and we were hanging over the side for a look. The
captain gave the helmsman orders but the wheel would not respond and the
guys in the engine room could not explain why we'd lost power.
There was no pulsing or shape changes or any appendages nor fins. Just sleek,
silent glowing lozenge shapes moving effortlessly directly below our hull in the
opposite direction.
Somehow the ship just kept gliding slowly over the top of them and we just
stared at them as they passed below while we all voiced our opinions as to
what the heck it was....
On the bridge beside myself was the skipper, OOD, JOD, helmsman, EOT2
operator, man on the skunk board3, messenger, and a Quarter Master. I don't
recall if the guys on the helm or EOT got a chance to see but for sure the CO
[Commanding Officer], XO [Executive Officer], OOD, JOD, the two lookouts,
at least one signalman, the QM [Quarter Master] and myself all got a very
good look.
There was no more then 25 people awake at that hour aboard the ship and
probably no more then 10 or so who saw what we saw.
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It seemed to take several minutes for us to pass over them and they were wide
enough and deep enough that they could be seen from both sides of the ship.
The skipper was fairly calm and we were entranced by them and the spinning
compass and gyro and stopped clocks. The XO wanted to go to GQ [General
Quarters] but the skipper for whatever reason, said no and we just watched
them pass. The lookouts both had an excellent view and when the lookout on
the stern reported the last one had just gone past, the power came up, compass
and gyro spun back to true and watches and clocks were running again...

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit • 7 • : TerryMcGuire

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 274 • : ketsuko

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 5 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County

The skipper gathered us up in a huddle and asked that we not talk about what
had happened.

Political Mud-Pit • 90 • : jidnum

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines

The Quarter Master asked the captain how he should make his log entry and
they went into the QM shack for a powwow which I was not privy to, nor was I
able to read the log later.

US Political Madness • 18 • : 111DPKING111

The Matrix as real
The Gray Area • 14 • : CharGreen

I don't recall any later conversations with any of the other witnesses or
anybody mentioning their watches being a little slow either.... [Note: The
watches referred to here would be wrist watches, and not a ship function.-CF-]

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4558 • : EndtheMadnessNow

16 years after ...
Members • 10 • : ladyinwaiting

Removed from the statue debate

[edit on 23/3/09 by spacevisitor]

Rant • 14 • : Nyiah

MidEastGui
 
posted on Mar, 24 2009 @ 09:23 AM

 link   

A diver from Brazil encountered a USO under the water at Dos Reis Cove in April of 2008.
Here is his amazing story in Portuguese language;
Mergulhador teve uma experiência com um OSNI em Angra dos Reis (Diver had an
experience with a USO in Cove of Dos Reis)

www.cubbrasil.net...
Not bad ta!

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 24 2009 @ 09:52 AM

Here is the other internet essay about the Isla of Vedra and Triangle of Silence, off
Mediterranean Sea of Spain as follows:
ES VEDRÁ Y EL TRIANGULO DEL SILENCIO MEDITERRANEO (Vedra and Mediterranean
Triangle of Silence)

elultimocazadordemonstruos.blogspot.com...
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Off Vedra, the strange lights or unexplained objects are observed under the waters.
Fishermen sometimes report to have seen those lights enter into and emerge out of the
water. The people also report to have heard strange noises coming from the sea depths
there.

grandnic

posted on Mar, 24 2009 @ 10:12 AM


Originally posted by MidEastGui

www.cubbrasil.net...

I translated this with google. It goes like this.

My name is Rodrigo, I am a psychologist and I was with my father, in Angra
dos Reis - RJ, on days 25, 26 and April 27, 2008.
I am fascinated by water. On entering the sea on the morning of Day 26
(Saturday), I used to swim goggles professionals in order to better see the
beauty of the area submerged.
I decided to deviate a bit from the coast. Carefully, I went into the sea. But I
was not very far. Actually, I very little away from the beach. Some schools of
small fish accompanied me.
It was then that during a dive, met briefly, about a meter and half of me, an
object that could not identify. In these hours, our mind begins to seek some
familiar images. Initially scared enough. Then I thought being a big fish. I was
scared and property. I looked more closely and finds not a fish, or bag, or float,
or living water. I felt that the object observed, although it does not have eyes.
Weird. Depending on the shock, overwhelm and nadei back.
The side of the beach, I was thinking about what could be. Only the end of the
afternoon, I decided to go back and see a little more closely. Awesome. The
object was in the same place, still. The water surface to the bottom, the length
was approximately three meters. The object was in exactly half the length, ie
one and a half meters from the surface to the bottom or the bottom to the
surface. Never moved. Looks like a sphere, but it was not a sphere. Its shape
was flattened, and the media about a half meter. His color was white. Looks
like plaster. Not descended or climbed. It was not anything related to boats
nearby. Nothing happening inside of the object. No chain.
I could not get close. He should not get too close. Back to beach.
In the morning the next day, very early, around seven o'clock, went to sea
again. The sun already clear the sea. Back to the point, to check if the object is
still there. But there was nothing else.
Not entered into hallucination. Nor was illusion. Just saw something
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mysterious, new, strange, never before seen by me.
The sea carries its mysteries. Many phenomena remain indecipherable. Other
situations are no more than normal for scholars and specialists in seas and
oceans. I am not sure what happened to me, which really did. May have been a
mysterious phenomenon, or just something trivial that was not part of my
knowledge. I only know that, before some people were bathing, I was probably
the only one going through this experience during those days. Nadei and
plunged toward the object. It was a call? One attraction? A contact? I do not
know. But it was interesting and it was unforgettable.

I never saw anything like this underwater. It could be nitrogen narcossis, depending on
the depth of the dive. At great depth, a diver can experience paranoia and hallucination,
but the hallucination it causes are not very realistic (en.wikipedia.org...). And a
psycologist would probably not be fooled.
Very interessting cases from all over the world.

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 25 2009 @ 07:13 AM

 link   

Another article about the strange orbs (Naga or Mekong Fireballs) annually coming out of
the Mekong River, Thailand and Laos as follows:
The Mystery of the Naga Fireballs

ipsnews.net...

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 25 2009 @ 07:20 AM

 link   

Umm....
Here is another essay about the possible Underwater UFO Base in Peruibe, Brazil as:
Possível base de OVNIs em Peruíbe (Possible Base of UFOs in Peruibe)

www.burn.org.br...

MidEastGui
 
posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 04:01 AM
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Here is an amazing article about the USO cases of New Hampshire, the United States as
follows:
New Hamsphire USO Sightings

www.nhufo.org...
Enjoy!

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 04:28 AM

Interesting UFO/USO? sighting on board the USS John F. Kennedy CV-67.

SP~SM-??-1983 www.waterufo.net...

The witness in this case desired complete confidentiality and I agreed. The text
was obtained via e-mail and finally, corrections were done by phone as the
witness called me directly. He was quite cooperative in answering all questions
asked regarding this specific event and I feel that he is a creditable witness. –
CF-

USS John F. Kennedy CV-67 UFO/USO? Sighting.

Thanks to: www.military.cz...

Thanks Carl,
After all these years I still don't know what to make of it. As I stated before this
would be the summer or late spring of 1983. We were doing what is known as
work ups1 just prior to our ORE (Operational Readiness Exam) I worked in
CIC (Combat Information Center) I was an operations specialist I think at the
time I'd been an E-3 or early into being an E-4. We were just leaving port
(Gitmo2) after doing a sea and anchor detail to assess our ability to navigate a
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mine field in a friendly harbor. It was late;
I'm guessing around 2 or 3 a.m. local. We had just secured from general
quarters and the dog watch3 was set. We had personnel at the look out
positions from our division for the sea and anchor detail (normally manned by
the deck department during normal at sea operations) - sailors whom I would
not be familiar with but these were our guys at the look out positions with
binoculars and on the sound powered phones. I was on the SPA 74 radar CRT
(Cathode Ray Tube) in SSSC (Surface Subsurface Surveillance Coordination)
taking fixes of the Cuban coast and keeping track of all shipping both on the
water and under.
We had 3 Men in SSSC including myself and one officer for a total of 4
witnesses, and 4 lookouts 8 in total. Every 3 minutes I would take a new round
of fixes and the plotter would work our position and the other ships in
company with us various positions, course and speed and the like.
At around 20 nautical miles south of the coast our lookout on the 010 level
(superstructure) called out an air contact to the west or us, he claimed, “it was
blinking 4 different colors" like a Simon game, blue, yellow, red, and green" he
also gave me a distance of between 10 and 15 miles. I was on a surface radar so
I switched the SPA 74 to a 48c air search radar and found a contact approx 18
miles to our west, and this contact was not "squawking and IFF" (
Identification Friend or Foe) which got our attention. Our officer called the
D&T (Detection and Tracking) module to find out what they could. This is the
air search side of CIC we had no aircraft airborne as we had secured flight ops
for the night, but we did have an alert 154 tomcat [F-14] on deck. Of course,
the Tactical action officer TAO was notified that we had an unknown bogey in
the air not squawking, the alert 15 tomcat was activated.
Meanwhile all of the look outs were going absolutely crazy over this bogey the
way it moved and changed course with the ship always keeping a position
relative with our ship. I guessing that about 10 minutes into the alert the alert
15 fighter being activated, the bogey just disappeared, vanished off of radar,
and visual, the alert aircraft stood down and was not launched. The ship took a
turn to the west shortly after or before, I can't remember if we turned into the
wind and headed west as a result or if we were suppose to head west for the
next day of operations. The lookouts were still jumpy and seemed to be calling
out every star they saw.
The ship secured from sea and anchor detail shortly after this, this is when it
really gets strange. The deck department took over the lookout positions, our
guys went to the racks (bed) and as I was being relived of duty I heard the look
outs shouting about the sea being completely aglow with phosphoresce. I
quickly left SSSC and headed for top side, when I got there right where the
lookouts said was a trail of glowing water crossing the bow of the ship. Never
have I seen the ocean lighted up like that in a trail it was so very bright going
north to south! I had just left the radar and knew no ship had crossed our
path.
All I could think of was that bogey was under the water toying with us. I have
sailed every ocean, and I have seen phosphorescence on every tropical water
but I tell you there has never been a sea like this one. It was a continuous
glowing line very well defined and we sailed right across it. The next day our
Lieutenant told us to forget about this and some things can't be explained (See
below-CF-).
I remember the names of the men on watch that night but I have not been in
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contact with any of them in years, the last time that I talked to the Lieutenant
(5 or 6 years ago) we both remembered this event like it was yesterday. I have
since seen 2 UFO's independently of the Navy and am now convinced we
either have some very black projects or we are not alone.


Carl, I would love to hear your input about this, I think of these things that I
have seen quite a bit of late and can't help but be intrigued and alarmed. But
mostly just very interested and wanting to learn more. Thanks for your time
and patience.


This reference: E-mail received Jan. 22 and 27, 2009 from the witness. -CFIn response to the above testimony, I sent a reply and asked the following:
QUESTION: As the UFO went under the ship was there any noise or power
fluctuations anywhere on the ship?
To which I received the following:
Perhaps I should clear up something; the ship went across the trail of glowing
water that extended in front of us. The trail was out in front of us maybe 3000
yards when I saw it, as I came on deck. It was long, extending from the North
to the south, I am guessing that because the trail was brighter to the south and
more defined, and less bright and more diffuse to the north plus my eyes were
adjusting to the dark for a few seconds. I was on the port side of the ship when
I first arrived on the deck (south side) then seeing what the lookouts were
talking about I went up on the flight deck to see more of this glow in front of
the ship. From there at amidships port side I walked up to the flight deck,
aircraft parked all around obscuring my full view so I quickly wended my way
forward on the flight deck to the forward catapult area where I could see the
sea in front of me. That is when I could fully see the entire line running from
North to south. When the ship crossed the line I did not notice any unusual
sound or power surge aboard the ship. Also the flight deck is a very dark place
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at sea when flight operations are secured so I would not have noticed any light
or fluctuation of the power from my vantage point.

[edit on 26/3/09 by spacevisitor]

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 04:32 AM

 link   


Originally posted by MidEastGui
Here is an amazing article about the USO cases of New Hampshire, the United States as
follows:
New Hamsphire USO Sightings

www.nhufo.org...
Enjoy!

Thanks for this one MidEastGui and the very interesting link.

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 04:36 AM

And the other essay about USOs in Polish language is as follows:
Niezidentyfikowane Obiekty Podwodne! (Unidentified Submarine Objects!)

adek22.terramail.pl...
See ya soon.
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[edit on 3/26/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 12:19 PM

 link   

A USO case from UFO Stalker is here:
Detail for Event ID 9620
Case Number: 9620
Log Number: US-02172008-0009
Submitted Date: 2008-02-17 23:30
Event Date: 1975-07-15 01:00
Status: Completed
City: Sunset Beach
Region: California
Country: US
Longitude: -118.072
Latitude: 33.7173
Shape: Star-like
Distance: Unknown
Entity Type: None
Vallee Index: MA1
Description: It was about one in the morning on a warm summer night. I was sitting on the
sand at the beach, about 20 feet from the water. I noticed a light traveling from north to
south at about 1000 feet altitude, probably traveling at about 200 mph. This was a solid,
white light with no blinking red or green lights like those of a helicopter or an airplane.I
was on a west facing beach looking toward Catalina Island. The name of the beach is
Sunset Beach, in So. California. I watched the light on it's south bound course for about 15
seconds, and then it abruptly assumed a 45 degree angle to the water, and went into the
water. It was probably several miles off the coast, so i didn't see or hear any results of the
impact, like splashes or noise of the impact. One odd thing about the change of course
was that there was no gradual turn into the 45 degree dive, it was very abrupt. I saw a
program on TV about underwater anonalies (USOs)and it brought back the memory of this
sighting.
[edit on 3/26/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 12:22 PM

 link   

Another Catalina USO case from UFORC is below:
USO Report: Offshore, West of Catalina Island
UNIDENTIFIED SUBMERGED OBJECT
Abstract: The number of USO reports, which we recieve at the center are infrequent and
rare. We post them in our database due to the high level of strangeness associated with
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them. Some say that there is an undersea UFO base off of the coast of Catalina Island,
California USA
The reporter states "Diver was running at night to the back side of Catalina Island. Saw
headlights in water near boat that came up out of water and flew into the night sky. This
was told to the other divers."
Event Location: W. of Catalina
Date: 1965 app.
Time: night
Duration: ?
Name: Linda (*)
Gender: f
Age: 69
Street Number: (*)
City, State, Zip Code: Anderson, CA 96007
Country: USA
Home Phone: (*)
Weather Conditions: /
Reported?: Told by a friend, abalone diver.
Previous UFO Experience: /
Additional Witnesses: ?
Number of UFOs: 1
Shape: ?
Color: ?
Size: ?
Sound: ?
Distance: close to boat
Altitude: 0
Direction of Travel: up out of water
Details/Markings: two headlights
UFO:: other
Did you see any occupants?: no
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Photo(s)/Film/Video/Sketch available?: no
C2: Vehicle/Device
follow-up: day
(*) Information on file

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 12:24 PM

 link   

Another USO case from UFO Stalker (MUFON-CMS) is as follows:
Detail for Event ID 14222
Case Number: 14222
Log Number: US-12042008-0007
Submitted Date: 2008-12-04 12:21
Event Date: 2008-12-04 05:00
Status: Completed
City: Virginia Beach
Region: Virginia
Country: US
Longitude: -76.032
Latitude: 36.8271
Location: Sea
Terrain: Ocean
Visibility: Partly Cloudy
Weather: None
Vallee Index: AN1
Description: I was sleeping with my window open, I heard a double boom and bright light
which woke me up. Sitting in bed I looked out on the ocean and saw two large glowing
underwater lights about a half mile off shore. My bedroom is a ~140 ft above sea level.
Two bright blue-white glowing dots 100 yards/meters apart and 75 yards/meters appeared
to be illuminating the surface from underwater. I did not see or hear anything in the sky.
The large glowing dots underwater sat still for nearly 10 minutes and then headed due
east at more than 100 knots (or more) off into the distance/infinity. I only saw the two
large glowing dots on the calm water. The dots looked like the illumination point was
underwater? 5 minute later I saw two fishing boats crossing the same are and based on
realitive size of boat to underwater illuminated dots. The surface was calm the object
was deep enough to not disturb the water surface when moving. Please e-mail me if other
people saw it. No video but will put my video camera by the window if it happens again.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 12:28 PM

Another USO case of UFO Stalker is as follows:
Detail for Event ID 12559
Case Number: 12559
Log Number: US-09172008-0054
Submitted Date: 2008-09-17 18:44
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Status: Completed
City: Between Tampa and Panama
Region: Florida
Country: US
Longitude: -82.7716
Latitude: 29.3249
Shape: Cylinder
Vallee Index: FB1
Description: Using the Chineese antage: "The nail that sticks out gets hammered", I choose
to remain annoymous. Event: When: About a year ago maybe October of 07. What doing: I
was flying a commercial jet from South Florida to Atlanta up the coast. I am a private
pilot and like to sit by the window when I fly to watch. It was a very clear day about mid
morning and I was watching the terrain and a few fishing boats. We were flying just over
the land so I had a good view of where the water met the land. Where: we were up in the
area of the Gulf coast that is not yet totally build up. Maybe half way between Tampa and
Panama City. I first noticed two fighter jets. Not an expert on make and model but maybe
F-16s? They were executing what looked like a turn heading mostly south and some east.
Maybe turning back around. They were pretty low guessing 8,000 feet or lower. We were
perhaps 35,000 feet? I wondered what they were doing there.I was watching intently and
suddenly saw an object that was submerged. It was very large as compared with the few
boats I'd seen. The difference was the boats made a wake and this clearly didn't. It was
clearly not on the surface. Even more interesting was how rapidly it was moving. I could
judge relative speed from the speed of the jets. The object was moving more south and to
the west toward deeper gulf. From what I could see and compared to the relative speed
of the fighter jets, it was moving about their speed. I had no way to determine exact
speed but I was assuming the jets were moving at 500 MPH or so or at a normal cruise
speed. I could also judge its relative speed from the water craft that was visible which
created wakes the boats were standing still in comparison. I couldn't imagine how
something could move that fast underwater. I kept my eye on it for as long as I could but
we were flying but as we were flying in a northerly direction I was soon out of view. I
really wanted to know (1) what that was (2) were those jets actually tracking it (3) what
could move so rapidly under water and I realized, I'd never hear or read or find out a
shame. When I saw your site, I thought I might as well report it. Maybe it will mean
something to someone. That's it.

[edit on 3/26/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 12:31 PM

Another USO encounter from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 9973
Case Number: 9973
Log Number: BS-03192008-0002
Submitted Date: 2008-03-19 09:35
Event Date: 1989-05-25 18:30
Status: Submitted
City: Nassau
Country: BS
Longitude: -75.35
Latitude: 24.25
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Shape: Disc,Fireball,Sphere
Distance: Unknown
Entity Type: Unknown
Description: end of may 1989 during a cruise south of exumas archipelago at norman s cay
on my uncle s yacht ( 75 footer private yacht with open fly bridge), we leave nassau in
morning and anchour out in the central lagoon between atoll islands comprising norman
cays different islands.weather was fine , clear sky , some clouds , no swell, come into
contact with norman s cay around 5 PM or 5/30 PM , cruise through to central canal where
we stay at double anchor , a front one and aft one as strong currents between tides make
that necessary for yacht to stabilize. occupants of yacht are my uncle ( businees man)
aunt ( architect) myself ( student in a business school in those days) and his skipper , a
retired former captain on us navy frigates and destroyers.a very well trained and
experienced officer. our aim was to visit with canadian business friends of my candian
uncle who own an atoll on norman s cay with their own private airport and plane and
estate.contact was made by radio in the afternoon and they expected us around 6 PM at
their private cay with the yachts tender.the private cay is in the central lagoon only a few
hundred yards from where the yacht lies at anchor.a crashed dc3 lies in the lagoon only
minutes away from the yacht as was our landmark for returning at night with non light
tender to yacht.on the right side of the yacht , a sand bank separated us from high
seas.depth from sand bank to deeper seas averages pristine blue sandy bottom ocean floor
with average depth of 20 to 50 meters and abruptly some spots would go down way
deeper .all about 500 meters to a kilometer from where we stayed at anchor. once all is
ready to get going to freinds estate, while my uncle tries to contact them by radio ,
nothing happens as if the radio is dead and the yacht positionning lights start blurring and
flashing , then all goes dead , including little electric fly bridge crane to put tender in
water. at this stage it is approwimately 6 something PM as sun had just set early as per
tropical countris.perhaps a little later not really sure as had no watch on. uncle checks fly
bridge antenna while skipper verifies electricity in the engine room.nothing works , just a
small torch which rapidly wore out too.my uncle calls us all to join him on fly bridge as he
says something amazing is happening out there:we join him quicly and see several fuly
light underwater objects moving underwater. it s dark by now and we clearly saw for or
five seemingly circular or oval shapes with a yellwish shinny light, moving at high velocity
from large to shore close to the sand bank where we were at. it was difficult to observe
exactly the shape of these " USO s" as they were underwater and moved rapidly , changing
course at strange angles suddenly , at velocity the skipper reckoned from his experience
being at least one hundred knots.they moved like "bees" just moving around in some kind
of strange ballet , clear separate objects , at times in shallower waters some yellow
luminescent foam or white water would appear at sea surface and would stay like that a
few minutes (shinny and yellowish). the raddio and electrical power did not work on the
yacht all the time of this event. we just found it amazing first of all , no real discussion
just observing these "things" , then curiosity left place to terror , plain all of us being very
scared.we asked ourselves wht this could be ? the experienced cpatain thought it might be
some new technological breakthrough of the us navy being tested off shore as he said
happened at times when he was on active duty on rotations from puerto rico to
guantanamo back to south florida . well about that statement finished , events proved it
wrong as we saw all four or five lights join underwater to become one full lighted larger
object which came out of the water perhaps five hundred meters away .we heard water
fill some void and splish splashes as the large circular object hovered above the water ,
yellowish foam had light it enough as was just a few feet above sea level and just
suddenly flew off in the blink of an eye. we were all shaken but and didn t know what to
do with this and really it challenged all of our realities so we were really reticent to talk
about this.as soon as the object was out of sight , light and power were back on , and we
were able to join the canadian landlords and get to their place. the subject did come up
as we explained why we were later than expected.their place only six hundred meters
away didn have any trouble with it s generator.they listened at told us that they had seen
some funny stuff around at times and didn t want to speak about it further either. we just
went back to our normal lives after that and have never spoken about this experience
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ever again at any occasion. thaat s about all i can remember from this frightening
experience.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 12:33 PM

 link   

Another USO case from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 6998
Case Number: 6998
Log Number: US-05102007-0001
Submitted Date: 2007-05-10 00:52
Event Date: 2007-05-09 00:00
Status: Submitted
City: Coden
Region: Alabama
Country: US
Longitude: -88.1801
Latitude: 30.4032
Shape: Sphere
Description: on my side deck I was looking at the bay an saw a blue/green golfball sized
orb onderwater,just under surface.It was flashing on an off moving at 10 feet a second.As
it aproached my bulkhead it blinked off and reapeared in my backyard..Then it moved to
the woods and did a couple of right turns around pine trees.Then blinked out and
reapeared five feet off the bulkhead. It then moved underwater south.I watched this orb
for one minute.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 12:35 PM

 link   

USO case from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 6313
Case Number: 6313
Log Number: IT-02032007-0009
Submitted Date: 2007-02-03 21:08
Event Date: 2007-01-31 04:45
Status: Submitted
City: Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto
Country: IT
Longitude: 14.167
Latitude: 42.35
Shape: Oval
Duration: 00:15:00
Description: Hi, here i am to tell something weirs happened a couple of days ago just in
the place where i live: I read that in a small article on local newpaper (see GAZZETTA DEL
SUD daily newspaper of the febr. 2 2007) and people talked abt it. The morning of
february 1 2007 at 4.45 in the morning while he was dirving near the sea in CICERATA a
small place in Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto (MESSINA Sicily Italy) a man saw a round object
moving fast on a surface of the sea at a distance of abt. 1 km from the beach. It was very
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strange as he describe it.. it was sailing a bit under the sea with only a small part over the
waves...what took his attention is that it was that it was full of lights . The man said at
most they were red lights but also withe ones. It just didn't look as a submarine (or
something from the navy) as it ha such a different shape and it w too big. While the man
was watching , other people came and stopped as they saw the same weird thing. The
object have been visbile for other 5 minutes then it disappered underwater. Looking at yr.
site i just discovered that it happened jsut in the same place described in Report # 658 of
water ufo site. I also saw in the same site that there have been lots of similar episodes in
the past years especially in 70s, within 5 miles from this places (Eolie islands, milazzo
Patti) . Very curios , don't u think so ? Now i will not feel anymore so safe sailing in these
waters.... Please let me know what to think abt. it . Thanks.
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posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 12:39 PM

 link   

Another USO case from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 5747
Case Number: 5747
Log Number: GB-11152006-0003
Submitted Date: 2006-11-15 06:50
Event Date: 1972-11-03 22:45
Status: Submitted
City: Belfast
Country: GB
Longitude: -2.0
Latitude: 54.0
Shape: Bullet/Missile,Cylinder,Flash
Distance: Over one mile
Entity Type: None

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 15 minutes ago

Description: Hi, I am 51 years old and have served in my younger days as a sergeant in the
British army and also worked for local newspapers (as a courier) for 20 years. My wife is
the Deputy Editor of a local newspaper series here in N Ireland that covers the area of this
event.She has worked on these papers for 26 years.To the best of both our knowledge no
one has ever reported what I am going to relate to you below, either before or since. Very
few people have ever been told this story as those who have (in a weaker moment!)
laugh! Therefore it is one of these things that you tend to keep to yourself. I watched a
documentry last night on the History Channel about your organisation and this has inspired
me to seek an answer elsewhere (if possible) after 34 years. My many years of trying have
come to nought. In my army days I asked many questions of pilots (both helicopter and
aeroplane) who flew this short stretch of water on a regular basis and none had seen
anything out of the ordinary.There is also a regular ferry run to Scotland (on a daily basis)
from Larne and those I have spoken to who worked on the boats again reported nothing. I
have attached a picture of the area that I found on the internet and although taken from
5 miles more northerly on the coastline will give you an idea of the area. In 1972 i did not
have any camera. In the backgound you can see the Scottish coastline (22 miles away) The
lighthouse is arrowed in red and the approx area of exit of the objects is in black and the
path followed in green. 'At approximately 10.45pm on the evening of November 3rd 1972
(I remember it well as it was my 17th birthday) I was with a girl in a covered seafront
shelter at Larne (Co Antrim, N Ireland) and we were enjoying each others company! The
shelter was on a hill top (100 feet above sea level) that looked out over the Irish Sea
(North channel) towards Scotland that lay about 25 miles away to the east. A lighthouse
(called 'The Maidens', manned at that time and 75 feet tall) is situated about 7 miles out
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to sea from this point and warns ships of rocks that crop up out of the sea here. I had
lived beside the sea all my life (up to this point) and was familiar with the lighthouse and
the pattern of it's beam. I had been out to it on field trips while at school to study the
rocks it sits on. On this night (we had been to this place many times before) we had been
friendly for a while when the girl drew my attention to a blinding green light out to sea. I
turned out to look towards the sea and some distance beyond the lighthouse ( which was
continuing it's usual pattern of horizontal flashes) we watched for some 15 minutes as a
blinding (much much brighter than the lighthouse beam) series of green fluorescent
cylinders exited the sea and shot straight and vertically heavenwards.They came every 30
seconds or so and we knew when they were coming as the sea itself around the exit point
would glow bright green for a few seconds before we saw the cylinder exit the sea and fly
at great speeds upwards and disappear into 'space'? Even at seven or eight miles away this
glow in the sea lit up the whole area around it. After 15 minutes it just stopped! No more
came, we watched for another hour. These cylinders were huge as I was able to
determine (using the lighthose as a guide) that they were at the very least the height of
the lighthouse (80 feet) and certainly as thick as it. They left no trial behind. Pattern was
that the sea glowed green, cylindar emerged and shot upwards so quick that you almost
cricked your neck with the upward movement of the head following it. They came at
regular 30 second intervals,almost perfect timing.They all followed exactly the same path
upwards,something about the timing made me feel very uncomfortable. Nothing natural
would be able to do this.I was absolutely awestruck.' The nearest that I have come to an
explanation was several years ago when information came to light that an area beyond
this (The Beaufort Dyke, a deep underwater trench in the North Channel) had been used
to dump munitions in since WW1 times. These munitions included phosphorus items. I
wondered if some of these munitions could have caused such an event. I have since
discounted this as it does not explain several things. Why has it never been reported
again, does not explain the shapes (in each case they were identical),the timings of the
exits, the identical path they followed up and the enormous speed of the things. The
intensity of the green light was again the same with each one that emerged. They were
perfectly controlled and not a random 'explosion' of anything. It was nothing to do with
the lighthouse beam (which has always been white and horizontal) as we had a clear sight
of it all the time, as the exit point was on an almost straight line between our eyeline and
the beyond the lighthouse. Submarines have always been about in the North Channel as
they make their way to Fastlane (Scotland) but what the h*** would a sub be doing
launching such enormous cylinders (even if they could back then) and these things were
faster than any rocket, their speed was breathtaking. I went out with this same girl for
eight years after this event before we parted company. We had shared many many things
to-gether. I met her a few years back after not seeing her for 20 years or so and the first
thing she said to me was ' Remember that strange night". It had stuck in her mind all these
years to the extent that it was the first thing that sprang to her mind after such a long
absence.She also told me that it had 'freaked' her out and that she had never told anyone
and never will speak of it again.She told me that even now she wakes up and gets very
scared when she thinks of it. At the time she was too awestruck to be afraid. I never saw
anything like this again and even to-day after huge amounts of 'logical' thought time I am
still at a loss.Even with all the advances in military technology which I try to keep up
with, I would still say "I have never seen anything like this"! I am glad that i have taken
the time to write this down as it has vexed me many times over the years, I like
explanations and this thing I cannot get to grips with even now. Only one other event
troubles me. A few years back I woke from sleep (was at home, just a normal night) to
find that the skin on the palms of my hands and the soles of my feet were bright red and
burning. Had trouble walking on my feet and had to take a few days off work. This went
away after a few days and a lot of cooling with water. On waking that morning my wife
told me that I had something like a small black 'thorn' stuck in my right temple. It was so
small that she ended up getting tweezers to get it out with. It was about one eighth of an
inch long and black.I have no explanation how it got there. We thought it was some sort
of wood thorn that had managed to get on the pillow and I had 'rolled' on to it in the
night. I decided to cut it with a small penknife and to my great surprize it turned out to
be metallic like a needle point. I then tried to cut it with a small pair of scissors but again
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was unable to. It started to show silver under the black as the implements had 'rubbed'
the black coating off. It was the broken tip of a black needle. Sharp and pointed at one
end and rough and jagged at the thicker end. I still have it somewhere in a small sealed
plastic bag. Not sure where, but am pretty sure that it is here somewhere, unless the
children have made off with the bag not knowing what was in it. So unless my wife was
trying to inject me in the temple during the night without my knowing (she assures me she
wasn't!!) then I have absolutely no idea how this point came to be there .I was nowhere
where such a thing would have been and if it had happened i think that I would have felt
the pain, after all this fragment was lodged an eighth of an inch in the side of my head.I
have no recollection of anything unusual that night, went to bed, slept and got up next
morning. No explanation. I have never spoken to my wife in great detail about the
cylinders and have always insisted that i was alone, as the 'girl' with me at the time was
my first wife and my present wife of twenty years and her have never been anything
closer than enemies!! Would appreciate not mentioning that i was other than alone if you
decide to send any emails on this subject. I have never written these stories down before
and never contacted anyone about them. Thank you for listening and if you can offer any
ideas on these events I would be more than grateful as they have perplexed me for a very
long time. I know it was a long time ago and it may be of little interest to you but I felt I
needed to pass it on as I have been convinced since that night that, ' there are more
things in heaven and earth. Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy' . Thanks,
George Martin.
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USO case from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 15591
Case Number: 15591
Log Number: US-02192009-0007
Submitted Date: 2009-02-19 05:44
Event Date: 1991-08-31 00:00
Status: Completed
City: Newberry
Region: Michigan
Country: US
Longitude: -85.4887
Latitude: 46.496
Shape: Circle,Triangle
Distance: Unknown
Entity Type: None
Description: I was camping at Muskallonge Lake State Park on the shores of Lake Superior.
It was Labor Day weekend, 1991. I remember the year because my son was 14 years old at
the time, however, I don't remember the exact day of the weekend. We walked from our
campground over the sand dunes and down to the beach at approximately 11:00 pm
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because we wanted to see the northern lights. As we were sitting there talking, we looked
out over the horizon of the lake and saw what looked like lighted sails on a sailboat. The
colors were bright yellow and orange. It was so far in the distance that I thought it was
sailboats (there were 3 or 4), but, my friend said, "Sails are not a solid light like that." We
began watching them and it appeared that they were moving closer....coming towards
shore, but they were still very far off in the distance. As they appeared to move closer, I
started getting a little nervous feeling and told my friend, "Let's go." Then, before our
eyes, they turned white, turned into circles and shot straight up and disappeared. This
has always stayed extremely vivid through the years, but I have shared it with few people.
I have tried googling the info to see if anyone else saw the same thing that weekend, but
couldn't find anything. I would be very curious if anyone else saw the same thing on and
over Lake Superior around that time or anytime since.
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16 years after ...
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Removed from the statue debate

Another USO case from UFO Stalker or MUFON-CMS:
Detail for Event ID 14244
Case Number: 14244
Log Number: US-12052008-0014
Submitted Date: 2008-12-05 19:01
Event Date: 2008-12-05 18:00
Status: Completed
City: Vero Beach
Region: Florida
Country: US
Longitude: -80.445
Latitude: 27.646
Shape: Circle
Distance: Over one mile
Location: Sea
Terrain: Ocean
Visibility: Clear
Weather: None
Entity Type: None
Description: A large green glowing object came out of the Atlantic ocean approx 5 miles
out from coast..was walking on the beach just after dark and saw this abject at first I
thought it was just a boat light..it then moved up into the sky shifted left quickly and
then shot straight up and out of sight all while leaving a streak of light or a tail that
glowed for about 30 seconds after the object disappeared..As i kept looking up I noticed
what looked like a star moving across the sky then this object streaked to the right at a
high rate of speed and disappeared..This is the first time Ive ever seen anything like
this..and Ive always been a sceptic..When I came home and told my husband which is a
deputy he said yeah what ever and blew me off..I'm not sure what I saw but maybe you
can shed some light on it for me ..thanks

MidEastGui
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posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 01:00 PM
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Another amazing case from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 14557
Case Number: 14557
Log Number: US-12272008-0005
Submitted Date: 2008-12-27 14:49
Event Date: 2008-09-02 01:30
Status: Completed
City: St Joseph
Region: Michigan
Country: US
Longitude: -84.6934
Latitude: 43.109
Shape: Other
Description: I went to visit my aunt and uncle in Oatis, Indiana from August 27th to
September 2nd. My main reason for the trip was to visit my grandmother in her Long Term
Care facility. I live in Tennessee and do not get up there very often as of late. I caught a
Cub's game and visited with my Family for 4 days. My aunt and uncle own a lake house on
lake Michigan about 20 miles South of St. Josephs on the beach. It is a beautiful place and
extremely relaxing at night. The beach house is never the main reason I visit, but a nice
bonus when my Family offers it up for a few days of oasis. This visit my aunt allowed my
girlfriend and I to stay there for two days, Sept. 1st and Sept Second. We arrived early on
Sept 1st and unpacked, went down to the beach and enjoyed the sun, later took in some
shopping and had dinner. We noticed everyone packed up early afternoon and left there
vacation homes due to the holiday weekend ending. We had planned to be back to
Tennessee on Tuesday night so we had the beach to ourselves that Monday Night. The
beach is basically a sand dune with a hundred feet of sand to the water. The water this
night was calmer than usual and the night sky was clear and bright, yet without a moon.
That afternoon I dug a pit for a fire and set it up knowing it would be hard to do that
night with the wind, wasted time seeing that that night was extremely calm with tiny
waves. People whom know this area, know that it can be very violent at night with huge
waves and a brisk wind. We lucked out this night. We had smores, a bottle of wine, fully
prepared to spend an evening on the beach. We finished the wine and the smores and
snuggled up by the fire. There was not a light to be seen for miles North and South along
the beach. The only hint of light was St joseph's dull glow in the distance, 20 miles or so
up the beach. The later it was, the colder it was, and the more we fully covered up. I am
telling you this because I think what happens next is a result of two things: Being fully
covered up in the sand and directly behind a fire facing Lake Michigan. We fell asleep and
had to have been asleep for an hour or so. Still fully covered by a blanket, I woke up and
shook my girlfriend waking her up, so we could make the trip up the dune and to bed. As I
uncovered my head, Lying on my back, I rolled on my stomach and looked straight north
up the beach. Not more than 50 yards from me was a bright light, and I mean bright, a
spotlight, like one you see shining at a carnival. I know what you are thinking, wow, that
is not unusual, well let me finish. This light was stationary, pivoting from a stationary
point directly over the shoreline, shining in the empty vacation homes and up and down
the beach. Within seconds, My girlfriend rolled over and we both stayed covered and
gazing North at this light. This light was coming out of NOTHING, roughly 30 feet to 50
feet in the air, I could see the abrubt beginning and end of the light source. It reminded
me of a flud light above a garage, only brighter and with no building. The light never
moved location, only direction it was pointed in, from the edge of the water towards
land. The stability of the source frightened me because that ruled out any of the five
hundred things my mind was feverishly trying to catagorize this as. Not a boat because I
would be able to see the boat and the water was 2 feet deep under the location of the
light. I do not remember what I said to my girlfriend, I just know she was just as shocked
to be witnessing this as I was. It was calm and clear that night, no noise, only the gentle
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swish of the water rolling onto the shore. This light was close enough to us for me to
throw a football and hit it square, extremely close. As the light pivoted up the beach
away from us, still from the same 50 yard location, we could see more clearly the fact
that it was coming out of nothing, clear sky!!!! The light was very defined as for its
boundries, I mean as it went up the dune, a very defined circle of light was cast on the
beach and the dunes. At this point I ran out of explanations, some things do not need
analyzing for you to know something is wrong. Still facing the light and peaking out of the
blanket, we found ourselves looking directly into the light, as it moved south along the
beach towards us. The light disappeared as soon as it hit the spot we were laying. It was
not blinding, which shocked me. We jumped up and could see nothing. Although no
moonlight was present, the stars were plenty of light for us to have seen anything in the
location of the light. We saw nothing, Gone, thin air. My girlfriend said, and I quote, "it
went into cloakmode." Usually I would laugh at something like that but it strangely
seemed appropriate. I am a big guy, I mean I work out regularly and am scared of no one,
yet something in me kept telling me to put the fire out and get upstairs, so I did. This has
been driving me crazy. I am glad to get it off my chest!

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 01:05 PM

 link   

USO case from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 15311
Case Number: 15311
Log Number: US-02042009-0010
Submitted Date: 2009-02-04 12:50
Event Date: 2009-02-03 12:30
Status: Assigned
City: San Clemente
Region: California
Country: US
Longitude: -117.578
Latitude: 33.4322
Shape: Fireball
Distance: Over one mile
Vallee Index: AN1
Description: I had just gotten off of work after midnight and was taking home a co-worker
when looking out over the ocean we both noticed an unusual bright orange light several
miles off the coast. Being curious, instead of going straight home we decided to see if we
could get a better view of it by driving along San Clemente, California up in the hills
parallel to the coastline. We noticed the light stayed constant and bright as we drove
south parallel along the coast. We finally stopped down by a beach parking lot where we
had a clear view out to sea. We could not understand what this object could be nor could
we make out what this light was. We asked ourselves what could be out there this late at
night on the ocean waters, perhaps a fishing boat with bright lights? Do any boats go out
this late with bright lights to fish for something? If it was a boat fishing why would the
light vary in intensity and with that particular color (orange)? Could it be a boat on fire?
The light was firelike in intensity and color as if it was on fire. Even though it was dark, I
figured it must have been a few miles south of Santa Catalina Island and a few miles west
off San Clemente. We stayed there for several minutes watching this light glow and
change in its shape. At one point the light dimmed to a point and then returned to its
large intensity. We decided to leave and go home still puzzled. We must have watched it
for around 15 minutes from point of seeing it to end.
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Detail for Event ID 14980
Case Number: 14980
Log Number: US-01182009-0009
Submitted Date: 2009-01-18 13:08
Event Date: 2009-01-17 00:00
Status: Assigned
Region: California
Country: US
Longitude: -124.027
Latitude: 41.3524
Shape: Sphere,Other,Unknown
Distance: Unknown
Location: Sea
Terrain: Ocean
Visibility: Clear
Weather: None
Entity Type: None
Description: First event.I went up on our roof-deck to look up at the stars, but on the way
up I noticed something glowing to the south of us, just above the water over Newport
Beach, or Costa Mesa. It seemed to be bagel or doughnut shaped, and it was discharging
some sort of super hot material straight down into the water, almost like molten metal. It
did this for about 5-10 minutes, and then appeared to fall into the ocean after, or just
simply faded away. I don't know where it went. The only thing I can compare this to, is
the event that happened in Washington state, where almost the exact same thing
occurred, but a fisherman's boat was struck in that account. Second event. Just as soon as
the first craft disappeared, a second multi-colored thing, (it had red, orange, green, &
white lights) was flying north. The flight area area would be from the northern tip of
Santa Catalina Island to Long Beach, or Rancho Palos Verdes. It hovered for about 5-8
minuutes, then slowly descended toward the ocean until it seemed to go into to the
water. I face Southwest when looking to the sea. A map of Long Beach down to Newport
Beach would be more helpful in pinpointing these sightings.

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 01:09 PM

Another USO report from UFO Stalker
Detail for Event ID 15570
Case Number: 15570
Log Number: BS-02182009-0007
Submitted Date: 2009-02-18 16:04
Event Date: 1997-02-28 00:00
Status: Submitted
City: Nassau
Country: BS
Longitude: -75.35
Latitude: 24.25
Shape: Triangle
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Description: Sitting on the beach at night on Paradise Island which now is the Atlantis
resort. I was facing the bay, so I'm guessing that was west. First noticed the object moving
across the water from my ten o clock. The reason it caught my attention was because of
the speed of the object. The lights were so close to the water that at first glance I
thought it was a boat, but I had never seen a boat that size move that fast. Then I got to
thinking it might be a helicopter, possibly military/drug enforcement, especially when the
craft moved about 200 yards from shore. From what I remember the craft hovered in
place for about 20 minutes. I'm pretty sure it was at least that long because like a mad
man I ran to the hotels front desk asking for binoculars and tried to explain to the
concierge that I wasn't crazy nor a pervert. After running to our room to tell my parents
about what I was seeing I ran back to the beach to see if it was still there. I observed the
craft for about ten more minutes, during that time it was still stationary. I saw a greenish
light emitting from underneath the craft and illuminating the ocean below. From my
vantage point it appeared as if the light from the craft was either moving up from the
water or pulling water to the craft. I've never seen anything like this so it's hard to find
the words to describe it. Once it started moving out towards the open ocean is when I
knew it was an airborne craft just due to the speed it was displaying, nothing like gone in
an instant, but moved out towards the horizon within a ten second range. It's something
I'll never forget but due the dark skies it's hard to know for sure if it was a helicopter. I
also remember making absolutely sure that what I was seeing was what I was seeing,
because for a few minutes it kind of freaked me out.

[edit on 3/26/2009 by MidEastGui]
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USO case from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 15588
Case Number: 15588
Log Number: US-02192009-0004
Submitted Date: 2009-02-19 01:02
Status: Submitted
City: Baltimore
Region: Maryland
Country: US
Longitude: -76.6384
Latitude: 39.2894
Description: A good friend of mine, an old fishing buddy, told me a story about fishing at
Loch Raven resevoir, years ago, when he witnessed a bright UFO fly up out of resevoir, out
of the water, hover over the water and then fly off. He said it was at night, and the light
was very brilliant. He is a straight shooter, in his 50's and would not lie. I was always
fascinated with the story, being a UFO believer myself. Now I have read that others have
seen ufo's in that same resevoir. Here's an article about two different sightings there,
neither of which are the one my friend saw. see: www.waterufo.net...
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Amazing report from UFO Stalker:
Detail for Event ID 16246
Case Number: 16246
Log Number: US-03252009-0015
Submitted Date: 2009-03-25 23:22
Event Date: 2009-03-24 22:10
Status: Assigned
City: Auburndale
Region: Florida
Country: US
Longitude: -81.8298
Latitude: 28.0903
Shape: Other
Duration: 00:10:00
Description: I was sitting in my chair in the living room" that looks over our lake" watching
t.v. when I noticed someone outside. I took my dog "Brody" outside with me when we got
about halfway down to the lake his hair stood up on his back and something moved by the
water. I stopped and my dog turned in front of me and ran back to the house I tripped
when he bolted around me and as I looked back I swear I saw a skinny person run on the
lake to the dock 3 houses down. I went back into the house but couldn't sleep that night
so I took my dog in the car and drove around the neighborhood until I felt comfortable. 3
weeks later "Yesturday" I saw something again this time I took a flash light and saw
something that didn't have a face and this time it ran across the entire lake. unfortunately
my dog is the only other witness and I don't want to tell anyone else. any ideas????????

karl 12

posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 02:15 PM

Some great posts there
Heres Timothy Good speaking at XCon in 2004 about USOs, UFOs
and various mysterious goings on - its a great watch!
Link:

video.google.co.uk...
Description:

BEYOND TOP SECRET: UFOS AND USOS (UNIDENTIFIED SUBMARINE
OBJECTS) with Timothy Good.
Beyond Top Secret UFOs and USOs (unidentified submarine objects) remain
the most highly classified subject on Earth.
In his fully illustrated presentation, drawing on the latest evidence, the highly
respected researcher and best-selling author will outline the involvement of
intelligence agencies in North America, South America and Europe in topsecret investigations.
He will describe some little-known and disturbing cases reported by military
and civilian pilots, army and naval personnel, and discuss contacts with ETs
reported by highly credible witnesses, such as a former British deputy chief of
Strike Command and Equerry to HM The Queen and Prince Philip, and a
former CIA communications specialist, currently a respected Brazilian
scientist.
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Good will also discuss his meeting at the Defense Airborne Reconnaissance
Office at the Pentagon in 1998, and some of the information provided to him
over the years by his contacts in Washington, including revelations via a highranking source who worked at the Pentagon with the USAF Air Staff and Joint
Staff.
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Heike

posted on Mar, 26 2009 @ 10:43 PM

 link   

I may have missed it, and if I did I apologize, but I didn't see where anyone had found this
site:

The Enigmas of Issyk-Kul
An excerpt:

The flying submarines of extraterrestrials
Sometimes quite inexplicable things happen in the sky over Issyk-Kul and in
its waters. Witnesses are usually puzzled and unable to explain what they saw.
The number of skeptically minded people rejecting the idea of enigmatic
phenomena decreases.

There is also an interesting story about "black divers" which seemed not to be human.

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 27 2009 @ 02:45 AM


Originally posted by karl 12
Heres Timothy Good speaking at XCon in 2004 about USOs, UFOs
and various mysterious goings on - its a great watch!

Thanks for the link karl 12,
Timothy Good is one of my favourite UFO/ET researchers.
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This is in my opinion a very important UFO/USO case because it involved an abduction
that was witnessed by a prominent person at the United Nations, security personnel, and
motorists on the Brooklyn Bridge whose engines had failed as the abduction was in
progress,.
I heard of this case some years back from Budd Hopkins and I am glad that I found it here
again to find out what really happened then.
11-29-1989 www.waterufo.net...

WITNESSED Abduction case by Budd Hopkins
Condensed summary by Richard H. Hall
Brooklyn Bridge Abduction Case
On the night of November 29/30, 1989, multiple independent witnesses in
separate locations observed a hovering, glowing red-orange oval object in the
skies over lower Manhattan. A woman whose pseudonym was reported as
Linda Cortile was seen to float out of an upper story window of an apartment
building, transported by a light beam into the hovering object, which then
sped away.
Later investigation by Budd Hopkins and his colleagues revealed that the full
story unfolded over a period of years, and the witnesses included a prominent
person at the United Nations, security personnel, and motorists on the
Brooklyn Bridge whose engines had failed as the abduction was in progress.
The widely “witnessed” abduction constitutes one of the potentially most
important such reports on record. It included an underwater episode on that
evening, and an earlier one experienced by Linda Cortile. (The following
quotations are from Witnessed, by Budd Hopkins.)
The security officers were seated in their stalled patrol car beneath the
elevated FDR Drive near the East River at about 3:00 a.m. following an engine
failure. With them was a prominent United Nations official for whom they
were providing security. A reddish glow attracted their attention. Looking up,
they saw an oval object hovering above an apartment building 2-3 blocks
away. On the side of the object near the top was a row of rectangular windows,
and green lights were rotating around its edge. They heard a low hummingwhistling sound. The color changed from a bright red-orange as a very bright
blue-white was emitted from the underside, and the object descended to the
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level of an apartment window.
The officers and UN official were then shocked to see a woman in a nightgown
float out of the window in a bright beam of blue-white light and escorted into
the bottom of the object by three ugly but smaller human-like creatures, one
above her and two below. The beings had disproportionately large heads, very
large eyes, and slender limbs. The woman reminded them of an angel or a
Christmas-tree doll in appearance.
After the woman disappeared into the object, its color changed back to redorange and it sped away in their direction, flew overhead and plunged into the
river behind us, not far from Pier 17, behind the Brooklyn Bridge. As it passed
over them, the officers felt a strong static electricity effect. They were
profoundly affected by the experience, both badly frightened and feeling
extreme guilt about their inability to help the woman.
Budd Hopkins had been contacted by Linda Cortile, then 41, during spring
1989 about abduction experiences that she recalled from her youth and
childhood. Then on November 30 she called Hopkins about her experience of
the previous night. At about 3:00 a.m. she had felt a numbness in her legs and
then saw a small figure with large head and “enormous black eyes” moving
toward her. After that her memory was fragmentary, but she felt that she had
been floated out of her living room window and up into a UFO. She and her
family lived on the 12th floor of an apartment building two blocks from the
FDR Drive and the East River.
During a hypnotic regression session after November 30, Cortile described in
detail what she had experienced on board the craft, including various medical
examinations and procedures. She also recalled that during a childhood
abduction episode many years earlier, the UFO went underwater. “Through a
large window she could see the murky bottom of what she took to be the East
River; garbage and even a soft-drink bottle were visible in the UFO's lights.”
Subsequent investigation revealed complex interrelationships among the men
in the patrol car and Linda Cortile, and later interactions among them.
However, these are not directly relevant to the underwater episodes.
After some searching I find this related to who that prominent person at the United
Nations could be.

The case would take a dramatic turn when Hopkins finally discovered the
identity of the United Nations representative, or the "third man," as Javier
Perez de Cuellar, the former Secretary General of the United Nations.
Naturally, Hopkins' dream would be to get Cuellar to go public with his
acknowledgment of the facts of the abduction, which would bring the case and
the entire alien abduction question to a sensational level of acceptance within
the public's eye, and the scientific community.
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Although Cuellar corresponded with Hopkins and verified the abduction, he
explained to Hopkins that he could not go public for obvious reasons. Cuellar
went even as far as to meet privately with Hopkins to discuss details of his
observations that night, but demanded that he remain anonymous.

www.ufocasebook.com...

[edit on 27/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 27/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 27/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 27/3/09 by spacevisitor]
[edit on 27/3/09 by spacevisitor]
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Thanks for all those amazing info posted into this thread. Please, keep up with the good
work.
Here is a good news for the next weeks:
UFO Hunters
Episode: Underwater Alien Bases, Wednesday, April 08, 2009, 10:00 PM
Thursday, April 09, 2009, 02:00 AM
On November 11th 1987, the small town of Gulf Breeze, Florida is inundated with UFO
sightings. More than 200 witnesses see strange, unexplained lights in the sky. The strange
sightings last through the early 1990s. The mountain of evidence is overwhelming--videos,
eyewitnesses, and news coverage everywhere. But where are these Gulf Coast UFOs
coming from? Shockingly, 90 miles away in Cuba, U.S. military personnel stationed in
Guantanamo Bay may be seeing USO's--Unidentified Submerged Objects--rising out of the
ocean. We will examine satellite images of what appear to be underwater landing strips
and other strange evidence.
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Rating: TVPG
Running Time: 60 minutes
Genre: Mysteries of History

[edit on 3/27/2009 by MidEastGui]

[edit on 3/27/2009 by MidEastGui]
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Originally posted by Heike
I may have missed it, and if I did I apologize, but I didn't see where anyone had found
this site:

The Enigmas of Issyk-Kul
An excerpt:

There is also an interesting story about "black divers" which seemed not to be human.

Issyk-Kul Lake of Kyrgzystan is just one of those enigmatic lakes found in the Mid-Asia. I
know there are lots of UFO and USO stories coming from these water bodies. But, these
interesting cases are unknown to the western UFOlogists at most of the time. In the
following weeks, I will try to post some of them into this thread as the time permits me
do so.
Here is a URL address for ya about some cases of UFOs, USOs and Amphibious Beings from
the late USSR (former Russia) as follows:
НЛО: НЛО амфибии (UFO: AMPHIBIOUS UFO)

mir-x.km.ru...
Enjoy!
(p.s.: u can make it translated (from Russian to English) by using one of those online
translators on the net)
(p.s.: and u could also "google" the subject matter by using the Cyrill (Russian) Alphabet
by writing "НПО - неопознанные подводные объекты (USO - Unidentified Underwater
Objects)": there u see novel USO info and some amazing graphics as well).
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posted on Mar, 27 2009 @ 07:48 AM

(Yet another) USO report from the Catalina Channel,California.
Summary:

"The first California underwater UFO was on July 7, 1947 when two San
Raphael teen-agers saw a "flat glistening object" emerge from the water, fly
around and then dive back into the water 400 yards from shore. Throughout
this same year, numerous steamers reported a mysterious
"undersea mountain" or a "large mass underwater" which kept appearing and
disappearing in various locations in the San Francisco Bay and down the coast.
Following this, the sightings came regularly, in 1951, 1954, 1955,
1957, 1962, 1964, 1970, 1980, 1990, 1991, 1993, 2004..the list goes
on.
The sightings involve many highly credible witnesses including lifeguards,
security guards, law enforcement officials, military officers and countless
citizens.

home.pacbell.net...

Incident:

Nancy Bradley: The ocean was strange that day, beginning about 12 miles out
to sea, unaccountable ripples with no consistency and large patches of water so
smooth you would think you were in a bathtub. And then the large waves of
undetermined origin would appear seemingly out of nowhere, some starting
from beside the boat and some as far in the distance as two miles. They caved
and cavorted. And then everything was smooth again.
I am a seasoned traveler to Catalina Island and this was clearly strange
behavior for the sea. Very strange indeed. Word was out once again in the
media this February day in 2009, reported strange UFO’s in the ocean around
Catalina Island, something that crops up every now and then.
The rumors had been flying for years. Of course I had heard them, even been
on productive investigations in New York, New Jersey and the everglades for
just such phenomena. But I had never experienced the phenomena spoken
about between Dana Point or Long Beach, (the mainland where most folks
board a ferry or boat to the island), and Catalina, 26 miles out to sea.
Halfway out to sea on this trip, after reuniting with the crew and passengers
and enjoying a mimosa or two, the steward brought something to our
attention. “There” he said, “Starboard. Look at those dolphins. We see them
from time to time and there sure are a lot of them out there today!” He quickly
went in to talk to the captain, leaving us to observe from our vantage point, the
best on the boat. We looked out the window and fumbling for our cameras,
wanting to take as many pictures and video shots as we could. Strange for
this water indeed, dolphins as far as the eye could see, in groups of
hundreds, jumping out of the water, seemingly trying to get away
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from something. We wondered if it could be difficult navigating the ferry to
get out of their way, wondering if there would be impact. And then they were
gone. Certainly we had seen dolphins in this water, even a whale or two, but
never in these numbers, and never interplaying with such strange and frantic
activity. A few miles closer to our destination we again experienced the same
dolphin activity, large numbers, moving fast, jumping over the water and
diving hard. We made notes as well of this phenomena, clearly something not
experienced before. And then the highlight of our trip occurred.A large
object, white, almost not detectable from the clouds in the sky,
hovered. We watched as it swayed from side to side, and after about
a half minute, it made a beeline disappearing into the sea. I was
lucky to get a quick shot of it.


Greatly encouraged, I stayed at my perch, camera in hand, while the rest of our
crew left the confines of our Captain’s Cabin to go the other side of the boat
and make conversation with the locals coming back to their island from the
mainland, many, seasoned islanders, preferring seats that allowed them the
wind in their faces.
Our crew inquired of stories about USOs and strange dolphin
activity which they told us generally precedes a sighting. In fact,
just this week it had been reported that people had sighted yet
more USOs going into the water just about where we were on our
seaward journey.
Back in the Captains Cabin we could see the Island coming up on us now. The
water smoothed. Folks from the island told us that national television
newscasters had been there asking questions. Interesting indeed.
We docked and thanked our captain and crew as always, grabbed our luggage
and gear and made our way to our favorite hotel. It is beautiful, the water just
a few steps from our door. After settling in, we walked to the local restaurant
for a bite and to discuss what we had seen. Several of the ‘locals’ who
overheard our conversation asked to join us at our table anxious to relate their
own stories.“Late at night we see lights going into the bay about a
mile out” one gentleman told us, others shaking their heads in
agreement. The waitress chimed in, “One night there was a naval
ship just off shore patrolling. This is not uncommon. But what I
saw that was strange was what went on behind them. Large scale
triangle objects, three of them, crafts, floating above the ship. And
then, after circling, they made a quick retreat into the sea. I noticed
several small boats showing up shortly after this event with lights around it
making circles in the area, looking for what had happened. It is all so strange.”
A man who has lived most of his life on the island told us “Generally they
are white those crafts,” he said. “And when they hit the water they
turn a light blue. I know because they are florescent and you can
see them for a short time going down into the water.” It was
suggested that the most USSO sightings are on this side of the island, Avalon.
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www.goldrushghosts.com...
www.nancybradley.org...
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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Another amazing USO report with some aquatic humanoids from UFO Casebook is below:
Weird Los Angeles: Weirdness In The Waters (USOs)
During the UFO waves of the 1940s and '50s, a new type of peculiar, possibly
extraterrestrial or covert machine was mentioned, and often sighted in the murky oceans
of the world. The USO, or Unidentified Submarine Object, just like the flying saucers and
mystery airships of before, had begun to cause panic.
Were alien life forms monitoring our shores with their advanced technology and preparing
for possible attack, or was the government conducting clandestine operations beneath the
surface? Or, was another country secretly invading and spying on us?
On the dawn of July 28, 1962, off Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, several crew and the
captain of a fishing boat were unsettled by mysterious lights that appeared below the
surface, but boldly approached the eerie glow. As they neared, the captain observed
through binoculars and was amazed to see several men working on a submarine-like
object.
The sub had no markings whatsoever, was grey in colour, and from it was protruding a
strange structure with a light on which the men appeared to be tampering with. There
were five mysterious men, two dressed in dark trousers and white shirts, two adorned in
all white and another in a sky-blue jump suit.
The captain stated, "We passed a beam about a quarter-mile and I was certain it was a
submarine..."
Suddenly, the unmarked submarine sped towards the fishing boat and then swept past at
speed. The crew believed it may have been a Russian submarine but this was never
confirmed.
Another fishing boat had an extraordinary encounter off Redondo Beach in the May of
1935. Crewmen observed a creature resembling a Merman, measuring twelve-feet in
length. The monster had shining eyes, a smooth forehead, dark hair on its head and chin,
and a tail. When the boat approached the being flipped its tail and disappeared into the
depths.
source & references:
By Neil Arnold
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Another USO-related internet article about the possible Earthquake Lights (EQLs) seen
during the 2007 Quake in Peru:
Las luces del terremoto en Perú (The Lights of Earthquake in Peru)

www.aforteanosla.com.ar... - in Spanish
(Many strange lights were observed during the 2007 Quake of Peru. The observers stated
these lights were coming out of the ocean or they were just illuminating the water
surface from underneath etc.)

karl 12
posted on Mar, 27 2009 @ 08:34 AM
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reply to post by MidEastGui

Some great finds there matey

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 05:58 AM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
reply to post by MidEastGui

Some great finds there matey

Thank you too much, Karl. That is very nice of u really. I will try to keep posting some
recent, rare and non-English USO info or some USO research highlights to this thread in
the future as the time lets me do so.
In relation to ur Puerto Rico topic, I wanna give u some interesting info. The older tales of
native Puerto Ricans mention about the "Green Fiery Birds", or basically USO flotilla of the
modern day, which dive into and come out of the Carribean Sea. Plus, the Cuban people
once considered that there were "Underwater Metallic Animals" living just beneath the
water. And it goes like this..

[edit on 3/28/2009 by MidEastGui]
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From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 6/30/1950 16:00 (Entered as : 1950-2000 16:00)
Reported: 2/11/2009 8:04:23 PM 20:04
Posted: 3/19/2009
Location: Lac Du Flambeau, WI
Shape: Disk
Duration:30 seconds
Saucer like disc submerging (p.s. coming out of) from waters, disapears instantaneously,
water boils before submerging.

 new topics

I live on a reservation called Lac Du Flambeau. We have multiple stories of saucer like
discs submerging from our lakes and disappearing instantaneously, as one story that was
reported more then once.

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

Their were four men fishing on Flambeau lake. When a complete circle of water started
boiling, after 20 seconds or so these men saw a saucer like disc submerge from the water
and cause great waves in the area.
They said the saucer levitated off the ground for about 6-10 seconds. After that they saw
it travel speeds beyond any aircraft or any sort of object they’ve seen, in a blink of an eye
it vanished.
Even many years ago our people been seeing mysterious objects in our sky and we even
have a Indian word for an UFO.
Nobody has been able to explain this and there are multiple witnesses.
((NUFORC Note: No specific dates indicated for multiple sightings. PD))
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From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 5/15/1968 23:00 (Entered as : May 1968 23:00)
Reported: 2/7/2009 9:38:02 PM 21:38
Posted: 3/19/2009
Location: Mediterranean Sea,
Shape: Fireball
Duration:10 minuetes
May 1968 Mediterrainian sea bright lights appeared over the sea performed a number of
manuevers and then disappeared.
While serving on board the USS Zellars DD777, while on NATO task force operations, a
number of lights that looked like flares rose out of the water off of our port beam. These
lights appeared comming up from the sea, (distance indeterminate), rising up and
disappearing into the sky. There were five of these objects.
A few seconds later they dropped back into the sea. We thought perhaps they were
distress flares from a ship. A few minuetes later they rose out of the sea and performed
synchronized manuevers moving up and laterally in perfect formation.
They then rose up into the sky and disapeared. I think the whole episode lasted perhaps
two to three minuetes.
The USS Gearing one of our sister ships was initially dispatched when the objects were
first sighted to see if they were flares from a ship in distress. However they were no
reports of may day calls or missing ships and our combat information center, (CIC), could
not get a radar fix on the objects.
The whole incident, (as was par for the course), was never recorded as a UFO sighting but
rather as an unsubstantiated ship distress signal.
With regards to the USS Scorpion who were a part of our manuevers, she was most likely
sunk by accident by one of the two Soviet subs that followed her out through the Straights
of Gibralter into the Atlantic - they were playing "cat and mouse games" and I personally
think the incident was an accident.
((NUFORC RESPONSE TO SOURCE OF REPORT))

 top topics

Dear ((name deleted)),

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Thank you very much for the excellent, and interesting, report!
Are you still in touch with members of the crew of the USS Zellars? If so, I would like to
invite you to have them submit reports of the incident, as well. We know from experience
that different witnesses to the same event often see, remember, and report different
aspects of it.
Have you considered the possibility that the Scorpion might have been sunk by the
Israelis, or a force in sympathy with their interests? The Israeli submarine, "Dakar," was
lost on January 29, 1968, in a fashion which suggests to me that the U. S. might have had
a hand in that sinking, given the Israeli attack on the USS Libery on June 08, 1967, an act
of war against the U. S.. We might have sunk the Dakar as an act of quiet "quid pro quo."
Thanks, again, for the fine report!
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Thank you members of ATS.

Cordially,

Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

Peter Davenport, Director

Out of The Shadows Released
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From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 6/22/1976 01:00 (Entered as : 06-22-76 1:00)
Reported: 1/11/2009 5:25:01 PM 17:25
Posted: 3/19/2009
Location: Palo Alto, CA
Shape: Light
Duration:15-30 min
A large amber ball of light responding to spotlight.
I will finally write what we saw. My partner and I worked swing shifts most of our lives and
would comute from Woodside, Ca. to Boulder Creek, Ca. every night for 20 years or so.
Skyline Blvd is a road on the highest point of mountain range that divides the ocean from
the bay area. One can see both the ocean (Pescadaro beach [a few miles north of Santa
Cruz, Ca.] to Halfmoon bay) and bay area (San Jose, Ca. to San Francisco on a clear
night).
On our way home that morning on a beautiful clear nignt with the moon reflecting from
the ocean and shining on the bay area, we saw a large amber ball of light rising from the
ocean around Pescadero beach area about 15 miles from the top of the ridge (one can see
the waves hit the beach) We were on Skyline Blvd around Palo Alto county. I told my
partner to stop so we could observe this object. He didn't want to, so I (as passanger)
removed the car keys from ignition which made the car stop in a turn out with a clear
view on both sides of the range. This object came toward us about 200 yards away and
appr. 100 feet above us and stopped. Our Landcruiser had a spotlight on top of roof, so I
signaled directly to this object "SOS" and this object would respond moving slowly up,
down, sideways, diaganal, the return to it spot. I repeated this signal many, many times
and this large amber ball of light would respond the same way each time for about 1530minutes. Then all of a sudden it went straight up out of sight within a second leaving a
com-trail. Of course with no sound.
I have two more incidences which are very interesting around the same area if you are
interested.
((NUFORC Note: Source of report indicates that the date of the incident is approximate.
PD))

White Lives Matter Banner Flown over Football
Match Prompts Police Investigation.
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From NUFORC Home Page

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area

Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 1/1/2001 18:00 (Entered as : 01012001 18:00)
Reported: 1/23/2009 10:48:18 AM 10:48
Posted: 3/19/2009
Location: Oceanside, CA
Shape: Light
Duration:Minutes

Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 390 • :
burdman30ott6

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit • 7 • : TerryMcGuire

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 274 • : ketsuko

.... So, I think you should possibly check into sightings over Camp Pendleton, especially
along the coast. On another side note, my fiance was telling me about how she saw a
craft rise out of the ocean from her house. She on the other hand, fully believes in greys,
white's or blues, whatever color they are referred to as. She is a conspirasist to the
utmost degree. Needless to say, I really don't take her seriously, but, she apparently has
seen some things while living in Carlsbad that she explains as UFO's. She also said
something about Illinois but I hate to say, I kind of tune her out after awhile.

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 5 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 90 • : jidnum
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From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 11/15/2008 20:00 (Entered as : 11/??/08 20:00)
Reported: 1/23/2009 3:22:10 AM 03:22
Posted: 3/19/2009
Location: Tacoma, WA
Shape: Light
Duration:30 seconds
Green Light over Commencement Bay
Me and a friend both noticed what we thought to be a shooting star until it stopped over
the bay reflecting a green light before zig zagging and taking off north faster than
possible. the next day morning there was heavy military activity (black helicopters) flying
to and from the Port of Tacoma. i heard there is a secret base down on the water
somewhere?
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Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 12/30/2008 22:00 (Entered as : 12/30/2008 22:00)
Reported: 1/13/2009 8:51:06 AM 08:51
Posted: 3/19/2009
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Location: Matagorda, TX
Shape: Other
Duration: on going
Some definite activity off Texas coast ,, have friend with 11 full minutes of activity,,
doesnt look earthly,, but national security
We knew we saw something coming out of the gulf horizon in a hurry,, then sit and move
alittle ,, hard to describe,, but then my best friend was in her hot tub the other morning
and got 15 min,, only 3 min of no action.
Now we are hearing it from friends,, oh yea so and so said it came right up out of the
gulf,, and sat, tries to hide among the stars, to avoid passing planes,, by acting like a
star, I know this sounds crazy, my husband and I both think so to,, but its real ,, there is a
reference point star through the whole activity.
((NUFORC Note: Source of report indicates that the date of the incident is approximate.
PD))

[edit on 3/28/2009 by MidEastGui]
[edit on 3/28/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 06:29 AM

 link   

From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes : by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 1/8/2009 05:30 (Entered as : 1/8/09 5:30)
Reported: 1/13/2009 9:03:43 AM 09:03
Posted: 3/19/2009
Location: Matagorda, TX
Shape: Other
Duration:15 minutes
15 minutes of darting and dodging ,, flashing ,, on tape, Matagorda TX
This is when the tape was recorded by my best friend while her and her husband was in
the hottub, before daylight,, 15 min long,, 3 min of inactivity,, its like wow,, we have
been watching something to,, seems to rise right out of the gulf ,,in a hurry,, then
suddenly stops,, acts like it is trying to look like a star,, but its not. Doesnt seem earthly,,
but then u gotta think of national security too!! You can see the thrusters,, and then it
would react to it.
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posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 06:30 AM
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From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 1/23/2009 22:00 (Entered as : 01/23/09 22:00)
Reported: 1/25/2009 9:46:07 AM 09:46
Posted: 3/19/2009
Location: Boston, MA
Shape: Cigar
Duration:30 minutes
Two cigar shaped craft spotted lowering object into the boston side of the charles river.
I saw 2 large cigar shaped craft quickly enter an area over the Charles River basin. The
first craft appeared to be glowing red and I would imagine, very hot. At 23:00 I could not
get to bed, so I got up to hangout in the living room. Then all of the sudden, I heard an
eerie droning sound. Scared, I got up to look out the window. There were 2 craft that
seemed to be lowering a kind of large tray in to the river. This lasted for 30 minutes, and
then the craft silently sped off to the west. After that period of 30 minutes, I started to
feel nauseous and had a headache. I threw up and then went to bed.

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 06:31 AM
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From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 1/28/2009 23:07 (Entered as : 01/28/2009 23:07)
Reported: 1/31/2009 11:27:10 AM 11:27
Posted: 3/19/2009
Location: Wayne, ME
Shape: Light
Duration:4-5 minutes
Amphibious light in Wayne, Maine.
I live beside Lake Androscoggin, Wayne.
Upon entering my bedroom I noticed a small light shining into the room from outside the
window which moved across the room and disappeared. I first thought nothing of it and
presumed it must have been light from a car headlight. Then it happened again, but this
time the light moved very quickly and zigzagged through the window.
Thinking that some kids were playing with a torch, I looked out of the window so see the
source of the light. I waited there for roughly 40 seconds before I noticed a light 0.5 miles
away on the other side of the lake, behind a small wooded area opposite the harbour. It
appeared to be a ball of light, perfectly spherical with what I would estimate to have a
diameter of 15-20 feet and pulsed slowly.
The sphere moved at a jogging pace and weaved aimlessly through the trees. It would
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appear to slowly move down to the lakeside and stop there after completing a circuit of
the wooded area. The sphere appeared to rotate as it would beam light every 1 minute,
which I believe I first saw beaming through my bedroom window.
I woke my wife and she was curious to what it could be, so she went to look in my son’s
room for binoculars. By the time she returned to the bedroom the light had stopped, but
then over the lake, probable 0.8 miles from the wooded area where we had seen the
light, a strobe light flickered and then disappeared over the banks of the lake at 25 mph.
((NUFORC Note: Witness elects to remain totally anonymous; provides no contact
information. PD))

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 06:33 AM
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From Forum:
Unidentified Underwater Object in NY Waters
czarnowica, Mar 21 2009
About six weeks ago a fisherman I know was out in the Ambrose Channel (the main
shipping channel between New York and New Jersey) which is very deep - he was out
fishing for cod. Suddenly, a huge wake erupted in the water that threatened to
overwhelm his boat. He brought up his anchor as quickly as possible and looking up saw
what appeared to be a very large black submarine-type craft about 100 yards from him. It
was traveling very fast and leaving huge waves in its wake, that nearly capsized his boat.
He told me that the object was a matte black with no markings on it and that the portion
of it that was above the water was about 200 feet long, but he could see that much of the
object remained under water, so it was larger than what was on the surface. He watched
it for about a minute before it submerged again. He called the sighting in to the NY
Harbormaster and to the Coast Guard - both of whom were polite but clearly skeptical. He
even called the nearest US Naval Station to see if maneuvers were being held, and met
with nothing but denials.
The man involved is in his late 60s and served in the US Navy - while he never served on a
submarine, he is sure that no military sub would surface so close to a small fishing vessel and if it were indeed on secret maneuvers, it would certainly not show itself to a civilian
craft. In addition, the lack of markings of any kind and strange matte black hull struck
him as very odd for a military craft. In looking into this matter for him, I have found that
the waters around Ambrose Channel and Ambrose Light have a long history of encounters
with strange underwter (sic., underwater) objects and "ghost" ships. Any ideas???

MidEastGui
  
posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 06:59 AM
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Here is a link about the USO cases from Murcia plus Tamames UFO incident, Spain:
LUCES, SERES DE LUZ Y O.V.N.I.'S EN MURCIA (Lights, Light Beings and UFOs in Murcia)

limite51.blogspot.com... - Spanish
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(It is about the strange underwater lights off Murcia and some other strange luminous
objects submerging into and emerging out of the sea)
Enjoy.

[edit on 3/28/2009 by MidEastGui]

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 12:59 PM

 link   

Interesting UFO/USO case of some real radar blips that were moving far faster than
anything the witness had seen before, far faster than even our fighter jets.
One of the objects accelerated away from the fighter pilot and dove into the water.
The commander seemed strangely unaffected by this all.
That looks to me as if he was familiar with the phenomenon.
??-??-1989 www.waterufo.net...

US Naval Officer's UFO Experience.
In 1989, I was an officer on the aircraft carrier, USS Midway. After having
been off the ship for a couple of weeks to help with the birth of my first child, I
joined the ship in the Indian Ocean steaming toward the Gulf of Oman. During
this time period, oil tankers had been attacked while going through the Strait
of Hormuz.

USS Midway (CV-41)
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Thanks to NavSource Naval History: www.navsource.org...

One day, I was standing watch in the CDC (combat direction center). It was my
job to over-watch the activity of a crew whose job it was to track the position
and movement of all surface contacts (ships) in our vicinity. We never like
anybody getting within three miles of us, and we are especially wary when
there is a possibility that we may be attacked. I was watching my own radar
scope, which happens to be two feet in diameter, very closely, when the sweep
of the radar showed three bright returns equally distant from each other.
On the next sweep, there were three blips again. However, they had moved
quite a distance. Normally, if a single blip moved that far in a single sweep, I
would have taken it as a random high wave crest. But, these three blips were
quite strong returns, and they maintained an exact triangular formation. If an
aircraft flew low enough, it could sometimes be detected on my "surface" radar
which is aimed low to detect ships.
My first thought was that these were three aircraft. But, I had seen aircraft on
my screen before, and these blips were moving far faster than anything I had
seen before, far faster than even our fighter jets. My second thought was that
the blips were missiles. This concerned me a little to say the least. I
immediately contacted the other half of CDC which keeps track of the air
traffic. I was very certain that they would not have allowed anybody to slip
within our perimeter!, which happens to be fifty miles in the air. I asked if our
guys were firing any missiles for practice.
I thought this might have been a possibility, especially since the blips weren't
moving directly at us. They were coming closer but on a tangent. The air guys
didn't have a clue about what I was asking them but said that we were
conducting no tests. When the three blips got to what would be their closest
point on the tangent, two of the blips made a ninety degree turn away from the
ship. The third however, turned directly toward the ship. I was rather excited
at the time, but if I had to hazard a guess, I would say that about a minute had
passed between the time when I first noticed the three blips and when they
turned. I was extremely agitated, and since the guys on the air side apparently
weren't detecting my bogies, I called to the lookouts on the 1MC (intercom).
We have actual people on the superstructure with binoculars. I told them that
we had something coming in at us at a high rate of speed, and I told them what
direction it was coming from. I yelled at the commander in charge of the
complete CDC telling him what was going on, but the bogie was coming in so
fast that there was no time to react. When the bogie got to within one mile of
our ship, it suddenly disappeared from my radar scope. I called to the
lookouts, but they had seen nothing.
I reported everything to the commander, but his reaction was strange. There
was no reaction at all. While contemplating all the things that had just
happened, I realized that I couldn't have been tracking missiles. There are
none on earth that I know of that can travel at the velocity I saw on my radar
screen. Sure, maybe a shuttle in the vacuum of space, but these bogies had to
be flying within thirty feet of the surface of the water for my radar to detect
them. A few minutes had passed when the three blips appeared again at nearly
the same starting point as the first time. I hollered to the commander letting
him know they were back. I called to the air side again. Basically, everything
repeated almost identically.
After the second run, I was extremely disturbed. Something unidentified could
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fly to within a mile of us without full detection, without our lookouts seeing it,
and with our total inability to do anything about it even with all the might of
an aircraft carrier at hand. The commander seemed strangely unaffected.
So, I left my station, walked over to the commander and expressed as calmly
as possible the facts and why they were so distressing to me. I said,
"Something just got to within one mile of us, and it got there faster than
anything I've ever seen. It made course changes that should have been
impossible. And, the only way our lookouts couldn't have seen it, is if it dove
into the water. How is this possible?" I told him that I was a skeptic but that
the only explanation I could think of was that these things might have been
UFOs, like flying saucers from another world.
He spoke rather quietly and said that while I had been off the ship, our CDC
had detected an unidentified aircraft and that we had launched, what we call,
our alert fighter to intercept and identify it. He said that the alert fighter had
gotten to within visual range, the pilot saw a metallic glint, when the object
accelerated away from him and dove into the water. The pilot flew over the
area, but there was no hint of a crash. One of the carrier's escort ships was sent
to the area, but not a trace of anything was found. He said he believed that also
had been a flying saucer.
I am still an officer in the U.S. Navy, so I am reluctant to reveal very much
personal information. I will give corroborating details if necessary. I'm not
saying that what I experienced was proof of extraterrestrial visitation, but I am
certainly open to the possibility.

spacevisitor
  
posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 04:08 PM

 link   

This is a very remarkable USO case because the object that was seen underwater was
photographed.
So what could it be? Was it a conventional submarine or a secret man-made vehicle? Was
it a kind of phosphorescent underwater organism? Or was it an advanced submersible craft
of alien beings?
08-15-1990 www.waterufo.net...

AMAZING USO ENCOUNTER IN TURKEY: THE ALLEGED UNDERWATER
UFO PHOTOGRAPH
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USOs or Unidentified Submarine Objects have long been observed in Turkish
waters. That is, such crafts are often reported to enter, leave, float or travel
under the water of seas, lakes and rivers of Turkey. In this respect, the Aegean
Sea, the Marmara Sea and the Mediterranean Sea are very active water
regions. Below we would get into some further details of the most interesting
USO case of all Turkish UFO literature. Here it is.


In August of 1990, a strange underwater UFO was seen beneath the waters of
the Aegean Sea which lies between Turkey and Greece. What makes this USO
encounter so special is that it includes a colored picture of an alleged
Unidentified Submersible Object as a physical evidence. Furthermore, we
should add that the eye-witness and the USO are both under the water.
Naturally, there are some amazing photographs, motion pictures and videoclips of USOs showing that these mysterious objects are diving into, emerging
from, sailing or cruising under the water. However, there was no single
evidential picture indicating that the alleged submarine UFO and the
photographer were both beneath the sea at some fathoms. As far as we know,
this alleged USO photo is therefore the first example of its kind.


This spectacular USO case occurred at 14:00 (2 pm.), on 15th of August, 1990.
Its exact place was at 57 meters deep of Saros Bay or just around Turkish
inland waters of the Aegean Sea. One can easily state that Mr. Erol Erkmen is a
very reliable and sincere person who has reported this mysterious underwater
object. Mr. Erkmen was engaging in a discovery-dive for an old sunken ship
together with his friend, named as Mr. Kemal whose surname has been kept as
secret, when he suddenly located the alleged USO there. Mr. Erol Erkmen said
that he began to feel very strangely as if they were observed by something.
Then he looked ahead and saw a greenish light inside the water. However, this
mysterious object disappeared so soon. After a while, Mr. Erkmen again
located the green object at his left-hand side. Consequently, he thought that
the USO might have been maneuvering around them. He observed it for nearly
3 minutes. Then he decided to take a picture of this strange light using an
older underwater Kodak camera. Immediately he did what he had thought. As
soon as Mr. Erkmen took a snap-shot of that USO, its light went out. However,
they had to come out of the water, since their oxygen was just about to die out.
Mr. Erol Erkmen said that when he studied the negative very carefully, he saw
nothing. On the other hand, when he looked up the printed photochrome, he
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located a mysterious greenish light in the picture. For his curiosity, he made
this photograph enlarged for 300 times. He then became too embarrassed by
seeing that there was a disc-shaped object with some greenish light in the
alleged photo.
If so, what was that? Was it a conventional submarine or a secret man-made
vehicle? Was it a kind of phosphorescent underwater organism? Or was it an
advanced submersible craft of alien beings? Who knows? Every alternative
view has its own pros and cons.

Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 04:33 PM

 link   

You guys are posting more anomalous facts into one post than many in an entire thread.
Totally awesome.

spacevisitor

posted on Mar, 28 2009 @ 04:39 PM
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This remarkable USO case involved a sighting of two pilots, one of them member of the
Police of Puerto Rico of a huge underwater object.
The police officer told us that they decided to examine it, circling the object and
discovered, with great amazement, that the object measured at least a mile in diameter.
It took them seven minutes to totally circumvent the object!
SM-??-1995 www.waterufo.net...

Reserved Matter: Gigantic UFOs in Our Coasts
Among the incidents of this type that occurred in recent years, which have
upset the federal and local authorities in the Island, there are two that we will
discuss briefly.
The first one has to do with the sighting, two pilots, one of them member of
the Police of Puerto Rico, had in the summer of 1995, of an extraordinary
flying saucer type craft in waters south of the municipality of Guayanilla.
In a conversation, the officer, who asked us to maintain his identity as
anonymous for the moment, told us what they saw: "That it was incredible said the officer.
We left in a private Cessna airplane from “Cabo Rojo (West)” to the Airport of
Mercedita, in Ponce [south of the Island].
It was about 3:00 PM and it was a beautiful day, sunny, clear, without clouds.
We were flying a few miles to the south of Guayanilla, over the sea, and
suddenly we saw that object.... It was an incredible sight...There, submerged
just below the waters, surface, was an object similar to an enormous flying
saucer.
It was submerged, under water, but not very deep, and we could appreciate its
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details. It was a very big object, round and appeared to be metallic, opaque
gray in color, like flat pewter aluminum.
It had four stories, with each smaller in diameter, like a cake, and in each floor
it had what seemed to be many square windows. On the top floor or section it
had a large dome, very big, also metallic. It seemed to us that it was 400 some
feet in diameter. We could not believe what we saw. It was something
extraordinary.
The police officer told us that they decided to examine it, circling the object
and discovered, with great amazement, that the object measured at least a mile
in diameter. It took them seven minutes to totally circumvent the object! The
enormous object, in the shape of a disc, was just lying under water without any
sign of activity, either in its interior, or outside of it.
With great astonishment and a bit scared, they decided to leave the area,
landing later at the “Mercedita” Airport in Ponce. Once there, they told other
people about what they saw, and they were told of similar incidents that had
occurred in the region.
As it were, a couple of days after the sighting of the great UFO, better
described as USO (unidentified submerged object) two fishermen from the
area had an impressive encounter with a similar object perhaps the same one,
of gargantuan dimensions, that exited from the sea in front of them
surrounded by great luminosity. Both fishermen suffered what appeared to be
severe radiation burns and were medically treated.

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 29 2009 @ 12:50 PM
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Here are all the parts of an Italian documentary named as VOYAGER which gave us some
necessary info about the mysterious USO cases during the 78 Adriatic Sea UFO Flap:
VOYAGER PART 1

Watch later
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VOYAGER PART 2

Watch later

VOYAGER PART 3

Watch later

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 29 2009 @ 12:57 PM

Another Spanish article about the mystery of Silence Triangle of Mediterranean is as
follows:
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www.emisterios.com...
Enjoy....

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 03:08 AM

 link   

Another essay about the Balearic UFO Triangle in Spanish Language:
EL TRIÁNGULO INMORTAL DE LAS BALEARES (THE IMMORTAL TRIANGLE OF BALEARS)

www.telefonica.net...
Enjoy.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 03:13 AM
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Another one about the Balearic UFOs in Spanish language:
Zonas de avistamiento OVNI en las Baleares (UFO Sighting Zones in the Balears)

misteriosbaleares.iespana.es...
More to come....

MidEastGui
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About a black triangle rising out of the ocean (plus the underwater lights):
Updated: Star Field Camouflage On Large V-Shaped Craft Near Cape Canaveral, Florida?

www.earthfiles.com...
Enjoy.
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Another USO-related article from PR:


Puerto Rico: Follow-Up on the Guanica Sightings by José A. Martínez From
Inexplicata, 14 Apr 2009
Several witnesses to the April 7 event at 6:15 a.m. were interviewed. Witness
One mentions seeing the object from the parking lot of the Guánica
government center at the time in question. He was able to see what was
coming down from the sky at a 45-degree angle from West to East, at a velocity
that was too slow to be an aerolith or space junk. When the object reached a
certain altitude and distance from the coast, it exploded, but two objects
emerged from the explosion: one headed south to the open sea and the other
continued on the same West to East path along the coast.
Later, I interviewed two fishermen and inquired about the phenomenon seen
from land by some people, asking if they were able to witness it at sea. One of
them replied: "Do you mean the large basketball-shaped UFO that was in
flames as it went from Lajas to Guánica?" I told him yes, that was the object in
question. The fisherman then said: "I was setting lobster traps and when I was
underwater, my friend tugged on the cord that we employ to warn each other
of any dangers, or if any government agency stops by to see if we're fishing
legally, I surfaced and saw my friend shouting, asking me to get out the water
and look at what was coming from the west. It was then that I saw that
tremendous fireball coming toward us in a nosedive. But after it reached a
given height it exploded without making a sound, and two large luminous
objects emerged -- one headed for the open sea and the other westward, as if
toward Guayanilla."
I then asked if this was the first time he'd seen phenomena of this
nature. "Hoo!" he answered, "out at sea you'll see some things
that'll scare you. For instance, I've seen strange things with lights
pass right under my boat at high speed in the very early hours of
the morning. This has been going on for many years on the Guánica
coast."
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A very interesting event occurred today as I embarked upon the interviews. As
I headed for Guánica's Jaboncillo Beach to take photos of the object's likely
trajectory, I noticed a white airplane with no visible markings flying at a very
low altitude in violation of Federal aviation standards. Seeing that it was
unidentified, I took several photos of the aircraft, which was flying at a very
low altitude along the same trajectory of the object seen days later. I took some
photos of the area and other sites, and manage to capture some interesting
images that I will share with you here.
Source: Argus-PR

MidEastGui
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Another amazing article about the Conser Lake:


High Strangeness Bigfoot: The Ghost in Conser Lake, February 8th, 2009
It’s no surprise Oregon has its share of Bigfoot encounters; including
paranormal Bigfoot events. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the town of
MIllersburg, Oregon, (about forty five miles north of Eugene) experienced
some very strange events involving a white Bigfoot or “BHM” (Big Hairy
Monster) with a lot of high strangeness surrounding the encounters.
The creature was called the “Creature of Conser Lake,” also the “Ghost of
Conser Lake” (because of its white color) and the “Monster of Conser Lake,”
the lake’s name was Conser at the time, but isn’t called Conser Lake anymore,
the name has been changed and is on private property. I’m not revealing the
name of the lake out of respect to the owners.
Reported as a bigfoot type creature; about seven feet tall, bipedal, white
shaggy fur, the creature mystified Millersburg residents for over a year. The
story begins with a story of a UFO or strange light crashing into
Conser Lake in either 1959 or 1960. Soon after the strange light crashed
into Conser Lake, a Millersburg truck driver was understandably startled to
find a white, shaggy furred bigfoot type creature trotting along beside his truck
as he was driving down the road. The driver, a mint farmer, was going about
35 miles an hour; the creature was easily keeping pace with the moving
vehicle.
The creature was described as being about seven feet tall. The mint farmer
described the creature as a “shaggy gorilla.” Local Bruce Hamilton remembers
the creature in Conser Lake, and a story about a “young couple driving by the
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lake; a seven or eight foot creature ran alongside their car.”
Thank you members of ATS.

As if the truck farmer’s experience wasn’t odd enough, another report of a tall,
white furred shaggy Bigfoot type creature running alongside side a truck made
its way into the news. This time the creature was seen in Telephone, Oregon,
in Eastern Oregon. (I realize the town doesn’t seem to show up on maps or
Google searches, as I have found, and a recent e-mail alerted me to. However,
this is the name cited by several sources. Many small “towns” are not listed,
also, it’s possible the name has changed, the area incorporated, or simply
disappeared over time.) Witness C.A. Cissman saw a bright light approach,
hover about 30 minutes, then disappear, shooting upwards and disappearing
within seconds. Later, in Prospect, Oregon a logger was shocked to see a white
furred, Bigfoot or Bigfoot type being, leisurely jogging alongside his truck on a
deserted rural road.
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Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Stories of Bigfoot running alongside cars aren’t new, either. A report from
1926 tells of a Bigfoot creature encounter in Yankton, Oregon: “Bigfoot
following alongside a truck looking in. Sheep and children would disappear.”
(UFO Casebook) It seems there was a history of bright zipping lights and white
Bigfoot — or white somethings — following cars and trucks in Oregon.
Other reports of white Bigfoot creatures can be found; for example, Chris
O’Brien writes in his Secrets of the Mysterious Valley about a “New Mexico
cattle inspector” who told O’Brien:
he watched with binoculars a white bigfoot clamor up a rocky slope . . a
witness in Washington “reported seeing a Bigfoot with large pointed ears” (p
231 Secrets of the Mysterious Valley, Christopher O’Brien)
The reference to “pointed ears” is interesting; Flix, our creature in Conser
Lake, was also described as having pointed or “cat like” ears. A “ten foot white
Bigfoot” was seen on the banks of the Ohio river in the 1960s. In fact, sightings
of a white Bigfoot in the area were reported from the 1900s to the 1990s .(The
I-Files: True Reports of Unexplained Phenomena in Illinois, Jay Rath)
Peter Guittilla’s The Bigfoot Files contains stories of white BHM or Bigfoot like
creatures that transcend the flesh and blood variety. Guittilla references an
account from Fate magazine out of Peter Bottom, Arkansas. In 1966 reports of
a “monster” living in the Bottom emerged. The creature was described as being
nine feet tall with snow white fur. Aside from giving off a strong smell, the
creature “made a sound like a radio signal . . . the signal sounded like ‘beep,
beep, beep.” (The Bigfoot Files, p 86)
The synchronicity of the white bigfoots is intriguing, along with the mysterious
lights in the sky. As far as the Conser Lake “monster” goes, witnesses reported
feelings of disorientation, dizziness, severe headaches, and hearing loud thuds
and running footsteps right by them but no source for the sounds. Some
insisted they were in telepathic communication with the being, who said his
name was “Flix” and was from outer space.
Flix was Bigfoot like in many ways, yet there were other characteristics
described by witnesses that are strange. Flix was said to have claws and or
webbed feet and hands and cat like ears.
There are some similarities with Bigfoot; the height, bipedalism, shaggy fur. As
noted, there were other similar beings in Oregon scattered throughout the
state. But enough high strangeness episodes take the idea of a strictly flesh and
blood creature out its comfortable unknown animal category, and into the
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truly Fortean or esoteric. All the above noted incidences: UFOs or bright
lights, telepathy, sounds with no visible source, feelings of disorientation, and
the synchronicty of similar creatures adds up to something beyond a flesh and
blood Bigfoot.
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A USO report from NUFORC:


From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 3/29/2009 21:40 (Entered as : 03/29/09 21:40)
Reported: 3/29/2009 6:55:13 PM 18:55
Posted: 4/14/2009
Location: Annapolis, MD
Shape: Circle
Duration:10 seconds
Flaming baseball sized object fell quietly from the dark sky; flamed out at 20
feet above water.
From my 5th floor patio, I looked up just to see a flaming baseball sized shape
quietly fall and flame out about 20 feet above the water before it hit in the
water. I did not hear any sizzle. It was a small object and quietly landed in the
water. The wind is causing mild ripples across the water and from our
distance, it was not possible to detect an impact ripple.
((NUFORC Note: Several reports of this incident. Probable meteor? PD))

MidEastGui
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posted on Apr, 16 2009 @ 04:48 PM

Another recent USO report from NUFORC:


From NUFORC Home Page
Web Report Indexes: by Event Date | by Location | by Shape | by Posting Date
National UFO Reporting Center Sighting Report
Occurred : 3/23/2009 04:00 (Entered as : 3/23/09 4:00)
Reported: 3/24/2009 4:00:55 PM 16:00
Posted: 4/14/2009
Location: Long Beach, CA
Shape: Triangle
Duration:40 mins.
Very bright, star-like object making loopy or jerky motions.
First, let me say that I have seen this type of incident many times in my life,
but this is the first time I am reporting it.
I got up at approx. 4 am, because of a bad dream. I walked into my living room
which is all glass, and the night sky was exceptionally clear, no clouds. In
between some palm fronds I noticed something that was EXTREMELY bright,
like a planet, but upon further inspection, I noticed it had a somewhat strange
shape, somewhat of a triangle, with a larger flat top and pointed bottom. It
seemed to be " pulsing" bright, dimmer,brighter, dimmer, AND was moving in
a jerky side to side motion, while very slowly moving upward, I lined my head
up with the wall of the sliding glass door to make sure I wasn't moving and I
watched this thing making a weird, loopy motion, sort of wobbling here and
there, but always slowly moving upwards, while it still kept getting VERY
bright, then dimming, and getting bright, over and over. I know it wasn't a
plane, or a helicopter, or a satellite, or a star, etc........ and as I said, I have seen
this same type of " star like" object, ( MANY times through my life from the
time I was a teenager, and I am now 56) that if you were to just glance at it,
would seem like a planet or star, but if you start to stare at it, you notice it is
doing very bizarre things, just subtlely, as you study it.
I once observed an object like this on a beach in Oxnard, Calif. at 5
am.
which was just above the horizon of the ocean. Some surfers were
in the ocean, and the sun was just barely starting to come up. The
object went directly into the ocean !!!!! I was STUNNED, and
apparently the surfers were too because they started yelling and
screaming and going wild !!!! We had all witnessed something of
the most bizarre nature, not knowing what to think. I witnessed the
object I am reporting now, for about 30-40 min. before I noticed it
started waning in intensity, and it just " went out" and vanished in
a perfectly clear night sky............
((NUFORC Note: Witness elects to remain totally anonymous; provides no
contact information. PD))
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[edit on 4/16/2009 by MidEastGui]
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posted on Apr, 17 2009 @ 04:25 PM

A review about the recent USO documentary on History Channel:


UFO HUNTERS – Underwater Alien Bases by Stephen D. Sullivan, April 16,
2009
History Channel - Original Air Date: 4/8/09
Bill is convinced that there are underwater UFO bases, especailly off the coast
of Florida (near Gulf Breeze). Kevin, the skeptic, wonders how they will find
proof. Their first Witness, a former Navy man, has a satellite picture that
seems to show two straight, intersecting lines underwater off the coast of
Cuba. Unfortunately, since it's in Cuban waters, they can't investigate. (Maybe
they could since last week's change in US/Cuba relations. Or maybe not, since
later in the show they lose their approved visas when Cuba learns they want to
hunt UFOs.) Bill insists these "lines" could not be natural objects -- though
why underwater UFOs would need landing strips, he doesn't say. One of the
strips seems to "point to" Guantanamo Bay. The team also interviews a
Guantanamo Bay Petty Officer who saw strange lights in the water. He was
ahead of a group of peers, but had not been drinking; none of his friends saw
the lights. The team interviews a USO (Unidentified Submerged Object)
“expert” who claims the USOs have force fields and can enter the water
without a splash. He also says sources inside NASA and the military have told
him the USOs live in a network of tunnels beneath the earth from Cuba to
Alaska. He makes many other outrageous claims, too, all of which Bill seems to
believe. They also collect the usual type of eyewitness stories. Bill compares
these sightings to the Ed Walters Gulf Breeze UFO photos; he mentions that
some believe Walters to be a hoaxer, but Gulf Breeze is still the UFO center of
the world. (He neglets to mention there's an airforce base right next to Gulf
Breeze which probably contributes to slightings of “strange things” in the sky.)
They next interview an "expert" in the photos, who seems to believe in the
photos' reality. They then "prove" how difficut the photos would be to fake
(while, at the same time, using the well-known "flying hat" photo as an
example of how to do a doulbe exposure). A ship captain claims to have seen a
UFO bigger than his ship emerging from the water without making any wake.
Kevin notes the captain was sleep deprived, and it may have been a sleeprelated hallucination.
Pat goes out with a shark fisherman who claims to see glowing orbs under the
water. Kevin says that these lights are being caused by bioluminscence, and
Pat seems to confirm this. Unfortunately, there is no camera in the kayak with
Pat. Also unfortunately, his boat gets bumped by sharks, and he goes missing
for a while. While Pat was gone, Kevin, the shark guy, claims to have seen a
very large glowing object in the water, and not bioluminescence. (I'm not
convinced he knows anything about science or marine biology.) Too bad Pat
missed it. The team tries some experiments to see if they can create an object
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that can enter the water without splashing, as USOs are reported to do. They
use various hydrophillic (having an affinity for water) coatings to try to reduce
the splash -- but they only make it worse. Naturally, Bill comes up with a
science-fiction way, without any proof, that the UFOs/USOs could do be
splashless -- and believes his own line. In the end, we have no new videos, only
blurry old (dubious) photos. To answer Kevin's question, "How will we find
proof?" We won't. At least, not on this show.

MidEastGui
  
posted on Apr, 17 2009 @ 04:28 PM

An amazing USO report from UFO Magazine:


From UFO Magazine
USO?
In September of 1963, I was stationed aboard the USS Mansfield DD 728. We
were steaming from Yokosuka, Japan to Hong Kong and were somewhere, I
believe, in the East China Sea. The Mansfield was an ASW destroyer equiped
with an extra sonar known as a VDS (Variable Depth Sonar). This sonar could
be lowered off the stern to a depth of around 500 feet to search for deep
submarines beneath thermal layers.
One day the VDS was lowered to run tests on it. We were steaming around 25
knots when the VDS struck something under the water. The cable started
weaving around and the operator requested that the ship slow to 13 knots so
he could reel in the VDS. Before the ship was slowed, the cable went slack so
he reeled in the cable. The sonar transducer was gone and the last several feet
of the cable was pretty well torn up. There was stainless steel fairing segments
around the cable to streamline it for traveling through the water. This stainless
steel was scratched and gouged indicating it had struck something very hard.
We turned around and searched the area with the hull mounted sonar looking
for an underwater mountain not on the charts. There were none. Inquiry was
made with Yokosuka Naval Station as to any submarines that were operating
in the area. There were none.
When we reached Hong Kong a large group of high ranking navy officers came
aboard and started an investigation. I transfered to another ship shortly after
and never heard about the investigation results.
I never gave it much thought until watching some of the shows on the history
channel about USOs. ???
Wayne Stevens
Posted on 03.9.2009 by Lesley in Japan, USO
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posted on Apr, 19 2009 @ 08:07 AM

 link   

A recent internet article about the Bermuda Triangle:
El Triangulo Maldito (The Damned Triangle)

www.aforteanosla.com.ar... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 19 2009 @ 08:21 AM

 link   

Interesting article about some USOlogical phenomena:
Lynn Taylor: Strange UFO or Military Phenomena in Gulf Breeze, Florida

www.abduct.com...
Enjoy.

karl 12

posted on Apr, 19 2009 @ 09:14 AM

 link   

USO Filmed by Scuba divers.
Could be CGI -any image analysis experts out there?

www.liveleak.com...
Cheers.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 19 2009 @ 02:59 PM

Amazing article from Pravda about USO phenomenon:


Mysterious Ocean Lights and Underwater Aliens, 11.10.2002
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Strange, unexplained phenomena observed
The World Ocean… What do we know about it? The most ancient forms of
underwater life exist extreme depths, causing mysterious phenomena, for
example, luminescence of the ocean: giant wheels rotating with great speed,
luminous lines crossing the ocean from one skyline to the other, and huge
fluorescent streaks rising from the depth.
These phenomena were observed from the ship Bintang in 1909 and described
by I. Gitelson in his book “Living Light of the Ocean.” “Waves of light were
moving from west to east. Gradually, they took the shape of long rays coming
from one center at the skyline and rotating clockwise. These rays were not
straight, but concave. The whole system was moving, while reducing the speed
of its movement, and gradually it vanished all together.”
And now a case of light illumination observed a year earlier in the Ochotsk Sea
from the ship Ochotsk: “Suddenly, an unusual green-white light broke out
under the stern, which soon occupied most of the water’s surface. This
luminous surface had an oval shape and moved for some time together with
the ship, then gradually separated from it and flew ahead of it. It moved away
fast and shone as a strip.”
Now, let us be carried to North-Chinese Sea, to the year 1893. The British ship
Caroline. The officer on the watch noticed some unusual lights between the
ship and Mount Aucland. While the officer watched them, they gathered into a
heap or lined up. The ship was moving at a speed of 7 knots, and the line of
lights also moved at the same speed. Around midnight, they vanished.
In 1977, the Soviet newspaper Nedelya wrote about the same phenomena. The
luminescence was observed by Vladimir Vorobyov from a Soviet research ship.
“After having completed an ocean investigation, the team suddenly noticed a
white light rotating clockwise at a distance of 150 or 200 m, which split into
eight parts. A sonar device registered a depth of 170 m and showed the
presence of a big mass under the keel at a depth of 20 m. After 30 minutes, the
luminescence disappeared.
In 1976, Bulgarian sailors Yulia and Doncho Popasov carried out a world tour
on their 8-m ship. In late April, they saw large circles of light circles on the
water surface, which were sliding past. The sailors got the impression that,
from the ocean depths, a searchlight shone. Yulia even heard a moan behind
his back. She turned around, and something very huge seemed to hang over
her. Then she saw a large light approaching the ship. It had the shape of a ship
with people onboard.
Were they aliens? Sometimes, mysterious lights have also been seen in the sky.

Once, US scientist A. Sanderson in his article “Aboriginal of Sea Depths”
expressed a risky thought about an underwater civilization existing on Earth.
If we look for extraterrestrial intellect in space, why not to look for it in ocean,
which gave life to land? In this way, professor Sanderson explains some
strange phenomena.
In his article, Sanderson refers to the well-known book by Thor Heyerdahl
about his Kon-Tiki trip. One gloomy night, the steersman noticed a dim blaze
over the water, which gradually took the shape of an animal. The ghostly
creature always changed its shape. Sometimes it was round, sometimes oval,
sometimes triangular, then it suddenly split up to two parts, which separately
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moved under the raft.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 19 2009 @ 03:13 PM

 link   

A bulk of USO-related internet articles:
THE DOLPHINS AND MYSTERIOUS LIGHTS IN THE OCEAN

www.etfriends.com...
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 19 2009 @ 03:30 PM

Strange case of bioluminescence:


Liquid diamonds, March 25, 2007
Yesterday was my mother's birthday and I missed it because a) I am far away,
b) I don't have access to email on weekends and c) the phone I was given
appears to be locked so that I can't make international calls. Oops. Sorry
mommy. I will write to you today.
I went to the British High Commission's private beach-house at Toké beach on
Friday night. There were about 22 other expats there and the night was spent
roasting marshmallows and hotdogs, eating fish freshly taken from the ocean
and grilled on the stove, swimming under the stars and sleeping next to the
fire.
The last time I went to the BHC beach we noticed something
beautiful occurring at night in the water, something that Michelle
called "phosphorescence." I don't know how the hell I'd ever
describe it, but I will try: When you swim at night and swish your
arms around under water, where bubbles would normally appear,
rise brightly illuminated strange "lights." They are not actually
"lights" but appear as such. You get the impression that you have
come across a nest of some kind of underwater lightbugs and that
they are all scattering in a panic as a result of your movement. It is
an absolutely incredible thing to witness and we squealed and
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jumped about trying to make more of these
bugs/reflections/whatevers appear. We spent much time
discussing whether these bright lights were a result of the
reflection of the fire, a reflection of the moonlight, a result of our
drunken eyes imagining something, or whether it was biological in
origin. It was decided, however, that the light cast off from the fire
was entirely too far away, as was (of course) the moon. This was
not a reflection of external light but probably the result of some
ocean bacteria, much like the bright colours you see exhibited by
corals and tropical fish. Michelle's endless talk of "No, it's
phosphorescence, I know it! That's what it's called, I swear!"
convinced us that this phenomenon was a) not caused by drunken
hallucinations b) particular to certain areas of the world, and c)
actually named something specific. I disagreed with Michelle's
term for it because to be "phosphorescent" is, to me anyway, a
description of something much more general, like glow-in-the-dark
stickers and blacklights. They experience phosphorescence also,
don't they? So what the hell is this particular phosphorescent
thing? I repeatedly swore that I would look it up on Wikipedia and
indeed did so, skimming over most of the technical jargon but
realising that Michelle was probably right - this thing was not
mentioned, but it is still definitely phosphorescent. Whatever this
thing is, I never found out what it was.
I will never be able to adequately describe the beauty caused by
swishing your hands around underwater in almost-blackness when
you have these blue-white sparkly things, these little dots of cold
fire, responding to your touch. But most interestingly, I discovered
that these things are definitely a biological phenomenon and not
simply a strange underwater lightshow. The first time I'd been at
the BHC beach I'd gone swimming at night alone, staring at these
lights by myself, convinced that it was just something I was
imagining or that was caused by the light of the moon/fire. I
eventually came out of the water because I'd found myself being
bitten by some kind of underwater bug ("bug?") and the constant
pricking of my skin annoyed me too much to stay in the ocean.
Shortly afterwards the rest of the gang decided to swim and we all
dove in and experienced (together this time) this vision of liquid
diamonds underwater.
On Saturday, I had the opportunity to experience it again. I went
swimming with Justin Hane and American Justin (who does not
like to be called that, so I should stop, but how will my readers
distinguish the two Justins?)... This time, while swimming, I
yanked on some seaweed and viewed the most extraordinary thing:
The seaweed, pulled out the water, began to glitter with cool white
flashing lights against the skin on my hand. Justin Hane describes
them as "little stars that you can hold in your hands, but that slide
through your fingers and disappear into the night." That's exactly
what it was. Slippery, sparkling, little stars.
The whole phosphorescence thing is *definitely* caused by some
kind of bacteria or bug because once again the crowd experienced
sudden, strange pinpricks on the skin. It was like being swarmed
with mosquitos underwater so we eventually bolted out of the
water towards the warmth of the fire. I was personally not
assaulted by these underwater bacterial beasts but remembered
them from the first trip and found them way too creepy to stay in
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the water myself. I am positive that the pricking sensation is linked
with these wet stars. Beauty and the beast in one entity?
So that's that. Now: Does anyone know what the heck I am talking about?

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 20 2009 @ 12:01 AM

 link   

Another amazing USO article from Italy:
USO: Unidentified Submerged Objects

www.sogliaoscura.org... - in Italian
Enjoy.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 20 2009 @ 12:04 AM

 link   

More to come:
GLI UFO SOTTOMARINI (The Undersea UFOs)

www.gaus.it... - in Italian
Enjoy.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 20 2009 @ 06:40 PM

Another novel USO-related article:
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THE UNIDENTIFIED FISHES OF YOUTUBE PART TWO: An Unidentified
Submarine Object, 19 April 2009
Round 2 of the unidentified fish blogs. Here, we go all crypto and look at a
U.S.O. from a lake somewhere. (Sadly, we have no idea where, which makes
things more confusing). In the film, we see a group of small orange-yellow
“things” surfacing and dropping repetedly, before dropping and not
reappearing. This is clearly not one animal, so the cameraman's idea that it is a
manatee is so wrong that I am going to stop midsentence.
Little groups of the things break off from time to time and disappear quickly.
Now, I can think of two suggestions as to what it may be, but they both have
their faults.
1. A group of small fish that are being corralled into a ball by an organised
group of predators. Depending on where the footage was filmed, it could be a
group of bass (small or large mouthed) or perch that are attacting the small
fish. This accounts for the rising and falling of the fish in the water column
plus the smaller groups splitting off. The disappearence of the fish occurs
when the predators are full, and leave to digest their meal. However, if
predators were attacking, there would be some splashes from boh the small
fish, and larger splashes from the predaors. Plus, bright orange bait fish? I've
not seen many species that are this colour.
2. Snakehead fry. Yay! Snakeheads! When snakeheads spawn and the eggs
hatch, the parents push the young up to the surface to fill their “lungs” with
air. If the babies don’t inflate their “lungs” quickly, they die. Snakehead fry are
bright orange-yellow, which accounts for the colour. They are also not prone to
jumping out of the wach much, which accounts for the lack of surface
movement. The small groups are quickly herded back into the main group by
one of he parents, which accounts for the short-lived nature of the small
groups. At 2:21 a small fish jumps out of the water. The orange group drops
down again, probably because the adults moved off to get rid of this interloper
into their area, before surfacing again when the adults push them back up.
This too has its problems. The only footage I have seen of snakeheads
exhibiting this behaviour shows them doing it in shallower water, usually with
some cover from plants and rocks. The main argument against it however, is
that snakeheads are not found in English speaking countries (as natives), and
any local would have no trouble identifying a cresh of baby snakeheads as
being so. This could well be video footage of introduced snakeheads in the
USA breeding (as if there was not enough evidence), if it is indeed from the
USA.
Posted by CFZ: Cryptozoology Online
Labels: centre for fortean zoology, cryptozoology, max blake, NEW AND
REDISCOVERED, UNIDENTIFIED, youtube
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posted on Apr, 20 2009 @ 08:45 PM
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Several USO cases from UFO Casebook webpage:
UFOs and Water

www.ufocasebook.com...
Enjoy.
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posted on Apr, 21 2009 @ 07:16 AM

 link   

Here is the latest USO report from the waterufo site which was added today:
Report # 1167

www.waterufo.net...
Enjoy.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 21 2009 @ 07:22 AM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:


THE KRONOTSKY LAKE UFO INCIDENT, 1970
(Here is the amazing story of a UFO which came out of the Kronotsky Lake,
Russia. U cannot find this Russian USO case in the western UFO literature.)
In August of 1970, the Russian oceanologist Agarkov, who was the head of 4
people, was carrying out a hydrological research at the Kronotsky Lake of
Kamchatka whose depth was not more than 100 meters. One day, they all
boarded the motorboat and left the shore to continue their search in the lake.
The weather was good. Suddenly, they saw a strange water dome on the
surface of the Kronotsky. It was nearly a kilometer off the boat. From this
dome-like thing, an oval object of gray colour with the diameter of 40-50
meters came into the picture. UFO slowly ascended and reached the altitude of
200-250 meters at the angle of 70-80 deg. on the horizon. Then, the object
appoached the boat a little bit, and hovered stationary over there. The engine
of the boat immediately ceased to work. All four eyewitnesses were scared off,
and they became cataleptic for one and a half minute. So, they decided
returning back to the coast on oars. After a while, UFO rushed out of the place
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at a very high speed. As the mysterious craft went towards the direction of the
Pacific Ocean, the engine re-started again.

Pic A: Lake Kronotsky USO

Pic B: Lake Kronotsky USO

[edit on 4/21/2009 by MidEastGui]
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posted on Apr, 21 2009 @ 05:51 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:



USO report from UFO Evidence site
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: May, 23, 2005
Location: Issaquah, Washington, United States
Summary: I'm not sure exactly what I saw, but it perfectly fits the
description of a USO the most. Its physical appearance was
elliptical and was skimming smoothly along Lake Sammamish until
it submerged underwater. The object possessed a non-luminescent
amber hue.
Date Reported: 5/23/2005 7:10:55 PM
Sighting Time: 10:05 a.m.
Day/Night: Daytime
No. of Witnesses: not sure
Duration: about 5 minutes
No. of Object(s): Single
Urban or Rural: suburban
Size of Object(s): 2.5-3.5 inches
Distance to Object(s) & Altitude: 2 miles
Shape of Object(s): disk
Color of Object(s): amber-esque
Full Description & Details:
I was visiting a friend of mine who resides on the top of the suburban area,
Cougar Hill which overlooks Lake Samammish. It was during the moment
when I was about to leave when something strange caught my eye. At frist, I
wasn't sure what I was looking at. However, upon closer
observation, I noticed that it was an elliptical/disk-like object
skimming along the surface of the lake. At first, I thought it was
barely underneath the water, however, it suddenly maneauvored to
its side in a swift, graceful movement, I realized that it was directly
above the lake. The object continued to skim around the lake in a
wide, circular path but gradually begin to submerge underwater
until only a speak of it (about half a cm) could be visible to the
naked eye. At that point, I thought I was hallucinating and
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immediately called my friend outside, asking if she had a pair of
binoculars. By then, I couldn't locate the object anymore. My
friend's house is approximately two miles from the lake, and the
object appeared to be2.5-3.5 inches at an initial glance until it
diminished underwater.
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: family and friends
Location: Bellevue, WA, United States

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 21 2009 @ 06:16 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

USO report from UFO Evidence site
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: July, 12, 2005
Location: chicoutimi, Province du Quebec, Canada
Summary: Odd underwater lights seen in Saguenay River
Date Reported: 7/12/2005 6:56:39 PM
Sighting Time: 7h40 pm
Day/Night: Daytime
No. of Witnesses: 2
Duration: 10-15 min
No. of Object(s): Single
Urban or Rural: suburban
Size of Object(s): no idea quite big from where we stood
Distance to Object(s) & Altitude: 1 mile minimum
Shape of Object(s): underwater lights
Color of Object(s): EMANATING TRANSCULENT WHITE LIGHT
Full Description & Details:
Two of us were looking over the river at a house on a cliff, the river
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was at high tide. There were 2 lights EMANATING from the water
(white) in perfect circles. One of them dispeared and the one left
oscilated in intensity until it looked from where we stood (very far)
to look life a white whale. The light seemed to have a dome shaped
effect, white translucent colour but always stationary. Then it
switched shape and flattened like a pancake and seemed to strobe
while around it, I could see a type of distortion of the air.
It did not fly off, in sunk! We looked around in all possible
direction for another 5 minutes but this thing did not surface nor
did it make any waves. Strange!
Witness Background
1) 45 yr old female 1) 50 yr olf female, writer
Other Comments
My friend is not ready to make a statement.
Reported Sighting? No
Name: Lise Lalancette
Location: Chicoutimi, Quebec, Canada
Age: 50

[edit on 4/21/2009 by MidEastGui]
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Originally posted by MidEastGui
RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

Nice find, it's near my home, a very nice place. I'd like to point out a few things about this
place. The Saguenay river and fjord is a magnificent sight. The river is very deep, about
600 meters deep and 1-2 km silt before hitting bedrock. There are a lot of white whale
that feeds in the mouth of the river. We can sometimes see common and blue whales
near. The river is fresh water flowing downstream, dues to the strong tide and current of
the St-Lawrence Gulf the cold salt water go upstream under the hotter fresh water. This
phenomenon can sometime cause optical illusion and distortion. Bio luminescent plankton
can be seen in the St-Lawrence Gulf and can go upstream in the Saguenay when condition
are right. I'll ask my friends living in Saguenay if they heard this story.

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 17 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 18 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 37 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 53 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!

karl 12
 
posted on Apr, 21 2009 @ 08:37 PM

Triangles go into sea:

Umina Central Coast, N.S.W - 3rd April 1997
At 10.22pm a respondent reports sighting up 12 illuminated triangular or
stealth type aircraft travelling overhead towards the Palm Beach area from
Umina, that minutes later seemed to disappear into the sea.
Whilst these were going overhead the respondent felt an unusual electrical
field, and ten minutes afterwards a large RAAF type of aircraft with
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a dish on top followed the same course and direction, with helicopters
equipped with large spotlights and a light aircraft following later.
Source: Ross Dowe - Australia's National UFO Hotline

Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

This incident occurred in the same area in 1994 and was witnessed by a great many
credible (and separately located) townsfolk - police were dispatched over 33 times:

www.youtube.com...

This other witness account is interesting because it reports another UFO over the water in
Gosford but its from the year 2000 (six years later):

Date: 17.06.2000
Day: Saturday
Time Seen: Friday 16th June between 5.45pm and 6.00pm
Location: Empire Bay (Gosford area)
Reportee: Alison F
Report given to nearest rep: Doug Moffett
Tel: 02 43
Report:
Alison noticed an illuminated object over the water, hovering low on the
horizon. The object had 8 square lights right around, it was football shaped
with a white/gold glow and the well defined square lights were brighter than
the rest of the object. The proximity estimated was quite close, approx 200300 mtrs and elevation about a tree and a half above the water. The object was
not as big as the Goodyear blimp which was not flying in that area and in fact
not even in the air at that time on that day. The illumination made no noise,
had no navigation lights, appeared as a “solid” light and no evidence of
searchlight beams could be found.
The illumination was larger than thumb and forefinger at full stretch at arms
length, very large or very close, the witness felt the latter was the case. It was
later briefly seen as the witness dropped her parents off to Umina as an
illumination in the clouds, there was no beam under the cloud and the moon
was visible to the R/H/S of the object although the night was somewhat
cloudy.
The duration of the main sighting was approx 10-15 mins and was reported to
the witness by a local real estate agent as they were in casual conversation in a
shop the next morning, who witnessed the same object at the same time.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~THE
AUSTRALIAN UFO RESEARCH NETWORK
(A Non-Profit Organization).
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 link   
Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

reply to post by grandnic

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Hi Grandnic,

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines

I felt quite happy when I learned this spectacular USO encounter occurred near the place
u live now. Imma trying to put only the rare or non-English USO cases on here for ur
information.

US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

I know that Canada is a very beautiful country with the 2 big world oceans, lots of famous
lakes and perhaps thousands of rivers etc. Sometimes I check for the USO sighting places
thru the google image server, and I might say that the Saguenay River is very scenic
really. Ur a lucky guy then.
I also have a respect to all the sceptical people especially in the Underwater UFO field. I
know the fact that the ET theory by itself could not explain all those mysterious USO
sightings or vice virsa. We need the skeptics in every area of the life, cos I believe that
they always force us to develop further and further. However, they sometimes forget the
simple truth that at certain situations, their sceptism does not work at all. For example,
we cannot explain all the reports of strange underwater lights via bioluminescence or the
like. Because, there are some complex events in which the luminous USOs or even some
dark objects go into or come out of the water, too. So, not all the submarine lights could
be accounted as the bioluminescent creatures simply as I think. It would explain only a
small portion of all the USOlogical phenomena.
And if u hear sumtin new in relation to the Underwater UFO phenomenon, please inform
us on here as soon as possible. Thanks.
See ya laterz.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 22 2009 @ 10:05 AM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
Hi Karl,
Thank you very much for posting novel USO-related info on this thread. That is very nice
of ya. I wish u will keep doing it in the near future, too.
Imma following ur interesting USO topics (for example, ur 1999 Pennsylvannia USO video
and the other Underwater UFO video from the Bermuda Triangle) in ATS Forum.
Greetings, ur a very active guy indeed. For the time being, I am not much into the forum
discussions, cos I do have a very limited spare time to carry it out by now. Only I could
contribute to the info sharing on this thread with ma USO colleagues such as ya.
Plizz keep up with ta good work.
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More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 4 • : MetalThunder

grandnic

posted on Apr, 22 2009 @ 10:31 AM

 link   


Originally posted by MidEastGui
reply to

post by grandnic

I know that Canada is a very beautiful country with the 2 big world oceans, lots of
famous lakes and perhaps thousands of rivers etc. Sometimes I check for the USO sighting
places thru the google image server, and I might say that the Saguenay River is very
scenic really. Ur a lucky guy then.
I also have a respect to all the sceptical people especially in the Underwater UFO field. I
know the fact that the ET theory by itself could not explain all those mysterious USO
sightings or vice virsa. We need the skeptics in every area of the life, cos I believe that
they always force us to develop further and further. However, they sometimes forget the
simple truth that at certain situations, their sceptism does not work at all. For example,
we cannot explain all the reports of strange underwater lights via bioluminescence or the
like. Because, there are some complex events in which the luminous USOs or even some
dark objects go into or come out of the water, too. So, not all the submarine lights could
be accounted as the bioluminescent creatures simply as I think. It would explain only a
small portion of all the USOlogical phenomena.
And if u hear sumtin new in relation to the Underwater UFO phenomenon, please inform
us on here as soon as possible. Thanks.

I think you're right, only a small fraction of the cases presented here can be explained by
bioluminescence. There are probably some more that can be explained by other
misunderstood or misreported phenomenon. Some are maybe hoaxes, some may be eartly
ships or submarines. But I think that a significant percentage of USO (like the more well
known UFO) reports show something we don't understand ... and this should convince us
and the scientific community to research the phenomenon.
I always had an interest in astronomy and science in general, I only recently became
really aware in the USO phemenon. I feel that the UFO/USO discussion have something of
a religious belief problem ... those who believe can't convince those who don't and vice
versa. So, since I'm not a specialist in the UFO/USO field I try to read as much as I can.
However, I feel that I am somewhat of a specialist in some aspect of the underwater
environnement and can try to explain some of the phenomenon that can account for some
of those sightings ... so that we can try to find and research the reports that are the most
serious and strange.
You and the others here are doing a very good job at showing us the extent of this
phenomenon. I try to contribute to the research in the fields I feel comfortable talking
about. But be sure that I am always open to seeing one or to transmit any pertinent info
that I come across. I am planning to descent the Saguenay river this summer by kayak, a
2-3 days ride, sleeping on the banks of the river ... I sure hope that I'll have something to
report or to show you afterward.
Keep up the good works everyone
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MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 22 2009 @ 04:00 PM

 link   

reply to post by grandnic
Hi Grandnic,
It is OK. As I told ya before, I always have some respect to the sceptic people to the
extent that they are the specialists in their fields just like you. Cos, they contribute much
to the USOlogy research at hand. For example, u might gimme some technical info about
the possible problems the amphibious aircraft would face.
Imma well aware of the fact that both ET (extraterrestrials) and IT (intraterrestrials)
theories are insufficient in explaining all the mysterious USO phenomena in the UFOlogy.
Some USOs are obviously sourced from the Earthquake Lights, Ball Lightnings, Earth
Lights, Marsh Gases, Meteorites, Bioluminescence, Secret Terrestrial Technology,
Misidentifications or Hoaxes etc. Perhaps, some others could be caused by the
parapsychological, paranormal or secret religious processes of the human mind (as I
believe that religion is the least important part of whole USOlogical puzzle) – kinda mind
tricks –.
However, on certain occasions, some of the USO reports could be explained by th ET (or IT
perhaps) technology in the absence of any other counter evidence.
If you have any USO-related experience in the future, please inform us on here. By the
way, wish ya have a nice time when u go to the expedition of the Saguenay River.
See ya.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 22 2009 @ 04:05 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

THE GUAYAQUIL BAY UFO INCIDENT, 1978
(Here is the amazing story of UFOs which were observed off the Guayaquil
Bay, Ecuador. U cannot find this USO case in the western UFO literature.)
On June 15, 1978, in the Guayaquil Bay of South America, actually not much
far from the coast of Ecuador, the crew of Soviet motor ship “Novokuznetsk”
witnessed the uncommon spectacles. First of all, four luminous strips (each
with the length of 20 meters) appeared in the water near the nose of the vessel.
Then, two additional strips (each with the length of 10 meters) approached the
starboard side of the ship. Following all these, nearly 100 meters off the vessel,
a flattened white sphere with the diameter of a football departed from under
the water and it rapidly went around the vessel. UFO hovered at 20 meters
altitude above the ship for several seconds. Then, the strange object rose
upward and did a zigzag in the sky and again it submerged back into the water.
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[edit on 4/22/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 22 2009 @ 06:17 PM

I located this USO case recently:


A Strange Sight I Saw at Tanjung Kling Beach, Malacca by Mr Ghaz From
authspot.com, Mar 18, 2009
18 March 2009. From the middle of the boiling and foaming
appeared a bright blue ball of light. The light slowly and
ponderously rose from the sea bottom, all the time emitting the
roaring sound...
Source: www.pbase.com/carolemichelmy/image/61029485
A Strange Sight I Saw at Tanjung Kling Beach, Malacca
During the last holidays, two of my friends Tan and Eric, and I went camping
by the sea a few miles from Tanjung Kling Beach, Malacca, Malaysia. It was
such a glorious change from sitting for the recent final school examinations.
We felt, we really deserved the rest after having slogged so hard for the MPOB
(Malaysian Palm Oil Board) examinations.
Source: asmaliana.com/.../
We were all in high spirits when we pitched our tent in an area shaded by
trees. The sea breeze was cool and refreshing in the evening we went for a
swim in the sea after which we cooked ourselves a meal. Strange how ordinary
rice always tasted better when cooked in camp; maybe because it was half cooked. We wolves down our meal washed up and then started a bonfire. All
that evening we sat by the bonfire and sang songs. It was well past midnight
when we finally decided to turn in, tired but happy.
I was not sure how long I had been sleeping when I awoke with a start. Except
for gentle breaking of waves on the shore, it was very quiet around us, too
quiet. I felt the hair at the back of my neck rising. An unexplained chill ran
through my body. So I got up and left the tent. Outside it was pitch - dark
except for the twinkling stars above and the shimmering surface of the sea
below. I sat down on the wet grass trying to figure out what caused the
uneasiness within me.
Source: www.pbase.com/carolemichelmy/image/61029466
Source: www.panoramio.com...
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The longer I sat the worse the uneasiness became. I imagined that
the sea was beginning to shimmer more. I peered intently at the
shimmering and it seemed to become even more intense. Then I
became aware of a roaring sound. It could not be the roar of the
waves breaking for the roar was too loud. Good God, I thought,
there was something weird going on here. I felt something clammy
on my hand and I let out a loud yell of fear.
“What's happening?” Eric was holding my hand tightly I breathed a
sign of relief.
Before I could answer Eric, the sea began to boil and foam. The
roaring had reached an unbearable pitch. All we could do was to
cover our ears tightly. The sight of the sea in turmoil transfixed our
eyes.
From the middle of the boiling and foaming appeared a bright blue
ball of light. The light slowly and ponderously rose from the sea
bottom, all the time emitting the roaring sound. The sea seemed to
swell around the blue light. I was gripped by fear and panic but I
could not take my eyes off the fantastic sight that exuded a power
that I could not comprehend.
Source: www.redbubble.com/.../37196-11-fire-in-the-sky
Gradually the blue ball of light broke the surface and hovered
majestically pulsating a few meters above the boiling sea. The
roaring had changed to a high pitched whining that was built up in
intensity like that of a jet plane beginning its takeoff. Then, pow!
The blue ball of fire shot off skywards with incredible speed. In a
matter of seconds I could not see it anymore! All I could see were
the stars twinkling as though nothing had happened.
Indeed, the sea was no longer boiling and foaming and I could hear night
insects chirping. Everything around us was normal again except that I felt that
I was trembling. Then I realized that Eric was hugging me and crying softly.
He was trembling, both of us were.
Source: fiveprime.org/hivemind/Tags/sad, sea
A great feeling of relaxation swept over me. I realized that we were witnesses
to an extraordinary event. It frightened us considerably and doubts that we
will ever forget the experience.
After a short while, Eric calmed down but he still could not speak. So I led him
back to the tent so that he could lie down. What did we find in the tent? While
Tan, he snoring contentedly, not knowing what had happened outside.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 23 2009 @ 08:28 AM
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Another strange USO report from Morocco, Africa:


UFO Sightings in Morocco – in 1967
Since I posted my story on UFO’s in Mexico a couple days back, that seems to
be what is drawing the heaviest traffic on my blog these past few days. So I
guess that means it merits another post!
One of my friends from Chile has written to tell me that, “By the way, the
heaviest day’s traffic the SANTIAGO TIMES ever had came because we did a
story on Chilean UFOs. I bet there are a lot of UFO stories in Morocco.“
In case any readers want to see that, I looked it up and here it is:

www.tcgnews.com...

I actually did find a story about UFO’s in Morocco a couple of years
ago, and luckily, saved the information. It appears that there were
two sightings. One was in Agadir (beach resort on the Atlantic
coast) on January 13, 1967. The other sighting was at a palce called
Kasbah Tadla on April 6, 1967. I’m not sure where Kasbah Tadla is,
but my closest guess from looking at map coordinates given in the
report (32°36′ N, 6°17′ W), it appears to be just on the eastern side
of the High Atlas Mountains, possibly in the mountains, possibly in
the desert. I’m not very familiar with this exact location in
Morocco.
The Agadir report forwards and translates two articles which
appeared in Le Petit Marocain on April 14, 1967. The report says,
‘The two reports are contradictory, but indicates a high level of
local interest in the subject of UFO’s.”
Science Fiction or Science?
A luminous object goes across the sky and falls down into the sea.
This phenomenon took place on Thursday evening. Complete
disagreement among the witnesses: some say there was a big
explosion, others assert they didn’t hear anything.
and the other article:
On Thursday, around 19:30 (7:30 PM) hours, the sky above Agadir
was crossed by a very luminous object, flying in the northeast to
southwest direction. The white trail left by the object turned into a
rainbow. The object fell down into the sea with a deafening sound,
according to some witnesses. Is it one of those rockets, which go
out of control from time to time? It is possible, but the idea that it
might be a meteorite is prevailing among the population.
And the Kasbah Tadla report:
Petit Marocain, 2 April, 1967
Flying Saucers over Kasbah Tadla.
Several persons are said to have seen on 28 March 1967 around 19:15 (7:15
PM) hours a round object 8.5 meters (about ten feet) in diameter land on the
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roof of a house in “Ancien-One,” then resume its flight and disappear into the
sky. According to the information given by a witness, a former pupil in the
school and now a student in Marrakech, the object was gliding in a circular
movement, and then stood 50 centimeters (about two feet) above their roof. It
looked to have a long shape, with two distinct ends but it resumed its circular
shape by rotating on itself and transmitting a vivid red light. Neighbors,
passers-by, and children are said to have looked for a few seconds at this
unusual sight.
If you wish to see the U.S. Government documents for yourself (in PDF
format), here are the links:
Agadir:

209.132.68.98...
Kasbah Tadla:

209.132.68.98...
My next post, later today, will update some more recent claims of UFO
sightings in Morocco.
Margot

MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 23 2009 @ 08:36 AM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

THE MATANZAS BAY UFO INCIDENT, 1959
(Here is the amazing story of a UFO which emerged from the Matanzas Bay,
Cuba. U cannot find this Cuban USO case in the western UFO literature.)
It was the 5th of July 1959. A group of children scouts, who had left from the
district of Versalles, just arrived the coastal area at 9:30 on Sunday morning.
There were more than 30 people in the group all together with the guides. The
exact position of the group was almost in front of the L´amours Beach (Playa L
´amours) in the Matanzas Bay. The morning was clear, sunny with a virtually
bright sky.
All of a sudden, the guides who were near the waterline, began shouting like:
“Look at this!” Then all the people gathered at the border of sea. They were
now witnessing an object which appeared to have come out of the water. UFO
was just a few meters above the surface of the sea and hovered over there as if
to balance itself.
Some of the observers told that the object had an oval shape with a spinning
top while the others commonly affirmed UFO had the disc form, bearing some
similarity to the ordinary flying saucers. A few seconds later, the shining disc
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levelled itself perfectly, remaining parallel to the sea. Immediately, UFO
ascended vertically with some dizziness, and it disappeared into the sky in less
than 15 seconds.
According to the testimonies at hand, the machine seemed to be metallic and it
had a brilliant silver colour. By the time, there were some additional
eyewitnesses to the event. Luckily, 2 fishermen in a boat also saw the same
object from nearby. They said UFO had no wings, and it was between 6-8
meters in diameter. Fishermen added that the object ascended from a depth of
15 meters without emitting any sound. UFO did not leave any wake in the
water, either. After all, this strange USO incident happened in less than 200
meters, off the coast.

Graphic A: Matanzas Bay USO

Graphic B: Map of Matanzas Bay (Bahía de Matanzas)

grandnic

posted on Apr, 23 2009 @ 03:08 PM


Originally posted by MidEastGui
reply to post by grandnic
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...For example, u might gimme some technical info about the possible problems the
amphibious aircraft would face.

With pleasure ... if there is any specific question about the underwater, please feel free
to put it here or to u2u me.
There are a lot of problems that would be faced by a amphibious aircraft.
First, there would be the change in propulsion method. I'm not very familiar with the
proposed drive that some people attribute to UFO so I'll leave that on the question but I
can think that if it can move though air it probably can move though water albeit more
slowly.
You can rule out any jet power easily. As for proppellers, the ones working in the air
would not work well in the water not to mention that you need oxygen for a combustion
engine. Oxygen batteries and hydrogen peroxide have been used but they are not very
effective.
The Russian (and USSR before) made a torpedo, the shkval that can attain very high
speed underwater by using supercavitation. To put it simply, they use compressed
gases to create a buble in front of the torpedo to reduce drag (resistance of the water is
1000 times greater than air). It is quite possible that this system is/was develloped for
amphibious craft or submarines. The russian also tried submarine proppeled by ''caterpillar
drive'' or MHD, like the sub in the movie ''Hunt for the Red October'' but it was not as
successful (being silent but not very efficient) as in the movie (or so they say ...)
The pressure of the water on the craft would be very high. Pressure we are experiencing
right now is about 1 Atmosphere (14,7 pounds/sq.inch or 101 kPa - normal atmospheric
pressure). As you descent in the water, pressure increase 1 atmosphere each 10 meters.
So at a depth of 1000m the absolute pressure would be 101 Atm. (nearly 1500 psi). A
wet-sub would'nt have this problem (as liquid are virtualy incompressible), but any living
creature in it would be subject to the pressure and would have to carry its breathing gas
(unless they too are breathing liquid and don't have aerial cavities).
Craft going to those depth have to be pressurized (like standard sub) for human to live in
it if they want to avoid the physical and medical problems of decompression . This would
pose the problem of structural integrity of the vehicule, they need to keep an internal
pressurre of 1 atm. versus the external pressure (depending on the depth). I think that
1000m is considered the limit at witch a sub can safely operate. Deeper than that and the
thickness and weight of the material used to make the hull would be too much. They
would need stronger material and/or a kind of shielding. Deep Submergence
vehicule, DSV, exist but they are small, slow and used for exploration, research and
rescue. They can dive to 7000m. Dives in bathyscaphe have been deeper than that, but
bathyscaphe lack propulsion and so need a large support vessel.
I have to go so this will have to do for now ... please post any other question you may
have here for the interest of research.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 23 2009 @ 05:30 PM

reply to post by grandnic
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Hi Grandnic,
Thank you too much for giving me some necessary info about the possible technical
problems the submersible jets would face. I would benefit much from it. That is very nice
of u.
See ya soon.

MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 23 2009 @ 05:35 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:


THE ADEN GULF UFO INCIDENT, 1977
(Here is the amazing story of the marine lightwheel which has been observed
in the Gulf of Aden, Indian Ocean. U cannot find this Russian USO case in the
western UFO literature.)
In the year of 1977, the crew of Russian motor ship “Nikolai Kremyansky”
witnessed an uncommon phenomenon in the Gulf of Aden, Indian Ocean.
Suddenly, the water was illuminated by a solid white light which formed all
around the vessel. This strange light seemed to be an enormous circle, because
it almost reached the horizon. The crew of the ship had an impression that a
gigantic lantern was lit from under the sea. So, it looked like as if it illuminated
everything by daylight. Additionally, without any apparent reason, the speed
of the main engine dropped down from 107 rev/min to 104 rev/min. The
temperature of the sea water also changed dramatically.
Pic A: The Marine Lightwheel
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[edit on 4/23/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 24 2009 @ 05:17 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:


From UFO Evidence
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: May, 1971
Location: 12 mi west of San Pedro, California,
Summary: 3 Bright luminescent lime green rings 100 feet in diam.
in the sea on a foggy night. Lit up our sail boat as we crossed over
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them.
Date Reported: 9/29/2004 10:45:30 AM
Sighting Time: 3am
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 5
Duration: 30 min.
No. of Object(s): Multiple
Urban or Rural: under the ocean
Size of Object(s): 100' accross
Distance to Object(s) & Altitude: seemed just below us
Shape of Object(s): circles...dark centers
Color of Object(s): luminescent lime green
Full Description & Details:
We sailed from King Harbor near San Pedro, Ca. leaving at
midnight and heading for Catalina Island. As we neared half way
we saw a green glow ahead of us in the fog. We crossed over 3
bright luminescent lime green rings below us in the sea. They were
also equi-distant from each other in a triangle formation. Our
sailboat and sails glowed green as we passed thru them....looking
back they remained in place for 10-15 min. before fading off in the
fog.
We were simply amazed and thought that some thing awsome was
there hidden just below the surface.
Witness Background:
64 year old big rig truck salesman. College education...MS Nutrition.
Other Comments:
Also saw a UFO with my dad in 1952 in Lucerne Valley, Ca. My dad said that
the government was testing new airplanes to fight in the Korean War.
And, 1966 I was one of dozens of USC students who witnessed an object near
campus. Following morning the L.A. Times had an article stating the tower at
LAX saw a UFO on it's radar.
Reported Sighting? No
Age: 64
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MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 24 2009 @ 05:19 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO Evidence
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: June, 1976
Location: Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
Summary: Circular disc shaped object observed under recreational
fishing boat.
Date Reported: 3/16/2006 6:30:32 PM
Day/Night:
Full Description & Details:
During a fishing trip with one companion an inexplicable incident
occurred that still puzzles me some thirty years later. The location
was the eastern side of Moreton Bay, Queensland. This is a largely
shallow stretch of water, but occurred in the relatively small
portion where depth increases to about 30 metres. We had been
fishing on the drift on an almost calm day when the fish went off
the bite and the decision was made to motor back up current
(tidal). Upon reeling in the lines I became aware that the water
beneath the boat had "turned white". It quickly bacame apparent
that under the boat was a seemingly white circular object about 10
meters in diameter stationary at a depth of about 5 metres or
perhaps a little more. The waters in this area are quite clear and
the bottom is visible at about 7 metres depth not far away. As I said
though this was in water about 30 metres deep.
For a period of at least 10 minutes this "thing" remained in
position, not squarely under the 6 metre boat but offset slightly. My
initial reaction, not being that experienced on the water at that
time, was that it must be a dense aggregation of marine life of some
kind, though it looked like a helicopter landing pad, minus
markings of any kind submerged beneath us. Peering into the
water, no detail of any kind was evident, just uniform whiteness.
My fishing mate was becoming quite agitated by this interloper,
repeated asking "What the hell is it? "I could offer no explanation.
Curiousity now got the better of him, and he stripped off to dive in
to investigate. What occurred next convinced me we had been in
strange company indeed! No sooner had he hit the water our visitor
tilted rapidly to a shallowish angle and disappeared rapidly away
from us. I had the immediate impression of a solid object, all-of-a
piece under intelligent control. Upon surfacing my friend reported
seeing nothing at all, not surprising really considering no mask and
the sudden movement of this object. No more was seen of it, and we
returned to port, and a barbeque meal.
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Not surprisingly, the subject turned to unexplained phenomona, and my
"diver" friend and another chap present, a merchant seaman, spoke of an eerie
incident that occurred some five years prior in an offshore overnight fishing in
oceanic waters. The night was calm and windless and around midnight a
strange sound was heard that they described as similar to the sound you get
when you move your hand over a vacuum cleaner nozzle-that is, a sucking
noise. This continued for fully fifteen minutes, by which time our merchant
mariner was becoming panicky. Immediately the sound stopped, overhead
travelling at incredible speed three lights in a triangular configuration heading
south disappearing to the horizon in seconds. Amazingly, this corroborated a
story told to me some years earlier by a close relative. He was parked with his
girlfriend on a headland some ten miles from where the seaborne observation
occurred on what may well have been that night.. Stretching his legs outside
the car, he was shocked by three lights as described above flying at great speed
to the south......His instinctive reaction was to duck, as to him they seemed
very low, and dazzlingly fast.
I hope the above adds something your information bank on your subject of
interest.
Jeff Moore

[edit on 4/24/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 24 2009 @ 05:24 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO Evidence
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: 2004
Location: Brinktop Reserve, Tasmania, Australia
Summary:
Date Reported: 10/18/2005 5:24:13 PM
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 2
Duration: 5mins, 35 seconds
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No. of Object(s): Single
Full Description & Details:
It was late at night approx 00:30 am and my son and i were returning from a
trip on the east coast, as we were driving back along the brinktop road, near
sorell, we noticed some lights approaching from the east, we thought it was a
helicopter, along side us as we drove, then it took off over to the north east,
and as we drove further along, the huge bright light apeared again, and
approached us from the north east and cut in front of us, becoming stationary
hovering on a hill next to the road, i slowd my car to a stop and a very bright
search like light illuminated our car, and ourselves thru the sun roof, the odd
thing was there was absolutly NO noise! totally silent! i could see a dark space
in the center of the bright lighted object, then like a light switch being switched
off, it dissappeared, moments later my husband drove up behind me, he had
noticed the light, but didnt think anything of it... i must admit this particuar
part of the road always gives me a strange feeling and leading up to this event i
had been strangly drawn to this reserve, and had had recurring dreams of
sitting on the hill where the object had hovered, bizarre! i did not feel afraid,
nor did my son, in fact we felt quiet relaxed, normaly i would be a little scared
in the middle of nowhere... I return many times to the same spot, and have
witnessed it again since then, but only the once, and this time i was alone, and
got scared and drove off, i notified the ufo guys here and they did some
research, and there were no explanations for what i had seen, they rang the
airports, and rotarlift helicopters, ect., but nothing was out at that time, nor of
an evening, and what i had seen was silent! it could not have been a helicopter,
it was nothing like anything i have ever experianced before...
I have also had two other experiances, where i witnessed at 6 am... i
was driving home over the bowen bridge towards old beach, as i
turned across the road onto the east derwnt highway, i happened to
look across the water and as the sun was just coming up i saw a
huge reflection... i looked harder and noticed a huge elongated
object, that was at least the length of approx 50' feet or so, with a
very subtle and slight dome or saucer shape on top, it was only
partly submerged from the water, i though it may have been a
submarine, although i didnt think we had submarines in the
derwnt river, or of that size! it appeared to be a dark gery metallic
colur and was shining from the light of the sun, i also noticed that
there seemed to be a join of some kind from the elongated part, to
where the dome shape began, and along this part seemed to be a
pattern similar to lights, although switched off, as they were the
same colur as the rest of the object, as i was still driving very
slowely at this stage, i nearly vered into another car, so took my
eyes off the object for a few seconds to pull over, but when i had
looked again, it was gone, i know what i saw, some people said it
could have been a reflection of some kind, but i was looking at it
long enough to know it was real... a few days earlier i had noticed
two rings of light floating beneath the water in the same spot at the
same time of morning, they were very pretty, and i nearly had an
accident watching them as i drove, and again they dissapeared, i
have been wanting to get back there ever since with a video cam
and try and get some footage, as im not the only one whos noticed
unusual things in the derwent river. hope this interests you.
Witness Background:
I am a fundraising salesperson for a charity in Hobart, and am a mother of
one, i have a very strong interest in ufos since my experiances, and wish to
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learn more, i wish to go back to uni. and study astronomy, and the like, as i
have great love of our universe and beyond.
Other Comments:
I beleive for some reason, few of us are somehow beyond our understanding,
able to spiritually connect with something not of earth, and as a result were
are lucky enough to become spiritually aware and hopefully learn enough to
understand why some of us are able to see and why some of us are not. it is a
gift to just beleive!
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: Keith Roberts TUFOIC
Location: Richmond, Tasmania, Australia
Age: 26

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 25 2009 @ 03:35 PM

RARE USO CASES FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO RESEARCH QUEENSLAND: UFO SIGHTINGS 2001
Arundel, Monday June 25 2001, 6.40 pm
My wife, three children and myself saw what we believe to be a UFO on the
night of Monday 25th June 2001. I live in Arundel [Gold Coast] and the object
was observed due east from my house at 18.40 hrs AEST. It was at an elevation
of about 30 to 40 degrees initially to the east and after a few moments it
vanished from view in a south southeast direction. I am an aircraft mechanic
by trade and I know it was not an aircraft of a commercial type nor any current
military variant. It was stationary in the sky. Round and bright orange but not
too bright. The rest of the family ran outside and I went to get my telescope.
Stupid indeed, my digital video camera would have been better. I observed it
start to move in a horizontal plane to my right and although I can not be sure
of the distance [several hundred or thousand of miles], it appeared from its
mass to move quite quickly. It then appeared to move in a slight downward arc
as if it was moving closer and lower towards us, then it accelerated slowly at
first and then faster, to my right and then appeared to climb away from us. the
intensity of the light appeared to fade as it turned away from us. It dimmed
and then disappeared. This all happened over about 4 minutes. After about 5
minutes of frantically searching the night sky we all then observed
a meteorite falling to earth from right above us. It was a very
intense bright white light with a spiralling smoke trail. It was very
close and fell in the east, presumably into the ocean. I do not think
it was your common shooting star as it was too close and you could
actually see the smoke trail in the moonlight. I noticed in today’s
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Gold Coast Bulletin there have been other sightings of this orange
light recently.
Hervey Bay, June/July 2001, 5.45 am
We live in River Heads Hervey Bay. One morning at about 5.45 am my dad
and my brother saw an unusual object which they say was a UFO. One night
before this we saw a meteor land in the sea, as our house is near the
sea. Two nights later we saw another similar object. About 2 weeks later we
were coming home late one night and saw a bright light like an orange
lightbulb in the sky and then all of a sudden there was another one next to it,
and then they both extinguished, as though someone had turned the light off.
We live on a road that leads to the barge to Fraser Island and have water on
both sides. We have been looking out for other objects but have not had any
luck. I have not believed in UFOs [not a hundred percent] but now I know
there must be something out there.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 25 2009 @ 03:36 PM

RARE USO CASES FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO RESEARCH QUEENSLAND: UFO SIGHTINGS 2007
Swan Bay, NSW, November 1 2007, 8.55pm
A woman reported a triangular object the size of a house
surrounded by 30 to 40 small fast moving lights, alternately
lighting up the water of the Bay and the sky. While she was describing
the events as they happened, her mobile phone cut out.
Traveston, Gympie, November 10-11 2007
An unusual pattern was found on the reporter's son-in-law's
property on the weekend of November 10 and 11 2007. The circled
had formed in water-lilies in a dam in Traveston, Gympie (north of
Brisbane). The formation of the circles was not observed by any
witnesses and vegetation and livestock in the neighbouring
paddock displayed no unusual behaviour or ill-effects. There are no
known weather events that could have caused the lilies to separate
in the manner that they have. The circle has a centre area clear of
lilies or other vegetation, with the lilies being divided into two
distinct bands, with a thin dividing area between these bands. The
person reporting the event stated that "some lilies had obviously
floated a bit because the circle was a bit wobbly so they must have
been torn from their roots. Looking at the picture it seems there
are some brownish lilies, but whether or not its browning off I can't
remember. We were going to take more photos but the phone's
battery went dead."

MidEastGui
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Another USO report from Australia:

From UFO RESEARCH QUEENSLAND: UFO SIGHTINGS 2008
Mermaid Beach, April 7 2008, 8.50 pm
Walking down to the beach, we saw directly east and about ten
degrees to the right, a light hovering out over the sea on the
horizon. We also noticed at least one or possibly two airplanes
circling the objects with flashing lights on. I believe they were
observing it too. Holding a 50-cent piece at arm's length, I
estimated the object as around the length of four buses back to
back.
We only saw its lights, and they seemed to move or manifest into
different positions on the craft. The lights were bright yellow
and/or white. It was shaped like a large navel ship from what I saw,
and its lights seemed to move and rearrange themselves, but within
the area of vehicle. Apart from that, did not see it separate. I
believe it was a "USO." It would look like a submarine with its light
under water, then it would seem to manifest like it was sitting on
the water, then it would rise directly up, move sideways and lower
back to the surface, and then go under water again, several times.
At around 9.45 pm (after nearly an hour of observation) it seemed
to be underwater, then it went north along the coast and I could see
it in the distance near 'The Spit.' When I watched it, it was hovering
around quite slowly, moving around 50 kph, and when it went
underwater it sped off north very quickly. It was there one
moment, then just gone. It was also witnessed by my girlfriend who
was at Surfers Paradise, as I made phone contact with her while
sighting it.
(p.s.: u can find some detailed info about this strange USO case in the previous
pages on here)

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 25 2009 @ 04:49 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO Evidence
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: June, 20, 2004
Location: Orange Beach, Alabama, United States
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Summary: While on a fishing trip, about mid-morning, with the
boat stopped...a small boy pulled on my shirt saying "What is that?"
reapeatedly...As I looked left of the boat, about 15 -20 feet away,
The water began boiling in a perimiter around the objects edges...It
seemed to be trying to surface. I saw it well in the sunny waves...It
eazed towards our boat, then back."I don't Know." I kept saying. It
stayed just a half a foot under the surface, then slowly submerged...

Date Reported: 4/17/2006 11:09:18 PM
Sighting Time: 10:40 a.m.
Day/Night: Daytime
No. of Witnesses: 3
Duration: 9-10 minutes
Appearance / Description of Object(s):
At first, it looked like an orange carpet rising up from the depths.
Then as it became clearer, it was obviously a rectagle shaped
perimeter with radiased corners. The background color was
Orange-yellow with drk brown pigmented camo shapes all-over it's
surface. they seemed to be seared-into the thing....Not printed
on...there seemed to be something at the stern like a propulsion
system that made a little comotion...It was mired with sea-weeds
and hard to describe...
Size of Object(s):
I was only 15 feet away from this thing, so my arms would bee all out to the
sides...(giant fish style) it was 20-25 feet wide and 35 to 40 feet long.
Description of Area / Surroundings:
No power plants...There are some bases in Florida some 30-40 miles away....It
was a very public area right in the mouth of a major dock-harbor. On both
sides of the waterway, people are on vacation at the many hotels and condos in
both directions along the beaches. It was a sunny day with moderate water
visability.
Full Description & Details:
I was taking 2 kids fishing on a small pleasure boat out of Orange
Beach in Gulf Shores
Alabama...It was a typical Summer day, sunny with a light chop on
the water...only a few clouds in the sky about mid morning.....I
captained the boat just a little ways outside the jetties of the harbor
and cut the motor off near a large buoy since there were a lot of bait
fish jumping. I began baiting hooks when the boy standing next to
me said "Mr. Steve, Mr. Steve!,...What's That!! At first I ignored
him cause I was busy.....But he kept on and so finally I looked
towards where he was pointing....and DANG!! I thought "What the
heck is THAT Thing?? I couldn't take my eyes off it.....It was about
35-40 feet long, 25feet across. The water all along it's perimeter
seemed to boil and produced a smoke-effect as it raised toward the
surface...At first I could not see a shape or surface until it came
closer to the waters plane. The boiling bubbles stopped. Now it
seemed to suspend at 1half a foot to 2 feet below the surface right
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next to our vessel...about 15 feeet away...I watched it keenly for
about 10 minutes. I figured Is it an animal? or a machine?? over
and over These thoughts came in....I thought Is there a big net on
board to catch it with? Maybe I could tie on a big hook and foul
hook it...It was just to big....Bigger than our boat...So I couldn't
bring it in.....I know it was someTHING! It looked to be flat in
shape, I could not tell how thick it was from my perspective, But I
saw right up close that it had an orange-ish yellow background
color, and many little "camo" shapes all over it's surface....all
brown and black and evenly spaced away from each other....similar
to a burmese python skin witout any scales. Then, it slowly moved
back down into the depths. I did see at the far end what looked to be
a pile of sea weeds clumped at it's stern before it went down.....I
worked as a graphic artist for a time and can make a perfect recreation of what I saw if you would like.......Steven T.
Can sighting be explained as any conventional man-made or natural object?
It may have been a sub of some kind.....but non like I have ever seen....Most
subs don't come with Camo on the surface.
Witness Background:
I work as a graphic artist and have a small business re-modeling homes. I used
to be a technical writer....and have worked on some defense projects.
Views on UFOs, before and after sighting:
I have seen other objects in the sky of North Alabama.....I think most are top
secret military craft not yet known to the public.
Other Comments:
I felt I should report this sighting to someone since USO's are on
the seen now...I know
I'm not the only one to have seen them.
Reported Sighting? No
Name: Steven T.
Location: Huntsville, Alabama
Age: 37
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RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO Evidence
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: March, 5, 1969
Location: Pacific Ocean, Armed F. Pacific, United States
Summary:
I was aboard a destroyer in the southern pacific with a hunter killer
group tracking what we thought was a russian sub doing about 24
knots underwater for 22 hours when all of a sudden the craft
excelerated to 40 or so knots for about ten minutes then flew out of
the water /stood motionless above the water for about 5 minutes
and took off in a westerly direction. I saw the object with a pair of
binoculers hovering above the water.I was in a gun mount with
about three other men when we heard commotion on deck. Our
guns etc was trained on the object but i opened the hatch and
peered out with the eyeglass and saw helicopters and jets circling
above this object. It was facinating to see this object just hovering
as if it did not have a care in the world!As a helicopter got closer it
took off in a westerly direction. Much photos were taken but where
are they?? Not long after /maybe 15 minutes or so another craft or
maybe the same one? came down about 600 yards from us on our
starboard side and paraleled us for about 1/2 hour as another
destroyer tried to get up close to it from behind.We were doing
about 30/32 knots. again our carriers scrambled thier jets and
choppers. I know many photos were taken. I was reprimanded for
opening our gun door and peering out but under the circumstances
everyone understood. This was not the only time this happened
while on a. s. w. duty in the Pacific.
Date Reported: 1/24/2006 9:00:43 AM
Sighting Time: 5:30 am
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Day/Night: Dawn
No. of Witnesses: Many
Duration: 45 minutes total
Description of Area / Surroundings: South Pacific Ocean hundred or so miles
from land.
Full Description & Details:
The object was oval shape and about 35 ft long. It appeared to glow as if it had
a halo encircling it. Maybe lights around the middle couldnt really make that
out /remember i was 19 years old and a long time ago. It hovered about 50 ft
above the water.
Can sighting be explained as any conventional man-made or natural object?
No! I was trained to tell what is real, airplanes, ships, subs, balloons. I was
trained to zero in on obects at night, dawn, dusk, anytime. I could tell you
what type of aircraft from any country. What type vessel from anywhere in this
world. We all know what we saw and we were told to keep it quiet!!.
Views on UFOs, before and after sighting:
I never thought about it till i saw my first one in the navy. Since then i have
seen at least 4 in my lifetime. Two in the service and two as a civilian.
Reported Sighting? No

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 26 2009 @ 04:34 PM

 link   

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO Evidence
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: October, 15, 2004
Location: Es Vedras, IBIZA, Spain

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 27 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook

Summary: Denial and lies are rampant amongst the Spaniards.Go to Ibiza you
will see and hear.
Date Reported: 10/17/2004 1:44:15 PM

Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...

Sighting Time: 11:00-03:00

Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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Day/Night: Nighttime
Thank you members of ATS.

Duration: always 3 seconds

Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released

No. of Object(s): Multiple

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines

Urban or Rural: coast

US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Size of Object(s): 20 metres

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Distance to Object(s) & Altitude: 3km
Full Description & Details:
There is an underwater base at Es Vedras Ibiza. On a clear night
you will see and hear.
Do not ask the local natives they are afraid and some will be hostile
even. Ask divers around San Antonio and they will even describe
the sounds of ufos impacting the water.
They were not meteorites-they were UFOs at incredible speed some
rapidly changing course with impossible maneuvers defying
gravity. All aiming for the beautiful rock formation and
disappearing about 1000 feet above ground level, 10 seconds later
you could hear amongst the waves the 2 second thud
(DOOOHHNDEDOOOHHN). The 2 nights I spent there I saw over
70 phenomenon. Only once did I see a ufo climbing from the water
vanishing with great speed. Sometimes 2 UFOs were seen entering
the water from the North. 80% came in from the East with a
trajectory roughly with Malta.Go to Cala Da Hort look above the
island from 10:00 pm on to 04:00 in the morning and you will
witness.Interestingly on both nights at 11:00 pm beginning 2 boats
with strong horizontal lighting appear and move back and forth
behind the rock formation.As if to act like beacons.Locals say they
are fishing for squid but do they only fish there? Is that not a
dangerous place to be?No red and green light on acording to the
International Maritime Convention either.It has been reported that
during the day a single cloud drops onto the rock formation and
remains ther for hours-even on a cloudless day.Folks there is
definitely an underwater base there and the rock formation is an
important navigational point.
Location: Germany
Age: 36

MidEastGui
  
posted on Apr, 26 2009 @ 04:35 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:


 link   

 active topics
Moscow marks 75 years since victory over Nazis
with traditional parade on Red Square (FULL
VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News • 15 • : Shamrock6
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From UFO Evidence
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: 1989

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 4 • : MetalThunder

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .
Predictions & Prophecies • 65 • : Blue Shift

Location: EWA BEACH, Hawaii, United States
Summary: In the year of 1989, I witnessed a very large and silent flying
trianlular craft that was black except for three lights, one on each point of the
triangle shape. It suddenly appeared in the western sky, I noticed it because it
was blocking out the stars as it flew (I was stargazing with binoculars) It flew
directly over me and out over the ocean and then it "split up" into three
seperate "crafts" the (three lights) flew away at high speed to the east, west and
one straight up into space.
Date Reported: 9/16/2005 6:57:29 AM
Sighting Time: 11pm

White Lives Matter Banner Flown over Football
Match Prompts Police Investigation.
Rant • 40 • : gortex

16 years after ...
Members • 11 • : ArMaP

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 390 • :
burdman30ott6

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit • 7 • : TerryMcGuire

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 274 • : ketsuko

Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: Only me as far as I know
Duration: Approx 20 min.

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology • 5 • : GBP/JPY

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit • 90 • : jidnum

Appearance / Description of Object(s):
A large black triangle with a light on each of the three "points" of the triangle.
It was solid as it was blocking out the stars as it moved thru the sky. It flew
very slowly, as if it diddn't care if it was being spotted or seen. Very strange
that an object this large was totally silent.
Size of Object(s)
My hands would be approx. 41/2 feet apart at arms length my estimate is that
it was approx 300 to 400 feet long, very large, almost too large to fly silently.
Description of Area / Surroundings
This was sighted in a urban area it flew over my neighborhood then out over
the ocean. this area is surrounded by military installations. (Barbers Point
Naval Air Station, West Loch Naval Munitions Base, Pearl Harbor, Hickam Air
Force Base.)
Full Description & Details
During the year of 1989 I was stargazing using high power binoculars at my
home in Ewa Beach, Hawaii. This neighborhood is surrounded by Military
Installations: Barbers Point Naval Air Station, Pearl Harbor Naval Base, West
Loch Naval Munitions Base, Iriqouis (correct spelling?) Point Naval Housing
and Hickam Air Force Base, which all three are estimated to be no more that 1
- 4 miles away. You can see this on a map of this area.
I observed a very large black triangle craft that was approx 1 1/2 football fields
in size approaching from the west seemingly out of nowhere, it was blocking
out the stars as it was flying thru the night sky, that is why I first noticed it as
strange that the stars were dissapearing and reappearing, until I saw that it
was a craft approaching me. As it approached my location at a very slow speed,
it flew directly over me and I then noticed that there were only three lights on
the craft, I could make out the outline of the craft, it was a very large black
triangle, one light was on each point of the triangle, these lights seemed to be
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of the same intensity as the surrounding night sky stars, (possibly to make it
"blend" in with the sky to observers on the ground?). This craft was huge and
made absolutely no noise, that fact alone was a bit unnerving to me because of
its huge size and because I was used to aircraft constantly flying over this area
approx every 5 -10 minutes on a landing approach. It intersected the landing
path of military and commericial aircraft at the approx. the same altitude of air
traffic that regulary fly over the Ewa Beach area on their way to the Honolulu
International Airport and Hickam Air Force Base. This main approach landing
path is shared by military jets landing at Hickam Air force base. I have seen all
types of aircraft flying over Ewa Beach, from 747 jumbo jets to jet fighters, Air
Force One and the SR-71 aircraft all up close coming in for landing at either
Hickam Air Force Base and Honolulu International Airport since living in this
area, but this craft out sized them all. It was at least 2 to 4 times the size of any
craft that I have ever seen flying over this area. I thought it was really strange
that the craft was directly intersecting the everyday landing pattern of aircraft
traffic. My first thought was that if this is a secret goverment aircraft, it was
very dangerous of them to intersect this landing path, especially since it had
no running lights or strobe lights as all other aircraft that fly at night had. I
thought it was strange that no military helicopters or aircraft flew in to
investigate this weird black triangle craft and was about to assume that it was
just a top secret military craft. But, I as watched this black triangle fly directly
over me and out over the ocean with my binoculars until it was approx. 2 miles
out over the ocean, and it "split into three pieces" that is to say the three lights
that I observed on the three points of the craft, all flew apart from each other a
very high speed, one went to the east, one went to the west, and one shot
straight up into space and I followed it with my binoculars until it was no
longer visible. I thought to myself "what the hell was it I just witnessed? "To
this day I still think about it, and would of just wrote it off as a top secret
military aircraft, if it did not do this strange thing when it was over the ocean. I
have told only a few people about this, and I really don't think that they believe
that I saw a E.T. craft. I have not made any official reports about this until
now, because of learning of all the other numerous reports of other black
triangles sighted in our country and around the world. I am really interested to
know if anyone else has seen this black triangle craft do the same behavior? I
have not read any reports of it "splitting up" into three objects and all three
leaving at very high speed in different directions as I witnessed.
*** IMPORTANT UPDATE *******
I am making this report only now, because of a recent sighting (last
month) by my close fisherman friend (he did not know any
knowelege of my sighting of the black triangle craft) But, He totally
described the exact same large black triangle craft flying out over
the ocean while he was fishing, the difference was that this one flew
over his boat then it flew straight down into the ocean and
disappeared into the deep. Could it be that this craft also has
underwater capabilities? and why into the ocean? Could there
possibly be tie in to some type of installation or base under the
ocean? I have not so far read any accounts of this black triangle
craft entering the ocean. And I am now wondering just who is really
manning these flying triangle craft?
I thought it was important to report this new information to you so you could
add it to your database files on this black triangle craft.
Can sighting be explained as any conventional man-made or natural object?
I would of thought it was a top secret military aircraft, but as I watched it fly
out over the ocean it "split" into three seperate "crafts" and the three lights
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that were on the craft all took off at very high speed, one to the east , one to the
west, and.... one went straight up into space! I was very disturbed by this.
Witness Background:
I am an Electronics Engineer, I have worked for a Electric Power Company for
10 yrs as a Mechanic and Welder, and I have also worked as an Abestos
treatment Engineer for 5 yrs and I am currently a Certified Computer Network
Consultant. I am semi retired now and am trying to enjoy my life and help out
people as much as I can, God willing that I keep living long enough to see my
grandchildren and find out the real truth about all this.
Views on UFOs, before and after sighting:
I did not believe they were not from our world. But, after my sighting and then
reading about similar recent sightings and talking with others that have
witnessed some very close up. I do now believe we are being visited, and
something strange is going on that we are not being told the truth about.
Other Comments:
Thank you for your work and investigation of U.F.O.'s. It is people and
organizations like you that are building an extensive database of reports and
trying to seek out the truth for the good of us all. We need to know if we truly
are being visited, how long they have been here, how many different visitors
there are and most importantly Who they are and WHY are they here, and
What is their Ultimate Agenda.
Especially since this concerns the security and safety of our planet and our
people. I believe in my Country and I support our Heroic Military and all their
sacrifices.
I have no problem if the goverment is testing secret aircraft for our national
defense, but I am becoming alarmed at the amount of unexplained sightings
and the abduction reports associated with those reports. I have talked to many
friends that have seen very strange things in our skies and our oceans, and I
would like to know the truth behind all of this.
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: a few friends to see if anyone else saw it, no one to my knowelege
did see it.
Name: Thee M. Brunson Jr.
Location: Honolulu, Hawaii U.S.A.
Age: 53

[edit on 4/26/2009 by MidEastGui]
[edit on 4/26/2009 by MidEastGui]

Skyfloating
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posted on Apr, 26 2009 @ 05:03 PM

 link   

reply to post by MidEastGui
May I ask where you get all this stuff? Its amazing. You must have built a private archive...

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 27 2009 @ 08:02 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
reply to

post by MidEastGui

May I ask where you get all this stuff? Its amazing. You must have built a private
archive...

Hi Skyfloating,
Thank u very much for your interest in my USO archive. That is very kind of ya.
I collect my USO-related info from the printed materials (books and magazines etc.) plus
the open internet sources (thru the google search engine at most and some other famous
UFO sites). Sure there must be some thousands of other interesting materials especially in
the top secret documents of various navies in the world.
More to come in the future.
See ya.

MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 27 2009 @ 03:56 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO EVIDENCE
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: January, 23, 2005
Location: Seattle, Washington, United States
Summary: I saw a glow in the water then it came to the surface and
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lifted out of the water.
Date Reported: 2/11/2005 8:00:40 PM
Sighting Time: 3:30 am
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 1
Duration: 3 minutes
No. of Object(s): Single
Urban or Rural: Coastline
Size of Object(s): 150 to 200 feet
Distance to Object(s) & Altitude: 30 to 90 yards
Shape of Object(s): blimp, long fat cigar
Color of Object(s): dull like peuter
Full Description & Details:
I live in a house about 75 feet from the seawall in seattle wa., my
room has a big window that faces the ocean. I woke up at about
3:30 in the morning and had to go to the bathroom, when i came
back to bed i looked out at the ocean and saw a strange light. It was
in the water, under the water, I thought maybe a boat had sunk
close to the seawall. I put on some sweats and a coat and went out
to look and see if anyone was in the water. It was foggy but I could
see out at water level for a couple hundred yards. I got to the
seawall and the light was bright, blue and yellow, it was about 30
yeards out from where I was standing. It moved slow away from me
and got brighter, then it was almost out of the water it got dimmer.
The thing came up out of the water, it was shaped like a blimp, like
a long fat cigar, it had to be 150 to 200 feet long and a dull shiny
color like peuter. The lights had dimmed alot but I could still se it
real clear. It stopped about 20 feet above the water and just hung
there for about 30 seconds then went out just above the water a
couple hundered feet then went up and was gone in a flash.
Witness Background:
Quality Engineer, like to own and restore old boats, lived by the ocean for over
10 years, work for aerospace company
Other Comments: never saw anything like it in my life, like a flying submarine
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: friends
Name: no-not on here
Location: seattle washington
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Age: 40

MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 27 2009 @ 03:57 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO EVIDENCE
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: 1973
Location: W.A., Australia
Summary: I was a child, this was my first memory of a sighting.
This pale orange ball of light passed over the boat we were in and
went into the water. It made a humming sound!
Date Reported: 12/27/2005 1:06:04 AM
Sighting Time: 2000-2100
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 4
Duration: 15-20 secs
Appearance / Description of Object(s):
Ball or disc shape( depending if it passed over and I saw only the bottom of the
object), pale orange in colour, very bright.
Size of Object(s): 2 hand spans at arms length.
Distance to Object(s) & Altitude: Unknown
Description of Area / Surroundings:
Eucla is on the border of W.A./S.A.and is rural, we were on the ocean.
Full Description & Details:
We were out on the water, in a dinghy, south of Eucla, Western
Australia, when this pale orange ball of light passed over the boat
and the went into the water, a ways from us.I can remember that it
made a humming sound, but when it went into the water there was
no sound of a splash or anything.I do remember thinking that "the
moon had fallen from the night sky" That was because this ball of
light was so big!! (I was only about 5 years old at the time)
Can sighting be explained as any conventional man-made or natural object?
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No
Witness Background:
Labourer/Operator
Views on UFOs, before and after sighting:
I didn't know anything of 'sightings'before this and I only remembered this
one after I had several more, adn started documenting them!!
Other Comments:
This was my first 'sighting' and I still have many more to report!!
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: Friends/family
Name: Brian H Gurney
Location: Perth W.A. Australia.
Age: 38

MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 27 2009 @ 04:02 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO EVIDENCE

UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: July, 1975
Location: Niagaraonthelake, Ontario, Canada
Summary: Multiple orange lights descending beneath the waters of
Lake Ontario.
Date Reported: 9/18/2004 12:31:14 PM
Sighting Time: 10pm
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 2
No. of Object(s):
Urban or Rural: Rural
Size of Object(s): 25 feet approx.
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Distance to Object(s) & Altitude: 10 - 12 miles
Shape of Object(s): Disk
Color of Object(s): Orange
Full Description & Details:
From Niagara side of the lake facing Northeast towards Toronto (CN
Tower/Toronto skyline visable across the lake. UFOs - Orange lights appear to
be midway between Niagara-on-the Lake and Toronto. Malcolm Williams and
I photographed this phenomena from 1975to1995 according to reports UFO
activity is still happening 2004. TOM GREY
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: local newspapers
Name: TOM GREY
Location: TORONTO ON.63
Age: 63

MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 27 2009 @ 04:03 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO EVIDENCE
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: 1953
Location: Lake George n y usa
Summary: Gold object with trail lands in lake I observe no tell tale
ripples nor waves.
Date Reported: 3/22/2004 6:25:08 AM
Day/Night: Daytime
No. of Witnesses: 1
No. of Object(s): Single
Full Description & Details:
When I was about 6 years old, I was at mt fathers hotel in Lake
George N.Y.. I decided to go and look at the lake snd see if I could
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see any fish. The hotel was built on a rise above the lake. You could
see 2 or 3 miles down the lake. I was facing south. Coming up the
lake towards me . It was a golden light shining very brightly. It was
zig zagging up the lake with a trail behind it like the trail from a
sparkler you wave in the night I watched it for about .45 seconds. It
made no noise what so ever. As it approached it didnt slow down. it
want out of sight from where I stood. Suddenly I heard a tremdous
splash as if a huge boulder was dropped in the water. Since the lake
was as smooth as glass I turned to the small bay to my right to see
the waves this splash would make. I stood there for about 3 or 4
minutes but nothing happned. I became very afraid and wouldnt
approach the lake any closer I turned and ran back to the house
and told mt parents the something big had just dropped into the
lake. They looked at me very calmly and said "thats nice" as if I had
just said my shoe was untied. if didnt seem to phase the at all. i did
notice that in this time. They had not taken a drink from thier
highball, aboout 5 or 6 minutes. The weather was unseasonaly
warm for September, the air crystal clear and totaly windless. Well
that is all I can remember.
Witness Background:
I am now 56 years old, retired, and sem-disabled. I have one year college. I feel
I have had several othe encounters also.
Other Comments:
I am curious to see if others think I have seen a UFO or not
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: my parents.
Name: August Logan Bear
Location: Westervill Ohio.USA
Age: 56

spacevisitor
 
posted on Apr, 28 2009 @ 07:36 AM

 link   

UFO’s filmed entering and leaving bay.
I thought this USO/UFO case is sorely worth to post because it contains stories of USO's,
aggressive UFOs, and the fact that some military intelligence agents took photographs and
where able to manage in filming numerous craft diving into and coming out of a bay at the
mouth of the Amazon River.
All this was in 1977 at a time when aggressive UFOs were harassing and sometimes
injuring villagers, farmers and fishermen. The agents shot the films and took hundreds of
photographs of UFOs during a four-month investigation as the flap was taking place.
To bad but as usual in UFO/USO cases, the films and photographs ended up in classified
archives still closed to the public, but they where shown to officers at a nearby Brazilian
Air Force base.
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Source; www.mufon.com...


UFO’s filmed entering and leaving bay.
By DANIEL REBISSO GIESE, CYNTHIA LUCE and BOB PRATT
(This story is based on research carried out in Brazil in September 1999 and
earlier years. A version of the story was published in the MUFON UFO Journal
of March 2001. To some extent, it overlaps UFO Awes Intelligence Agents,
which was based on research conducted in 1997 and before. Daniel Rebisso
Giese is a UFO researcher who lives in Belém, Brazil and Cynthia Luce is an
American researcher who has lived in the state of Rio de Janeiro since the
1970s.)
Military intelligence agents who investigated a long series of UFO sightings
managed to film numerous craft diving into and coming out of a bay at the
mouth of the Amazon River.


The films, which later ended up in classified archives still closed to the public,
were shown to officers at a nearby Brazilian Air Force base.
This was in 1977 at a time when aggressive UFOs were harassing and
sometimes injuring villagers, farmers and fishermen. The agents shot the films
and took hundreds of photographs of UFOs during a four-month investigation
as the flap was taking place.
“They showed the films to those who wanted to see them,” Gabriel Brasil
(below), a retired lieutenant colonel, told us in September 1999. “Therefore,
they were actually in the public domain because they were showing the films to
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everyone. ”


In fact, though, the films were not shown to the general public and it is not
known now how many officers took advantage of the opportunity to view them
at the base, which is the headquarters for Brazil’s First Regional Air
Command.
“We clearly saw small ships going into a bigger ship, and they filmed them
going into the water and coming out of the water,” said Brasil, then sixty-two.
He was referring to the waters of Marajó Bay that flow into the Atlantic Ocean.

Colonel Brasil was not a member of the investigative team but was stationed at
the base at the time. “The ships were estimated to be about ten meters in
diameter,” he said. “They had various shapes. The biggest one was cigarshaped, a long cigar. Another was a great big ball, another like a hat, a whole
festival of forms… What impressed me the most were the ships going into and
out of the water.”


A TERRIFYING TIME
These events were part of the “Colares flap,” which was, we believe, part of a
much larger UFO wave that took place over a vast stretch of northern Brazil
for more than twenty months in 1977 and 1978.
However, the Air Force investigation was centered on hundreds of sightings
around Colares and more than two dozen other villages less than sixty miles
from the major seaport city of Belém on Marajó Bay. Belém is the capital of the
state of Pará and the home of about two million people.
It was a terrifying time for the several thousand inhabitants of the Colares area
because there were nights when rays of light beamed from UFOs paralyzed
and burned dozens of people, and at least two of them died.
The intelligence agents – six sergeants and one officer – spent most of
October, November and December 1977 and January 1978 in Colares and
other villages interviewing hundreds of people who had encounters or
sightings. During the investigation, the agents also had more than two
hundred sightings of their own.
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The three of us spent the first two weeks of September 1999 re-visiting Colares
and other villages in an effort to better understand what happened there
twenty-two years earlier. Despite the passage of time, we were able to locate
and interview twenty people who had participated in the investigation, or had
sightings or encounters, or had direct knowledge of the flap.
The last three months of 1977 were particularly dreadful for people living in
the Colares area.
“I’ll never forget it,” said Ana Célia Oliveira (below), a schoolteacher who was
six years old at the time. “People and animals were attacked. There was no
food. Terrible lack of food. No one was fishing. People would not go out to
their vegetable gardens for crops.


“Everybody tried to go around in large groups. Nobody wanted to be left alone.
All of Colares stopped. At six o'clock it got dark and we would go to sleep.
Groups of as many as fifty to sixty women and children would get together in
one house. The men would stay awake all night. They lit bonfires and banged
on pots and pans to make noise to scare the UFOs away. People began to shoot
into the sky to scare them away.”
Ana Célia, speaking to us at the family home in Colares, said the children
didn’t know what was going on. “We only heard from our fathers and other
men what was happening. We didn’t know why we were going to other
people’s houses at night to sleep. At night, people saw many UFOs flying and
in formation.
“One time I heard men shouting and I ran to the door and opened it and saw
many UFOs in formation, and suddenly they went in all directions. The objects
moved very quickly. People began to shoot into the sky to scare them away.
One came over the village just fifteen meters high. I dreamed about this and I
still sometimes have dreams.”


BLUE LIGHTS UNDER THE WATER
Her father, Rósio Oliveira, then fifty-six, had nine sightings in November 1977
alone, according to documents compiled by the Air Force investigators.
“ I often go fishing in my boat and we can see those things coming at great
speed and when they get close they just seem to stop,” Rósio (below), owner of
a small store on the Colares beach, said in an interview in February 1979. “My
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brother got really frightened and he jumped out of the boat.


“ Sometimes the UFOs go into the water. I’ve seen blue lights moving around
under the water, and I’ve seen them come out. It just goes up and away in a
northern direction, up and down in a wavy motion toward the ocean.”
We saw Rósio again in 1999 and he said: “It began with lights all over
Colares… sometimes in the shape of a hat, round, discs, like an umbrella…
They seemed to come from way high up from many places, one from the sky,
one from the bay…. They put out a strong light, too bright to see a shape. The
light was blinding. One time we saw three or four objects come together into
one big one.. They seemed to come from different directions and then joined
together. Many times we could see them going across the island toward Belém.
They didn’t make any noise. Very silent.
“One time we saw many UFOs coming out of the water at the same time, one,
two, three, four… Many lights came out of the water. Huge objects went into
the water, came down and went into the water.
“The Air Force people told us the UFOs were not dangerous, don’t be afraid.
Everybody was upset and they were trying to calm the people down. They were
saying it was just a little flying apparatus and a little laser light and people
were being paralyzed but they were not taking blood…”
He was referring to the fact that at the time many people believed the UFOs
were somehow using rays of light to suck blood from victims. Villagers said
UFOs sometimes hovered in the sky at night and beamed down rays of light
that passed through the tile roofs of houses as if the tiles didn’t exist.

For the rest of this article; www.mufon.com...

[edit on 28/4/09 by spacevisitor]

MidEastGui
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posted on Apr, 28 2009 @ 04:31 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO EVIDENCE
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: 2005
Location: Honduras
Summary: UFO dived into the ocean in a controlled manner.
Date Reported: 4/6/2005 10:41:35 PM
Sighting Time: 8:30 PM
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 1
Duration: 5 seconds
No. of Object(s): Single
Urban or Rural: Rural Area
Size of Object(s): 12' long by 8' tall approx.
Distance to Object(s) & Altitude: 200 yards approx.
Shape of Object(s): Saucer with a dome shape on top
Color of Object(s): Metal dull silver
Full Description & Details:
I was sitting in front of our house which is located on the ocean
front, and while I was looking at a big cloud approaching the coast
line, suddendly a UFO appeared flying from West to East, then
changed course back to West and dived into the ocean.
I saw the UFO from 200 yards approx.
The side was like a flying saucer with a dome shape on top.
Its dimentions were 12' long by 8' tall approx.
The color was metal dull silver, with little rectangle windows
located on the base of the dome. The windows appeared to be
covered by white dull plastic from which a dim white light could be
seen through the windows.
The UFO did not make any sound while flying or diving into the
ocean.
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Witness Background: Housewife and teacher.
Other Comments: I could send you a drawing if you want, but please do not
post my name.
Reported Sighting? No
Reported To: my husband
Age: 39

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 28 2009 @ 04:32 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO EVIDENCE
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: July, 14, 2006
Location: Sunset Beach, North Carolina, United States
Summary: Noticed triangular shape hovering in sky with bright red glowing
lights on bottom. Swayed back and forth some then slid to the side out of sight.
Immediately after, a bright green sphere, tennis ball size, flew by
our deck silently and glided across the bay bouncing off water and
marsh over the horizon.
Date Reported: 7/16/2006 9:59:51 AM
Sighting Time: 10:15 pm
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 4
Duration: 3-5 minutes: 10 minutes
Size of Object(s):
Red triangle in sky – relative size was 3 inches, actual size that of small plane
Green ball - relative size 1 inch, actual size 5-6 inched long, 3-4 inched tall and
round.
Distance to Object(s) & Altitude:
REd triangle - 600-1000 feet Green ball - 50 feet
Description of Area / Surroundings:
Beach island. Our house sits on sound side of the island with our deck directly
overlooking the waterway. Salt marsh is to the west and then the mainland.
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Ocean directly behind us. There are military bases in North Carolina.
Full Description & Details:
4 of us were sitting on the deck overlooking the sound when I noticed the red
object directly above us in the sky. We watched it for several minutes trying to
figure out what it was. I kept saying, It's a kite. But everyone else said it was
too high to be a kite, plus it had red glowing circular lights on the bottom. It
seemed to sway side to side like a kite flying in the wind, but only slightly. We
got binoculars, but couldn't see the object through them. Eventually, the object
moved off to the north and disappeared almost instantly.
Just after this happened we saw a green glowing sphere, about
tennis ball size but more oval in shape. It dropped down from the
height of our house and I said, It must be fallout from some
fireworks. Except that when it hit the water, it bounced up into the
air again about 20 feet and continued to bounce like this all the way
across the bay. We could see the object bouncing through the
marsh several miles away and eventually saw it rise up and pass
over the tree on the horizon. The object made no sound, glowed
bright green, moved continuously and was totally unexplainable.
Can sighting be explained as any conventional man-made or natural object?
Red object - considered a weather balloon but can't find any reference to red
triangular glowing balloons Green object – absolutely NO idea what this was!
Witness Background:
Self - Ecologist (37 years) Husband - Archaeologist (PhD), 36 years Sister Physical Therapist, 40 years Mother - sales person, 67 years
Views on UFOs, before and after sighting: Never read about them. I'm
skeptical but interested.
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: Another website base in TX
Name: Cynthia mcLaren
Location: Carrboro, NC
Age: 37

[edit on 4/28/2009 by MidEastGui]
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karl 12

posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 07:20 AM

 link   

reply to post by MidEastGui
MidEastGui,thanks for the kind words - you've certainly kept this thread alive and kicking
(I don't think anybody here realised just how many USO reports there actualy are)
Heres a very interesting report from Chile:

FORMER CHILEAN NAVAL CHIEF SAYS UFOs ARE REAL:
Two former Naval officers tell a televised audience about strange phenomena
on the seas of Chile.
October 24, 2001
From: Dr. Virgilio Sanchez-Ocejo
Miami UFO Reporter
FORMER CHILEAN NAVAL CHIEF SAYS UFOs ARE REAL:
Santiago de Chile.
The former Chilean Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Jorge Martinez
declared that "UFOs are real". The ex-CNO made the shocking statement
during an interview with a Chilean television network. The interview was
conducted by journalist Rodrigo Ugarte from Teletrece, in Chile. The retired
admiral admitted that he personally witnessed the sighting of two UFOs at sea.

According to Admiral Martinez, when he was a young lieutenant,he
personally saw a very luminous white object in front of his patrol
boat. When he took command of his first destroyer, then Captain
Martinez saw another similar object emerging from the water,
creating a strong interference with the navigation system and the
ship's radar.
Guillermo Jimenez, another former Chilean officer claimed that
the sonar system onboard his ship detected two submarine-like
objects that caused similar malfunctions with shipboard
electronics. "They displayed the same size and metallic resonant
characteristics that ordinary subs typically show; however, these
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objects were too fast to be submarines", said Jimenez.
Both Jimenez and Martinez described how the gyrocompass
systems were out of control. "The radar displays went completely
blank and the gyro was spinning very rapidly, as if a strong
magnetic force was present", said Admiral Martinez.
Some UFO investigators call this phenomenon "UUO" or unidentified
underwater objects. Upon learning about this special report, we contacted the
Chilean journalist that conducted the interviews. Rodrigo Ugarte, the Teletrece
interviewer told us that there were many other officers that described similar
events but did not want to go on the air with their accounts. Nevertheless, this
is the first time a former Chief of Naval Operations reveals that these
phenomena are real.

Cheers

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12

posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 10:14 AM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor

SpaceVisitor - great post
Theres some comprehensive info and links at this site about the Colares incident including
some photographs of the objects:

ufologie.net...
UFO over Colares:

UFO over Colares:
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UFO over Colares, newspaper picture:

UFO over Colares, close picture:

UFO over Colares, leaving a luminous trail on the nighttime photograph:

Documentary:

www.youtube.com...
Very interesting case!
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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spacevisitor

 link   

posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 01:46 PM


Originally posted by karl 12

Theres some comprehensive info and links at this site about the Colares incident
including some photographs of the objects:

ufologie.net...

Hello karl 12, thanks for your reply

and those very interesting photographs and not to

forget that great links.
You really provide me with some interesting stuff here.
You said to the unstoppable
MidEastGui here.
(I don't think anybody here realised just how many USO reports there actualy are)
You are absolutely right, but I must confess that I did not realised that also.
Regards.

MidEastGui

 link   

posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 03:37 PM


Originally posted by spacevisitor

Hello karl 12, thanks for your reply

and those very interesting photographs and not

to forget that great links.
You really provide me with some interesting stuff here.
You said to the unstoppable
MidEastGui here.
(I don't think anybody here realised just how many USO reports there actualy are)
You are absolutely right, but I must confess that I did not realised that also.
Regards.

That is what ya think! Please talk for urself only. So, dont make nonsense generalizations.

I av more than 8000 USO reports from various parts of the world. But I never said that I
had all the USO cases in the world (for instance, I dont get all the top secret reports of
the navies but only some). I know it well.
U western guys have the same problem. Cos, u always think that you got the whole world.
This is too comic, because you all are unaware of the simple fact that u dont know much
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about the whole planet at all. That is, Earth is greater than wot ya think.
I would talk for myself If I have to do. Dont need the useless help of any other crude
person. Thanks.
(p.s.: I try to give only the rare, novel and non-English USO cases on here for the research
and educational purposes. However, u always try to repeat the already-known reports, for
instance, Colares 1977 incident; we av some details about, therefore nothing is new and u
can find some other similar info in ATS Forum if you look at the other threads on here)

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 04:01 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO EVIDENCE
UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: July, 4, 2002
Location: Myrtle Beach, SC, South Carolina, United States
Summary: I was standing on the beach getting ready for the fireworks that
were gonna be set off on the pier to my right...when all of a sudden i noticed a
craft with three lights on the bottom of it on my left apear... It opened up
and dropped something into the ocean..I saw it with my own eyes...
I didnt say anything to anyone cuz i was so freaked out it froze me..but then
the person next to me pointed at the same craft that i saw and said "what the
f*** is that and ever since then i have been convinced...
Date Reported: 7/1/2006 12:37:34 AM
Sighting Time: 9:30
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 2
Duration: 20 sec
Appearance / Description of Object(s):
All i saw was Three lights on the bottom of the craft..The lights were in a
triangular form. It had opened up from the center of the craft and dropped
something into the ocean...I saw the splash..
Size of Object(s):
I couldnt give you an honest opinon but if you were to look at the stars with
your own eyes and hold your hand up..take your thumb and your index finger
and split them apart about 3 inches and thats about the size of it up in the sky
Distance to Object(s) & Altitude:
Near the clouds that night...like i said i cant really tell how far that is
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Description of Area / Surroundings:
Myrtle Beach which is a popular area around the 4th of July...There were a lot
of people there and i just happened to see this craft on my left while waiting
for the fireworks too shoot off of he pier to my right....
Full Description & Details:
I was standing on the beach getting ready for the fireworks that were gonna be
set off on the pier to my right... when all of a sudden i noticed a craft with
three lights on the bottom of it on my left apear... It opened up and dropped
something into the ocean.. I saw it with my own eyes... I didnt say anything to
anyone cuz i was so freaked out it froze me..but then the person next to me
pointed at the same craft that i saw and said "what the f*** is that and ever
since then i have been convinced... It was a triangular shaped craft that
had open up and dropped something into the ocean.. i honestly saw
something splash in the water and when the person next to me
pointed out the same thing i saw whitout me saying anything about
i knew it was real.. what i saw im not sure.. it was real and i could
not identify it.. ever since then i have been a believer and continue
to study every aspect of UFO's....
Can sighting be explained as any conventional man-made or natural object?
I have no idea... I didnt want to say anything to anyone about what i saw when
i saw it cause it was so out of the ordinary that it literally froze me where i
stood.. as soon as the person next to me pointed out the same thing i saw
without me saying anything, i knew it was real!!
Witness Background:
High School Grad....College Grad...I have my Electrical Engineering Degree
Views on UFOs, before and after sighting:
Before the sighting i was skeptical but after this i had no choice but to believe
because seeing is beleiving....
Reported Sighting? Yes
Reported To: Family
Name: Luke Proctor
Location: Charlotte, NC
Age: 24

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 04:02 PM

RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:

From UFO EVIDENCE
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UFO SIGHTING REPORT
Date: 1998
Location: Kansas City US
Summary: Silver Shining Object Floating In Sky
Date Reported: 3/22/2004 8:34:13 PM
Day/Night: Daytime
No. of Witnesses: 2
Duration: 3 minutes
No. of Object(s): Single
Full Description & Details:
I am a retired government employee. I spend alot of time working in my
garden now. I am widowed with five grandchildren and I spend alot of time
with them. I once took little Jimmy, (the youngest) on a trip to a near by lake.
As Jimmy was splashing around near the shore I looked up and there was a
silverish shining ogject hovering over the lake. It looked more like a trash can
then a space ship. It was rotating slowly, glimmering in the light. I didn't say
anything to Jimmy because I didn't want to scare him, but then Jimmy looked
up and screamed, "GRAMMA, LOOK!!!" Jimmy was pointing straight at the
object. Then he said, "Gramma, is that telletubies?" Dispite my fear I actually
laughed. I was bothe amuzed at Jimmy's innocence and also relieved that he
wasn't scared. So I said, "Yes Jimmy, that's the tubie mobile." The object just
kept rotating, then suddenly the top started to move. Just like a trash can lid
the top of the object opened up. Then the object begain to tilt. Suddenly,
these rapped up red stained objects fell out and onto the lake but
they didn't sink. They just floated as if they were made of cotton.
After that a few yellowish sacks fell out containing white material.
They looked like deflaited balloons. After that, some anonymous
things fell out, like paper material and cotton like wands
resembling large q-tips. There was a gross smell that emanated
from the mess. I grabbed Jimmy and pulled him out the water. As
the objects floated closer I could see that the cotton red stained
objects were gigantic used sanitary pads and tampons. The
yellowish deflated balloons were gigantic used condoms. The paper
material was just anonymous garbage and the white cotton wands
"were" gigantic used q-tips. Someone was dumbing thier bathroom
garbage in our lake. "Well I Never..." I didn't speak of this to anyone and I
told Jimmy that it was just an airplane. Later that week, several more sitings
were reported of mountain size hefty cinch sack bags containing foulness.
They were leaking decayed materials as they layed in farm crops around the
area.
Witness Background: Retired government employee.
Reported Sighting? No
Name: Madge
Age: 68
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(p.s.: this USO case seems to be very very speculative depending upon the situation).

karl 12

posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 04:07 PM

 link   


Originally posted by MidEastGui
So, dont make nonsense generalizations..

..U western guys have the same problem. Cos, u always think that you got the whole
world.

Isn't that a 'nonsense generalization'?
You must have misunderstood the posts above because they were meant as complimentary
but now we're on the subject - do you have any links at all for your report archives?
A more cynical person than I would just say you could be making them all up.
Is this your page?

www.geocities.com...
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 29 2009 @ 05:11 PM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12

Isn't that a 'nonsense generalization'?
You must have misunderstood the posts above because they were meant as
complimentary but now we're on the subject - do you have any links at all for your report
archives?
A more cynical person than I would just say you could be making them all up.
Is this your page?

www.geocities.com...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

No, I dont think that I misunderstand it. I consider it well. Nobody has a right to talk for
the other person. I never gave it to anyone else and I wont.
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For the second thing, ur wrong again. It is a well known fact that the european (such as
ya) plus american people are quite illiterate about the world matters. I know it, cos I
knew too many western guys at the university. And if an alien had a chance to look at the
planet Earth, then it would see how the western people are giving harm to all the
humankind and even to our globe. Majority of the world people knows that u western
world is committing the war crimes in Iraq and Afghanistan etc. (I dont like to talk
politically but I do if I have to do). Sure they will ban me if I make explicit all of ur dirt on
here.
Another thing is that it is better for ya to develop ur inadequate English, cos ur doing
some faults in the grammar all the time.
More to come.... I never wanted to add any other person as a friend on here. However,
when u added me as a colleague then I had to do the same as a sign of gentle behaviour.
And just like wot spacevisitor had done in here, ur also doing the same thing. Because,
both of ya repeat the same info on the thread by copying and pasting the famous cases
again and again. It is very boring and not add much to me, sorry.
Yea, some of my reports of course come from the web archaeology, that is why, I always
tell the real name of the webpage I got the USO cases even if I am not giving the URL. It is
that simple! (If you are eager enuff, then u could google the cases to check for em).
And I didnot know u were the lawyer of spacevisitor. It is very comic really. I had
preferred he would have talked for himself. Ur the cynical person actually.
Yes, that personal page belonged to me (I had another page which was primary, but not
this one) but I no more wrote down there, cos many other people got the info without my
permission and they tried to copy and paste it somewhere as if they had been the real
authors of the articles on the net.
I have some other USO and UFO related articles published in English aboard, for example,
in Australia and USA for many times etc. Now I am preparing a USO book in my native
language and continue to collect the related materials etc. I never fabricate the fake
materials and I wont. Is daa clear?

[edit on 4/29/2009 by MidEastGui]
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MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 03:28 AM

 link   

About the mysterious lightwheels:
Spectacular Marine Lightwheel Display Witnessed by Navy Crew
in the Straits of Hormuz, May 19, 2007

www.cropcircleanswers.com...
Enjoy.

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 03:33 AM

 link   

Religion, Faith, And Theology : 18 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 19 minutes ago

More to come..

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 38 minutes ago

Do Flying Triangles Have Underwater Bases Around Our Coast?

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary

www.ufoevidence.org...

Political Mud-Pit : 54 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!

Enjoy!

Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 03:56 AM

Some Norwegian USOs:

 link   

Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...

Observations of Unidentified Submarine Objects in Norway

www.ufoevidence.org...

Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
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Enjoy.

Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 04:02 AM

 link   

USOs around Iceland or the like:
Under the Oceans

www.crowdedskies.com...
Enjoy.

mpriebe81

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 04:11 AM

 link   

Amazing thread! Starred many of you countless times, S&F for sure!
I have to wonder, does anyone have any good links to any more USO events on the Great
Lakes? I'm especially interested in any associated with Lake Erie or Lake Huron, as I am a
Michigander and have heard plenty of stories from family and friends....i've also witnessed
some unexplainable lights off in the distance on Lake Erie, so I find this particular part of
the subject fascinating.
I can tell you that I have personally seen two lights over Lake Erie seemingly dancing with
each other, and changing colors constantly. Lake Erie is aptly named.....eerie indeed!

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 04:20 AM

 link   

More of Icelandic USOs:
Lights Seen Under the Sea

home.pacbell.net...

 top topics

Enjoy.

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!

MidEastGui

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 04:55 AM

 link   

Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 27 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags


Originally posted by mpriebe81

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing

Amazing thread! Starred many of you countless times, S&F for sure!
I have to wonder, does anyone have any good links to any more USO events on the Great
Lakes? I'm especially interested in any associated with Lake Erie or Lake Huron, as I am a

World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...

Michigander and have heard plenty of stories from family and friends....i've also

Bubba Smollett
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witnessed some unexplainable lights off in the distance on Lake Erie, so I find this

Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags

particular part of the subject fascinating.
I can tell you that I have personally seen two lights over Lake Erie seemingly dancing

Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

with each other, and changing colors constantly. Lake Erie is aptly named.....eerie
indeed!

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines

As far as I know, there is a good book about the Great Lakes Triangle, named as "Gateway
to Oblivion". There u could see many aspects of the mysteries around the Lake Ontario,
Lake Superior, Lake Erie and Lake Huron etc.

US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

On the net, u might check for the "waterufo.net" site. Here is an example for ya:

www.waterufo.net... - Lake Erie
For the Lake Erie, I located 13 separate cases in the waterufo website (please check em
via the search engine or go to the case numbers # 114, 155, 260, 274, 289, 333, 369, 361,
401, 425, 448, 504 and 843)
And for the Lake Huron, I located 6 cases in total for ya, so plizz check for them on the
waterufo site or go to the case numbers # 157, 185, 365, 1009, 1031 and 1061)
And if you do it for both Lake Ontario and Lake Superior etc.
If you wanna see some video-clips of strange lights into and out of the Lake Ontario, u
would visit Orbwatch webpage etc.
Orbwatch

www.orbwatch.com...
By the way, can u please gimme some more detailed info about ur UFO sighting in Lake
Erie? I wonder whether u saw those lights on the surface of the water or just over the
lake!

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 06:34 AM

 link   

Luminescence seen off the Somalia coast:
Mystery Ocean Glow Confirmed in Satellite Photos

weirdnewsfiles.com...

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

 active topics
Mars Rover Sol 2801 - Cleaned and Close Look at a
Bump on a Rock
Space Exploration • 5 • : abeverage
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MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 06:38 AM

Removed from the statue debate

 link   

Another interesting article about USOs:

Rant • 15 • : VictorVonDoom

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 391 • : matafuchs

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over Nazis
with traditional parade on Red Square (FULL
VIDEO)

UFOs Undersea

Breaking Alternative News • 15 • : Shamrock6

ufoexperiences.blogspot.com...

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

Or

Diseases and Pandemics • 4 • : MetalThunder

Deep Sea UFOs

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .
Predictions & Prophecies • 65 • : Blue Shift

www.ufodata.co.uk...

White Lives Matter Banner Flown over Football
Match Prompts Police Investigation.

Enjoy.

Rant • 40 • : gortex

16 years after ...
Members • 11 • : ArMaP

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit • 7 • : TerryMcGuire

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

Political Mud-Pit • 274 • : ketsuko

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 06:42 AM

 link   

Another USO article about the Japan Dragon Triangle:
Pacific Bermuda Triangle

www.ufodata.co.uk...
Enjoy..

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 07:10 AM

Amazing UFO Case in Mermaid Beach, Australia in 2008:
April 7th 2008 : Mermaid Beach, Queensland

www.ufoinfo.com...

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg17[24/06/2020 17:53:33]

 link   
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Enjoy.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]
[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 08:45 AM

Interesting articles about the Ghostship seen off Block Island:
BURNING OF THE PALATINE

query.nytimes.com...
Legend of 18th-century ship still haunts Block Island

www.boston.com...
Enjoy.

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg17[24/06/2020 17:53:33]

 link   

USO Research, page 17

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 08:51 AM

 link   

Some essays about the Ghostship of the Chaleur Bay:
The Ghost Ship of Chaleur

www.mysteriesofcanada.com...
THE LEGEND OF THE PHANTOM SHIP

www.bathurst.ca...
Enjoy.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 09:29 AM

 link   

Info on the USOs from Chilca, Peru:
UN LUGAR CON MAGIA Y ENCANTO (A PLACE WITH MAGIC AND ENCHANTMENT)

delia-echegaray.blogspot.com...
Testimonios (Testimonies from the Chilca's Miracle Mud)

www.bepcom.net...

(p.s.: please use an online translator service to see what these texts in Spanish mean)

MidEastGui

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg17[24/06/2020 17:53:33]
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posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 09:36 AM

 link   

About the USO Phenomenon in Balears:
EXTRAÑOS RUIDOS SUBMARINOS EN LAS BALEARES (STRANGE SUBMARINE NOISES IN
BALEARS)

caravaca.blogspot.com...
Yupppppp.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 09:40 AM

 link   

Coming back to the Cadiz issue:
EL ENIGMA DEL CRATER DE CADIZ (THE ENIGMA OF CADIZ CRATER)

foro-gratis.latin-foros.com... - in Spanish language
Enjoy.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 09:46 AM

 link   

Another USO-related info in general:
Base de ovnis en las profundidades del mar (Base of UFOs in the Depths of Sea)

impreso.elnuevodiario.com.ni... - in Spanish language
Enjoy.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 09:52 AM

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg17[24/06/2020 17:53:33]

 link   
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Another one about the strange lights seen at around the lakes:
Las Luces en Los Lagos (The Lights at Lakes)

www.ciencia-ovni.com.ar... - in Spanish language
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 10:15 AM

 link   

More info about Argentinian USOs:
LA CONEXIÓN ACUATICA P.I. (THE AQUATIC CONNECTION, PART 1)

www.ciencia-ovni.com.ar... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 10:21 AM

 link   

Another essay on Argentinian USOs:
NIDO OVNI EN LA BAHIA DE SAN BOROMBON ARGENTINA (UFO NEST IN THE BAY OF SAN
BOROMBON, ARGENTINA)

isis-milenniumenigmas.blogspot.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy....
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MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 10:27 AM

 link   

USO info in general:
Ovnis y Agua (UFOs and Water)

www.aforteanosla.com.ar... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

 new topics

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 18 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 19 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 10:36 AM

And about the Mexican USOs:
EL OVNI DE LA PRESA DEL BOSQUE (THE UFO IN THE PRESA DEL BOSQUE)

www.aforteanosla.com.ar... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

Diseases and Pandemics : 38 minutes ago

 link   

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 54 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
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Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 10:45 AM

 link   

Info about the possible Underwater Base in Laguna del Pescado, Argentina:
¿BASE OVNI EN LA LAGUNA DEL PESCADO? (UFO BASE IN LAGUNA DEL PESCADO?)

ar.geocities.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 10:53 AM

 link   

More to come..
EL CASO DE LOS O.S.N.I.S (THE CASE OF USOS)

www.aforteanosla.com.ar... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

mpriebe81
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 12:36 PM

 link   

reply to post by MidEastGui
Hey thanks for the info.!!!! i'll be checking those cases out shortly here.
As far as what I saw goes, these lights definitely looked to be ABOVE the water....It was
hard to tell how far off they were as I had no real frame of reference, but to me they
looked to be maybe 30 or 40ft off the surface of the lake and blinking in and out, flashing
all different colors and sort of "dancing" with each other. It was fascinating!!!

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 01:41 PM

 link   

Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 27 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags


Originally posted by mpriebe81
reply to

post by MidEastGui

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Hey thanks for the info.!!!! i'll be checking those cases out shortly here.
As far as what I saw goes, these lights definitely looked to be ABOVE the water....It was

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg18[24/06/2020 17:53:58]

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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hard to tell how far off they were as I had no real frame of reference, but to me they
looked to be maybe 30 or 40ft off the surface of the lake and blinking in and out,
flashing all different colors and sort of "dancing" with each other. It was fascinating!!!

Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Not at all, ma friend. If I could be of any help to ya, then I would feel very good. And if u
get any bit of info about the USO cases from your region via ur close relatives or friends,
please inform us on here as soon as possible. Thanks.

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

See ya.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 01:48 PM

 link   

Interesting USO info from South America plus some further cases of Aquatic Beings:
Objetos Submarinos No Identificados y Seres Subacuáticos No Identificados (Unidentified
Submarine Objects and Unidentified Subaqueous Beings)

ar.geocities.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy..

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 02:01 PM

 link   

Another interesting article about Peru USOs:
Ovnis que surgen del mar (UFOs That Come out of the Sea)

ar.geocities.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]
[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

 active topics
Mars Rover Sol 2801 - Cleaned and Close Look at a
Bump on a Rock
Space Exploration • 5 • : abeverage

mpriebe81
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posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 02:08 PM

 link   

reply to post by MidEastGui

Rant • 15 • : VictorVonDoom

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 391 • : matafuchs

I'm moving back to Michigan in a couple of weeks, so i will ask my stepdad about what his
great great grandfather saw. He was a deckhand on a Great Lakes merchant ship called
the Meteor. From what little i've been told, he witnessed some strange phenomena in
Lake Ontario on a few occasions. I'll see what kind of details if any I can get out of my
stepfather!
The interesting thing about the Lake Erie lights that I witnessed is that these lights were
out in an area where you could in no way see the other side of the lake. There are points
on lake Erie where you can easily see the Canadian side, but at my location I was looking
out to an area where you could only see water on the horizon. There's no way what I saw
could've been cars, helicopters, or airplanes....These lights didn't move in tandem as if
they were attached to each other in any way shape or form.

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over Nazis
with traditional parade on Red Square (FULL
VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News • 15 • : Shamrock6

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 4 • : MetalThunder

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .
Predictions & Prophecies • 65 • : Blue Shift

White Lives Matter Banner Flown over Football
Match Prompts Police Investigation.
Rant • 40 • : gortex

16 years after ...
Members • 11 • : ArMaP

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was Hillary
Political Mud-Pit • 7 • : TerryMcGuire

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 02:08 PM

 link   

Another USO essay coming from Guatemala:
Ovni en el Lago Atitlan (UFO in Lake Atitlan)

comunidad.deguate.com... - Spanish
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 02:14 PM

 link   

reply to post by mpriebe81
Thank you too much once again. I would be waiting for ur novel USO-related info if there
is any, of course. As far as I read, ur encounter is totally a UFO, but not a USO case.
However, it must be a very exciting experience by itself.
See ya.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 02:25 PM

A brief but thrilling info about the USO case which occurred in Atitlan, Guatemala:
Lake Atitlan, Guatemala

wildscenery.com...

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg18[24/06/2020 17:53:58]

 link   

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 274 • : ketsuko

USO Research, page 18

Enjoy....

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 02:39 PM

 link   

Another brief but again amazing info about Ometepe, Nicaragua USOs which come out of
the volcanic lagoons:
Cuentos y Leyendas de la isla Ometepe, Nicaragua (The Stories and Legends of Ometepe
Island, Nicaragua)

www.ometepeturistica.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 02:57 PM

 link   

More about Ometepe USOs:
Ometepe: La isla del fin del mundo - II (Ometepe: The island at the End of the World - II)

bellsouthpwp.net... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 05:13 PM

 link   

USO Video Case in 2002 from Punta Arenas, Chile as cited in UFO Roundup:
USO VIDEOTAPED OFFSHORE IN SOUTHERN CHILE
On Saturday, March 2, 2002, Television Nacional de Chile (TNC) aired on its 24 Horas news
show a videotape of a rectangular Unidentified Submarine Object (USO) floating just

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg18[24/06/2020 17:53:58]

USO Research, page 18

offshore in the Strait of Magellan.
The videotape was shot by a couple, Nora Beytia and Francisco Correa, who were on the
beach at San Gregorio on Sunday, February 17, 2002. While walking along, Nora and
Francisco spotted a strange object floating in the water 150 meters (500 feet) from shore.
Immediately they lifted their videocamera and began shooting footage.
The video shows a dark rectangular object 70 meters (232 feet) long with a faint
luminosity above the deck. There is no conning tower or other protuberance, and "the
object appeared to be an elongated metal container. It had two lights at either end of the
ship. It appeared to be about the size of a cargo ship. At the moment the strange object
submerged itself in the sea, a slight change in the luminosity was also observed."
The beach at San Gregorio is about 120 kilometers (72 miles) north of Punta Arenas, the
southernmost city in Chile.
"According to Jaime Tamayo, a researcher at Omnivision Chile, this is a strange video that
deserves further study. 'I think it is essential to analyze the unedited video and interview
the witnesses. Given what we saw on television, it appears to be a most interesting
observation,' he said."
"The Chilean Navy has not issued an opinion on the video image, according to their Public
Relations Office." (Muchas gracias a Scott Corrales, autor de los libros Chupacabras and
Other Mysteries and Forbidden Mexico; Rodrigo Cuadra Salazar, Rodrigo Fuenzalida de
AION y George A. Filer para esas informaciones. See also Filer's Files #10 for 2002.)
(Editor's Note: This isn't the first USO case in Chile. On September 23, 1971, a fishing boat
spotted a USO 32 kilometers off the shores of Tocopilla, north of Antofagasta.
Interestingly, Tocopilla is 50 kilometers (30 miles) due west of Calama, the site of Chile's
current UFO flap. See Unexplained Mysteries of the Twentieth Century by Janet and Colin
Bord, Contemporary Books, Chicago, IL, 1989, pages 170 and 321.)

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 05:18 PM

 link   

USO cases from Costa Rica:
OVNIs & UFOs in Costa Rica!

www.strayreality.com...

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 05:26 PM

 link   

An immense article about the possible Underwater UFO Base and amazing USO cases in
Lago Llanquihue, Chile:
LOS PROFUNDOS ENIGMAS DEL LAGO LLANQUIHUE (THE DEEP ENIGMAS OF LAKE
LLANQUIHUE)

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg18[24/06/2020 17:53:58]
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www.aforteanosla.com.ar... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 05:32 PM

 link   

Another internet essay about the UFO Lake or Lago Chequerec, Peru:
NUFORC Case Report

www.nuforc.org...

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 05:53 PM

 link   

A speculative article on the Lago Titicaca, Bolivia:
Sacred Encounters at Lake Titicaca – An Interview With Luis Fernando Mostojo Maertens

www.ufodigest.com...
Enjoy.

Skyfloating

posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 05:55 PM

 link   

I thought I had found all relevant USO Reports at waterufo.com and there you come with a
whole lot more.
Looks like Ufologists should start looking more into USOlogy. Thats for sure.
Thanks
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MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 05:57 PM

 link   

The story of Lake Huaypo, Peru:
Hot Air Ballooning over the UFO Lake...A true Story!

www.ufoinfo.com...
Enjoy.

 new topics
MidEastGui
 
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 06:15 PM

 link   

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 18 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?


Originally posted by Skyfloating
I thought I had found all relevant USO Reports at waterufo.com and there you come with
a whole lot more.
Looks like Ufologists should start looking more into USOlogy. Thats for sure.
Thanks

Breaking Political News : 19 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics : 38 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 54 minutes ago

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

Thank you very much for ur kind words. That is very good of u. These docs are just the
tiny parts of my huge USO Archive. At most of the time, the western UFO or USO
researchers forget to look at the non-English data. Likewise, the non-English speaking USO
investigators dont translate their essential data into English which brings us another
problem.
So, I wanna let u know that there are lots of amazing USOlogical data aboard. This is just
a hint or a highlight for all younger or older researchers from the western part of the
Planet Earth.
I wish there would be an internationally active USO database whose common language
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might be English of course. Then the younger USOlogists from every corner of the world
could log on this site to have further info and detailed cases about the Underwater UFO
subject. This would be an educational process for every USO student.

Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

In the future, I plan to post the new, rare, non-English USO files from my database to this
thread for the benefit of all people.
Sharing the info, Sharing the world.
Thanks.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 06:25 PM

 link   

And another article about USOs in general:
Les Ovnis Aquatiques OANI (Water UFOs - OANI)

nousnesommespasseuls.xooit.com... - in French
Enjoy.

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 06:37 PM

 link   

Another French article about USOs in general:
OANI - Les observations d'Objets Aquatiques Non Identifiés (OANI - The Observations of
Unidentified Aquatic Objects)

 top topics
WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County

mistere.e-monsite.com...

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!

Enjoy.

Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 27 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 07:30 PM

About the Monster of Lake Atitlan, Guatemala:
El Monstruo del Lago Atitlan (The Monster of Lake Atitlan)

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread440363/pg19[24/06/2020 17:54:22]

 link   

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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zoopedia.blogspot.com... - Spanish

Thank you members of ATS.

Enjoy.

Out of The Shadows Released

Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

(p.s.: the twin lakes, Atitlan and Amatitlan of Guatemala have the same histories of
extraordinary events such as UFOs and monsters in that some strange lights are seen
emerging out of the waters)

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 30 2009 @ 07:44 PM

 link   

Another Spanish written article about the possible UFO base in Lake Chapala, Mexico and
the USO encounter of a famous actor-singer Tito Guizar:
TITO GUIZAR AVALO EXISTENCIA DE BASE OVNI EN CHAPALA (TITO GUIZAR ACCEPTS THE
EXISTENCE OF UFO BASE IN CHAPALA)
"Durante varias noches vi una estrella, sólo que del tamaño de una Luna llena,
desde mi ventana en Las Lomas de Chapultepec (residencial fraccionamiento de la ciudad
de México) y deseaba que algo con vida saliera de ese enorme objeto luminoso y viniera a
nosotros".
Así se expresó el inolvidable actor y cantante Tito Guízar en una entrevista que me
concedió para la serie "Juicio OVNI" que conduje en Radio 13 entre 1995 y 1996.
El inmortal de "Allá en el Rancho Grande" y quien dejó de existir el 24 de diciembre 1997,
víctima de un paro cardiaco a la edad de noventa y un años, compareció llevado por
Enrique Islas, conocido músico y arreglista que le acababa de grabar, con arreglos y
dirección, su primero y único disco compacto.
La idea de tener a esta leyenda del cine nacional, luminaria además de la televisión y la
canción vernácula, era saber qué pensaba del fenómeno OVNI.
Están entre nosotros
La sorpresa tanto para quien esto escribe como para el auditorio en general, fue
enterarnos de que más allá de una opinión del artista, estaba la serie de testimonios que
describo a continuación.
Luego de exponer que en los últimos tiempos veía el OVNI que se describe líneas arriba,
con la esperanza de contactar con quien lo tripulaba y estar seguro de que procedía de
otro mundo, a pregunta expresa declaró más adelante:
"Yo quisiera saber mucho más de ellos (los extraterrestres), porque creo en su existencia y
estoy seguro que en alguna ocasión sin fijarnos nos hemos topado con alguno en la
sociedad o en la calle".
Caían del cielo
En otra parte de la conversación seguida atentamente por el respetable, Tito confirmó mi
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tesis de que sea el lago de Chapala una posible base extraterrestre.
Esto fue porque toqué el tema de mis investigaciones en esta zona. Al escuchar esas
revelaciones, Tito se asombró y comentó emocionado, como viviendo aquellos increíbles
momentos:
"Yo nací y viví en Guadalajara, Luis. De muy chicos, Pepe Guízar (el Pintor Musical de
México) y yo, que nos educamos como hermanos por ser él huérfano, pasábamos las
vacaciones en Chapala.
"Muy seguido llevábamos serenata a las muchachas. Y entre canción y canción veíamos
caer del cielo bolas de fuego sobre la laguna. Recuerdo entonces que repetidas veces le
pedí a Pepe incluir en su bonito tema 'Guadalajara', a Chapala describiendo las esferas
luminosas que entraban y salían de este sitio. Por cierto que al verlas mi primo exclamaba
jubiloso: 'de nuevo están cayendo esas cosas raras en la laguna, Tito. Obsérvalas! ¡Yo creo
que nos están escuchando cantar. Quizás les estamos dando serenata también a ellas".

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over Nazis
with traditional parade on Red Square (FULL
VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News • 15 • : Shamrock6

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 4 • : MetalThunder

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .
Predictions & Prophecies • 65 • : Blue Shift

White Lives Matter Banner Flown over Football
Match Prompts Police Investigation.
Rant • 40 • : gortex

Members • 11 • : ArMaP

"Unos sesenta y cinco o setenta años", contestó el entrevistado para finalmente confesar
que ante el cúmulo de experiencias OVNI que vive la gente y las pocas que ha tenido él,
"voy a conectarlas a la vida actual", dijo orgulloso antes de despedirse y pedirme invitarlo
de nuevo al programa para continuar con este tema tan fascinante que, repito, nos dejó
perplejos a muchos que no esperábamos de él tanta pasión, menos que avalara la
existencia de una posible base submarina en el gigantesco e importante como enigmático,
Lago de Chapala, en Jalisco.
Hasta el siguiente relato...
karalessandro@yahoo.com.mx
Enjoy....

[edit on 3/30/2009 by MidEastGui]
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From myspace.blogs.com:
By Medieval Peacenik, November 22, 2008
USO/UFO !
My 1992 experience !
One evening around 10pm I was on Ocean Front Walk in Venice Beach of Los Angeles CA. I
was relaxed listening to the sounds of planes landing & taking off from LAX(Los Angeles
Airport). I suddenly heard a small cessna plane flying by LAX toward the ocean. I began
watching the small cessna as it flew over Santa Monica Bay. Was a pretty clear night
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except for some fog in the upper atmosphere.
Suddenly a bright large green glow the size of a pro sport stadium emerged from the
ocean south of me & swooped up over Malibu CA. There was at least one or more smaller
green glows(about same size as cessna plane) along side the larger glow. The occurrence
was only a couple of seconds(passed over Santa Monica Bay really fast). The reason for the
green glow appearance was due to the atmosphere fog.
The cessna plane did a 180 & was flying toward the inland at top speed. I could judge this
as plane engine sounds were very distinct & clear that evening. LAX shutdown(all air
traffic sounds ceased). Exactly what I had observed, I wasn't sure. LAX remained quiet for
1 hour before resuming air traffic operations. Ah, things were returning to normal to
lessen my concern. I have some previous national security training which was beginning to
process my thoughts. Most likely, extraterrestrials communicate using telepathy,
therefore, should an encounter occur, clear the mind of all thoughts then concentrate on
2 words(establish communication). The advanced extraterrestrials will acknowledge the
thought & begin processing a continous telepathy comfortable to the human species.
Oh yeah, some of my previous national security training may be classified &/or denied by
government officials. Did some information research & found explanatory answers to what
I had witnessed. USO/UFO !
----------------------------------------------Unidentified Submerged Objects (USOs)
The Santa Catalina Channel separates mainland California from the island of Catalina. This
stretch of water is as deep as Mount Everest is high and objects have been seen both
entering the water and emerging. In 1992, hundreds of unexplained objects were sighted
near the Santa Monica Mountains. Many of these objects were seen, not descending from
the sky, but rising up, as though emerging from the water nearby. Over two hundred craft
were seen emerging silently from the ocean on June 14th, 1992. They hovered for several
seconds before shooting off into the sky. Witnesses filed reports with the police as far
away as Malibu.
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Another amazing USO incident from Argentina:
El OSNI de Golfo Nuevo (The USO of New Gulf)

www.adimensional.info... - in Spanish
Enjoy.
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Reported By: Peter H. - Edinburgh, Great Britain - February 18, 2001 at 14:23:19
Subject: UFO Sighting - Location: Florida, Orlando - Date: 02/15/2001 - Time: 10.30 PM
Witnesses: 8 - Objects Shape: Light - Number of objects: 7 - Object had lights - Object
hovered
Object had an Aura or Haze around it - Object emitted other objects - There were aircraft
in the area
Event took place near A Military Airfield/Base - Additional Info: 3 or 4 miles out from S.
Port Canaveral
Event Description:
My girlfriend and I where on our last night of a vacation in Indian Harbour and decided to
take a trip out to sea on a sterling casino liner. We set sail at 7:00 PM from S. Port
Canaveral on Thursday, February 15th.
At about ten thirty-ish we walked up onto the upper decks to take in the night air. I must
note here that neither of us drink alcohol, we where both completely sober. While we
where on deck, my girlfriend noticed a set of six strange red lights flying around in the
relatively clear nights sky about two or three miles out to sea. We were already about
three miles out from shore. We watched as these red lights darted around in a seemingly
random fashion, though in tight formation, their actions reminded us both of birds darting
around each other in a small flock, these though where not birds, planes, kites, flares or
helicopters, as they traveled at a terrific speed and with precise movements.
After about ten seconds of swooping around, they each gathered together in an ordered
line, one behind the other, once at an equal distance apart they formed a slightly arched
circle in the sky, they seemed to vanish from view as they passed towards the back of the
circle. I would estimate the circle to be about two hundred feet in circumference. Five of
the lights then vanished leaving only one, which flashed on and off, the other lights did
not flash, but remained constant when in view. This single red light then moved off slowly
for a few moments, before coming to a halt in the sky.
It was now that we both noticed another light, larger and circular in shape, a hazy white
light, which pulsated faintly. It seemed, we thought at first, to be a light house but this
idea was dashed when it suddenly lifted itself up into the air about roughly two or three
hundred feet, before sinking back towards the ground again after a short period. (Note:
we did see a lighthouse as we sailed back into port and the white light we saw had no
resemblance too it whatsoever.) It seemed to me to be reacting with the flashing red
light, which was still hovering about a mile, or two to it's left.
Suddenly, and this freaked us both out, six red lights reappeared from within the flashing
light, the first firing directly down into the ocean below, you could tell it entered the
ocean because it seemed to dim slightly as it reached the water and vanished. The other
four shot out as fast as bullets, also towards the ocean but they were fired at a slightly
different trajectory to the first. They shot towards the water but before they hit the
waves, they turned at a sharp 45 degree angle, without changing speed, without a noise
or fluctuation in the lights intensity, before flying in formation just above the ocean
surface, maybe only feet away from the water, each on a slightly wider sweep than the
first. Their lights clearly illuminating the water below before eventually disappearing
about five seconds later. We can't be certain if they just vanished, entered the water or
just simply raced over the horizon, these things where not rockets, as we at first thought,
as the sudden change of direction at that terrific speed easily canceled that out beyond a
shadow of a doubt. They also left no vapour/smoke trail. There was no sound at all
throughout this sighting, even though we could clearly see and hear airliners flying high
above, as well as the other cruise ship in the distance. We could hear the distant thudding
of the music from that vessel clearly and it was much closer to the lights at this point.
We asked a few other passengers about the lights and they where all equally as amazed
and puzzled by them as the both of us. Once these five red lights had vanished, the
flashing red light moved on about a mile along the horizon before stopping and restarting
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the whole procedure over again. Almost exactly like the first time they circled, started
random bursts of low flying before disappearing for about ten seconds and shooting out of
the flashing light, rapid fire fashion, one, two, three, four, five!
This happened three times to our knowledge, before I took my girlfriend below deck, as
she was getting really spooked by this point. I returned less than a minute or two later to
find all the lights had vanished including the white light. I waited a while longer but could
see nothing except starlight, charter planes high above us and the cruise ship on the
horizon. Whatever it was we saw that night had vanished and was unlike anything either
of us have ever seen.
I would very much like to know what it was we saw out there on the Atlantic that night? I
don't care if it was the testing of new rockets, flares or weather balloons! I really just
want to hear, hopefully with your help, just what it was we saw both witnessed last
Thursday night? I look forward to hearing from you soon with suggestions or updates.
Yours faithfully, Peter H.
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USO report from the Mystical Universe:

Reported by: Robert V - Pensacola, FL - January 6, 2000 - 8:33 PM EST
Subject: UFO Sighting - Event Location: Phillips Inlet, Florida - Event Date: 11/ 73 - Time
of event: 3:00 a.m.
Additional Info: Between Panama City Beach and Destin - County: Bay County, FL.
Witnesses: 2
Objects Shape: Oval - Number of objects: 1 - Object had lights - Object emitted beams of
light
Event Description:
In the fall of 1973, my wife and I were returning from seeing a film (The Sting) in Panama
City, Florida. At that time, there was very little, if any development along HWY. 98. We
were the only car on the road at the time. It was about 2:45 to 3:00 AM. There was a low
overcast and the night was very dark.
We were traveling west towards Santa Rosa Beach where we owned a cabin. I was driving
a gold, 1968 Plymouth Barracuda. My wife was asleep with her head in my lap. All that I
am about to relate occurred in just a few seconds.
As we drove along the deserted highway, I noticed that the hood of the car seemed to be
reflecting light from the sky..... at first, I figured that the clouds were breaking and that
the moon was beginning to shine through when I realized that the light wasn't white but
was rather a pale, radium green (I know..... it sounds nuts......just wait, it gets lots
worse)......... looking up, I watched in disbelief as the clouds boiled above us and rapidly
grew increasingly brighter.
As I began to brake the car and yell for my wife to look, the clouds suddenly opened up
and a brilliant, almost blindingly bright green light shone down..... out of the opening a
bright green oval came at such a tremendous speed that it left a streak as an after image
on my retina....... around the oval was a wedding band like ring of orange that rotated
around the oval and which, although bright, seemed to give off no light.
The thing approached the ground and we thought it would impact about 300 yards in front
of us. Instead, just before striking the highway it made an obtuse turn, went over the
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dunes and struck the water about 1 mile offshore... then traveled under water to the
horizon where it's light suddenly "blipped" out. It made a huge pressure wave as it
traveled under the gulf water and continued to glow green all the way to the horizon.....
the orange band was not apparent when it was beneath the water. It also hesitated and
pulsed briefly before moving off under water.
I have related this story many times to friends and have always been met with skepticism
and disbelief...... who can blame them? Anyway, that is my true story of my only UFO
encounter. I am university educated, having a BFA from the U of AL and an MFA from
FSU..... I have taught school for 26 years and am also a professional potter who
specializes in architectural ceramics..... I am not a wacko and really did see what I have
accurately related here..... Scared both of us witless......... thanks
Robert sent us the following information the day after he submitted the above report:
First, the object itself seemed to be about 30 or 40 feet in length, though it was difficult
to tell because of its speed. It was not a disk shape but a true ellipse or oval, round in
cross-section. Secondly, there was no apparent noise at all. Third, when the object
struck, it made a huge plume of water where it hit the surface (as can be imagined)......
Finally, after the object reached the horizon and the light went out, my wife and I could
still see what appeared to be a rent or torn opening in the low overcast of clouds above
us. I neglected to include these points last night because I was so tired. I had been
working since 5:00 a.m. yesterday morning and frankly, I was "whipped".

MidEastGui
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From UFO News UK, Volume 1, No. 19, 2001:
UNDERWATER UFO'S
Go back to some old books like those written by Ivan Sanderson. Many reports of UFOs
emerging and submerging into the ocean. We also had sightings a few years ago off the
Palos Verdes peninsula where UFOs were seen traveling under water.
Here is an excerpt from Chapter 10 in my book "Alien Magic"
"What secrets lurk in ocean depths? Are there alien forms of intelligent life that occupy
the vast volumes of water that constitute our oceans, seas, and lakes? The largest of our
oceans, the Pacific, covers 64,000,000 square miles and reaches a depth of 36,198 feet, a
depth that no ray of sunlight ever reaches. Could these depths hide alien submarine
bases?
Underwater UFOs have been sighted on many occasions lifting out of their submerged
depths and taking to the air. In an article entitled "UFOs - at 450 Fathoms," UFO Reporter
Ed Hyde told of the sighting made by Dr. R. J. Villela, a Brazilian scientist, who saw a UFO
smash through an estimated 40 feet of ice at the South Pole and soar into the sky at
amazing speed.
It was author and researcher Dr. Ivan T. Sanderson who suggested that aliens could remain
undetected by building their bases beneath the world's oceans. Dr. Sanderson found that
by actual count, over 50 percent of the UFO sightings had occurred over, coming from, or
plunging into or coming out of water. This includes oceans, seas, lakes, and reservoirs. Of
the oceanic UFOs (some term them USOs or Unidentified Submersible Objects), one was
tracked by the U.S. Navy near Puerto Rico in 1963. Of course many of these objects have
been tracked over Puerto Rico since that time. On a training maneuver, a sonar operator
detected a sub aqueous object traveling at over 150 knots! The technicians tracked this
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object for four days and it maneuvered down to the incredible depth of 27,000 feet.
Submarines of 1963 could not dive further than a fraction over a mile into the ocean
deeps. What kind of submersible could withstand the tremendous ocean pressures? And
how could it overcome the tremendous resistance of water moving at such incredible
speeds?
(Note: We now know that may use a process called supercavitation)
Many witnesses have reported huge cigar-shaped vehicles emerging from the oceanic
hydrospaces of earth to take to the sky. In 1965, such an event was logged in the records
of the Norwegian ship T.T. Jawesta on the 6th of July and in the log of an Argentinian
ship, the Naviero off the coast of Brazil on July 20, 1967. The officers and crew could see
a shining object in the sea no more that 50 feet away from the Starboard side. It was
cigar-shaped and about 110 feet in length and emitted a powerful blue and white glow. It
ran silently and without wake through the water. There was no periscope or conning
tower or any protruding parts to this mysterious submarine. It paced the Naviero for 15
minutes, then suddenly dived and passed beneath the ship and vanished rapidly into the
great depths.
For years witnesses have seen many types of UFOs cruising off the Palos Verdes Peninsula
in Southern California. UFOs have actually been seen to come out of the water in the San
Pedro Channel. In the early seventies, my friend Jim was on the boat returning from Santa
Catalina Island to San Pedro Harbor when he spotted a low, flying disk cruise silently over
the channel boat. The craft was so close he could make out every detail of its structure
including the four hemispherical pods on its underside.
Strange blue-green lights have been seen in the water since 1989. In 1989, and again in
1990, witnesses have seen as many as 20 events an hour. One large light appeared to be
as much as 100 feet in diameter. This large light spawned babies no larger than 10 to 12
feet in length. These lights were seen to move swiftly under the ocean's surface some 500
to 1,000 feet from the coastline in Abalone Cove. The hypothesis that these may be
luminescent fish is discounted by a local marine biologist. These lights were too large and
too swift to be fish. One of the lights was reported to have emerged from the water.
In 1992 a sea kayaker viewed an amazing sight off the Palos Verdes Peninsula. He was four
or five miles off the Peninsula when a waterspout suddenly formed some hundreds of
yards ahead of his kayak. As he observed this spout, the forward motion of the funnel
stopped, the curtain of light mist surrounding the waterspout disappeared and a rotating
column of what seemed to be solid ice appeared. As the sun reflected off the rotating
mass of ice crystals, it appeared to be a sight of extraordinary beauty. The height of the
ice column was estimated at 100 to 150 feet. When the ice column collapsed back into
the ocean, it created a whirlpool. After this amazing event, the kayaker paddled over to
examine floating fragments of ice and found specimens of fish embedded in the frozen
pieces.
The site of these phenomenal occurrences is near the old Marineland Park which closed in
1987. Snoopers believe that the Park is now a Naval Experimental Marine Biology Lab.
Access to the Park is now restricted and many "no trespassing" signs are posted around
fenced areas."
This book is now out-of-print but I may republish it later this year.
Bill Hamilton
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From Filer's Files #10-1999 (UFOs Seen Entering/Leaving Ocean):
CALIFORNIA - UFOs SUBMERGE
SAN DIEGO - Melvin Podell reports that unidentified submerged objects (USOs) have been
entering and leaving the Pacific Ocean off the coast at Point Loma. Melvin states, "I have
details of a case in which a number of observers watched as two submerged objects a few
hundred feet offshore emerged from the water and took off rapidly into the sky." Bill
Hamilton of Skywatch comments that USOs have also been seen off the Palos Verdes
peninsula for several years. These glowing objects sometimes emerge from the water.
Underwater they travel swiftly. Thanks to Mel Podell. mpodell@juno.com The San Diego
UFO Info Homepage at n6rpf.com-us.net... and Bill Hamilton skywatch@ltlb.com
Enjoy.
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From UFO News UK, Volume 1, No. 11, 2001:
LOUISIANA SIGHTING: STRETCHES FROM LOUISIANA TO MISSISSIPPI USA
HONEY ISLAND SWAMP
On January 13, 2002, Joe and Linda Montaldoy were driving in the swamp that includes
Stennis NASA Test Site near Pearl River. They entered near sunset and drove in eleven
miles and noticed the last of the hunters drive out about 5:45 PM, so they decided to
leave. They wrote, "As we got close to the gate a very bright, circular, strobing light
appeared behind the trees to our left in the south." As it came over the tree line we got
out of the car to watch it. I judged from the height of the microwave tower I could see
that it was about 1500 feet high. It continued in our direction and passed directly over our
car. We could plainly see that it was a triangular shaped black object with an amber
coloured globe in the centre, a red light at its front point and a white light at each of its
back points. It was about the size of a commercial jet. We only viewed it for a few
minutes because the road is narrow and trees line both sides. We left the swamp and
were headed back to I-59. As we approached the ramp to the interstate we saw that it
had stopped over the swamp and was hovering in place. Because we are involved with
MUFON. We called our State Director on our cell phone. The craft now turned back and
headed Southwest toward Pearl River. I could tell by the way it was headed that it would
pass directly over a dead-end road I had been on before, so I drove to the end of this
road. We got out of the car and spotted it moving very slowly at maybe 800 feet high. We
were reporting over the phone. It stopped, turned on its axis, and headed back in our
direction and passed directly over us as we stood outside our car. There was absolutely no
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sound except the barking of some dogs in a nearby yard. We got back in the car and
followed it down the road. It was no more than 500 or 600 feet over us and was moving
very slowly. We were driving only about 20 mph and it stayed right in front and over us.
At this point it was hard to tell it we were following it or it was staying with us when we
reached the end of the road the object headed south-Southeast. We noticed two planes
cross right over it at a much higher altitude. As we got back to the interstate the object
began to gain altitude and speed. It was headed towards the Pirate Harbour area. We lost
sight of it on the interstate, so I decided to get off I-10 and go to Pirates Harbour Road.
We drove down this road 5 or 6 miles and came to an open area. On one side of the road
are camps and on the other side marsh. We could see the craft over the marshes. It
appeared to be tipped over on its side. I could see no lights; I believe I was looking at the
top of it. It was like a black shape against the stars. Before it had been travelling like a
flat triangle shape and we could see only the bottom of it. As I watched, it seem to flip
over on it's other side and I could see the bottom of it. Sort of like a car would flip and
first you would see the hood and roof, then you would see the underside and tires. Then it
righted itself, but continued to wobble. It was headed south-Southeast toward the
Ringlets Pass, which was about three miles from where we were. The Ringlets Pass is a
deep-water channel that eventually leads into the Gulf of Mexico. We had to speed up to
keep it in sight but it was slowly loosing altitude. When we got to the Ringlets Bridge we
could see it had come down into the marsh. We couldn't tell if it was in the water or
above the water. Now it was lit up with bright white lights all along the edge of it. We
came off the bridge and pulled into the Fort Pike boat launch. We got out of our car and
called our State Director back on the cell phone.
The object was over the water about 100 to 200 yards from us. To the right of us in the
north a brilliant white light came into view. It was just above tree level, about 300 to 400
feet high and moving very slowly. It would move a little and then come to a complete
stop. There was a beam of light coming from under it making a searching pattern. As we
watched it started to move toward where we were standing. The light turned off and it
passed directly over us. There was no sound. We could clearly see that it was a triangular
shape with a red light in the front white lights on both back points and an amber light in
the middle. It was the same type of craft that was in the water, but much smaller. As it
passed over us it made a circle toward the west and came back around. Several times it
came to a complete stop. When it was back to the spot it had started from, it started to
circle again. This time it was lower, maybe 200 to 250 feet, and moving more in the
direction of the downed craft. Again very slow movement and several complete stops.
As we stood watching, we saw another craft light up from the exact spot the first one had
started. Craft #2 was moving in the same path and at the same speed and altitude as craft
#1. As #2 passed over us we could see that it was another triangular craft with a red light
in front, two white lights in back, an amber globe in the middle, only this craft had two
rows of white lights running down the centre of it's underside. There were six lights in
each row and they were either next to the globe or over it. A third craft now showed up in
the exact spot as the other two. It made the same slow, stopping movements and circle as
the other two. As it passed over us we could see it was again a triangular craft with the
same lights, red in front, white in back, amber globe in the middle. The only difference in
this one was that it sent out a beam of light from the front point for about 200 feet. The
beam tilted downward but not far enough to reach the ground. Now the three crafts were
moving in an extremely slow circle in the sky. They would stop completely and then move
again. We were still on the phone with our State Director and at this time he told us we
should get out of there.
We took a last look and to the south an object was coming our way. We could not see the
shape of this object. All we could see was a row of very bright lights. There were six
lights, three lights a space, and then three more. They were extremely bright and they
seemed to be blinking on very, very fast. So fast that you couldn't really tell when one
went off the one next to it came on. They were flashing and strobing so quickly, that I
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couldn't really focus on them. Something caught my attention in the corner of my eye,
and I turned around and realised that the craft in the water had changed. The white lights
around its edge were now red. Then it simply went under the water and disappeared. At
the same moment they all just disappeared. One moment there were four crafts in the sky
and one in the water and the next there was nothing. We got in our car and made a rather
speedy departure. Almost as soon as we were on the road, a triangular craft, red light in
front, white lights in back, amber in the centre, appeared to our left over the trees. At
the same time car lights shone right behind us on bright beam. As the triangle flew over
us the car engine started to cough and felt like it was going out, the lights on the car
flickered on and off, the cell phone started to ring, but it said dead cell and went blank.
All this happened in an instant. The triangle flew over us at about 100 feet heading east
to west and disappeared. The car behind us passed at a very high speed and we saw that
the plate said US Government. We both got a headache almost immediately. The
headache was extremely painful. It felt like an immense pressure in our head and behind
our eyes. Our eyes were burning. There was also a feeling of being ill. The incident took
place between 5:45 and 8:30 PM Thanks to Joe and Linda Montaldoy. Thanks to George
Filer www.filersfiles-ufo.com
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Here is a link in relation to the famous marine lightwheels from the Science Frontiers
website which includes several interesting cases:

www.science-frontiers.com...
Enjoy.
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From Bill Chalker Archive:

THE 1966 TULLY SAUCER "NEST"
1966 was again a major year for UFO activity in Australia. The classic UFO
landing at Horseshoe Lagoon near Tully, far north Queensland, and witnessed
by farmer George Pedley, entered the term UFO "nest" into popular UFO
parlance. The locality was the centre of an extended UFO milieu that
continued for many years, particularly in 1969, 1972 and 1975. The area was
also the site of controversial and fascinating experiments in UFO detection
through remote sensing and filming.
Farmer, George Pedley's sighting at Horseshoe Lagoon and the physical
evidence found there caused a media sensation. The Tully "UFO nest" affair of
1966 is one of the best known accounts of an apparent UFO landing report. It
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has been mentioned extensively in the UFO literature over the years,and yet
surprisingly many inaccuracies and misconceptions have developed. These
problems became more critical when the famous Tully incident of January 19,
1966, once again became the focus of attention, this time due to the English
"crop circle" controversy. The prominent schools of thought on the crop circle
formations adopted the 1966 Tully incident as a classic example of their
percieved explanations for the circle complexes. Their claims about the
relevance of the Tully incident as an example of the currently percieved crop
circle phenomenon were flawed and generally unfounded.
The RAAF files describe the famous Tully incident in the following manner:
At about 9.00 a.m. on 19th January, 1966, Mr. G.A. Pedley, a banana grower of
Tully, Qld, observed a light grey non reflecting dull object, reported to be
about 25 feet long and 8 feet deep, rise vertically then climb on an angle of 450
from a height of about 30 feet above marshland which was situated about 25
yards away from his position. There was an associated hissing noise which
descreased as the 'object' rose. The apparent shape was described as 'two
saucers, face to face', but no structural detail was observed. The duration of
the observation was approximately 15 seconds and it disappeared in mid-air
whilst receding into the distance (not assessed).
A clearly defined near circular depression remained in evidence in swamp
grass at the point from which the object was seen rising, and measured about
32 feet long by 25 feet wide. The grass was flattened in clockwise curves to
water level within the circle and the reeds had been uprooted from the mud.
There was no scorching of grass or surrounding trees and the observer stated
that there was no smell of combustion..."
My research of the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) files uncovered the
original police report on the incident. As these are the earliest documented
sources extracts of it are included here of details not included in the above
statement made in 1973 in response to an enquiry from the "Australian"
newspaper.
George Pedley reported his experience to Tully Police at 7.30 pm, on January
19th. At 7 am, January 20th George Pedley and Sgt. A.V. Moylan went to the
site of the incident. Sgt. Moylan, then contacted Townsville RAAF Base by
telephone, on the morning of January 20th. Flt. Lt. Wallace advised Sgt.
Moylan that he would forward a proforma questionaire for completion by
George Pedley. On Friday, January 21st, Flt. Lt. Wallace confirmed despatch of
two copies of the sighting proforma by mail that same day and also requested
Sgt. Moylan obtain "a sample of the grass from the scorched area." At 3.30 pm,
on the same day, Moylan returned to the site and took a sample "of the grass
from the depression in the swamp grass at the site. The proforma was filled
out by Moylan based on his interviews with George Pedley and was dated
26/1/66. Sgt. Moylan despatched the report and the sample on 26/1/66.
The following details are extracted from the RAAF "REPORT ON AERIAL
OBJECT OBSERVED" Moylan filled out with George Pedley. Because so many
conflicting claims have been made about what George Pedley said at the time,
it is worthwhile to go back to the documentation filled out then:
Name of Observer: George Alfred PEDLEY aged 28 years.
Manner of observation:
travelling on a tractor about 1/2 mile from farm house of Albert PENNISI,
Rockingham Road, Euramo. Attention attracted by hissing noise, clearly heard
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over noise of tractor-similar to air escaping from tyre; checked tyres and was
looking about for source of noise when he saw object about 25 yards ahead. No
optical instruments used in sighting.
Height or angle of elevation:
First seen at treetop height 30'. Rose vertically to about twice that height, then
departed, climbing at about 45 degrees.
Speed, or angular velocity:
Extremely fast; No estimate of speed, but much faster than an aeroplane.
It was near treetops and these gave observer a good basis for estimating
height.
Direction of flight with reference to landmarks or points of the compass:
Rose vertically to about 60 feet and departed south west climbing at about 45
degrees; appeared to be rotating for full time observed. (object appeared to
remain on) straight climbing path.
Existence of any physical evidence:
Clearly defined near circular depression in swamp grass at point from which
object seen rising, about 32' long and 25' wide. Grass flattened to surface of 4'
of water lying in xxxx-clockwise curves.
[Sgt. Moylan, in his report, had typed in anti-clockwise initially and then
corrected it to clockwise, by overtyping 'anti' with 'xxxx'. The direction of the
swirl at the site of the 19 January 1966 incident was to become a matter of
ongoing confusion. The clockwise direction was the correction direction - B.C.]

Weather conditions experienced at time of observation:
Clear sky; Hot sunshine.
Location of any air traffic in the vicinity at the time of sighting: Unknown but
checked by RAAF Garbut.
[Flt. Lt. Wallace of Townsville RAAF base in a covering minute paper
confirmed that "there were no service or Civil aircraft operating in the area.. at
the time of the sighting.." - B.C.]
Any additional information: (Sgt. Moylan wrote)
Observer reported this matter to Tully Police at 7.30pm on 19/1/66 and at
7am, 20/1/66 went with me to the site of the depression in the swamp. His
version then included the information that the object rose vertically, appeared
to dip slightly and then went off in straight climbing path. He then
said...further that there was no smell of combustion and no scorching of grass
or trees visible; that the the flattened grass or rushes was quite green when he
first saw the depression; on his return that afternoon the grass had turned
brown.
(Sgt. Moylan further added
In this matter I formed the opinion that the depressed area in the swamp grass
had been caused by a small helicopter and that the observer, in the early
morning bright sunlight shining on the rotor may have mistaken the shape.
His description of the takeofflent some strength to my opinion. However there
was cleared land to the east for about 200 yards where such an aircraft could
have more safely landed instead of the position indicated by the observer,
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close to trees. Later I was informed by Wallace Evans of ...Tully, an electrician
that he has seen similar markings in a swamp at Kurrumine Beach and is quite
certain that it was caused by a whirlwind, sucking up water into a waterspout,
uprooting the grass and laying it out in a similar pattern. At 3.30pm, 21/1/66 I
took a sample of the grass at the site and have forwarded it under seperate
cover on even date.
Flt. Lt. T.D. Wright, for Air Officer Commanding, Headquarters Operational
Command, RAAF, Penrith, New South Wales (NSW), on-forwarded police Sgt.
Moylan's report on George Pedley's UFO sighting and Flt. Lt. Wallace's
covering minute paper, to the Department of Air, Russell Offices, Canberra.
His communication classified RESTRICTED, which was channelled to the
Directorate of Air Force Intelligence (DAFI), also indicated, "This
headquarters believes that the depressions of the swamp grass were caused by
small isolated waterspouts."
In response to an enquiry, dated 2nd February, 1966, from the Commonwealth
Aerial Phenomena Investigation Organisation (CAPIO), the Secretary,
Department of Air, Mr. A.B. McFarlane, wrote on 11th February, 1966:
"Investigations of the area surrounding the reported "Nests", testing of
samples taken from around them and interrogation of persons involved in the
report failed to reveal anything of significance.
"However, during enquiries a number of local residents stated that the
reported "nests" are fairly common during the onset of the "wet".
Furthermore, the University of Queensland stated that there was nothing
unnatural in the samples submitted and assessed that the "nests" could have
been the result of severe turbulance, which normally accompany line squalls
and thunderstorms prevalent in NORTH QUEENSLAND at the time of the
year.
"There is no explanation for the visible phenomena reported but it could have
been associated with or the result of "down draughts", "willy willies" or "water
spouts" that are known to occur in the area.
".. for information ....in January of this year from an airfield in the tropics (a
number of photographs taken give) a fine example of the type and growth of a
cloud formation occuring with a severe "down draught"
This whirling mass of tropical air associated with thunderstorm activity, on
reaching the earth's surface may dissipate and subside or persist giving rise to
dust eddies, water spouts, etc, and leaving a telltale circular pattern on the
ground.
Should it occur over a swampy reed bed the effect would be to flatten the reeds
with a circular pattern. resultant photographs and investigations of the "nests"
seem to fit in with this theory and is accepted as a possible cause of the
phenomena."
It is fascinating to note how Secretary McFarlane's cursory explanatory
exposition, no doubt inspired by "the tornado-like metereological phenomena"
infested skies over Willow Grove, Victoria and Vaucluse Beach, NSW,
anticipated by almost 2 decades Dr. Terence Meaden's early theoretical
attempts to explain the English "crop circles" of the 1980s. Dr. Meaden would
mistakingly assume that George Pedley saw his "vortex" at 9 pm, not 9 am,
which is a fatal flaw in the mechanism he put forth to explain the report.
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The only other significant official statement on the Tully sighting I found in
the RAAF files was included in a letter by Mr. G.J. Odgers, Director of Public
Relations, Department of Defence (Air Office), dated 17th December, 1973,
directed to Charles Wright, a journalist working on a article for the national
newspaper, The Australian.
George Odgers' Air Office public relations department had clearly gleaned
from the 1966 DAFI files details of an explanation of what George Pedley seen
that the original RAAF officers and Department officers back in 1966 had not
determined:
"Although a conclusive determination could not be made, the most probable
explanation was that the sighting was of a 'willy willy' or circular wind
phenomenon which flattened the reeds and sucked up debris to a height of
about 30 feet, thus forming what appeared to be a 'flying saucer', before
moving off and dissipating. Hissing noises are known to be associated with
'willy willies' and the theory is also substantiated by the clockwise
configuration of the depression.
Mr. Odgers further added, more generally,
"All to often unusual occurrences are reported in sensational terms with little
or no attempt made at rational assessment. The general subject is
'newsworthy' and lends itself to sensationalism and guesswork, but in most
cases logical explanations follow from careful investigation. You will
appreciate that there is nothing to be gained from reopening old cases." [a
sentiment I would not agree with - B.C.]

Mod-Note: External Quote Tags Added.
[edit on 31-3-2009 by Skyfloating]

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 31 2009 @ 04:17 PM



THE X-FILES From the files of UFOria
A woman driving home at midnight from Maleny notices a disc-shaped craft
about 7-10m wide fly nearly 15m above her car for the entire journey. When
she turns into her street, it flies ahead and hovers across from her house. She
watches as the craft moves slowly away.
UFOs are often reported coming out of the ocean off Coolum.
One couple is visited by a large craft with a strong downward draft above their
home. The power from the craft causes the house to shake violently and
several household items break. They don’t recall anything afterwards.
A UFO is seen travelling slowly through the hinterland at Witta. It comes from
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the Lake Baroon direction and lights up the ground as it flies. It hovers quietly
in front of the witnesses’ house.
Some people came out of their house late one night to watch the moon land in
a nearby field. They remember nothing else for several hours.
Various blinking lights and unexplained glowing in the sky have been reported
over Tewantin, Flaxton, Tinbeerwah, Cooroy and elsewhere on the Coast.

MidEastGui
posted on Mar, 31 2009 @ 04:24 PM

 link   



Rochedale South, Tuesday October 14 2002, 11.30pm
A woman walked to the local shop to buy a packet of cigarettes. She saw a big
light coming in towards the city area and then it stopped. She then noticed 2
other orange glowing lights travel overhead taking approx. 2 minutes to do so.
The objects were a bit brighter than a star and travelling in a straight line. One
of the objects seemed to occasionally wobble. She stated she had seen satellites
and these were not satellites. By this time her son had joined her and they also
spotted 3 other objects in the sky that were moving in very small circles. She
telephoned her mother, a neighbour and others to look at the objects who all
reported seeing them. The woman has seen unusual objects before.
About twenty years ago she was with her father in Newcastle when they saw a
plane surrounded by 7 cigar-shaped objects. This incident was later reported
on the news.
On another occasion 13 years ago in Coffs Harbour, she was coming home
from work at 2.30am when she saw a massive big light burst out of the ocean
and fly straight up into the sky with a burst of noise.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 06:28 PM



MY UFO EXPERIENCE: UFOs & USOs Spotted While Serving on Coast Guard
Ship in The Bermuda Triangle, The UFO Chronicles, 1 April 2009
Reader Submitted Report, [Unedited], 2-4-08
During the late 70's, I was stationed on a Coast Guard ship which spent 3
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weeks at a time patrolling in the Bermuda triangle. On one trip I had a low
quality telescope which I had brought along to try to do some sky watching. If
you have ever been out in the Ocean on a bright summer night with clear skies
you would understand.
One night, about 2 a.m., I was on the fantail looking up and noticed something
moving in the outer atmosphere. It was just a bright light but it's erratic
movement caught my eye. It traveled about 1/4 of the horizon in about 10
seconds. Then it stopped for a moment and proceeded to move in a straight
line upward. It stopped again for a few seconds, then went in a straight line to
the starting point. What bothered me was that something covering that much
of the horizon in such a short period of time would have to be going thousands
of miles per hour. That ruled out a jet or other man made vehicle.
At first I thought maybe it was a mistake on my part, so I took the telescope up
to the bridge where a friend with a better education in star gazing was on duty.
I pointed out the light to him, (it had continued to move around) and asked
him what he thought. He was in agreement with my speed evaluation, and told
me this would qualify as a 'UFO'.
There were other times at night when we would see brightly lit objects
speeding under water past our ship. The water was too shallow for it to have
been subs. But we never got a good enough look to know what it was.
One night something clipped our rudder which caused our steering cable to
snap. The cable was four inch thick braided steel. Just as we were finishing the
repair, something hit the other rudder and snapped the cable on the other side
of the ship.
Another time about 200 gallons of oil "disappeared" from a gear bath. We
searched for an oil slick thinking we had a leak, but what happened to the fluid
was never solved.
A lot of weird stuff out there!

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 06:34 PM

From Inexplicata, 20 March 2009:


An Interview with José Martinez of PRRG
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José A. Martínez graciously accepted our request to answer a few questions on
his organization's UFO research endeavors on the Caribbean island of Puerto
Rico, a notorious UFO hotspot for many generations.

What is the Puerto Rican Research Group?
It’s a non-profit entity that emerged in the 1960’s, but by 1988 was established
as an organization registered with the Puerto Rican State Department. It is
made up of several individual specialized in given technical fields and having
knowledge of specific areas. For example, the group’s director or leader is Mr.
Willie Durand Urbina, who has a background in cinematography. He was a
cameraman for a San Juan-based TV station and he has pursued this
profession as a photo and video analyst. He’s currently specializing in optics
and how it affects our environment. Willie covers the San Juan Area. Another
of our members is Juan A. Lopez, another technician in photo analysis and the
group’s logistician. His work is of great importance, as he has considerable
knowledge of photo imagery. Juan covers the Hato Rey and Fajardo areas.
Whalberto Cardona is an airline pilot with a vast knowledge of aircraft; his
opinions are very important within the group when it comes to analyzing
objects in our skies. He covers the entire southeastern region of Puerto Rico.
Carmen Martinez is a special member of our group, as she delves in the
paranormal. She’s our adviser in paranormal affairs and specializes in this
field. José A. Martinez has a background in computer science and worked for
the Department of Justice’s internal security department. He’s in charge of
field research, collecting all data in a forensic manner, guarding the scene to
keep it from being tainted until specialized equipment can be brought in. He’s
also in charge of several of the group’s websites and of informing the pertinent
media.
To what can we ascribe the constant presence of anomalous phenomena in
Puerto Rico?
The presence of these phenomena can be attributed to several sources, from
natural and artificial phenomena to others having no logical explanation
whatsoever. We are in a part of the planet that constitutes one of the vertexes
of the so-called Bermuda Triangle. It could be the considerable quantity of
geomagnetic energy that surrounds the entire Caribbean area, and it has been
shown that phenomena of this type is attracted to these natural magnetic
fields, and this could be an explanation. But above all, we’re on a geological
fault that is in constant motion, creating pressure and friction, releasing lights
that are sometimes mistaken for UFOs, apparitions, “hachos”, witches and
other names given by people who are not aware of natural forces. These
strange phenomena include the Chupacabras, an entity that appears every 2030 years and is very furtive. Others dismiss this phenomenon, but have not
conducted field research to emit a sound judgment on the matter. There are
hundreds of witnesses who have seen it, and describe the same thing. It’s a
case that remains open for discussion and analysis.

And specifically, why in the island’s southwestern corner?
Not only in the southwestern corner of Puerto Rico. We have identified other
places with constant sightings, among them the Ponce coastal region,
Guayanilla, Guanica, Lajas, Aguadilla, Cabo Rojo, the mountainous area of
Yauco, Orocovis, El Yunque, Morovis, Luquillo, Cerro Las Mesas, Mayaguez,
Marcao, Adjuntas, Eastern Vieques, Fajardo, Vega Alta and Vega Baja, Arecibo
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– all of these areas have been identified as geomagnetically aberrant. This
means that these areas contain some kind of magnetic mineral that affects AM
radio communications and the frequencies employed by the State and
Municipal police forces.

Has Laguna Cartagena ever been discussed again? This body of water attracted
considerable attention in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Laguna Cartagena is linked to many local legends, ranging from witches,
wandering spirits on the roads, and even aliens have reportedly been seen
walking along the highways. An incident occurred here in the ‘80s when
hundreds of witnesses from Lajas, Betances and nearby communities saw an
object plummet into the lagoon. Witnesses say that a huge sphere fell into the
waters. What makes this incident strange is that Federal authorities
immediately intervened to remove whatever it was that fell. They explored the
lagoon for several weeks with Navy divers, twin-rotor helicopters over the
lagoon, drawing water, and managed to remove some spheres. While Puerto
Rico has several natural and artificial lagoons, including the Vega Lagoon in
Yauco, which has had its own UFO accounts for years. It’s located in the
mountainous region of Yauco, and many locals have reportedly seen huge
objects coming out of these waters in total silence.

What do you think INEXPLICATA’s readers overseas should know about
UFO’s in Puerto Rico?
For those who are reading this article in English, we would like to tell them
that the Hispanic peoples have very good and compelling cases. The language
barrier has been considerable in making some of these cases known, and the
important work being carried out by our friend Scott Corrales has been to
provide assistance to non-Spanish speakers and make them aware of what is
going on in Puerto Rico and it’s kindred countries. Puerto Rico has serious
researchers who work unselfishly as well as alleged professionals who mock
witnesses and denigrate their integrity. Such individuals do not last for long,
and are in league with the CIA, the NSA and the FBI. It’s regrettable that this
should happen in Puerto Rico, but I imagine that it happens in other countries
as well, following the pattern of disinformation and mockery on radio, in the
press and television. UFOs in Puerto Rico are real. We have been witnesses to
this phenomenon and collected evidence about it. Let there be no question
about this, although many [cases] have not come to light because some want to
avoid being the target of mockery or criticism. Others prefer to remain
anonymous, and still others face situations that may befall them [as a result of
research]. We have changed the way we work to avoid these situations. We are
very grateful to INEXPLICATA for this opportunity, and for giving the
English-speaking UFO community a chance to know more about us and share
their knowledge with serious researchers in Puerto Rico. You can contact us
at: Puerto Rican Research Group, 410 Altos, Floral Park, Hato Rey, PR, 00907,
787.294.1328 and 787.821.1671.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 06:56 PM

USOs seen at dams or reservoirs, Spain:
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AVISTAMIENTO EN EL EMBALSE DEL RETORTILLO (Sighting in the Retortillo Dam)

ignaciodarnaude.galeon.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy.
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Night watchman observes disc-shaped object over lake:

Date: April 25, 2006
Location: Waterhen Lake , Saskatchewan, Canada
Summary: "It's kind of like a Frisbee, two Frisbees on top of another, like an
orange in the middle," he said. "And they were turning at an incredible rate. It
was just like you could see the windows turning one way and the ship, the
bottom part, turning the other way. And whatever way on top it was like
glowing. I don't know what it was but it was beautiful." Lapratt said he saw
several objects landing on the lake, then zipping away at high speed toward the
treeline.

Link with witness sketch of object:

www.ufoevidence.org...

---UFO seen coming out of water and flying away in Malaysia:

Date: October 8, 2005
Location: Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
Sighting Time: 7:05 am
Day/Night: Dawn
No. of Witnesses: 2
Duration: Less than 5 minutes
Summary:
What I saw looked like a strip of white wave breaking on the water surface.
After about 2 minutes and maybe a thousand meter from where we first
noticed it, a grey/white craft broke out of the water right were the white wave
was and it continued to move in the same direction except this time it was
flying in the air.
Appearance / Description of Object(s):
The vessel was white/metalic grey in colour. It had a gently curved top and a
round large ball like bottom. The closest that I can describe it is that it looks
fairly close to the one shown in Photo353.htm of this site. To me the most
prominent feature of the vessel was the round ball like bottom.
Size of Object(s)
It was difficult to estimate its size when it came out of the water, because of the
distance, but it was definitely a lot bigger that the strip of water that we saw,
and I estimated the strip to at least 8 ro 8 meters.
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Description of Area / Surroundings: Beach, near the airport.

Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

Full Description & Details:
On the morning of Saturday October 8 2005 my wife and I dropped my 18
year old daughter at school. It was about 6:50 am and we decided to go to a
nearby beach to wait for the shops to open so that we can have our breakfast.
We reached the beach just about 7 am.
While at the beach we sat on the concrete steps facing to sea to the west. It was
7:05 am and the sun was already shining very brightly when my wife noticed
something unusual on the water about 500 meters off shore and she brought
my attention to it. What I saw looked like a strip of white wave breaking on the
water surface and I told her that.

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

However instead of moving towards shore, the 'wave' was moving across the
water parallel to the beach away towards our left.
She then asked me whether it was a dolphin instead, but I told her it was
moving too fast for even a dolphin and probably way too big. The 'white strip
of wave' by my estimation, was at least about 8 to 9 meters long. It was
definitely not a boat either, because what I could see was just a strip of water
breaking on the surface and nothing above.
Now, the beach that we were at was right in the centre of a gentle bay with the
Kota Kinabalu International Airport about 3 kilometers away to our left at the
end of the bay. The moving strip of white water was moving towards the
airport at a speed of maybe about 30 or 40 Kmh.
After about 2 minutes and maybe a thousand meter from where we first
noticed it, a grey/white craft broke out of the water right were the white wave
was and it continued to move in the same direction except this time it was
flying in the air.
From what I could see, I could not make out any conventional means of
propulsion that I know of, no propeller, no rotors, no jet exhaust and
completely silent from where I was. While at the distance I could here the
planes taking off and landing earlier, this flying vessel was totally silent.
It flew straight towards the direction of the air strip and it flew low barely
clearing the tree tops nearby and it went across the western end of the runway
below the approach window which was facing the sea.
After another couple of minutes or so the flying vessel disappeared in the
distance. It never headed towards the skies, but in fact disappeared
somewhere among the distant hills.
I really could not find any explaination for this sighting that both my wife and
I saw. Unfortunately I did not bring my camera and I do not have any proof
whatsoever of this sighting. The were also no other witnesses although there
were a few people jogging at the beach when this happened, but no one was
looking out to sea while they jogged. I guess I was too shocked with
astonishment to hail any of the joggers to bring their attention to the
phenomena.
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Witness Background: I am Catholic Lay Minister and a Catechist. An educator
of Faith. I do not lie.

House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3N-

Views on UFOs, before and after sighting:
I have an open mind. It just may be possible.

Mars Rover Sol 2801 - Cleaned and Close Look at a
Bump on a Rock

Political Conspiracies • 4559 • : Creep Thumper

Space Exploration • 5 • : abeverage

Removed from the statue debate

www.ufoevidence.org...

---UFO seen floating on lake on witness' property in Tennessee:

Date: April 10, 2002
Location: Tennessee, United States
Summary:
On April 10, 2002 at 5:30 A.M. CDT the witness arose and went downstairs to
the kitchen and opened the blinds to look for deer on the lake on her and her
husband's property. The weather was clear. She saw a bronze metallic
octagon-shaped object about 20 feet across which seemed to float on the lake.
The object had darker bronze circles around a central raised portion and an
extension that appeared to have windows on it.
She moved to the glass door for a better view and to make sure that what she
saw wasn't a reflection or illusion. She heard no sound but watched the object
for about a minute, then ran upstairs to call her husband to look. By the time
the two returned the object had disappeared. The water on the lake did not
seem disturbed.
Source: MUFON South Florida

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Witnesses in sailing ship observe UFO with lights in France:

Date: July 3, 1997
Location: Perigny, France
Summary: In the night of July 3, 1997 at 4 a.m., a witness in his sailing ship
observes an intense gleam which goes down quickly during 2 to 3 seconds,
stabilizes itself a few moments before moving out again very quickly
horizontally to disappear in 2 or 3 seconds approximately. The witness calls
his two fellow-members who were sleeping to announce his observation to
them when they are witnesses to a second phenomenon in the form of yellow
rhombus ochre with lights on the tops.
The object moved very quickly at the level of the clouds and disappeared at the
end of 10 to 15 seconds.

www.ufoevidence.org...

----
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Large 'V'-Shaped UFO encounter with US Navy nuclear submarine, electromagnetic effects:


Date: October 24, 1989
Location: Florida, United States
Summary: From the witness: "My ship was on patrol about 150 miles of the
Florida coast. We were cruising at about 500 feet when the submarine started
experiencing electronics problems.... I saw a large inverted V-shaped UFO off
the port side....This huge vessel was over a half mile across. The UFO made a
half circle around our ship then passed across the stern..."
Report:
Nine years ago, on October 24 and 25, my ship was on patrol about 150 miles
of the Florida coast. We were cruising at about 500 feet when the submarine
started experiencing electronics problems.
The ship was malfunctioning, our tanks were blowing out of control, we were
losing navigation ability and the communications area was totally lost. We
went to all stop and tried to access what was happening.
The controls in the reactor area started to malfunction. This presented a
serious danger to our safety, so the captain ordered us to shut down the
reactor, surface and go to diesel motors. When the ship surfaced I went to my
watch station. The ship was still experiencing electronic difficulties but the
mechanical devices such as diesel engines, cook stoves, and turbines were fine.
It was raining and the entire sky was red like a red neon sign. I saw a large
inverted V-shaped UFO off the port side. The executive officer told me to stand
fast and he would speak to the captain. In a minute, the captain appeared on
the tower and asked me for a distance to the craft. The laser range finder
determined the closest point was 200 meters and the farthest point was 1,000
meters off the port.
The UFO was not perpendicular to our ship but at about a 45' angle. This huge
vessel was over a half mile across.
The UFO made a half circle around our ship then passed across the stern
causing our electronics systems to go crazy. We had permanent damage in
communications and the sonar room.
As the craft flew over the stern, I could see the rain stop under its red glow.
The water seemed to rise almost a foot as the UFO passed over silently. When
the UFO finished its swing across the stern it paused - the sky got brighter red
and it simply moved off at tremendous speed inside 15 seconds. When the
UFO left our boat returned to normal with the exception of the radio and
sonar. We did a quick system check and the captain ordered us to return to
reactor power and get underway.
The captain took two petty officers, the executive officer, and myself into the
wardroom. He told us to not spread any rumors until we had a chance to talk
to Commander Submarine Fleet - Atlantic.
We reached port in about 7 hours where I was taken into "protective custody."

www.ufoevidence.org...

....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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karl 12
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 06:21 AM

Ball of fire moves over 4 witnesses in boat on Bear Lake, Florida

Date: July, 1983
Location: Bear Lake, Forest City, Florida, United States
Date Reported: 6/5/2006 12:48:12 AM
Sighting Time: 12 midnight
Day/Night: Nighttime
No. of Witnesses: 4
Duration: all together about 2 and a half minutes
Summary: The four witnesses had gone out in their boat to the middle of the
lake, when they noticed a strange light that apeared as a flaming ball, orange
and red with flames licking upward then like tongues of fire vanishing over the
ball. The light then went out, but after a minute or two the fireball appeared
again, directly over the witness' boat, before shooting away.
Appearance / Description of Object(s):
The object was round like a soft ball and seemed about the same size from the
distance we were from it. it had the apearance of fire around it the flames like
toungs licking up around the ball then shooting upward above it before fading
out. It was about the same brightness as a camp fire and about the same colors
with mostly orange, yellow and red.
Size of Object(s):
At first it apeared to be the size of a golf ball if held at arms lenth. the second
time when it hovered above it apeared to be the size of a soft ball at arms lenth.
I would guess from the fire and knowing how fast flames travel the actual size
to be about 40 to 50 feet across and round
Full Description & Details:
To start with I was sober and with 3 other people who were also sober or I
would never have told anyone of this experance.
We were living in a lake front house and often went out to the middle of the
lake at any hour of day or night just to park and be romantic with my
roommate Larry and his girl, and my now current wife Kristen.
This night I noticed a strange light that apeared as a flaming ball, orange and
red with flames licking upward then like tongues of fire vanishing over the
ball.
It was moving from west to east and was to the north of us , how far away we
could only estamate by the upward speed of the flames. It apeared to be about
500 feet up traveling at about 50 miles per houre and aproxamatly 1000 feet
from where we were parked in our 12 foot sears fishing boat.
After traveling about 1000 feet in a straight horazontal line the light went out.
I tried to make sence of it thinking it must have been a helicopter with some
kind of weard light on it, yet it made no sence that we could not hear it on such
a calm and quiet night. It had to be close enough to hear as the light had lit up
the shore line less than a half a mile away as well as the water between us and
the shore.
We all wondered what we had seen then said oh well what ever it was it was
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sure strange.
After a minit or two we had changed the subject when from the eastern
horizon the same ball of fire shot up from what apeared to be to be around the
world at a incredible high rate of speed, then stoped instantly in the sky
directly above our boat.
It was hard to tell how far up it was hovering, we could see the flames moving
up adn around the soft ball sized object, as though we could almost reach out
and grab it yet it was out of reach.
I start jumping up and waving my arms at it and hollering here we are hello.
My friend Larry soon joined me as the girls screamed and cried, beging us to
stop it.
My thoughts were that the water was about 25 feet deep and I could swim to
the bottom of the lake if it came after us and hold my breath as long as I could
to avoid contact or abduction if need be. Fire and water don't mix was my
reasoning and I would be safe there.
It stayed directly above us for what seemed to be a minit or two, lighting up
the water all around us and the inside of the boat just like the same kind of
light a camp fire would cast at 15 feet away. I was reaching up to try to grasp it
just to make sure it was not with in reach.
It could have been no more than 500 feet or so above us it was hard to tell
except for knowinf the speed that flames travel upward, as we could see the
flames clearer than before.
After a period of time in the same place the object shot almost straight up and
toward the south east leaving a streak of light or trail behind it and then
disapeared among the stars getting smaller untill it was the size of a pin head
before it disapeared, all in less than a hundredth of a second.
It went from still to what seemed to be the speed of light with out any
transition or graduation in speed just instant acceleration like nothing I have
ever seen.
The girls were pretty shaken up and wanted to go back to the house. I was also
shaken but pretended not to be afraid and did not hesitate to start the motor
and head for shore calling it a night.
Can sighting be explained as any conventional man-made or natural object?
Not a chance
Views on UFOs, before and after sighting:
I would have thought you were crazy if you told me you saw what I saw or you
were fibbing. Now I beleve in some stories and am more open minded to
accept the fact that there are other beings exploring the universe and even our
planet on occasion, but still do not beleve all sightings to be true.

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Saucer-shaped object observed entering water in Hamilton, Ontario:
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Date: August, 1981
Location: Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Summary:
In late August of 1981, three men and two women were driving near Hamilton,
Ontario when they observed a red-orange, domed saucer shaped object. The
UFO moved towards Hamilton Harbour, slowed down, and gently entered the
water. The group remained in the area for seven hours, wondering if the object
would resurface. Finally, two objects were seen to partially emerge and remain
in that position through the point that the group finally left.
Report:
In late August of 1981, between five and six pm, three men and two women
were driving west from a mountain area slightly east of Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada and south of Lake Ontario.
The weather was clear and sunny. At a point, roughly half way through
Hamilton, one of the occupants in the car saw a strange craft through the
window of the car, and by their exclamation, alerted the others in the car to
the sight.
The craft was a red-orange, domed saucer shaped object, which appeared
solid, with many yellow lights radiating from the base or bottom. In answer to
the question of size, she (the witness of this report) answered that the
diameter would be roughly 3-4 car lengths, and 3 car heights for the height of
craft (also a rough guess). Her closing remark on this was “Not a small craft”.
Indeed it wasn’t, as I measured two cars belonging to family members that are
of “medium size”. They average out to 15’ 7” in length and 4’ 6” in height. This
would put the UFO in the area of 46’ 9” to 62’ 4” in diameter and 13’ 6” in
height. Slightly smaller than the B‑25 Mitchell bomber of WW2 … “Not a small
craft!”
Its speed and altitude could only be expressed as that of an aircraft on
approach for a landing near an airport. It was on a course roughly parallel to
theirs. Due to the curving road it was first sighted to their right (north) and
then over them and then to the left. Its course was roughly north-northwest.
While driving the radio had been on and, while in the vicinity of the object,
was now getting static (EM effects), which the driver turned it off to avoid
further distraction. Someone in the car at this point had said, “Follow that
UFO”. All being in agreement, they did precisely that. Although the road had
many curves, the craft was seen to move in a straight line towards Hamilton
Harbour.
As it approached the Harbour, it appeared to slow down, and then angle itself
downward and gently entered the water. At the point of entry (rough
approximation), it can be seen on the nautical chart that the water depth at
this point is 7 or more meters (23 feet) and gets deeper in the direction of Lake
Ontario, so the UFO had at least 10 feet to spare. Therefore a craft of 13 feet in
height could be covered by water. There are many cases of UFOs submerging
in shallow waters.
The witness reporting this case states that the UFO had passed them and was
at a distance away when it entered the Harbour, and does not recall any major
disturbance of the water as it went in. After it had entered the water the group
lost sight of the area for a period, due to the topography. Overcome with
curiosity, the group went to the waterfront to see what they could. From a city
map of Hamilton, the distance from the “mountain” area and the waterfront is
roughly 12 km or 7.45 Statute miles, and could have been reached quickly.
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They remained in the area for approximately seven hours, wondering if the
UFO would surface, whether any aircraft would attempt a search of the area,
and delving into various possibilities of the event. Between 12:20 and 1:00 am,
two objects were seen to partially emerge and remained in that position
through the point that the group finally left.

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Cigar-shaped object seen landing on the water in South Carolina:

Date: July 15, 1981
Location: Newberry, South Carolina, United States
Summary: Carl E. Moore, 14-years-old, was fishing with friends near
Newberry, South Carolina, when he saw a 30-foot long cigar-shaped UFO land
on the water. It was flying very slowly over the water, and then settled on the
surface of the water causing steam to rise around it. After about 3 minutes it
rose slightly and hovered about one foot above the surface. Suddenly, it shot
skyward, rising vertically until it was out of sight.
The UFO was larger than a standard-sized automobile, without windows or
doors. It was covered with small whitish-blue lights. These lights kept
flickering back and forth as long as the object was in sight.

www.ufoevidence.org...
....

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 06:37 AM

Green Cylinder UFO over Water:

Date: March 27, 1979
Location: Oak Bluffs , Massachusetts, United States
Summary:
Apparently in contact with the water, was a luminous green cylinder with
rounded ends at a distance estimated at about 200 feet.
Report:
On March 27, 1979, Ed Brown , age 19, was traveling north to Oak Bluffs along
the narrow Edgartown-Oak Bluffs Road at about 50 mph, It was about 10 p.m.
and he was listening to WRKO when he noticed a green glow behind the sand
dunes on his right. "It must be people on the beach using 'light sticks'!", he
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thought.
As he proceeded, the glow brightened and his radio began to pick up a "low
frequency hum". He reached a point where his view was unobstructed by
dunes. Apparently in contact with the water, was a luminous green cylinder
with rounded ends at a distance which we later estimated at about 200 feet.
Ed stopped his car with the engine still running and the headlights on.
The object immediately began to rise slowly and Ed could see water motion as
if the object had been in the water. As he continued to watch, the object rose to
a height where sight of it was blocked by the car's roof. Ed then got out of the
car and stood by the driver's side with the door open and the car's interior light
on.
The beach and water were now illuminated by the glow from the object. The
witness continued watching the object rise with increasing speed for a few
seconds and decided to reach into the car for a 12-volt quartz light which his
father used for checking unoccupied cottages in the off season.
Ed intended to shine this light at the rising object but couldn't turn it on for he
suddenly found himself unable to move except for his head. Was this self
induced paralysis or induced externally? Ed couldn't decide. He then watched
as the object rose out of sight.
He immediately headed for the Oak Bluffs police station where I found his
report logged at 10:30 p.m.. The officer on duty remembered Ed as unusually
excited and possibly scared; unusual because Ed was known to the police as an
auxiliary policeman. What he was saying was definitely out of character.

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Object hovers over sea and immobilizes witnesses in Togo, Africa:

Date: March 29, 1974
Location: Lomé, Togo
Summary:
A French worker on vacation on the coast of Togo, along with a Togolese
woman, were on the beach when they noticed a sharp whistle coming from the
sea. They saw a dark mass which approached from over water and which
stopped at 200-300 m in front of the witnesses. Suddenly, three bright lights
from the object paralyzed the witnesses. Several physiological effects plagued
the man afterwards, including deaf spells, fainting, and anxiety.
Report:
At the end of March 1974, A.W. a French worker on vacation on the coast of
Togo, said to have been one of the witnesses of a very interesting UFO
sighting.
He had spent the evening of 28 March in the company of a Togolese woman,
whom he had just met, From 11 PM to 1 AM they swam 2-3 km east of a large
tourist hotel, Tropicana, which is built next to the sea, a few km east of Lomé.
Then they spent a while on the beach, near a dune where coconut trees grew.
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The night was dark and the sky very clear. Many stars were visible.
At 1:45 when they began to leave the beach, A.W. and his friend noticed a
sharp whistle, very annoying, coming from the sea. They saw a dark mass
which approached from over water and which stopped at 200-300 m in front
of the witnesses. They found themselves on dry sand but soon a large wave
then washed over them.
A DEPRESSION AND A MINI-TIDAL WAVE:
They then were afraid of being dragged away in the water and not being able to
regain the shore. A.W. succeeded in grabbing the trunk of a coconut palm. He
held on with his right arm, holding on to the woman with the other. At their
feet was now a continuous barrage of strong waves, so that one instant before
the sea came within 50 m of the dune
Suddenly, three bright lights showed on the object blinding the witnesses. It
was like three projections pointed in their direction, other luminous beams
coming from the sides of the object, perhaps also from its upper side or from
the unseen side of it.
Certain of the beams seemed oriented upward, but A.W. could not confirm
this, so much did the three beams pointed toward shore blind him.
In all the light it was white that dominated, but there was also yellow, pink and
blue-green.
A.W. wore glasses that were lightly tinted. He was struck by the blue and green
colors of the waves lighted by the object. The most interesting detail of his
recount concerned the surface of the sea under the object.
It was not flat but dug in the form of a depression. A.W. estimated its depth at
a few meters, 5 or 6 perhaps. Its diameter was comparable to the length of the
object, on the order of 25-30 meters.
PARALYZED BY THE LIGHTS
Still crouched by the coconut tree, legs in the water, the witnesses didn't move.
It was not astonishment or fear that paralyzed them. The lights of the
spotlights according to A.W. were there for something.
Although before the appearance of the object the temperature was mild and
agreeable, there was a heat in the lights; that Mr. A.W. described as terrifying.
The woman and he were sweating profusely.
DEPARTURE OF THE OBJECT
Suddenly a relative coolness was felt: the object moved away toward the open
sea very rapidly, without gaining altitude. Its lights went out suddenly, and it
disappeared. The night became dark again and the sea went back to normal. It
was 2:05 AM. by A.W.'s diving watch. The appearance of the phenomenon
lasted about 20 min.
The witnesses started for the hotel Tropicana where they left each other.
Although the whistle had ceased with the departure of the object, an annoying
auditory sensation persisted in both of them. A.W. asked his friend not to
speak to anyone about what they had seen. He feared being considered crazy
and perhaps being thrown into jail.
EFFECTS FELT LATER BY A.W.
The next morning A.W. woke up and felt totally deaf, with an impression of
lightness or emptiness.
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The next day he was suddenly burdened by an unexplainable sleepiness and he
fell on his bed like a sack of potatoes. He slept three hours and woke with a
headache which bothered him greatly. The hotel receptionist gave him a
couple of pills which helped quickly.
He had several fainting spells over the next few days. He was affected a long
time by what he considered a sequel of his adventure. Since that day he has felt
very nervous, although he is usually pretty calm. He has deaf spells and
sometimes feelings of suffocation accompanied by anxiety.

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Disc landing in reservoir, part of series of sightings in New Jersey:

Date: September 15, 1962
Location: Oradell, New Jersey, United States
Summary:
A series of New Jersey police sightings after a reported disc landing in a
reservoir. The action began on September 15, when two shiny discs were seen
by multiple independent witnesses. On September 21, four Hawthorne police
officers watched a device with two beams like headlights. Just after midnight,
September 24, the same or a similar device was seen over the quarry by over a
dozen Hawthorne police officers and the chief reporter of the N. J. State Press.

Report:
A series of New Jersey police sightings after a reported disc landing in a
reservoir -- important because police and several newspapers openly rejected
an attempted "hoax" explanation.
The action began on September 15. At 5 p.m., two shiny discs were seen over
Oradell, N.J. At 6 p.m., two shiny round UFOs were sighted by former Navy
flying officer J. J. McVickers, just across the state line. At 7:50, NICAP
member Victor Cipolla saw a glowing object descend toward Oradell, and
other witnesses saw it dart back and forth near the reservoir. At 7:55, three
teen-aged boys saw a bright oval-shaped ob
ject land in the reservoir, with a
loud splash.
A man working nearby also heard the splash, according to police. After a
moment the strange device took off, climbed silently at high speed.
As McGuire AFB began an investigation, new reports came in. On September
21, four Hawthorne police officers watched a device with two beams like
headlights hover over a quarry.
Officer George Jediny, in a report to NICAP, said the UFO -- which he
sketched as a disc -- seemed to revolve. The quarry night watchman, Wm.
Stocks, said the UFO had also appeared the night before. When he drove a
Jeep nearer to check up, the object maneuvered to keep out of the headlights.
Just after midnight, September 24, the same or a similar device was seen over
the quarry by over a dozen Hawthorne police officers and the chief reporter of
the N. J. State Press, George Della Penta. When a police-car spotlight was
pointed up at the UFO, it began to move.
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Later, Oradell police received a letter signed "The Bergenfield Pranksters,"
purporting to be from some boys who said they faked the sightings with
aluminum-coated model aircraft supported by helium balloons. This was
promptly rejected by the police and newspapers that checked the facts.
The Hawthorne News Record: "To imply so flippantly that our police officers
spent almost half an hour looking at a balloon and then watched it speed away
at an incredible rate -- all in quite an opposite direction from Oradell--is
insulting."
The Newark Sunday News: "Flying saucers are still a big mystery...are seen
with great regularity by sane and logical inhabitants of the planet Earth. What
they are and where they come from and what their mission is has not yet been
satisfactorily explained."

www.ufoevidence.org...

....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

karl 12
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 07:11 AM

Trindade Island Photographs:
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Date: January 16, 1958
Location: Trindade Island, Brazil
Type of Case/Report: MajorCase
Hynek Classification: DD
Shape of Object(s): Disc
Number of Witnesses: Multiple
Special Features/Characteristics: Photo, Water-Related, Military
Summary:
Trindade, a small rocky island in the middle of the South Atlantic Ocean 600
miles off the coast of Bahia, Brazil, was the site of one of the most impressive
photographic cases in UFO history.
Report:
In October 1957 the Brazilian Navy set up a small scientific base on the
unoccupied island, where oceanographic and meteorological research would
be conducted in connection with the International Geophysical Year.
By the end of the month base personnel were reporting silvery UFOs which
seemed to be monitoring their balloon's movements.
On January 1,1958, at 7:50 A.M., the passage of a bright point of light, like a
mirror reflecting sunlight, was observed by the entire garrison.
The next evening a round object with an orange glow circled the
Navy tow ship Triunfo traveling off the Bahian coast 400 miles
from Trindade.
As the crew watched, the UFO executed sudden right-angle turns
and at other times hovered near the ship. The sighting lasted for 10
minutes.
Later [16 JAN 58], at 12:15 P.M., as the Almirante Saldanha sat
anchored off the south coast of Trindade and prepared for a return
trip to Rio de Janeiro, 48 crew members and passengers spotted an
object approaching the island. Among the witnesses was Almiro Barauna,
a civilian who had been brought along because of his skill in underwater
photography. Barauna gave this account to João Martins of the magazine 0
Cruzeiro:
I had my Rolleiflex 2.8-model E, which was kept inside an aluminum box for
protection against the corrosive effects of water and salt. I had left my Leica
with a telephoto lens in my cabin a few minutes before. The deck was full of
sailors and officers. Suddenly Mr. Amilar Vieira and [retired Air Force] Capt.
[José Teobaldo] Viegas called to me, pointing to a certain spot in the sky and
yelling about a bright object which was approaching the island.
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At this same moment, when I was still trying to see what it was, Lt. Homero
[Ribeiro] — the ship’s dentist—came from the bow toward us, running,
pointing to the sky and also yelling about an object he was sighting. He was so
disturbed and excited that he almost fell down after colliding with a cable.
Then I was finally able to locate the object, by the flash it emitted. It was
already close to the island.
It glittered at certain moments, perhaps reflecting the sunlight, perhaps
changing its own light — I don’t know. It was coming over the sea, moving
toward the point called the Galo Crest. I had lost 30 seconds looking for the
object, but the camera was already in my hands, ready, when I sighted it
clearly silhouetted against the clouds.
The object was gray, metallic, and solid-looking, though
surrounded by a greenish haze or mist. With a ring running
through its midsection, it resembled a flattened version of the
planet Saturn.

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Formation of round UFOs maneuver near ship in 1904:

Date: February 28, 1904
Location: Pacific Ocean off San Francisco, California, United States
Summary:
Three members of the crew of the USS Supply, at 6:10 a.m. local time, sighted
an echelon formation of three objects which appeared near the horizon below
clouds, moving directly toward the ship. As they approached, the UFOs began
soaring, rose above the cloud layer, and were observed climbing into space,
still in echelon. The lead object was egg-shaped and about the size of six suns,
and the other two were smaller and round.
Report:
One of the earliest formation cases was reported February 28, 1904, by a ship
in the North Pacific off San Francisco. Three members of the crew of the USS
Supply, at 6:10 a.m. local time, sighted an echelon formation of three
"remarkable meteors" which appeared near the horizon below clouds, moving
directly toward the ship. As they approached, the UFOs began soaring, rose
above the cloud layer, and were observed climbing into space, still in echelon.
The lead object was egg-shaped and about the size of six suns (about 3 degrees
of arc). The other two were smaller and appeared to be perfectly round. They
remained visible for over two minutes. (Meteors, of course, do not travel in
echelon formation, change course and climb, nor remain visible for two
minutes).

www.ufoevidence.org...

---Chilean Navy ship encounters large UFO; tracked on radar:
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Date: October 24, 1969
Location: Chile
Summary:
The incident involved a Chilean Naval destroyer and was witnessed by crew
members and the commander of the vessel.
Up to six UFOs, including one large object, were observed. The objects were
verified on radar and observed visually. As the main object moved over the
ship, the vessel's power went out."
Report:
Just after midnight, on or about October 24, 1969, a Chilean Navy destroyer, a
week out of dry dock at Talcahuano Port was navigating at 20 knots and
heading north 20 degrees portside from NNW). The incredible events that
followed took place over the next eight minutes.
At 12:43 A.M. the radar officer reported a long-range flying contact.
A minute later the "contact" was at 400 miles. Because of the "object's" speed,
the operator suspected a malfunction in his equipment.
In the next minute the contact was approximately 150 miles away closing from
331 degrees of true north. But the operator and officer in charge during the
late night duty (an officer of second-class rank) speculated that the contact
was a "plane flying southeast" --but at 213 miles in a minute: 12,780 mph!
The officer in charge advised the ship's commander, who asked that an eye be
kept on the object. At 12:47 the contact was only 12 miles away. Suddenly the
single contact became six "targets." The "thing spread .... Little dots appeared
in the fire of the light on the radar...."
The officer in charge informed the commander just as the objects making the
returns came into view. Both eyewitnesses and radar were reporting six
objects approaching the ship. The commander came up to the ship's bridge to
see what was going on.
It was a fantastic sight. One massive object and five small objects
were approaching at high speed. The "big thing looked like a big
box [with] semicircles in the side" looking as if they had been
scooped out. It was bathed in brilliant light. "The thing must have
been metallic," my informant told me. "It was bigger than the
destroyer, which was about 110 metres long." He thought it might
be at least twice the length of the ship but it was difficult to tell
because "the light was bright."
The five smaller objects were egg-shaped and appeared to be no
bigger than eight feet long and five to six feet wide. They were
bluish in color.
At about 2000 yards out from the destroyer the smaller objects left
the proximity of the larger object. Three went portside and two
went starboard. The smaller objects at times seemed to be flying in
"elliptical circles backwards and forwards between the big one and
our vessel ....
"The main thing did not change direction -- if it had been in the sea
there would have been a collision."
A humming noise was audible when the large object got to within
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300 yards. It was at this point that the power went out. For a couple
of seconds all instruments went dead as the huge craft passed
overhead.
At this point the commander came on to the bridge, asking, "What the hell is
that?" My informant remarked that the commander "was very calm, because
probably he knew what he saw. We didn't.
"You could see the whole thing, the light was so strong. You could see the
water, the funnel head, the head of the ship, the towers, everything...
Everybody on the bridge was sort of listening to the noise. I don't know how
long this thing took to go across."
The bright red lights underneath the main UFO seemed to be
moving back and forth inside the "box," shining through a halfcircle or crescent shape on the bottom of the object. On the side
were what looked like "corn cobs," with green or turquoise pulsing
lights.These lights, my informant said, "went right through your
head."
The large object passed over the powerless ship. When it was 200
yards away, everything returned to normal. The smaller objects,
never coming closer than 500 to 1000 yards, flew around the ship
and joined up with the larger object on the other side.
The main object continued on its way until it was about two miles beyond the
ship. At that point, along with (we assume) the smaller-objects, it vanished. "It
was like somebody opened a big door; then it closed and it was darkness. The
only thing that was left behind was like floating little bits of metallic paper."(!)
At least eight minutes had passed. Three persons had tracked the UFOs on
radar. Five persons saw the objects themselves. The ship's commander
ordered everyone to keep silent about what they had seen.

www.ufoevidence.org...

----

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 02:31 PM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12

MidEastGui - as graphic interpretations go,this ones HUGE.
Once again,great post

Thank you Karl. That is very kind of you. Yes, according to some USO reports coming from
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Peru, Venezuela, Puerto Rico and Indian Ocean etc., USOs might be gigantic as well. This
is just an example for that.
If my memory does not mislead me, I remember that a UFO researcher who once lived in
Puerto Rico told me that on 2 separate occasions, he and some of his close relatives
observed giant USOs off Puerto Rico at nite. These luminous USOs were coming out of the
water, and they were as big as the petrol tankers.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 02:50 PM

 link   


Originally posted by MidEastGui
SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY:
As we all know, the USO phenomenon is a global thing. We can find its traces in almost
every world culture, for example:
CHUPA-CHUPA (BLOOD-SUCKING) LIGHTS IN BRAZIL & AMAZONES
CAMBRUES IN BRAZIL & AMAZONES
BOIUNA MONSTER IN BRAZIL & AMAZONES
MAE DE OURO LIGHTS IN BRAZIL
ROBONES (WATER THIEVES) IN CHILE
EL CALEUCHE (GHOSTSHIP & GHOSTSUB) IN CHILOE, CHILE
TE LAPA (UNDERWATER LIGHTNING) IN POLINESIA
HANTU LAUT (SEA GHOSTS) IN INDONESIA & BALI ISLAND
UNDERWATER DJINNIS IN INDONESIA
NAGA & MEKONG FIREBALLS IN THAILAND & LAOS
DRAGON SNAKE IN SOLOMON ISLANDS
ROPEN MONSTER IN UMBOI ISLAND
AKU-AKU LIGHTS IN AFRICA
LA LUZ DE YARA IN CUBA
LA LUZ MALA IN ARGENTINA
UNDERWATER PANTHERS IN INDIAN RESERVATIONS, USA
MINHOÇAO MONSTER IN SAN FRANCISCO RIVER, USA
KAPPA (AMPHIBIOUS BEING) IN JAPAN
RUNAN SHAH (AMPHIBIOUS BEING) IN AZERBAIJAN & IRAN
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NEGROS DEL AGUA (AMPHIBIOUS BEINGS) IN ARGENTINA
YACU-RUNA GHOSTSHIP IN UCAYALI RIVER, PERU
LAKE ONTARIO ORBS IN GREAT LAKES, CANADA
PALATINE (GHOSTSHIP) LIGHTS IN CANADA
CHALEUR FIRESHIP OR GHOSTSHIP IN CANADA
CHARLIE REDSTAR LIGHTS IN CANADA
AKUALELE GHOSTLIGHTS IN HAWAII
GHOST OF TONI SCHÖRGEN IN AUSTRIA
ETC.

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY
These are just the selected examples of the world-wide USOlogical phenomena. Still we
could count many more, in addition to them. All of these things are related to the water
in a way, for example, some are observed just below the water while some others are
reported to be floating on the surface of the sea. And some of them are seen as
submerging into the water whereas the others are observed as emerging out of the ocean
etc.
According to the levels of contemporary culture the people have, the interpretation of
the USOlogical phenomena changes from the monsters, ghosts, ball lightnings, meteorites,
earthquake lights, bioluminescence, terrestrial technology to the ET or the like.
So, we must also look at the folkloric, cryptozoological, biological, spiritual, religious or
astronomical data to locate the hidden or unknown USO data at hand.

[edit on 4/6/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 03:00 PM

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY:
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One could track the rare USO data thru the literatures of
-

UFOlogy
Astronomy (Meteorites)
Biology (Bioluminescence)
Other Sciences (Ball Lightning, Earthquake Light, Earth Light etc.)
Cryptozoology
Ghosts (Ghostships etc.)
Folklores
Legends
Religions

etc.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 03:17 PM

 link   

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY:
To do a USO research, I always get some help from ma friends in order to get the rare and
novel info. For example, I av sum colleagues from Indonesia, Spain, Russia and Chile etc.
When I request their assistances, at most they gimme the necessary supports. In other
situations, I make use of the online translators to understand wot the USO data say so. If I
have some further but English-written materials about the non-English docs, I always do
the necessary check to see whether there is any inconsistency over there etc.
Or you could benefit from the Waterufo.net site which is the best info source on the net.
And u might get some new reports thru the UFO Stalker webpage (or MUFON-CMS),
NUFORC, UFOINFO etc. And it goes like this.........

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 03:25 PM

More about Thailand USOs:
The Mystery of the Naga Fireballs

www.tatnews.org...
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
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posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 03:28 PM

Plus another article about Naga & Mekong Fireballs:
What causes the Naga Fireballs?


A couple of days ago I looked at a couple of reports of UFOs emerging from
lakes and suggested they sounded like the Naga fireballs and looked at a
proposed explanation for will-o'-the-wisp-like lights: naturally-occurring
phosphine. However, there still needs to be a lot of work done, but I didn't let
that stop me from nosing around to see if anyone has looked into the Naga
fireballs, which seem to be one of the most regular and predictable, and would
be the first place you'd go for some answers.

Well there has been some debate - some think it could be man-made (either
fireworks to draw the tourists or tracer bullets from over the border) and even
the natural explanation has its detractors:

One man not prepared to take the fireballs on faith is Nong Khai doctor and
self-taught cosmographer Manas Kanoksin, who has spent 11 years trying to
prove his theory that the fireballs are a natural phenomenon caused by pockets
of methane bubbling up from the riverbed.
With mad-scientist intensity, he deluges me with data and baffles me with
charts for hours. His hypothesis is that the Buddhist Lent full moon coincides
with the period when the earth is passing closest to the sun. The sun's pull of
gravity, he says, combined with a higher degree of UV radiation increases the
concentration and volatility of oxygen at ground level that could cause existing
methane escaping from the riverbed to spontaneously ignite. "In fact, it's not
only one night per year," he insists. "The fireballs occur over several nights in
October, and again in May when the earth swings closest to the sun again."
"Am I obsessed? Maybe," says the doctor, "but I am absolutely convinced that
my theory is correct. If the fireballs are fake, the hoaxers would have to be
more than 100 years old for a start. They'd have to be able to navigate a
dangerous river in the dark, dodge the Thai and Lao patrol boats, and be
incredibly good at keeping a secret."
Dr. Manas' principal detractor is Professor Montri Boonsaneur, who teaches
geological technology at Khon Kaen University and was in charge of an
underwater survey prior to construction of the nearby Thai-Lao Friendship
Bridge. He says it's impossible that bubbles of methane could form in the
river's rocky bed or survive its turbulent flow." I don't want to say the fireballs
are man-made, but they're definitely not natural," he says.

I am not surprised that theory was shot down, it sounds a little iffy.
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Source

To break the deadlock a team went to investigate:

Scientists will launch a probe into the Naga fireballs phenomenon in Nong
Khai province in May, said the deputy permanent secretary of the Ministry of
Science and Technology.
Nine experts on geology, fuel-chemistry, material science, and biochemistry
from state agencies and Mahidol University would start collecting soil and
water samples around the spot where fireballs each year were seen shooting up
from the Mekong river, said Saksit Tridech.
``Society needs an explanation for this phenomenon,'' he said.
Eight gas-collecting and gas-monitoring stations would be placed at swamps
and rivers where sightings were reported.
Mr Saksit said fireballs had been sighted in other places besides the Mekong,
including Nong Suang and Nong Torn swamps, and the Pak Pae river, a
Mekong tributary.

Source

They suggested they had some preliminary results pretty quickly:

Researchers led by Saksit Tridech, the deputy permanent secretary of the
ministry, say that the team has studied soil and water samples from the area
where the fireballs appear to originate.
They have found monsoonal floods in the area triggered a complex geological
process.
"When the complex biogeochemical process occurs at the appropriate time, it
could cause several unusual phenomena," Mr Saksit said.
"The primary initial finding is that chemical and physical factors in the river's
environment and in the area are likely to be the main cause of a natural
incident."
However, he says another year of research would be necessary to prove the
theory.

Source

However, another report goes into more detail on these early results:
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The mystery behind the appearance of the Naga fireballs on the Mekong River
has been finally solved, and it is a natural occurrence, the Science Ministry
said yesterday.
"The phenomenon is caused by flammable phosphine gas," deputy permanent
secretary Saksit Tridech said.
The ministry launched a scientific expedition on Friday to measure and
observe the annual manifestation in Nong Khai province.
A thermo-scanner was set up near the riverbank in Rattana Wapee sub-district
and five teams of specialists were stationed at various vantage points along the
river, including at Thai Temple in Phon Phisai district, where thousands of
curious spectators had gathered to witness the event.
The Naga fireballs appear at the end of Buddhist Lent, leading many to believe
it is not the result of natural causes but something more mystical.
But Saksit said the scanning equipment picked up the movement of the gas
floating off the water surface before people could catch with their eyes the
glowing orange bubbles igniting into fireballs.
Their timing depends on the build-up of the marsh gas on the riverbed, which
often peaked in October.
Fireballs have been sighted at various times throughout the year in the
Mekong and nearby areas with a high concentration of phosphine, he said.

Source

I have read that the study took two years and their results were as stated
above. Unfortunately I can't seem to find anything online about their final
findings - perhaps the news wasn't deemed that interesting as it was pretty
much as reported a couple of years erlier.
I promise I didn't know this when I wrote the previous post (or if I did it has
slipped my mind) but it is pretty solid confirmation of the theory, although it
is disappointing that they didn't look for what was causing the phosphine build
up as that is the tricky part (as producing phosphine is not easy in a natural
environment and the suggestion is it is caused by bacteria).

red pill junkie asked if this could happen in salt water and so I had a look and
found a paper on phosphine in the sediments of Jiaozhou Bay, China which
also mentions it has been found in Hamburg Bay. There is another paper from
2005 which looks at this in Taihu Lake in China.

So as maligned as the swamp gas explanation is I think it is clear that it can
occur and we are getting a better handle on the process that produces it
(although what is creating the phosphine needs to be nailed down and I do
wonder about the triggering of the release of the fireballs - is it as regular as
clockwork anywhere else?). That doesn't mean it can thrown around as an easy
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explanation but it does mean that with a bit of time and effort it could be
tested for.

Enjoy.

[edit on 4/6/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 03:34 PM

More about Mekong Fireballs:


Naga Fireballs of Nong Khai
This festival celebrates one of Thailand’s most curious natural phenomena –
the Naga Fireballs of Nong Khai. Taking place during the full moon of the final
day of Buddhist Lent, small balls of fire rise from the Mekong River and
plunge upwards of 300 meters into the night sky. The fireballs appear as eerie
blobs of red, blue, pink or green light that hang in the air for around 10
seconds. This fascinating spectacle has spiritual overtones manifested by the
crowds and the presence of chanting monks. Folklore suggests that beneath
this part of the Mekong River is the spirit world of the Naga. The events of the
festival spur the Naga to leave their habitat and join in on the celebrations that
commemorate the return of Lord Buddha. The fireballs form steps on which
the Lord Buddha descends from heaven.
If you have a chance to go t, this should not be missed. Alongside the fireballs
themselves visitors are treated to a range of activities including floats and
illuminated boat processions. The fireballs can be viewed from 18:00 to 02:00
but it is should be noted that although sometimes there are thousands of
fireballs, on other occasions there might be only 20 or so the whole evening.
Despite this, a good time is guaranteed.
Good places where you can view the fireballs include Ban Nam Pay, Ban Ta
Muang, Taan Choom, Pahk Kaad, Kaeng Aa-Hong, Amphur Beung Kan, Wat
Aa-Hong Sila Wart, Ban Aa-Hong, Tambon Ho Kham, Amphur Beung Kan,
Amphur Phon Phisai Amphur Rattana Wapi District, and Amphur Rak Kart.
Discover Thailand. com
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MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 6 2009 @ 03:37 PM

 link   

And more about Mekong Fireballs:
King of Naga Fireballs from the Mekhong River

www.thaipro.com...
Enjoy.

[edit on 4/6/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 7 2009 @ 11:51 AM

A speculative article about USOs:

Joan Ocean and ET Friends
March 11, 2008
I added a link to Joan Ocean and ET Friends, a site I ran across while doing a
Google search for underwater ET phenomena.
Coast to Coast AM had a guest who talked about underwater UFO's and such. I
became curious as to whether or not this sphere phenomena also manifests
under water. I ran across some photos from Google Earth that looked like the
sphere's from a distance but zoomed in they clearly had a more disk like
structure rather than spherical.
Still I find it interesting in part because the craft I had an encounter with 40
years ago was similarly shaped, and in part because someone who had been
involved in sonar mapping of the ocean floor decades ago had said something
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to me about encountering a disk structure deep under water. Interestingly, the
disks that show up on Google Earth underwater are in shallow water.
Joan Ocean and ET Friends isn't what I was really looking for, I had hoped to
find photographs, Joan talks to Dolphins and the site also features channeling.
I have to say that's really not part of my personal experience, I've never
channeled anyone nor known anyone who channeled. I did read Jane Robert's
Seth material but that's about it.
However, I know my UFO encounter is as strange to people who haven't had
one as ghosts and channeling are to me, so I don't dismiss it out of hand, I just
try to look at the material and look at the message and not worry too much
about the messenger.
Overall it is fairly well put together; the graphics are creative, and there are
interesting accounts. It's another piece of the puzzle that's worth spending
some time absorbing.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 7 2009 @ 11:54 AM

Another interesting essay about USO phenomena:


USO's
March 11, 2008
Unidentified submerged objects, UFO's underwater. Stories of strange lights,
sometimes in connection with lightning, sometimes not, spinning wheels of
light underwater, sightings of crafts entering and leaving water, all indications
that beings that come here from far away don't limit themselves to land.
It's not surprising that a species capable of navigating interstellar space can
also navigate our oceans. Faster than Light travel involves a lot of potential
complications, not the least of which is actually getting to and past light speed,
thinking in conventional terms.
Let's assume for a moment that problem has been solved, then what?
Navigation becomes interesting, we can't depend upon any electromagnetic
signals for navigation as we'd outrun any originating from Earth, and any
signals originating from our destination would be blue shifted incredibly.
Interstellar space is also anything but a perfect vacuum. Interstellar space has
gas, dust, even an occasional rogue planet or black hole. There is an incredible
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amount of things to run into when traveling light years. If we could go faster
than the speed of light in normal physical terms, how do we interact with
matter that is moving faster than the speed of light relative to us? I know
Einstein says it's not possible, but I've been aboard a craft that wasn't from
Kansas, I know that it is.
I suspect the key to interstellar travel involves more than physical technology,
I think it's a mind / spirit issue. Out of body, I can travel faster than the speed
of light, but interestingly not infinitely fast, to go 40,000 light years takes
subjectively about 15 seconds. When out of body, my intent is all it takes to
bring me to my destination. Just think about going somewhere and I'm enroute. If it's relatively local, like Mars, I'm there, if its' 40,000 light years away,
I travel for about 15 seconds, and it doesn't seem linear, I feel my weight go
away, I feel acceleration, I see black, and then I'm there.
I suspect these craft operate in a similar manner, there was no physical
controls, no furniture, no food storage or water storage, no sleep facilities, not
even any chairs, the craft I encountered. Now, it has been pointed out to me
that it may also just be a shuttle of sorts, with a mother ship waiting in orbit,
but I don't believe that is the case. I am of the opinion that there are a variety
of species coming here using a variety of technologies, so it may well be there
are other craft that operate in this manner.
If, in this mode of travel, they do not interact with ordinary matter, then it
follows that they may be capable not only of underwater operation, but even
going right through the Earth or Jupiter, or the Sun.
I've read reports of people seeing craft cloaking or decloaking, and I've seen
videos of this. And yes, I know what you can do with video production
software and there is no shortage of video hoakum out there, but I've also
seem some video that I feel was genuine, based both on looking at it frame by
frame and really examining it closely, and based upon a gut feeling I get
watching it, in one case, it seemed to trigger a memory that also invoked a
great deal of fear, and yet, I can't pin it down.
So perhaps their cloaked state is somehow entering into the same state my
soul or spirit or whatever it is that is me less my body, travels. Maybe their
technology is one that understands the nature of the soul or spirit. The species
I encountered wasn't the grays, but I do hear from people who claim they are
interested in souls, but I don't know if this is really true or just the
interpretations of people with fundamentalist religious bias, in other words, if
they can't understand it in terms of their world view, it must be of Satan, then
again, anal probes sound pretty Satanic.
I always wondered about where the idea that hell is down, heaven is up, came
from. Granted, it's definitely hot as we move towards the Earth's center, so
maybe the ancients looked at volcanoes spewing lava and thought it was hell
leaking out. St. Helens definitely impressed me as being hellish; particularly
the effect it had on Spirit Lake; I visited a week before it exploded, and then
after saw the exact same location where we were. I could recognize the
geography, that's how I knew it was the same place, but it was completely
devoid of life, an instant moonscape.
Ah well, I don't know, wish these beings would come explain it all to me.
Curious me is just bugged about this.
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[edit on 4/7/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 7 2009 @ 12:31 PM

 link   

Several articles about the Shag Harbour UFO Incident:
Shag Harbour UFO, Nova Scotia, Canada 1967

ufo-joe.tripod.com...
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 7 2009 @ 12:36 PM

Another essay about USOs:



FW: The true "Rational Explanation" for the LFAS?
Dave
Tue, 23 Nov 1999 16:41:58 -0800
-Caveat LectorInformation for "USO" unidenfied submarine objects sightings, & conjecture
relating LFAS /SURTASS with undersea WARFARE.
Dave Hartley

www.Asheville-Computer.com...

-----Original Message----From: jean hudon [mailto:[EMAIL PROTECTED]]
Sent: Monday, November 22, 1999 6:53 PM
To: David Bresnahan
Cc: Cheryl A. Magill; Nick Oredson; Dave Kupelian
Subject: The true "Rational Explanation" for the LFAS?

Taken from currents.net...
The US Navy's stated purpose for testing LFAS (Low Frequency Active Sonar)
is to better equip themselves so as to identify and track a potential
threat to our nation's security. With the USA deploying the defacto
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standard of the highest submarine technology, what's the Navy so worried
about? Several people have brought up the idea of there being UFO/USO
related incidents surrounding this littoral warfare research. For this
reason, I consulted with James A. Peters regarding the idea of giving
people a tailor-made contact page to report such incidents or observations
which they may have identified; and to thereby relate that information to
an UFO investigator/researcher.
One reason to bring in an UFO/USO researcher is that it is easy to confuse
actual information with belief systems. Afterall, most submersible crafts
are somewhat unidentified when they are first detected in the water.
Therefore, identifying them is in great part a pragmatic and mundane task
requiring knowledge of equipment and practical skills.
Identifying belief systems is a bit more abstract and goes back to cultural
expectations, religious instruction, incorporation of myth, determination
of preference and fundamental idealism. While there are many who will wish
to embrace the later, it is an appreciable function that observing and
identifying distant moving objects is a sufficiently difficult task, best
conducted without bias or pre-conceived expectations. That is not to lessen
the "lessons" of another process in learning about our oceans and our
diverse relationship with both our heritage, and our future role on the
planet. One standard services an ideology whereas another serves a
practical function. These ideas are necessarily kept separate and apart
from the nuts and bolts compilation of information necessary to create a
data base.
For instance, on Yom Kippur, I reflected on the Story of Jonah and the
Whale. I thoroughly enjoyed the many analagous references to our modern
problems with human arrogance and today's threatened oceans. However, all
of that would be quite different from the observation-level data gathering
function which Jim Peters will be conducting here. I have tried to compile
such interesting references and am currently in the process of placing them
together on one web page. Please be patient while that work develops.
Several speculations about ancient cities, theories about Atlantis and even
fantasy, speculation and lore will appear there. However, the intent and
function of this "WURSCLCH" page will remain a manageable one dedicated
to
a compilation of information which is verifiable.
FUTURE LINK TO NEW PAGE NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION
James A. Peters is the Assistant Director of Colorado MUFON with six years
investigative work in researching identifying the unknown. His expertise
includes work he has done with Jose Escamilla, developing methods by which
to conduct RODS investigations research. (A topic which has brought him to
speak on several national broadcasts in the past and an anticipated tour to
England this November.) He has a background in environmental sciences,
knows his way around an Environmental Impact Statement is familiar with
typical military procedures for dealing with environmental issues. Jim is
familiar with the topic of LFA Sonar its proposed deployment by the US
Navy.
Persons wishing to report an observation or a sighting pertaining to LFA
Sonar will need to leave a message and ask to speak with James A. Peters by
NAME.
Jim wrote this reply to someone who was asking for some explanation about
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the Navy's choice in using LFAS. The writer went on to say, ...... "I heard
from an ex naval officer that the LFAS was probably designed for use as a
powerful ray gun." Jim's reply was as follows: All I can offer you is the
result of speculation regarding the Navy's strong intention to deploy LFAS.
Their motivation seems rather out of place for this post cold war era. They
say that LFAS is necessary because more countries have submarines now than
ever before. Okay, I'll give them that. But are there more new submarines?
Or are the existing submarines being sold and shuffled around? Besides,
submarines are expensive, complex vehicles that take a long time to build,
test and deploy. How could there be a sudden proliferation of a submarine
threat that didn't exist before? So, for me anyway, the Navy's stated need
for LFAS seems weak when compared to their strong determination to deploy
it and to put a tremendous marine animal population at risk at the same
time.
One threat that the Navy might want to keep secret is the threat of
unidentified submarine objects, or USOs. Most people do not realize the
vast quantity of USO/UFO sightings. The UFO encounters I'm referring to
here are the ones that occur over and around large bodies of water or have
been observed exiting/entering the water.
To get a quick overview of what I'm talking about, please visit the web
site: www.hotyellow98.com...
While the Air Force is primarily concerned with UFOs in U.S. airspace, the
Navy is concerned with UFOs they encounter over the world's oceans and
USOs
they encounter in the world's oceans. Therefore, the Navy could have as big
or a bigger involvement in the UFO enigma than the Air Force's well
documented involvement.
You can see that it is not any leap of the imagination to consider USOs as
a possible explanation for the perceived "threat" that is so critical that
the Navy wants LFAS in the worse way. LFAS can be used defensively, as
advertised, to detect a submarine or USO. I have not seen anything that
would prevent LFAS sound to be phased as to create interference patterns
where the sonic energy would be directionally/spatially concentrated. While
this is not a "ray gun," as you say, it could possibly be considered an
offensive weapon at this point.
I hope this message sufficiently addresses your questions. Feel free to
contact me if I can be of any further assistance.
Best Regards,
James Peters
Assistant State Director Colorado Mutual UFO Network (MUFON)
LINKS AVAILABLE AT:
Atlantic cases
'Lightwheels'
Ocean UFOs?
The Triangle
Creatures?
Sub UFO base?
Email
Aqua Alienz [The Undersea UFO Homepage]
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Links pt. 2 (And Site Mission Statement)
Oregon coast anomalies
Odd undersea radar returns
Lightwheels pt. 2
Jupiter's X-File moon
Strange sea lights
Ruins off Japanese coast
'Official' Sweedish USO Investigation
USOs revisited
Russian USO 'high strangeness' cases
Atlantis Update/s
'In Nova Scotia, four boys reported seeing a black circular object dive out
of the sky and disappear into the waters of the Cornwallis River dike on
the afternoon of September 15 [1968]. A professor from the National
Research Council's meteorite committee interviewed them, and the story
appeared in the Halifax, Nova Scotia CHRONICLE-HERALD on September
18. The
boys said the object first hovered in the air, "oscillating like a spinning
top," before it dipped down into the water. They estimated it was about 15
feet across and 6 feet high. It made no noise, and the water didn't even
splash when it submerged.' - JOHN KEEL
The goal was to create a web-facility which the author could not find, even
after many days of wrestling w/several search engines. This site, then,
attempts to deal comprehensively - via painstakingly exhumed categorical
links - w/ the nautical parallel to the UFO Phenomenon, 'USOs'
(Unidentified Submarine Objects.) As an appropriate addendum, side items
which are quite pertinent to the USO Phenom' will also be dealt w/. The
author wishes to express gratitude to Ivan Sanderson, paranormal
investigator and writer of the one singular definitive volume on the
subject of USOs, 'Invisible Residents.'(Click on sunset image below to view
Sanderson's one-of-a-kind essay on 'Marine Lightwheels,' a certain species
of USO which has been reported for over a century by many sea-farers.)
Unexplained Nautical Encounters!
When the Great UFO Invasion began in the 1940s, dilligent researchers soon
discovered UFO reports had been in fact frequent throughout the preceding
centuries of recorded time as well. Records also school us now to the fact
that UFOs of the sky have always been compensated - though not as
voluminously - by 'UFOs of the sea.' Documentation of Anomolous Aquatic
Phenomena (or 'USOs,' for Unidentified Submarine Objects) is far more
difficult to come by than that of UFOs... Exemplary incident: In 1880, a
pair of enormous 'Lightwheels' were seen by the commander and two others
aboard a British steam-ship in the Persian Gulf. The 'Wheels' were seen
spinning at the water's surface for 20 minutes, and were said to have
made a swishing sound. (Can the skeptic's charge of 'looking for media
attention' be leveled at these mariners, in 1880!?) ...Some have
postulated that the aliens, the 'UFO occupants' - so familiar in the modern
consciousness - are a species (or federation therof) who, when they
arrived in smaller numbers many hundreds of years ago, established
undersea bases of operation. It seems a peripheral theory indeed. But
reports of USOs suggest it strongly, regardless of our cautious
considerations. ...And furthermore, after all, precious little of this
planet's hydrosphere has ever been explored by humankind. Yet.
Click on images below for a continuation of USO-related hyperlinks.
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Encyclopedia of Strange Sea Creatures (Question Mark)-- Short history of
Atlantis (Arrow)-- AQUA ALIENZ 2 (Gold Star)-- The Bermuda 'StarGate'
("LOOK")-- Oceans on Europa? (Stopwatch)-- Secret Antarctic Base?
(Spiderweb)->From bradford-online.com...
ENEMY UNKNOWN: SUBTERRANEAN WARFARE IN P.R.
by Scott Corrales
It is no secret that UFO activity in the waters surrounding Puerto Rico has
been steadily increasing over the past few years. Sightings on land have
multiplied tenfold since 1987, but that is nothing when compared to the
number of UFO reports issuing from those who work the waters surrounding
the island. A good number of reports gathered by many investigators over
the course of the years seems to point to the existence of a submarine UFO
base off the southwestern tip of Puerto Rico, as well as in the waters of
the northern and eastern shores, which are some of the deepest on the
planet. Whether it is, in fact, a base for nuts-and-bolts craft from
another world or a convenient materialization point for interdimensional
phenomena is beside the point. Things are taking place in Puerto Rico which
have attracted a great deal of attention, both from the government and the
public at large.
Great balls of fire
The western half of Puerto Rico has been the stage of endless UFO/religious
phenomena for decades, ranging from the magnetic anomalies at the Maricao
State Forest (a notorious "materialization" spot) to the recurring
apparitions of the Blessed Virgin at Hormigueros and other communities in
the region. The 1991 UFO flap over the inland community of Adjuntas was of
such magnitude that it prompted the town's mayor to write President Bush to
alert him to the situation. Thousands of people flocked to the town to
catch a glimpse of the multicolored balls of light which executed fantastic
maneuvers in the sky. These strange lights are nothing new. The legend of
the three fishermen lost at sea during a storm only to see a bright light
approach their boat and turn into a beautiful woman who identified herself
as the Virgin Mary occurred in Caribbean waters, and this manifestation of
the Virgin is venerated in Cuba. Christopher Columbus noted in his log that
"a ball of fire fell into the waters" in this part of the ocean, an event
which sent the ships compass spinning madly to the terror of the crew. Due
to the fact that most commercial fishing activity is carried out at night,
fishermen have a unique vantage point from which to observe this aspect of
the UFO phenomenon. A grandmother fishing with her two nephews one
evening
told researchers about a large, brilliant UFO which hovered over her boat
for some three minutes off Puerto Real. The woman saw silhouetted figures
moving around the interior of the spherical device, which disappeared
momentarily, leaving her and the children confused and frightened. On the
other side of the Mona Passage, in the Dominican Republic, yet another
grandmother had a UFO story to tell: she had been taken to an underwater
base "at the bottom of the Mona Passage", where she underwent surgery at
the hands of aliens. Her story, told to investigator Julio V. Ramírez, is
reminiscent of the experiences of Costa Rican engineer Eduardo Castillo,
who was taken to an underwater city during one of his encounters. The
brightness of the objects is the most noticeable feature of the
objects--the foremost thing that causes witnesses to realize that they are
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faced from something beyond their experience. A group of four fishermen
were casting their nets in the early hours of the morning when they saw the
lights emerge from the water. One of them, a man in his fifties, was so
intimidated by the sight that he took refuge in the cabin of his fishing
boat, refusing to discuss the matter ever again. Some of the men of that
group went on to have three other sightings. Not wishing to seem gullible,
they did not claim to have seen "flying saucers": they merely limited their
comments to saying that what they'd witnessed was neither a helicopter,
balloon nor plane. Not all sightings originated in the water. During the
series of interviews conducted by Jorge Martín, it was revealed that many
of the lights originated inland, from the mountains, appearing first as
streaks of light in the night sky, like meteors, until rings of light and a
visible structure came into view as the object descended within 500 to 600
feet above their boats. Rollie Irizarry, one of the interviewees declared:
"My dad said that he jumped into the mangrove swamp, telling his fishing
buddy "if they're that good, let them try to catch us in the swamp!". They
honestly thought that they were done for, when they saw the thing swoop
down over their yawl." Many of the fishermen, who work the entire littoral
of western and southern P.R., were taken aback by the incidents to the
extreme of not wanting to discuss their cases with professional
investigators.
Aircraft carriers on the spot
The Navy has gone as far as to station an aircraft carrier group in the
waters off the southwestern tip of Puerto Rico, Cabo Rojo. The fishermen
were not at all surprised by this development: over the course of many
evenings, they would see the nocturnal lights going about on their
appointed rounds--shifting color from white to red and blue, spreading open
like fans of color that would fill the night sky, or hovering
intimidatingly over their fishing boats, shining beams of actinic light at
them. Fighters from the carrier group stationed off-shore would later be
involved, to their detriment, in one of the most intriguing UFO cases to be
reported on the island. This increased military vigilance, however, has not
contributed to a significant reduction in the number of sightings or close
encounters. "Neither the police nor the soldiers will tell you what's going
on," one of the fishermen interviewed remarked. "But you can be sure that
they know." There is widespread belief that the efforts being made to
staunch the flow of illegal drugs into the island are, in fact, closely
related to monitoring the strange objects penetrating Puerto Rican
airspace. Jorge Martín pointed out to this author that there is also an
enigmatic Navy ship, the Gallatin, which is laden with advanced technology
instrumentation and pays secret visits to Caribbean locations in which UFO
activity has been detected. Said visits take place in 3-to 6-month
intervals, and the crew complement is subjected to rigorous psychological
testing every six months.
When Spanish UFO researcher Antonio Ribera appeared on the Christina TV
talk show in the fall of 1991, he was questioned as to the existence of
"Ufoports" in certain areas of the planet which experience more than their
fair share of sightings. He indicated that this possibility was not to be
ruled out, particularly in the waters of what we call the Bermuda Triangle.
Ribera presented a thorough report on these sensitive areas in his book Los
doce triangulos de la muerte (Plaza y Janés, 1976).
Does the government really know?
The suspicions of the local fishermen aside, there exists a good deal of
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circumstantial evidence that points toward the fact that the government
does have an idea of what is going on in the Mona Passage.
In March of 1977, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico created a commission to
study all matters pertaining to the presence of UFOs on the island--a
Senate committee constituted by seven members. This was at a time when
sightings were on an upward swing after the lull following the eventful
years of the early '70s which received international attention. This body
has had its hands full during the 80's, to be sure.
Residents of the area have also witnessed the nocturnal and daylight
activities of unidentified military aircraft and personnel in the
region--and here is where the line between the real and the unreal becomes
blurred. One witness to the aerial phenomenon also saw two military
choppers--Hueys, by their description--fly into an open valley not far from
the shore and promptly disappear, without even betraying the sound of the
rotors, as if having engaged a cloaking device. Others have seen the
"fireballs" turn into cargo planes and other mundane aerial objects. Those
who witnessed this last phenomenon were unnerved by it. "I wondered why a
helicopter landed on that particular field, because I knew that it was
private land," Milton Vélez, another resident, told Jorge Martin,
describing an incident from the summer of 1991. "But, I thought, well,
they're probably doing some sort of experiment there. A number of men in
olive drab uniforms and black berets got out of the chopper and began to
walk around, pointing long tubes at the ground that looked like shotguns or
metal detectors to me. There were no emblems on their clothes or on their
helicopter, but they were military, without a doubt. They spread out toward
the right and the left, and milled around for about 20 to 30 minutes. I
went to fetch my binoculars, but I wasn't able to make out their faces. The
chopper finally took off and headed southward, toward the sea." Could this
covert military activity be a result of the controversial loss of two F-14
Tomcats during an "attack" upon a massive UFO in May 1988? The sequence
of
photographs taken of this even by abductee Amaury Rivera has been analyzed
by number of NASA and civilian experts: they show the maneuvers of an
armed
fighter just after daybreak around a large, circular object with a
star-like pattern and protuberances on its lower hull. One of the fighters,
from the BCF 33 "Starfighter" squadron aboard the USS America, was
absorbed
into (or vaporized by) the UFO. Months after that incident, and another one
in which a Delta-shaped UFO absorbed another fighter before the eyes of
thousands of witnesses, interceptors were seen flying over populated areas
with their full complement of missiles.
The Nuclear card
Toward the end of October 1984, two commercial cargo vessels arrived at the
small port of Arroyo on the southern shore of Puerto Rico, which faces the
Caribbean Sea. The ships, Nautilus II and Caribbean Adventurer, unloaded a
cargo allegedly "to be used by NASA", although its real purpose remains
unknown. Word began to circulate among the ranks of UFO investigators that
the equipment was space-connected, but hardly NASA related. Nuclear
weapons, the story went, were being tested in Puerto Rico against UFO bases
allegedly nestled in the deep cavern systems that riddle the island. The
story was decried as a groundless rumor: the Treaty of Tlatelolco, banning
the deployment of nuclear weapons in Latin America, had been ratified in
1967 by the United States, and the Senate had, in 1981, approved of the
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inclusion of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico into the Nuclear Free Zone
guaranteed by the treaty. The fact that the rumor included the
"nonexistent" but ever-present UFOs made it only worse. But the very same
naysayers were given something to think about when, on February 15, 1985,
months after the arrival of the "NASA cargo" at Arroyo, the New York Times
made it known that Reagan Administration planners had included Puerto Rico
in a list of military emergency sites in case of a nuclear war . The nature
of the emergency was left open, but it clearly involved the stationing of
nuclear devices or the deployment of systems already in place. The
Institute for Policy Studies issued a lengthy statement, stating:"...There
is real danger here [in Puerto Rico]. There is a military nuclear
infrastructure so huge and complex that it has, in some ways, more power
than policies. Those bases, facilities and plans obligate us to move in a
certain direction in a conflict."
If this part of the rumor was true, what kept the second half--the one
involving unidentified flying objects--from being true as well? A quiet
battle against the UFO phenomenon has been conducted for the past few years
in the blue skies over Puerto Rico, which has been notorious for the sheer
volume of sightings that have occurred there since the 1950s, and
particularly during the 1970s. The sightings have been so numerous that
they prompted the Civil Defense Agency of PR to issue Investigative
Directive No. 1-91 on October 7th, 1991, which reads: "In the past and more
recently there have been sightings of unidentified flying objects (UFOs)
and unidentified submarine objects (USOs) in the territory of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Pursuant to Article 6, clause F of Law No. 22
of 23 June 1976, we have deemed that is fitting and proper for the Puerto
Rico Civil Defense to investigate and study cases involving sightings of
unidentified flying objects so as to determine that they pose no threat to
the safety of the Puerto Rican people..." Into this highly charged
atmosphere of UFO conflict and government installation of nuclear devices
came Project Excalibur, a device to be employed in the destruction of
subsurface UFO installations being perfected at the Experimental Weapons
division of LANL (Los Alamos, New Mexico). The prototypes were to be used
in Puerto Rico before being used "elsewhere". This experimentation,
construed by many to be the actual offensive against the UFO bases, has
resulted in a number of subterranean detonations and an increase in the
number of tremors felt on the island in the past decade. On May 31, 1987,
one such detonation was estimated as having occurred at a depth of 81,000
feet below Laguna Cartagena: there were cracks on the ground and noxious
blue smoke was vented from the earth's interior through them. UFOs were
seen on evening of the explosion in the lagoon's environs, slowly scanning
the area as if checking for damage. Cartagena, a kidney-shaped body of
water, has a long history of being at the center of UFO activity, possibly
providing an entry/egress point to the underground installations. The
alleged deployment of Project Excalibur coincided with the verifiable plan
to deploy a type of tactical nuke or demolition mine known as the B-57,
probably similar to those used in Western Europe as part of the NATO
"tripwire" against any advance by the now defunct Warsaw Pact's forces.
Tactical nuclear devices (kiloton-yield) go back to the days of the
infamous "Davy Crockett"--an atomic bazooka a soldier was supposed to sling
off his APC and fire at an approaching tank. These warheads are stored at
the Roosevelt Roads Naval Base along with "in transit" weapons and
specialized nuclear underwater demolition charges for the use of
highly-trained Navy SEAL personnel. The fact that the smallest of the
Greater Antilles has been used as a testing station by the military cannot
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be overlooked either: Chemical weapons have been tested in the Luquillo
Experimental Rainforest (El Yunque), and the contraceptive pill was tested
on Puerto Rican women in the 1950s. Project Excalibur and all that
surrounds it, then, no longer seems to be so improbable. The island is in
fact riddled with caves, particularly the western end of the Cordillera
Central, the range that splits the island in two. The caves found along the
Camuy River extend along for some eight miles, and rank among the most
important cavern systems in the world, and every passing year adds a newly
discovered cave to the system. The discovery of the series of caves known
as the Angeles system in 1972 coincided with the onset of the great UFO
flap of '72-74. With almost 2000 caves scattered over an area of 100 x 35
miles, one can say that Puerto Rico is virtually hollow inside. An
excellent place to hide a squadron of UFOs. The equipment utilized to bore
out these deep tunnels does not belong to the realm of science fiction,
either. Upon completion of the Channel Tunnel linking the United Kingdom
and France, the colossal tunnel borers were encased in concrete and buried
in the tunnel's sides, since they were much too large to bring back to the
surface. Author Richard Sauder has also discussed the existence of
"subterrenes", both conventional and nuclear, employed in the perforation
of bedrock for the creation of underground facilities. Puerto Rico also
boasts unexploited deposits of strategic minerals such as nickel, cobalt
and copper, which are all vital to the nuclear weapons industry, even after
the demise of the Soviet Union and the current lack of a clear-cut nuclear
deterrent policy. As it so happens, UFOs (whatever they may be) have shown
an interest in these metals: Since 1987, UFO sightings have been
concentrated around the copper-rich municipality of Adjuntas, nested amid
the mountains of the Cordillera Central. There exists considerable photo
and video evidence of landing marks and nocturnal activity in the area,
including the destruction of enormous steel plates used to cover the test
pits dug into the copper mines.
The scaling down of the arms race after the break-up of the USSR has also
lessened fears of an East-West nuclear exchange, but what of the nuclear
devices already in place, particularly those in Puerto Rico? Perhaps they
will remain there, readily available for another no less ominous purpose.
Conclusion
The victims of a recent abduction experience--a couple and their three
children--in this part of the island were told by their captors that there
were indeed bases near the island of Mona and south of the Cabo Rojo
lighthouse. While this has not been confirmed by physical means, it is
curious that the string of earth tremors that has been affecting the entire
island of Puerto Rico is located in the Mona Passage. These tremors have
registered 4.5 and higher on the Richter scale. The earthquake whose
epicenter was located five miles beneath the controversial Laguna Cartagena
was dismissed by geologists as routine seismic activity, but residents of
the area who felt it described it a "tons of dynamite being set off" and
reported bluish fumes emerging from the lagoon's waters. There can be no
question that the island's unique political situation--an unincorporated
territory of the U.S. functioning as an autonomous "commonwealth"--has
enabled the military to exercise greater freedom in the pursuit of its
goals. Properties (such as the territory surrounding Laguna Cartagena) can
be condemned by the military with little effort, whereas similar efforts in
the U.S. mainland would meet vociferous public opposition. Soldiers can aim
weapons freely against unsuspecting civilians who happen to stumble upon
their concealed installations. It has also been noted that the underground
detonations are not restricted to Cartagena: Marcial and Viola Cruz, a
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couple residing near El Yunque Rainforest, have experienced subsurface
explosions since 1987 at both El Yunque and El Verde. As recently as
October 1993, the Cruzes felt four astoundingly loud explosions in the
vicinity of La Mina Waterfall. The witnesses, who felt the ground quake
beneath their feet, are certain that these detonations were subterranean.
Unlike the conspiracies which have been studied in the U.S., there is no
"paper trail" leading to government involvement, merely tell-tale actions
and statements, such as the unusual comment made by congressman Bennett
Johnson, who stated that regardless of the political destiny selected by
Puerto Ricans (full statehood or independence), the U.S. would never
relinquish its control over its Roosevelt Roads facility nor El Yunque
Rainforest. Some might consider such a statement damning enough: proof
that
nuclear weapons, outlawed by treaty, are being deployed in Puerto Rico
against something or someone, extraterrestrial or not. In the meantime,
those who work and live by the sea continue to see strange lights in the
sky, and wonder.
DECLARATION & DISCLAIMER
==========
CTRL is a discussion and informational exchange list. Proselyzting
propagandic
screeds are not allowed. Substance—not soapboxing! These are sordid matters
and 'conspiracy theory', with its many half-truths, misdirections and outright
frauds is used politically by different groups with major and minor effects
spread throughout the spectrum of time and thought. That being said, CTRL
gives no endorsement to the validity of posts, and always suggests to readers;
be wary of what you read. CTRL gives no credeence to Holocaust denial and
nazi's need not apply.
Let us please be civil and as always, Caveat Lector.
========================================================
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SHELL OIL FOUND A UFO IN OCEAN
March 04, 2007
The following article was extracted from the Cambridge UFO Research Group
in Cambridge, Ontario, Canada. The caption above the article says, "True or
False? Shell Oil Discovers a UFO."
The Shell Oil Company oil rig, Pacesetter 2, was set up on the Continental
Shelf, 90 miles off the coast of New Jersey, in the area known as George's
Bank.
On their first drill test, they struck metal. Thinking it was a sunken ship or
submarine from World War II, they checked with the War Department and
West Germany, but there was no record of any losses in this area.
While the check was being carried out, Engineers on Pacesetter 2 lowered a
sonar device, which recorded a round object approximately 50 feet in
diameter, in 600 feet of water.
On June 8, 4 winches with grappling hooks at the ends of the cables, were set
up. Each was equipped with 1,000 feet of cable. It took them 90 minute to get
the hooks in position and a further two hours to raise it to the surface.
It was covered in Barnacles, except near the top center (which was similar to a
conning tower). It had small rectangular openings all the way around it.
The rig oceanographer estimated by the appearance of the object, that it must
have been in the water for at least 400 years. When the barnacles were
chipped off, a flying saucer shape was revealed. Immediately the oil rig boss
radioed his superiors in Atlantic City.
Three Shell officials arrived by helicopter, along with a physicist from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. As the barnacles were removed, the
object appeared to have its original shine.
The physicist then entered it from an opening in the bottom and came out
dumbfounded, saying the electrical equipment was out of this world. He could
not figure out how to use it or its propulsion system.
The physicist and five mechanics proceeded to try and take it apart. They
raised it higher by winches so that they could walk underneath it better. They
removed the rim which was about 6 inches thick and took ten men to ease it
onto the deck. The physicist then proceeded to run a carbon test. The metal
was 600 years old. He then made tests on the metal, but was unable to identify
the material from which it was made. He next used a Geiger counter to test for
radioactivity, but there was no reading.
Next, the physicist dropped into the control room through the bottom of the
craft, so that he could examine it better, and the strange panel boards. He
climbed inside again with a mechanic. They were inside for about 20 minutes
when a whirring sound was heard. Then a large cylinder was lowered from
under the belly of the craft. A sliding door opened and the physicist and the
mechanic walked out, the physicist holding a shiny ball about the size of a
basketball. It was silvery and appeared to be solid. He held it at arm's length
and then let go of it. It did not fall. He said he thought it was an antigravity
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machine. He ran a carbon and chemical test on it, but it defied analysis.
This ball was found in the exact center of the craft, and he said he believed that
the ball could make the craft simulate a planet with its own gravitational pull.
This would keep occupants from floating around during space flights.
Another helicopter arrived from the government, carrying five members of the
CIA. They said that there was a ship on the way to take this craft. When asked
by whose authority they were told... THE HIGHEST.... and produced a letter.
The stationery was white and simple. In small letters at the top... THE WHITE
HOUSE.
The CIA then tried to stop the physicist from dismantling the object, but a
Shell official told them everything on the rig belonged to the Shell Oil
Company, and until such time as the ship arrived, they would not surrender
the saucer.
The physicist and the mechanic then continued to dismantle the craft, and
removed the panel boards from the Control Room. The components were
nothing like anything we have here. The physicist then climbed back into the
craft and came out again holding a gadget that looked vaguely like a weapon. It
was cylindrical with a red button on one end. He walked to the edge of the
deck and pointed the tube on out at the water and pressed the button... There
was a blinding flash as a thin white ray shot out and traveled about a mile
before it faded out.
The mechanic then went back into the craft and brought out a small control
box. Facing the craft, he pressed a button on the top end and a panel near the
conning tower slid open and a slender metal rod emerged. It was about 3 feet
long. He manipulated it skyward and pressed a button on the control board. A
bolt of electricity, resembling lightning, shot from the end of the rod, and
following this, was an ozone odor.
One of the onlookers pointed skyward to the clouds, estimated to be at 10,000
feet... It had punched a hole through the cloud.
The physicist then went back into the craft and emerged with an assortment of
objects that looked like weapons, but he was afraid to test them. He carefully
laid them on a tarpaulin. Some were as small as a cigarette packet, while
others were large and menacing looking. They had buttons on small panel
boards.
He also had what looked like a lump of putty. He carefully broke off a small
piece and threw it far out into the sea. The result... an explosion that threw
some of the riggers off their feet.
Then the CIA ship appeared heading for Pacesetter 2, and the CIA agents on
the rig started covering the strange looking weapons and placing them
carefully in duffle bags. These, along with the saucer and parts, were then
transferred to the ship.
The person who reported this incident returned to Atlantic City with Shell
officials, knowing they would never see or hear of this UFO ever again. All the
men on the rig were sworn to secrecy not to divulge any of these happenings.
No announcements about this UFO have ever been released, except in the
Australian International UFO Research magazine. We do not know if this
article is true or not, if any of you know anything about it please write in. It
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does make for interesting reading, however! - Editor.
This article was first published in UFO OFFICIAL, August 1978.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 7 2009 @ 06:29 PM

Another amazing article by Donald Worley about the possible USO bases:


Underground and Undersea UFO Bases and Sounds
When Coral and Jim Lorenzen of the Aerial Phenomena Research
Organization sent me into the isolated strip mine area of south-central
Indiana, United States in 1966-67, I was little prepared for the intensity and
boldness of the aliens. Domed discs and oval craft were being seen by many
persons and at close range.
Many people though the UFOs must be hiding in the bottom of the strip mine
lakes for that was where they seemed to come from. George Pratt, a nearby
farmer, had seen a round yellow UFO arrive so often in the sky overhead that
he used the expression it came up ” when describing its arrival, meaning it
came up from out of the lakes. The yellow UFO came all summer long, hovered
about 15 minutes during which time it would interupt his radio reception, then
would fly off to the south. In the daylight of the sun, the UFO was a round
silver object.
Skeptics from town would see the UFO from the road on the way to Pratt’s
house. Then one night, three jets came roaring in from Terre Haute, Indiana
(USA) and chased the light in the sky. The object flitted around the sky like a
firefly, but the jets never could get near it.
Did the aliens have an undersea base in the strip mine area? If not, then why
did they always come from that area?
Toronto, Canada: What is going on beneath the restless waters of Lake Ontario
in Canada between Oakville and Toronto? Many Canadians living on the shore
are convinced that an undersea base for UFOs must exist there. For years,
many witnesses have seen lights shooting in and out of the lake and a number
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of photos have been taken.
Harry Picket, an aeronautical engineer, pilot, and aircraft research firm owner,
has watched the lights for years. The orange lights hover, fly erratic patterns,
and sometimes zip straight up and out of sight. Why are these lights being
seen in different locations?
Brazil, South America: South America has been an incredible hotbed of UFO
activity for years near the little town of Demerval Lobo, in northeastern Brazil.
In this region, the antics of egg-shaped UFOs were so bold that the field
workers abandoned their jobs and fled. Everyone believed there was a UFO
base nearby in the river.
It was the same in the Amazon River basin towns of Odios, and Santarem
where the fishermen pulled up their lines and gave up. In another South
American location, so many UFOs were seen shooting in and out of the Gulfs
of San Maties and San Jorge, that it became routine and received little
attention.
Argentina: Several Argentine UFO groups, after accumulating years of data,
became convinced that submerged alien bases must surely exist off the
southern coast of Patagonia.
Sounds
Another type of phenomena that seems to be linked with underground alien
bases, are the perplexing motor sounds.
California (USA): Campers around Big Bear Lake on the eastern edge of the
San Gabriel Mountains in California had seen some 30 UFOs in three weeks.
Some campers discovered that they could pick up strange mechanical sounds
when placing a microphone on the forest floor.
Washington (USA): The Yakima Indian Reservation located in south-central
Washington State is a region of hundreds of square miles of rugged forest
land. During periods of high UFO activity forest lookouts in fire control towers
watched glowing objects maneuver over distant ridges and swoop down into
canyons.
Chief Fire Control Officer Bill Vogel wrote to me about a sound similar to
turbines or large truck motors which could be heard running underground. It
sounded like a truck laboring to get up a hill but never quite making it.
Meanwhile, just south of the reservation and north of the Columbia River,
another investigator who formerly worked twenty years in Los Angeles law
enforcement, reported yet another unbelievable situation. One ranch family
had seen much UFO activity for 10 years. They believed the UFOs must be
engaged in some kind of mining operation. The source of the machinery sound
seemed deep underground. Ape-like entities had shown up so much at the
ranch that the horses and dogs no longer went into a panic when the apes
appeared.
The great profusion of assorted UFOs and other eerie happenings in the
forested northwestern region of the state of New Jersey in the 1975-1976 time
period, and the underground sounds caused one to wonder about
subterranean alien bases.
This sparsely settled region of hills, lakes, swamps and forests in the counties
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of Morris, Warren, Hunterdon, and Sussex, was the site of another one of
those macabre infestation scenes.
Great sky flashes, brilliant ruby-red UFOs, and an estimate that there could
have been hundreds of ape-like entity sightings, gives you some idea of the
"problem" that afflicted the inhabitants. The hairy entities seemed to do a lot
of howling and crying all over the place and left many tracks. We are primarily
concerned here with the many truck climbing hill sounds reported by so many
citizens for several years.
Near White Meadow Lake, New Jersey, witnesses reported sounds resembling
underground construction work or subterranean machinery. The sounds
would often last much of the night. The sounds would occur in different areas
and no one could really pinpoint their location.
Giving actual reality to the existence these bases, are the experiences of an
unknown percentage of abductees who insist they have been inside these
underground bases. Approximately one-fourth of my 171 cases have described
this scenario. Consider the following three cases.
1. Abductee #78 from the state of Georgia (USA), called the alien beings she
met in an under-river base, “the river base people.” The river was 20 miles
from her home, and it was here she met tall, stately, blonde haired, blue eyed
aliens and some she called the "high collar people" She said you could pass the
blonde aliens on the street and not know it is them because they looked so
human. Some aliens were concerned about our Earth and thought of us as a
"war planet."
2. Abductee #101 from the state of Arizona (USA), spent time in under-desert
tunnels and rooms escorted by her lifetime mentor, which was a tall hybrid
Gray alien. While there, she saw military personnel and a group of humans she
suspected might be mentally controlled persons missing from Earth. While
there, she also met Halflings, who are identical to humans, and female alien
hybrids that she was told were hers by gene manipulation.
3. Abductee #114 from the state of Virginia (USA), was taken down into a
subterranean rocky structure along with over 50 other persons, through a
large door and into a large room .Scenes of cataclysmic destruction of Earth
were shown on a large screen. This abductee later asked his lifetime Nordiclike mentor he called Thor about what he had been shown. Thor said these
disasters are an inevitable result of time on Earth's sustaining systems and was
for the good of the Earth. When the abductee asked when all these atrocities
would occur, Thor answered that only the creator of all knows when it will
happen.
What are our invaders doing inside secret centers of such busy activity? Can
Earth actually be honeycombed with such hives of activities? Are these bases
constructed from actual physical materials such as concrete, or do they
represent some kind of altered dimensional sites? The sound and testimony of
those who have been to these hidden places causes me to think they are a
physical reality.
So how do we explain the massive stereophonic sound penetrating everywhere
and appearing to come from underground? Make no mistake about it. The
alien intelligence has conjured something up and one day it is sure to have a
very profound effect on us sleeping Earthlings.
In any event, it is certain that covert government activity will never reveal the
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truth about these awesome matters. They know that on the day that Earth's
masses awaken to the realization of the presence of the fantastic dimensional
or stellar ultra-technology called UFOS, social disintegration will fall upon the
human race.

karl 12
posted on Apr, 8 2009 @ 12:47 PM

FRANCE 1608:

In August 1608, the inhabitants of the South France, from Marseilles to
Genoa, witness a true UFO flap, reported in a chronicle entitled "Discours des
terribles et espouvantables signes apparus sur la mer de Gennes".


In Nice, the inhabitants see three strange luminous vessels which evolve at
high speed above the city. The three machines stop near the fortress
and go down above the waters where they cause the water to boil
and emit a red-orange vapor.
To the great stupor of the numerous witnesses, two humanoïd
beings with large heads and large luminous eyes, dressed in a red
suit with silver scales, connected to the flying machine by tubes,
engage themselves in several hours of strange work.

www.ufologie.net...

----
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Tonight on History Channel:


Wednesday, April 08, 2009
UFO Hunters: Underwater Alien Bases- 10:00-11:00PM
On November 11th 1987, the small town of Gulf Breeze, Florida is inundated
with UFO sightings. More than 200 witnesses see strange, unexplained lights
in the sky. The strange sightings last through the early 1990s. The mountain of
evidence is overwhelming--videos, eyewitnesses, and news coverage
everywhere. But where are these Gulf Coast UFOs coming from? Shockingly,
90 miles away in Cuba, U.S. military personnel stationed in Guantanamo Bay
may be seeing USO's--Unidentified Submerged Objects--rising out of the
ocean. We will examine satellite images of what appear to be underwater
landing strips and other strange evidence.
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A RARE USO CASE FROM MY ARCHIVE:


FROM TRUE UFO SIGHTINGS
Stinson Beach, 1990
I was living at the Broadway Hotel in San Francisco after breaking up with my
beautiful norwegian girlfriend. Her depression was rubbing off on me and I
had to move out. One day a month she was fantastic. But in order to maintain
my sanity, I moved out and took a room at the Broadway. There was an
eclectic group of people living there who I quickly came to know and yes, even
love. I met two of my future girlfriends there. They were both students from
Switzerland but they weren’t there at the same time. As one moved out the
other moved in. I had the great fortune to be involved with both of them. But
the way things were at the hotel were such that all of the residents were more
or less in the situation of temporary flux. Nobody had any roots or plans and
we all made friends rather easily. The black guy down the hall named Carlos
from Philly became a good friend of mine. He was a tall, lanky, guy who looked
like a poor man’s Richard Pryor. He used to get people in the hotel together to
have beach parties along the coast, either at one of the beaches in San
Francisco or over the Golden Gate Bridge up in Marin County. One night he
got some people together to drive up to Stinson Beach in Marin to have a
party. He asked me to go along but I had to wake up at three the next morning
to go to work and declined the offer. At a little after three o’clock the next
morning, after my alarm clock went off, there was a banging at my door. I
opened the door and there stood Carlos in an apparent state of urgency. He
said,”I gotta use your phone”. “What the hell is wrong”?, I asked. He told me
he had to call the Coast Guard. He explained that around midnight, he and his
friends were putting out the bonfire they had made and were getting ready to
drive back to the City. Suddenly one of the girls pointed to the ocean and
said,”hey,what is that”? They all turned and looked and thought it must be a
great big ocean liner. Carlos said it was as big as an ocean liner and lit up with
lights all around it. But he said it was completely silent. They all started
running towards it with their Zippo lighters lit shouting, “hey, hey, over here”.
They came to the water’s edge and suddenly on either side of the object
hovering over the water, there came up on one side out of the water, a red light
and on the other side a green light. The huge object seemed to shift from one
side to the other, from one light to the other. Then the two lights submerged
slowly into the ocean and then the huge craft followed. It never reappeared.
Carlos had me call the Coast Guard because he was too shaken to do it himself.
When I got a Coast Guard officer on the phone I asked him if there were any
reports about unusual sightings at Stinson Beach that night. He told me not
that night but there had been reports from there in the past, but most of them
could be explained. The officer said a lot of people see things at beach parties
out there. But Carlos said it was nothing like he or the rest of his friends had
seen before. He said it was for sure a huge UFO.
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A RARE USO CASE FROM MY ARCHIVE:


The Shadow World of UFOs
Comment:
reply jockmacrock (not verified) at 23:13 on August 4th, 2008
You are right about the UFO's. As a seafarer keeping watch on the bridge of
ocean going vessels on long hauls across the Oceans, I have seen some strange
and magnificent sights and weird objects in the sky and also in the sea!
In my flickr photo site I have posted a couple of photos that I discovered had
ufo images in them! I noticed them when I downloaded my photos onto my
computer! There is also a snap of a flying rod included in my pics.
One time when I was on a ship in the middle of the Indian Oceon I was so
excited watching the Mercury 6 space capsule with John Glenn aboard passing
directly overhead as it circled the earth! I kept a lookout for it and stayed up to
see it orbit the earth three times! I had powerful binoculars andwatched the
star-like image shoot across the sky! But to my surprise I also saw a second
bright image flying almost alongside the space craft. I was the First Mate of the
ship, and I called the Captain up to the bridge and he saw the same two
sightings also. I reported my sightings to Nasa, when my ship arrived in South
Africa, but I never heard anything back.
And a few days later in the evening in a flat calm sea, we took advantage of the
fine weather to stop the ship and do some quick repair work on the main
engine. I switched on all the decklights and lit up the sea around us, and very
soon the sea around us was teeming with many different kinds of fish. Around
8 o'clock the captain and I were talking on the upper boat-deck and I was
facing aft (Towards the back of the ship) when quite suddenly the whole ship
(10,ooo tons) rose up in the sea like a big wave had hit us, but there was no
wave or high sea, and as I stared aft in astonishment I looked down into the
water and I saw an underwater craft as long as my ship passing below us in the
water. It had the delta wing shape with a sharp fore end and a wide wing shape
at the rear. and was moving at a fast speed through the clear water, right below
us, thus causing the wave effect that lifted us in the water. The whole crew who
were assembled on the lower deck enjoying the chance to do some fishing, all
stood motionless staring up at the captain and myself, like thay had become
hypnotised. They had seen the great craft also, and were looking at us waiting
for some explanation. Since I was in charge of the crew, I walked to the end of
the deck and smiling I told everyone, "Thats the biggest whale I ever saw in my
life!" and very quickly the men saw the joke and laughed! They quit fishing and
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sat on top of the hatch and stayed there awake all night. The engine was ready
and we got steam up and sailed on at 10 o'clock, I went to my cabin and got
some sleep, I had the watch at 0400 to 0800 the next morning. We never
talked about it to anyone again, that was 1965, and it was never reported as
being seen ever again. A great whale it was with metalic plates and rivet lines
and round doors that filled all of the crew with fear and awe.
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From UFOs Northwest
Sighting Reports 2006
Woman Sees Lights Descend From Sky Into Lake Erie. Lights Shine in Water
for Several Hours
Location of Sighting
Date of Sighting: February 24 & 25, 2006
Time of Sighting: 9:30 PM, Feb. 24 to 3:00 AM, Feb. 25
Date Reported: March 5, 2006
Duration of Sighting: 5 Hours & 30 Minutes
Location of Sighting: Wheatley, Ontario, Canada (On Northern Shore of Lake
Erie - See Map Above for Location)
Latitude: 42.1 Degrees North
Longitude: 82.45 Degrees West
Number of Witnesses: Multiple (Exact Number Unknown)
Number of Witnesses Interviewed: One
Weather: Cloudy. Some Light Snow in Area.
Description (In Witness's Own Words): WE SAW LIGHTS IN THE SKY
ABOVE LAKE ERIE, THEN THE LIGHTS WENT INTO THE WATER,
STAYED IN WATER. THE LIGHTS WERE SHINING UPWARD THROUGH
THE WATER, WENT LEFT AND RIGHT UNDER WATER, AND CAME
CLOSE TO SHORE. EVEN A BEAM OF LIGHT WAS SHINING TOWARD
OUR COTTAGE ABOUT 3 AM, THE LIGHTS WERE MOVING DEEPER
THEN MOVED.
Investigator's Notes: This is only the second report that I have ever received of
a UFO entering or leaving the water. Considering that the weather was
inclement at the time of the sighting with likely reduced visibility suggests that
the lights must have been quite bright.
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A RARE USO CASE FROM MY ARCHIVE:


From UFOs Northwest
Sighting Reports Previous to 1990
Man Recalls Seeing Black Ball Descend From Clouds & Land
Date of Sighting: 1969 (Exact Date Unknown)
Time of Sighting: During Daylight (Exact Time Unknown)
Location of Sighting: On Hoquiam River Near Hoquiam, Washington (See
Map)
Description: I was not sure where to send my encounter. This happened nearly
40 years ago, but I remember it like yesterday. My father, brother and I were
riding in a small skiff on the Hoquiam River in Washington State. We were
going up river to do some fishing. I was at the bow of the boat watching for
logs and other tree limbs in the water so we didn't hit them. I have got to
mention too it was a real windy, rainy gray day which is typical here. Ahead
the river curves to the left. From around the corner, up about 50 ft this big
black ball comes into view traveling at maybe 30 MPH. It stays at the same
altitude over our boat and seems to see us and lands in the river behind us
about 50 ft to 60 ft back. My father turns the boat around and we go back to
check it out. It sits on top of the water maybe 4 feet from us. It was not moving
from our wake or the wind. We went around it several times and sat there just
looking at it. Then up it goes into the clouds and GONE. IT WENT STRAIGHT
UP! It was a flat to semi-gloss black. It looked solid and perfectly round. It
made no sound. It was about 2 to 3 feet in diameter. It was so close we could
have reached over the side of boat and touched it, but we knew this was NOT
just a toy. I don't think it even broke the surface tension of the water. What are
your thoughts on it?
Note: My thoughts are that this was an unidentified flying object. Certainly no
weather balloon is going to desend from the clouds on a rainy, windy day and
then take off after landing. Wow!

Skyfloating
 
posted on Apr, 10 2009 @ 04:01 PM
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MidEastGui, Spacevisitor, karl12: Thanks so much for making this a valuable resource for
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any USO-Researcher.
In browsing through the thread I see its too big of a project for me to make a book out of
at this moment, but maybe I´ll re-visit the idea another time, when there is more time.
But I think you may have created the best resource for USOs on the Internet.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 10 2009 @ 10:01 PM
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Originally posted by Skyfloating
MidEastGui, Spacevisitor, karl12: Thanks so much for making this a valuable resource for
any USO-Researcher.
In browsing through the thread I see its too big of a project for me to make a book out of
at this moment, but maybe I´ll re-visit the idea another time, when there is more time.
But I think you may have created the best resource for USOs on the Internet.

Thank you very much for creating such a good thread on ATS. That is very kind of u. As
what I said previously, preparing a book about USOs takes some time, so it is hard to do
actually. But, I let ya know that if you decide to write a text in relation to USO
phenomena, I promise to help ya.
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Newly aired TV documentary about USOs
1/5 UFO HuntersUnderwater Alien Bases 2009

Watch later
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Enjoy.
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Newly aired TV documantary about USOs
2/5 UFO Hunters Underwater Alien Bases 2009

Watch later

Enjoy.
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Newly aired TV documentary about USOs
3/5 UFO Hunters Underwater Alien Bases 2009
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Watch later

Enjoy.
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Newly aired TV documentary about USOs
4/5 UFO Hunters Underwater Alien Bases 2009

Watch later

Enjoy.
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Newly aired TV documentary about USOs
5/5 UFO Hunters Underwater Alien Bases 2009

Watch later

Enjoy.
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If the youtube links dont work properly then you might log on the youtube site once again
and do a quick search about the video clips of "UFO Hunters Underwater Alien Bases",
there you will see some other versions of the same documentary as well.
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An amazing article in Spanish about several USO cases reported at around the Puerto
Octay, Chile:


Ovnis: la historia oculta que vivió Puerto Octay
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"Soy un convencido de que existen los ovnis. Nunca más volví a ver algo
similar". Así partió el relato del agricultor de 66 años, Ricardo Loebel Kuschel,
propietario del fundo Quilanto ubicado en la comuna de Puerto Octay, quien
contó su historia respecto al avistamiento ocurrido hace 30 años de objetos
voladores no identificados en una noche invernal de julio en el año 1977.
La conversación ocurrió en el fundo del conocido agricultor octayino en medio
de extensas praderas y hermosos lomajes adornados de cipreses, coigües y
pinos, a propósito de la celebración del Día Mundial del Ovni que fue
recordada ayer con vigilias, reuniones y encuentros de quienes fueron testigo
de avistamientos de estos aparatos en distintas partes del mundo.
El agricultor octayino, cuyo predio está junto a la ruta asfaltada interior que
conecta Puerto Octay con Frutillar, no tiene dudas al momento de recordar
este fenómeno que -según cuenta- lo marcó de por vida con avistamientos de
ovnis en el mencionado sector ubicado en las cercanías del Lago Llanquihue,
lo que en aquella época provocó la atención de numerosos estudiosos de la
ufología en el contexto nacional e internacional y que dio cuenta en la época el
Diario La Prensa.

VACAS PREÑADAS
El agricultor octayino entregó su relato respecto a los inexplicables momentos
vividos al observar a menos de 40 metros, cuando iba en busca de un par de
vacas preñadas, un aparato ovoide que destellaba una luz blanca amarillenta
que finalmente se posó en el bosque de cipreses y coigües.
El ingreso a su predio está flanqueado por un santuario en honor al Cristo
Crucificado, lo que refuerza su creencia y fe, cuyo pequeño recinto de madera y
techado con tejuelas se transforma en el punto obligado de automovilistas y
transeúntes para elevar sus plegarias.
Loebel recordó los meses de julio y agosto de 1977, oportunidad en que los
cielos octayinos y la ribera del Lago Llanquihue, fueron escenario de las
numerosas apariciones de aparatos plateados o con forma circular -similar a
un platillo volador- de luces destellantes amarillentas y rojizas que
enmudecieron a quienes observaron este fenómeno en los cielos.
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"En aquellos momentos no tuve a mano una cámara fotográfica, lo único que
podemos dar a conocer fueron los increíbles instantes vividos frente a una
nave extraterrestre. Que quede claro, mi testimonio pudo ser ratificado por
otras personas que igual observaron el mismo fenómeno y quedaron
inmovilizadas de miedo".

NACIDO Y CRIADO
Ricardo Loebel, nacido y criado hace 66 años en el sector de Quilanto,
localidad ubicada en los límites de las provincias de Osorno y Llanquihue,
aseguró que nunca más volvió ver un fenómeno tan impresionante en su
predio y en los cielos octayinos, cuyos antecedentes fueron recogidos en
numerosas entrevistas realizadas por medios de comunicación y revistas
especializadas en la ufología.
Su relato coincidió plenamente con observaciones realizadas por agricultores,
automovilistas, trabajadores agrícolas, pescadores y vecinos de la comuna de
Octay, sobre todo, cuando hay evidencias y declaraciones de personas que aún
viven, las cuales avistaron ovnis en el sector de Playa Raquel en la ribera norte
del Llanquihue, cuyos antecedentes fueron dados a conocer a la policía
uniformada e investigadores de estos fenómenos.
"Eran como las 23 horas -recordó Loebel- cuando en una noche clara y muy
despejada de julio de 1977, salí a buscar unas vacas preñadas que estaban a
punto de parir las que estaban ocultas bajo un bosque de cipreses y coigues.
Allí vino mi sorpresa al ver una brillante luz sobrenatural y gigante de color
blanco amarillento en el cielo", explicó.
"Quedé inmovilizado, no sé cuánto tiempo, estimo que fueron unos 4 ó 5
minutos, pero fue como interminable, aquella luz en forma de platillo,
obviamente, sin ruido se desplazaba de norte a sur, la cual se posó finalmente
en unos coigües, uno de los cuales hoy en día está prácticamente seco", acotó.
Agregó que "se me erizaron los pelos y como pude salí a la casa unos inquilinos
para pedir ayuda y después llegué corriendo a mi casa para avisar de lo que
estaba sucediendo a mis padres -Oscar Loebel y Clara Kuschel- (el primero de
los nombrados falleció, y su madre aún vive y recuerda perfectamente los
momentos vividos frente al fenómeno).
Aquella luz -dijo Loebel- iluminó por varios minutos el comedor de mi casa, y
después avanzó en dirección sur, siendo avistado (el ovni) por otras personas
en los alrededores de Quilanto y algunos octayinos, como en Llanquihue y
Loncotoro, entre otros puntos de la zona.

EXISTEN
"De que existen los ovnis, éstos existen", dijo Ricardo Loebel, al relatar como si
estuviera viviendo el momento del avistamiento ocurrido en julio de hace
treinta años, al precisar que "frente a lo observado no me cabe la menor duda.
Hay que estar presente para poder hablar con propiedad de lo experimentado
frente a los objetos no identificados".
Comentó que la época de 1976 al 79, fueron normales los avistamientos de
objetos voladores no identificados en la zona, los que se suman a otros
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informes de hechos similares ocurridos en la zona de Puyehue, Puerto Montt y
en San Juan de la Costa, comuna de la provincia de Osorno.
Aseguró que "los ovnis no han vuelto a la zona, pero soy un convencido que
existen. Incluso, un taxista de Octay de apellido Precht, igual observó este
fenómeno en los cielos y en el área de Quilanto. También se comentó que dos
pescadores el padre y su hijo, desaparecieron inexplicablemente en el Lago
Llanquihue, siendo encontrada la embarcación intacta y sin sus tripulantes.
Nuestro entrevistado comentó que la gente gritaba desesperada por el
avistamiento de los ovnis, al señalar que "en mi caso no puedo precisar con
exactitud la dimensión del aparato que observé, a pesar que estuve a pocos
metros de él, pero la impresión y los nervios no me hicieron actuar en forma
correcta frente al momento extraño que me tocó vivir".
"Antes yo me reía de la gente que siempre comentaba de los ovnis, pero todo
cambió cuando me tocó verlo, por lo que ahora, soy un convencido de la
existencia de los objetos voladores no identificados. En aquella oportunidad
sólo atiné a mirar la luz destellante, cuyo fenómeno lo vieron mis padres y los
inquilinos del predio", precisó Kuschel.

HISTORIAS
El 23 de agosto de 1978, Baldovino Vargas, pescador artesanal octayino,
declaró que observó en el lago Llanquihue "una especie de bote, como 'huevo
arranado' de color aluminio, de unos cinco metros de largo y con una cúpula
de un metro y medio en la parte superior".
Mas tarde, en marzo de 1982, Baldovino Vargas y su hijo Juan Carlos de 14
años, salieron a pescar en el lago, pero ninguno de los dos regresó. Su
embarcación fue encontraba dos meses después en la playa de Las Cascadas,
con evidentes signos de quemaduras en la parte superior.
Una delegación de turistas italianos en septiembre de 1992, revelaron haber
visto un submarino que llegó hasta la ribera del Llanquihue, para luego
desaparecer a gran velocidad. En 1990 hubo una seguidilla de avistamientos
de ovnis en Octay, lo que dejó a esta comuna como uno de los sitios más
estudiados por la ufología mundial.
Otro testimonio de aquella época lo entregó Dolorindo Asencio, pescador
octayino y jardinero del Hotel Centinela, el que en cuatro ocasiones pudo
establecer contacto visual con objetos voladores no identificados.
Asencio tuvo el primer avistamiento el 20 de octubre de 1990, y el 19 de
noviembre del mismo año, sintió un extraño ruido de metal cerca de su casa y
al ver unas luces potentes emerger del agua.
Un grupo de seis funcionarios del Hospital de Octay, quienes regresaban en
una ambulancia observaron por casi 25 minutos dos discos voladores jugando
en el lago Llanquihue, frente a la playa Maitén, de cuyo episodio dieron cuenta
a carabineros del lugar. Un médico, de apellido Mardones que trabajó en el
Hospital de Octay, relató a un grupo de investigadores que observó que un
ovni iba a unos 80 metros de la cabina de la ambulancia en la cual viajaba, y
desapareció con la velocidad de la luz.
Una piedra de molino, fue el testimonio aportado por el trabajador Waldemar
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Gallardo, quien vive en la ruta a Ralún, a pocos kilómetros de Ensenada, tras
el avistamiento que realizó en dos ocasiones en las proximidades de Octay. En
1990, un objeto no identificado se posó sobre el edificio municipal de Puaucho,
comuna de San Juan de la Costa, y el mismo extraño fenómeno lo observó un
estudiante de enseñanza media de aquella época. Un ex oficial de Carabineros,
Raúl Fajardo, relató que en los años 1978 hubo en la provincia de Osorno,
unas 40 apariciones de ovnis, incluso, uno de ellos se instaló en la parte
superior de un radiopatrulla que el ex policía conducía.
os testimonios gráficos que existen dan cuenta de la presencia de objetos
extraños, aunque una gran parte de los estudiosos mantiene un grado de
escepticismo en torno al tema.
(La imagen es asi de pequeña originalmente del diario)
Fuente Diario Austral de Osorno, domingo 2 de julio del 2007

MidEastGui
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Another informative article about the USO cases in Patagonia, Argentina:
EL FENÓMENO OVNI EN LA PATAGONIA

www.abovetopsecret.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy.
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Another informative essay in Spanish about a conical luminous UFO which came out of the
Laguna Chiquichano, Argentina:


El ovni de la Laguna Chiquichano... By Jorge D. Estigarribia From
bolsonweb.com.ar, April 17, 2007
Salvo la espalda helada.. el resto de su cuerpo ardía...
Daniel desnudo arriba de noemí, a pura intemperie patagónica de otoño. 4 0 5
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de la madrugada y el amor entre ellos ... Interminable... lleno de líbido sudor...
Susurros únicamente para ese momento... Cerca del cielo... cerca, muy cerca
de las estrellas, a un costado plano de la cuesta norte de la Laguna
Chiquichano.
Costaba encontrar esa pequeña meseta, nido de amor de Daniel y Noemí, en la
que munidos sólo de necesidades, se transformaban en aquellos mágicos
príncipes que, a través de vuelos y aterrizajes múltiples, morían y vivían en un
tiempo sin espacio...
Se encontraban todas las noches, tarde, para evitar indiscretos y provocar
soledades...
-¡Te quiero más que a mi vida -le dijo Noemí- y él sintió ser el dueño de todo...
Todo era ella y todo era él ¿Para qué más? ¿O es que había otras cosas
igualmente importantes en el mundo?. Podría ser que el chancho chifle o San
Martín supiera karate, pero hacer el amor -para Daniel y Noemí- no se
comparaba con nada.
Esa sensación de hacer intensamente feliz al otro... Ese rebote contestario del
placer supremo puesto por Dios en los instrumentos artísticos de sus
cuerpos... No. Imposible que existiera algo mejor... hasta "esa" noche... en la
que todo cambió.
Normalmente las noches de otoño bañaban de rocíos los amaneceres de la
laguna del gran cacique aborígen. Por ahí el viento jodía...Pero ¿qué querés?
¿Una francesa con perritos y bombones? No. Aquello era únicamente para
machos y hembras capaces de anular de sus cuerpos las incomodidades y
sufrimientos, y aceptar solo los gozos, concentrarse en ellos y caer en el éxtasis
de las cosas del querer eterno entre un hombre y una mujer.
En eso estaban Daniel y Noemí, y de pronto...¡la luz hizo el día en la laguna!...
Se petrificaron y no alcanzaron siquiera a tapar sus desnudeces o quizás ni
siquiera atinaron a ello!...
Ella se persignó y le dijo a Daniel...
-¡Te dije que seríamos castigados!
El apenas respiraba, mirando fija y exactamemte hacia arriba del centro de la
laguna, desde donde partía la intensa luz.
Ella insistió...-¡Pecamos Daniel!
El contestó...-Esto es otra cosa. Quedate quietita detrás mío.
Vistos ambos bajo esa luz, y con esa mezcla de sentimientos encontrados,
terror, sorpresa, incredulidad y la raza mapuche en sus venas...(eran
bellos...asi de simple...bellos...)
Daniel abrazó a Noemí y se quedaron quietos, como si todo su miedo se
expresara a través de la quietud. La luz ahí, intensa, blanca, hasta que se fue
achicando en un haz que bajaba como un cono invertido sobre el centro de la
laguna
No se movía ni un hoja de pasto. No pasaba nadie por ahí. Ni una luz por las
calles cercanas. Los patos de la laguna no estaban. Los perros que a veces
vagabundeaban por el lugar habían desaparecido... Solo ellos y ¡¡¡el plato
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hondo invertido!!!! Si, un plato volador a solo 40 metros.
Aquello era un ovni que giraba lentamente sobre si mismo, sin ruidos. De
repente se elevó verticalmente y desapareció, como un rayo, a una velocidad
que no se incrementó. Solo partió y desapareció en fracciones de segundos
hacia el mar......
Mudos, Daniel y Noemí se vistieron con premura, y tomados de la mano
subieron la cuesta hasta la base del obsevatorio astronómico en construcción,
lo rodearon y se perdieron del cementerio, más allá...
Les costó encontrarme. Estaban muy pálidos y asustados, y comenzamos a
charlar lenta y desconfiadamente. Los dejé manejar sus tiempos. Se fueron
aflojando. Ella comenzó a llorar y él consolándola con ternura, no sacaba sus
mansos y bravos ojos de los míos...
continuará...
Jorge D. Estigarribia
Imprimir, EnviarCultura

MidEastGui
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Another amazing article in Spanish about the Chiloean Ghostship or Ghostsub named as "El
Caleuche", Chile:


Del Caleuche a los OSNI
Reflexiones August 4th, 2008
Dejadme que esta noche os hable de la leyenda del Caleuche, un buque
fantasma que navega y vaga por los mares de Chiloé y los canales del sur de
Chile según la tradición chilota. Como podemos leer en un interesante artículo
de Prodiversitas, “el Caleuche está tripulado por brujos poderosos, y en las
noches oscuras va profusamente iluminado. Tiene alumbrado y velamen color
rojo, por andar tripulado por brujos. Por lo general, en sus navegaciones no
cesa a bordo la música. Se oculta en medio de una densa neblina que él mismo
produce. Jamás navega a la luz del día.
Si casualmente alguna persona que no sea bruja se acerca, éste se transforma
en un simple madero flotante; y si el individuo intenta apoderarse del madero,
éste retrocede. Otras veces se convierte en una roca o en otro objeto cualquiera
y se hace invisible. Sus tripulantes se convierten en lobos marinos o en aves
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acuáticas. Se asegura que los tripulantes tienen una sola pierna para andar y
que la otra está doblada por la espalda, por lo tanto andan a saltos y a brincos.
Todos son idiotas y desmemoriados para asegurar el secreto de lo que ocurre a
bordo.
Al Caleuche no hay que mirarlo, porque los tripulantes castigan al que lo mira
volviéndoles la boca torcida, la cabeza hacia la espalda o matándoles de
repente, por arte de brujería. El que quiera mirar al buque y no sufrir el castigo
de la torcedura, debe procurar que los tripulantes no se den cuenta de su
audacia.
Este buque navega cerca de la costa y cuando se apodera de una persona, la
lleva a visitar ciudades del fondo del mar y le descubre inmensos tesoros,
invitándola a participar en ellos con la sola condición de no divulgar lo que ha
visto. Si no lo hiciera así, los tripulantes del Caleuche lo matarían en la
primera ocasión que volvieran a encontrarse con él.
Todos los que mueren ahogados son recogidos por el Caleuche, que tiene la
facultad de hacer la navegación submarina y aparecer en el momento preciso
donde se le necesita para recoger a los náufragos y guardarlos en su seno, que
les sirve de eterna mansión. Cuando el Caleuche necesita reparar su casco o
sus máquinas, escoge de preferencia los barrancos y acantilados, y allí, en las
altas horas de la noche, procede al trabajo.
La leyenda del Caleuche o Buque Fantasma es una de las más difundidas en
esta provincia y aun fuera de ella. Todavía queda mucha gente que sigue
creyendo en la existencia del misterioso Buque de Arte.
Se trata de un barco lindísimo en sentido superlativo, iluminado con
profusión. En él tienen lugar fiestas y bailes fantásticos, al son de la música
más maravillosa del mundo. Puede navegar indistintamente sobre la superficie
como bajo el agua. Se provee de tripulación, para lo cual recoge a los incautos
navegantes de las lanchas veleras, a quienes atrae con la poderosa sugestión
melódica de su orquesta. También recoge a los náufragos.
Es el barco de los brujos. Desaparece de la vista en forma inesperada e
instantánea. Deja tras de sí un vago y extraño ruido de cadenas y los ecos
difusos de una melodía cautivante y enervadora. Puede convertirse en un
rústico tronco de árbol y varar en cualquier playa. Igualmente sus tripulantes
tienen la facultad de autotransformación corporal a su antojo. Eligen de
preferencia la forma de focas. De esta manera, pasan inadvertidos a los ojos de
los profanos, sobre los arrecifes, en donde suelen tomar el sol plácidamente
arrullados por la cadencia de las olas.
La transformación del Caleuche en un tronco cualquiera se explica por el
hecho muy frecuente de la presencia de troncos varados en las playas de la
noche a la mañana; y que desaparecen en igual forma repentina, arrastrados
por las corrientes. A veces se les ve flotar entre dos aguas; llevando sobre sí
algunos cuervos remolones. La fantasía recoge la curiosa visión y con ésos
elementos simples el elabora mil conjeturas inverosímiles, reafirmando la
vieja leyenda del Buque Fantasma. La aparición y desaparición de los
mencionados troncos en las playas es simplemente consecuencia de las
corrientes y mareas.
Mientras algunos cuentan que el barco aparece para embelesar a los
pescadores con una música maravillosa, causarles la muerte y convertirlos en
tripulantes esclavos que llevan una pierna doblada sobre la espalda, como el
Invunche; otra versión dice que recoge a los muertos de las aguas y les da una
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nueva vida a bordo, como tripulantes que pasaran la eternidad en fiestas y
celebraciones.”
Pese a que otros muchos atribuyen la invención del Caleuche a espejismos o a
las incursiones de piratas y corsarios, a mi me parece más bien que se puede
tratar de una leyenda forjada en los frecuentes avistamientos de los famosos
OSNI, esos objetos submarinos no identificados que pueblan nuestros mares y
que son avistados con más frecuencia de la que nos pensamos por pescadores
y lobos marinos mar adentro. En realidad, la idea no es descabellada. A nadie
se le escapa que los mares y océanos albergan en sus profundidades las zonas
más inexploradas y vírgenes del planeta y uno tiene la extraordinaria
sensación de que, bajo sus aguas, a muchos km. De la superfície, algunos
secretos insondables aún siguen ocultos sobre la arena abisal. Teniendo en
cuenta que los océanos ocupan ¾ partes de la superfície del planeta y que la
profundidad media de los mares y océanos oscila entre los 4 y 5 kilómetros y
que el hombre apenas ha comenzado a explorar las vastas zonas que se
encuentran debajo de la superficie, la romántica idea de la existencia de
civilizaciones tecnológicamente avanzadas bajo la superficie marina se me
antoja una interesante y desestabilizadora opción, como mínimo, a tener en
cuenta.
Rememorando la famosa frase de Von Däniken, y aunque pueda parecer
ciertamente de perogrullo, “si un OVNI entra en el agua se convierte
automáticamente en un OSNI.” Ya sean lagos, fiordos, embalses, o las
profundidades ignotas de los océanos, parece que estos artefactos tripulados
de procedencia desconocida sienten una particular atracción y apego por el
mundo acuático. Es decir, que no solo se trataría de extraordinarios aparatos
cappaces de surcar nuestros cielos con sistemas de aeropropulsión a años luz
de los nuestros, sino que además, para mayor desconcierto, estos objetos
tendrían una supuesta capacidad anfibia que les permitiría sumergirse y
navegar bajo el líquido elemental, haciendo gala de una versatilidad
tecnológica imposible de concebir bajo el estricto amparo de la ciencia actual.
Para que os hagáis una ligera idea, la velocidad máxima de los submarinos
más modernos es de unos 45 nudos, es decir, unos 80 km/h, pero estos
artefactos misteriosos se desplazan por el interior de las aguas a una velocidad,
como mínimo, tres veces mayor.
Además de los siempre presentes y frecuentes avistamientos osni por parte de
faenantes del mar, a lo largo de la historia también han sido abundantes los
reportes militares, oficiales y oficiosos, que hablaban de extraños artefactos
que emergían de las aguas y que incluso, pusieron en jaque más de una
operación militar marítima. A las andanzas osnilógicas del famoso portaviones
americano Roosevelt –tan solo por citar un par de casos-, se añaden las del
portaaviones norteamericano Wasp y otros 12 buques, que detectaron una
gran nave submarina que se desplazaba a 150 nudos (280 km/h) mientras
realizaban maniobras en el Atlántico Norte en 1963. Según podemos leer en
algunos artículos, el extraño osni se mantuvo en sus proximidades durante
cuatro días, maniobrando alrededor de ellos y sumergiéndose a sorprendentes
profundidades de hasta 8.200 m. , cuando el récord de profundidad de los
submarinos conocidos es de unos nada despreciables 1.900 m.
Todos estos reportes militares filtrados con el paso de los años, junto al
sorprendente hallazgo de extraños cilindros y piezas de manufactura
aparentemente no humana en el fondo de las aguas (como la extraña pieza
oopartiana hallada por un buceador español en el Mar Mediterráneo en 1970),
y las exhaustivas investigaciones de prestigiosos científicos como el zoólogo
marino Ivan T. Sanderson parecen dejar bastante claro que algo desconocido
se oculta en las profundidades inescrutables de la zona azul de nuestro
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Planeta. El bueno de Sanderson, que dedicó su vida al estudio de estos Osni y a
las civilizaciones submarinas, llegó a concluir en su libro póstumo “Invisible
Residents” que 8 de cada 10 ovnis eran en realidad osnis, y que bajo las
profundidades oceánicas casi con toda seguridad se ocultaban razas
ancestrales no humanas que nos llevaban millones de años de ventaja
evolutiva. Según afirman los que los conocieron en vida, este biólogo y zoólogo
marino tuvo acceso privilegiado a información y a evidencias que lo llevaron
por el sendero de la obsesión y del total convencimiento de que allá abajo, en
las profundidades oceánicas, ciudades tipo Rapture, de manufactura no
humana, descansaban sobre las simas abisales. Quien sea aficionado a los
videojuegos o a las obras maestras virtuales, casi con toda seguridad conocerá
el magnífico Bioshock de Irrational Games, donde se nos muestra una
quimérica y utópica ciudad submarina, Rapture, una brillante y embriagadora
combinación de estética art-decó y surrealismo Verniano. Rapture fue el sueño
de un visionario que quiso construir la ciudad perfecta, donde los límites
creativos y científicos no existiesen, una ciudad fundada como una sociedad
ideal para un selecto grupo de científicos, artistas e industriales sin límites ni
losas morales. Una ciudad submarina con la que el hombre, la raza humana,
conquistaba el fondo de los océanos y observaba su entorno a través de una
jaula de cristal artificial que lo aislaba del hostil mundo de agua de allá fuera.
Sin desvelar demasiado de la trama, diré que el sueño utópico y pasado por
agua de aquel loco visionario acabó como el rosario de la aurora, quedando
patente la inherente capacidad e inercia de la raza humana para autodestruirse
a toda costa.
Y realizo este paralelismo no por capricho ni por mi profunda admiración a la
obra maestra de Irrational Games, sino porque creo que la humana Rapture
muy poco o nada tiene que ver con esas bases o ciudades submarinas
presuntamente extraterrestres que, presumiblemente, albergarían nuestros
océanos en lo más profundo de sus abismos. Si son tan antiguas como
Sanderson y cia afirman, parece evidente –y hasta necesario, desde el punto de
vista de la viabilidad biológica, que sus constructores y moradores sean seres
perfectamente adaptados al medio acuoso, y no criaturas recluidas
eternamente en cárceles de cristal o material aislante. Seres anfibios en
vehículos anfibios, seres que quizás salgan últimamente más a menudo a la
superfície en busca de respuestas, en busca de las razones que están
convirtiendo, gradual e inexorablemente, su mundo acuático en un pozal de
desechos y de contaminación humana. Quizás, en este sentido, en el
extraordinario enigma de los Dogones de Mali y los seres anfibios no humanos
con los que entraron en contacto -aquel misterioso y poderoso Nommo y su
séquito que, casualmente, necesitaban el líquido primordial para su
supervivencia- residan parte de las respuestas a este fascinante enigma de los
OSNI y sus presuntas bases y mundos submarinos.
Y si hacemos caso a Sanderson, hoy, en esta mágicas alertas ovni en las que,
por sistema y por definición, tendemos a mirar al inexcrutable firmamento en
busca de artefactos desconocidos, quizás sería mejor dirigir nuestra mirada
mar adentro y rastrear entre el oleaje su presencia imposible. Quizás, de esta
manera podamos, con mayor probabilidad, ser testigos privilegiados de uno de
estos avistamientos OSNI, cuya maquinaria sideral y luces imposibles han
iluminado e iluminarán, en silencio y furtivamente, las aguas más oscuras e
ignotas de nuestros océanos, quién sabe para qué, desde cuando y porqué.
Daniel Valverde
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Another Spanish written article about El Caleuche phenomenon, Chile:


¿Qué es un OSNI? Por Ana Laura Pazos González
Cierto día, mientras atravesaba el río Jaxartes, en la India, Alejandro Magno
vio un grupo de escudos refulgentes brotando de las aguas. El rey de
Macedonia quedó tan convencido de que eran navíos de otro mundo, que
dedicó los últimos seis años de su vida a la búsqueda de dichos objetos. Para
ello, se sirvió de una campana de inmersión: un tonel de cristal desde el que
pudo ver las maravillas del mundo acuático. Se dice que éste fue el primer
submarino de la Historia. También existe la hipótesis de que las aventuras
subacuáticas de Alejandro tenían un objetivo más ambicioso: encontrar y
conquistar el único reino que se había resistido a la dominación, la Atlántida.
En el diario de navegación que llevaba Cristóbal Colón durante su legendaria
travesía a América, se describe una serie de hechos sorprendentes que van
desde el avistamiento de sirenas sorteando las olas (probablemente sólo se
trataba de manatíes), hasta la presencia de destellos sobrenaturales en el cielo.
A bordo de la Santa María, un marinero vio un objeto en forma de disco que
despedía un relumbre extraño salir del agua y volar hacia el infinito.
Asimismo, en la anotación del 17 de septiembre, Colón afirma que las estrellas
en el cielo, o unas luces no identificadas, parecían moverse de forma
caprichosa.
El jueves 11 de octubre de 1492, momentos antes de que Colón llegara al
Nuevo Continente, escribió: “Un marinero, a las 10 de la noche, estando en el
castillo de popa, vio lumbre y llamó al almirante Pedro Gutiérrez y le pidió que
mirase al cielo. El almirante vio una luz que se asemejaba a una candelilla de
cera que se alzaba y se levantaba...” Quizás estos avistamientos no fueron más
que barcos que, secretamente, seguían a las carabelas. Sin embargo, éste, junto
con el de Alejandro Magno, fue uno de los primeros informes que reportaban
la presencia de OSNIS.
Un OSNI es un Objeto Submarino No Identificado y puede tratarse de un
transporte subacuático que burla los sonares en tiempos de guerra, o de un
supuesto artefacto extraterrestre capaz de soportar presiones que ningún
submarino fabricado por el hombre podría resistir, así como de moverse a una
velocidad hasta ahora impensable para un objeto sumergido en un medio
líquido.
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Los ufólogos aseguran que los OSNIS son naves extraterrestres que salen de
bases o ciudades submarinas, construidas por seres acuáticos en las
profundidades de los lagos y océanos de la Tierra. Creen que en las zonas
inexploradas del fondo submarino reina una orden superior de vida
inteligente, responsable del funcionamiento de estos “anfibios robóticos”.
Los exobiólogos, científicos que se ocupan de estudiar el origen, la evolución y
la expansión de la vida en el Universo, también creen que puede existir vida
inteligente en otros mundos, ya que las leyes de la física y la química son las
mismas en todas partes y, por tanto, los fenómenos que originaron la vida en
la Tierra no son exclusivos de ella. Empero, todavía no se han descubierto
planetas que posean condiciones similares a las de la Tierra, por lo que no
existen pruebas irrefutables que nieguen o afirmen la existencia de vida
extraterrestre. Mucho menos ha podido demostrarse que los llamados OSNIS
provengan de civilizaciones subacuáticas provenientes de otro planeta. Es por
ello que la ufología ha sido tan criticada por la comunidad científica, que la
considera una pseudo ciencia.
No obstante, desde la antigüedad el hombre ha visto extrañas luces en el cielo.
Hace 8000 años, cuando el desierto del Sahara era un valle fértil y rebosante,
un extenso grupo humano se asentó en la región. En las cuevas, los habitantes
del Sahara plasmaron pinturas que representaban escenas de su vida
cotidiana; sin embargo, también es posible encontrar imágenes de personajes
enigmáticos que parecen llevar escafandras y trajes espaciales. Tal vez sólo
sean producto de alguna alucinación ritual, aunque los ufólogos aseguran que
esta civilización de la Edad de Piedra tuvo contacto con seres de otro mundo.
En el papiro de Tulli, que actualmente se encuentra en la sección de Egipto del
Gran Museo del Vaticano y que corresponde al reinado de Tutmosis III, se
puede leer: “En el año 22 del tercer mes de invierno, sexta hora del día... los
escribientes de la Casa de la Vida descubrieron que había un círculo de fuego
que se aproximaba por el cielo. No tenía cabeza, el aliento de su boca era
desagradable, tampoco tenía voz. Los escribas cayeron en la confusión. Tras
escuchar el relato, el faraón meditó, pero después de unos días los discos
empezaron a ser más frecuentes en el cielo. Brillaban más que el Sol y se
extendían más allá de los límites de los pilares del cielo”.
Por otra parte, en el libro del Ramayana, la menor de las dos grandes epopeyas
en sánscrito de la India antigua, se describe una invasión aérea desde Ceylán y
un duelo entre Rama y los ejércitos del demonio Ravana, a bordo de las
llamadas vimanas, unas míticas naves capaces de viajar en el cielo, en el
espacio exterior y bajo el agua. Asimismo, se ha asociado a la leyenda chilena
del Caleuche con el fenómeno OSNI. Se dice que el Caleuche es un barco
fantasma que atrae a los marineros con una música hipnotizante y que, una
vez en sus dominios, les provoca la muerte y los convierte en tripulantes
esclavos. También se dice que el Caleuche es un barco de brujos, en donde
siempre es tiempo de fiesta y magia.
Miles de años después, la obsesión por los hombrecillos verdes continúa. Así
vengan del cielo o de las profundidades del mar, muchos se pasan la vida
buscando sus naves con la esperanza de que en el Universo no haya solo
estrellas y polvo cósmico. Hoy en día, vivimos desencantados de nuestra
realidad; por ello soñamos con mundos mejores y civilizaciones más
armónicas y avanzadas. Ante la guerra y el odio, anhelamos que una forma
distinta de vida venga a salvarnos, sin embargo, por ahora el futuro de la
Tierra depende únicamente de nosotros.
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MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 10 2009 @ 11:11 PM

Yet more info in Spanish about El Caleuche:


¿Sabes lo que es un OSNI?, September 03, 2008 at 23:18
El término Objeto Submarino No Identificado, más conocido por osni, se
refiere a un fenómeno equivalente y asociado al fenómeno OVNI; pero cuya
caracteristica principal es que se presenta en ambientes acuáticos.
Descripción
Se les relaciona con avistamientos OVNI en zonas costeras, e incluso se
especula que puedan provenir de bases submarinas en nuestro planeta antes
que del espacio exterior.
Las principales cualidades de estos fenómenos están en que se produciría a
presiones en que cualquier submarino moderno no podría soportar, además
son capaces de alcanzar una velocidad y mantener una maniobrabilidad hasta
ahora impensable para un objeto conocido que sea sumergido en un medio
fluido; siendo además generalmente descritos como anfibios.
"Si un OVNI entra al agua; se convierte en OSNI."
Erich von Däniken en su libro "OSNIs: Los reyes del agua".
Como pruebas de la existencias de este fenómeno desde la antigüedad, se
presentan las historias, leyendas y mitos de diferentes culturas que postulan
que encajarían dentro de la descripción de un osni; ejemplo de ello sería la
cultura chilotas del sur de Chile, a través de la leyenda del Caleuche.
Explicaciones y opiniones
Opiniones a favor de su descripción como naves de origen no humano
Debido a los numerosos informes, algunos grupos ufológicos especulan que
sería naves de origen desconocido, cuyas base submarinas o hogares de
quienes los habrían construído (extraterrestres, seres inteligentes acuáticos,
etc.) estarían en las profundidades de océanos y lagos. Así, por ejemplo el
parapsicólogo Fernando Martinez Santos, postula la posibilidad de que existan
órdenes superiores de vida inteligente en las ignotas profundidades
básicamente inexploradas de la Tierra (un claro ejemplo sería la Fosa de las
Marianas a más de 11.000 metros de profundidad), los cuales podrían
comunicarse con los hombres de manera muy indirecta (el llamado
"ocultismo" y la "magia negra" privilegian la comunicación del hombre con los
seres del inframundo; éstos suelen ser plásticamente representados, por
ejemplo en el vudú y en ciertos ritos de veneración a deidades hindúes, cómo
pólipos deformes y poderosos, que sólo se nos hacen perceptibles
psíquicamente en asociación a la subjetiva noción de la muerte como vacuidad
negra y temible); e incluso sean las inteligencias que la mitología haya
concebido como infernales, de mundos lúgubres y sombríos y eternamente
carentes de la luz del Sol, la Luna o las estrellas (piénsese en el Hades, por
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ejemplo); empero la posibilidad técnica de investigación científica concreta al
respecto es tan poco plausible como la pretendida fuera de nuestro orbe
terrestre. Además se conoce que la vida puede prosperar en este ambiente,
bien, sea por ejemplo a través de la quimiosíntesis, que puede ser un
reemplazo más que eficiente para postular una vida inteligente floreciente en
las remotas dimensiones de la hondura oceánica, de la misma forma como
incluso también se postula que podría suceder en ciertos astros lejanos de la
influencia cercana del Sol, como son Europa (una luna de Júpiter), o Encélado
(una luna de Saturno), en los cuáles la cantidad de agua (líquida en sus
profundidades al parecer por procesos volcánicos) parece ser más que
estimable.
Este tipo de hipótesis reciben el nombre de "hipótesis positivas".
Opiniones en contra de su descripción como naves de origen no humano
Referente a estas opiniones, los escépticos y críticos suelen emplearlas mismas
críticas empleadas al describir el fenómeno ovni, realizadas a través de
hipótesis que reciben el nombre de "hipótesis negativas".
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posted on Apr, 10 2009 @ 11:19 PM

 link   

Some info about the Dragon Snakes or the USO cases of Solomon Islands:
THE GIANTS OF THE SOLOMON ISLANDS AND THEIR HIDDEN UFO BASES

www.thewatcherfiles.com...
Enjoy.
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I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 20 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 21 minutes ago

Amazing USO article:

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

UNDERSEA UFO CONTACT IN SCANDINAVIA

Diseases and Pandemics : 40 minutes ago

www.galactic-server.com...

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 56 minutes ago

Enjoy.

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

spacevisitor

posted on Apr, 11 2009 @ 03:15 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
MidEastGui, Spacevisitor, karl12: Thanks so much for making this a valuable resource for
any USO-Researcher.

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep

In browsing through the thread I see its too big of a project for me to make a book out of
at this moment, but maybe I´ll re-visit the idea another time, when there is more time.
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Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere



USO Research, page 26
Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

But I think you may have created the best resource for USOs on the Internet.

Thank you to Skyfloating, for bringing this very important and no doubt realistic USO
phenomenon under my attention again.
It was really a pleasure to take part of it.
Concerning your remarks about the book, I fully agree.
Skyfloating, karl12, MidEastGui

spacevisitor

posted on Apr, 11 2009 @ 05:12 AM

 link   

This is the first of two rapports which are from the “undated” cases list of water related
sightings.
I found them really interesting, so therefore I posted them.
Undated # 14 www.waterufo.net...
"Water-happenings” in Indonesia

Gordon Creighton
I am indebted to Mr. W. L. Tobing of Bandung, Indonesia, for this report of
what looks like another underwater UFO "base". The account first appeared in
the Indonesian-language journal Intisari, No. 78, of January 1970 (a well
known popular science monthly published in Djakarta), the author being Mr.
S. Kamah.
Is it possible that Lake Poso in North SULAWESI1 is a UFO base? The largest
lake on the Island of North Sulawesi, it is about 800 square kilometers in area
and is three times as deep as the Java Sea2. The pleasant town of Tentana lies
beside the lake.
Not long ago, accompanied by Mr. J. Gintu, Chief of the District, Mr. S.
Walenta, Member of the Poso Council, Mr. Togobu, Head of the Art and
Culture Service, and Mr. Pobonde, Chairman of the Adat, Mr. Kamah made an
investigation of the lake and its surroundings, for it is the belief of the local
populace that something very mysterious is going on in the lake.
According to the account given to Mr. Kamah by the four above-named local
officials, there has been some mysterious creature or phenomenon in the lake
for the past five years. Until now they still have no idea as to whether this is
some gigantic unknown beast or a ghost. What does seem certain is that, five
years ago, a certain fisherman was fishing on the lake at midnight when he
observed a vividly bright light in the centre of the Lake. At first the man
thought it must be a petromax lamp used by some other fisherman. But then
he observed that the light was moving from one bank of the lake to the other
and back again, at times extremely rapidly. Then, at one moment, it came to a
distance of only about 100 metres from him. This terrified him so much that
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he went off home at once.
When he first told the neighbours and villagers what he had seen, they all
jeered and made fun of him. Until, about a week later, the light was also seen
by other fishermen. Since then he light has been seen so often that it has come
to be regarded as quite customary. Opinions among the populace vary greatly
however as to what the explanation of the light could be.

Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

The local District Chief, Mr. Gintu. said: "Until 1966 I did not believe this story
that the people were telling about the light in the lake. I thought it was just
their superstitious talk. But, one night, at 9.00 p.m., as I myself was going
home by boat, the sailors pointed out to me this vivid light in the middle of the
lake. So I saw it for myself, and I saw that it moved with extraordinary speed
from one shore of the lake to the other. An hour later, it approached our boat
and came to a distance of only 20 metres from us. I stood watching it very
attentively. The water seemed to be bubbling. It seemed to be a body
surrounded by light. Although I was able to observe it at leisure, I was never
able to make out its precise shape.
On another occasion Mr. Gintu and his wife both saw it, quite close to them.
Mr. Togobu also said that at first be had not believed the reports about the
light, and thought it must be the flash of meteors falling into Lake Poso. But at
last he saw the light for himself, and then he was forced to conclude that there
must be some mysterious entity or creature in the lake.

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Councillor Walenta said that he too had seen it. Mr. Pobonde said he had no
idea what it could possibly be, but that in his opinion it was no ghost and no
animal.Mr. Kamah ascertained that in the course of these five years the
behaviour of the mystery light has changed. For example, whereas to begin
with it was always seen in or on the lake itself, it has now begun to be seen
flying around over the fields and hills around the lake and then plunging back
into the lake. Moreover, there is now no longer only one light. Sometimes
there are three of them.

spacevisitor

posted on Apr, 11 2009 @ 05:30 AM

 link   

This is the second of two rapports, which are from the “undated” cases list of water
related sightings.
UNDATED – 18 www.waterufo.net...

NOTE: While the majority of this case has to do with a UFO over a military
base on land, it also contains a “side note” story about what the witness heard
from crew members of a docking ship at the base, about a water ufo. I feel that
the entire text should be included as it does have a physical effect from the
“humming”. –CF-


Adak Island, Alaska UFO Hovers (Letter, Envelope, Audio Interview)
Posted: March 30, 2008
Location Information: Adak is an island midway along the Aleutian Island
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chain southwest of mainland Alaska at 177 degrees west. At 52 degrees north it
is not exactly arctic, nor is it temperate; but it is nearly always buffeted by
cold, wet winds. Most of the wind is generated by an endless series of cyclonic
storms.
The weather report for aviators almost never varies: Winds 25-40 gusting to
60, mostly cloudy with layers at 800 feet, 1200 feet, 2000 feet. Visibility 7
miles, rain. Temp 40 degrees F (plus or minus 5 degrees for most of the year).
It is bounded on the east and the west by volcanoes. To the west is Kanaga
Volcano, a beautiful perfect cone, and to the east by Great Sitkin, which nearly
always is at least smoking and erupted in the early 1970's.
Brian Vike Director of *HBCC UFO Research* had a nice telephone
conversation with an ex-serviceman by the name of Art. Art was stationed on
Adak Island Aleutian Islands and was part of the crash crew for the fire
department. One late night in January 1976 at the airport, the control tower
personnel rang the crash crew and told the members that an aircraft was going
to be landing. The crash crew members jumped up and peered out the window
and did not see an airplane of any kind, but rather a glowing object
approximately 50 feet across.
(Art told me it was the brightest light that he has ever seen in his life).
Art said it was really eerie to watch, and the humming that came from the
UFO, seemed to resonate throughout all of the crash teams bodies. One has to
remember that the crash team was still inside their building when they could
feel the humming, but they eventually did move outside and stood
approximately 100 feet away from this huge and extremely bright UFO which
was hovering just over the tarmac pretty much in front of the control tower
and of course all the men watching.
As everyone stood looking at this unidentified object, more bright lights about
the size of a Volkswagen came from out of the hovering UFO and flew at an
incredible fast rate of speed up to a communication station which was located
on a nearby hill and sat stationary on it. Another light went down and hovered
over the bunkers. After a period of time the lights that were zipping around did
come back to the main object and merged into it. All of a sudden the large
UFO took off at such a high rate of speed it left all of the personnel watching it
dumfounded. As Art mentioned, we have nothing here on earth that could
move as quickly as this thing did and I would certainly be in agreement with
Art on this.
The control tower called the crash crew and asked, "what the hell was that"!
The crew replied back, it was a UFO! Art remembers one of the personnel in
the control tower cursing, as this was something one does not see every day,
and he also mentioned that the object was as bright as the sun and lit up the
entire area as if it was daylight.
Art said, they were really frightened, they were young men at the time, Art
being 19 years old. The thirteen men stood looking at one another saying,
"what the heck was that"?
Soon afterwards, or after the event was over which left a lot of men scratching
their heads, the officer of the day showed up and confronted the men and told
them what they all saw was "Ball Lightning". Art's response to the officer of the
day was, if that was ball lightning, then it had to be the largest display of
lightning on record. Art also said he would be more than willing to sit down
and take a lie detector test to provide what he is relating is the truth.
He also mentioned that there were people taking pictures of the object. He
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could not remember who these people were, but when the pictures came back,
Art remembers everyone looking at them and seeing nothing but a bright,
camera flash type light in each of the photos. One just wasn't able to see
anything other than this brilliant white light.
Art also figures the object sat stationary just feet above the tarmac for 10 to 15
minutes. This object wasn't flying by; it was sitting still for a long period of
time in front of all these men. Also he said that the UFO incident was placed
into the crash crews’ logbook and also in the control tower's logbook as well.
Art sat down on another day following the sighting and wrote a letter to his
family back home. This was a personal letter, asking how things were, etc,
[and] then Art added that he saw a UFO. He described just a little about what
he saw.


The water sighting-CFOn a side note, separate from the sighting Art and the other men had. Art told
me about another time when a Coast Guard ship docked at Adak Island where
he was stationed, and he and others were handling the tying up of the Coast
Guard ship. After the ship was docked and the Coast Guard crew were coming
off the ship, one of the sailors stopped and talked to Art and the other men,
saying you would not believe what just happened as the Coast Guard ship was
coming into port. A UFO came straight up and out of the water in front of the
ship and kept traveling straight up. The sailor said the craft was anywhere
from 50 to 100 feet in width. The ship immediately scrambled and went into
general quarters. The sailor said he was as white as a sheet, from the sounds of
things; the entire crew was pretty freaked out over the incident. Also I should
add, this UFO incident happened prior to what Art and the others folks
witnessed.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 11 2009 @ 10:28 AM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor

Thank you to Skyfloating, for bringing this very important and no doubt realistic USO
phenomenon under my attention again.
It was really a pleasure to take part of it.
Concerning your remarks about the book, I fully agree.
Skyfloating, karl12, MidEastGui

Thank u for all once again for sharing the USO knowledge at hand. In the future, I wanna
keep posting the necessary Underwater UFO info on here.
Sharing the Info, Sharing the World.
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See ya.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 11 2009 @ 04:17 PM

 link   

A new USO like case which occurred in the first week of this April off Atlantic Ocean:


Virginia, US: Suffolk man says he saw meteor hit by Diane Tennant From The
Virginian-Pilot, 04 April 2009
Thousands of people saw the Big Boom, the Big Bang, the not-a-Russianrocket-but-a-meteor as it blazed across the mid-Atlantic sky on Sunday night.
But only one person has said he saw where it landed.
Joe Butler of Suffolk says he was driving south across the Chesapeake Bay
Bridge-Tunnel when night turned briefly into day.
"The sky was light all of a sudden, like it was daytime," Butler recalled on
Friday. "There it was, coming right at my car. It was so fast that I didn't even
have time to think that I might have been in danger.
"It shot right over my car, it went down in the water right between the two
bridges."
Butler said he was near the tallest part of the bridge, near Fisherman Island,
where the northbound and southbound lanes separate widely. The meteor, he
said, splashed into the water between them.
"I was like, what in the world is going on?" Butler said. "My daughter, she said,
'Wow, what was that, Daddy?' and I said, 'I don't know, babe, I think that was
a falling star.' "
The meteor flashed past Hampton Roads around 9:45 p.m. Sunday, briefly
lighting up the landscape.
It was followed one to two minutes later by a sonic boom, which experts said
meant it had penetrated deep enough into the atmosphere to leave meteorites.
An astronomer at the U.S. Naval Observatory identified the object as a piece of
space junk from a Russian rocket launched a few days earlier.
However, on Tuesday the Joint Space Operations Center at Vandenberg Air
Force Base, which tracks 19,000 man-made pieces of space debris, said it
couldn't have been.
Butler agreed.
"The shape of it, it was just too perfect to be a piece of junk. It looked just like
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a miniature comet, pretty much," he said. "It was really, really white with blue
flames. It was pretty wild."
Butler said he didn't hear the boom, only a whistling roar as the object flew
past. The wind-blown water was really choppy, he added, but he could see the
splash when it landed.
He saved the newspaper accounts for his 5-year-old daughter to read when she
gets a little older. Her main concern at the moment, he said, was whether dad
had made a wish on the falling star. Just for the record, no, he didn't.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 11 2009 @ 04:21 PM

UFO Base in Monterey Bay?:


From The Feline Canine Beast of The Mystery Spot by Paul Dale Roberts, April
9 2009
Some people theorize that the Mystery Spot is a type of illusion, but even if it is
an illusion, why do the illusions happen here? Could there be an
interdimensional doorway that leads us from our reality to another reality?
Santa Cruz is next to Monterey Bay and Monterey Bay is rumored to hide a
UFO base under its waters.
I think it's too much of a coincidence that the Mystery Spot and the
strangeness of Monterey Bay is coincidental. There is more to the puzzle than
we are seeing. The whole area of Santa Cruz is strange.
Bigfoot has been seen in the Santa Cruz mountain ranges. There are many
strange hauntings in that area, such as the Brookdale Lodge. UFOs and USOs
are seen in Monterey Bay. Strange and unique people are attracted to the
culture of Santa Cruz. Goth and vampires are attracted to Santa Cruz. Yep,
Ronnie you might be onto something, keep me posted!
Before I close this article, I will let you know that Saskia de Boer of History
Channel's Monster Quest has now contacted me in regard to my Batsquatch
article. I love monster stories, so if you have stories to tell, please send them to
me, I will research the story out and find out what kind of monster you
encountered!

zazzafrazz
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posted on Apr, 12 2009 @ 03:32 AM

 link   

Just popping into add link for UFO hunters last episode on USO's if anyone wants to watch.
Cheers Zazz.

www.megavideo.com...

Skyfloating
posted on Apr, 12 2009 @ 04:02 AM

 link   

reply to post by zazzafrazz
Chances are they got the idea for the episode right here.

zazzafrazz
posted on Apr, 12 2009 @ 04:47 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
NO DOUBTS SF LOL
They're not great, but they're better than nothing

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 12 2009 @ 04:49 PM

A new USO report from 2009 is as follows:


I saw a USO by Rick Strom, April 11th, 2009
When I was living in Santa Barbara years ago, I used to frequently make the
drive from Anaheim back to SB really late at night. Twice on that drive I saw
something odd.
Shadow People
The first time, I was returning from a friends wedding in San Pedro. Around
3:30am I rounded a bend on the 101 near La Conchita, tired out of my mind,
when suddenly I saw 2-3 dark figures in front of my truck. My recollection was
that they were so dark that I didn’t see them until just that moment when my
headlights passed over them, which happened when they were about 5 feet
from my bumper.
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I swerved off the road, into the dirt, and nearly smashed into the cliffside. I
jumped out of the truck to go see if I hit anyone and if they were ok, but saw
nothing. No one. Just me and the 101 and a lot of darkness.
Black Triangle
A couple months later, I was passing roughly the same area, at roughly the
same time. The sky at that hour up there is pitch black, but at one point there
is a giant smokestack that belches fire 24/7, and the flame illuminates the sky
somewhat.
This was my UFO encounter. I saw a giant, black triangle moving really, really
slowly over a hill in the distance. It was moving about the speed of a blimp.
Then it was gone.
In both of these cases, I pretty immediately dismissed what I saw for a couple
reasons. In the case of the shadow people sighting, I had just recently started
listening to Coast to Coast AM, back when Art Bell still hosted it. I didn’t listen
because I’m a true believer or anything, I just found the whole thing amusing
and I love crazy talk. But a common subject on that show was shadow people,
something I hadn’t even heard of until I started listening. I’m pretty sure this
was my imagination conjuring up something I had heard on the radio.
The UFO sighting came at the height of my X-Files fandom. Again, I was
unaware that UFOs came in triangular shape until I started watching X-Files,
and again I’m almost convinced that what I saw was a hallucination brought
about by way too many hours watching X-Files.
Not to mention in both cases it was beyond the middle of the night and 1.5
hours into a long, tedious drive I had made many, many times before. In all
likelihood I fell asleep at the wheel and was just sleep driving. That’s a scary
enough thought, thank you.
I did find out a decade later that the spot I saw the triangle is a known UFO
sighting hotspot. But still I’m pretty sure I was just sleeping.
The USO
Which brings me to an event about 2 months ago.
There is a spot up near the county line off PCH I have been going to late at
night since I moved to LA. There are a couple reasons I go there. It’s dark,
there are no people, and you can see every damn star in the sky. I go there to
relax, and sometimes I go there to scare the # out of myself. It’s one of those
places you could be killed and no one would find your body for a good bit.
Certainly no one would hear your screams.
So this one particular night I was out there, standing on a cliff overlooking the
ocean. It was pitch black, not a person or car within sight. As I was staring at
the ocean, I noticed what looked like a roadside flare suddenly light up on the
water and burn. The flame was white, blinding white, the kind of light that you
feel in your eyes minutes after it stops. Then it burned out. I don’t know why
initially this didn’t seem that odd to me. It should have, considering there were
no people anywhere around me and no reason for a flare to be burning in the
ocean just a couple feet off the shore.
This repeated two more times, but the third time the flame actually burned
underwater. Now I was curious. The flame died out again, and then # got
strange.
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Under the water, I saw 4 bright, spherical lights. From where I was standing I
would estimate them to be about twice the size of a human head. They just lit
up under the surface of the water, but they didn’t move. The first image in my
head was of one of those old timey submarines, all made out of bronze and
glass. Something steampunk, almost.
Then, the water started glowing green.
This in itself doesn’t surprise me. I also used to go to this spot to see the
bioluminescense when the red tide rolled in. When the waves crash, the entire
ocean seems to light up either green or blue. One night I went out there it was
so strong that taking a step on the sand would cause the beach to light up! The
bioluminescent bacteria were actually soaked into the sand.
So I knew what was lighting up the water, I just didn’t really understand why
they were lighting up. Something about whatever was under there was
freaking out the sealife and causing it to glow.
Now here is where I did a weird thing. I #ing split. Normally I like to consider
myself a guy who will get killed by curiosity eventually, but I had this sense
that tonight was the night, and I wasn’t ready for it. So I jumped in my car and
tore out of there. Something just felt like I wasn’t supposed to be there.
That night, safely away from… whatever, I again dismissed it. I convinced
myself it must have been some divers or some personal submarine or
something. The only thing was, where this was all happening, the water should
have only been around 2 feet deep. That was the thing I couldn’t get out of my
head. That water was far too shallow for what I was looking at.
Fast forward to a couple nights ago. I had TIVOed an episode of the UFO
Hunters on the History channel. I love the concept of this show, but I can’t
stand that Bill Birnes guy. He is just way too ready to believe anything, and his
understanding of scientific proof would make a creationist chuckle. But it is a
fun show, nonetheless. The episode I had ready to watch was on USOs, and I
put off watching it because the USO concept is ridiculous to me. I had seen
something on History years ago and found the whole thing silly as all get out.
But I finally watched it. The creepy thing was, everyone they interviewed in
Florida or near Guantanamo had described pretty much exactly what I saw.
Exactly.
This time, I hadn’t seen or heard the lore before having my own experience. I
had it, then heard about what I saw.
I don’t know what the hell it was, but I am definitely curious now.
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MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 12 2009 @ 04:52 PM

A RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:


From Forum
Monterey Bay Underground UFO Base – Jazma Online
Silhouet98, 11/19/2008
OK, that was darn interesting.
I think the trench off Monterey is supposed to be the deepest in the world.
Somewhere in my quest for truth I heard there were pyramids in the trench.
In the 70s my husband and 3 pals were in a pickup truck parked at the dunes
near Marina on the Monterey Bay.
A quiet UFO the size of the Goodyear blimp hugged the ground and traveled
about 500 feet before plunging into the bay!
Some jets were scrambled, and military lights came out to search for it.
When Les and his pals watched, they were all FRIGHTENED SPEECHLESS!
It was reported in the newspaper the next day, but no one knew what it was.
There were dozens of witnesses.
In your article, you had a good point that you don't know if you believe
him.
I watched his video, and I believe the stuff he said in the video is true.
BUT I do wonder, how could SO many secret bases, and a wonderful maglev
train system be kept secret from so many for so long?
Well thanks again for an interesting read.
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Every time I get an email from you I marvel at how prolific you are.

karl 12
posted on Apr, 13 2009 @ 01:58 PM

Underwater Civilization Hypothesis:

This hypothesis was put forward when it is noted that many UFO reports are
made near body of water, and in some cases, UFOs are seen flying into or out
from the oceans. There are also reports of Unidentified Submarine Objects
(USOs). Seamen had reported strange lights and objects beneath the sea
surface for centuries. Modern USOs reports are numerous indeed. We will
look at only one such example:
'In 1963, a sonar operator on a destroyer taking part in a US Navy antisubmarine exercise off Puerto Rice, some miles north of Venezuela across the
Caribbean Sea, reported that one of the submarines chased an unidentified
submarine object which traveled at more than 170 mph. The USO was tracked
on sonar by 13 ships for 4 days. Eventually it went down to depths of 27000
feet. No terrestrial submarine is able to move so fast or descend to such a
depth underwater'.
Other rare reports include those where the occupants of USOs are also sighted.
They were usually described as 'frog-men'.
So what are we to make of these reports? It could be that UFOs, wherever they
come from, is capable of underwater operations and they could very well have
a base in the ocean where human cannot detect. But it is also possible that
these USOs that also have flight abilities are native to our planets after all:
from an advanced underwater civilization. We have little knowledge of what
lies in the deep oceans. There may well be large creatures as yet undiscovered
by science (just consider how many sea monsters reports we have on
Cryptozoology case files). So it may not be far-fetched to speculate that some
other intelligent life forms had evolved in the sea. They may not be interested
in us and therefore no attempt communication is made. If we indeed share our
planet with another native, advanced species, the only thing they have to be
afraid of us humans is that we may eventually pollute the ocean so much that
they get extinct. But if they truly exist, would they allow us to pollute their
environment to such an extent?

www.spi.com.sg...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

MidEastGui
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posted on Apr, 13 2009 @ 04:15 PM

A new internet article which involves 2 distinct USO cases:


MY UFO EXPERIENCE: Witness Has Close Encounter With Triangular
Shaped UFO: Notes Time Distortion From UFO Chronicles, April 13, 2009
Reader Submitted Report, [Unedited], 4-11-09
My first encounter was when I was camping at 15 yrs. old with a
friend and his family in Charlestown, RI, in 1964, August, 9pm.
Tommy and I were alone looking up at the stars at the pond's edge
when we both saw a very bright 'star' exit quickly from the nearby
ocean, in the distance, near Block Island. It zig-zagged at 45 degree
angles, in a kind of 'jerky' motion, gaining speed until the last 'zag'
sent it instantly into space. The whole thing lasted maybe 3 or 4
seconds. It was just a very bright white light.
My most recent sighting was in April, 2006, in Perryville, Rhode Island, about
9pm as I was returning from a night class at URI nearby. As I swung off Rt. 1
onto the Ministerial Rd exit and intersection with Old Post Rd, I was a huge
yellowish white light about 200ft above the intersection..I was shocked! No
sound, just this light, about 10ft in diameter, and a small electric-green light
flashing in what i'd say was the middle of the craft.
There was another huge white light at the other 'wingtip' as I figured the craft
was either triangle or chevron shaped. I stopped the car, got out, almost
directly under it and watched in very slowly and smoothly pivot and move
northeast over Ministerial Rd and toward the town of Wakefield. I lost sight of
it quickly, almost too quickly; it may have vanished.
I called the police in town and the dispatcher took my report seriously, saying
no one elso has called in about it. An odd thing, is that as I was under the craft
it seemed that time slowed down or was out of whack somehow. One other car
came out of a side street while I was out ot the car looking at the craft, but the
driver sped off, either afraid or oblivious of it.
I had one other good sighting back in the early 90s, summer, while
camping on the beach at Martha's Vineyard, Mass. I spied a
rotating pinwheel of redish light spinning at the ocean's surface a
mile or so off shore at Gay Head. A fishing boat was not too far
from the object and had to see it. I watched it for about 5 seconds
whereupon the wheel and light just 'went out' like someone pulling
a light switch.
Weird but true. I was alone on the beach camping (illegally) at the time; it was
a clear and beautiful summer night about 11pm.
ps I 've had two other sighting but not as dramatic as these.
See Also:
MY UFO EXPERIENCE: Triangular Shaped UFO Seen Near Eglin AFB
MY UFO EXPERIENCE: Huge Black Triangle Sighted On Return To Army
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Base
SHARE YOUR UFO EXPERIENCE
Labels: 2006, Chevron, Green, Light, My UFO Experience, Perryville Rhode
Island, Time Distortion, Triangular, UFO, Yellow

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 13 2009 @ 04:18 PM

Another recent article which entails several USO cases:


Early UFO Communication Might Reveal Alien Awareness of God From
Unknown Country, 02-Apr-2009
This event took place on August 15, 1981, and involves the use of flashlights
and Morse Code to communicate with a UFO. To our knowledge, this is the
only time where physical contact has resulted in an intelligible signal about the
question of deity. As such, it is an important report and we are glad of the
chance to preserve it in this public deposit. "Jax Beach," referred to in the
account, is the Jacksonville, Fla, beach. The name of the witness, while known
to us, is kept confidential for privacy reasons.
Here is the report of the 1981 incident, as submitted to the National UFO
Reporting Center on April 15, 2000 and recently brought to our attention by
the witness who wrote it:
During a period of several nights, points of light moved over and under the
ocean water in various formations, which were later revealed to be lights
attached to solid black elliptical flying objects.
One night, I traveled with two other friends to Jax Beach to see what we would
see. As we stood on the beach, we noticed what appeared to be airport runway
lights extending from the shoreline approximately 1 mile north of us to the
east horizon. My friends and I wondered how and why runway lights would be
positioned over water to the horizon, as it really seemed nonsense. Our
attention was then drawn to the lights of what appeared to be an oil tanker
moving south across the ocean many miles out to sea. As the lights moved in
unison along the horizon, suddenly these lights, which seemed to form the
outline of a ship separated into two equal numbers and moved away from each
other. With that occurrence my friends and I felt very uneasy and decided to
depart. I returned on other occasions to witness other equally unexplainable
lights, which moved in and out of the water.
Following those sightings, I began to send Morse Code messages from the
shoreline using my car headlights. Messages such as: God is Love. I sent the
simple messages over the water for several nights; when a response was sent
in Morse Code by way of a red light, which moved between two white lights
moving in unison near the horizon.
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The response message was: God is.
Within several nights of that response, I was given the opportunity to see the
UFO aircraft that generated the "lights" on two occasions. One following night,
I parked my car on a beach access ramp facing the ocean and using my
headlights, I sent my God is love message out over the water. Shortly,
thereafter, four lights arranged in a blue-green-blue-green pattern appeared
on the horizon. I stepped out of the car to get a better look and the lights began
to move very quickly toward the beach where I was standing. The lights
reached the waters edge at the beach and stopped. The UFOs traveled from the
horizon to the shore in less than 30 seconds! At that point I observed that the
craft were about the size of 737s and their shapes were elliptical and solid
black with a one blue and one green light positioned on the outer edge. Their
appearance was difficult to see except when heat lightning flashed in the sky
behind them. The UFOs did not remain for long but this time more slowly
returned to their position on the horizon. The second sighting occurred several
nights later and further north of Jax Beach in an area of the beach where
houses or apartments were not constructed at the time.
Again, I used my headlights to send the Morse Code message "God Is" over the
water. Again lights appeared on the horizon and moved more slowly over the
water until they were about 150 feet from the shore. That time I counted six
UFOs that appeared as before. I walked down to the shore and waited for
something to happen; however, I do not remember anything else occurring,
except that they seemed to loose interest in me and slowly drifted out of sight
over the horizon.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 13 2009 @ 10:51 PM

An Amazing article related with USO phenomenon in PR:


Unidentified Submerged Objects near Lajas
November 17, 2008
Laguna Cartagena, a lake near Puerto Rico's UFO hotspot of Lajas, is itself
connected to a similar phenomenon dubbed "Unidentified Submerged
Objects" by the late, great investigator Ivan T. Sanderson. These USO's have
been seen countless times over the years both at the lake as well as in the deep
ocean waters surround the island. Some who study this phenomenon believe it
indicates the presence of a secret underwater base from which extraterrestrials
launch their craft.
Among those who study USO's and UFO's in Puerto Rico are the members of
"Project Argus", and it is primarily through them that much of this is known.
On the 8th of October 2002, a police officer and Project Argus member, Carlos
Torres, claimed to spot a red USO fly out of Laguna Cartagena and then hover.
Torres said it then flew away, returned a short while later, and hovered once
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more before it dove again into the water.
On November 20, two years later, Jusepe Quiñonez shot video [click here] of
what he believes is either the same USO or a similar one. It, too, was hovering
in the vicinity of Laguna Cartagena.
Drivers all along Route 303 near Lajas have reported sighting UFO's, USO's,
and strange lights. In 1997, locals claimed a UFO crashed nearby. Many
spotted its fiery descent as they drove along this winding road.
In what was probably an effort to promote tourism in a fatigued economy, the
mayor of Lajas took a page from towns like Roswell, NM and declared Route
303 as "Extraterrestrial Route 303". A large sign has since been erected along
the road, complete with the image of a UFO.
Some might be tempted to blame at least part of the sightings on an aerostat
balloon that is launched regularly nearby. Officially the purpose of this baloon
is for atmospheric monitoring. However, for the indefatigably paranoid
UFOlogist, its presence can only mean the government is clandestinely
observing these USO's and UFO's.
These experts, such as the members of Project Argosy, believe the deep waters
surrounding Puerto Rico (especially those of the Puerto Rican Trench, one of
the deepest spots in the ocean) house a secret alien base from which they
launch missions of unknown purpose. They believe that using the water allows
these USO's to move from one spot to another without being noticed.
South of Lajas is another active location, La Parguera. This tiny but
picturesque village on the sea, according to Jose Martinez, houses one of these
USO bases. It should be mentioned however, that if strange lights have been
seen beneath the surface here, they may owe their presence to the
phosphorescent bay upon which La Parguera sits.
Not all Puerto Ricans are so quick to believe in such fantastic tales. Marcelino
Canino, of the University of Puerto Rico, says that while many
Puertorriqueños will jokingly discuss such things as UFO's, the Bermuda
Triangle, and El Chupacabras, most don't really believe in them.
So, are there indeed USO's, UFO's, and the like basing themselves in the deep
waters off shore and frequenting such spots on the island as the town of Lajas
or the mysterious mountain, known as El Yunque? It's difficult to rationalize,
especially when most of the witnesses belong to a group devoted to such study.
I question their objectivity. However, if further and better videographic
evidence, physical evidence, or eye-witness testimonies arise, we might just
find ourselves agreeing with the locals: Lajas IS a UFO hotspot.
Posted by Cullan Hudson

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 13 2009 @ 10:52 PM

A new USO case from Puerto Rico:
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Puerto Rico: Another Guanica Sighting By José A. Martínez From Inexplicata,
April 13, 2009
Puerto Rico: Another Guanica Sighting
Source: Argus-PR
Date: April 7, 2009
At 6:45 a.m., employees of the Public Buildings Authority (Autoridad de
Edificios Públicos--A.E.P.) witnessed a luminous object crossing the horizong
from West to East along the southern shore between Lajas and Guánica.
According to the workers, the briliant object resembled "acetylene light". Upon
reaching a certain distance, the object shattered in two and fell into the sea.
We cannot dismiss the possibility of an aerolith that broke up after reaching a
certain altitude, being subjected to drastic temperature changes that resulted
in a mid-air explosion. I will continue looking into this matter with other
potential witnessses to the case. Meanwhile, I have already contacted the
Puerto Rican Police's Joint Rapid Response Force (Fuerza Unida de Rapida
Reaccion - F.U.R.A) to see if they have any details on the case. More
information to come.
(Translation (c) 2009. S. Corrales, IHU)

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 15 2009 @ 05:57 AM

Today, I located this interesting USO account at youtube pages:


From youtube
4/5 UFO Hunters Underwater Alien Bases 2009
Ufohomebase
April 10, 2009
Comments:
lights21002003 (4 days ago)
when my little brother came back from a long ship vacation from off the coast
of FL., he said the ship ride was spooky. one night aroud 4 am, he went off to
the side of the boat to catch a smoke (it was perfect night) and he told me a
light from under the boat. such as a GLOW start to get larger and larger and
larger then he start to get really spooked out. he said it was a rainbow green
color. he thought it was a mini sub or it had to be, because the light went back
down. if he never would have came out for a smoke he said he would have
never seen it just like everone else.
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MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 15 2009 @ 06:02 AM

 link   

I found several others in a different source too:


From UFOs and Occupants Sightings in South East Asia
17 July 1810, Meklong, Thailand: HMS Nereid, a British merchant schooner
was moored in the vicinity of Meklong (Mekong?) and while the captain,
Augustus Tweed was on watch, he sighted a display of lights in the night sky.
The lights appeared in the eastern sky and flew and turned until they abruptly
vanished from sight. Captain Tweed witnessed the lights again on 31 July and
9 August. Apparently they plunged into the sea on 9 August.
September 1810, Thailand: A young woman claimed that she was awaken by
some unknown force one night. She described the evening as being devoid of
all animal sound. (This could be due to the subject is in fact in an altered state
of consciousness. UFOlogist Jenny Randles call this the Oz Factor) Looking
into the yard beyond her house, she claimed to have seen a man made all of
metal. The man had only one eye. She added that she was abducted to an
undersea palace of lights.
16 June 1909, Dong Hoi, Vietnam: At 4.10 am, an astronomer, M. Beljonne,
sighted an elongated object described as truncated at both ends, flew over the
city on a west-east course. The UFO was casting a great luminosity. 4 other
witnesses, all fishermen who were fishing at sea reported that the
phenomenon lasted from 8 to 10 minutes. The UFO was reported to have
fallen into the sea at about 6 kilometers from the shore.
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posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 07:02 PM

 link   

Another USO encounter from a different Spanish dam:
Caso del Embalse de El Atazar (The Case of El Atazar Dam)

www.foro-ciudad.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

 new topics
I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 20 minutes ago

MidEastGui
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Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 21 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

An amazing article about the 1999 UFO crash of Caspian Sea, Azerbaijan:

Diseases and Pandemics : 40 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary

1999 Hazar Gölü USO Olayı (The 1999 Incident of Caspian Sea)

Political Mud-Pit : 56 minutes ago

www.geocities.com... - Turkish

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!

Enjoy.

Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 07:15 PM

Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

 link   

Here is another interesting essay about the possible USO reports coming from Türkiye
(Turkey):

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
Survival : 5 hours ago

AOC Isn't Going Anywhere
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Political Mud-Pit : 5 hours ago

Türkiye USO Gözlemleri (USO Encounters From Türkiye)

www.geocities.com... - Turkish
Enjoy.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 07:40 PM
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Another article on USOs from Azerbaijan:
Naməlum üzən obyektlər (Unidentified Swimming Objects)

rtsi.tusi.biz... - in Azerbaijan Turkish
Enjoy.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 08:16 PM
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About possible underwater UFO bases in the Caspian Sea, Azerbaijan:
Xəzər dənizi ətrafı UNO hadisələri (UFO Cases at around the Caspain Sea)

sizin.info... - in Azerbaijan Turkish
Enjoy.

 top topics
MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 08:25 PM

Secret projects:

 link   

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 27 flags

DARPA seeks submersible aircraft concepts

www.flightglobal.com...
See ya soon!

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Bubba Smollett
Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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Thank you members of ATS.

grandnic
posted on Apr, 1 2009 @ 09:16 PM

Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

 link   

I just stumbled upon this link. In the interest of research, I will post it here. It may
account for SOME encounters but there's clearly something else worth more investigation.
A few pages back, I posted links about AUV and Russian submarine-plane.

DARPA seeks submersible aircraft concepts

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

I like reading about all those sightings on the water or under it ... keep up the good work
everyone !

spacevisitor
 
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 03:05 AM

 link   

Interesting UFO/USO case on board the USS John C. Stennis, because of the fact that
something was dripping down out the object of what looked to the witness then like slag
that was still burning.
I personally have seen UFO footage, where you also see clearly something dripping down
out of the object, just like this one.
8~9-??-2004 www.waterufo.net...
Letter received as follows; highlighting and notes were done by me. -CF-:
USS John C. Stennis - CVN-74

Thanks to: www.navsource.org...

Dear Mr. Feindt,
I stumbled on to your under water UFO site on the internet, and thought that
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More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

you might be interested in what I saw from the flight deck of the USS John C.
Stennis during our 2004 RIMPAC1.

Diseases and Pandemics • 5 • : JAGStorm

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 275 • : ladyinwaiting

It was about 0300, and we were on the flight deck turning a FA-18C aircraft
about 200 miles off the coast of China. I do not have the exact date. I was
sitting off to the side of the island2 of the flight deck control center waiting to
take hydraulic samples from the aircraft when I noticed that about 500 feet
above the port side of the ship there was a very bright light inside a cloud.

Mars Rover Sol 2801 - Cleaned and Close Look at a
Bump on a Rock
Space Exploration • 5 • : abeverage

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 15 • : VictorVonDoom

I remember thinking that it was strange because the moon was visible in a
completely different part of the sky, and there were no flight operations that I
know of. I kept my eye on it off and on for about 10 minutes as I was also
trying to pay attention to what was going on with the aircraft we were turning.

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 391 • : matafuchs

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over Nazis
with traditional parade on Red Square (FULL
VIDEO)

Then I saw a large ball of fire in the distance ahead of the ship. I can only guess
as to how big it was, or how far away. No one else seemed to notice it. I
continued to watch it thinking at first that an aircraft was on fire. But what got
me was that it was moving very slowly, and dripping what looked to me like
slag that was still burning.

Breaking Alternative News • 15 • : Shamrock6

Some folks , believe , that we, are the
generation that won't experience Death .
Predictions & Prophecies • 65 • : Blue Shift

White Lives Matter Banner Flown over Football
Match Prompts Police Investigation.

The more I watched it, and focused my eyes in on it I noticed that it appeared
as if it were growing, and rolling. It was basically a giant ball of swirling fire
that was dripping what looked to me like molten metal across the sky. It
seemed to get a lot closer as it traveled at a very gradual slope as if it were
flying, and not falling, and very slowly it entered the ocean still rolling, and
disappeared.

Rant • 40 • : gortex

16 years after ...
Members • 11 • : ArMaP

I looked around and no one else in my vicinity seemed to have seen anything. I
am sure some one else besides me saw this because not only were there about
40 other ships around our carrier. There should have been people on watch in
the control tower. I decided to stay quiet about it, and see if I heard about
anything weird happening the next day or so. I never heard anything else
about it.


NOTE OF IMPORTANCE – If anyone reading this story, was in the same navel
group and has more information about this sighting, please contact me
through the mailing address on the “Contact Me” page.

spacevisitor

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 03:51 AM

 link   

This is in my opinion a remarkable UFO/USO case because all the witnesses at different
locations heard incredibly loud sounds, loud bangs, and sonic like booms.
Its looks to me like some sort of emergency action.
The object crashed into the lake with a big splash and almost immediately something
came literally shooting back out of the water.
07-02-2007 www.waterufo.net...
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This started out as a one witness water case, but has now grown to three
sightings. The non water cases follows the first and adds to the validity of the
first case. Note: Westbank is a small town on the West bank of the vertical (NS) and narrow Okanagan Lake and Kelowna is on the east bank of the same
lake and slightly more to the north. -CFWater related report #1
Westbank, British Columbia Two UFOs - One Hits the Lake
Date: July 2, 2007 Time: Approx: 11:00 p.m.

HBCC UFO Research Note: This is a very interesting report, and since reports
have been coming from the entire area I was wondering if other people who
may have been witness to the objects, and sound would you please file a report
on the event to HBCC UFO Research.


Message: Ok I don't know what happened last night but it was the most
frightening, incredible, and down right terrifying thing I have ever seen!!!!!
Ok, so I was walking my dog along the Beach in Westbank, BC and Minding
my own business at close to 11:00 PM on the 2nd of July (yesterday) and I
seen this really really, really big bright thingy that looked something like a,
well, I don't know, but it didn't fit the usual description of a UFO round thing,
it looked somewhat like a Torpedo or something with wings, kind of like a
fighter jet, screaming across the sky and downwards on fire.
It crashed into the lake and it was a big splash, almost like a large, large plane!
The sound was incredibly loud and like a deep bass womp womp womp sound
as it came down.
I ducked for cover thinking of a meteor or asteroid or something. I started to
freak out and yell and as I was standing up, something came literally shooting
back out of the water and I saw it start to hurtle towards a different looking
object very high in the sky, which kind of looked like a cone of some sort.
I saw what looked like what you would see in a star wars movie for the bullets
of the blaster kind of things coming from the object that just was in the lake
and I heard a loud bang that knocked me off my feet and I looked up to see
what the heck was going on and the cone shaped object was gone and the
torpedo thing was just hovering.
Moving from side to side almost confused and then a loud sonic boom and it
was gone. People came running out to me as I screamed loudly and people
asked me what happened. What was I going to say, I just saw two UFOs? Not
likely. What the heck could have this been?
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Non water but related report #2
Mission In Kelowna, British Columbia Another Witness To Strange Object &
Loud Sound
Date: July 2, 2007
Time: Approx: 11:00 p.m.
HBCC UFO Research Note: By the sounds of things this is another eyewitness
for the sighting that took place in and around the Kelowna, B.C. area on the
same night. Object seen and a loud sound. Also if anyone has any information
on this sighting, please do contact Brian Vike at HBCC UFO Research.
Message: Hey there. My name is (removed by HBCC UFO Research). I saw
something that almost seems like a dream. Last night at about 11:00ish I was
watching TV at home (I live in the Mission in Kelowna) and I just happened to
catch a bright light through my window. I didn't think much of it because our
neighbor’s car always shines the lights in our house because of the make up of
the drive-way. I continued to watch TV and I heard an extremely Loud Bang
that scared the hell out of me. I ran to the Window and looked around and I
happened to catch a glimpse something in the sky hovering like...side to
side...Then I heard another really loud boom and it was gone. I wonder if
anyone else has reported this?


Non water but related report #3
Kelowna, B. C. Two UFOs - More Eyewitness To An Amazing Sky Event
Date: July 2, 2007
Time: Approx: 10:45 p.m.
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Hey Brian, Ok, so like I said I would I've been watching the skies. Not last
night but the night before, I saw something out of this world (no pun
intended). It was about 10:45ish at night and I saw two objects in the sky just
hovering. They weren't doing much, but something new with most sightings,
they were different shaped objects. One was thin and longish, and the other
was like a Triangular shape. They kept hovering there, so I got up quickly to
run and grab my camera but the next thing I know I hear a smallest bang,
almost like a gun, and the longish one starts to hurtle towards earth on fire
making a deep sound, kind of like a nuclear generator bass kind of sound. I'm
thinking to myself what the hell!
I watched the object and it disappeared at low altitude behind a smallish hill
between my neighborhood and the lake. I look up and I see the triangular
object make a small circle, come a little lower and then I see it start to hurdle
towards the sky at a fast rate, and the longish one reappears from behind the
hill no more fire, and ascending at break neck speed and when it gets a little
higher, I saw it literally shoot something at the other object and then a very
loud bang and the triangular one was no longer visible. The longish one
started to what looked like search the sky. It was going north, then south, then
east and west, Very quickly, almost like a hummingbird when it goes side to
side. Then the object disappeared and I suppose its departure broke the sound
barrier immediately because I heard that sonic boom when the barrier is
broken. Anyways, like I said. This seems ludicrous, and after my many years of
watching the skies, I finally saw what seemed like two E.T.s duking it out. The
thing I find interesting about this sighting though, is that the objects were not
glowing eerily like most UFO sightings refer to. It makes the sighting almost
that much more "real" if you know what I mean.

[edit on 2/4/09 by spacevisitor]

Skyfloating
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 05:01 AM

 link   

Maybe we should all collaborate on a book or something...

karl 12
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 05:36 AM


Originally posted by Skyfloating
Maybe we should all collaborate on a book or something...

If we do can there be a chapter on Puerto Rico

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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Skyfloating
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 05:42 AM

 link   

Of course a chapter on Hotspot Puerto Rico. That would be your chapter
I did not realize there was so much of this going on. I thought I already knew most of UFOLiterature...but this is certainly missing.

[edit on 2-4-2009 by Skyfloating]

karl 12
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 06:24 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
I did not realize there was so much of this going on...

Neither did I
Its got to be said that everyone here has done a mighty fine job of compiling and collating
all the USO incidents,eyewitness testimony and sonar confirmation accounts into one
place (and I'm sure there are many more out there).
If you read the whole thread from the top, the sheer number of credible reports is quite
staggering.
One of the best threads on ATS IMHO
I think one the most intriguing things for me was SpaceVisitor's post regarding Timothy
Good's book excerpt on the subject:

Bob: Like Denny Blair said one time, he said to a Chinese admiral... He says: I
own the water and I own the air above the water. So don’t talk threateningly to
me. And Denny Blair at that time was a 4-star admiral who was PAC COM, or
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CINC COM, Pacific commander-in-chief. CINCPAC, I think he called it.
Anyhow, getting on with the story, let me finish this. He says:"The one thing
that interests us the most that we cannot figure out, he says, are the
underwater objects that are the size of aircraft carriers that are
traveling over 200 miles an hour".
And he says: "That is our primary concern at the moment. He says:
We don’t know who they are, what they are, and what they’re doing
down there, but, he says, they’re traveling at enormous rates of
speed under water and they’re the size of aircraft carriers.

Makes the mind boggle just thinking about it.
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 06:27 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
Maybe we should all collaborate on a book or something...

Already I am working on my USO book project. But I think it would take some time.
So, it is a very good idea! Lemme tell ya that I would be ready to share all the USO data I
have by now. Furthermore, I could do the necessary translations from my native language
into English. I do have a huge pictorial USO data in my archive also.
Or creating an active but internatonal USO database thanks to the supports of all
UFOlogists from every corner of the world would be great, too.
Anyway, I will be happy if I could cooparate with yall.

MidEastGui

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 06:36 AM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
Yes, ur right Karl. The Carribbean Sea is one of those famous USO hotspots on the Planet
Earth. There are lots of Puerto Rican UFOlogists, but they dont choose to do their ongoing
USO researches explicit at most of the time. Jorge Martinez is the most well-known PR
investigator amongst all.

Skyfloating
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posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 06:47 AM

 link   

reply to post by MidEastGui
You're already writing a book? Interesting.
I´ll be seriously thinking about how we might actualize a project of you, me, karl and
spacevisitor bringing out a book.
Im pretty sure Im too lazy to write up 300 pages and do all the research. And Im pretty
sure I would not be too lazy to write up 100 pages and do some research.
So lets think about this...

spacevisitor
  
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 09:19 AM

 link   

In this case the object that was seen was floating on the water, then after a while it
began to lift off the water, it rose about 100 feet, then there arise of what the witness
thought to be smoke, and then 6 round balloon shaped objects emerged from the smoke
and started to lift skyward.
12-18-2007 www.waterufo.net...

Woman Sees Object Ascend From Water & Emit 6 Objects
Date of Sighting: December 18, 2007

Map Showing Location of Sighting.
(Ship Was on Journey from San Juan, PR to St. Thomas, VI)
Ship Was Close to St. Thomas When Sighting Occurred.

Description: On December 18th I was aboard a ship (the FORTUNA ON Costa
Lines) off of the coast of St. Thomas V.I. I awakened at 5:30 a.m. and decided
to take my binoculars and look at the stars as it was still extremely dark out
and we had a large window in our room. In the distance I saw a very strange
sight that I thought was another ship in distress.
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Object As Seen at 5:30 AM

It was the shape of a ship. The lights on the ship were a weird color (one row
was an orange- yellow and the row below was a neon blue green). Suddenly all
the lights went off then on, then off. I thought how peculiar that all the lights
on a ship would go off at the same time!

Object As Seen at 5:45 AM

The ship was not moving, but we were. As we got closer the strangest thing
happened. I couldn't believe my eyes and I kept yelling at my husband to get
up to see what I was seeing. The ship suddenly started to change shape and
color. It became a round object and began to lift off the water.

Object As Seen at 6:00 AM

The color was a peachy gold metallic and rose about 100 feet off the water.
Then suddenly I could only see a huge amount of smoke where the round
object was.
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Object As Seen at 6:30 AM

Then 6 round balloon shaped objects emerged from the smoke and started to
lift skyward. They were the same peachy gold metallic color of the previous
object.
At this point our ship had moved so far past these objects that I strained to
look out the window, but could no longer see anything. I have hesitated to
share this experience with anyone as I feared they would think I was either
dreaming or hallucinating. This was real. I assure you I was awake and am
totally sane. I have a PH.D and am a respected person in my community. I
grabbed a piece of paper (a diagram of the ship I was on) and sketched what I
saw so I would not forget what I saw and will send it to you.


Comments: I [William Puckett] spoke at length with the witness. The witness
has a PhD in gerontology. I found her to be sincere. She was very explicit in
her description of what occurred. The sighting occurred through a window
inside the cabin. The witness would have been looking south at the time of
sighting. She stated that she could only see water and no land. It was dark at
the beginning time of the sighting, but was becoming daylight towards the end
of the sighting. The source of this sighting is unknown. I don't believe that the
lights observed were a reflection off of the cabin window because the witness
stated that the inside lights were not on. A slight possibility exists that the
witness could have observed something on the British Islands to the south (see
map), but this is unlikely because the distance is close to 100 miles and also
she lost sight of the object to the right as the ship moved. (If the object was on
the land mass, the object wouldn't have moved out of view.)


Note #1: This “smoke” which UFOs don’t usually excrete, might be STEAM,
which is understandable in view of the hot field surrounding the UFO and it’s
proximity to the water. In an e-mail dated February 17, 2008 the witness
advised me that the smoke...:
“It was whitish or very light gray--definitely not black or dark.” This does
approximate steam -CF-

[edit on 2/4/09 by spacevisitor]
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SpeakerofTruth
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 09:49 AM

 link   

This is indeed a topic you do not here much about. Of course, not many people riding
boats and ships are looking into the depths of the water, so they wouldn't necessarily see
them to report them.
The ocean has always been a mystery. We still know little to nothing about what is in the
deepest portions of the ocean. These USOs could be, as of yet, undiscovered biological
creatures for all we know.

[edit on 2-4-2009 by SpeakerofTruth]

spacevisitor

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 10:08 AM

 link   

Well Skyfloating, I picked up the in my opinion most interesting USO cases from the list of
water related sightings but I have come to the end of the list, except the small list of
undated.
Thanks to all the really interesting and great posts, this thread really has developed itself
into what you named it in the first place, a very informative “USO Research” thread.
Concerning that interesting idea of writing a book about it, I am always willing to help,
but I would like to add, that my English writing speed equals the speed of a very fast
snail.

MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 10:10 AM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY:
Why not? I also wanna contribute to an English-written USO book, cos as yall think, the
only reference book on the subject is "Invisible Residents" of Ivan Terence Sanderson.
As far as I know, the owner of Waterufo.net, Carl Feindt plans to publish a book on
Underwater UFOs in the future.
Once I asked Jenny Randles of UK if she wanted to write a book about the USO
phenomena, she said "No!"
Here is a list of USO-related books as follows;
-

Invisible Horizons
Invisible Residents
UFO Contact From Undersea
Dark Object
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- Unearthly Disclosure
- Underwater and Underground Bases
- UFO-USO and Extraterrestrials of the Sea
-

Подводные НЛО (Underwater UFOs in Russian)
Bases Submarinas Extraterrestres (in Spanish)
Los Doce Triangulos de la Muerte (in Spanish)
USOCAT 2006 (in Italian)
Oggetti Sommersi Non Identificati (in Italian)
USO-Oint (in Turkish)
Le Triangle des Perturbations (in French) etc.
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karl 12

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 10:22 AM

 link   

reply to post by MidEastGui
Thanks for the reply -you're right that there seems to be a disproportionate amount of
USO/UFO/OVNI reports emerging from the island of Puerto Rico.
There are some intriguing reports listed here,if you know of any others please feel
free to post
(thanks to SV for the help on this one):
www.abovetopsecret.com...'
There are many USO reports from around the island but perhaps this 1963 US Naval
incident is the most perplexing:

1963
An oceanic UFO (some term them USOs or Unidentified Submersible Objects)
was tracked by the U.S. Navy near Puerto Rico.
On a training maneuver, a sonar operator detected a sub aqueous object
traveling at over 150 knots.
The technicians tracked this object for four days and it maneuvered down to
the incredible depth of 27,000 feet. Submarines of 1963 could not dive
further than a fraction over a mile into the ocean depths.
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 top topics
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Click here for full image:

www.irishufology.net...
Cheers.
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[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]
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MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 10:42 AM

Thank you members of ATS.



link
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SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY:
As we all know, the USO phenomenon is a global thing. We can find its traces in almost
every world culture, for example:
CHUPA-CHUPA (BLOOD-SUCKING) LIGHTS IN BRAZIL & AMAZONES

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags
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Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags
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BOIUNA MONSTER IN BRAZIL & AMAZONES
MAE DE OURO LIGHTS IN BRAZIL
ROBONES (WATER THIEVES) IN CHILE
EL CALEUCHE (GHOSTSHIP & GHOSTSUB) IN CHILOE, CHILE
TE LAPA (UNDERWATER LIGHTNING) IN POLINESIA
HANTU LAUT (SEA GHOSTS) IN INDONESIA & BALI ISLAND
UNDERWATER DJINNIS IN INDONESIA
NAGA & MEKONG FIREBALLS IN THAILAND & LAOS
DRAGON SNAKE IN SOLOMON ISLANDS
ROPEN MONSTER IN UMBOI ISLAND
AKU-AKU LIGHTS IN AFRICA
LA LUZ DE YARA IN CUBA
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MINHOÇAO MONSTER IN SAN FRANCISCO RIVER, USA
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RUNAN SHAH (AMPHIBIOUS BEING) IN AZERBAIJAN & IRAN
NEGROS DEL AGUA (AMPHIBIOUS BEINGS) IN ARGENTINA
YACU-RUNA GHOSTSHIP IN UCAYALI RIVER, PERU
LAKE ONTARIO ORBS IN GREAT LAKES, CANADA
PALATINE (GHOSTSHIP) LIGHTS IN CANADA
CHALEUR FIRESHIP OR GHOSTSHIP IN CANADA
CHARLIE REDSTAR LIGHTS IN CANADA
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Originally posted by karl 12
reply to

post by MidEastGui

Thanks for the reply -you're right that there seems to be a disproportionate amount of
USO/UFO/OVNI reports emerging from the island of Puerto Rico.
There are some intriguing reports listed here,if you know of any others please feel
free to post
(thanks to SV for the help on this one):

www.abovetopsecret.com...'
There are many USO reports from around the island but perhaps this 1963 US Naval
incident is the most perplexing:

Relative depths:
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Click here for full image:

www.irishufology.net...
Cheers.
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Thanks.
OK, when I am about to post the related USO data about Puerto Rico, I will also do it for
ur nice thread for sure.
See ya.

[edit on 4/2/2009 by MidEastGui]

karl 12

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 10:53 AM
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Article:
Reverse engineering extra-terrestrial deep underwater crafts?

Oceanographers and Naval engineers are investigating certain phenomena
that show evidence of the presence of extra-terrestrial deep underwater crafts
– the floating versions of UFOs.
These crafts are capable of sharp and efficient maneuvering, has the
implacable stealth to avoid detection, can hover in the deepest parts of the
oceans and are capable of going deep into the tectonic plate levels under the
ocean.
The scientists and engineers are finding solid evidences that these crafts are
present in many numbers under our oceans though undetected and invisible
in regular human eyes.
An electromagnetic flux also surrounds them and Sharks, Dolphins as well as
Whales avoid these zones due to interference in their own electromagnetic
sensors.
There are not many sightings of these crafts as very few people really dive into
the depths of the ocean, which is really unexplored.
A computer model has recently reveled the possible propulsion systems. The
same anti-gravity principles apply though the model becomes much more
complex due to buoyancy and other aquatic issues.
Some divers in different parts of the world have reported sightings of strange
underwater objects that propagate on its own but there is no real evidence that
these are really extra-terrestrial crafts.
Some believe, there are countries who have the knowledge of these crafts and
are trying to reverse engineer their next generation submarines and under
water crafts from these.
The biggest problem of reverse engineering these under watercrafts is their
stealth. As such deep underwater part of the oceans is seldom explored. The
super stealth around these vehicles makes them further difficult for detection.
According some UFO researchers, these extra-terrestrial crafts are
busy changing the under ocean landscapes. The underwater
accidents of submarines due to collision with unknown underwater
ridges and mountains have increased steadily over the last five
years.
The Navy of many countries have reported this accidents regularly.
According to some engineers there are ways of interpolating and extrapolating
the motions of these crafts through complex algorithmic models.
The scientists slowly understand the technologies though most of it is
completely classified.

www.indiadaily.com...

---More testimony of humanoids around Puerto Rican Lagoons:
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We were talking about the different testimonies that we had collected from the
islanders -- among these were some incidents describing encounters with
humanoid creatures in some of the local lagoons. At that very same moment
Mr. Ortiz became somewhat exited and told us,"Yes that is true. Those
little men are seen here, and not only now, they have been seen
before, since long ago, for many years now."
"I am telling you this because I have seen them," he indicated. "And not only
me, but also those who fish in the Kianí Lagoon. Many times, when we went
fishing during the day, we saw them. They are quite quick ... and they have an
incredible agility."
"Please, would you describe what you saw?" we asked.
"They are strange, Very thin, with very skinny legs resembling those of
chickens. I say that because on their feet they have long thin toes, three or four
of them, and they look like chicken feet because they are long, thin and
opened. They are pale, white or gray, and very small, no more than three or
three and a half feet in height, on average, and they have small human-like
faces ... with eyes, a small mouth, nose, but with flattened, pushed in faces, not
like ours since we have protruding noses, unlike them. The eyes are dark."
My wife Marleen asked how they had their hair and Ortiz answered, "they
don't have any hair, and their heads are very large compared to the size of
their bodies, the heads are smooth and bald."
Ortiz added that when they went to the Kianí Lagoon, located in Vieques'
extreme west, they always saw several of these creatures: "We saw a few," he
said, "but they were moving at an incredible speed and they were jumping and
plunging into the waters of the lagoon. Their arms are also skinny ... and they
have something ... I cannot explain it well, because it was dark, but it was like
they had a fleshy web between their chest and their arms. And it also seemed
to me that they had webbed fingers on their hands, but I am not very sure."

www.iraap.org...

---Excerpt from Bill Hamilton's book 'Alien Magic',Chapter 10:

What secrets lurk in ocean depths? Are there alien forms of intelligent life that
occupy the vast volumes of water that constitute our oceans, seas, and lakes?
The largest of our oceans, the Pacific, covers 64,000,000 square miles and
reaches a depth of 36,198 feet, a depth that no ray of sunlight ever reaches.
Could these depths hide alien submarine bases?
Underwater UFOs have been sighted on many occasions lifting out of their
submerged depths and taking to the air.
In an article entitled "UFOs - at 450 Fathoms," UFO Reporter Ed Hyde told of
the sighting made by Dr. R. J. Villela, a Brazilian scientist, who saw a UFO
smash through an estimated 40 feet of ice at the South Pole and soar into the
sky at amazing speed.
It was author and researcher Dr. Ivan T. Sanderson who suggested that aliens
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could remain undetected by building their bases beneath the world's oceans.
Dr. Sanderson found that by actual count, over 50 percent of the
UFO sightings had occurred over, coming from, or plunging into or
coming out of water. This includes oceans, seas, lakes, and reservoirs. Of
the oceanic UFOs (some term them USOs or Unidentified Submersible
Objects), one was tracked by the U.S. Navy near Puerto Rico in 1963.
Of course many of these objects have been tracked over Puerto Rico since that
time.
On a training maneuver, a sonar operator detected a sub aqueous object
traveling at over 150 knots! The technicians tracked this object for four days
and it maneuvered down to the incredible depth of 27,000 feet. Submarines of
1963 could not dive further than a fraction over a mile into the ocean deeps.
What kind of submersible could withstand the tremendous ocean pressures?
And how could it overcome the tremendous resistance of water moving at such
incredible speeds?
(Note: We now know that may use a process called supercavitation)
Many witnesses have reported huge cigar-shaped vehicles emerging from the
oceanic hydrospaces of earth to take to the sky.
In 1965, such an event was logged in the records of the Norwegian ship T.T.
Jawesta on the 6th of July and in the log of an Argentinian ship, the Naviero
off the coast of Brazil on July 20, 1967.
The officers and crew could see a shining object in the sea no more that 50 feet
away from the Starboard side. It was cigar-shaped and about 110 feet in length
and emitted a powerful blue and white glow. It ran silently and without wake
through the water. There was no periscope or conning tower or any protruding
parts to this mysterious submarine. It paced the Naviero for 15 minutes, then
suddenly dived and passed beneath the ship and vanished rapidly into the
great depths.
For years witnesses have seen many types of UFOs cruising off the Palos
Verdes Peninsula in Southern California.
UFOs have actually been seen to come out of the water in the San Pedro
Channel. In the early seventies, my friend Jim was on the boat returning from
Santa Catalina Island to San Pedro Harbor when he spotted a low, flying disk
cruise silently over the channel boat.
The craft was so close he could make out every detail of its structure including
the four hemispherical pods on its underside.
Strange blue-green lights have been seen in the water since 1989.
In 1989, and again in 1990, witnesses have seen as many as 20 events an hour.
One large light appeared to be as much as 100 feet in diameter. This large light
spawned babies no larger than 10 to 12 feet in length. These lights were seen to
move swiftly under the ocean's surface some 500 to 1,000 feet from the
coastline in Abalone Cove.
The hypothesis that these may be luminescent fish is discounted by a local
marine biologist. These lights were too large and too swift to be fish. One of
the lights was reported to have emerged from the water.
In 1992 a sea kayaker viewed an amazing sight off the Palos Verdes Peninsula.
He was four or five miles off the Peninsula when a waterspout suddenly
formed some hundreds of yards ahead of his kayak. As he observed this spout,
the forward motion of the funnel stopped, the curtain of light mist
surrounding the waterspout disappeared and a rotating column of what
seemed to be solid ice appeared. As the sun reflected off the rotating mass of
ice crystals, it appeared to be a sight of extraordinary beauty. The height of the
ice column was estimated at 100 to 150 feet. When the ice column collapsed
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back into the ocean, it created a whirlpool. After this amazing event, the
kayaker paddled over to examine floating fragments of ice and found
specimens of fish embedded in the frozen pieces.
The site of these phenomenal occurrences is near the old Marineland Park
which closed in 1987.
Snoopers believe that the Park is now a Naval Experimental Marine Biology
Lab. Access to the Park is now restricted and many "no trespassing" signs are
posted around fenced areas."

www.sott.net...

[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

spacevisitor
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 02:33 PM

 link   


Originally posted by karl 12
Article:
Reverse engineering extra-terrestrial deep underwater crafts?

Hi karl 12, interesting cases.
This remark intrigued me.

According some UFO researchers, these extra-terrestrial crafts are busy
changing the under ocean landscapes. The underwater accidents of
submarines due to collision with unknown underwater ridges and mountains
have increased steadily over the last five years.
The Navy of many countries have reported this accidents regularly.

Could natural causes not be the reason for those new formed underwater ridges and
mountains?
Because what could possibly be the reason for doing that “changing the under ocean
landscapes”?
I can only think of one, mining, for important valuable minerals or other geological
materials.

karl 12

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 02:44 PM

 link   

RAF pilot and two NCOs from RAF Boulmer in Northumberland witness UFO over North sea:
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In July 1977 Flt Lt A M Wood reported "bright objects hanging over the sea".
The MoD document adds that the RAF officer said the closest object was
"luminous, round and four to five times larger than a Whirlwind
helicopter".
The UFOs were reported to be three miles out to sea at a height of about
5,000ft.
The officer, whose report is supported by Cpl Torrington and Sgt Graham,
said: "The objects separated. Then one went west of the other, as it
manoeuvred it changed shape to become body-shaped with
projections like arms and legs." The men who were positioned at the
picket post at the RAF station were able to observe the strange objects for an
hour and 40 minutes.
At the same time a radar station detected the objects in exactly the
same position as the men had observed them. It registered them to be
between 30 to 35 degrees before they disappeared from the screen.
The report describes Flt Lt Wood as "reliable and sober". It adds:
"Two contacts were noted on radar, both T84 and T85, at RAF
Boulmer. They were also seen on the Staxton Wold radar picture
which is relayed to West Drayton... On seeing the objects on radar
the duty controller checked with the SRO at RAF West Drayton as
to whether he could see the objects on radar supplied from RAF
Staxton Wold."
This account was deemed so sensitive to the national interest that
the MoD had delayed its release for an extra three years. But under
the Freedom of Information Act, which came into force on 1 January, the file
has been reviewed and declassified.

www.rense.com...

----

Encounter With An Enormous Object Coming Up Out Of The Water:

100 Date: 11/12/2004
110 Time: 2:00
120 Duration: 3-5 minutes
130 Sighting City: Galveston
140 Sighting State: tx
150 Sighting Zip: 77550
170 Witnesses: 3
172 Shape: Cylinder
168 Number of Craft: 1
190 Description:
I was very delighted to finally find a place to report this object we encountered
that evening. My brother, cousin and I were aboard my fishing boat. It was late
in the evening and we were returning to port after spending the entire day
fishing. I was steering the boat and the other two were out on deck when I
suddenly heard them screaming exciting. At first I thought they spotted a
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whale shark but my brother came running up to the captains house screaming
"Look at that thing off of the portside!"
I quickly exited and noticed a cylinder-shaped object about 1/2 mile
from us protruding from the water. It was sticking straight out of
the water about 45-50 feet and looked to be about 4 feet wide.
The object quickly disappeared under the water and reappeared a
few seconds later closer to my vessel. It elevated to the height of 6070 feet within 5-6 seconds and stayed stationary for a few seconds
and submerged again. It reappeared again moving further away but the
height of the object rose to a great elevation.
It began moving in the direction the bow of my vessel submerging as it was
moving. It was completely under water when it was near my boat. We looked
in vain to see what this object was attached to be nothing ever broke the
surface of the water.
I reported this incident to a friend who works for the Coast Guard. He said he
knew of nothing that would be capable of supporting such a cylinder and
elevating itself above the water, and submerging in a few seconds. I'm hoping
someone else has reported seeing a similar object here. Any help will be
greatly appreciated.

www.rense.com...

---UFO Sighting At Sea Off Auckland NZ - 1975:
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Smaller image:

www.ufoinfo.com...

I left school in 1969 and completed a recognized engineering apprenticeship
with Westland Aircraft at Yeovil, Somerset, England.
I then worked as a qualified airframe, mechanical and systems fitter in
Westland's experimental department on military helicopters.
I left Westland's in 1974 and joined the Cunard Steamship Co Ltd as Fifth
Engineer Officer. In 1975 I was a Fifth Engineer Officer on the M.V. Port
Auckland a refrigerated cargo vessel.
I'm not sure of the exact date and time of the sighting but this could be
established by researching the ships logs etc.
The M.V. Port Auckland left the port of Auckland around about 20:00 to 21:00
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hrs one evening about July 1975. The ship was approximately sixteen miles out
at sea and the glow of the lights of Auckland could be seen on the horizon. It
was a calm, clear, windless night. I went onto an after deck and looked towards
the stern of the ship (towards Auckland), the time was approximately 22:00
hrs.
In the distance approximately eight miles away I saw a very bright
white light ascending vertically from the sea into the clouds. As the
light came to a standstill it intensified until it was so large and
bright I thought no battery could power a light that bright no
matter how big the battery.
I watched the light as it dimmed and became smaller. The light started coming
towards the ship. Intrigued I continued to watch. As it came very near the
ship I realized that the object was a round disc, saucer in shape.
The disc was approximately sixty to eighty feet in diameter. It had
lights flashing in sequence around the circumference, the colours
were red, green and blue. They were flashing in an anticlockwise
manner when looking from the top of the disc. The disc was dark in
colour against the night sky. The craft kept pace with the ship at a height
of approximately one hundred feet and approximately forty feet out from the
port side of the ship. I estimated the ships speed to be about eighteen knots.
At this point I became afraid realizing that this was something completely
unknown to me, I hid behind a derrick peering at the object from behind it.
The object made absolutely no sound at all. After about three minutes of
keeping pace with the ship the object changed direction to ninety degrees to
port and at the same speed and height moved off to what would have been the
north. It moved out of sight.
I have not seen anything resembling this object before or since. The disc was
intelligently and precisely controlled, it made no sound at all.
If this craft was manmade there would be thousands flying round
the globe today. This craft could not be kept a secret even if it were
the prodigy of a military power.
I would very much like to know what exactly I saw.

www.ufoinfo.com...

---UFO Witnessed hovering above sea off beach in Marocco (pdf):

www.sufor.org.uk...

---Cruise Ship passengers witness UFO over Pacific Ocean:

Cruise ship passengers reported seeing a UFO at sea last week, just off
Mexico's west coast. The motor vessel had left Puerto Vallarta, in Jalisco state
774 kilometers (484 miles) west of Mexico City, and was bound for Cabo San
Lucas in Baja California Sur when the sighting occurred. "The group of six
passengers," including one woman from Los Angeles, California, "spotted a
very big ball of light in the distance. At arm's length, it was larger than a
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quarter, but she estimated that it was over five miles (8 kilometers) away." At
first, the UFO "was stationary, but it was not stationary very long. It
moved slowly, like a hummingbird, making dips toward the
(Pacific) ocean, then sideways, then downward. The movements
were erratic. Then it zoomed off across the sky and disappeared."

www.rense.com...

---Atlantic Ocean UFO Sightings:

07-29-0966; Atlantic Ocean
Sailors on a merchant expedition were startled from their sleep by a huge,
cylinder-shaped craft. The object remained visible to the crew for many
minutes before disappearing into the distance.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------03-22-1870; Atlantic Ocean
Captain Banner and his crew of the Lady of the Lake, on a merchant voyage,
found themselves being shadowed by a strange, metallic flying disc. The aft
portion of the craft was semi-luminous with a long tail extending from the
center of the craft. Flying into heavy winds, the ship ascended out of sight after
half an hour.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------11-12-1887; North Atlantic Ocean
A ship crossing the Atlantic, en route to America, was overflown by a luminous
sphere that emerged from the ocean. It flew against the prevailing wind
alongside the ship, but, as suddenly as it had appeared, it ascended into the
night sky.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------10-28-1902; North Atlantic
While cruising to port, the Fort Salisbury encountered a strange luminous
object. Two crew members alerted the first officer of the sighting, but by the
time they tried to rouse the captain, the object had disappeared into the sea.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------02-24-1904; Atlantic Ocean
Below the clouds, three red balls, larger than the sun, danced around in the
sky above the ocean. Crew members of the USS Supply reported the
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phenomenon to the nearest port authorities, but no explanation could be
found.

spacepub.com...

....
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

Skyfloating

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 02:50 PM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
Concerning that interesting idea of writing a book about it, I am always willing to help,
but I would like to add, that my English writing speed equals the speed of a very fast
snail.

You've finally reached the end of the List?
Dont worry about your English. I am able to write about 100 pages and correct your
English in addition to that.

Skyfloating
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 02:55 PM

 link   

Tell you what guys...I´m going to write what is called a "Treatment" (movie-industryslang). That will be a short outline of the book and a proposed Table of Contents. And
then you guys can tell me what you think and whether you're in or out. Then we can
assign various chapters to each of us and get started.

grandnic

posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 03:19 PM


Originally posted by spacevisitor
Could natural causes not be the reason for those new formed underwater ridges and
mountains?
Because what could possibly be the reason for doing that “changing the under ocean
landscapes”?
I can only think of one, mining, for important valuable minerals or other geological
materials.

Well, the bottom profile of the ocean is changing all the time because of volcanic
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eruption and tectonic movement. New island are often created.
Great idea about the book, if I can contribute my knowledge off the underwater world
and technologies please don't hesitate to u2u me. Altough I haven't seen any USO, I can
offer some explanation that could account for a small fraction of all the case presented.
I'm pretty sure now that there is something worth studying. I started reading this thread
as a skeptic at it's begining and got convinced there is something unknown to discover.

[edit on 2-4-2009 by grandnic]

spacevisitor
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 03:24 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
Tell you what guys...I´m going to write what is called a "Treatment" (movie-industryslang). That will be a short outline of the book and a proposed Table of Contents. And
then you guys can tell me what you think and whether you're in or out. Then we can
assign various chapters to each of us and get started.

Good idea.
I wait and see what comes on the table, but as I said earlier, my writing speed because of
the language could become a serious problem for me.
And copy and paste articles in a book as we did in the USO thread would be difficult I
think because of the copyright thing.

karl 12
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 03:37 PM

Tasman Sea -1931

Tasman Sea Flying his single-seater plane from New South Wales, Australia to
New Zealand, Mr. Chichester watched a luminous, flashing object, off
his wing, decelerate, as if catching a glimpse of him, then speed of
into the distance and disappear.

spacepub.com...

---Sept. 14, 1952; North Atlantic, between Ireland and Iceland.
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Witnesses: military persons from several countries aboard ships in the NATO
"Operation Mainbrace" exercise. Among the sightings: one blue-green triangle
was observed flying 1,500 m.p.h; three objects in a triangular formation gave
off white light exhaust at 1,500 m.p.h.

spacepub.com...

---Persian Gulf UFO Sightings

05-15-1879; Persian Gulf
MV Vultur's crew were startled by two extremely bright "wheels" of light that
alternately hovered and swooped low above the surface of the sea. After their
pattern reached a climax, the craft both disappeared.

spacepub.com...

---Pacific Ocean UFO Sighting 02-26-1942

While cruising the Pacific, Royal Netherlands Navy vessel, the Tromp, was
surveyed by a metallic saucer shaped craft that sped around the ship before
continuing on its way.

---China Sea UFO Sighting 08-12-1910:

The Dutch sailing vessel Valentijn came across a fiery wheel of light that
rotated close to the surface of the sea.

spacepub.com...
---Villagers see UFO hovering over lake - August 15th,1663:

As the people of the village Robozero (in the Bolozero district, Russia) were in
church they heard a loud noise in the sky and many people left the church to
see what was up. One of them was the farmer Levka Pedorov who told the stort
to the monastery monk, who documentetd it in script. In midday a "great ball
of fire" descended from the south in a clear blue sky over Robozero and moved
across the church to the near lake.
The "ball" was 45 meters in diameter and two beams of "fire" were shooting
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out from the front and then, after it went from the south to the west
(500meters from Pedorov), it "dissapeared". Only to re-apear an hour
later over the same lake.
And there it stayed for an hour and a half. A company of fishermen
in a boat on the lake a mile away from Pedorov were sorely burnt
by the light of the "ball", which lit up the lake to it's bottom 9
meters deep, while the fish fled to the banks. Pedorov described the
water as if "covered with rust under the glow..."

www.rense.com...

---August, 1911 - Strange Sightings Reported:

The August 18, 1911 "Reno (NV) Gazette" carried a brief item tided "Meteor
From The Sea Does Strange Stunts."
It is said that upon the arrival of the ocean liner "America Maru" in San
Francisco from the Orient on August l7th a report was made of a meteor
which "climbed out of the sea like a skyrocket, traveled through a
great arc and disappeared." The captain, A.C. Stevens, said it had a great
fiery head and a long trail and was seen on August 11th.
The item would normally be of minor interest except that meteors do not
climb out of the sea. An effort was made to locate more from the San Francisco
area from where the report had originated. Confirmation came quickly.
On the same day as the Reno item, the "San Francisco Examiner" carried a
story, "Meteors And Moon Rainbows Awe Ship -A Night in Hawaiian Seas
Made Brilliant for Passengers on America Maru." This report was a bit
more expansive, stating that while passengers were on deck the
previous Friday evening, a large meteor shot up out of the ocean,
made a complete circle of the sky, and sank again into the water. At
the time, the ship was two days out of Hawaii.
It was seen to be about the size of a ten-inch cannon ball and displayed a trail
many miles in length. The first third of the trail was as round as a rod and
glowing red. The remainder "gradually expanded in graceful proportions."
A half an hour later, the night watchman called for witnesses to view a large
lunar rainbow. Shortly after this observation, another meteor rose out of the
sea to a height of 20 degrees and sank again. This object was smaller than the
first but the trail seemed to break away and precede the head into the sea.
What can be made of this story? I had thought of the possibility of volcanic
eruptions, with the ship being two days from the volcanic Hawaiian
Islands.However there seemed to be no reports of noise or vibration from such
an eruption, or no glow from the horizon from a distant volcano. We also have
the "meteor" making a circuit of the sky, hardly a falling rock.
One small detail before closing this account. The Gazette concluded by adding
that a copy of the ship's log with a description of the phenomenon "was
forwarded to Washington."

www.rense.com...
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---The Seafury Incident - August, 1954:

One of the most controversial radar visual reports of the fifties occurred on
August 31st, 1954.
The story leaked out in December, 1954, and made front page headlines. The
official navy file on the event remained classified until the Directorate of Naval
Intelligence released a copy upon my request in 1982.
During his 1973 visit to Australia, Dr. Hynek was able to interview the pilot
involved in this famous incident, which became known as the "Sea Fury"
encounter.
Lieutenant J.A. O'Farrell was returning to Royal Australian Navy Air Station
Nowra after a night cross country in a Sea Fury aircraft. After contacting
Nowra at about 1910 hours, O'Farrell saw a very bright light closing fast at one
o'clock. It crossed in front of his aircraft taking up position on his port beam,
where it appeared to orbit. A second and similar light was observed at nine
o'clock. It passed about a mile in from of the Sea Fury and then turned in the
position where the first light was observed.
According to O'Farrell, the apparent crossing speeds of the lights were the
fastest he had ever encountered. He had been flying at 220 knots. O'Farrell
contacted Nowra who in turn confirmed that they had two radar "paints" in
company with him.
The radar operator, Petty Officer Keith Jessop, confirmed the presence of 2
objects near the Sea Fury on the G.C.I. remote display.
The two lights reformed at nine o'clock and then disappeared on a north
easterly heading. O'Farrell could only make out "a vague shape with the white
light situated centrally on top."
The Directorate of Naval Intelligence at the time wrote that O'Farrell was "an
entirely credible witness" and that he "was visibly 'shaken' by his experience,
but remains adamant that he saw these objects"
More on the Directorate of Naval Intelligence: www.theozfiles.com...

---USO report from former RAF engineer:

A Solomon Islands UFO Mystery.
..As I looked down the beach, I couldn't believe what I seeing. About a
kilometre away there was a very bright, luminous, white object flying slowly
over the water. I remember asking myself whether I was really seeing it. I
called out for my wife Miriam to bring my binoculars. After focusing in on the
starlike, brilliantly lit object, I noticed that it was about 60-foot round and
seemed to make no noise. We watched it for a couple of minutes until it
submerged itself into the sea. Joseph told me to wait about 10
minutes and I'd see it come back out again - which it did! When it
came back out of the water, it was glowing twice as brightly as when
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it went in. We continued to watch it with my binoculars as it returned to the
coast in the direction whence it had come and until it disappeared out of sight
over the top of the coconut trees.

www.rense.com...

---April 1953 - UFOs Tracked & Attacked By US Forces At Sea

A marine incident, worthy of deep investigation by researchers, focuses on the
island of Tinian, where the bombers were stationed that dropped the atomic
bombs on Japan in 1945.
"In the last weeks (late April, 1953), our ships and aircraft have sighted
numerous flying objects of unknown origin. Their flight courses were plotted
and permit conclusions about their take-off and landing bases. Near the island
of Tinian, one of these projectiles was rammed by a specially equipped
airplane and sunk into the sea."
Report of the Chief of the U.S. Defense HQ., D., Tokyo, May 9, 1953

www.rense.com...

---Western Australia UFO Photo Over the Ocean:

ufoweek.com...

---Architect witnessess strange 'bathysphere' UFO on beach:

On February 27, 1998, at 1:35 PM, architect Allen Wahl, was walking his dog
along the Atlantic Ocean beach in Ocean Grove, NJ.
He decided to rest and look at the ocean since it was such a crystal clear and a
deep blue sky.
A strange looking ball shaped UFO with fins flew over his position moving
from east to west and close by the Great Auditorium in Ocean Grove. Allen
stated, "He never saw a UFO before, but this made him a believer.
It looked like a diving bell or bathysphere about ten feet in
diameter." It reminded him of a Jules Vern science fiction antique
ship with lines of rust running down its side. The UFO appeared as
it may have come from the sea, although he had not specifically see
it come out of the sea.
About thirty minutes later an Army helicopter with what appeared to be guns
sticking out the front passed directly overhead his position.
The next morning at 9:00AM more helicopters were also flying in the area at a
very low level possibly searching for the craft. He is sure there were other
witnessses.

www.rense.com...
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--[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 04:40 PM

 link   

I have been looking for this special USO article for ya and finally I located it on the net as
follows:

Do UFO's Exist ? Do You Believe?
Underwater UFO's
Do UFO's Exist Or Don't They?
I can tell you from a first hand experience that yes UFO's do exist. In 1999 I
was living at Folly Beach SC which is very near Charleston S.C. Folly Beach is a
island like I said about a 30 minute ride to downtown Charleston. On the
north end of the island is the old closed down Coast Guard Station and at low
tide you can still see the island (Morris Island) where the Civil War Fort
Wagner once stood.
The only thing you can see at high tide is the light house which is still there
and its bottom is submerged at high tide. There is a water way between the
end of Folly Beach Island and Morris Island at low tide and there is no Morris
Island at High Tide. Just the Morris Island Light House surrounded by the
waves. On the night the incident I am about to tell you about happened I and a
friend were up at the upper end of Folly Beach fishing off the bank.
It was about 2 am and we had noticed a strange light under the water. At first
we thought it was some type of submarine or other craft but then as me and
my friend watched the ocean water seemed to boil and a craft that appeared to
be 30 foot across with colored lights underneath came up out of the water
almost in front of us. It shot straight up about 150 foot above the water and
passed directly over us and then it seemed to speed up very quickly and shot
out of sight behind us out over the marsh at the end of Folly Beach Island.
We both looked at each other like wow and talked about what it could have
been. About 45 minutes later we saw the craft or a craft just like it fly in from
the ocean and hover 10-15 foot over the ocean about 400 foot out from us. We
stood up and tried to get a better view and then it went down under the water
until it vanished from view. About 40 minutes later we saw another craft come
from the same direction from out to sea and it also went down under the water
and vanished.
Me and my friend had by now gave up on fishing and we reeled in and left.
During our walk back to the car we saw the craft or another craft fly over us
again like it was flying out to sea. What were they I have no ideal. What I do
know is that to my knowledge the US government doesn't have any type of
craft that can fly in the air and submerge its self under water but me and my
friend observed them come out of the water and fly away and then later they
flew back or another craft of the same type did and went back under the water.
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What were they I have no ideal. One thing for sure is that they were UFO's and
they had to be piloted by some type of intelligent life.
UFO's A Study Of Reactions To UFO's
You know humans react to UFO's in a multitude of ways. Everything from
terror to following them out of curiosity. Humans who claim to have been
abducted have been known to show the worst kinds of fear. However it is the
animals who have been known to show the most fear and the most common
reaction of animals is fear. Fish have also been seen to react if a UFO is near to
or in the water. Porpoises off the coast of Florida were heard to make their
danger signal and they attempted to swim as fast as they could away from the
UFO. Why do animals seem to have such a strong reaction to UFO's. What do
they know that man does not know.
Comment:
moonlake says, 4 months ago
My sister-in-law was up late one night rocking her baby when she heard the
police call over the scanner. They were following a UFO down the highway
they lost site of it when it went into the lake. Later that morning a lady that
lived by the lake called the police and said she saw a UFO come out of the lake.
This was never in the paper just heard over the scanner. So who knows funny
what people are seeing.

(p.s.: it is likely that these amazing USO sightings might have been due to the secretlydeveloped submersible jet proto-types of USAF etc.)
(p.s.: when I locate a USO writing on the net, I always check for the Comments Section,
cos it is probable that there would be some rare USO encounters for my archive. This is
especially valid for the non-English essays of Underwater UFOS).
[edit on 4/2/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 04:49 PM

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY:
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In addition to the Comments Section, I also check for the UFO-related forums, because
there could be many novel USO cases which are unknown to us. That is why, I luv ATS
Forum too much and I always use it as an info source.
Returning back to the comments issue.......
Here is another example for yall. I located it today:


UFO Over Caye Caulker? From Caye Caulker Chronicles, 2 March 2009
Comment:
Cory Pierce on Mar 8, 2009
I also saw lights when I was in Caye Caulker; 8 months ago. I was with 4
friends and we saw what looked like a massive orange ball moving off over the
reef. It just slowly changed its angle of attack and slowed down until it
vanished into the ocean. I fly planes. When you lower the nose of a plane (the
angle of attack) you increase airspeed. This thing slowed down. I think that
there is more between heaven and earth than any of us could possibly imagine.
Keep looking up.

karl 12
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 04:54 PM

 link   


Originally posted by spacevisitor
Could natural causes not be the reason for those new formed underwater ridges and
mountains?
Because what could possibly be the reason for doing that “changing the under ocean
landscapes”?
I can only think of one, mining, for important valuable minerals or other geological
materials.

Hi SV -thanks for the reply, it is one of the more outlandish claims made by 'some'
researchers and I suspect natural causes may well be the more plausible explanation but
who knows?
Theres a great deal of speculation about undersea/underground bases out there (where
the earth's crust is thickest) so they might just be doing a spot of Feng shui
Found this article...although it is from a tabloid and rather presumptuous:

There are approximately 2000 sites all over the world that are suspected to be
underground UFO bases.
These bases are deep in the tectonic plates in the continental crust. Some
times they are more than 30 miles deep almost at the end of the earth’s crust.
The thicker the crust, there is more probabilities of UFO bases.
India-China Himalayan border areas are very active because of thickest crust
there. At the same time where tectonic plates do not fold but slide against each
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other there is little UFO activities there.
For example in yellow Stone National Park there are no UFO bases because of
lava reservoir so close to the crust.
Underwater UFO bases are countless. They unidentified objects under ocean
are called USO – Unidentified submerged objects. These are some of the
fastest submarines that operate deep under the oceans with all the
characteristics of speed, propulsion and stealth of UFOs.
According to some of the geophysicists, the underwater UFO bases in the
region caused the last major Tsunami in Sumatra. Many also believe, this
extraterrestrial civilization can cause artificial volcanoes and very strong
earthquakes, mudslides and Tsunamis.
Recent North Korean nuke tests show how deep infrastructures can be put
underground.
The deepest UFO bases near the India-China Himalayan border are very
active. Neither security from Indian side or Chinese side will allow you to go
near those sites.

www.indiadaily.com...
Cheers
[edit on 02/10/08 by karl 12]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 04:59 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Skyfloating
Tell you what guys...I´m going to write what is called a "Treatment" (movie-industryslang). That will be a short outline of the book and a proposed Table of Contents. And
then you guys can tell me what you think and whether you're in or out. Then we can
assign various chapters to each of us and get started.

It would be a great idea if it occurs! For myself, I could prepare the chapters on the Asian
(Russian cases and Indian Ocean Lightwheels), Mediterranean Sea (Marmara Sea, Aegean
Sea, Ligurian Sea, Ionian Sea, Tyrrhenian Sea, Adriatic Sea), Black Sea, South American
and even the rare English-written USO cases plus pictorial materials etc.
Yupppppppppp.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 06:36 PM

 link   

Another thrilling article about the USO phenomena which involves a bulk of Underwater
UFO sightings:
Atlantis Has Risen Again: Has It Been Beneath Our Oceans All These Years?
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www.ufomystic.com...
Steiger always seems to be concerned with USOs despite the fact that some of his works
appear to be too speculative.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 06:47 PM

 link   

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY:
As what I said to u before, the forums could be good info sources for the ongoing USO
researches all the time. Here is another example for ya:


HOLY F*CK I SEEN A UFO TUNA FISHING!!!!!!!!!!!
Readytoride08, May-13-2008
Let me say first I have new theroys about alot of stuff let me tell you the story.
I live in a port city and Tuna fishing is very popular so yesterday morning I
lefted with my buddy and went out in his 35 foot boat (very very nice he told
me it was worth $750,000, it's name is 'red cape' i'll post pics when he sends
them to me from trip) into the Gulf of Mexico took us a while till we finaly
reached the first fishing spot so we fished for about 3 hours then slept till night
(Tuna fishing is better at night simply becuase you can tie lightsticks on the
line and it attracts Tunas) so night came we rigged up and started fishing.
Around 11:14 p.m. we started hearing this odd bizzare sound so we looked
around then this bright ass light lite up under the water and the water started
spinning, BTW we about 180 ft. from it. SUDDENLY this oval shapped craft
come flying out and hovered about has far up has a skyscrapper and sat there.
I was so stunned I dropped my pole overboard!!! It had red lights spinning
around and it was like friggin mystical!!! My buddy started cryin (panzy)and
then without warning it shot off in the air faster then I have ever seen anything
go!!!! After it lefted schools of fish was snagging our lines. So he ran in got on
the radio and yelled "MAYDAY, MAYDAY UFO SIGHTING AT SO AND SO
CORIDANCES!! MAYDAY U.S. COAST GUARD DO YOU READ ME?" and
then he came running out and yelled "LET'S GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE I
AM GLAD YOU CAME" at this time I was still staring at the sky amazed. So he
ran into the cabin loaded his gun and the U.S.C.G came over and siad "Are you
in distress? Is the UFO still there?" and he by this time was preparing to pull
up the anchor when it APEARED AGIAN!!
By this time I am yelling "DAMN YOU HAD TO FORGET YOUR CAMARA
DIDN'T YOU?"and he was like "F*CK!!!!!!!!!!!|" So I ran and told the U.S.C.G
"Yes it lefted but now it is back"and then I heard " It's gone agian" from my
buddy he ran in there with me and we took off.
About 5 miles off of a small island many pepole swim at 2 cutters met us and 1
let off 3 U.S.C.G and 1 island police and they boarded us, well guess what? We
weren't the only ones that sighted it a couple at the makeout point saw it and
one officer seen it we was alteast 85 miles from the island!!!! So one of the
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cutters escorted us in and the other went out to were we was.
WHATEVER THESE THINGS ARE, ARE AMAZING JUST THE MOVEMENT
IS AWESOME FRIENDS WE ARE NOT ALONG, I AM SURE OF IT!!!

[edit on 4/2/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 07:11 PM

And more Folly Beach UFOs:


UFO Videos
Here on this page we will present UFO videos and other information on UFO's
and related items. There will be a lot of videos posted here and we hope you
will explore and look at them and deside for yourself. Do UFO's exist or don't
they. I myself know for a fact they do. Exist that is. I truly believe that UFO's
from other planets have been visiting our planet earth in the past and continue
to do so today. I believe where there is so much evidence for their existence
their has to be something to it. At least that is what I thought until the night of
July 25th 2001. On that night I and a friend were on the end of Folly Beach
Island which is a Barrier Island off of Charleston S.C. We were there looking
for proof of Ghosts when we came up on a site which was spooky but had
nothing to do with Ghosts. The end of Folly Beach and the Island it is located
on is very desserted especially at night. As we walked along the beach that
night we came upon a partial cirlcle in the sand that looked for all the world
like a space craft from another world had landed there. The tide was coming in
fast and in just moments the scene was under water. We laughed it off as a
trick or stunt by someone and walked onto our spot where we planned to
watch for ghosts that night. Aprox 20 minutes later we observed a bright light
appear to come up out of the marsh about a half mile away and move up into
the air and move up over us. You could clearly see it was 35-40 feet across with
bright green lights in a circle around it. Over the next two hours we saw it
several other times and as the sun was just coming up it flew rapidly out to sea
and vanished. It was clearly a ufo and while we saw no markings you could see
a distinct saucer shape and you could clearly see the green lights in a circle
around it like mini windows or something. At one point in the night at aprox 5
am it was 200-300 feet directly up in the air over us. We never saw a alien and
we were not abducted but it was most clearly a UFO and there was no way it
was any kind of aircraft. After that night I have always believed in UFO's.

MidEastGui
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posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 08:05 PM

 link   

Something strange is happening at around the waters of Folly Beach for sure!


From Filer's Files #26, 6-27-1
SOUTH CAROLINA TEARDROP UFO
FOLLY BEACH -- My wife and I were sitting on a porch overlooking the
Atlantic Ocean on June 18, 2001. It was about 10:30 PM when we saw a lime
green, teardrop shape ball of light fly across the lower quarter of the sky
soaring down, toward the water. It was only visible for about a second or two.
The thing gave off enough light so that while it traveled under the clouds, it lit
up a dime-sized area behind it as it dropped. I have no idea whether or not this
was a meteor. It made no significant turns -- no change in speed, and was
dropping in an arc. After exclaiming surprise, my wife and I compared notes,
and decided we'd seen essentially the same thing. E-mail report.

[edit on 4/2/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 08:17 PM

More about the USOs of Folly Beach:


UFOs SUCKING UP OUR WATER! BY ANN VICTORIA of WWN FROM
UFOBBS
CHARLESTON, S.C. - A new photo proves what experts have suspected for
years: Space aliens are taking water samples from Earth to check the pollution
levels of our seas and rivers.
And experts say if those levels are too high, the ETs will destroy our planet!
We're poisoning the environment of the Universe with our reckless waste, and
the inhabitants of other planets are fed up with it, says respected physicist and
noted UFO researcher Dr. Phyllis Glast.
Since the late 1960s we've heard reports of alien spacecraft hovering over our
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waterways and sampling our water. And some people who have been abducted
by aliens have been told by the creatures that our air and water are being
monitored.
But there's been no concrete visual evidence until now.
The final proof came just days ago when photographer and boating enthusiast
Gloria Domica snapped the picture, shown here, of a UFO sucking water up
into its hold.
It came out of nowhere, says Miss Domica who was sailing with friends in the
Atlantic Ocean, just 20 miles off Folly Beach near Charleston.
One second I was shooting pictures of that calm serene water. The next second
this giant saucer shaped object came zooming out of the sky, moving faster
than I've ever seen anything move.
It hovered there a moment, less than 100 yards away from us.
Suddenly the sea got very turbulent and a huge water spout shot up and into a
hole in the center of it.
It rocked our boat and I had to hold on to the mast to snap the picture. I'm not
sure how long the waterspout lasted but when it was over, the thing sped away
and the surface was calm again.
Miss Domic said she called authorities and some men who identified them
selves as government agents came to her home to speak with her.
The were very nice at first, she says. They wanted to know all about it and
asked to see the picture. But when I showed them the photo, they confiscated
it along with the negatives. They still haven't told me where they've taken it. In
fact, I've never seen them since.
Luckily, I had one print hidden away in my darkroom.
Dr. Glast says she's not surprised that the negatives were taken.
The world governments have a vested interest in keeping the public in the dark
about this, says the 42 year old researcher.
Our whole economy is based on pollution and waste. So it pays them to keep
this information from us.
The FBI and Treasury Department had no official comment and denies that
their agents were involved in the confiscating of the negatives.
But one unnamed government insider says authorities are very, very
interested in the snapshot.
They are taking it extremely seriously, said the source. This could change
everything about the way we treat our planet.
FILE: UFO2125
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grandnic
posted on Apr, 2 2009 @ 08:55 PM

 link   


Originally posted by MidEastGui
More about the USOs of Folly Beach:

Is that picture available somewhere ? I'd love to see it ... it would make a great cover for
a book ! By the way, excellent job MidEastGui with all those report from all over the
world

 new topics
WA State Governor mandates forced masks
Political Mud-Pit : 52 seconds ago

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist
Religion, Faith, And Theology : 21 minutes ago

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 07:26 AM

Who was Steve Bing?



link

   

Breaking Political News : 22 minutes ago

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us


Originally posted by grandnic

Diseases and Pandemics : 41 minutes ago

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary
Political Mud-Pit : 57 minutes ago

Is that picture available somewhere ? I'd love to see it ... it would make a great cover for
a book ! By the way, excellent job MidEastGui with all those report from all over the
world

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

Hi Grandnic.
In relation to the nice words u said about my work on here, I wanna say my special thanks
to ya. That is very kind of you.

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
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Survival : 5 hours ago

Even I could not find that USO pic. If I could, it would be great of course.
See ya.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 07:29 AM

 link   

Another amazing article on the Marine Lightwheels:
Lichtende wielen (Light Wheels)

www.kennislink.nl... in Dutch
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 07:34 AM

 link   

More about sea lightwheels:
Lichtende wielen (Light Wheels)

www.knmi.nl... - in Dutch

MidEastGui
 
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 07:37 AM

 link   

Another article on marine lightwheels:

 top topics

Marine Lightwheels

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County

www.xs4all.nl... - in Dutch

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

Enjoy.

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 27 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 07:43 AM

 link   

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

More on lightwheels:

16 years after ...

Lichtende wielen (Light Wheels)

Bubba Smollett

Members : 4 hours ago, 22 flags

Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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www.heksenpad.nl... - in Dutch

Thank you members of ATS.
Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

Enjoy.

Out of The Shadows Released
US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 07:58 AM

Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

 link   

Amazing USO case from Lake Oyungen, Norway:
Project Hessdalen


Observations done by people in 1997
Date: 11.10.1997
Time: 11.15 PM Place:Morkvollhogda, south in Hessdalen.
Observers:Akhtar Issak and Andreas Barwin Olsen.
Weather conditions: Clouded, visibility good, no wind.
Observation done during the Triangle project
At 11.45 Akhtar pointed out a red light west of Oyungen. Andreas thought that
he had seen the light one minute earlier, but at the time he was convinced that
it was the rear light of a car. When Akhtar caught sight of it, he came to the
same conclusion. The light was travelling westward away from Bravo, and at a
rather high speed. Akhtar then studied the light through the 200 mm lens of
his camera. He saw that the light changed colour from red to yellow, and came
towards Bravo at a very high speed. Akhtar explains that the light source
seemed to be very big, it covered completely his field of vision through the
camera lens, and he was completely blinded. When the object shifted from red
to yellow Akhtar started to shoot with his camera. (See note 1) The light moved
back and forth over Oyungen before it disappeared in the south, that is, it
moved “in behind Morkvollhogda” as seen from our point of view.
Immediately after the light had disappeared “behind Morkvollhogda”, the
western part of Lake Oyongen was illuminated as by an enormous spotlight.
The line between the light circle and the dark surroundings was well defined.
“The spotlight” was not in sight, but it seemed like the light was emitted from a
point behind Morkvollhogda where the light ball had just disappeared. In the
middle of Lake Oyongen there is an island (Storholmen). This island was not
visible in the dark, but as “the spotlight was turned on”, we could clearly see
the whole island, even details such as trees. This was also the case for the
western shore of Lake Oyongen. “The spotlight” searched the western part of
the lake, while it “was turned on and off”. The light was enormously intense.
The next part of the observation was by Akhtar Issak alone, as he studied the
dark surface of the lake through his camera: a light circle formed on the lake,
between the island Storholmen and the southwestern shore. The light was
bluish, like the light of burning gas, but not so intense. It resembled more the
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northern light that is often seen in this part of the country, but far from
lightening the sky, this light seemed to be emitted from a submerged source of
energy. Both Andreas and Akhtar checked the sky for northern lights, but it
was heavily clouded, and no reflection from the sky was visible on the lake.
The “submerged” light slowly vanished. Akhtar tried to shoot some photos of
the phenomenon, but the light was to faint to expose the film. Both Andreas
and Akhtar noticed that while “the spotlight” was illuminating Lake Oyongen,
and only then, some small, compact fog “globes” came drifting from the lake
towards them, wrapping up the camp for approx. one minute as they passed
by.

WA State Governor mandates forced masks
Political Mud-Pit • 0 • : headcheck

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4560 • : MetalThunder

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us
Diseases and Pandemics • 5 • : JAGStorm

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”
Political Mud-Pit • 275 • : ladyinwaiting

Both the members of the Bravo crew experienced this last observation over
Lake Oyongen as dramatic and frightening. Akhtar Issak and Andreas Barwin
Olsen Akhtar got a series of pictures of the light, some of them may be seen
here. The camera was mounted on a tripod, equipped with motor and the time
between each exposure is less than 1/2 second. He used a 200 mm lens,
aperture 5.6, shutter speed 1/125 sec. The distance to the light was approx. 3
kilometres.

Mars Rover Sol 2801 - Cleaned and Close Look at a
Bump on a Rock
Space Exploration • 5 • : abeverage

Removed from the statue debate
Rant • 15 • : VictorVonDoom

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area

Ref.: Akhtar Issak and Andreas Barwin Olsen

Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 391 • : matafuchs

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over Nazis
with traditional parade on Red Square (FULL
VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News • 15 • : Shamrock6

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 05:21 PM

 link   

More about the Earthquake Lights (EQLs) seen during the 2007 Quake in Peru:
ENIGMAS DE LA NATURALEZA: LAS LUCES ASOCIADAS AL TERREMOTO DE PISCO DEL 15 DE
AGOSTO, 2007 (ENIGMAS OF THE NATURE: THE LIGHTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
EARTHQUAKE OF PISCO FROM THE 15 AUGUST, 2007)

khatati.igp.gob.pe... - in Spanish
(p.s.: lots of strange lights were reported before, during and after the 2007 Quake in
Peru. The observers reported that various lights came out of the water etc.)

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 05:28 PM

Another novel USO report:


US: Vermont UFO witness searches for answers (2004) by Roger Marsh From
UFO Examiner, 3 April 2009
© Illustration by Keith Bastianini
A Canadian woman in her 70s staying with a friend in a remote Vermont
cottage had an unusual encounter that caused the two to flee their
surroundings in the middle of the night - only to come within a few feet of a
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UFO at ground level.
A friend of the woman from Montreal approached me wanting to know if any
of my readers or colleagues have heard of any similar encounters.
We always ask our readers to please keep in mind that many UFO sightings
can be discounted as natural occurrences or something manmade. You can
report your personal UFO sighting at MUFON.com.
The following story is in his own words and unedited. From his first note to
me, this is an overview of what he recollected that the woman said:
It was in August of 2004 and occurred on an island in Vermont. Anyway, she
tells me it was it at night, she was going to bed and saw out the window two
small red light circles, then a small light moving away from them. It was quite
disturbing, and shortly after, she saw a small object come into the house
through the crack between wood panels on a wall - she describes this object as
a cylinder the size of your little finger, with silvery metal rounded ends and a
clear center filled with a milky liquid. It was truly frightening to her. The
object floated through the air, at one point disappearing and re-appearing
elsewhere. She called state troopers who came and took her story.
I encouraged the man to revisit the woman and get more details. In this
second note to me, he recalls more details about the woman's encounter.
Here is the rest of it as I remember.
It was at their country house in Vermont. She had a friend with her. The
incident occurred after dark, when they were getting ready for bed. She had
seen the two small red lights outside, showed it to her friend, and feeling
uneasy, then went downstairs to check the house, when the floating cigarshaped incident happened*. She then went upstairs. Her friend had seen the
lights, but not the moving object. She called the state troopers, who came
quickly and checked the house a bit, but didn't find anything. She said they
were very respectful and seemed to take her seriously. They pointed out the
tree outside the window, so she thinks the red lights were maybe in the tree and not far away as she had thought at the time.
*Another detail about the floating object incident, which only lasted a few
seconds (I may have mixed up recall of this part....). It was floating slowly in
mid air going up the stairs. She said at one point it disappeared, and slowly
emerged from a painting (of a duck) on the wall. Then it left through a crack in
the wall. In any case it apparently had the ability to either disappear, go
through walls, or perhaps simply distract and disorient the observer.
Shaken by the incident, she decided they had to pack and leave right away.
They drove away, and at a certain point she said as they were rounding the last
corner before the bridge off the island, you could see the sky was lit up around
that corner. As they rounded the corner she said her heart dropped, as there
was - literally - a large saucer shaped UFO (maybe 75 feet in diameter??) perched sideways on an angle at the edge of the road at the railing just before
the bridge, part of it going down over the edge and part up in the air.
She said she was almost paralyzed with fear but instinctively continued
driving, ever so slowly, right past it. She said she could have put her hand out
and touched it. She described it as beautiful, and covered all around with
thousands of small square led-like lights - blue, red and white I think.
They drove back to Montreal. Scarcely a word was said, and she says they
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never talked about it or mentioned it again, although she knows that they both
saw it.
Shortly after that, she found a strange red wound mark on her knee, as though
it had been punctured. She went to her doctor, who was mystified and could
not explain it. It took a year or so to heal. She is sure it was from the floating
object which she thinks must have been a medical sampling device.
This woman is in her 70's, she is all there and a credible person, so I do believe
her story! Like most people, she hasn't told anyone for fear of embarrassment
or ridicule.
Overall I appreciate your looking at this, and I would be interested in knowing
if you or any of your colleagues might have heard similar details. As for an
illustrated story, I don't see any harm in that, and as you say, maybe others
might come forward.
The man did finally have a meeting with the woman to gain more details, and
here is the rest of the story, with some clarifications.
Every time I meet this woman, the conversation comes back to the event, and I
try to get into more and more specific questions.
I met her today and she filled in a few details, and clarified what I had
remembered. You asked for age. The lady was in her seventies at the time of
the incident (she feels that this is a disbelief factor!!). It was in August of 2006.
She said the state troopers would have made a report. She mentioned she
came back the following summer and casually asked a restaurant employee if
they ever heard of anything strange, and the girl said her father had been
awakened at night on his farm by dogs barking, etc. and when he checked
outside there was an unidentifiable craft hovering above some of his cattle,
which were "all in commotion". As soon as he arrived on the scene, the craft
took off. Apparently it was also in August of the same year.
Here are some more clarifications:
What She Saw Out The Window.
It was 2 red circle outlines, like the frame of a pair of round eyeglasses. She
said there was a small white light which came from that area and moved
towards the house going out of her sight. That was when she got worried and
went to check the house.
The Floating Cylinder Device.
She says it was about as long as your middle finger, 1/2 inch or so in diameter,
clear in the middle with silver capped ends (flat not rounded). There was a
milky white liquid in it, with what looked like some streaks of black powder
mixed in with it. I was wrong, she did not "see it come out of the wall", she
says she was looking down from the top of the stairs, and saw a small round
white light in between two wood slats on the wall and another round light in
the center of a painting of a duck on the wall. Then she saw the cylinder slowly
floating up the stairs (it was level, and pointing ahead). Then she says it simply
disappeared.
The Saucer Craft At The Bridge.
It is a causeway, not a bridge. The craft was three quarters submerged in the
water, with the edge of it resting against and protruding at an angle over the
guardrail. The entire saucer was covered with lights, not just the edge. The
lights were square, and outlined in silver (like silver boxes, maybe 1 1/2 inches
square). She tried to describe the beauty of the colors, says they were mainly
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red and green and maybe another color. She says all the lights were like these,
except there was a solitary BLUE LIGHT, and another single WHITE LIGHT
among them, both about the same size - these two lights were on opposite
sides of the craft. She was indeed driving at a barely creeping pace (out of fear
and instinct), then just as they passed it, it disappeared.
About The Mark On Her Body.
At the time of the incident in the house, she was wearing a nightdress that
came to just above the knee. It was on the right knee that she discovered the
marks later on. She says it was like two small circles, one around the other like
bull's-eye. The mark took a full year to go away.
Also, when she went to the cottage the following August, she found a patch of
dead grass under the tree outside the window, and she wonders if there is any
connection.
She still wishes to remain anonymous, but is fine with the idea of an illustrated
story. I should mention she keeps trying to get up the nerve to call into the
Coast to Coast AM radio show!
Editor's Note: The MUFON database has nothing similar in Vermont for 2004.
The National UFO Reporting Center (NUFORC)has eight sightings from
Vermont in 2004. The following is one of those cases - this one from March 1,
2004.
Occurred: 3/1/2004 21:00 (Entered as : 03/01/2004 21:00)
Reported: 1/14/2005 10:26:37 PM 22:26
Posted: 1/19/2005
Location: Plymouth, VT
Shape: Unknown
Duration: 3 min.
Life changing event for me will not view skies ever the same.
Coming home from work at the top of the hill after the salt ash inn on 100A in
Plymouth, Vermont. I saw two lights hovering just above tree line in a field
about 100 ft. up the lights were about 50 ft. to 75 ft. apart. They were
absolutely still, yet pointed at my car, being who I am I stopped imeditely to
observe it. My first thought was a u.f.o but, it could be a D.A.R.T helicopter. I
stopped my car in the road, turned off the radio, poked my head out of my
driver side window to listen, I heard nothing, it was about 45degrees and the
moon was bright, the craft's lights watched me for say- 10 seconds then the
lights or the craft turned on a dime and flew above tree line slowly away
toward Rutland/North Clarrindon area. I made a u turn, went down the hill.
As I got to the Plymouth store I saw it flying just above tree line slowly with no
jet trail. I asked at every house in Plymouth if anyone had seen it, with no
success. The last house I asked invited me in and showed me a video. I do not
know what to do with the video. If it's a government ship, hats off to you, why
me? Call me.
((Addedum From Witness))
The craft was just hanging in the air about 150 ft. up, it was over a field in the
town of Plymouth, over a farm. Two lights similar to car lights maybe fifty to
75 ft. apart the lights were looking right at me for about 20 seconds then
turned on a dime and slowly hovered above the tree line just like a movie. I
had stopped my car in the middle of the road as soon as I saw the lights, rolled
down my drivers side window poked my head out I heard absolutely no noise.
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I pulled a u turn and followed it down to Rt. 100 it was flying just above tree
line slowly, with no exhaust trail. it was about 50 degrees that night and the
moon was pretty full. I asked everyone in Plymouth if they had seen it and had
no luck my last try I found a house where all three people had seen it and they
had taken a digital video which the father showed me I have not decided what
to do with the video.
((End))
((NUFORC Note: We have sent two messages to the witness, and have
received no response. PD))
Here are just a few links to other UFO cases from August 2004 - apparently an
active period in time for UFO sightings.
Diamond UFO Over Maritimes Highway, Canada, August, 2004 [LInk]
Staffordshire Mini UFO Flap August 2004 [Link]
UFO over MGM-Disney Studios, Florida: 1 August 2004 [Link]
UFO Sighting Report, Tapachula Chiapasufo, August 28th/29th(?) 2004
[Link]
And check out this Youtube video from August 2004 - with Illinois MUFON
Director Sam Maranto speaking about this incredible sighting captured on
video. Headline: UFO, Alien Giant Battleship Mothership craft over
Minneapolis Saint Paul August 19, 2004
And finally, here is a short video piece I produced with Sam Maranto, where
he describes - 2004: the Year of the Weird. I've posted this before, but if you
haven't seen it yet, take a look.
Source – Our Haunted Planet

MidEastGui
  
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 05:31 PM

An interesting article about marine bioluminescence:


Scientists help decode mysterious green glow of the sea From newstin.com,
April 1st, 2009
Fireworms have four eyes (colored red), which allows high sensitivity to light
for sensing moon phases light from mates. Credit: Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, UC San Diego
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Many longtime sailors have been mesmerized by the dazzling displays of green
light often seen below the ocean surface in tropical seas. Now researchers at
Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC San Diego have uncovered key
clues about the bioluminescent worms that produce the green glow and the
biological mechanisms behind their light production.
Marine fireworms use bioluminescence to attract suitors in an undersea
mating ritual. Research conducted by Scripps marine biologists Dimitri
Deheyn and Michael Latz reveals that the worms also may use the light as a
defensive measure. The report, published as the cover story of the current
issue of the journal Invertebrate Biology, provides insights into the function of
fireworm bioluminescence and moves scientists closer to identifying the
molecular basis of the light.
"This is another step toward understanding the biology of the bioluminescence
in fireworms, and it also brings us closer to isolating the protein that produces
the light," said Deheyn, a scientist in the Marine Biology Research Division at
Scripps. "If we understand how it is possible to keep light so stable for such a
long time, it would provide opportunities to use that protein or reaction in
biomedical, bioengineering and other fields—the same way other proteins
have been used."
Experiments by Dimitri Deheyn and Michael Latz revealed green
bioluminescence. Credit: Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UC San Diego
The fireworms used in the study (Odontosyllis phosphorea) are seafloordwelling animals that inhabit tropical and sub-tropical shallow coastal areas.
During summer reproductive events known as "swarming," females secrete a
luminous green mucus—which often draws the attention of human seafarers—
before releasing gametes into the water. The bright glow attracts male
fireworms, which also release gametes into the bright green cloud.
The precisely timed bioluminescent displays have been tracked like clockwork
in Southern California, the Caribbean and Japan, peaking one to two days
before each quarter moon phase, 30 to 40 minutes after sunset and lasting
approximately 20 to 30 minutes.
Deheyn and Latz collected hundreds of specimens from San Diego's Mission
Bay for their study, allowing them to not only examine live organisms but also
produce the fireworms' luminous mucus for the first time in an experimental
setting. The achievement provided a unique perspective and framework for
examining the biology behind the worm's bioluminescent system.
A central finding described in the Invertebrate Biology paper is that the
fireworms' bioluminescent light appears to play a role beyond attracting
mates. The researchers found that juveniles produce bioluminescence as
flashes, leading to a determination that the light also may serve as a defensive
mechanism, intended to distract predators.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 05:38 PM

Another article about the Ghostship of El Caleuche, Chile:
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LA LEYENDA DEL CALEUCHE ALGO MÁS QUE UNA SIMPLE HISTORIA (THE LEGEND OF
CALEUCHE IS MORE THAN A SIMPLE HISTORY)

www.aforteanosla.com.ar... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

Skyfloating
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 05:38 PM
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reply to post by MidEastGui

You just wont stop, will you? Excellent work

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 05:50 PM

Another essay about the Ghostship of El Caleuche:
El Caleuche: El Barco Fantasma de los Mares del Sur de Chile (The Caleuche: The
Ghostship of Southern Chile Seas)

www.angulo13.com... - in Spanish
Enjoy.

[edit on 4/3/2009 by MidEastGui]
[edit on 4/3/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
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posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 06:03 PM

 link   

reply to post by Skyfloating
Thank you very much. That is very good of u.
I will try to keep posting till I am getting tired of it for the benefit of all people on here
who are interested in USOs.
I have some time to do it for now, but dunno wot the tomoz brings me. The life is really
hard in the Middle East.
And as u predict, at most the online behaviours of the people are temporary, unreliable
and subjected to change in time. So I am trying to give some hints or highlights for the
future USO researchers of our planet. Before I go away, I wanna give them some necessary
info about the Underwater UFO phenomena.
Yepp.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 06:16 PM
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Another essay about the Ghostships in general:
The Phantom Ship and the UFO

magonia.haaan.com...
Enjoy.

[edit on 4/3/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 3 2009 @ 06:22 PM

Article about Ghost Submarines:
Подводные лодки-фантомы (Ghost Submarines)

mistika.net.ru... in Russian
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Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 11:12 AM

 link   

More about USOs:
Интрига подводных столкновений (Intrigue of Submarine Collisions)

www.tainoe.ru... - in Russian
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 11:27 AM

Another article about USOs in Russian language:
Неопознанный плавающий объект (Unidentified Floating Objects)


Неопознанный плавающий объект
[править] Материал из Википедии — свободной энциклопедии
(Перенаправлено с Неопознанный подводный объект)Текущая версия
(не проверялась)Перейти к: навигация, поиск
Это статья о городской легенде.
Пожалуйста, отредактируйте статью так, чтобы мифичность предмета
статьи была ясна как из её первых предложений, так и из последующего
текста.
Неопознанный Плавающий Объект (НПО) — восприятие предмета или
свечения в гидросфере Земли с жидкой водой, происхождение которого
остаётся неизвестным даже после изучения специалистами всех
доступных свидетельств о нём. Термин «НПО» был введён по аналогии с
термином «НЛО» — таким же явлением, но наблюдаемым в атмосфере
или в космосе.
Содержание [убрать]
1 Некоторые разновидности НПО
1.1 «Квакушки»
1.2 Светящиеся «колёса» на воде
2 Случаи
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3 Изучение феномена
4 Версии
4.1 Фосфоресцирующие морские существа
4.2 Новые плавательные средства
4.3 Подводная цивилизация
4.4 Интерференция волн в толще воды
5 Связь с феноменом НЛО
5.1 НЛО уходят под воду
5.1.1 Ракеты-призраки
5.1.2 Остальные
5.2 НЛО вылетают из-под воды
6 См. также
7 Литература
[править] Некоторые разновидности НПО
[править] «Квакушки»
Нередко НПО преследуют подводные лодки, что сопровождается
улавливанием акустиками от них характерных звуков, напоминающие
кваканье лягушки, из-за чего подводники прозвали их «квакерами» (не
путать с религиозным течением квакеров).
Во время холодной войны этот феномен стал изучаться военными
учёными. Стали подозревать, что это миниатюрные подводные лодки —
шпионы США, или стационарные объекты глобального
позиционирования, задача которых — запеленговать лодку вероятного
противника. Однако с этим было не так всё просто. С каждым годом
«квакеры» встречались всё чаще, их радиус действия расширился: теперь
их можно было встретить от Баренцева моря до северной Атлантики.
Гипотеза о том, что это стационарные объекты не подтвердилась:
«квакеры» просто преследовали лодки, что свидетельствовало бы об их
автономности. Если они автономны, то ими должен кто-то управлять,
или это должен быть робот, с искусственным интеллектом, что было бы
слишком дорого даже для США.
Сами по себе они не представляют угрозы для подводных лодок. Они
просто сопровождают их и зачастую, доплыв до определённого района,
исчезают.
[править] Светящиеся «колёса» на воде
Сообщалось также, что недалеко от поверхности воды наблюдали огни
чаще всего белого или зелёного цвета, похожие на колёса с прямыми или
изогнутыми «спицами», иногда вращающиеся. Диаметр подобных
«колёс» может быть различен, от нескольких футов до нескольких миль.
Чаще всего свет исходит непосредственно с водной поверхности или же
из-под неё, хотя в некоторых сообщениях речь шла о светящейся дымке
над водой. Были сообщения и о нескольких светящихся «колёсах»,
находящихся недалеко друг от друга. О вращающихся «колёсах»
упоминают в основном в Индийском океане, Китайском море и в
Персидском заливе.
Упоминания о таких явлениях можно найти и в средневековых текстах, у
европейских моряков увидеть такие «колёса» считалось очень плохой
приметой, на востоке же — напротив считалось добрым знаком,
китайские моряки называли их «колёсами Будды».
[править] Случаи
Судовой врач Д. Ф. Дербек утверждал, что 22 августа 1909 г., плавая
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пароходом «Охотск» в Охотском море, он в 23:00 наблюдал под кормой
быстро увеличивающееся зеленовато-белое световое пятно. Скоро пятно
окружило судно и некоторое время двигалось вместе с ним. Затем,
набирая скорость, пятно ушло из-под судна и через 2-3 минуты достигло
горизонта. Свечение там было настолько сильным, что отсвечивали
облака. Вслед за этим свечением из-под корабля к горизонту точно также
ушло ещё три.
В 1925 г. команда французского эскадренного миноносца «Прюссен»
отмечала: «Неожиданно всё вокруг корабля осветилось. Свет исходил от
множества всплывающих с больших глубин шаров диаметром не более
четверти метра. Они поднимались кверху со скоростью полметра в
секунду с интервалом 20-30 секунд. Непосредственно под поверхностью
шары резко раздувались вдвое, а окончательно всплыв, рывком
растягивались в разные стороны, превращаясь в гигантские диски
диаметром до 120 метров. Эти яркие серебристо-зелёные образования
некоторое время колыхались над поверхностью воды и затем словно
гасли в темноте».
14 ноября 1949 г. капитан 3-го ранга ВМС США Дж. Р. Бодлер вёл свой
корабль через Хормузский пролив безлунной ночью. Возле острова
Литл-Коин с левого борта корабля было замечено вращающееся
светящееся пятно диаметром 300—400 метров. Явление напоминало
движение световых пучков от вращающихся в одной плоскости
прожекторов (фосфоресцирующее «колесо» со «спицами»). Через
некоторое время, накрыв собой центр «колеса», корабль по приказу
капитана отошёл на несколько миль от него. Тут же справа от него
возникло другое, менее яркое светящееся пятно. Через 30 минут
появилось третье «колесо».
20 июля 1967 г. команда аргентинского корабля «Навьеро», как
сообщается в вахтенном журнале, на расстоянии 120 миль от
бразильского побережья 15 минут наблюдала двигавшийся по воде возле
судна сверкающий голубовато-белым сиянием гладкий сигарообразный
объект 30-метровой длины, который затем погрузился под воду, прошёл
под судном и исчез под водой.
В 1973 г. в Малаккском проливе (Индонезия) в 2 часа ночи команда
советского теплохода «Антон Макаренко» наблюдала около 40—50 часов
под водой «светящееся колесо». Капитан корабля Е. В. Лысенко
вспоминал, что «вначале на волнах появились… светящиеся пятна. Их
становилось всё больше и больше. Затем они вытянулись в линии —
метров 6—8 шириной и до самого горизонта. С мостика судна
просматривается пространство до 12 миль, и вот всё оно было заполнено
светящимися, строго начерченными прямыми. Расстояние между ними
метров сорок. Стало очень светло, как будто месяц на небе появился.
Свечение холодноватое, серебристое и достаточно яркое… Затем линии
стали двигаться. Они закружились, как спицы гигантского колеса,
эпицентр которого был несколько сзади судна. Вращение небыстрое,
ровное и до самого горизонта. Зрелище необыкновенное и незабываемое.
Знаете, дошло до того, что у нас, бывалых моряков, закружилась голова,
появилась тошнота, как если бы мы кружились на карусели». Вращение
это постепенно ускорялось, и концы «лучей» изогнулись, сообщала
газета «Совершенно секретно».
Рыбаки из Миссисипи заявляли, что 6 ноября 1973 г. наблюдали в устье
реки Паскагуола (Миссисипи) неопознанный объект длиной в 3 фута и
шириной в 3—4 дюйма с поверхностью, похожей на металличекую,
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излучавший янтарный свет. Рыбаки и служащие береговой охраны
пытались достать предмет вёслами и баграми, но он уплыл и исчез из
виду через 40 минут.
14 ноября 1975 г. рыбак из города Тронте (Адриатика) Тони Памака
сообщил корреспонденту журнала «Эуропео»: «Я находился с вечера в
море, примерно километрах в 5—6 от берега. Около четырёх часов утра,
когда я выбирал с глубины снасти, внезапно увидел идущий из-под воды
красный свет. Едва вынув снасть, я поспешил удалиться от того места, но
красный свет двинулся вслед за мной, то поднимаясь к поверхности и
рассеиваясь по большой территории, то опускаясь ко дну и превращаясь
в багровую звезду. Не помню, как я добрался до берега. Это было жутко,
ужасно, я провалялся в ознобе и судорогах от страха более двух часов и
неделю не выходил в море. Теперь боюсь отплывать дальше 200
метров…»
27 марта 1976 г. в Сиамском заливе было замечено из корабля под водой
несколько параллельных огненных пучков, которые приняли форму
колеса. В какой-то момент «спицы» (каждая по 70 футов, с таким же
расстоянием между «спицами») колеса «задели» корабль и стали
пересекать его с частотой 2 пересечения в секунду, вращаясь по
направлению часовой стрелки. Колесо вращалось всё быстрее, а свечение
становилось всё ярче. Через несколько минут «колесо» снова приняло
вид параллельных огненных пучков, затем опять образовалось «колесо»,
которое в течение нескольких минут вращалось уже в противоположную
сторону. Всего явление наблюдалось около 17 минут.
6 марта 1980 г. в Аравийском море были зафиксированы подводные
белые огни, принявшие форму водоворотов и колёс телеги,
простиравшихся до горизонта. Ширина «водоворотов» варьировала от 4
до 6 футов, а длина была приблизительно 45 футов. «Колёса телеги» из
«спиц» шириной в 6—8 футов, причём их центры светились ярче краёв.
Явление возможно было наблюдать в течение полутора часов.
В 1988 г. в Южной Атлантике радары атомной подводной лодки США
неоднократно фиксировали наличие в опасной близости к субмарине
подводного объекта в половину размера субмарины. Объект то подпускал
лодку к себе на расстояние 200 метров, то с большой скоростью уходил в
сторону, то опускался на полуторакилометровую глубину, то резко
всплывал «наперерез лодке». Через некоторое время НПО исчез со
скоростью 300 км/ч.
[править] Изучение феномена
Первой книгой, в которой содержались сведения о неопознанных
плавающих объектах, была «The book of the damned» (1919) Ч. Г. Форта.
Профессор океанографии Гамбургского университета Курт Калле
проанализировал 70 сообщений об аномальном свечении под водой за 60
лет по записям в вахтенных журналах, описывающих явления в
шельфовых районах Аденского и Персидского заливов, в заливе
Мартабан, в Малаккском проливе, в море Борнео и заливе Таиланд.
Калле пришел к выводу, что описания явлений многих очевидцев почти
совпадают.
[править] Версии
[править] Фосфоресцирующие морские существа
Существует множество водных живых существ, живущих в морской воде,
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которые способны светиться в темноте при люминесценции: морской
чёрт, рыба-гадюка, некоторые кальмары. Также науке известны
динофлагеллаты, разновидность фитопланктона, создающие короткие
световые вспышки, настолько яркие, что при них можно читать текст.
Под действием волн, создаваемых кораблями, эти существа могут
вызвать свечение водной поверхности.
Известно, что во время арабо-израильской войны 1967 г. свет,
излучаемый множеством рыб-фонариков на отмели, был принят за
свечение фонарей вражеских аквалангистов, и отмели были уничтожены
динамитом.
Однако такое объяснение неприменимо ко многим случаям наблюдения
фосфоресцирующих «колёс» у морской поверхности и других НПО.
Во-первых, морские существа не способны передвигаться со скоростью
80 км/ч. Во-вторых, науке неизвестна причина, по которой эти существа
могли бы образовывать такие сложные фигуры.
[править] Новые плавательные средства
Есть гипотеза, по которой НПО представляют собой новые
сверхсекретные плавательные средства, проходящие испытание.
[править] Подводная цивилизация
Идеи о сущестовании подводных цивилизаций известны с древности и
также разрабатывались писателями-фантастами.
Некий профессор Айвен Т.Сандерсон развивал гипотезу о подводной
цивилизации, предпринимающей попытки контактировать с
человечеством.
[править] Интерференция волн в толще воды
Исследователь феномена Курт Калле обнаружил, что территории, в
которых чаще всего наблюдали подводное свечение, совпадают с
сейсмическими зонами в Мировом океане. Гипотеза Калле состоит в том,
что при слабых землетрясениях какая-либо одна точка на дне моря или
океана порождает коническую волну с вершиной в этой точке. Когда
волна доходит до поверхности воды, часть волны отражается назад,
затем отражается от дна и т. д.. Будучи когерентными с исходной волной,
они образуют интерференционную картину.
Калле не может объяснить, как волна может спровоцировать свечение и
какая зависимость может быть между его интенсивностью и
характеристиками волны, но полагает, что этот процесс создаёт эффект
бегущих полос света.
[править] Связь с феноменом НЛО
Неопознанные летающие объекты в некоторых случаях бывали
замечены возле воды. Некоторые очевидцы сообщали, что НЛО могут
уходить под воду, вылетать из-под воды или водить по воде пучком света.
Хотя сообщения о таком поведении НЛО приходят со всего мира, Джанет
и Колин Борд (англ. Bord) в книге «Необъяснимые загадки XX века»
утверждают, что у берегов Аргентины такие случаи наиболее часты.
[править] НЛО уходят под воду
[править] Ракеты-призраки
Во второй половине 1940-х годов из Скандинавии, Швеции и др. стран
северной Европы поступали сообщения о так называемых
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«ракетах-призраках» (сигарообразных НЛО, оставляющих огненные
следы), которые уходили под воду.
Например, сообщалось, что 19 июля 1946 г. призрачная ракета исчезла в
озере Колмьярв (северная Швеция). Власти несколько дней обследовали
озеро, но ничего там не обнаружили.
[править] Остальные
В книге А.Сандерсона «Невидимые резиденты» приведено свыше 30
случаев, когда капитаны кораблей, моряки, работающие на них,
служащие береговой охраны, рыбаки и местные жители сообщали о
снижении неопознанных летающих объектов и о погружении их в реки,
озёра, моря и океаны. Таких НЛО может быть сразу несколько. Иногда
перед тем, как войти в воду, НЛО совершали манёвры над кораблями.
В марте 1966 г. очевидцы на берегу залива Сент-Джордж (Аргентина)
видели на высоте 12 метров от воды сигарообразный объект 20-метровой
длины, отблёскивавший, как металл. Несколько минут объект висел
неподвижно, а потом полетел в сторону океана, уходя под воду.
В июле 1969 г. капитан и вахтенные корабля «Sparrow» наблюдали в
Атлантическом океане, как на высоте 200 метров над кораблём медленно
пролетел неопознанный объект в форме эллипса диаметром в 25 метров,
при появлении которого пропала радиосвязь. Ускоряясь, объект
снизился и вошёл в воду на расстоянии 5-ти миль от корабля, после чего
на несколько минут в воде наблюдался светящийся круг в том, месте, где
НЛО погрузился.
В 1972 г. на побережье Средиземного моря возле Савоны (Италия)
многими людьми наблюдался дискообразный объект диаметром около
100 метров, летавший по кругу. Отмечалось, что периодически из него
исходили лучи света в направлении моря. Через некоторое время под
водой на расстоянии 200 метров от берега появились огни, и объект
исчез в воде.
[править] НЛО вылетают из-под воды
Имеются свидетельства появления НЛО из-под воды. Сообщалось, что,
вылетев из воды, НЛО совершали манёвры с кораблями перед тем, как
удалиться. Имеются случаи, когда, поднимаясь, неопознанные летающие
объекты проходили сквозь 3-x-метровый слой льда. При этом от льда не
остаётся крупных обломков, некоторые из них потом падают с НЛО,
находящегося на высоте десятков метров.
В «Дневнике Эндрю Блокхэма» (1824) значится, что 12 августа 1824 г.
вахтенные корабля Блокхэма, плывущего в Атлантическом океане,
заметили, что из воды под углом 7° вылетел круглый, сильно светящийся
предмет и исчез в облаках. Через некоторое время точно также вылетел
ещё один подобный предмет.
В августе 1965 г. команда советского парохода «Радуга», находившегося в
Красном море, наблюдала, как в 2-x милях от корабля из воды вылетел
огненный шар диаметром 60 метров и остановился на высоте 100—150
метров от поверхности воды. За шаром поднялся столб воды, который
затем обрушился в море. Через несколько минут объект полетел в
сторону центра Красного моря.
В августе 1970 г. группа из 4-x человек под руководством океанолога
Агаркова, проводя гидрологическую разведку на Кроноцком озере
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(Камчатка), передвигались по озеру в моторной лодке, когда в километре
от них образовался «купол» из поднявшейся воды. Из него вылетел
овальный серый объект диаметром 40-50 метров, который медленно
поднялся на высоту 200—250 метров под углом 70—80° к горизонту и,
остановившись на некоторое время, с большой скоростью полетел в
сторону океана. Пока объект висел в воздухе, двигатель лодки не работал.

3 августа 1977 г. в 27-ми милях от северо-восточного побережья Кубы
экипаж тунцелова «Гермес» в сумерки наблюдал под водой появившиеся
сначала спереди, а потом справа, слева и сзади судна световые полосы.
Капитан Валентино Пейра: «Происходящее было настолько жутким, мы
чувствовали себя такими беспомощными вдали от берега и перед лицом
явной опасности, что совершенно растерялись. Молодые парни плакали
и молились. Внезапно в двух кабельтовых из воды со звуком
открываемой бутылки шампанского вылетел светящийся каплевидный
объект и молниеносно приблизился к судну, зависнув на высоте 50—100
метров. Сделав круг, он снизился метров до 20 и залил нас мягким
зелёным светом. Затем также молнеиносно сорвался с места и, отлетев на
2—3 кабельтовых, резко ушёл под воду… Я радировал на базу и приказал
брать курс домой».
[править] См. также
Неопознанный летающий объект;
«Бездна» — кинофильм об НПО.
Квакер
[править] Литература
Горячие новости. «Совершенно секретно» // НЛО. — 1999. — № 29(92).
— С. 10;
Риччи Д. Энциклопедия НЛО и пришельцев / Пер. с английского Вибе Д.
З., Коптелов А. А., Филимонов С. В.. — М.: Вече, 1998. — 448 с, ил.
(Энциклопедии. Справочники. Неумирающие книги) — С. 73, 221;
Рэнделс Д., Хоу П. Тайны НЛО. 50 лет загадочных контактов / Пер.
Фурман Л. М.. — М.: Изд. Вече, 1998. — 384 с, ил. — С. 68;
Варакин А., Зданович Л. Тайны НЛО / М.: Рипол-классик, 2001. — 448 с,
ил. (Все загадки Земли) — С. 93—98;
Евтеев А. Кого встретили боевые пловцы, или Ещё раз о подводной
цивилизации // Интересная газета. Невероятное. — 1999. — № 10(73). —
С. 6;
Дегтярь В. НЛО из морских глубин // Мир увлечений. Невероятно. —
1998 (?). — № 9(1). — С. 13;
Евтеев А. Кто хозяйничает в глубинах Мирового Океана? // Интересная
газета. Невероятное. — 2000. — № 7(82). — С. 10.
Источник — «ru.wikipedia.org...
Последнее изменение этой страницы: 10:41, 18 февраля 2009
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Enjoy.
(p.s.: please make use of the online translator services to see what it is all about)

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 11:32 AM

 link   

One of the great Russian USO-related essay on the net:
Неопознанные подводные объекты (Unidentified Submarine Objects)

xfiles.cdom.ru... - in Russian
Enjoy.

[edit on 4/4/2009 by MidEastGui]

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 11:39 AM

 link   

Another interesting USO article:
На дне океана обитают неопознанные подводные объекты (Unidentified Submarine
Objects Based at the Bottom of the Ocean)

ufo.kz... - in Russian
Enjoy.
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share:

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 11:48 AM

 link   

Another article about USO cases:
Неизвестные движущиеся объекты под водой (Unknown Objects Moving Under the
Water)

tzone.kulichki.com... - in Russian language
Enjoy.

 new topics
WA State Governor mandates forced masks
Political Mud-Pit : 52 seconds ago

I'm addressing the low thread count here's a good
one NWO will get smashed by the Antichrist

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 11:55 AM

 link   

Religion, Faith, And Theology : 21 minutes ago

Who was Steve Bing?
Breaking Political News : 22 minutes ago

Another amazing info about the Unidentified Underwater Noises or Quakery phenomenon
located by the nuclear subs:

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

Квакеры - неопознанные плавающие объекты (Quakers - Unidentified Floating Objects)

Biden up by 14% in new Poll....and so was
Hillary

Diseases and Pandemics : 41 minutes ago

Political Mud-Pit : 57 minutes ago

discussiya.com... - in Russian

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has
ordered it dismissed!

Enjoy.

Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over
Nazis with traditional parade on Red
Square (FULL VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News : 3 hours ago

New Project Veritas undercover video of
Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 12:02 PM

 link   

16 years after ...
Members : 4 hours ago

Scottish Wild Boar Killing Sheep
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Survival : 5 hours ago

One of thrilling TV Documentaries on the USOs from Russia:
Тайна трёх океанов - В погоне за призраком (The Secret of Three Oceans - In the Pursuit
of Ghosts)

cinemaxx.ru... in Russian

[edit on 4/4/2009 by MidEastGui]

spacevisitor
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 12:18 PM

 link   


Originally posted by MidEastGui
Another article about USO cases:
Неизвестные движущиеся объекты под водой (Unknown Objects Moving Under the
Water)

tzone.kulichki.com... - in Russian language
Enjoy.

Hi MidEastGui, to bad that my linguistic talents are not going any further then my national
language Dutch

, and when I squeeze out really all my brain cells I even are able to do

some English
, but it goes absolutely not any further then that.
The only thing I can speak in Russian is нет and сигарета,
However, despite that all, I want to give you my compliments for doing all your work in
this thread so far.

 top topics

Regards.

WTF Only White People Must Wear Masks In
Oregon County
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 39 flags

[edit on 4/4/09 by spacevisitor]

Flynn case is over! Appaeals court has ordered it
dismissed!
Breaking Political News : 2 hours ago, 27 flags

New Project Veritas undercover video of Facebook
Breaking Political News : 3 hours ago, 24 flags

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 12:33 PM

 link   

Reports: Anomalies among CCP officials suggest
they may be fleeing Beijing
World War Three : 15 hours ago, 22 flags

Another interesting TV Doc from Russian Ren TV:

16 years after ...

Подводные призраки (Ghost Submarines)

Bubba Smollett
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Rant : 12 hours ago, 22 flags
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webteleradio.com... - in Russian

Thank you members of ATS.

Enjoy.

Out of The Shadows Released

Members : 7 hours ago, 17 flags

US Political Madness : 14 hours ago, 16 flags

Defund Google : Support alternative search
engines
US Political Madness : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

Another racist HOAX brewing from Don Lemon Sikh
owned restaurant in Santa Fe
Political Mud-Pit : 12 hours ago, 13 flags

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 12:41 PM

 link   

Yet another USO-related TV doc from Russia:
НЛО-уход под воду (UFOs Submerging into the Water)

rutube.ru... - in Russian language
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 01:14 PM

 link   

reply to post by spacevisitor
Hi Spacevisitor,
Thank u very much for your kind words. That is very good of you. Please dont mind if the
English is not ur mother language. It is not my native language at all. However, I try to use
it as a tool to have info about the world matters etc. I cant speak the Russian either,
however still I can utilize the online translators to get some hints about the unknown
materials on the net.
See ya soon.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 02:18 PM

 link   

And finally here is one of the greatest USO article written in Russian about the
Underwater UFO cases from the late Russian Navy (USSR):
К ИСТОРИИ ИЗУЧЕНИЯ АНОМАЛЬНЫХ ЯВЛЕНИЙ РАЗВЕДКОЙ ВОЕННО-МОРСКОГО ФЛОТА
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СССР

WA State Governor mandates forced masks
Political Mud-Pit • 0 • : headcheck

(ABOUT THE HISTORY OF ANOMALOUS PHENOMENA INVESTIGATIONS OF THE USSR (FORMER
RUSSIA) NAVY FLEET)

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 4560 • : MetalThunder

www.x-libri.ru...

More evidence of an absolute scam perpetrated on
us

(with lots of info plus some amazing graphical data)

Diseases and Pandemics • 5 • : JAGStorm

Black Lives Matter leader: It’s time to tear
down statues of “white Jesus”

Enjoy.

Political Mud-Pit • 275 • : ladyinwaiting

Mars Rover Sol 2801 - Cleaned and Close Look at a
Bump on a Rock
Space Exploration • 5 • : abeverage

Removed from the statue debate

[edit on 4/4/2009 by MidEastGui]

Rant • 15 • : VictorVonDoom

Noose found in the garage of the only
black NASCAR drivers Bubba Wallace pit
area
Social Issues and Civil Unrest • 391 • : matafuchs

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 04:30 PM

 link   

Moscow marks 75 years since victory over Nazis
with traditional parade on Red Square (FULL
VIDEO)
Breaking Alternative News • 15 • : Shamrock6

Another USO-related TV doc about USOs:
Легенды и мифы подводного мира (Legends and Myths of the Underwater World)

rutube.ru... - in Russian

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 04:54 PM
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Aonther TV doc about USOs from Russia:
НЛО: Подводные пришельцы (UFO: Underwater Aliens)

rutube.ru... - in Russian
Enjoy.

MidEastGui
  
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 05:32 PM

A RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:
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Thru the Personal Communication With Mr. Nur Agustinus of BETA-UFO,
Indonesia in June 2008;
USO (Unidentified Submerged Object) in Malacca Strait, May 2005
The story was told by Iwan Gunawan during the gathering of BETA-UFO
mailing list. Here, he wrote in more detail through e-mail on April 1st 2008. In
the video, he stated the events happened in July 2005, but as he recalled, it
was happened on May 2005.
I was in doubt to tell my story in the mailing list. I’m afraid if the story I’m
going to say will be considered as just a part of lie, and it was true, there were
some comments who doubtfully responded my experience.
During the gathering held in March 22nd 2008, it was the first time for me to
know the member of BETA-UFO mailing list. The situation seemed so friendly
and I saw there were some application forms of being BETA-UFO Indonesia
member. It stated: “Have you ever seen UFO but you are mocked as you tell
your experience? Don’t be worried, you are not alone..”
There, I was welcomed by the warmth of the founder, Mr. Nur and Angel who
directly asked me if I have seen UFO. They encouraged me to tell my
experience of watching USO.
Here I retell my story in detail concerning my experience of seeing USO. You
may believe and you may leave it. I have drawn a picture in rough sketch of
USO I saw, so it won’t be 100% accurate.
I experienced this sighting in May 2005. I was working as port engineer in
national sailing tanker ship company. It was my first sailing experience with
the whole crews. The sailing route was from Medan Port, Belawan to Batu
Ampar – Batam.
As the discharge activity finished, the ship was begun to do maneuver and was
guided by guide ship. The climate was fine, the wave and air temperature was
normal. Soon as the ship entered the line, me and the crews activities
decreased and we worked in more relax on the deck. Some were playing guitar,
playing chest or just chatting while drinking coffee and smoking cigarette.
Around 01.00-02.00 early morning as the ship entered the line of Malacca
waterworks, I stood and drop my back behind the fence of the deck and
smoking cigarette, enjoyed the wind and released my visual toward the barren
sea. Suddenly from the end of the ship direction, I saw a shard of lights
gleamed like fluorescent neon spinning within the depth of the sea formed
triangle and spherical shape (It was almost in oval shape). They moved close
to the ship and walked in line at the side of the ship. I yelled and asked some
crews who were settling down. What is that? They, then got close to the fence
of the deck and saw what I saw. Surprisingly, they just said, “owhh…” and
returned to their activities as if they saw nothing important.
I was still truly curious, the object was getting closer and seen getting bigger..
Even tremendously very huge! (You can take a look on my sketch I made
during the gathering meeting with BETA-UFO. I used the lamp gleam as the
standard to draw the object. For it happened at night and the light wasn’t too
bright, the sketch I made finally effect on the accuracy, it is not 100%
accurate.)
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My ship was 118m x 22m x 12m with 5000dwt. The tanker was said to be small
size ship.
I asked the crews back of what ship I saw. They responded with smile and one
of them pointed the captain cabin. I just remembered that I was a new
beginner in this ship, so I just thought they just teased me. I ran to the steering
wheel cabin to see the captain and hoped to see the object clearer through
higher position from my previous deck. As I arrived in the cabin, I saw the
captain was using his binocular directed to the object, I quickly asked, “Capt.,..
did you see what I see? What’s that?” I kept on watching the USO from the
wheel controller room. It was very huge!! My ship became so small compared
with the object.
Slowly but sure, the object moved at the side of the ship in constant and left
the ship. The ship speed was 9-11 knots. I repeated my question toward
Captain and he answered, “hehe… bas, welcome to the sea” (“Bas” is a nick
name to mention an engineer in the sailing ship). The USO appeared in 8-10
minutes. It disappeared in the depth and the dark of the night.
It seemed on that ship, I was the only person who felt bewildered with the
sighting. I asked the captain explained. He gave no much comment for he and
the crews (even in sailing world) the sighting of strange object appeared in the
middle of the sea was a part of common sighting and no need to publish.
So far the object was just appeared and there have no bothering action during
their appearance, even, we can’t detect them in our radar. When I asked him
back about the crash that might be happened during the appearance for they
suddenly show up without the confirmation via radar as other ships do to
avoid the crash?
The captain answered, “They (USO) seems understand so well of our
technology, method, and the route we are going to pass. So, they seems also
know the ship direction as well as the speed we use. No need for them to give
the sign to pass over or to confirm through radar when they want to show up.
All are managed and understood by the object well. Let us imagine if they used
high speed during the appearance, I guess our ship will be just a part of
wreckage floating on the sea for they will cause huge wave. They have
predicted their own speed and known when to speed up gradually and
vanished in secured position to stay away from our ship.

Graphic A (Kapal Means Ship in Indonesian Language)
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Graphic B

[edit on 4/4/2009 by MidEastGui]
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posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 05:35 PM

A RARE USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:


Thru the Personal Communication With Mr. Nur Agustinus of BETA-UFO,
Indonesia in May 2008;
Emir saw "torches” in the sea
Location: Bali Channel
Was it USO (Unidentified Submerged Object?)
It happened when I was a high school student around 1992 or 1994. We had a
Pramuka Garuda camp (scout camp) in Balekambang (near Bali Channel East
Java). It was a special camp that was held especially for those who had highlevel in Pramuka. In that event, I had to do a technical session by my choice.
So I chose sea technique because it was so familiar to me. I used to practice
with the marines. In the end session we had to pass the test. The test was
scheduled to be swimming across the Bali Channel but the committee then
canceled it due to the unpredictable sea wave. The wind normally flows from
left to right or vice-versa, but at that time there was a wind vortex. So the test
then replaced with lifeboat following the wind vortex flow. We didn't paddle
far, we just reached to the furthest shore around Banyuwangi. And then we
turned around until Balekambang. Suddenly, we heard our trainer sang: "Sea
ghost...my beloved, I miss you for day and night..." We were so frightened
when we heard that. Our trainer repeated the song again and held his chest.
Sometimes, he changed the words: Sea Scout... my beloved, I miss you for day
and night. Then, he told us that once the marines crossed the Bali Channel,
they saw a group of torches. When he spoke, we saw the water below our
lifeboat. But he warned us not to see the water. We obeyed it and paddled the
boat. He continued that the torches, based on the local story, are the spirit of
the dead visiting the lived human beings who live between Banyuwangi and
Bali. Based on the legend, Bayuwangi and Bali was one land. While we were
paddling the boat, as if we saw some torches descended in the water... It was
not like human, it looked like torches, which moving into the water. Then we
asked our trainer if it was a torch like he told to us, and he agreed. We saw the
torch moved. The torch itself was about twenty steps away in front of us. There
were so many torches that moved like dragon. There were many torches that
looked like the ones held by people for celebrating the night of Suro. The torch
formation was long enough. The fire was orange. The torches stepped forward
and behind altogether in stable movement. in a moment, the torches were
disappeared. The torches' position was likely in dive-1 position, about 1 atm,
around 5 or 6,5 meters below the sea. The objects moved deeper and deeper,
so it must not a human being. I thought there were about 20 torches and it was
getting longer and deeper.
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USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:


Thru the Personal Communication With Mr. Nur Agustinus of BETA-UFO,
Indonesia in June 2008;
USO in Sagawin Strait, West Papua – Indonesia
This is the most amazing experience and I hope it happens again. The story
began when I was working at KM. Siduarsi ship, a forwarder ship belongs to
PT. PELNI (ship state company) which the route was Surabaya (East Java) –
Makassar (South Celebes) – Irian jaya (now Papua). I was the officer of the
Machine Department and my position was Machinist III. After my night-shift
duty on the ship at 24.00, felt no sleepy, I went to the bridge of the ship. The
ship was on the journey from Nabire, Papua to Tanjung Perak Port, Surabaya.
When the shifting time began, the ship was sailing on the Sagawin Strait (near
Sorong, Papua). I saw my two friends were in charge on the bridge had their
duty for 00°° - 04°° shift. They are Robert Matualage (Navigator II) and Yayat
Nurdin (Wheel Drive in Charge)
It was 10 minutes to the shifting time (04.00 AM), suddenly we were shocked
by two light objects which were not known where they were from. The lights
went to our ship, its velocity was faster than our ship (6-7 knot). So the lights
seemed to crash our ship. But then they stopped in abruptly strange motion
just in front of our ship, about 300 meters. It didn’t happen in long time for
few seconds after, other lights shown up in bigger and strange shapes of lights.
Each object was in different shape. Each had characteristic like neon lamp.
The object were around 30-40 lights. The outer line area was like oval shape.
What made us nerve … we or any other ship who were in the middle of the
lights couldn’t do anything more facing the sudden experience. The ship
captain once heard to yell something when he found the compass needle
suddenly moved in jagged spinning when the shard of lights shown up.
It happened in not more than 8 minutes. Our ship once passed under some
lights above us that the ship was truly shone brightly. We didn’t feel any crash
or else. During experiencing the incident, our ship’s water draft was around 4.
The ship loaded lots of woods.
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Each different light then idle but still on its surface, it reflected its shadow. All
of them had it and moved in regular motion. For being idle, we were amazed
by the strange phenomena that out of our consciousness, we had passed the
line in the middle of the area of the unknown object. We predicted the object
width was around 1,8 miles as we passed for 8 minutes from the corner to the
quay. We wonder what object could move so fast down to water and stopped
abruptly.
For additional information, my friend Navigator III, Robert Matualabe had
ever met with similar object in December 25th 1999 near the Biak Island
waterworks when he was sailing with KM Sinar Patmos, once he held his ship
founder. KM IWERI belongs to PT. PELNI was followed by the mysterious
gleam from inside the water of right and left side of the ship, it happened in
December 12th 1990. The horrified incident happened toward KM Lintas
Samudera which sank on Tanjung Taipa Sulawesi waterworks. It loaded 15 GT
Tonnages, 6 people were confirmed to die, 42 others were saved after it
crashed 3 bright lights within the sea.
My experience was also witnessed by some people, e.g. Chief of Machine Room
named Paulus Nutriyanto, the wheel drive in charge man named Hasbi Yaloh,
oil in charge man named Kosasih and Deck Cadet named Tri.
I do hope this report will be followed up in such kind of research or
exploration to find the answer.
Setiawan Triadi is now working in Tilongkabila Ship (PT. Pelni). He is working
as Machinist III.

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 05:44 PM

USO CASE FROM MY PERSONAL ARCHIVE:


Thru the Personal Communication With Mr. Nur Agustinus of BETA-UFO,
Indonesia in June 2008;
Studi Kasus: USO tenggelamkan kapal di Laut Banda? May 21, '07
Pengantar:
Berikut ini laporan mengenai penampakan USO (Unidentified Submersible
Object) - Benda Selam Tak Dikenal, di sekitar laut Banda. Konon, menurut
beberapa korban tenggelamnya kapal Lintas Samudra, mereka menyaksikan
fenomena yang sama sesaat sebelum kapal tenggelam (ditenggelamkan?).
Cuplikan berita asli:
Submitted by: Dahono F. - Semarang, Central Java Indonesia
Date: 2/5/2000 - Time: 5:22 AM EST
Subject: Unexplained Event, UFO Sightings
Location: Sea of Banda & it's vicinity
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Date: 01/15/2000 - Time: 04:00 AM
Country: Indonesia - Seas around the islands of Moluccas and Irian/Papu
Number of witnesses: 4 maybe 6
Objects Shape: Light
Number of objects: 20 to30
Object had lights
Object emitted beams of light
Event Description: 3/04/00
Actually, it was my cousin's experience. I told him to tell other people to look
for an explanation of this event but he doesn't want to and he doesn't dare. So
I finally write to this website to look for answers.
He was on a cargo-ship crew that serve the sea lines between Surabaya,
UjungPandang (Makassar) and the cities in Iran Java (Sorong, Manokwari,
Nabire). During the predawn morning on January 15, at about 04:00 A.M. he
told me that he and his fellow crewmen saw strange shapes of lights from
under the sea. At first there's only two of them right in front of the ship. Then
suddenly these two lights moving fast toward the ship and stop right beside
the ship. One on each side of the ship. As soon as they stop, suddenly many
more of these things lights-up, just as somebody has turned on the lamps from
the bottom of the sea. They were shapeless, just like figures of islands on the
maps. These shape of lights were scattered on the area 1.8 km in diameter. The
outside boundary of the area they occupied formed an oval shape. No sounds
were heard. And they just stand there and do absolutely nothing until the ship
passing them by. The lights was white just like a TL lamp, neon lamps.
My cousin told me that he never saw anything like it. But his friend did see this
things just one month earlier. The location is nearby, eastward from the first
location. His friend was during the trip toward city of Manokwari. He saw the
same lights under the sea but in different formation. These ones form a long
line formation just ahead the boat. When the boat he was in trying to turn back
to avoid crash with these things, suddenly the same lights formed the same
formation just behind the boat. The boat was lifted up a bit when hit these
lights. Next thing the boat turn right and escape from both the lights
formations.
The last sighting was when the KM Lintas Samudera (a passenger ship) was
having an accident in the Sea of Banda on the Moluccas. Some people were
killed during the accident (I don't recall the number of casualties but you can
check it out on the local and national newspaper on 22-30 January 2000. one
of them that I read was Jateng Pos dating Friday, 28/01/00). Some survivors
told that before the ship was sunk, there was two shape of lights from under
the water moving fast toward the ship and crash the ship. The ship was later
found in the beach of nearby island.
I'm very eager to look for an explanations of this phenomena. My cousin and I
have some thoughts that maybe the lights was generated by some underwater
creatures as fishes, sea-eels, or maybe giant octopuses. But if they were so,
why didn't they make a movement (On my cousin's sighting). And how did
they turn-on and off the lights they generated? As far as I know, some
undersea creatures can generate electricity and lights, but if they do, won't
they always have lights? and unable to turn it off?
Second thought was that it was A gigantic nuclear-submarine. Well, who
knows that the riots happens in the Moluccas Island was related to these
submarines that was on a such stealthy mission to drop weapons on the
islands?(well,maybe it's too delusional and paranoid). But the lights generated
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by the nuclear reactor on the subs. by processes called Cerenkov radiation
could form that lights, isn't it? But if they were a submarine, what kind of
submarine has a diameter 1.8 km? And how it could change shapes?
Please, I'm looking forward for explanations.
My cousin is the 3rd engineer on the ship of KM Sidu Arsi, a cargo ship
belongs to PT. Pelni (Pelayaran Nasional Indonesia) that serve the route
Surabaya-Makassar-Irian. You can check it out.
Sumber: mysticaluniverse.com...
Cuplikan Berita Koran (translated):
SAR has found the ruin of KM Lintas Samudera that sank in the sea around
the Cape Taipa, South-East Sulawesi (Celebes), on the early dawn of Sunday,
but they found no trapped passenger inside the ship. The ruin of the 15 GT
tonnage ship were found floating on the coastal area of Taipa and now has
been pulled aside to the Metui Village. Said the Chief of Southeast Sulawesis
District Office of Dept. of Transportation whom also the Coordinator of SAR
team, Ir. Mawardi Yusuf in Kendari this afternoon.
The KM Lintas Samudera sank on its way from Molore in the Sultra(Southeast Sulawesi)-Sulteng(Central Sulawesi) province border to Kendari, caused
by huge-hard sea waves. In the accident, 7 were killed, 42 were survived and
unknown were missing.
According to Mawardi, the join SAR team helped by the local fishermen now
keep trying to search the missing passengers by searching along the coasts and
small islands where it assumed that the survivors could have landed. There's
very little chance that the missing passengers would be found alive, because
beside it is already more than 3 x 24 hours, the ships was not equipped with
life jackets.
We don't know the certain number of the missing passengers in the accident,
we even do not know the certain number of the whole passengers aboard that
ships because the captain of the ship didn't have any passengers manifests.
said Mawardi. But for now, the information of the number of missing
passengers holds by the SAR team to be the basic of the search ,come from the
survivors that confess that six of their familiy members who were aboard the
ship still havent found yet.
Among the six missing passenger is the father, mother and sister of a child
name Yana (6 years old). The fathers name was Awan (35), mothers was Siti
(30) and sisters was Lilis (10), all came from the Pondidaha District,
Municipality of Kendari. That poor little child is now being kept by the
Children Shelter House belongs to the local District office of Dept. of Social.
Many people of Sultra were touched by the accident and is interested to keep
and look after the child, among them is the Commander of Kendaris Naval
Base Col.(P) R Budi Hardjo.
Some survivors, most of them are transmigrants, of UPT III and IV in Hialu,
District of Asera, Municipality of Kendari explain that beside the big-waves,
the ship sank because it collided with some kind of strange creature. I saw it
myself, the ship was hitting something like a boat which have three beams of
bright lights. People say that it was the giant octopussy, that according to
people, there are many of them in the sea of Cape Taipa. Said Sukaryo, one of
the survivors.
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In the first month of the year 2000, this is the second accident of sunk ships.
The first, in the early January, is the KM Mutiara in the sea of Municipality of
Muna, that caused 7 out of 41 of its passengers were killed.(an/tim). That was
my own free-translation of the news published in Jawa Pos on January
26,2000. Jawa Pos is the national newspaper that has the central office in
Surabaya, East Java. Maybe you could look further for the news recorded by
the local newspapers that closer to the location of accident.
Sumber: mysticaluniverse.com...
Tags: sighting, record, uso, sea, studi kasus
Prev: Komunitas pemerhati UFO di Indonesia
Next: Studi Kasus: Pangkalan UFO di Danau Poso?

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 06:13 PM

Today I located some amazing USO reports via internet Forums:


From Forum
Next week's show - Underwater Bases
dtrock78, Apr 3, 2009
Ok, now this is an aspect of UFOlogy that I've always been interested in...there
are many reports from southern California and Lake Erie (great videos on
youtube from Lake Erie) area concerning UFOs submerging themselves
underwater.
I never really paid much attention to this particular topic concerning UFOs
until I heard a stroy from one of the guys at my company that was ex-Navy.
(ive told this story before on here)
He was in communications stationed on one of the Navy's top nuclear subs for
most of his tour. A large fleet had assembled in the southern Pacific for a war
games exercise. There was a carrier, several battleships, subs, scouts, etc.
About an hour before the war games drill, his sub and the two accompanying
subs picked up something massive on their sonar moving directly towards
them at over 50 knots per hour. (For reference, our top subs are estimated to
move between 50-60 knots underwater. Any faster, and you start running into
"cavitation" issues, which is basically a collapse negative pressure pcoket that
forms around the propellor, not good.
Anyways, this object was estimated to be approximately twice the size of their
submarine based on sonar, and was heading directly towards them, they sent
all warning signal protocol, nothing. The sub went into evasive manuevers,
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banked hard left, and braced for impact. The object passed directly below
them, then changed it's angle at 45 degrees instantly. Once it was in front (and
below) of the sub, they estimated it accelerated to over 100 knots per hour,
which is psychically impossible based on our current technology. The
bridge,comm and operators were told to never discuss the issue again.
Now, for the skeptics that would argue perhaps it was "one of ours" (which I
asked him) he said there was no way in hell, top secret or not, they would
approach a naval fleet in that matter. The two subs actually almost hit each
other while they were taking evasive manuevers. So i asked him what he
thought it was and he went "I dont know, some guys said it was underwater
UFOs or some crap."
---------Man out of time, Apr 3, 2009
dtrock,
Yeppers, I know someone who was 2nd in command aboard a Trident Sub
(won't say name) and they were on the Con surfaced when they see a huge (2
mile across EBE craft pop up out of the water in mid ocean...it thung there for
a few minutes then straight up. They all were told to shut up and debriefed.
Then there is the sub which had a EBE craft circling it in the water, faster and
faster like is was showing off...and it probably was.
Then there was the U.S. sub 1000 mi west of Africa, in 1964, at max depth
towing a cable with a camera on the end (they obviously knew something was
down there. Well, gee whiz they get a picture (which I have) of a metal weather
vanelike deivce with balls on each end of the crisscrossing arms. When an
investigator asked the commander back at base what it was in the picture he
said," a type is plant life." It was clearly metal in geometric angles and was
embedded in the round rocky seafloor.

(p.s.: sometimes the USOs have unbeliveable or gigantic sizes as reported by the
observers)

MidEastGui
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 06:19 PM
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SOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE USO STUDY:
To reach the newest or daily USO reports, one could google the net via narrowing the time
gap (i.e., daily or last week etc.) when doing research.
Plus, u can also check for the UFO related forums or look at the comments section of each
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possible USO related news on the net in order to collect the novel and the rare data.

[edit on 4/4/2009 by MidEastGui]

chromack
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 07:58 PM

 link   

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Christopher Pearson
Date: Sat, Apr 4, 2009 at 5:45 PM
Subject: Re: The Work Continues
To: info@theorionproject.org

I have something that needs clarification here. Perhaps I have asked this question before
but somehow it has not been answered.
It is my conclusion after so many years decades to be exact that the Political Echelon and
its NSA have abundant advanced technologies deliberately suppressed. Something to do
with the status quo and conventional vested interests. These technologies are in the
hands of related military/industrial complex companies and they are not being developed
for public consumption for very specific reasons.
It is not a matter of "invention" in the public sector. It is a matter of what technologies
will be permitted to be developed for whatever this echelon's agenda.
So the Orion Project comes on the scene. But what is actually going on here? Is it a
political issue?
There is nothing to invent....... only advanced technologies already known that need to
be developed along some kind of geopolitical guidelines.
Please explain!
Sincerely,
Christopher Pearson

On Thu, Apr 2, 2009 at 10:06 AM, The Orion Project wrote:
The Orion Project Non-Profit
The Work Continues...
A quarter of 2009 is over.
We continue working to find solutions to the energy crisis.
We are supporting innovative inventors. The work is intense, as with any ground-breaking
endeavor. And, because we have not had the funds to build a central campus to bring
them all together, each inventor is working at his own location. We wish we could bring
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you news of a breakthrough each week. What we can bring news of is the fact that though
progress is not always rapid, it is steady.
We are often asked when we will have that one central facility we envision that will bring
our inventors together - along with many more great minds to drive a peaceful Manhattan
Project for new energy development.
The answer – it is up to you, as well as us.
Those of us working at The Orion Project do so because we believe in our mission. All the
funds we receive go to finding the best researchers and funding their work.
Help us make that vision a reality – we are buying equipment for a recently identified
inventor who has a track record of past achievements in energy projects. He wishes
anonymity while he works on his most important project to date.
We urgently need $100,000 to buy fabricating equipment, parts and supplies - fund his
efforts – and hopefully, change the world.
We are working hard to find solutions for our world – won't you help us?

chromack
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 08:08 PM

 link   

Hidden Truth Forbidden Knowledge Steven Greer's Disclosure Project
Current focus: The Orion Project..

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Christopher Pearson
Date: Sat, Apr 4, 2009 at 5:45 PM
Subject: Re: The Work Continues
To: info@theorionproject.org

I have something that needs clarification here. Perhaps I have asked this question before
but somehow it has not been answered.
It is my conclusion after so many years decades to be exact that the Political Echelon and
its NSA have abundant advanced technologies deliberately suppressed. Something to do
with the status quo and conventional vested interests. These technologies are in the
hands of related military/industrial complex companies and they are not being developed
for public consumption for very specific reasons.
It is not a matter of "invention" in the public sector. It is a matter of what technologies
will be permitted to be developed for whatever this echelon's agenda.
So the Orion Project comes on the scene. But what is actually going on here? Is it a
political issue?
There is nothing to invent....... only advanced technologies already known that need to
be developed along some kind of geopolitical guidelines.
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Please explain!
Sincerely,
Christopher Pearson

On Thu, Apr 2, 2009 at 10:06 AM, The Orion Project wrote:
The Orion Project Non-Profit
The Work Continues...
A quarter of 2009 is over.
We continue working to find solutions to the energy crisis.
We are supporting innovative inventors. The work is intense, as with any ground-breaking
endeavor. And, because we have not had the funds to build a central campus to bring
them all together, each inventor is working at his own location. We wish we could bring
you news of a breakthrough each week. What we can bring news of is the fact that though
progress is not always rapid, it is steady.
We are often asked when we will have that one central facility we envision that will bring
our inventors together - along with many more great minds to drive a peaceful Manhattan
Project for new energy development.
The answer – it is up to you, as well as us.
Those of us working at The Orion Project do so because we believe in our mission. All the
funds we receive go to finding the best researchers and funding their work.
Help us make that vision a reality – we are buying equipment for a recently identified
inventor who has a track record of past achievements in energy projects. He wishes
anonymity while he works on his most important project to date.
We urgently need $100,000 to buy fabricating equipment, parts and supplies - fund his
efforts – and hopefully, change the world.
We are working hard to find solutions for our world – won't you help us?

Feel free to contact them, they would love to hear from you!
-chris

chromack
posted on Apr, 4 2009 @ 08:52 PM

What is this "USO" Research? What is "USO"?
FYI In support of my prior post today:

pesn.com...
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Should give some idea of the "suppression" of technology already known.
-chris

MidEastGui

 link   

posted on Apr, 5 2009 @ 08:04 AM

reply to post by chromack
Hi There,
To be honest, I am not interested in any political issue or the subjective things on ATS.
Cos, there is no end in these discussions. I log on the USO Research thread only to share
the related info at hand and do the necessary brain storming about the Underwater UFO
problem.
If you want to learn what the USO means, then it is better for ya to look at this topic from
the beginning pages to the end pages etc.
See ya.
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